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Crystal Semiconductor brings the benefits of leadership, high 
quality, analog VLSI solutions to our customers. 
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Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 

Data Acquisition Data Book 

LIFE SUPPORT AND NUCLEAR POLICY 

CRYSTAL SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR AND SHOULD NOT BE USED WITHIN 
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS OR NUCLEAR FACILITY APPLICATIONS WITHOUT THE SPECIFIC WRITTEN CON
SENT OF CRYSTAL SEMICONDUCTOR. 

Life Support Systems are equipment intended to support or sustain life and whose failure to perform when properly used in 
accordance with instructions provide can be reasonably expected to result in personal injury or death. Users contemplating 
applications of Crystal Semiconductor products in Life Support Systems are requested to contact Crystal Semiconductor 
factory headquarters to establish suitable terms and conditions for these applications. Crystal Semiconductor's warranty is 
limited to replacement of defective components and does not cover injury to persons or property or other consequiential 
damages. 

Examples of devices considered to be life support devices are neonatal oxygen analyzers, nerve stimulators (whether used 
for anasthesia, pain relief, or other purposes), autotransfusion devices, blood pumps, defibrillators, arrhythmia detectors and 
alarms, pacemakers, hemodialysis systems, pertoneal dialysis systems, neonatal ventilator incubators, ventilators for both 
adults and infants, aneshesia ventilators, and infusion pumps, as well as other devices designated as "critical" by the FDA. 
The above are examples only and are not intended to be conclusive or exclusive of any other life support device. 

Examples of nuclear facility applications are applications in (a) a nuclear reactor, or (b) any device designed or used in con
nection with the handling, processing, packaging, preparation, utilization, fabricating, alloying, storing, or disposal of fis
sionable material or waste products thereof. 
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COMPANY INFORMATION 

Crystal's proprietary SMART AnalogTM design technique, incorporating analog and digital circuitry in 
monolithic CMOS devices, represents a powerful new technology in the semiconductor industry. This 
innovative approach to design eliminates many of the sources of inconsistent performance in traditional 
analog circuitry. 

Maximum system performance is built-in from initial research on end-user requirements through 
product definition. Product quality and reliability is designed into the device architecture and is further 
assured through rigorous standards for fabrication, assembly and testing. Crystal's part numbering 
scheme is as follows: 

CSLXXXX - TPNNH/R 

1 l L DEVICE REVISION: DOES NOT APPEAR HERE ON PACKAGE MARK. 
REVISION IS COVERED IN DATE CODE STAMP. 
USED ONLY FOR ORDERING/TRACKING. 

SPECIAL HANDLING ,ALPHA ONLY A-COMMERCIAL HIGH-REL 
B-MILITARY 883B REV. C PROCESSING 

ELECTRICAL OR SPEED SPECIFICATION. (OPTIONAL) UP TO 2 
NUMERIC DIGITS. NO ALPHA CHARACTERS. SEE DATA SHEET 

PACKAGE CODE -REQUIRED ,ALPHA CHARACTER ONLY, NO NUMERICS 
P = PLASTIC DIP S = 0.3" SOIC 
C =CERAMIC SIDEBRAZE E= CERAMIC LCC 
D = CERDIP J= J-LEAD CERAMIC CHIP CARRIER 
L =PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER,J LEAD G= GULLWING CERAMIC CHIP CARRIER 
U= UNPACKAGED DIE 

TEMPERATURE SPECIFICATION- REQUIRED.ALPHA CHARACTER ONLY 
SIGNAL CONDITIONING/COMMUNICATION: 
BLANK= 0 "C to 70 'C 

I = -40 "C to 85 "C 
M = -55 "C to 1 25 "C 

TEMPERATURE/ACCURACY - REQUIRED.ALPHA CHARACTER ONLY 
DATA ACQUISITION: 
TEMPERATURE ACCURACY 

0 "C to 70 "C 
-40 "C to 85 "C 
-55 "C to 125 "C 

GOOD BETTER BEST 
J 
A 
s 

K 
B 
T 

L 
c 
u 

UP TO FOUR ALPHANUMERIC DIGITS COMPRISE REMAINDER OF BASIC PART NUMBER 

CRYSTAL PRODUCT LINE (PROPRIETARY PARTS; SECOND-SOURCE PARTS HAVE EXCEPTIONS): 
3 =DATA ACQ. SUPPORT CIRCUITS 
4 = D/A CONVERTERS 
5 =AID CONVERTERS 
6 =TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
7 =SIGNAL CONDITIONING 
8 = DATACOMMUNICATIONS 

CRYSTAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
"CS"= ALL CRYSTAL PRODUCTS;EXCEPT FOR 
"CXT" =QUARTZ CRYSTALS 
"COB"= EVALUATION BOARD 
"CX" = CUSTOM PRODUCTS 

REV3 
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In addition to the part number, all Crystal parts have a second line of marking, which can be decoded as 
follows: 

FATLLRYYWW 

ULL ASSEMBLY DATE CODE 

DEVICE REVISION LEVEL . 

LOT IDENTIFICATION 

TEST SITE DESIGNATOR 

ASS EMBLY SITE DESIGNATOR 

FOUNDRY DESIGNATOR 

LOT CODE IDENTIFIER - TWO DIGIT ALPHA CHARACTER. 

COMPANY BACKGROUND 

IDENTIFIER SEQUENCE WILL BEGIN WITH 

AA,AB,AC, ETC. EACH LOT WILL RECEIVE 
A UNIQUE IDENTIFIER REGARDLESS OF 

DEVICE OR START DATE. SEQUENCE 

BEGINS AGAIN WITH AA WHEN ZZ HAS 

BEEN UTILIZED. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation was founded in 1984 with the goal of supplying the industry with 
high-performance, mixed analog/digital CMOS circuits. 

To meet its objectives, Crystal recruited a staff of renowned CMOS analog design engineers, a scarce 
resource in the industry, and teamed them with designers trained in system architecture development. 

By coupling this design staff with highly qualified application and test engineers and seasoned 
management, Crystal has achieved several industry firsts. Systems designers now benefit from the 
performance and cost savings of Crystal breakthroughs such as self-calibrating ADCs, a universal filter, 
monolithic Tl interfaces and the industry's first implementations of "delta sigma" oversampling A-to-D 
converters. 

Headquartered in Austin, Texas, Crystal sells its products worldwide through a network of 
manufacturer's representatives. Crystal's entire marketing and sales organization is committed to 
providing quality products and reliable, rapid service. 

1-4 



--··---· . --- ·-· -··--···- QUALITY AND RELIABILITY INFORMATION 

QUALITY AND RELIABILITY INFORMATION 

Crystal Semiconductor is committed at every 
level of the company to the highest possible 
standards of quality and reliability in its 
products. This committment is evident in all 
phases of operations: initial product definition, 
design, fabrication, assembly, test, qualification 
and customer service. Product quality and 
reliability is an active concern of each Crystal 
employee. 

In Product Definition 

To ensure maximum system performance, 
Crystal works with users to identify and quantify 
the parameters, including quality and reliability 
issues, that best serve customer needs. Quality 
and reliability become part of the design goals, 
along with electrical performance and cost. 

In Design 

Conservative 3-micron CMOS design rules are 
the basis for all current Crystal products. In 
addition, extensive use is made of proven 
standard cells to drastically reduce the possibility 
of design errors. 

Each pin in every SMART Analog product is 
designed to meet ESD levels of at least 2500V 
when tested per MIL STD 883C, Method 3015. 
Each pin is also designed to withstand more than 
200mA of DC latch current. 

Crystal SMART Analog design architectures 
provide quality and reliability comparable to 
leading digital devices and memories. This is far 
superior to traditional analog ICs and hybrids. 
On-chip digital error correction provides stable 
performance over time and temperature by 
taking advantage of digital controls that are 
insensitive to parametric analog problems such 
as leakages and shifts in threshold voltage. Using 
Crystal devices, designers have fewer error 

Q&R1 

sources to consider. The result is a less 
complicated, more reliable system. 

In Fabrication and Assembly 

Crystal ensures reliable delivery of quality parts 
by accessing established foundries in multiple 
locations (Japan and California today). Each 
fabrication facility is qualified by Crystal. As
sembly is performed both domestically and off
shore under carefully documented and well-con
trolled conditions. 

Wafer fabrication and assembly processes 
undergo in-line quality inspections. Wafers are 
inspected optically to guidelines based on MIL 
STD 883C, Method 2010. Each die is electrically 
tested using proprietary test circuits that verify 
key parameters. Following assembly, packages 
are subjected to a variety of mechanical inspec
tions to verify integrity and insure high quality. 
(For example, x-ray inspection to 3.0 percent 
LTPD is one of the standard production tests.) 

In Test 

In a break from traditional analog components, 
Crystal's SMART Analog products include basic 
test capabilities designed into each chip. 
Crystal's in-process quality assurance program 
uses this designed-in testability to monitor and 
track the performance and quality of these 
complex circuits. Finished packaged components 
are tested 100 percent electrically, over 
temperature where critical parameters are 
involved. With these extensive quality programs, 
Crystal guarantees outgoing electrical quality 
levels on all data sheet specifications to a 0.065 
percent AQL level over the full specified 
temperature range. 

Throughout the assembly and test phases, 
traceability to the original wafer lot is carefully 
maintained. 

1-5 
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In Product Qualification 

Before any Crystal product is released to 
production and shipped in volume, it must 
undergo a thorough qualification program. 
Crystal has separate qualification criteria to 
address both long-term reliability and infant 
mortality so that the sources of failure are 
identified and eliminated. Crystal uses military 
specifications as the guidelines for reliability 
tests, methods and procedures. (See Table 1.) 

To ensure reliability of the design and processes, 
full qualification requires that three non
consecutive lots are used during the qualification 
program. Fabrication and assembly facilities are 
audited every six months and periodically 
monitored. Any major design or process changes 
restart the qualification procedure. 

These steps guarantee that Crystal products 
maintain the high standards of reliability 
designed-in from the start. 

TABLE 1-QUALIFICATION TESTS 

MIL STD 
883C 

TEST METHOD CONDITION 

OPE RATING LIFE 1015 +125•c, Dynamic Bias 
CONDO +/-5.5V Supplies 

TEMPERATURE HUMIDITY +85" C/85% RH Static Bias 
STRESS (Plastic Parts) 

TEMPERATURE CYCLING 1010.5 -s5"cto + 1so·c 
Hermetic Packages CONDC Then Gross Leak Test 

TEMPERATURE CYCLING 1010.5 -55"Cto + 125•c 
Molded Packages CONDB or 

or -4<1'Cto + 125•c . 
THERMAL SHOCK 1011.4 -55"Cto + 125·c 

CONDB or 
or -4<1'Cto + 12s•c .. •••Then Gross Leak Test 

AUTOCLAVE (Plastic Parts) 

CENTRIFUGE 2001 

ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE 3015 

LATCH UP 

JEDEC STD 22-B, A 104 COND B 
JEDEC STD 22-B, A106 COND C 
For hermetic Packages Only 

+ 121•c1100% RH 
2 Atmosphere, No Bias 

30 Kg/Yl Axis 

de Current 

t Equivalent to 50 FITS, 70.C/60% UCL, 0.7 eV 

tt Equivalent to 300 FITS, 70• C/60% UCL, 0.7 eV 

INFANT MORTALITY TESTS LONG-TERM RELIABILITY TESTS 

PASS/FAIL PASS/FAIL CRYSTAL 
DURATION CRITERION DURATION CRITERION GOAL 

166 hrs 0.25% 1000 HRS 75 FITStt 10 FITst 
(25.C/60%UCL (2s• Cl 

1.0 eV Act. Energy) 60%UCL) 

166 hrs 1.0 LTPD 1000 HRS 3.0 LTPD 1.0 LTPD 

100CYCLES 1.0 LTPD 1000 3.0 LTPD 1.0 LTPD 
CYCLES 

100 CYCLES 1.0 LTPD 
c.f8eEs 

3.0 LTPD 1.0 LTPD 

100 CYCLES 1.0 LTPD 
cMEs 

3.0 LTPD 1.0 LTPD 

48 HRS 1.0 LTPD 144 HRS 3.0 LTPD 1.0 LTPD 

5.0 LTPD 1.0 LTPD 

1 SOOV-0 Fail 5 UNITS, ALL PINS 1500V-O FAIL 4000V 

100 mA-OFail 5 UNITS, ALL PINS 1 OOmA-0 FA IL 200mA 
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In Customer Service 

Compliance with purchasing requirements is 
ensured through the use of Crystal's 
computerized system "Compass"(Crystal On-line 
Marketing Production and Sales System). This 
processing system ensures that all orders are 
entered correctly, scheduled properly, produced 
according to schedule, and shipped with zero 
discrepancies. 

All systems and procedures at Crystal 
Semiconductor are aimed at continously 
improving the quality and reliability of our 
products and services to meet the needs of our 
customers. 

Crystal's philosophy on quality is to anticipate 
problems and develop systems and controls to 
alleviate possible problems. It is a well stated 
fact by Juran and Deming, two of the nation's 
foremost experts on quality, that 85% of all 
quality problems are system related and 15% are 
worker related. Therefore, Crystal devotes its 
major quality efforts toward preventing system 
related quality problems. 

Crystal has a very aggressive audit program in 
place. Monthly internal audits are performed to 
insure compliance to the extensive 
documentation of instructions and criteria for 
testing and inspection. Semiannual vendor audits 
are performed on the assembly and fabrication 
foundries. Vendor audits insure the adequacy and 
compliance of specifications, product flow, 

Q&R1 

training, process controls and cleanliness. All II 
internal and external audits have provisions for 
ratings and a system for corrective action 
requirements. These frequent audits by assembly, 
fabrication and quality engineers maximize 
system quality compliance. 

As an added measure of continued high quality 
from assembly and fabrication foundries, 
thorough incoming inspections are performed. 
Wafer level optical inspection is based upon 
guidelines of MIL STD 883C, METHOD 2010. 
Test die are electrically tested to verify 
compliance to key process parameters based 
upon design rules specifications. These electrical 
parameters include threshold voltages, 
breakdown voltages, material resistance, and 
contact resistance. Assembly packaging 
inspection includes external visual, marking 
permanency, solderability, x-ray, hermeticity, die 
shear, wirepull and internal visual. 

Preventive measures are very much in force in 
the final test area. Equipment calibration and 
preventive maintenance procedures are strictly 
adhered to. Handling procedures for Electrostatic 
Discharge are in place throughout the test areas. 
Non-conforming material is segregated until 
corrective action is agreed upon. There are 
controlled procedures for releasing new test 
programs and new test equipment to the 
production environment. In summary, Crystal 
Semiconductor is committed to meet the quality 
requirements of its customers. 

1·7 
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Tl, PCM-30 and ISDN Primary 
Rate Line Interface Circuits 
Crystal Semiconductor offers a 
broad family of CMOS PCM line 
interface circuits, with each device 
optimized for a unique system ap
plication. The CS6152, CS6159, 
CS61535 and CS61574 are recom
mended for use in new designs. 

Product 

Application 

Receiver Functions 

Transmitter functions 

Serial Control Port 

DIP Package 

COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS 

CS6152 CS6159 CS61535 CS61574 

T1 T1 & PCM-30 T1 & PCM-30 T1 & PCM-30 

Data Clock & Data Clock & Data Clock & Data 

Slicer Recovery Recovery Recovery & 
Jitter Attn 

Low Power Low Power Jitter Allen. Driver 
Driver Driver & Driver 

- yes yes 

24-pin, 300 mil 24-pin, 300 mil 28-pin, 600 mil 28-pin, 600 mil 

Since introducing the industry's 
first Tl and PCM-30 line interface 
circuits (the CS61534 and 
CS61544), we have shipped more 
CMOS PCM line interface ICs than 
any other vendor worldwide. Crys
tal Semiconductor's leadership con
tinues with the best in puise shapes, 
jitter attenuation, jitter tolerance 
and low power dissipation. 

No one has a wider family of line interface !C's. 

CS6152: Basic DSX-1 driver and receive buffer. 
For low power cards using digital-ASIC clock 
recovery. Ideal for trunk card bays where Tl den
sity is limited by heat dissipation. 

CS6159: Ideal for large synchronous systems 
such as central offices and DCS 0/1, which need 
the lowest cost per line, small package and low 
power dissipation. 

Tl Transceiver 

CS61535: Enhanced transmit-side jitter attenuator 
supports SONET VTl.5 and VT2, and other high 
speed transmission systems such as digital 
microwave radio. 

CS61574: Receive-side jitter attenuation supports 
loop-timing in customer-premises equipment 
(which needs to meet AT&T 62411) and in chan
nel banks. 

Crystal Semiconductor's CS2 l 80B 
Tl Transceiver is a perfect com
panion to our Tl line interface ICs. 
This device handles encoding and 
decoding of all Tl frame formats 
(D4, SLC-96 and TlDM and ESP). 
Serial interface and control registers 
make it simple to configure from a 
microprocessor, including per-chan
nel control options. Packages avail
able include 40-pin DIP or 44-lead 
PLCC. 

To Frame 
Syste-m-+---MffliJ!!IEncoder -
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Backplane 

PCM Line Card 

To 

Network -
The CS2180A is ideal for use with Crystal's family of line interface I C's 
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Jitter Attenuation Circuits 
Crystal Semiconductor's jitter at
tenuation technology is available 
stand alone for a wide variety of ap
plications. The CS61600 is ideal for 
Tl and PCM-30 applications while 
the CS80600 attenuates jitter in T2, 
2nd-level CEPT lines and Token 
RingLANs. 

Quartz Crystals 
To compliment our family of Tl 
line interface circuits, Crystal Semi
conductor now supplies pullable 
quartz crystals. The CXT6 l 76 and 
CXT8192, are designed for 100% 
compatibility with our PCM line in
terface and jitter attenuator circuits. 

Optical Data Links 
Crystal Semiconductor has smashed 
through cost barriers for fiber optic 
links with new low-cost bi-direc-

™ tional OPTIMODEMS . The 
CS8 l 23 and CS8 l 24 support 
full-duplex voice and data com
munications at speeds to 256 kbps, 
while using just one optical com
ponent at each end of the link. The 
CS8125 and CS8126 transmitter 
replace expensive hybrids with 
CMOS ICs to provide Tl links over 
a fiber pair. The CS8127 is a unique 
light Emitting and Detectin&Mdiode 
for use with OPTIMODEMS . 

Applications for the family of opti
cal data links include: secure 
(TEMPEST) communication of 
voice and data at ISDN data rates, 
communication in electrically -
noisy environments such as a fac
tory floor, links where the physical 
size and weight of cables and con
nectors are a concern, and inter
building connections which require 
lightning immunity. 

COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS 

Ethernet 
Crystal Semiconductor will be in
troducing a complete family of cir
cuits for Ethernet applications. In
cluded in the family is the 
CS83C92A, the industry's first 
low-power CMOS transceiver, the 
CS8023 Serial Interface Adaptor, 
and the CS8005 CSMA/CD con
troller, which supports 10 Mbps 
throughput and 64 kbytes of local 
packet buffers. 

Voice 
or Data 
Terminal 

CSB124 OPTIMODEM 

AES/EBU Transmitters and 
Receivers 
The CS8401/2 AES/EBU transmit
ters, along with the CS841 l/2 
AES/EBU receivers, allow digital 
communication between audio 
equipment. Requiring minimum ex
ternal circuitry, these IC' s support 
both professional and consumer for
mats. 

DTMF Receivers 
Crystal Semiconductor has im
proved on industry standard DTMF 
receiver !Cs while maintaining 
100% pin compatibility. Our device 
features on-chip filters which offer 
the best possible signal-to-noise 
ratio allowing highly accurate 
decoding of telephone tones. 

Receiver 

Driver 

CSB124 OPTIMODEM 

Voice 
or Data 
Terminal 

The OPTIMODEM1
" is a powerful optical data link for a 

variety of applications. 

Clock 
Data 

Clock 
Data 

j 
---j 
-., 

CS8126 PIN LED CS8125 

CS8125 LED PIN CS8126 

Dual 
Fibers 

Tl Rate (1.544 MBit/s) Bi-Directional Link 

j-+ 
!-+ 

I-
I-

Clock 
Data 

Clock 
Data 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS202/3 

DTMF Receiver 
Features 

• Full Receiver Implementation 

• Central Office Quality 

• Detects 12 or 16 DTMF Tone Pairs 

• Uses Inexpensive 3.579 MHz 
Colorburst Crystal 

• Hex or Binary 2-of-8 Output 

• Synchronous or Handshake Controlled 
Output 

• Built-in Filter for Dial Tone Rejection 

• 18 Pin Package 

• Single 5 Volt ±10% Power Supply 

• Early Detect Output 

• Pin Compatible with SSI 202/SSI 203 

General Description 
The CS202 and CS203 are fully integrated DTMF (Dual 
Tone Multifrequency) receivers that decode the tone 
pairs used in standard dialing schemes. All of the func
tions needed for decoding the tone pairs are 
implemented using Crystal's double-poly CMOS 
process for low power and high performance. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
CS202-P - 18 Pin Plastic DIP 
CS203-P - 18 Pin Plastic DIP 
All standard 300 mil DIPs 

Block Diagram 

--·-·····------··········-········ 
BANDS PUT 

FILTERS ........................... 

ANALOG IN 
9 DIAL TONE 

FILTER 

XIN 

XOUT 
CLOCK 

GENERATOR 

XEN 
8 

ATB 
13 rn 7 

Vp GNDGND 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

TIMING 

DIGITAL 
FREQUENCY 
DETECTORS 

OUTPUT 
DECODER 

4 2 
IN1633 -

HEX/B28 

15 

6 

14 

3 
EN 

CLRDV 

ED 

DV 

D1 
D2 
D4 
DS 

AUG '87 
DS6F1 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS21808 
CS2180A 

T1 Transceivers 
Features 

• Monolithic T1 Framing Device 

• Both Transceivers support 04 and ESF 
framing formats 

• CS2180B also supports SLC-96 and 
T1 OM framing formats 

• CS21808 has updated AIS and Carrier 
Loss detection criteria 

• CS2180B is Plug Compatible with 
CS2180A, DS2180A and 082180 

General Description 
The CS2180A and CS2180B are monolithic CMOS 
devices which encode and decode T1 framing formats. 
The devices support bit-seven and B8ZS zero suppres
sion, and bit-robbed signaling. Clear channel mode can 
be selected on a per channel basis. 

The serial interface has been enhanced to allow the 
CS2180A and CS2180B to share a chip select signal 
and register address space with the CS61534/35/74 
PCM Line Interface device. 

Applications 
• T1 Line Cards 
• ISDN Primary Rate Line Cards 
Ordering Information: 

CS2180B-IP 40 Pin Plastic DIP 
CS2180B-IL 44 Pin PLCC 
CS2180A-IP 40 Pin Plastic DIP 
CS2180A-IL 44 Pin PLCC 

-40 to 85 °C 
-40 to 85 °c 
-40 to 85 °C 
-40 to 85 °c 

TMSYNC TFSYNC TSER TABCD 

TCLK 3 .r-~--::-::;:~--r-1~-+--------~o+e 
TLCLK~L.----~-:::,......,J-t--r-----------;;~ 

7 
6 

INT 14 cs 17 
SCLK 18 Serial 

SDI 15 Interface 
SDO 
SPS 

RSER 1\..,.,,,..-r::----, 

RAS CD 
RUNK 

RLCLK 
RSIGFR 

RSIGSEL 
RCHCLK 

Registers 

RMSYNC RFSYNC RYEL RBL (CS21808-IL only) 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

4 

40 
20 

TSIGSEL 
TMO 
TCHCLK 
TSIGFR 

TPOS 

TNEG 

VDD 
vss 
RST 
TEST 

RLOS 
RSV 
RCL 
RPOS 
RNEG 

JAN'90 
DS44F4 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS6152 

Low Power PCM Analog Interface 
Features 

• Provides Analog T1 Line Interface 

• Low Power Consumption 
(normally 180 mW) 

• EXPERT Pulse™ Programmable 
Pulse-Shaping Line Driver 

• Provides Receiver AMI-to-TTL Buffer 
Which Compliments Digital Gate Array 
Clock-Recovery Circuits 

• Driver Performance Monitor 

• Minimal External Components 

• Upwards Compatible From CS61534 

General Description 
The CS6152 combines the analog transmit and receive 
line interface functions for T1 system interface in one 
device. The T1 analog interface operates from a 5 Volt 
supply, and is transparent to the T1 framing format. 
Crystal's EXPERT Pulse™ circuitry shapes the transmit 
pulse internally, providing the appropriate pulse shape 
at the DSX-1 cross-connect for line lengths ranging 
from 0 to 655 feet. The device provides the ideal front
end to digital gate array based clock recovery circuits. 

Applications 

• Interfacing Network Equipment such as Multiplexors, 
Channel Banks and Switching Systems to a DSX-1 
Cross Connect. 

• Interfacing Customer Premises Equipment such as 
PABX's, T1 Multiplexors, Data PBX's and LAN 
Gateways to a Channel Service Unit or T1 modem. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
CS6152-IP 28 Pin Plastic, 600 mil DIP 
CS6152A-IP - 24 Pin Plastic, 300 mil DIP 
CS6152-IL - 28 Pin J-lead PLCC 

Block Diagram 

HIGHZ TAOS LENO LEN1 LEN2 TGND TV+ 
t t 

TPOS TTIP 
TNEG CONTROL PULSE 

SHAPER 
TCLK TAING 

:: : DATA I RTIP 

DETECTION 
ARING 

DRIVER MTIP 
MONITOR MRING 

RV+ RGND DPM 

Preliminary Product Information / This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 
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Semiconductor Corporation CS6159 

low Power PCM line Interface 
Features 

• Provides Analog PCM Line Interface 
for T1 and PCM-30 Applications 

• Provides Line Driver, and Data and 
Clock Recovery Functions 

• Internal generation of transmitted T1 
pulse width and pulse shape. Pulses 
meet template requirements over full 
power supply and temperature range. 

• Fully Monolithic Clock Recovery 

• Minimum External Components 

General Description 
The CS6159 combines the analog transmit and receive 
line interface functions for a T1 or PCM-30 interface in a 
24-pin skinny-DIP or SOIC device. The line interface 
operates from a single 5 volt supply and is transparent 
to the framing format. Crystal's EXPERT Pulse™ 
circuitry shapes the transmit pulse internally, providing 
the appropriate pulse shape for line lengths ranging 
from Oto 655 feet from a DSX-1 cross connect. 

Applications 
• Central Office Exchanges 
• Digital Access and Cross Connect Systems 
• Customer Premises Equipmeni 
• PABX's 

Ordering Information 
CS6159-IP1 24 Pin Plastic DIP (300 mils) T1 & PCM-3C 
CS6159-IS1 24 Pin SOIC (300 mils) T1 & PCM-3C 

Block Diagram 

TCLK 10 

TPOS 11 

12 
TNEG 

LOOP 
15 BACK 

RCLK 

RPOS 14 

RNEG 13 
'--.-~--' 

24 

SIGNAL 
QUALITY 
MONITOR 

9 

TAOS LENOLEN1LEN2 

4 

16 21 22 23 

CONTROL 
PULSE 

SHAPER 

CLOCK & 
DATA 

RECOVERY 

7 5 

TGND TV+ 

*18 * 19 
LINE DRIVER 17 

TIIP 

...-----2-0-. TR ING 

3 
--~RTIP 

2 
i.----~ RRING 

LLOOP RLOOP ACLKI LOS RREF LFIL T RV+ RGND 

Preliminary Product Information I This document contains information on a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

NOV '89 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS61535 

PCM Line Interface 
Features 

• Provides Analog PCM Line Interface for 
T1 and PCM-30 Applications 

• Provides Line Driver, and Data and 
Clock Recovery Functions 

• Transmit Side Jitter Attenuation Starting 
at 6 Hz, with> 300 UI of Jitter Tolerance 

• Jitter Tolerance of Receiver: 0.4 Ul's to 
100 kHz 

• Microprocessor Controllable 

• Compatible with SONET, CCITT G.742, 
and Other Async. Muxes 

• CS61534 Compatibility 

General Description 
The CS61535 combines the analog transmit and 
receive line interface functions for a T1/PCM-30 inter
face in a single 28 pin device. The line interface 
operates from a single 5 volt supply and is transparent 
to the framing format. Crystal's EXPERT Pulse™ cir
cuitry shapes the transmit pulse internally, providing the 
appropriate pulse shape for CCITT G.703, or for con
necting to DSX-1 cross connects for line lengths 
ranging from 0 to 655 feet. The transmitter uses a 32-bit 
elastic store to remove jitter from the transmit data. 

Applications 

• Interfacing network transmission eguip_ment such as 
SONET multiplexor and M13 to a DSX-1 cross con
nect. 

• Interfacing customer premises equipment to a CSU. 

• Interfacing to PCM-30 links. 

Ordering Information 
CS61535-IP 28 Pin Plastic DIP T1 only 
CS61535-IP1 28 Pin Plastic DIP T1 & PCM-30 
CS61535-IL 28 Pin PLCC (j-leads) T1 only 
CS61535-IL 1 28 Pin PLCC (j-leads) T1 & PCM-30 

Block Diagram 
(CLKE) (INT) (SDI) (SDO) 

XTALIN XTALOUT MODE TAOS LENO LEN1 LEN2 
9 10 5 28 23 24 25 

JITIER TCLK 2 

TPOS 3 >-----< ATIENUATOR r----.i CONTROL 
PULSE 

SHAPER 

TNEG 4 

RCLK 8 

RPOS 7 

RNEG 6 

26 
LLOOP RLOOP 
(SCLK) (CS) 

1 

ACLKI 

CLOCK & 
DATA 

RECOVERY 

SIGNAL 
QUALITY 
MONITOR 

12 
LOS 

TGND TV+ 

+ 14 + 15 

LINE DRIVER 

-----
1
-
3 

TIIP 

~--1-6 TAING 

1+--_.c.1-"'9 RTIP 

20 
--~ RRING 

22 t 
RGND 

Preliminary Product Information I This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

JAN '89 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS61574 

PCM Line Interface 
Features 

• Provides Analog PCM Line Interface for 
T1 and 2.048 MHz Applications 

• Provides Line Driver and Data Clock 
Recovery Functions 

• Jitter Attenuation Starting at 6 Hz with 
>300 Uls of Tolerance in Attenuator 

• Jitter Tolerance of Receiver: 0.4 Uls to 
100 kHz 

• Microprocessor Controllable 

• Compatible with CSUs and DACSs 

• CS61534 Compatibility Mode 

• Diagnostic Features 

General Description 
The CS61574 combines the analog transmit and 
receive line interface functions for a T1/CEPT interface 
in a 28 pin device. The line interface operates from a 
single 5V supply and is transparent to the framing for
mat. 

Crystal's SMART Analog™ circuitry shapes the trans
mit pulse internally, providing the appropriate pulse 
shape for CSUs or for connecting to PCM cross-con
nects for line lengths ranging from O to 655 feet. 
Maximum range is greater than 1500 feet. The receiver 
uses an elastic store to remove jitter from the incoming 
data. 

Applications 

• Interfacing Network Equipment such as DACS and 
Channel Banks to a DSX-1 Cross Connect 

• Interfacing Customer Premises Equipment to a 
CSU 

• Building Channel Service Units 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
CS61574-IP - 28 Pin Plastic DIP; T1 only 
CS61574-IP1 - 28 Pin Plastic DIP; T1 and CEPT 
CS61574-IL - 28 Pin PLCC (j-leads); T1 only 
CS61574-IL 1 - 28 Pin PLCC (j-leads); T1 and CEPT 

Block Diagram 

TCLK 2 

TPOS 3 

TNEG 4 

RCLK 8 

RPos! 

RNEG 6 

LOOP 
BACK 

26 
LLOOP RLOOP 
(SCLK) (CS) 

ACLKI 
(CLKE) (iNi) (SDI) (SDO) 

MODE TAOS LENOLEN1LEN2 

10 
XTALOUT 

5 28 232425 

PULSE 
CONTROL SHAPER 

SIGNAL 
QUALITY 
MONITOR 

1 
LOS 

TGND TV+ 
;14 ;15 

LINE DRIVER 13 
'""""--TIIP 

ARING 

MTIP 
MRING 
DPM 

Preliminary Product Information I This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P. 0. Box 17847, Austin, Texas, 78760 
(512) 445-7222 TWX: 910-874-1352 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS61600 

PCM Jitter Attenuator 
Features 

• Unique Clock-Tracking Circuitry Filters 
50 Hz or Higher Frequency Jitter for T1 
and PCM-30 Applications 

• Minimal External Components Required 

• 14 Pin DIP 

• Single 5 Volt Supply 

• 3 Micron CMOS for High Reliability and 
Low Power Dissipation: 50 mW Typical 
at 25 °C 

General Description 
The CS61600 from Crystal Semiconductor accepts T1 
(1.544 Mb/s) or CCITT standard (2.048 Mb/s) data and 
clock inputs, and tolerates at least 7 (and up to 14) unit 
intervals, peak-to-peak, of jitter. Before outputting data 
and clock, jitter is attenuated using an internal clock
tracking variable oscillator and a 16 bit Fl FO elastic 
store. 

The jitter attenuation function can be determined by ap
propriate specification of the external crystal. 

The CS61600 is transparent to data format, and is in
tended for application in carrier systems, switching 
systems, Local Area Network gateways and multi
plexers. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
CS61600-IP - 14 Pin Plastic DIP; T1 only 
CS61600-IP1 - 14 Pin Plastic DIP; T1 and CCITT 

Block Diagram 

Fl FORST OVR RESET 

................... ,2 ~ ......... L. 

FIFO CONTROL ! 11 OSCOUT 
DIN 13 ,__ ___ _,_: -9- DOUT 

8) FIFO !10 
CLKll\1<>---'--->1 -~---+---><>CLKOUT 

~-~---~ is 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

HALF FUL 
DETECT 

5 4 

XTALIN XTALOUT 

....-..__._--0 ARE 
: 12 
, ARC 
i 14 

4-j---<>V+ 

~GND 

NOV '88 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CXT6176 
CXT8192 

Pullable Quartz Crystals 
Features Description 

• Complements CS615x4 PCM Line 
Interface integrated circuits and 
CS61600 PCM Jitter Attenuator. 

Crystal Semiconductor's line interface and jitter at
tenuator IC's require unique performance specifications 
for the crystals. The CXT6176 and CXT8192 are built to 
meet Crystal's specifications for T1 and PCM-30 ap
plications respectively. 

Ordering Information 
CXT6176 Crystal for T1 Applications 

• Crystal's operating frequency is a 
function of variable load capacitance 
provided by CS615x4 Line Interface or 
CS61600 Jitter Attenuator. CXT8192 Crystal for PCM-30 Applications 

CXT6176 0 t--c_x_Ta_1_9_2 ____ ~ 

:----CM(5s-(5scli:LATOR-Cl-RC-UIT-rvf6-0"EL ____ 1 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

! C1oad 12 
L ____ _::: ______________________________ :::::. _____________________________ J 

Preliminary Product Information I This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

JAN '89 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS8005 

CSMAICD Ethernet Data Link Controller 
Features 

• High Throughput 
- Supports full 1 OM BPS data rate 
- Back-to-Back Packets 

• 64 K-Byte Local Packet Buffer 
- Provides refresh for DRAMs 
- Off-loads host bus 

• Conforms to ISO/ISEE 802.3 Standard 

• Flexible Bus Interface 
- Intel and Motorola bus modes 
- 1/0, string move, OMA access 
- Memory or 1/0 mapped 
- 8 or 16 bit bus width 

• Recognizes One to Six Receive 
Addresses, Specific, Multicast or 
Broadcast 

• Advanced Error Correction and 
Handling 

- Automatic re-transmit after a 
collision 

- Automatically discards bad packets 

General Description 
The CS8005 has five major blocks: the Transmitter, 
Receiver, Buffer Controller, Bus Interface and Status 
and Command Register. 

The CS8005 supports the link layer (layer 2) of the 
IEEE 802.3 standard. It performs serializa
tion/deserialization, preamble generation/stripping, CRC 
generation/stripping, transmission deferral, collision 
handling and address recognition of up to 6 station ad
dresses including multicast/broadcast addresses. 

The Buffer Controller manages a 64K byte local packet 
buffer. This block provides arbitration and control for 
four memory ports: the transmitter, the receiver, the bus 
interface and an internal DRAM refresh generator. 
Received packets are temporarily stored until the sys
tem either reads or disposes of them, and packets 
placed there by the system are held for transmission 
over the link. 

The Bus Interface interfaces to the system bus and 
provides access to internal configuration and status 
registers, the local packet buffer and a control signal in
terface to permit OMA or programmed 1/0 transfer of 
Packet data. The data path between the system bus 
and the local DRAM buffer is buffered by a 16 byte 
FIFO called OMA FIFO. This permits high speed data 
transfers to occur even when the Buffer Controller is 
busy servicing the Transmitter or Receiver or refreshing 
the DRAM. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Contact Crystal Semiconductor 

TO DRAM BUFFER 

t 
Buffer Controller 

-TO 
SYSTEM 

Bus 
Interface 

BUS '--~.---' 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 FAX: (512) 455 7581 

Status 
Command 

Registers 

Transmitter 
TO 

---- CS8023 
~------, SERIAL 

Receiver 

INTERFACE 
ADAPTER 

FEB '90 
DS64PP1 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

Serial Interface Adapter 
Features 

• Compliant with IEEE 802.3 and 
Ethernet Rev. 1 

• Works with the CS8005 and Intel 82586 
LAN Controllers. 

• Manchester Data Encoding/Decoding 
and Receiver Clock Recovery 

• Loopback Capability for Diagnostics 
and Isolation 

• Fail-Safe Watchdog Timer Circuit to 
Prevent Continuous Transmission. 

• Transceiver Interface High Voltage 
(16V) Short Circuit Protection 

• Low Power CMOS Technology with 
Single 5V Supply. 

TxEN 15 

WATCHDOG 
r------+-~ 

TxC 16 
ENCODER 

17 TxD 
LPBK/ 3 
WDTD 

CSN 6 CARRIER 

X1 14 SENSE 

X2 13 

RxC 8 

DECODER 
RxD 9 

7 
10MHz 

COLL DETECTOR 

General Description 
The CS8023A Serial Interface Adapter provides the 
Manchester data encoding and decoding functions of 
the Ethernet Local Area Network physical layer. It inter
faces to the CS8005 CSMA/CD Data Link Controller or 
to the Intel 82586 LAN Controller and any standard 
Ethernet transceiver as defined by IEEE 802.3 and 
Ethernet Revision 1. 

The CS8023A is a functionally complete En
coder/Decoder including ECL level balanced driver and 
receivers, on board oscillator, analog phase locked loop 

I for ciock recovery and coilision detection circuitry. In ad
dition, the CS8023A includes a 25 millisecond 
watchdog timer, a 4.5 microsecond window generator, 
and a loopback mode for diagnostic operation. 

Together with the CS8005 and CS83C92, the CS8023A 
Serial Interface Adaptor provides a high performance 
minimum cost interface for any system to Ethernet. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Contact Crystal Semiconductor 

19 Tx+ 
18 Tx-

TRANSMIT 20 
Vee 

10 Vss 
MODE1 

2 MODE2 

4 Rx+ 
5 Rx-

12 COLL+ 
11 COLL-

COLLISION 
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CS80600 

High Speed Jitter Attenuator 
Features 

• Accepts Input Clock with Frequency of 
4.5 MHz to 8.5 MHz 

• Unique Clock-Tracking Circuitry 

• Tolerates and Attenuates At Least 3 
Unit Intervals of Jitter 

• Minimal External Components Required 

• 14PinDIP 

• Single 5 Volt Supply 

• 3 Micron CMOS for High Reliability and 
Low Power Dissipation: 50 mW Typical 
at 25 °C 

General Description 
The CS80600 from Crystal Semiconductor accepts 4.5 
to 8.5 MHz clock and data inputs and removes up to ±3 
data bits of jitter before outputting the data and clock. 
Jitter is removed using an internal clock tracking circuit 
and an 8-bit FIFO elastic store. 

Applications 
• Token Ring: The CS80600 can be used to 

eliminate tfie accumulation of data-pattern 
dependent jitter which is the primary factor 
limiting the size of token rings. The 
CS80600 is intended for application in sta
tion adaptor ca~ds, in active wiring 
concentrators, and in repeaters. 

• PCM: TIC, T2, and CEPT2 and second 
order multiplexors. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
CS80600-P - 14 Pin Plastic DIP 

Block Diagram 

FIFORST OVR RESET 

2 3 
···················································----····----·---··--·····-···················· 

FIFO CONTROL !11 OSCOUT 
1~ is DIN 1------'-"--DOUT 
Bi FIFO i10 

CLKINo--:=+--.i --~---'-...c) CLKOUT 
'----~-----' is 

......i.---'-'::........oARE 
HALF FULL 

DETECT !12 
"-"'"----'-'=--<> ARC 

~--"------~::::--~~ ...J1.!_,,v ; + 
VARIABLE OSCILLATOR J,1---oGND 

............................ 5 ................... 4 ............................................ l 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

OPT/MODEM TM 

Features 

• Time Compression Multiplexing for 
full-duplex communication over a single 
optical fiber 

• Synchronous operation from 2.4 kbps 
to 256 kbps 

• Asynchronous operation from de to 
38.4 kbps 

• 1 o-9 BER up to 1.3 km 

• System diagnostic capabilities 

• Four optional secondary control 
channels provide independent 
end-to-end transmission links 

• Independent transmit and receive clocks 

TCL 

3848 
Encoder 

General Description 
The CS8123 and CS8124 from Crystal Semiconductor 
Corporation are SMART Analog™ full-duplex modem 
devices that receive and transmit serial binary data over 
a single fiber-optic cable. Both devices provide the fil
tering, encoding, decoding, and data buffering to 
implement a "ping-pong" communication channel 

The CS8123 device supports asynchronous com
munication. The CS8124 device supports asynchronous 
and synchronous communicatons. The RTS, CTS, 
DTR, and DSR control lines can be used for RS232C 
compatible modem control, or end-to-end transmission 
channels. 

SMART Analog and OPTIMODEM are trademarks of 
Crystal Semiconductor Corporation. 

Ordering Information 
CS8123-IP 24 Pin 0.6" DIP* 
CS8123-IL 28 Pin PLCC 
CS8123A-IP 24 Pin 0.3" DIP 
CS8124-IP 24 Pin 0.6" DIP* 
CS8124-IL 28 Pin PLCC 
CS8124A-IP 24 Pin 0.3" DIP 

DR1 ,DR2,DR3 RS2 CKC 

• The 24-pin 0.6" 
package will be 
discontinued and 
replaced by the 24-pin 
0.3" package. Lay out 
your PCB for both. 

Transmit 
FIFO TxD 

~~--~--··· ........ ~__.__,_ _ __._ _ _,___~=~---'------'-- TxC 

Driver 

Linear Channel 

3848 
Decoder 

... ·· .. ··· 

Note: DR1, DR2, DR3, TxC\ ......................................................... . 

Control 

and 

Timing 

-------"-- DTR ,__ ____ __,___ DSR 

-------"-- RTS 
1--------+--. CTS 
1--------+--. DCD 

1----~----+-- RxC 

Receive 
FIFO 

''l"''"'''l"''"''"'f 

RxD 

RxC, and CKC apply only 
to the CS8124. 

DG1,DG2,DG3 T XTL VA+ GND VD+ 
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CS8125/6 

T1 Optical Line Interface 
Features General Description 

• Supports Links at 1.544 MHz up to 5 km The CS8125 and CS8126 from Crystal Semiconductor 
Corporation are SMART Analog™ interface devices that 
receive and transmit serial binary data at T1 rates over 
two fiber-optic cables. Combined with an external LED 
and PIN diode, the CS8125/6 provide a low-cost, easy
to-design optical link. Functions included are 3B4B 
encoding/decoding, clock recovery, PIN diode amplifica
tion, and control of transmitter power. 

• Supports both single-mode and 
multi-mode cable 

• Receiver Sensitivity : 30 nA to 30 uA, 
-42 dBm (assuming R=0.5 nA/nW) 

• Selectable Transmit Power Level, 
10 mA to 100 mA 

Applications 

• Campus T1 Networks 

• Secure T1 links 

• T1 links in electrically noisy environment 

• Optical Dynamic Range of 30 dB 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
CS8125-IP 24 Pin 0.6" DIP* 

• Monolithic Clock Recovery CS8125-IL 28 Pin PLCC 
CS8125A-IP 24 Pin 0.3" DIP 
CS8126-IP 24 Pin 0.6" DIP* 

• 3B4B Line Encoding/Decoding CS8126-IL 28 Pin PLCC 
CS8126A-IP 24 Pin 0.3" DIP 

CS8125 Transmitter 

Driver 

'·po ···r0J1 · ·r21 5 

VA+ GND VD+ XTL OSCOUT 

CS8126 Receiver 
J~8.E~~~ 12 LOSS OF SIGNAL 

18 i 
1----0----o< Linear 
1---0----->1 Channel 

19 

Digital 
PLL 

3848 
Decoder 

RCLK 
RDA TA 

*The 24-pin 0.6" pack
age will be discon
tinued and replaced 
by the 24-pin 0.3" 
package. Lay out 
your PCB for both. 

I Oscillator I j NOTE: Pin numbers 

'·······p(i" ······l1J1 ·······rff·····T~··· ··········l~- ~~~~~~24-pin 
VA+ GND VD+ XTL TEST 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS8127 

Light Emitting Diode 
Features 

• Supports bi-direction communication 
when used with the CS8123 and 
CS8124 OPTIMODEMs™ 

• Compatible with the CS8125 T1 Optical 
Driver 

• Couples efficiently into 62.5/125 µm, 
1 00/140 µm, 50/125 µm and 200 µm 
PCS cables 

• Responsivity as receiver~ .0.025 A/W 

• Dark Current ~ 1.0 µA @ -1.2V 

• ST-Connector 

General Description 
The CS8127 fiber optic transceiver is designed to 
support bi-directional, ping-pong communication over a 
singe optical cable. In bi-directional applications, the 
CS8127 acts alternately as a transmitter and as a 
receiver. Receiver responsivity is guaranteed to be at 
least 0.025A/W. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: CS8127 

ANODE [ J 2,6,7 -~ 
c;THODE ~ >-------~ 1, NC 

2, ANODE 
-----~ 

4 •• 5 
3 •• 6 
2 •• 7 
1 •• 8 

BOTTOM VIEW 

3, CATHODE 
4, NC 
5, NC 
6, ANODE 
7, ANODE 
8, NC 

Product Preview I This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
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CS83C92 

Coaxial Tranceiver Interface 
Features 

• Implemented in High Voltage CMOS 

• Compatible with IEEE 802.310Base5 
(Ethernet) and 10Base2 (Cheapernet) 

• All Tranceiver Functions Integrated 
Except Signal and Power Isolation 

• Squelch Circuitry Rejects Noise 

• CD Heartbeat Externally Selectable 
Allowing Operation with IEEE 802.3 
Compatible Repeaters 

• Receive Mode Collision Detection 

• Fully Compatible with National 
DP8392A 

• Standard 16-pin DIP Package 

COAX 
CABLE RECEIVER 

EQUALIZER 

General Description 

The CS83C92 Ethernet Transceiver interfaces an 
Ethernet or Cheapernet Local Area Network (LAN) to a 

LAN Adapter board, and may be located up to 50 

meters from the station equipment. The Transceiver 

operates with the Crystal LAN components CS8005 
CSMA/CD Data Link Controller and the CS8023A Serial 
Interface Adapter. 

For an Ethernet network, the CS83C92 Tranceiver is 

mounted on the RG8 COAX cable, and connects to the 

station equipment through a transceiver drop cable. In a 
Cheapernet network, the CS83C92 Transceiver is 

usually mounted on the LAN adapter in the station 
equipment, where it connects to the RG58 COAX 

through a BNC connector. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Contact Crystal Semiconductor. 

DTE INTERFACE 

AND AMPLIFIER r--=~=---i 

RECEIVE 
PAIR 
(RX+,RX-) 

CDS 16 

TXO 15 

GND 
10 

10MHz 
OSCILLATOR 

COLLISION 
PAIR 
(CD+,CD-) 

TRANSMIT 
PAIR 
(TX+,TX-) 
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CS8401 CS8402 I 
AES/ EBU Interface Line Driver 

Features 

• Monolithic AES/EBU Interface 
Transmitter 

• Supports S/PDIF and EIAJ CP-340 
Professional and Consumer Formats 

• Host Mode and Stand Alone Modes 

• Generates CRC Codes and Parity Bits 

• On-Chip RS422 Line Driver 

General Description 
The CS8401/2 is a monolithic CMOS device which en
codes and transmits audio data according to the 
AES/EBU interface standards. The CS8401/2 accept 
audio and digital data, which is then multiplexed, en
coded and driven directly, or through a transformer, 
onto a cable. The CS8401 has an internal buffer 
memory for 1 block of channel data, which is loaded via 
an 8-bit parallel interface. The CS8402 multiplexes in 
the channel data directly from external input pins. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Contact Crystal Semiconductor. 

!Ni CS8401 MCK 

FSYNC 

SCK 

SDATA 

cs 
RD NVR 

AO-A4 

D7-DO 

FSYNC 
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SDATA 

c 
u 
v 
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8 

14 
16 
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Serial Port 

MUX 

Channel Data 
Buffer Memory 

MO M1 M2 CS8402 

}21 122 }23 

MUX 
Serial Port ,---. 

7 

Dedicated Channel Status Bits CFR 

5 

RS422 Driver 

MCK RST 

ls r 16 

f---1 RS422 Driver 

20 

17 

~ 
~ 
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CS8411 CS8412 l 
AES! EBU Interface Line Receiver 

Features 

• Monolithic AES/EBU Interface Receiver 

• Supports S/PDIF and EIAJ CP-340 
Professional and Consumer Formats 

• Host Mode and Stand Alone Modes 

• Checks CRC Codes and Parity Bits 

• On-Chip RS422 Line Receiver 

• Low Jitter Clock Recovery 

General Description 
The CS8411 /12 is a monolithic CMOS device which 
receives and decodes audio data encoded according to 
the AES/EBU interface standard. The CS8411 /12 
receives data from the transmission line, recovers the 
clock and synchronization signals, and de-multiplexes 
the audio and digital data. Differential or single ended 
inputs can be decoded to the professional and con
sumer interface standards. The CS8411 has an internal 
buffer memory for 1 block of channel data, which is read 
via an 8-bit parallel interface. The CS8412 de-multi
plexes channel data directly to external pins. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Contact Crystal Semiconductor. 

CS8411 MCK 

FSYNC 
RCK 

RDA TA 

cs 
RD/WR 

AO-A4 

D7-DO 
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RCK 

RDA TA 

c 
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8 
6 
7 

14 
16 

5 

8 

8 

6 
7 

10 

11 

9 

5 

Serial Port 

19 
RXP 

MUX RS422 Receiver 18 
RXN 

Channel Data 
Buffer Memory 

15 

INT 

MO M1 M2 CS8412 MCK RST 
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~ 
MUX ~ RS422 Receiver 

Serial Port ,--- ~ 
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CS8870 
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Features 

• Full Receiver Implementation 

• Central Office Quality 

• Adjustable Receive Sensitvity 

• Adjustable Detection and Release Time 

• Single Supply Operation 

• Low Power Consumption · 

• 18 Pin Package 

• Pin Compatible with MT8870 

General Description 
The CS8870 is a fully integrated DTMF (Dual Tone Mul
tifrequency) receiver for decoding tone pairs generated 
by a tone dialing telephone. The decoded signal is out
put as a four bit binary code; All of the functions needed 
to decode the 16 DTMF tone pairs are integrated in the 
CS8870 using Crystal's CMOS double-poly process, 
taking advantage of the low power and high perfor
mance offered by this technology. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
CS8870-IP - 18 Pin Plastic DIP 

Block Diagram 

VDD VSS 

18 9 

BIAS 
CIRCUIT 

POWER BIAS 

DIAL TONE 

FILTER 

7 8 
OSC1 OSC2 
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INTRODUCTION 

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS 

Using SMART Analog technology, Crystal Semiconductor has created a family of AID Converters which 
feature patented on-chip self-calibrating architectures to maintain accuracy and linearity over their full 
temperature range and device lifetime. Each of our AID Converters feature an on-chip sample and hold, 
and are manufactured in low-power CMOS. Some devices include a power-down sleep mode. All feature 
outstanding specifications ideally suited to their intended applications. 

CS5012A, CS5014, CS5016 SAR Family 

The CS5012A, CS5014 and CS5016 converters 
have 12, 14 & 16 bits of resolution, with conver
sion times of 7 µs to 16 µs. The converters are 
tested both for static and dynamic performance, at 
full rated conversion. speed. On-chip self-calibra
tion ensures that linearity, offset and full-scale er
rors .remain within spec., with no missing codes. 

CS5101 16-bit 100 kHz ADC 

Derived from the CS5016, the CS5101 is a 16-bit 
ADC capable of converting in 8 µs, yielding 
sample rates of 100 kHz. A 2-channel analog 
input mux. is included. Output data is available 
serially, with 4 interface modes. An on-chip crys
tal oscillator is provided, along with a power
down control. 

CS5102 16-bit, 20 kHz Low Power ADC 

The CS5102 is a low power version of the 
CS5101. Requiring only 44 mW from ±5V sup
plies, along with a 1 mW power down mode, the 
CS5102 is ideal for battery powered applications. 
The part also features the same high speed serial 
interface as the CS5101. 

CS5412 12-bit, 1 MHz ADC 

Using a 2-step flash approach, the CS5412 
achieves 12-bit performance at lMHz sample 
rate. Self calibration insures accuracy over time 
and the military temperature range. Available i.n 
both DIP and J-lead LCC packages, with on-chip 
S/H, the IC offers a very compact ADC solution. 

3-2 

CS5317 16-bit Voice Band ADC 

The CS5317 is well suited for a wide range of 
voiceband applications, from speech recognition 
to passive sonar. An on-chip PLL/Clock generator 
makes the part perfect for high-performance 
modems. The device features a 20 kHz word rate, 
a 10 kHz bandwidth, 84 dB dynamic range and 
80 dB THD. CMOS design keeps power con
sumption to 280 mW. 

CS5126 Audio AID Converter 

The CS5126 2-channel ADC is ideal for digital 
audio applications. An on-chip sample and hold is 
included, and sampling rates can be up to 100 
kHz for 2X oversampling, yielding a dynamic 
range of 95 dB. Signal to noise plus distortion is 
92 dB and self-calibration insures excellent low
level distortion characteristics. 

CS5326,7,8,9 and CS5336,7,8,9 Delta Sigma 
Audio AID Converters 

This new class of device features 64X oversam
pling using a delta sigma architecture, with 
resolutions of 16 or 18-bits. Output word rates 
can be from lkHz to 50kHz. These stereo parts 
have 2 sample and holds, dual delta sigma 
modulators, two anti-aliasing and decimation fil
ters, and a voltage reference, all in a 28-pin pack
age. Performance measures include 95 dB 
dynamic range in stereo mode, up to 100 dB in 
tnono mode, along with 0.0015% THD. 
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CS5501/3 16/20-bit DC Measurement ADC 

The CS5501/3 feature an on-chip 6-pole low pass 
filter with adjustable comer frequencies from 
0.1 Hz to 10 Hz. The parts achieve linearity errors 
of 0.0007%, with no missing codes. A highly 
flexible serial interface, along with 25 mW power 
consumption, all in a 20 pin package, make the 
parts ideal for weigh scale and process control ap
plications. The CS5503 is the 20-bit version of 
the CS5501, offering increased dynamic range, 
often removing the need for external gain scaling. 

CS5505 4-Channel, 16-bit, DC Measurement 
ADC 

Very low power consumption of 2 mW, along 
with the 4 channel input mux, make this part ideal 
for process control applications. 

CS5012A/14/16 CS5101/2 CS5126 CS5317 
Specifications 

Application GP GP Audio Modem 
Resolution (bits) 12/14/16 16 16 16 
Conversion Time (us) 7/14/16 8/40 8 -
Throughput (kHz) 100/56/50 100/20 100 20 
Number of Inputs 1 2 2 1 
Input Bandwidth - - 24 kHz 10 kHz 
Integral Non-Linearity .006/.002/.001 % .0015% - -
Differential ( ± LSB) 0.25/0.25/NMC NMC NMC NMC Non-Linearity_ 
No Missing Codes 12/14/16 16 16 16 
Total Harmonic 

.008/.003/.001 .001 Distortion (%) .001 .007 

Signal-to-Noise 
73/83/92 92 92 80 plus Distortion (dB) 

Dynamic Range (dB) 73/83/92 92 92 84 
Power Needed (mW) 120 280/44 280 220 

Conversion Method Su cc. Su cc. Su cc. Delta 
Approx. Approx. Approx. Sigma 

Power Down Mode .L .L 
On-Chip Sample 

./ ./ ./ ./ and Hold 
On-Chip V. Ref ~ On-Chip Filtering 
Statically Tested i i Dynamically Tested J 7 
Temperature Range 

Com Com Com Com 
Ind Ind Ind 
Mil Mil Mil 

Number of Pins (DIP) 40 28 28 18 

DIP DIP DIP DIP 
Packages PLCC PLCC PLCC SOIC 

LCC LCC 

CS5322, CS5323, CS5324 24-bit Variable 
Bandwidth ADC 

The CS5323 modulator, combined with the 
CS5322 digital filter, offers >120 dB dynamic 
range in the DC to 500 Hz frequency band. Eight 
different filter comer frequencies and output up
date rates are offered, allowing the ADC to be op
timized for different types of seismic measure
ments. The CS5324 includes a modulator and the 
first stage of digital filtering, allowing the user to 
implement their own final filter stage. 

CS7820 8-bit 1.4 µs ADC 

The CS7820 8-bit sampling AID has an inherent 
track-and-hold input, along with a 1.4 µs conver- • 
sion time and easy interfacing to microprocessors. 

CS5326/7 
CS5322/3 CS5328/9 

CS5412 CS5501/3 CS5505 CS7820 
CS5324 CS5336/7 

CS5338/9 
Seismic Audio GP Fast DC Measurement GP 

24 16/18 12 16/20 16 8 
- - 1.25 - - 1.4 
- 50 1 MHz 4 20Hz -
1 2 1 1 4 1 

500 Hz 22120 kHz 4 MHz 10Hz 10 Hz -
- .01 % .0007/.003 "/~ .001 % .2o/o 

NMC NMC 0.9 0.125/NMC 0.125 NMC 

20 16/18 12 16/20 16 8 

.0003 .0015 .02 - -

- 92 70 - -
120 951100· 70 - - -
150 450/400 750 25 2 40 

Delta Delta 2-Step Delta Delta 2::siep 
Sigma Sigma Flash Sigma Sigma Flash 

.l_ .I_ 7_ 1 

./ ./ ./ ./ I I 

~ 1 -:i_ ~ ~ 2 ""'}_ 
7 7 
Com Com Com Com Com Com 
Ind Ind Ind Ind Ind 

Mil Mil Mil 
28 28 40 20 20 20 

DIP DIP DIP DIP DIP DIP 
PLCC SOIC CLCC SOIC SOIC 

NMC=No Missing Codes • CS5328 In Mono Mode GP=General Purpose 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5012A 

12-Bit, 7 us Self-Calibrating AID Converter 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS A/D converter 
Microprocessor Compatible 
Parallel and Serial Output 
Inherent Track/Hold Input 

• True 12-Bit Precision 
Linearity Error: ±1/4 LSB 
Total Unadjusted Error: ±1 /4 LSB 
DNL: ±1/16 LSB 

• Low Distortion 
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.008% 
Peak Harmonic or Noise: -92 dB 

• 7.2 Microsecond Conversion Time 
Throughout Rates up to 100 kHz 

• Self Calibration Maintains Accuracy 
Over Time and Temperature 

• Low Power Dissipation: 150 mW 

• Pin Com atible with CS5014/CS5016 

General Description 
The CS5012A is a 12-bit monolithic analog to digital 
converter with a conversion time as fast as 7.2 µs. Uni
que self-calibration circuitry insures maximum 
nonlinearity of 1/2 LSB and no missing codes. Offset 
and full scale errors are kept within 1/2 LSB, eliminating 
the need for manual calibration of any kind. Unipolar 
and bipolar input ranges are digitally selectable. 

The CS5012A consists of a DAC, conversion and 
calibration microcontroller, oscillator, comparator, micro
processor compatible 3-state 1/0, and calibration 
circuitry. The input track-and-hold, inherent to the 
device's sampling architecture, acquires the analog • 
input signal after each conversion within 2.8 µs to 
0.01%, allowing throughput rates up to 100 kHz. 

An evaluation board (CDB5012) is available for the 
CS5012A which can be easily configured to simulate 
any combination of operating conditions to greatly 
simplify system design and testing. The CS5012A is pin 
compatible with the CS5014 and CS5016 A/D con
verters allowing system upgrading and downgrading 
without hardware alterations. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 3-33 

HOLD CS RD AO BP/UP RST BW INTRLV CAL EOT EOC SCLK SDATA 

21 22 23 24 32 

20 CLOCK 
CLKIN GENERATOR 

REFBUF 
29 

VREF 28 

AIN 

AGND 
27 

25 30 

VA+ VA-

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 FAX: (512) 455 7581 

34 35 37 38 39 

MICROCONTROLLER 

12 BIT CHARGE 
REDISTRIBUTION 

DAC 

STATUS REGISTER 

11 36 10 

VD+ VD- DGND 

40 2 

3 

6 

8 

12 

19 
31 

TST 

DO 

D1 

D2 

D3 

D4 (LSB) 

D5 

D6 

D7 

D8 

D9 

D10 

D11 

D12 

D13 

D14 

D15 (MSB) 

JAN '90 
DS15F5 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25 °C; VA+, VD+= 5V; VA-, VD-= -5V; 
VREF = 2.5V to 4.5V; fclk = 6.4 MHz for -7, 4 MHz for -12, 2 MHz for -24; Analog Source Impedance = 200 Q) 

CS5012-K,L CS5012·B CS5012·T 
Parameter• CS5012A·K CS5012A·B CS5012A·T Units 

min typ max min typ max min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range Oto +70 -40 to+85 -55 to +125 oc 
Accuracy 

Linearity Error (Note 1) ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 LSB 

Drift (Note2) ± 1/8 ± 1/8 ± 1/8 l\LSB 

Differential Linearity -K,B,T (Note 1) ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 LSB 

-L (Note 1) ± 1/16 ± 1/8 LSB 

Drift (Note2) ± 1/32 ± 1/32 ± 1/32 l\LSB 

Full Scale Error (Note 1) ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 LSB 

Drift (Note2) ± 1/16 ± 1/16 ± 1/8 l\LSB 

Unipolar Offset (Note 1) ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 LSB 

Drift (Note2) ± 1/16 ± 1/16 ± 1/16 HSB 
Bipolar Offset (Note 1) ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 LSB 

Drift (Note2) ± 1/16 ± 1/16 ± 1/16 l\LSB 

Bipolar Negative Fu!l-Scale Error 
(Note 1) ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 LSB 

Drift (Note 2) ± 1/16 ± 1/16 ± 1/16 l\LSB 

Total Unadjusted Error (Note 1) ± 1/4 ± 1/4 ± 114 LSB 

Drift (Note2) ± 1/4 ± 1/4 ± 1/4 liLSB 

Dynamic Performance (Bipolar Mode) 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise (Note 1) 

Full-Scale, 1 kHz Input 84 92 84 92 84 92 dB 

Full-Scale, 12 kHz Input 84 88 84 88 84 88 dB 

Total Harmonic Distortion 0.008 0.008 0.008 % 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (Note 1) 

1 kHz, 0 dB Input 72 73 72 73 72 73 dB 

1 kHz, -60 d!3 Input 13 13 13 dB 

Noise Unipolar Mode 
· (Note3) 

45 45 45 uVrms 
Bipolar Mode 90 90 90 uVrms 

Notes: 1. Applies after calibration at any temperature within the specified temperature range. 
2. Total drift over specified temperature range since calibration at power-up at 25 °C. 
3. Wideband noise aliased into the baseband. Referred to the input. 

* Refer to Parameter Definitions (immediately following the pin descriptions at the end of this data sheet). 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 

Parameter• 
CS5012·K,L 
CS5012A-K 

min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range 0 to +70 

Analog Input 

Aperture Time 25 

Aperture Jitter 100 

Aperture Time Matching (Note 4) TBD 

Input Capacitance (Note5) 
Unipolar Mode CS5012 275 375 

CS5012A 103 137 
Bipolar Mode CS5012 165 220 

CS5012A 72 96 

Conversion & Throughput 

Conversion Time -7 7.2 
(Notes 6, 7) -12 12.25 

-24 24.5 

Acquisition Time -7 2.5 2.8 
(Note 7) -12 3.0 3.75 

-24 4.5 5.25 

Throughput -7 100 
(Note 7) -12 62.5 

-24 33.6 

Power Supplies 

DC Power Supply Currents (Note 8) 

IA+ 12 19 

IA- -12 -19 

ID+ 3 6 

ID- -3 -6 

Power Dissipation (Note 8) 150 250 

Power Supply Rejection (Note 9) 
Positive Supplies 84 
Negative Supplies 84 

Notes: 4. Part to part. 

CS5012A 

CS5012-B CS5012-T 
CS5012A-B CS5012A-T 

min typ max min typ max Units 

-40 to +85 -55 to +125 oc 

25 25 ns 

100 100 ps 

TBD TBD ns 

275 375 275 375 pF 
103 137 103 137 pF 
165 220 165 220 pF 
72 96 72 96 pF 

7.2 7.2 us 
12.25 12.25 us 
24.5 24.5 us 

2.5 2.8 2.5 2.8 us 
3.0 3.75 3.0 3.75 us 
4.5 5.25 4.5 5.25 us 

100 100 kHz 
62.5 62.5 kHz 
33.6 33.6 kHz 

12 19 12 19 mA 
-12 -19 -12 -19 mA 

3 6 3 6 mA 
-3 -6 -3 -6 mA 

150 250 150 250 mW 

84 84 dB 

84 84 dB 

5. Applies only in track mode. When converting or calibrating, input capacitance will not exceed 15 pF. 
6. Measured from falling transition on HOLD to falling transition on EOC. 
7. Conversion, acquisition, and throughput times depend on CLKIN, sampling, and calibration 

conditions. The numbers shown assume sampling and conversion is synchronized with the CS5012A's 
conversion clock, interleave calibrate is disabled, and operation is from the full-rated, external clock. 
Refer to the section Conversion Time/Throughput for a detailed discussion of conversion timing. 

8. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
9. With 300 mV p-p, 1 kHz ripple applied to each analog supply separately in bipolar mode. Rejection 

improves by 6 dB in the unipolar mode to 90 dB. Figure 18 shows a plot of typical power supply 
rejection versus frequency. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= T min to T max; vA.j., VD+= sv ± 10%; 
VA-, VD- = -5V±10%; Inputs: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF, BW =VD+) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

CLKIN Frequency: 

Internally Generated: K,B, - 7,- 12 2 - -
T,-7,-12 1.75 - -

- 24 ICLK 1 - -
Externally Supplied: - 7 100 kHz - 6.4 

- 12 100 kHz - 4.0 

CLKIN Duty Cycle - 40 - 60 

Rise Times: Any Digital Input I rise - - 1.0 

Any Digital Output - 20 -
Fall Times: Any Digital Input 1fall - - 1.0 

Any Digital Output - 20 -
HOLD Pulse Width lhpw 11fCLK+ 50 - le 

Conversion Time le 491fCLK+ 50 - 531fCLK+ 235 

Data Delay Time ldd - 40 100 

EOC Pulse Width (Note 10) lepw 4/fcLK-20 - -
Set Up Times: CAL, INTRLV to CS Low lcs 20 10 -

AO to CS and RD Low las 20 10 -
Hold Times: 

CS or RD High to AO Invalid lah 50 30 -
cs High to CAL, INTRLV Invalid lch 50 30 -

Access Times: CS Low to Data Valid 
-K, B lea - 90 120 
-T - 115 150 

RD Low to Data Valid 
-K, B tra - 90 120 
-T - 115 150 

Outpu~oat Delay: -K, B 
lfd 

90 110 -
CS or RD High to Output Hi-Z -T 90 140 

Serial Clock Pulse Width Low lpwl - 21fCLK -
Pulse Width High !B_wh - 21fCLK -

Set Up Times: SDAT A to SCLK Rising tss 21fCLK- 50 21fCLK -
Hold Times: SCLK Rising to SDATA lsh 21fCLK-100 21fcLK -

Note: 10. EOC remains low 4 CLKIN cycles if CS and RD are held low. Otherwise, it returns high 
within 4 CLKIN cycles from the start of a data read operation or a conversion cycle. 

3-8 

Units 

MHz 

% 

us 
ns 

us 
ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SCLK 

SDATA 

AO 

DO-D15 

CAL, INTRLV 

Hi-Z 

CS5012A 

Rise and Fall Times 

Serial Output Timing 

1c 

1ra 

ta 1ah 

!fd 

Hi-Z 

f' 1'h 
Read and Calibration Control Timing 

HOLD t'hpw1 
EOC ///fl/// 

tc---r-tepw--i. 

_V/lll/ 
1dd 

Output Data LAST CONVERSION DATA VALID NEW DATA VALID 

Conversion Timing 
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DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tm1nto Tmax; VA+, VD+= 5V± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V± 10%) 
All measurements below are performep under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - -
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0.8 

High-Level Output Voltage (Note 11) VoH (VD+) -1.0V - -
Low-Level Output Voltage lout=1.6mA VoL - - 0.4 

Input Leakage Current lin - - 10 

3-State Leakage Current 1oz - - ±10 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Cout - 9 -

Note: 11. lout = -100 µA. This specification guarantees TIL compatability (VoH = 2.4V @ lout = -40 µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see note 12.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 2.5 2.5 (VA+) - 0.5 

Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND - VREF 
(Note 13) Bipolar VAIN -VREF - VREF 

Notes: 12. All voltages with respect to ground. 
13. The CS5012A can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). 

It will output all 1 's for inputs above VREF and all O's for inputs below AGND in unipolar mode 
and -VREF in bipolar mode. 

Units 

v 
v 
v 
v 

uA 

uA 

pF 

Units 

v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, DGND = ov, all voltages with respect to ground.) 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -6.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 14) I in - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA (VA-)-0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 ·c 
Storage Temperature T"!i_ -65 150 ·c 

Note: 14. Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause SCR latch-up. 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 

Bit 11 
MSB 

Bit 10 Bit 9 Bit 8 BitO 
LSB 

Dummy 

CS5012A 

Sl 

C tot = C + C/2 + C/4 + ... + C/2048 

Figure 1. Charge Redistribution DAC 

The CS5012A/CS5012 family utilizes a succes
sive approximation conversion technique. The 
analog input is successively compared to the out
put of a D/A converter controlled by the 
conversion algorithm. Successive approximation 
begins by comparing the analog input to the DAC 
output which is set to half-scale (MSB on, all 
other bits off). If the input is found to be below 
half-scale, the MSB is reset to zero and the input 
is compared to one-quarter scale (next MSB on, 
all others off). If the input were above half-scale, 
the MSB would remain high and the next com
parison would be at three-quarters of full scale. 
This procedure continues until all bits have been 
exercised. 

A unique charge redistribution architecture is 
used to implement the successive approximation 
algorithm. Instead of the traditional resistor net-

Sl 

Figure 2a. Tracking Mode 

DS15F5 

work, the DAC is an array of binary-weighted • 
capacitors. All capacitors in the array share a 
common node at the comparator's input. Their 
other terminals are capable of being connected to 
AIN, AGND, or VREF (Figure 1). When the 
device is not calibrating or converting, all 
capacitors are tied to AIN forming Ctot. Switch 
S 1 is closed and the charge on the array, Qin, 
tracks the input signal Vin (Figure 2a). 

When the conversion command is issued, switch 
S 1 opens as shown in Figure 2b. This traps 
charge Qin on the comparator side of the 
capacitor array and creates a floating node at the 
comparator's input. The conversion algorithm 
operates on this fixed charge, and the signal at the 
analog input pin is ignored. In effect, the entire 
DAC capacitor array serves as analog memory 

D ·C1ot 

VREF ~ 

AGND~ 
(1-D) Clot 

D = ~ for V fn = OV 
VREF 

Figure 2b. Convert Mode 
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during conversion much like a hold capacitor in a 
sample/hold amplifier. 

The conversion consists of manipulating the free 
plates of the capacitor array to VREF and AGND 
to form a capacitive divider. Since the charge at 
the floating node remains fixed, the voltage at 
that point depends on the proportion of 
capacitance tied to VREF versus AGND. The 
successive-approximation algorithm is used to 
find the proportion of capacitance, termed D in 
Figure 2b, which when connected to the reference 
will drive the voltage at the floating node (Vfn) to 
zero. That binary fraction of capacitance repre
sents the converter's digital output. 

This charge redistribution architecture easily sup
ports bipolar input ranges. If half the capacitor 
array (the MSB capacitor) is tied to VREF rather 
than AIN in the track mode, the input range is 
doubled and is offset half-scale. The magnitude 
of the reference voltage thus defines both positive 
and negative full-scale (-VREF to +VREF), and 
the digital code is an offset binary representation 
of the input. 

Calibration 

The ability of the CS5012A to convert accurately 
to 12-bits clearly depends on the accuracy of its 
comparator and DAC. The CS5012A utilizes an 
"auto-zeroing" scheme to null errors introduced 
by the comparator. AU offsets are stored on the 
capacitor array while in the track mode and are 
effectively subtracted from the input signal when 
a conversion is initiated. Auto-zeroing enhances 

3·12 

Sampling ----U--U-- HOLD 
Clock 

Master Clock JllUlJUUIJlJL 
(Optional) 

CS5012A 

CLKIN 

Figure 3a. Asynchronous Sampling 

CS5012A 

power supply rejection at frequencies well below 
the conversion rate. 

To achieve 12-bit accuracy from the DAC, the 
CS5012A uses a novel self-calibration scheme. 
Each bit capacitor, shown in Figure 1, actually 
consists of several capacitors which can be 
manipulated to adjust the overall bit weight. An 
on-chip microcontroller adjusts the subarrays to 
precisely ratio the bits. Each bit is adjusted to just 
balance the sum of all less significant bits plus 
one dummy LSB (for example, 16C = 8C + 4C + 
2C + C + C). Calibration resolution for the array 
is a small fraction of an LSB resulting in nearly 
ideal differential and integral linearity. 

DIGIT AL CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

The CS5012A can be applied in a wide variety of 
master clock, sampling, and calibration condi
tions which directly affect the device's 
conversion time and throughput. The device also 
features on-chip 3-state output buffers and a com
plete interface for connecting to 8-bit and 16-bit 
digital systems. Output data is also available in 
serial format. 

Master Clock 

The CS5012A operates from a master clock 
(CLKIN) which can be externally supplied or in
ternally generated. The internal oscillator is 
activated by externally tying the CLKIN input 
low. Alternatively, the CS5012A can be 
synchronized to the external system by driving 
the CLKIN pin with a TIL or CMOS clock sig
nal. 

~--HOLD 

CS5012A 

~---iEOT 

Master Clock J1JllUU1llM 
(Optional) CLKIN 

Figure 3b. Synchronous Sampling 
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All calibration, conversion, and throughput times 
directly scale to CLKIN frequency. Thus, 
throughput can be precisely controlled and/or 
maximized using an external CLKIN signal. In 
contrast, the CS5012A's internal oscillator will 
vary from unit-to-unit and over temperature. Its 
tolerance gives rise to minimum and maximum 
conversion times and throughput rates. The -7 
version of the CS5012A is specified for accurate 
operation with an external clock up to 6.4 MHz; 
its internal clock frequency is specified at a mini
mum of 2 MHz. The -12 version of the CS50 l 2A 
is specified for accurate operation with an exter
nal clock up to 4 MHz; its internal clock 
frequency is specified at a minimum of 2 MHz. 
Both versions can typically convert with clocks 
as low as 10 kHz at room temperature. 

Initiating Conversions 

A falling transition on the HOLD pin places the 
input in the hold mode and initiates a conversion 
cycle. Upon completion of the conversion cycle, 
the CS5012A automatically returns to the track 
mode. In contrast to systems with separate track
and-holds and AID converters, a sampling clock 
ca~ simply be connected to the HOLD input 
(Figure 3a). The duty cycle of this clock is not 
critical. It need only remain low at least one 
CLKIN cycle plus 50 ns, but no longer than the 
minimum conversion time or an additional con
version cycle will be initiated with inadequate 
time for acquisition. 

RD ------1 RD 

CONCLK LI1.f" HOLD 

AN 
Address : 

Bus • 
A3 

A2 ------1 CAL 

CS5012A 

A1 INTRLV 

AO AO 

Figure 4a. Conversions Asynchronous to CLKIN 

DS15F5 

CS5012A 

Microprocessor-Controlled Operation 

Sampling and conversion can be placed under 
microprocessor control (Figure 4) by simply 
gating the device's decoded address with the 
write strobe for the HOLD input. Thus, a write 
cycle to the CS5012A's base address will initiate 
a cc _1version. However, the write cycle must be to 
the odd address (AO high) to avoid initiating a 
software controlled reset (see Reset below). 

The calibration control inputs, CAL, and 
INTRLV are inputs to a set of transparent latches. 
These signals are internally latched by CS return-
ing high. They must be in the appropriate state 
whenever the chip is selected during a read or • 
write cycle. Address lines Al and A2 are shown 
connected to CAL and INTRLV in Figure 4 plac-
ing calibration under microprocessor control as 
well. Thus, any read or write cycle to the 
CS5012A's base address will initiate or terminate 
calibration. Alternatively, AO, INTRLV, and CAL 
may be connected to the microprocessor data bus. 

Conversion Time/Throughput 

Upon completing a conversion cycle and return
ing to the track mode, the CS5012A requires time 
to acquire the analog input signal before another 
conversion can be initiated. The acquisition time 
is specified as six CLKIN cycles plus 2.25 µs 
(1.32 µs for the -7 version only). This adds to the 
conversion time to define the converter's maxi-

RD RD 

HOLD 

AN 
Address : cs 

Bus • CS5012A 
A3 

CAL 

A1 INTRLV 

AO AO 

Figure 4b. Conversions under Microprocessor Control 
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Figure Sa. Asynchronous Sampling (External Clock) 

mum throughput. The conversion time of the 
CS5012A, in turn, depends on the sampling, 
calibration, and CLKm conditions. 

Asynchronous Sampling 

The CS5012A internally operates from a clock 
which is delayed and divided down from CLKIN 
(fCLKIN/4). If sampling is not synchronized to 
this internal clock, the conversion cycle may not 
begin until up to four clock cycles after HOLD 
goes low even though the charge is trapped im
mediately. In this asynchronous mode (Figure 3a), 
the four clock cycles add to the minimum 49 
clock cycles to define the maximum conversion 
time (see Figure 5a and Table 1). 

Synchronous Sampling 

To achieve maximum throughput, sampling can 
be synchronized with the internal conversion 
clock by connecting the End-of-Track (EQT) out
put to HOLD (Figure 3b). The EOT output falls 
.15 CLKIN cycles after EOC indicating the analog 
mput has been acquired to the CS5012A's 

HOLD 
Input 

EOC 
Output 

EOT 
Output 

CS5012A 

11 Throughput 
1+---- (64 cycles) 

* Dashed line : CS & RD = 0 
Solid line: See Figure 9. 

Figure Sb. Synchronous (Loopback) Mode 

specified accuracy. The EOT output is 
synchronized to the internal conversion clock, so 
the four clock cycle synchronization uncertainty 
is removed yielding throughput at l/64th of the 
CLKIN frequency (see Figure 5b and Table 1). 

Also, the CS5012A's internal RC oscillator ex
hibits jitter (typically ± 0.05% of its period), 
which is high compared to crystal oscillators. ff 
the CS5012A is configured for synchronous sam
pling while operating from its internal oscillator 
this jitter will directly affect sampling purity. Th~ 
user can obtain best sampling purity while 
synchronously sampling by using an external 
crystal-based clock. 

Reset 

Upon power up, the CS5012A must be reset to 
guarantee a consistent starting condition and ini
tially calibrate the device. Due to the CS5012A's 
low power dissipation and low temperature drift, 
no warm-up time is required before reset to ac
commodate any self-heating effects. However, 
the voltage reference input should have stabilized 

Conversion Time Throughput Time 
Sampling Mode Min Max Min Max 

Synchronous (Loopback) 49tc1k 49 !elk 64 !elk 64 !elk 

Asynchronous 
-7 49 tc1k 53tclk+ 235 ns NIA 59 !elk+ 1.32 us 
-12,-24 49tc1k 53 tc1k+ 235 ns NIA 59 lelk+ 2.25 us 

Table 1. Conversion and Throughput Times (tc1k =Master Clock Period) 
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to within 5% of its final value before RST falls to 
guarantee an accurate calibration. Later, the 
CS5012A may be reset at any time to initiate a 
single full calibration. Reset overrides all other 
functions. If reset, the CS5012A will clear and in
itiate a new calibration cycle mid-conversion or 
mid-calibration. 

+5V---
CS5012A 

R 

RST 

Figure 6. Power-On Reset Circuit 

Resets can be initiated in hardware or software. 
The simplest method of resetting the CS5012A 
involves strobing the RST pin high for at least 
100 ns. When RST is brought high all internal 
logic clears. When it returns low a full calibration 
begins which takes 58,280 CLKIN cycles (ap
proximately 9.1 ms with a 6.4 MHz clock) to 
complete. A simple power-on reset circuit can be 
built using a resistor and capacitor, and a Schmitt
trigger inverter to prevent oscillation (see 
Figure 6). The CS5012A can also be reset in 
software when under microprocessor control. The 
CS5012A will reset whenever CS, AO, and 
HOLD are taken low simultaneously. See the 
Microprocessor Interface section (below) to 
eliminate the possibility of inadvertent software 
reset. The EOC output remains high throughout 
the reset operation and will fall upon its comple
tion. It can thus be used to generate an interrupt 
indicating the CS5012A is ready for operation. 
While calibrating, the HOLD input is ignored 
until EOC falls. After EOC falls, six CLKIN 
cycles plus 2.25 µs (1.32 µs for the -7 version 

DS15F5 

CS5012A 

only) must be allowed for signal acquisition 
before HOLD is activated. 

Initiating Calibration 

All modes of calibration can be controlled in 
hardware or software. Accuracy can thereby be 
insured at any time or temperature throughout 
operating life. After initial calibration at power
up, the CS5012A's charge-redistribution" design 
yields better temperature drift and _more gra~eful 
aging than resistor-based technologies, so calibra
tion is normally only required once, after 
power-up. 

The first mode of calibration, reset, results in a 
single full calibration cycle. The second type of 
calibration, "burst" cal, is useful when the ADC 
sees some downtime but not enough to perform a 
full reset calibration. Burst cal can be terminated 
mid-calibration; it picks up where it left off pre
viously, so calibrations can be done in piecemeal 
fashion. Burst cal is initiated by bringing the CAL 
input high with CS low. The CAL input is~vel
triggered and latches on the rising edge of CS, so 
a write cycle can be used to control calibration in 
software. Burst cal will continue to loop through 
calibration cycles until terminated. Once CAL 
returns low, at least 26 CLKIN cycles plus 
2.25 µs (l.32 µs for the -7 version only) must be 
allowed before a conversion is initiated to ensure 
the CS5012A has completed its calibration ex
periment and has acquired the analog input. The 
EOC output indicates the completion of the final 
calibration experiment. 

The CS5012A features a background calibration 
mode called "interleave." Interleave appends a 
single calibration experiment to each conversion 
cycle and thus requires no dead time for calibra
tion. The CS5012A gathers data between 
conversions and will adjust its transfer function 
once it completes the entire sequence of experi
ments (one calibration cycle per 2,0_!_± 
conversions). Initiated by bringing both the IN
TRLV input and CS low (or hard-wiring INTRLV 
low), interleave extends the CS5012A's effective 
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conversion time by 20 CLKIN cycles. Other than 
reduced throughput, interleave is totally 
transparent to the user. 

Burst calibrations initiated at CAL pick up where 
interleave left off, so calibration cycles can be 
hastened by "bursting" a number of experiments 
whenever the CS5012A sees free time. Interleave 
is subordinate to burst calibrations, so INTRLV 
could still be externally tied low. If used, inter
leave should be left active continuously. 

The fact that the CS5012A offers several calibra
tion modes is not to imply that the device needs 
to be recalibrated often. The device is very stable 
in the presence of large temperature changes. 
Tests have indicated that after using a single reset 
calibration at 25 °C most devices exhibit very lit
tle change in offset or gain when exposed to 
temperatures from -55 to +125 °C. The data indi
cated 30 ppm as the typical worst case total 
change in offset or gain over this temperature 
range. Differential linearity remained virtually 
unchanged. System error sources outside of t~e 
AID converter, whether due to changes m 
temperature or to long-term aging, will generally 
dominate total system error. 

PIN STATUS BIT STATUS 

DO so END OF CONVERSION 

D1 S1 RESERVED 
D2 S2 LOW BYTE/HIGH BYTE 

D3 S3 END OF TRACK 

D4 S4 RESERVED 
D5 S5 TRACKING 
D6 S6 CONVERTING 
D7 S7 CALIBRATING 

CS5012A 

Microprocessor Interface 

The CS5012A features an intelligent micro
processor interface which offers detailed status 
information and allows software control of the 
self-calibration functions. Output data is available 
in either 8-bit or 16-bit formats for easy interfac
ing to industry-standard microprocessors. 

Strobing both CS and RD low enables the 
CS5012A's 3-state output buffers with either out
put data or status information depending on the 
status of AO. An address bit can be connected to 
AO as shown in Figure 4b thereby memory map
ping the status register and output data. 
Conversion status can be polled in software by 
reading the status register (CS and RD strobed 
low with AO low), and masking status bits SO-S5 
and S7 (by logically AND'ing the status word 
with 01000000) to determine the value of S6. 
Similarly, the software routine can determine 
calibration status using other status bits (see 
Table 2). Care must be taken not to read the 
status register (AO low) while HOLD is low, or a 
software reset will result (see Reset above). 

Alternatively, the End-of-Convert (EOC) output 
can be used to generate an interrupt or drive a 
DMA controller to dump the output directly into 
memory after each conversion. The EOC pin falls 

DEFINITION 

Falls upon completion of a conversion, 
and returns high on the first subsequent read. 
Reserved for factory use. 
When data is to be read in an 8"bit format (BW=O), 
indicates which byte will appear at the output next. 
When low, indicates the input has been acquired to 
the devices specified accuracy. 
Reserved for factory use. 
High when the device is tracking the intput. 
High when the device is converting the held input. 
High when the device is calibrating. 

Table 2. Status Pin Definitions 
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as each conversion cycle is completed and data is 
valid at the output. It returns high within four 
CLKIN cycles of the first subsequent data read 
operation or after the start of a new conversion 
cycle. 

To interface with a 16-bit data bus, the BW input 
to the CS5012A should be held high and all 12 
data bits read in parallel on pins D4-Dl5. With an 
8-bit bus, the converter's 12-bit result must be 
read in two portions. In this instance, BW should 
be held low and the 8 MSB 's obtained on the first 
read cycle following a conversion. The second 
read cycle will yield the 4 LSB's with 4 trailing 
zeros. Both bytes appear on pins DO-D7. The 
upper/lower bytes of the same data will continue 
to toggle on subsequent reads until the next con
version finishes. Status bit S2 indicates which 
byte will appear on the next data read operation. 

The CS5012A internally buffers its output data, 
so data can be read while the device is tracking or 
converting the next sample. Therefore, retrieving 
the converter's digital output requires no reduc
tion in ADC throughput. Enabling the 3-state 
outputs while the CS5012A is converting will not 
introduce conversion errors. Connecting CMOS 
logic to the digital outputs is recommended. 
Suitable logic families include 4000B, 74HC, 
74AC, 74ACT, and 74HCT. 

Microprocessor Independent Operation 

The CS5012A can be operated in a stand-alone 
mode independent of intelligent control. In this 

Status 
(AO=O) 

Data 
(A0=1) 

D15 D14 D13 D12 D11 D10 D9 D8 

I xlxlxlxlxlxlxlxl 

ls11ls10I 89100 I 871861ssI841 

I xlxlxlxlxlxlxlxl 

"X" Denotes High Impedance Output 

CS5012A 

mode, CS and RD are hard-wired low. This per
manently enables the 3-state output buffers and 
allows transparent latch inputs (CAL and 
INTRLV) to be active. A free-running condition 
is established when BW is tied high, CAL is tied 
low, and HOLD is continually strobed low or tied 
to EOT. The CS5012A's EOC output can be used 
to externally latch the output data if desired. With 
CS and RD hard-wired low, EOC will strobe low 
for four CLKIN cycles after each conversion. 
Data will be unstable up to 100 ns after EOC 
falls, so it should be latched on the rising edge of 
EOC. 

Serial Output 

All successive-approximation AID converters 
derive their digital output serially starting with 

+sv----
------

INTRLV RST Reset 
BW EOC Latching 

AO Output 
015 

Sampling LJ1.f 
HOLD Clock • 
CSCS5012A • - . 
RD 
CAL D4 

Figure 8. Microprocessor-Independent Connections 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

I S7 I S6 I SS I S4 I S3 I S2 I S1 I SO I 9- ~a~-:~~ 

/ s3 I s2 I s1 I so 1 o I o I o 1 o 1 1 ~~~~~s 

811 810 89 88 87 86 85 84 8-Bit Bus 
83 82 81 80 O O O O (BW=O) 

Figure 7. Data Format 
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the MSB. The CS5012A presents each bit to the 
SDATA pin four CLKIN cycles after it is derived 
and can be latched using the serial clock output, 
SCLK. Just subsequent to each bit decision 
SCLK will fall and return high once the bit infor
mation on SDATA has stabilized. Thus, the rising 
edge of the SCLK output should be used to clock 
the data from the CS5012A (See Figure 9). 

ANALOG CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

Most popular successive-approximation AID con
verters generate dynamic loads at their analog 
connections. The CS5012A internally buffers all 
analog inputs (AIN, VREF, and AGND) to ease 
the demands placed on external circuitry. 
However, accurate system operation still requires 
careful attention to details at the design stage 
regarding source impedances as well as ground
ing and decoupling schemes. 

CL KIN 

EOC 

CS5012A 

Reference Considerations 

An application note titled "Voltage References for 
the CS501X Series of AID Converters" is avail
able for the CS5012A. In addition to working 
through a reference circuit design example, it of
fers several built-and-tested reference circuits. 

During conversion, each capacitor of the 
calibrated capacitor array is switched between 
VREF and AGND in a manner determined by the 
successive-approximation algorithm. The charg
ing and discharging of the array results in a 
current load at the reference. The CS5012A in
cludes an internal buffer amplifier to minimize 
the external reference circuit's drive requirement 
and preserve the reference's integrity. Whenever 
the array is switched during conversion, the buff
er is used to pre-charge the array thereby 

Status LSB 
Determined 

Coarse Charge Fine Charge MSB MSB-1 MSB-2 
Determined Determined Determined 

: : 

EQT 
td ! ' 
--toj~~-------------

HOLD 

SCLK 

SDATA LSB+2 I LSB+l I LSB MSB I MSB - 1 
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Notes: 1. Synchronous (loopback) mode is illustrated. After EOC falls the converter goes into coarse charge mode for 
6 CLKIN cycles, then to fine charge mode for 9 cycles, then EQT falls. In loopback mode, EOT trips HOLD 
which captures the analog sample. Conversion begins on the next rising edge of CLKIN. If operated asynchro
nously, EOT will remain low until after HOLD is taken low. When HOLD occurs the analog sample is captured 
immediately, but conversion may not begin until four CLKIN cycles later. EQT will return high 
when conversion begins. 

2. Timing delay td (relative to CLKIN) can vary between 135 ns to 235 ns over the military temperature range 
and over± 10% supply variation 

3. EOC returns high in 4 CLKIN cycles if AO= 1 and CS =RD= 0 (Microprocessor Independent Mode); 
within 4 CLKIN cycles after a data read (Microprocessor Mode); or 4 CLKIN cycles after HOLD= 0 
is recognized on a rising edge of CLKIN/4. 

Figure 9. Serial Output Timing 
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providing the bulk of the necessary charge. The 
appropriate array capacitors are then switched to 
the unbuffered VREF pin to avoid any errors due 
to offsets and/or noise in the buffer. 

The external reference circuitry need only 
provide the residual charge required to fully 
charge the array after pre-charging from the buff
er. This creates an ac current load as the 
CS5012A sequences through conversions. The 
reference circuitry must have a low enough out
put impedance to drive the requisite current 
without changing its output voltage significantly. 
As the analog input signal varies, the switching 
sequence of the internal capacitor array changes. 
The current load on the external reference cir
cuitry thus varies in response with the analog 
input. Therefore, the external reference must not 
exhibit significant peaking in its output im
pedance characteristic at signal frequencies or 
their harmonics. 

A large capacitor connected between VREF and 
AGND can provide sufficiently low output im
pedance at the high end of the frequency 
spectrum, while almost all precision references 
exhibit extremely low output impedance at de. 

The magnitude of the current load on the external 
reference circuitry will scale to the CLKIN fre
quency. At full speed, the reference must supply a 
maximum load current of 10 µA peak-to~peak 
(1 µA typical). An output impedance of 15 Q will 
therefore yield a maximum error of 150 µV. With 
a 2.5V reference and LSB size of 600 µV, this 
would insure better than 1/4 LSB accuracy. A 
1 µF capacitor exhibits an impedance of less than 
15 Q at frequencies greater than 10 kHz. A high
quality tantalum capacitor in parallel with a 
smaller ceramic capacitor is recommended. 

Peaking in the reference's output impedance can 
occur because of capacitive loading at its output. 
Any peaking that might occur can be reduced by 
placing a small resistor in series with the 
capacitors (Figure 10). The equation in Figure 10 
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can be used to help calculate the optimum value 
of R for a particular reference. The term "fpeak" is 
the frequency of the peak in the output impedance 
of the reference before the resistor is added. 

The CS50 l 2A can operate with a wide range of 
reference voltages, but signal-to-noise perfor
mance is maximized by using as wide a signal 
range as possible. The recommended reference 

28 VREF 

C2 29 REFBUF 
0.01 
uF 

0.1 uF 30 VA- CS5012A 

R 
2it (C1 + C2) !peak 

Figure 10. Reference Connections 

voltage is between 2.5 and 4.5 volts. The 
CS5012A can actually accept reference voltages 
up to the positive analog supply. However, the 
buffer's offset may increase as the reference volt
age approaches VA+ thereby increasing external 
drive requirements at VREF. A 4.5V reference is 
the maximum reference voltage recommended. 
This allows 0.5V headroom for the internal 
reference buffer. Also, the buffer enlists the aid of 
an external 0.1 µF ceramic capacitor which must 
be tied between its output, REFBUF, and the 
negative analog supply, VA-. For more informa
tion on references, consult the application note: 
Voltage References for the CS501X Series of AID 
Converters. For an example of using the 
CS5012A with a 5 volt reference, see the applica
tion note: A Collection of Application Hints for 
the CS501X Series of AID Converters. 
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Analog Input Connection 

The analog input terminal functions similarly to 
the VREF input after each conversion when 
switching into the track mode. During the first six 
CLKIN cycles in the track mode, the buffered 
version of the analog input is used for pre-charg
ing the capacitor array. An additional period is 
required for fine-charging directly from AIN to 
obtain the specified accuracy. Figure 11 illustrates 
this operation. During pre-charge the charge on 
the capacitor array first settles to the buffered ver
sion of the analog input. This voltage is offset 
from the actual input voltage. During fine-charge, 
the charge then settles to the accurate unbuffered 
version. 

Acquisition Time (us) 
(Delay from EOC) 

Figure 11. Internal Acquisition Time 

The acquisition time of the CS5012A depends on 
the CLKIN frequency. This is due to a fixed pre
charge period. For instance, operating the -12 
version with an external 4 MHz CLKIN results in 
a 3.75 µs acquisition time: 1.5 µs for pre-charging 
(6 clock cycles) and 2.25 µs for fine-charging. 
Fine-charge settling is specified as a maximum of 
2.25 µs for an analog source impedance of less 
than 200 n. (For the -7 version it is specified as 
1.32 µs.) In addition, the comparator requires a 
source impedance of less than 400 n around 
2 MHz for stability, which is met by practically 
all bipolar op amps. Large de source impedances 
can be accommodated by adding capacitance 
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from AIN to ground (typically 200 pF) to 
decrease source impedance at high frequencies. 
However, high de sourc.e resistances will increase 
the input's RC time constant and extend the 
necessary acquisition time. For more information 
on input applications, consult the application 
note: Input Buffer Amplifiers for the CSSOJX 
Family of AID Converters. 

During the first six clock cycles following a con
version (pre-charge), the CS5012A is capable of 
slewing at 20V/µs in unipolar mode. In bipolar 
mode, only half the capacitor array is connected 
to the analog input so the CS5012A can slew at 
40V/µs. After the first six CLKIN cycles, it will 
slew at 1.25V/µs in the unipolar mode and 
3.0V/µs in bipolar mode. Acquisition of fast slew
ing signals (step functions) can be hastened if the 
step occurs during or immediately following ~he 
conversion cycle. For instance, channel select10n 
in multiplexed applications should occur while 
the CS5012A is converting (see Figure 12). Mul
tiplexer settling is thereby removed from the 
overall throughput equation, and the CS5012A 
can convert at full speed. 

Analog Input Range/Coding Format 

The reference voltage directly defines the input 
voltage range in both the unipolar and bipolar 
configurations. In the unipolar configuration 
(BP/UP low), the first code transition occurs 0.5 
LSB above AGND, and the final code transition 
occurs 1.5 LSB 's below VREF. Coding is in 
straight binary format. In the bipolar configura
tion (BP/UP high), the first code transition occurs 
0.5 LSB above -VREF and the last transition oc
curs 1.5 LSB's below +VREF. Coding is in an 
offset-binary format. Positive full scale gives a 
digital output of 111111111111, and negative full 
scale gives a digital output of 000000000000. 

The BP/UP mode pin may be switched after 
calibration without having to recalibrate the con
verter. However, the BP/UP mode should be 
changed during the previous conversion cycle, 
that is, between HOLD falling and EOC falling. 
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If BP/UP is changed at any other time, one 
dummy conversion cycle must be allowed for 
proper acquisition of the input. 

Grounding and Power Supply Decoupling 

The CS5012A uses the analog ground connection, 
AGND, only as a reference voltage. No de power 
currents flow through the AGND connection, and 
it is completely independent of DGND. However, 
any noise riding on the AGND input relative to 
the system's analog ground will induce conver
sion errors. Therefore, both the analog input and 
reference voltage should be referred to the AGND 
pin, which should be used as the entire system's 
analog ground reference point. 

The digital and analog supplies to the CS5012A 
are pinned out separately to minimize coupling 
between the analog and digital sections of the 
chip. All four supplies should be decoupled ~o 
their respective grounds using 0.1 µF ceramic 
capacitors. If significant low-frequency noise is 
present on the supplies, 1 µF tantalum capacitors 
are recommended in parallel with the 0.1 µF 
capacitors. 

CS5012 
HOLD 
Input tJ 

Convert Channel N 

1 
tJ 

CS5012A 

The positive digital power supply of the CS5012A 
must never exceed the positive analog supply by 
more than a diode drop or the CS5012A could ex
perience permanent damage. If the two supplies 
are derived from separate sources, care must be 
taken that the analog supply comes up first at 
power-up. The system connection diagr~m in 
Figure 20 shows a decoupling scheme which al
lows the CS5012A to be powered from a single 
set of± 5V rails. 

As with any high-precision AID converter, the 
CS5012A requires careful attention to grounding 
and layout arrangements. However, no unique 
layout issues must be addressed to properly apply • 
the CS5012A. The CDB5012 evaluation board is 
available for the CS5012A, which avoids the 
need to design, build, and debug a high-precision 
PC board to initially characterize the part. The 
board comes with a socketed CS5012A, and can 
be quickly reconfigured to simulate any combina-
tion of sampling, calibration, CLKIN, and analog 
input range conditions. 

Convert Channel N + 1 . 
LJ 

CS5012 
EOC 

Output //// 
·""' 

//// 
""' 

/u/ 
MUX 

Address 

CS5012 
Analog 
Input 

DS15F5 

Address N Address N + 1 

r MUX Settling 
to Channel N + 1 

Address N + 2 

f MUX Settling -:;---1 
to Channel N + 2 I 

------~ 

Figure 12. Pipelined MUX Input Channels 

Address N + 3 
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PowerSupply Rejection 

The CS5012A's power supply rejection perfor
mance is enhanced by the on-chip self-calibration 
and an "auto-zero" process .. Drifts in power supp
ly voltages at frequencies less than the calibration 
rate have negligible effect on the CS5012A's ac~ 
curacy. This is because the CS5012A adjusts its 
offset to within a small fraction of an LSB during 
calibration. Above the calibration frequency the 
excellent power supply rejection of the internal 
amplifiers is augmented by an auto-zero process. 
Any offsets are stored on the capacitor array and 
are effectively subtracted once conversion is in
itiated. Figure 13 shows power supply rejection 
of the CS5012A in the bipolar mode with the 
analog input grounded and a 300 m V p-p ripple 
applied to each supply. Power supply rejection 
improves by 6 dB in the unipolar mode. 

Notches of increased rejection arise from the 
auto-zeroing at the conversion rate. The frequen
cies at which these notches occur also depend on 
the value of the captured analog input. The line 
shows worst-case rejection for all combinations 
of conversion rates and input conditions in the 
bipolar mode. 

80t--1H-H++~"-__,.._-+++1+11H-+--+-+++l-IH--l-4!-l+lll---l--l-l-l-l-l-ll 
s R 
S1ot--1H-H++Hl--+-!1~--!IH+lll--+-~f+++H--1-+-1f+H-!!!-++~ 
] 
:60~-+-1-H+111--+--+-++++ffi~~N4~+H-ll!l--1-4!-l-+111----+--+-1-1= 
,e.501--1rt-t-ttt1Ht--t-t-ttttttt--+-+H~:--l-+-l-++++ll-++-l-H-Hl 

t ~ 
~4011--1-+-++1+1!1--+-41+H+lll---l--l-l-l++ll<t--IH-ll~~Hl--+-++1+~ 
tll 
!3011--1-+-++1+1!1--+-41+H+lll--+--l-l-l++ll<t--IH-f+l-H~~-+--+-++l+ll 

20"--'--'-.....U.UL---'-'-'-'-'-'-""'---'-..._._.LLUU'---J'-J-LJ.J.U"'---'--L..LLJ.~ 
1 kHz 10 kHz 100 kHz 1 MHz 

Power Supply Ripple Frequency 

Figure 13. Power Supply Rejection 
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CS5012A PERFORMANCE 

Differential Nonlinearity 

One source of nonlinearity in AID converters is 
bit weight errors. ·These errors arise from the 
deviation of bits from their ideal binary-weighted 
ratios, and lead to nonideal widths for each code. 
If DNL errors are large, and code widths shrink to 
zero, it is possible for one or more codes to be en
tirely missing. The CS5012A calibrates all bits in 
the capacitor array to a small fraction of an LSB 
resulting in nearly ideal DNL. A histogram plot of 
typical DNL of the CS5012A can be seen in 
Figure 14. Figure 15 illustrates the DNL plot of 
the CS5012 for comparison. 

A histogram test is a statistical method of deriv
ing an AID converter's differential nonlinearity. A 
ramp is input to the AID and a large number of 
samples are taken to insure a high confidence 
level in the test's result. The number of occurren
ces for each code is monitored and stored. A 
perfect AID converter would have all codes of 
equal size and therefore equal numbers of occur
rences. In the histogram test a code with the 
average number of occurrences will be con
sidered ideal (DNL = 0). A code with more or less 
occurrences than average will appear as a DNL of 
greater or less than zero LSB. A missing code h~s 
zero occurrences, and will appear as a DNL of 
-1 LSB. 

Integral Nonlinearity 

Integral Nonlinearity (INL; also termed Relative 
Accuracy or just Nonlinearity) is defined as the 
deviation of the transfer function from an ideal 
straight line. Bows in the transfer curve generate 
harmonic distortion. The worst-case condition of 
bit-weight errors (DNL) has traditionally also 
defined the point of maximum INL. 

Bit-weight errors have a drastic effect on a 
converter's ac performance. They can be 
analyzed as step functions superimposed on the 
input signal. Since bits (and their errors) switch in 
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Figure 14. CS5012A Differential Nonlinearity Plot 
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Figure 15. CS5012 Differential Nonlinearity Plot 

and out throughout the transfer curve, their effect 
is signal dependent. That is, harmonic and inter
modulation distortion, as well as noise, can vary 
with different input conditions. Designing a sys
tem around characterization data is risky since 
transfer curves can differ drastically unit-to-unit 
and lot-to-lot. 

The CS5012A achieves repeatable signal-to-noise 
and harmonic distortion performance using an on
chip self-calibration scheme. The CS501~A 
calibrates its bit weight errors to a small fractlon 
of an LSB at 12-bits yielding peak distortion 
below the noise floor (see Figure 17). Unlike 
traditional ADC's, the linearity of the CS5012A is 
not limited by bit-weight errors; its performance 
is therefore extremely repeatable and independent 
of input signal conditions. 

DS15F5 

FFT Tests and Windowing 

In the factory, the CS5012A is tested using Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques to analyze 
the converter's dynamic performance. A pure 
sinewave is applied to the CS5012A, and a "time 
record" of 1024 samples is captured and 
processed. The FFT algorithm analyzes t~e 
spectral content of the digital waveform and dis
tributes its energy among 512 "frequency bins." 
Assuming an ideal sinewave, distribution of ener
gy in bins outside of the fundamental and de c~n 
only be due to quantization effects and errors m 
the CS5012A. 

If sampling is not synchronized to the input 
sinewave, it is highly unlikely that the t~me 
record will contain an integer number of penods 
of the input signal. However, the FFT assumes 
that the signal is periodic, and will calculate the 
spectrum of a signal that appears to have large 
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discontinuities, thereby yielding a severely dis
torted spectrum. To avoid this problem, the time 
record is multiplied by a window function prior to 
performing the FFT. The window function 
smoothly forces the endpoints of the time record 
to zero, thereby removing the discontinuities. The 
effect of the window in the frequency-domain is 
to convolute the spectrum of the window with 
that of the actual input. 

Figure 16 shows an FFT computed from an ideal 
12-bit sinewave. Artifacts of windowing are dis
carded from the signal-to-noise calculation using 
the assumption that quantization noise is white. 
All FFf plots in this data sheet were derived by 
averaging the FFT results from ten 1024 point 
time records. This filters the spectral variability 
that can arise from capturing finite time records 
without disturbing the total energy outside the 
fundamental. All harmonics which exist above 
the noise floor are therefore more clearly visible 
in the plots. For more information on FFT's and 
windowing refer to: F.J. HARRIS, "On the use of 
windows for harmonic analysis with the Discrete 
Fourier Transform", Proc. IEEE, Vol. 66, No. 1, 
Jan 1978, pp.51-83. This is available on request 
from Crystal Semiconductor. 

Figures 17 and 18 show the performance of the 
CS5012A with lkHz and 12kHz full scale inputs. 
Notice that the performance closely approaches 
that of an ideal 12-bit ADC. 

Quantization Noise 

The error due to quantization of the analog input 
ultimately dictates the accuracy of any AID con
verter. The continuous analog input must be 
represented by one of a finite number of digital 
codes, so the best accuracy to which an analog 
input can be known from its digital code is 
± 1/2 LSB. Under circumstances commonly en
countered in signal processing applications, this 
quantization error can be treated as a random 
variable. The magnitude of the error is limited to 
± 1/2 LSB, but any value within this range has 
equal probability of occurence. Such a probability 
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0.0 ~-------------~ 

-20.0 

Signal -40.0 
Amplitude 
Relative to 
Full Scale -60.0 
(dB) 

-80.0 

-100.0 

-120.0 
de 

.............................................................. SIN+D: 73.9 dB 

Input Frequency 

Figure 16. FFT Plot ofldeal 12-bit ADC 

O.O~-------------~ 
Sampling Rate: 1 OOkHz 

............................................... Full Scale: 9Vp-p 

-20.0 ................................................ S/N+D: 73.6dB 

Signal -40.0 
Amplitude 

~~llla~:l~o-60.0 
(dB) 

-80.0 

-100.0 

-120.0 

Input Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 17. FFT Plot ofCS5012A with 1 kHz 
Full-Scale Input 

0.0 ~-------------~ 
Sampling Rate: 1 OOkHz 

................................ Full Scale: 9Vp-p 

-20.0 ............................................... SiN+D: 72.9dB 

Signal -4o.o 
Amplitude 

~~i'1a~:1~0-60.0 
(dB) 

-80.0 

-120.0 

Input Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 18. FFT Plot of CS5012A with 12 kHz 
Full-Scale Input 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 

VREF 
4.5 
2.5 
4.5 
2.5 

Signal 
FS-0.5dB 
FS-0.5dB 
FS-6.0dB 
FS-6.0dB 

. . ·-············································································ 

Input Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 19. CS5012A High Frequency Input Performance 

distribution leads to an error "signal" with an rms 
value of 1 LSB/ill. Using an rms signal value of 
FS/.../8 (amplitude = FS/2), this relates to an ideal 
12-bit signal-to-noise ratio of 74 dB. 

Equally important is the spectral content of this 
error signal. It can be shown to be approximately 
white, with its energy spread uniformly over the 
band from de to one-half the sampling rate. Ad
vantage of this characteristic can be made by 
judicious use of filtering. If the signal is 
bandlirnited, much of the quantization error can 
be filtered out, and improved system performance 
can be attained. 

The CS5012A performs very well over a wide 
range of input frequencies as shown in Figure 19. 
The figure depicts the CS5012A-KP7 tested 
under four different conditions. The conditions 
include tests with the voltage reference set at 4.5 
and at 2.5 volts with input signals at 0.5 dB down 
from full scale and 6.0 dB down from full scale. 
The sample rate is at lOOkHz for all cases. The 
plots indicate that the part performs very well 

DS15F5 

even with input frequencies above the Nyquist 
rate. Best performance at the higher frequencies 
is achieved with a 2.5 volt reference. 

Differences between the CS5012A and the 
CS5012 

The differences between the CS5012A and the 
CS5012 are tabulated in Table 3. The CS5012 is a 
short-cycled version of the CS5016 AID con
verter and includes the same 18-bit calibration 
circuitry. This calibration circuitry sets the 
calibration resolution of the CS5012 at l/64th of 
an LSB and achieves the near perfect differential 
linearity performance illustrated by the CS5012 
DNL plot in Figure 14. The CS5012A calibration 
circuitry was modified to provide calibration to 
15-bit resolution therefore achieving calibration 
to 1/8 of an LSB. This reduction in calibration 
resolution for the CS5012A reduces the time re
quired to calibrate the device (see Table ~) and 
reduces the size of the total array capacitance. 
The reduced array capacitance improves the high 
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CS5012A 

Calibration resolution 15 bits. Results in DNL calibration 
to 1/8 LSB at 12 bits. 

Calibration time 
reset: 58,280 CLKIN cycles 
interleave: 2,014 conversions 
burst: fully functional 

End of calibration EOC falls in either microprocessor 
indicator or microprocessor-independent 

mode at the completion of a RESET 
calibration cycle. 

Throughput rate in The device acquires and converts 
loopback mode a sample in 64 CLKIN cycles for all 

CLKIN frequencies when in loopback. 

Input capacitance 103pF typical, unipolar mode 
in fine-charge mode 72pF typical, bipolar mode 

Slew Rate 
Unipolar 

Coarse charge 20V/us 
Fine charge 1.5V/us 

Bipolar 
Coarse charge 40V/us 
Fine charge 3.0V/us 

CS5012A 

CS5012 

18 bits. Results in DNL calibration 
to 1/64 LSB at 12 bits. 

1,441,020 CLKIN cycles 
72,051 conversions 
not functional 

EOC falls at the completion of a RESET 
calibration cycle in microprocessor mode 
only. In microprocessor-independent mode 
EOi must be used. EOT falls 15 CLKIN 
cycles after completion of a RESET calibration. 

The device acquires and converts in 64 
CLKIN cycles for CLKIN=4MHz, but will 
require 68 CLKIN cycles at 1 OOkHz through-
put. This is due to excess delay on EOT. 

275pF typical, unipolar mode 
165pF typical, bipolar mode 

5V/us 
0.25V/us 

1 OV/us 
0.5V/us 

Table 3. Differences between CS5012A and CS5012 

frequency performance by allowing higher slew 
rate in the input circuitry. 

Table 3 documents some other improvements in
cluded in the CS5012A. The burst mode 
calibration, while not generally needed, was made 
functional. The device was also modified so the 
EOC signal goes low at the end of a reset calibra
tion in either microprocessor or 
microprocessor-independent mode. The CS5012A 
was modified to maintain a throughput rate of 64 
CLKIN cycles in loopback mode for all frequen
cies of CLKIN. 
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HOLD cs CAL 

+ x x 
x 0 1 

1 0 0 

x 0 x 
x 0 x 
x 0 x 
1 0 x 
x 1 x 
x x x 
x x x 
0 0 x 

INTRLV 

x 
x 
x 
0 

1 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

CS5012A 

RD AO RST Function 

x * 0 Hold and Start Convert 

x * 0 Initiate Burst Calibration 

x * 0 Stop Burst Cal and Begin Track 

x * 0 Initiate Interleave Calibration 

x * 0 Terminate Interleave Cal 

0 1 0 Read Output Data 

0 0 0 Read Status Register 
x * x High Impedance Data Bus 

1 * x Hjg_h Im_Q_edance Data Bus 
x x 1 Reset 
x 0 x Reset 

* The status of AO is not critical to the operation specified. However, AO should not be low with 
CS and HOLD low, or a software reset will result. 

Table 4. CS5012A Truth Table 

+5V 100 
Analog 

+ 
Supply 

O~F 
25 11 

VA+ VD+ 
BW Mode 

BP/UP Select• 

Clock 
CLKIN Source 

CS5012A (optional) 

Serial 
SDATA Data 

SCLK Interface 
(optional) 

Analog 
Signal 26 Signal AIN 

Source Conditioning 

w~"-;s I 
0-+ VREF 

or 
.±VREF 

DO-D15 

EOG 

EOT 37 
microprocessor 

HOLD 1 or discrete logic . 

CAL 35 Control .J 
INTRLV 34 Logic 

cs 21 

Voltage 28 
VREF 

Reference 

RD 22 

AO 23 
Unused Logic inputs should only 

RESET eset be connected to VD+ or DGND. 

Generator • BW and BP/UP should always 

DGND 
be terminated to VD+ or DGND, 

VD-
or driven by a logic gate. 

-5V 
Analog o------_., __ _., __ _._~, 

36 - t For best dynamic 
100 S/(N+D) performance. 

Supply 

Figure 20. CS5012A System Connection Diagram 
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HOLD 

DATA BUS BIT 0 
DATA BUS BIT 1 
DATA BUS BIT 2 
DATA BUS BIT 3 

(LSB) DATA BUS BIT 4 
DATA BUS BIT 5 
DATA BUS BIT 6 
DATA BUS BIT 7 

HOLD 
DO 
01 
02 
D3 
D4 
D5 
06 
07 

DGND 
VD+ 

1e 
2 
3 
4 CS5012A 

5 CS5012 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

CS5012A 

SD AT A SERIAL OUTPUT 
SCLK SERIAL CLOCK 
EOC END OF CONVERSION 
EQT END OF TRACK 
VD- NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 
CAL CALIBRATE 
INTRLV INTERLEAVE 
BW BUS WIDTH SELECT 
RST RESET 
TST TEST 
VA- NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 

DIGITAL GROUND 
POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 

DATA BUS BIT 8 
DATA BUS BIT 9 

DATA BUS BIT 10 
DATA BUS BIT 11 
DATA BUS BIT 12 
DATA BUS BIT 13 
DATA BUS BIT 14 

D8 12 REFBUF REFERENCE BUFFER OUTPUT 
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(MSB) DATA BUS BIT 15 
CLOCK INPUT 

HOLD 
DO 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
NC 
07 

DGND 

09 
010 
011 
D12 
013 
014 
015 

CLKIN 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

top 
view 

VREF 
AGND 
AIN 
VA+ 
BP/UP 
AO 
RD 
cs 

VOLTAGE REFERENCE 
ANALOG GROUND 
ANALOG INPUT 
POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 
BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 
READ ADDRESS 
READ 
CHIP SELECT 

SDATA 
SCLK 
EOC 
EQT 
VO
CAL 
INTRLV 
BW 
RST 
TST 
VA-VD+ 

NC ____,/ 33 ....___ NC 
/ 14 CS5012A 32 '-

08 ___,,/ 15 CS5012 31 \'-

NC --:!; ~~ \\= 

~!!~,,~ 
015? ~ 

REFBUF 
VREF 
AGND 
AIN 
VA+ 
BP/UP 
AO 
RD 

cs 
CLKIN 

NOTE: All pin references in this data sheet refer to the 40-pin DIP package numbering. 
Use this figure to determine pin numbers for 44-pin package. 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

Power Supply Connections 

VD+ - Positive Digital Power, PIN 11. 
Positive digital power supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

VD- - Negative Digital Power, PIN 36. 
Negative digital power supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

DGND - Digital Ground, PIN 10. 
Digital ground. 

VA+ - Positive Analog Power, PIN 25. 
Positive analog power supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

VA- - Negative Analog Power, PIN 30. 
Negative analog power supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGND -Analog Ground, PIN 27. 
Analog ground. 

Oscillator 

CLKIN - Clock Input, PIN 20. 

CS5012A 

All conversions and calibrations are timed from a master clock which can either be supplied by 
driving this pin with an external clock signal, or can be internally generated by tying this pin to 
DGND. 

Digital Inputs 

HOLD -Hold, PIN 1. 
A falling transition on this pin sets the CS5012A to the hold state and initiates a conversion. This 
input must remain low at least one CLKIN cycle plus 50 ns. 

CS - Chip Select, PIN 21. 
When high, the data bus outputs are held in a high impedance state and the input to CAL and 
INTRLV are ignored. A falling transition initiates or terminates burst or interleave calibration 
(depending on the status of CAL and INTRLV) and a rising transition latches both the CAL and 
INTRLV inputs. If RD is low, the data bus is driven as indicated by BW and AO. 

RD - Read, PIN 22. 
When RD and CS are both low, data is driven onto the data bus. If either signal is high, the data 
bus outputs are held in a high impedance state. The data driven onto the bus is determined by BW 
and AO. 
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AO - Read Address, PIN 23. 
Determines whether data or status information is placed onto the data bus. When high during the 
read operation, converted data is placed onto the data bus; when low, the status register is driven 
onto the bus. 

BP/UP - Bipolar/Unipolar Input Select, PIN 24. 
When high, the device is configured with a bipolar transfer function ranging from -VREF to 
+ VREF. Encoding is in an offset binary format, with the mid-scale code 100 ... 0000 centered at 
AGND. When low, the device is configured for a unipolar transfer function from AGND to 
VREF. Unipolar encoding is in straight binary format. Once calibration has been performed, 
either bipolar or unipolar mode may be selected without the need to recalibrate. 

RST - Reset, PIN 32. 
When taken high for at least 100 ns, all internal digital logic is reset. Upon being taken low, a full 
calibration sequence is initiated. 

BW - Bus Width Select, PIN 33. 
When hard-wired high, all 12 data bits are driven onto the bus simultaneously during a data read 
cycle. When low, the bus is in a byte wide format. On the first read following a conversion, the 
eight MSB's are driven onto DO-D7. A second read cycle places the four LSB's with four trailing 
zeros on DO-D7. Subsequent reads will toggle the higher/lower order byte. Regardless of BW's 
status, a read cycle with AO low yields the status information on DO-D7. 

INTRLV - Interleave, PIN 34. 
When latched low using CS, the device goes into interleave calibration mode. A full calibration 
will complete every 2,014 conversions. The effective conversion time extends by 20 clock cycles. 

CAL - Calibrate, PIN 35. (See Addendum appending this data sheet)) 
When latched high using CS, burst calibration results. The device cannot perform conversions 
during the calibration period which will terminate only once CAL is latched low again. 
Calibration picks up where the previous calibration left off, and calibration cycles complete every 
58,280 CLKIN cycles. If the device is converting when a calibration is signaled, it will wait until 
that conversion completes before beginning. 

Analog Inputs 

AIN -Analog Input, PIN 26. 
Input range in the unipolar mode is zero volts to VREF. Input range in bipolar mode is -VREF to 
+ VREF. The output impedance of buffer driving this input should be less than or equal to 200 Q. 

VREF - Voltage Reference, PIN 28. 

3-30 

The analog reference voltage which sets the analog input range. It represents positive full scale 
for both bipolar and unipolar operation, and its magnitude sets negative full scale in bipolar 
mode. 
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Digital Outputs 

DO through D15 - Data Bus Outputs, PINS 2 thru 9, 12 thru 19. 

CS5012A 

3-state output pins. Enabled by CS and RD, they offer the converter's 12-bit output in a format 
consistent with the state of BW if AO is high. If AO is low, bits DO-D7 offer status register data. 

EQT - End Of Track, PIN 37. 
If low, indicates that enough time has elapsed since the last conversion for the device to acquire 
the analog input signal. 

EOC - End Of Conversion, PIN 38. 
This output indicates the end of a conversion or calibration cycle. It is high during a conversion 
and will fall to a low state upon completion of the conversion cycle indicating valid data is 
available at the output. Returns high on the first subsequent read or the start of a new conversion 
cycle. 

SDATA - Serial Output, PIN 40. 
Presents each output data bit after it is determined by the successive approximation algorithm. 
Valid on the rising edge of SCLK, data appears MSB first, LSB last, and each bit remains valid 
until the next bit appears. 

SCLK - Serial Clock Output, PIN 39. 
Used to clock converted output data serially from the CS5012A. Serial data is stable on the rising 
edge of SCLK. 

Analog Outputs 

REFBUF - Reference Buffer Output, PIN 29. 
Reference buffer output. A 0.1 µF ceramic capacitor must be tied between this pin and VA-. 

Miscellaneous 

TST - Test, PIN 31. 
Allows access to the CS5012A's test functions which are reserved for factory use. Must be tied to 
DGND. 
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PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 

Linearity Error 
The deviation of a code from a straight line passing through the endpoints of the transfer function 
after zero- and full-scale errors have been accounted for. "Zero-scale" is a point 1/2 LSB below 
the first code transition and "full-scale" is a point 112 LSB beyond the code transition to all ones. 
The deviation is measured from the middle of each particular code. Units in% Full-Scale. 

Differential Linearity 
Minimum resolution for which no missing codes is guaranteed. Units in bits. 

Full Scale Error 
The deviation of the last code transition from the ideal (VREF-3/2 LSB's). 
Units in LSB's. 

Unipolar Offset 
The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal (112 LSB above AGND) when in unipolar 
mode (BP/UP low). Units in LSB's. 

Bipolar Offset 
The deviation of the mid-scale transition (011...111to100 ... 000) from the ideal (112 LSB below 
AGND) when in bipolar mode (BP/UP high). Units in LSB 's. 

Bipolar Negative Full-Scale Error 
The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal when in bipolar mode (BP/UP high). The 
ideal is defined as lying on a straight line which passes through the final and mid-scale code 
transitions. Units in LSB's. 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise (More accurately, Signal to Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise) 
The ratio of the rms value of the signal to the rms value of the next largest spectral component 
below the Nyquist rate (excepting de). This component is often an aliased harmonic when the 
signal frequency is a significant proportion of the sampling rate. Expressed in decibels. 

Total Harmonic Distortion 
The ratio of therms sum of all harmonics to therms value of the signal. Units in percent. 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
The ratio of therms value of the signal to the rms sum of all other spectral components below the 
Nyquist rate (excepting de), including distortion components. Expressed in decibels. 

Aperture Time 
The time required after the hold command for the sampling switch to open fully. Effectively a 
sampling delay which can be nulled by advancing the sampling signal. Units in nanoseconds. 

Aperture Jitter 
The range of variation in the aperture time. Effectively the "sampling window" which ultimately 
dictates the maximum input signal slew rate acceptable for a given accuracy. Units in 
picoseconds. 

NOTE: Temperatures specified define ambient conditions in free-air during test and do not refer to the junction 
temperature of the device. 
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Ordering Guide 

~ Throughput 
CS5012A-KP12 63 kHz 
CS5012A-KP7 100 kHz 
CS5012A-KL12 63 kHz 
CS5012A-KL7 100 kHz 
CS5012A-BD12 63 kHz 
CS5012A-BD7 100 kHz 
CS5012A-BL 12 63 kHz 
CS5012A-BL7 100 kHz 
CS5012A-TD12 63 kHz 
CS5012A-TD7 100 kHz 
CS5012A-TE12 63 kHz 
CS5012A-TE7 100 kHz 

CS5012-KP24 
CS5012-KP12 
CS5012-LP12 
CS5012-KL24 
CS5012-KL 12 
CS5012-LL 12 
CS5012-BD24 
CS5012-BD12 
CS5012-BL24 
CS5012-BL 12 
CS5012-TD24 
CS5012-TD12 
CS5012-TE24 
CS5012-TE12 

34 kHz 
63 kHz 
63 kHz 
34 kHz 
63 kHz 
63 kHz 
34 kHz 
63 kHz 
34 kHz 
63 kHz 
34kHz 
63 kHz 
34 kHz 
63 kHz 

Conversion Time 
12.25 µs 
7.20µs 

12.25 µs 
7.20 µs 

12.25 µs 
7.20 µs 

12.25 µs 
7.20 µs 
12.25 µs 
7.20 µs 

12.25 µs 
7.20 µs 

24.50 µs 
12.25 µs 
12.25 µs 
24.50 µs 
12.25 µs 
12.25 µs 
24.50 µs 
12.25 µs 
24.50 µs 
12.25 µs 
24.50 µs 
12.25 µs 
24.50 µs 
12.25 µs 

Maximum DNL 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 

±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/8 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/8 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 
±1/2 LSB 

CS5012A 

Temp. Range package 
o to 70 °C 40-Pin Plastic DIP 
Oto 70 cc 40-Pin Plastic DIP 
o to 70 cc 44-Pin PLCC 
Oto 70 cc 44-Pin PLCC 

-40 to +85 cc 40-Pin CerDIP 
-40 to +85 cc 40-Pin CerDIP 
-40 to +85 cc 44-Pin PLCC 
-40 to +85 °C 44-Pin PLCC 

-55 to +125 cc 40-Pin CerDIP 
-55 to + 125 °c 40cPin CerDIP 
-55 to + 125 cc 44-Pin Ceramic LCC 
-55to+125cc 44-Pin Ceramic LCC 

Oto 70 cc 40-Pin Plastic DIP 
Oto 70 cc 40-Pin Plastic DIP 
Oto 70 cc 40-Pin Plastic DIP 
Oto 70 cc 44-Pin PLCC 
0 to 70 cc 44-Pin PLCC 
Oto 70 cc 44-Pin PLCC 

-40to +85 °C 40-Pin CerDIP 
-40to +85 °C 40-Pin CerDIP 
-40 to +85 °c 44-Pin PLCC 
-40 to +85 cc 44-Pin PLCC 
-55 to +125 cc 40-Pin CerDIP 
-55 to +125 cc 40-Pin CerDIP 
-55 to +125 cc 44-Pin Ceramic LCC 
-55to+125cc 44-Pin Ceramic LCC 

The CS5012A is recommended for new designs. The following table shows the upgrade parts. 
Old New Design 

Part Number Recommended Device. 
CS5012-KP24 CS5012A-KP12 
CS5012-KP12 CS5012A-KP12 
CS5012-KP7 CS5012A-KP7 
CS5012-KL24 CS5012A-KL12 
CS5012-KL12 CS5012A-KL12 
CS5012-KL7 CS5012A-KL7 
CS5012-BD24 CS5012A-BD12 
CS5012-BD12 CS5012A-BD12 
CS5012-BD7 CS5012A-BD7 
CS5012-BL24 CS5012A-BL12 
CS5012-BL12 CS5012A-BL12 
CS5012-BL7 CS5012A-BL7 
CS5012-TD24 CS5012A-TD12 
CS5012-TD12 CS5012A-TD12 
CS5012-TE24 CS5012A-TE12 
CS5012-TE12 CS5012A-TE12 
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ADDENDUM 

Burst Calibration in CS5012 

CS5012A 

Burst calibration mode allows control of partial calibration cycles. Due to an unforeseen condition in
side the part, asynchronous termination of calibration (CAL brought low) may result fo a sub-optimal 
calibration result. It is recommended that burst calibration is not used in the CS5012. The silicon for the 
CS5012A has been revised to prevent this effect. 

Interleave calibration works perfectly, provided it is not used intermittently in the CS5012. 

The reset calibration always works perfectly, and typically should be used instead of burst mode. The 
CS5012's and CS5012A's very low drift over temperature means that, under most circumstances, calibra
tion need only be performed at power-up, using reset. 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5014 

14-Bit, 14 us Self-Calibrating AID Converter 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS A/D converter 
Microprocessor Compatible 
Parallel and Serial Output 
Inherent Track/Hold Input 

• True 14-Bit Precision 
Linearity Error: ±1 /4 LSB 
Total Adjusted Error: ±1 LSB 
No Missing Codes 

• Low Distortion 
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.003% 
Peak Harmonic or Noise: -98 dB 

• 14.25 Microsecond Conversion Time 
Throughout Rates up to 56 kHz 

• Self Calibration Maintains Accuracy 
Over Time and Temperature 

• Low Power Dissipation: 120 mW 

• Piri Compatible with CS5012/CS5016 

General Description 
The CS5014 is a 14-bit monolithic analog to digital 
converter with a 14.25 µs conversion time. Unique self
calibration circuitry, which can be under intelligent 
control, insures maximum nonlinearity of 1/2 LSB and 
no missing codes. Offset and full scale errors are kept 
within 1/2 LSB, eliminating the need for manual calibra
tion of any kind. Unipolar and bipolar input ranges are 
digitally selectable. 

The CS5014 consists of a DAC, conversion and calibra
tion microcontroller, oscillator, comparator, micro
processor compatible 3-state 1/0, and calibration cir-
cuitry. The input track-and-hold, inherent to the device's • 
sampling architecture, acquires the analog input signal 
after each conversion within 3.75 µs to 0.003%, allow-
ing throughput rates up to 56 kHz. 

An evaluation board (CDB5014) is available for the 
CS5014 which can be easily configured to simulate any 
combination of operating conditions to greatly simplify 
system design and testing. The CS5014 is pin com
patible with the CS5012 and CS5016 AID converters 
allowing system upgrading and downgrading without 
hardware alterations 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 3-63 

HOID Cs RD AO BProP RST BW INTRLV CAL EDT EOC SCLK SDATA 

CLKIN 

21 22 23 24 32 

CLOCK 
GENERATOR 

34 3S 37 38 39 

14BITCHARGE 
REDISTRIBUTION 

DAC 

40 DO 

DI 

4 D2 (LSB) 

D3 

6 D4 

1---t.f-...!.Q DS 

D6 

D7 

12 DR 

13 D9 

14 DIO 

IS DI! 

16 Dl2 

D13 
ST A TIJS REGISTER 

D14 

10 31 19 DIS (MSB) 

---.:-~~~-o-~~--~~-c--~~-0-~~-::;.;,;._....1 
2S 30 11 36 

VA+ YA· 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 FAX: (512) 445 7581 

VD+ VD- DGND TST 

JUL '89 
DS12F5 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25 °C; VA+, VD+= 5V; VA-, VD-= -5V; 
VREF = 4.5V; fclk = 4 MHz for ~14, 2 MHz for -28; Analog Source Impedance= 200 !2) 

CS5014-K CS5014-B CS5014-S,T 
Parameter• min typ max min typ max min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range Oto +70 -40 to +85 -55 to +125 

Accuracy 

Linearity Error (Note 1) K,B,T ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

s ± 1/2 ± 1.5 

Drift (Note 2) ± 1/8 ± 1/8 ± 1/8 

Differential Linearity (Note 1) ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Drift (Note2) ± 1/32 ± 1/32 ± 1/32 

Full Scale Error (Note 1) ± 1/2 ±1 ± 1/2 ±1 ± 1/2 ±1 
Drift (Note 2) ± 1/4 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Unipolar Offset (Note 1) K,B,T ± 1/4 ±314 ± 1/4 ±314 ± 1/4 ±314 
s ±1 

Drift (Note 2) ± 1/4 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Bipolar Offset (Note 1) K,B,T ± 1/4 ±314 ± 1/4 ±3/4 ± 1/4 ±3/4 
s ±1 

Drift (Note2) ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/2 

Bipolar Negative Full-Scale Error (Note 1) 
K,B,T ± 1/2 ±1 ± 1/2 ±1 ± 1/2 ±1 

s ± 1.5 
Drift (Note 2) ± 1/4 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Total Unadjusted Error (Note 1) ±1 ±1 ±1 
Drift (Note 2) ± 1/2 ±1 ±1 

Dynamic Performance (Bipolar Mode) 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise (Note 1) 
Full-Scale, 1 kHz Input K,B,T 94 98 94 98 94 98 

s 85 
Full-Scale, 12 kHz Input K,B,T 84 87 84 87 84 87 

s 80 

Total Harmonic Distortion 0.003 0.003 0.003 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (Note 1, 3) 
1 kHz, 0 dB Input K,B,T 82 84 82 84 82 84 

s 80 
1 kHz, -60 dB Input 23 23 23 

Noise Unipolar Mode 
(Note 4) 

45 45 45 
Bipolar Mode 90 90 90 

Notes: 1. Applies after calibration at any temperature within the specified temperature range. 
2. Total drift over specified temperature range since calibration at power-up at 25 °C. 
3. A detailed plot of S/(N+D) vs. input amplitude appears in Figure 16. 
4. Wideband noise aliased into the baseband. Referred to the input. 

* Refer to Parameter Definitions (immediately following the pin descriptions at the end of this data sheet). 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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dB 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 

CS5014-K 
Parameter* min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range Oto +70 

Analog Input 

Aperture Time 25 

Aperture Jitter 100 

Aperture Time Matching (Note 5) TBD 

Input Capacitance (Note 6) 
Unipolar Mode 275 375 
Bipolar Mode 165 220 

Conversion & Throughput 

Conversion Time -14 14.25 
-28 (Notes 7, 8) 28.5 

Acquisition Time -14 3.0 3.75 
-28 (Note 8) 4.5 5.25 

Throughput -14 55.6 
-28 (Note 8) 27.7 

Power Supplies 

DC Power Supply Currents (Note 9) 

IA+ 9 19 
IA- -9 -49 

lo+ 3 6 
lo- -3 -6 

Power Dissipation (Note9) 120 250 

Power Supply Rejection (Note 10) 
Positive Supplies 84 
Negative Supplies 84 

Notes: 5. Part to part. 

CS5014 

CS5014-B CS5014-S,T 
min typ max min typ max Units 

-40 to +85 -55 to+125 OC 

25 25 ns 

100 100 ps 

TBD TBD ns 

275 375 275 375 pF 
165 220 165 220 pF 

14.25 14.25 us 
28.5 28.5 us 

3.0 3.75 3.0 3.75 us 
4.5 5.25 4.5 5.25 us 

55.6 55.6 kHz 
27.7 27.7 kHz 

9 19 9 19 mA 
--9 -4 9 --9 -49 mA 
3 6 3 6 mA 

-3 -6 -3 -6 mA 

120 250 120 250 mW 

84 84 dB 
84 84 dB 

6. Applies only in track mode. When converting or calibrating, input capacitance will not exceed 15 pF. 
7. Measured from falling transition on HOLD to falling transition on EOC. 
8. Conversion, acquisition, and throughput times depend on the master clock, sampling, and calibration 

conditions. The numbers shown assume sampling and conversion is synchronized with the CS5014's 
conversion clock, interleave calibrate is disabled, and operation is from the full-rated, external clock. 
Refer to the section Conversion Time/Throughput for a detailed discussion of conversion timing. 

9. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
1 O. With 300 mV p-p, 1 kHz ripple applied to each analog supply separately in bipolar mode. Rejection 

improves by 6 dB in the unipolar mode to 90 dB. Figure 21 shows a plot of typical power supply 
rejection versus frequency. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tmin to Tmax; 
VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -SV ± 10%; Inputs: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF; BW =VD+) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Master Clock Frequency: 

Internally Generated: K,B,-14 2 - -
S,T,-14 

fCLK 
1.75 

-28 1 - -
Externally Supplied: -14 100 kHz - 4 

-28 100 kHz - 2 

Master Clock Duty Cycle - 40 - 60 

Rise Times: Any Digital Input trise - - 1.0 
Any Digital Output - 20 -

Fall Times: Any Digital Input 1fall - - 1.0 
Any Digital Output - 20 -

HOLD Pulse Width lhQW 11fCLK + 50 - le 

Conversion Time le 571fCLK - 6111CLK+235 

Data Delay Time ldd - 40 100 

EOC Pulse Width (Note i 1) tepw 41fCLK- 20 - -
Set Up Times: CAL, INTRL V to CS Low tcs 20 10 -

- -
AO to CS and RD Low las 20 10 -

Hold Times: 
CS or RD High to AO Invalid tah 50 30 -

CS High to CAL, INTRLV Invalid lch 50 30 -
Access Times: CS Low to Data Valid 

-K, B lea - 90 120 
-S, T - 115 150 

RD Low to Data Valid 
-K, B t ra - 90 120 
-S, T - 115 150 

Output Float Delay: -K, B 
tfd - 90 110 

CS or RD High to Output Hi-Z -S, T 90 140 

Serial Clock Pulse Width Low tpwl - 21fCLK -
Pulse Width High 12._wh - 2/fCLK -

Set Up Times: SDATA to SCLK Rising t SS 211CLK-50 211CLK -
Hold Times: SCLK Rising to SDATA lsh 211CLK·100 211CLK -

Note: 11. EOC remains low 4 master clock cycles if CS and RD are held low. Otherwise, it returns high 
within 4 master clock cycles from the start of a data read operation or a conversion cycle. 
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us 

ns 

us 
ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SCLK 

SDATA 

AO 

DO-D15 
Hi-Z 

CS5014 

Serial Output Timing 

tc 

la lah 

lfd 

Hi-Z 

~t_tc -~l-ch _ 
CAL, INTRLV ~ _ 

-------

DS12F5 

Read and Calibration Control Timing 

HOLD t'hpw} 
tc--~lepw---1. 

-1/lfi// EOG //////// 
ldd 

Output Data LAST CONVERSION DATA VALID NEW DATA VALID 

Conversion Timing 

• 
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DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tmin to Tmax; VA+, VD+= 5V± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V± 10%) 
All measurements below are performed under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - -

Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0.8 

High-Level Output Voltage (Note 12) VoH (VD+) - 1.0V - -

Low-Level Output Voltage lout=i.6mA VoL - - 0.4 

Input Leakage Current lin - - 10 

3-State Leakage Current 1oz - - ±10 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Cout - 9 -

Note: 12. lout= -100 µA. This specification guarantees TTL compatability (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40 µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see note 13.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 2.5 4.5 (VA+) - 0.5 

Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND - VREF 
(Note 14) Bipolar VAIN -VREF - VREF 

Notes: 13. All voltages with respect to ground. 
14. The CS5014 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). 

It will output all 1 's for inputs above VREF and all O's for inputs below AGND in unipolar mode 
and -VREF in bipolar mode. 

Units 

v 
v 
v 
v 

uA 

uA 

pF 

Units 

v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, DGND = ov, all voltages with respect to ground.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -6.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 15) I in - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA (VA-) - 0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 ·c 
Storage Temperature T.tg -65 150 ·c 

Note: 15. Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause SCR latch-up. 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 

Bit 13 
MSB 

Bit 12 Bit 11 

JJ 

• • 
Bit 10 

xII ill 
C/8192 I C/81~ 

• 
BitO 
LSB 

Dummy 

CS5014 

Sl 

C tot = C + C/2 + C/4 + ... C/8192 

Figure 1. Charge Redistribution DAC 

The CS5014 utilizes a successive approximation 
conversion technique. The analog input is succes
sively compared to the output of a D/ A converter 
controlled by the conversion algorithm. Succes
sive approximation begins by comparing the 
analog input to the DAC output which is set to 
half-scale (MSB on, all other bits off). If the input 
is found to be below half-scale, the MSB is reset 
to zero and the input is compared to one-quarter 
scale (next MSB on, all others off). If the input 
were above half-scale, the MSB would remain 
high and the next comparison would be at three
quarters of full scale. This procedure continues 
until all bits have been exercised. 

The CS5014 implements the successive
approximation algorithm using a unique charge 
redistribution architecture. Instead of the tradi
tional resistor network, the DAC is an array of 

Sl 

AIN H t-Q~i=n---< 
Vin Got To MCU 

Figure 2a. Tracking Mode 

DS12F5 

binary-weighted capacitors. All capacitors in the -
array share a common node at the comparator's 
input. Their other terminals are capable of being 
connected to AIN, AGND, or VREF (Figure 1). 
When the device is not calibrating or converting, 
all capacitors are tied to AIN forming Ctot. Switch 
S 1 is closed and the charge on the array, Qin, 
tracks the input signal Vin (Figure 2a). 

When the conversion command is issued, switch 
S 1 opens as shown in Figure 2b. This traps 
charge Qin on the comparator side of the 
capacitor array and creates a floating node at the 
comparator's input. The conversion algorithm 
operates on this fixed charge, and the signal at the 
analog input pin is ignored. In effect, the entire 
DAC capacitor array serves as analog memory 
during conversion much like a hold capacitor in a 
sample/hold amplifier. 

D ·Clot 

VREF ~ 

AGND~ 
(1-D)Ctot 

D = ~ for V fn = OV 
VREF 

Figure 2b. Convert Mode 
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The conversion consists of manipulating the free 
plates of the capacitor array to VREF and AGND 
to form a capacitive divider. Since the charge at 
the floating node remains fixed, the . voltage at 
that point depends on the proportion of 
capacitance tied to VREF versus AGND. The 
successive-approximation algorithm is used to 
find the proportion of capacitance, termed D in 
Figure 2b, which when connected to the reference 
will drive the voltage at the floating node (V fn) to 
zero. That binary fraction of capacitance repre
sents the converter's digital output. 

The CS5014's charge redistribution architecture 
easily supports bipolar input ranges. If half the 
capacitor array (the MSB capacitor) is tied to 
VREF rather than AIN in the track mode, the 
input range is doubled and is offset half-scale. 
The magnitude of the reference voltage thus 
defines both positive and negative full-scale 
(-VREF to + VREF), and the digital code is an of
fset binary representation of the input. 

Calibration 

The ability of the CS5014 to convert accurately to 
14-bits clearly depends on the accuracy of its 
comparator and DAC. The CS5014 utilizes an 
"auto-zeroing'' scheme to null errors introduced 
by the comparator. All offsets are stored on the 
capacitor array while in the track mode and are 
effectively subtracted from the input signal when 
a conversion is initiated. Auto-zeroing enhances 
power supply rejection at frequencies well below 
the conversion rate. 
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Sampling ---U--U
Clock 

Master Clock J1llMMJlJl 
(Optional) 

HOLD 

CS5014 

CLKIN 

Figure 3a. Asynchronous Sampling 

To achieve 14-bit accuracy from the DAC, the 
CS5014 uses a novel self-calibration scheme. 
Each bit capacitor shown in Figure 1 actually 
consists of several capacitors which can be 
manipulated to adjust the overall bit weight. An 
on-chip microcontroller adjusts the subarrays to 
precisely ratio the bits. Each bit is adjusted to just 
balance the sum of all less significant bits plus 
one dummy LSB (for example, 16C = 8C + 4C + 
2C + C + C). Calibration resolution for the array 
is a small fraction of an LSB resulting in nearly 
ideal differential and integral linearity. 

DIGIT AL CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

The CS5014 can be applied in a wide variety of 
master clock, sampling, and calibration condi
tions which directly affect the device's 
conversion time and throughput. The device also 
features on-chip 3-state output buffers and a com
plete interface for connecting to 8-bit and 16-bit 
digital systems. Output data is also available in 
serial format. 

Master Clock 

The CS5014 operates from a master clock which 
can be externally supplied or internally generated. 
The internal oscillator is activated by externally 
tying the CLKIN input low. Alternatively, the 
CS5014 can be synchronized to the external sys
tem by driving the CLKIN pin with a TTL or 
CMOS clock signal. 

~--HOLD 

CS5014 

~---;EQT 

Master Clock J1llMMJlJl 
(Optional) CL KIN 

Figure 3b. Synchronous Sampling 
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All calibration, conversion, and throughput times 
directly scale to master clock frequency. Thus, 
throughput can be precisely controlled and/or 
maximized using an external master clock. In 
contrast, the CS5014's internal oscillator will 
vary from unit-to-unit and over temperatu~e. Its 
tolerance gives rise to minimum and maximum 
conversion times and throughput rates. The -14 
version of the CS5014 is specified for accurate 
operation with an external clock ~~ to 4 MHz;. i~s 
internal clock frequency is specified at a mm1-
mum of 2 MHz. The -28 version can handle 
external clocks up to 2 MHz; its internal clock 
can range as low as 1 MHz (see the table, ~witch
ing Characteristics, at the front of this d~ta 
sheet). Both versions can typically convert with 
clocks as low as 10 kHz at room temperature. 

Initiating Conversions 

A falling transition on the HOLD pin places the 
input in the hold mode and initiates a conversion 
cycle. Upon completion of the conversion cycle, 
the CS5014 automatically returns to the track 
mode. In contrast to systems with separate track
and-holds and AID converters, a sampling clock 
can simply be connected to the HOLD input 
(Figure 3a). The duty cycle of this clock is not 
critical. It need only remain low at least one 
master clock cycle plus 50 ns, but no longer than 
the minimum conversion time or an additional 
conversion cycle will be initiated with inadequate 
time for acquisition. 

RD RD 

CONCLK -vlJ HOLD 

Address 
Bus cs 

CS5014 

A2 CAL 
Al INTRLV 

AO AO 

Figure 4a. Conversions Asynchronous to Master Clock 
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CS5014 

Microprocessor-Controlled Operation 

Sampling and conversion can be placed under 
microprocessor control (Figure 4) by ~imply 
gating the device's decoded address with t?e 
write strobe for the HOLD input. Thus, a wnte 
cycle to the CS5014's base address will initiate a 
conversion. However, the write cycle must be to 
the odd address (AO high) to avoid initiating a 
software controlled reset (see Reset below). 

The calibration control inputs, CA~and 
INTRLV are also internally latched by CS, so 
they must be in the appropriate state whenever 
the chip is selected during a read or write cycle. 
Address lines Al and A2 are shown connected to 
CAL and INTRLV in Figure 4 placing calibration 
under microprocessor control as well. Thus, any 
read or write cycle to the CS5014's base address 
will initiate or terminate calibration. Alternative
ly, AO, INTRLV, and CAL may be connected to 
the microprocessor data bus. 

Conversion Time/Throughput 

Upon completing a conversion cycle an~ ret~m
ing to the track mode, the CS5014 requires time 
to acquire the analog input signal before another 
conversion can be initiated. The acquisition time 
is specified as six master clock cycles plus 2.25 
µs. This adds to the conversion time to define the 
converter's maximum throughput. The conver
sion time of the CS5014, in tum, depends on the 

RD 

HOLD 

Address • cs • Dus • A3 
CS5014 

A2 CAL 

Al INTRLV 

AO AO 

Figure 4b. Conversions under Microprocessor Control 
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Figure Sa. Asynchronous Sampling (External Clock) 

sampling, calibration, and master clock condi
tions. 

Asynchronous Sampling 

The CSS014 internally operates from a clock 
which is delayed and divided down from the 
master clock (fCLK/4). If sampling is not 
synchronized to this internal clock, the conver
sion cycle may not begin until up to four clock 
cycles after HOLD goes low even though the 
charge is trapped immediately. In this 
asynchronous mode (Figure 3a), the four clock 
cycles add to the minimum S7 clock cycles to 
define the maximum conversion time (see Figure 
Sa and Table 1). 

Synchronous Sampling 

To achieve maximum throughput, sampling can 
be synchronized with the internal conversion 
clock by connecting the End-of-Track (EOT) out
put to HOLD (Figure 3b). The EQT output falls 

HOLD 
Input 

EOC 
Output 

EOT 
Output 

CS5014 

l / Throughput 
i.----~ (72 cycles) 

Conversion 
i.---- (57 cycles) 

* Dashed line : CS & RD = O 
Solid line: See Figure 9. 

Figure Sb. Synchronous (Loopback) Mode 

lS mas'.er clock cycles after EOC indicating the 
analog mput has been acquired to the CSS014's 
specified accuracy. The EOT output is 
synchronized to the internal conversion clock, so 
the four clock cycle synchronization uncertainty 
is removed yielding throughput at 1/72th of the 
master clock frequency (see Figure Sb and 
Table 1). 

Also, the CSS014's internal RC oscillator exhibits 
significant jitter (typically ± O.OS% of its period) 
which is high compared to crystal oscillators. If 
the CSS014 is configured for synchronous sam
pling while operating from its internal oscillator 
this jitter will directly affect sampling purity. ' 

Reset 

Upon power up, the CSS014 must be reset to 
guarantee a consistent starting condition and ini
tially calibrate the device. Due to the CSS014's 
low power dissipation and low temperature drift, 
no warm-up time is required before reset to ac-

Conversion Time Throughput Time 
Sampling Mode Min Max Min Max 

Synchronous (Loopback) 57lclk 57tc1k 72lclk 72tc1k 

Asynchronous 57lclk 61 lc1k+ 235 ns NIA 67tc1k+ 2.25 US 

Table I.. Conversion and Throughput Times (tc1k =Master Clock Period) 
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commodate any self-heating effects. However, 
the voltage reference input should have stabilized 
to within 1 % of its final value before RST falls to 
guarantee an accurate calibration. Later, the 
CS5014 may be reset at any time to initiate a 
single full calibration. Reset overrides all other 
functions. If reset, the CS5014 will clear and in
itiate a new calibration cycle mid-conversion or 
mid-calibration. 

+SV--.--
CS5014 

R 

RST 

Figure 6. Power-On Reset Circuit 

Resets can be initiated in hardware or software. 
The simplest method of resetting the CS5014 in
volves strobing the RST pin high for at least 100 
ns. When RST is brought high all internal logic 
clears. When it returns low a full calibration 
begins which takes 1,441,020 master clock cycles 
(approximately 360 ms with a 4 MHz clock) to 
complete. A simple power-on reset circuit can be 
built using a resistor and capacitor, and a Schmitt
trigger inverter to prevent oscillation (see Figure 
6). The CS5014 can also be reset in software 
when under microprocessor control. The CS5014 
will reset whenever CS, AO, and HOLD are taken 
low simultaneously. See the Microprocessor In
terface section (below) to eliminate the 
possibility of inadvertent software reset. The 
EOC output remains high throughout the reset 
operation and will fall upon its completion. It can 
thus be used to generate an interrupt indicating 
the CS5014 is ready for operation. Six master 
clock cycles plus 2.25 µs must be allowed after 
EOC falls to allow for acquisition. Under 

DS12F5 

microprocessor-independent operation with 3-
states permanently enabled (CS, RD low; AO 
high) the EOC output will not fall at the comple
tion of the reset operation. 

Initiating Calibration 

All modes of calibration can be controlled in 
hardware or software. Accuracy can thereby be 
insured at any time or temperature throughout 
operating life. After initial calibration at power
up, the CS5014's charge-redistribution design 
yields better temperature drift and more graceful 
aging than resistor-based technologies, so calibra
tion is normally only required once, after 
power-up. 

The first mode of calibration, reset, results in a 
single full calibration cycle. The second type of 
calibration, "burst" cal, is useful when the ADC 
sees some downtime but not enough to perform a 
full reset calibration. Burst cal can be terminated 
mid-calibration; it picks up where it left off pre
viously, so calibrations can be done in piecemeal 
fashion. Burst cal is initiated by bringing the CAL 
input high with CS low. The CAL input is level
trigg~red and latches on the rising edge of CS, so 
a wnte cycle can be used to control calibration in 
sof~war~. Burst cal will continue to loop through 
cahbrat10n cycles until terminated. Once CAL 
returns low, at least 26 master clock cycles plus 
2.25 µs (8. 75 µs @ 4 MHz clock) must be al
lowed before a conversion is initiated to ensure 
the CS5014 has completed its calibration experi
ment and has acquired the analog input. The EOC 
output indicates the completion of the final 
calibration experiment. (See the Addendum which 
appends this data sheet.) 

The CS5014 features a background calibration 
n_iode called "interleave." Interleave appends a 
smgle calibration experiment to each conversion 
cycle and thus requires no dead time for calibra
tion. The CS5014 gathers data between 
conversions and will adjust its transfer function 
once it completes the entire sequence of experi
ments (one calibration cycle per 72,051 
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conversions). Initiated by bringing both the 
INTRLV input and CS low (or hard-wiring 
INTRLV low), interleave extends the CS5014's 
effective conversion time by 20 master clock 
cycles (5 µs @ 4 MHz). Other than reduced 
throughput, interleave is totally transparent to the 
user. 

Burst calibrations initiated at CAL pick up where 
interleave left off, so calibration cycles can be 
hastened by "bursting" a number of experiments 
whenever the CS5014 sees free time. Interleave is 
subordinate to burst calibrations, so INTRLV 
could still be externally tied low. If used, inter
leave should be left active continuously. 

The fact that the CS50l4 offers several calibra
tion modes is not to imply that the device needs 
to be recalibrated often. The device is very stable 
in the presence of large temperature changes. 
Tests have indicated that after using a single reset 
calibration at 25 °C most devices exhibit very lit
tle change in offset or gain when exposed to 
temperatures from -55 to +125 °C. The data indi
cated 30 ppm as the typical worst case total 
change in offset or gain over this temperature 
range. Differential linearity remained virtually 
unchanged. System error sources outside of the 
AID converter, whether due to changes in 

PIN STATUS BIT STATUS 
DO so END OF CONVERSION 

D1 S1 RESERVED 

D2 S2 LOW BYTE/HIGH BYTE 

D3 S3 END OF TRACK 

D4 S4 RESERVED 
D5 S5 TRACKING 

D6 S6 CONVERTING 

D7 S7 CALIBRATING 

CS5014 

temperature or to long-term aging, will generally 
dominate total system error. 

Microprocessor Interface 

The CS5014 features an intelligent micro
processor interface which offers detailed status 
information and allows software control of the 
self-calibration functions. Output data is available 
in either 8-bit or 16-bit formats for easy interfac
ing to industry-standard microprocessors. 

Strobing both CS and RD low enables the 
CS5014's 3-state output buffers with either output 
data or status information depending on the status 
of AO. An address bit can be connected to AO as 
shown in Figure 4b thereby memory mapping the 
status register and output data. Conversion status 
can be polled in software by reading the status 
register (CS and RD strobed low with AO low), 
and masking status bits SO-S5 and S7 (by logical
ly AND'ing the status word with 01000000) to 
determine the value of S6. Similarly, the software 
routine can determine calibration status using 
other status bits (see Table 2). Care must be taken 
not to read the status register (AO low) while 
HOLD is low, or a software reset will result (see 
Reset above). 

DEFINITION 

Falls upon completion of a conversion, 
and returns high on the first subsequent read. 

Reserved for factory use. 

When data is to be read in an 8-bit format (BW=O), 
indicates which byte will appear at the output next. 
When low, indicates the input has been acquired to 
the devices specified accuracy. 

Reserved for factory use. 

High when the device is tracking the input. 

High when the device is converting the held input. 

High when the device is calibrating. 

Table 2. Status Pin Definitions 
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Alternatively, the End-of-Convert (EOC) output 
can be used to generate an interrupt or drive a 
DMA cpntroller to dump the output directly into 
memory after each conversion. The EOC pin falls 
as each conversion cycle is completed and data is 
valid at the output. It returns high within four 
master clock cycles of the first subsequent data 
read operation or after the start of a new conver
sion cycle. 

To interface with a 16-bit data bus, the BW input 
to the CS5014 should be held high and all 14 data 
bits read in parallel on pins D2-D15. With an 8-
bit bus, the converter's 14-bit result must be read 
in two portions. In this instance, BW should be 
held low and ·the 8 MSB's obtained on the first 
read cycle following a conversion. The second 
read cycle will yield the 6 LSB's with 2 trailing 
zeros. Both bytes appear on pins DO-D7. The 
upper/lower bytes of the same data will continue 
to toggle on subsequent reads until the next con
version finishes. Status bit S2 indicates which 
byte will appear on the next data read operation. 

The CS5014 internally buffers its output data, so 
data can be read while the device is tracking or 
converting the next sample. Therefore, retrieving 
the converter's digital output requires no reduc
tion in ADC throughput. Enabling the 3-state 
outputs while the CS5014 is converting will not 
introduce conversion errors. Connecting CMOS 
logic to the digital outputs is recommended. 
Suitable logic families include 4000B, 74HC, 
74AC, 74ACT, and 74HCT. 

Status 
(A0=0) 

Data 
(AO=!) 

DIS D14 Dl3 Dl2 DI I DIO D9 D8 

I xlxlxlxlxlxlxlxl 
I BB I B12 I Bil I mo I B9 I B8 I B7 I B6 I 

I xlxlxlxlxlxlxlxl 
"X'" Denotes High Impedance Output 

CS5014 
F n=w· w 

Microprocessor Independent Operation 

The CS5014 can be operated in a stand-alone 
mode independent of intelligent control. In this 
mode, CS and RD are hard-wired low. This per
manently enables the 3-state output buffers and 
allows transparent latch inputs (CAL and 
INTRLV) to be active. A free-running condition 
is established when BW is tied high, CAL is tied 
low and HOLD is continually strobed low or tied 
to EOT. The CS5014's EOC output can be used 
to externally latch the output data if desired. With 
CS and RD hard-wired low, EOC will strobe low 
for four master clock cycles after each conver
sion. Data will be unstable up to 100 ns after 
EOC falls, so it should be latched on the rising 
edgeofEOC. 

+SV 

INTRLV 
BW 

RST-Reset 

Sampling lSV 
Clock 

AO 
Dl5 

HOLD 
• 

CS CS5014 • 
• 

RD 
CAL D2 

Latching 
Output 

Figure 8. Microprocessor-Independent Connections 

D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 DI DO 

I S7 I S6 I S5 I S4 I S3 I S2 I s I I so I 8" ~a~:~~ 

I B5 I B4 I B3 I B2 I Bl I BO I 0 I 0 1 1 ~:~~l~s 

Bl3 B12 Bll BIO B9 BS B7 B6 

B5 B4 B3 B2 BI BO 0 0 

8-Bit Bus 
(BW=O) 

Figure 7. Data Format 
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Serial Output 

All successive-approximation AID converters 
derive their digital output serially starting with 
the MSB. The CS5014 presents each bit to the 
SDATA pin four master clock cycles after it is 
derived and can be latched using the serial clock 
output, SCLK. Just subsequent to each bit 
decision SCLK will fall and return high once the 
bit information on SDATA has stabilized. Thus, 
the rising edge of the SCLK output should be 
used to clock the data from the CS5014 (See 
Figure 9). 

ANALOG CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

Most popular successive-approximation AID con
verters generate dynamic loads at their analog 
connections. The CS5014 internally buffers all 
analog inputs (AIN, VREF, and AGND) to ease 

CLKIN 

EOC 

CS5014 

the demands placed on external circuitry. 
However, accurate system operation still requires 
careful attention to details at the design stage 
regarding source impedances as well as ground
ing and decoupling schemes. 

Reference Considerations 

An application note titled "Voltage References for 
the CS501XICSZ511X Series of AID Converters" 
is available for the CS5014. In addition to work
ing through a reference circuit design example, it 
offers several built-and-tested reference circuits. 

During conversion, each capacitor of the 
calibrated capacitor array is switched between 
VREF and AGND in a manner determined by the 
successive-approximation algorithm. The charg
ing and discharging of the array results in a 
current load at the reference. The CS5014 in-

Status LSB 
Determined 

Coarse Charge Fine Charge MSB MSB - 1 MSB - 2 
Determined Determined Determined 

: : 

EOT 

td J, f.--- ~-------------
HOLD 

SCLK 

SDATA LSB+2 I LSB+l ILSB MSB I MSB-1 

Notes: 1. Synchronous (loopback) mode is illustrated. After EOC falls the converter goes into coarse charge mode for 
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6 CLKIN cycles, then to fine charge mode for 9 cycles, then EOT falls. In loopback mode, EOT trips HOLD 
which captures the analog sample. Conversion begins on the next rising edge of CLKIN. If operated asynchro
nously, EOT will remain low until after HOLD is taken low. When HOLD occurs the analog sample is captured 
immediately, but conversion may not begin until four CLKIN cycles later. 

2. Timing delay td (relative to CLKIN) can vary between 135 ns to 235 ns over the military temperature range 
and over± 10% supply variation 

3. EOC returns high in 4 CLKIN cycles if AO= 1 and CS= RD= 0 (Microprocessor Independent Mode); 
within 4 CLKIN cycles after a data read (Microprocessor Mode); or 4 CLKIN cycles after HOLD= 0 
is recognized on a rising edge of CLKIN/4. 

Figure 9. Serial Output Timing 
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eludes an internal buffer amplifier to minimize 
the external reference circuit's drive requirement 
and preserve the reference's integrity. Whenever 
the array is switched during conversion, the buff
er is used to pre-charge the array thereby 
providing the bulk of the necessary charge. The 
appropriate array capacitors are then switched to 
the unbuffered VREF pin to avoid any errors due 
to offsets and/or noise in the buffer. 

The external reference circuitry need only 
provide the residual charge required to fully 
charge the array after pre-charging from the buff
er. This creates an ac current load as the CS5014 
sequences through conversions. The reference 
circuitry must have a low enough output im
pedance to drive the requisite current without 
changing its output voltage significantly. As the 
analog input signal varies, the switching sequence 
of the internal capacitor array changes. The cur
rent load on the external reference circuitry thus 
varies in response with the analog input. There
fore, the external reference must not exhibit 
significant peaking in its output impedance 
characteristic at signal frequencies or their har
monics. 

A large capacitor connected between VREF and 
AGND can provide sufficiently low output im
pedance at the high end of the frequency 
spectrum, while almost all precision references 
exhibit extremely low output impedance at de. 

The magnitude of the current load on the external 
reference circuitry will scale to the master clock 
frequency. At full speed (4 MHz clock), the 
reference must supply a maximum load current of 
10 µA peak-to-peak (1 µA typical). An output im
pedance of 4 Q will therefore yield a maximum 
error of 40 µV. With a 4.5V reference and LSB 
size of 275 µV, this would insure better than 1/4 
LSB accuracy. A 2.2 µF capacitor exhibits an im
pedance of less than 4 Q at frequencies greater 
than 5 kHz. A high-quality tantalum capacitor in 
parallel with a smaller ceramic capacitor is 
recommended. 

DS12F5 
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Peaking in the reference's output impedance can 
occur because of capacitive loading at its output. 
Any peaking that might occur can be reduced by 
placing a small resistor in series with the 
capacitors (Figure 10). The equation in Figure 10 
can be used to help calculate the optimum value 
of R for a particular reference. The term "fpeak" is 
the frequency of the peak in the output impedance 
of the reference before the resistor is added. 

+Vee 

Vref 28 VREF 

C1 C2 29 REFBUF 
1.0 O.Q1 
uF uF 0.1 

uF 
30 

VA- CS5014 

R = 
2rr (C1 + C2) fpeak 

Figure 10. Reference Connections 

The CS5014 can operate with a wide range of 
reference voltages, but signal-to-noise perfor
mance is maximized by using as wide a signal 
range as possible. The recommended reference 
voltage is 4.5 volts. The CS5014 can actually ac
cept reference voltages up to the positive analog 
supply. However, the buffer's offset may increase 
as the reference voltage approaches VA+ thereby 
increasing external drive requirements at VREF. 
A 4.5V reference is the maximum reference volt
age recommended. This allows 0.5V headroom 
for the internal reference buffer. Also, the buffer 
enlists the aid of an external 0.1 µF ceramic 
capacitor which must be tied between its output, 
REFBUF, and the negative analog supply, VA-. 
For more information on references, consult "Ap
plication Note: Voltage References for the 
CS501XICSZ511X Series of AID Converters". 
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Analog Input Connection 

The analog· input terminal. functions similarly· to 
the VREF input after each conversion when 
switching into the track mode. During the first six 
master clock cycles · in the track mode, the buf
fered version of the analog input is used for 
pre-charging the capacitor arra~. · A~ additional 
period is required for fine-charging directly from 
AIN to obtain the specified accuracy. Figure 11 
exemplifies this operation. During pre~charge the 
charge on the capacitor array first settles to the 
buffered version of the analog input. This voltage 
is offset from the actual input voltage. During 
fine-charge, the charge then settles to the accurate 

. unbuffered version. 

.., +50 

~ 
!s 
~ 

f -50 
u 

... -~= 
-100 

Acquisition Time (us) 
(Delay from EOC) 

Figure 11. Internal Acquisition Time 

The acquisition time of the CS5014 depends on 
the master clock frequency. This is due to a fixed 
pre-charge period. For instance, operating the -14 
version with an external 4 MHz master clock 
results in a 3.75 µs acquisition time: 1.5 µs for 
pre-charging (6 clock cycles) and 2.25 µs for 
fine-charging. Fine-charge settling is specified as 
a maximum of 2.25 µs for an analog source im
pedance of less than 200 n. In addition, the 
comparator requires a source impedance of less 
than 400 n around 2 MHz for stability, which is 
met by practically all bipolar op amps. Large de 
source impedances c~ be accommodated b~ ad
ding capacitance from AIN to ground (typically 
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200 pF) to decrease source impedance at high fre
quencies. However, high de source resistances 
will increase the input's RC time constant and ex
tend the necessary acquisition time. For more 
information on input applications, consult the ap
plication note: Input Buffer Amplifiers for the 
CSSOJXFamily of AID. Converters. 

During the first six clock cycles following a.con
version (pre-charge), the CS5014 is capable of 
slewing at 5 V/µs in unipolar mode. In bipolar 
mode, only half the capacitor array is connected 
to the analog input so the CS5014 can slew at 10 
V/µs. After the first six master clock cycles, it will 
slew at 0.25 V/µs in the unipolar mode and 0.5 
V/µs in bipolar mode. Acquisition of fast slewing 
signals (step functions) can be hastened if the step 
occurs during or immediately following the con
version cycle. For instance, channel selection in 
multiplexed applications should occur while the 
CS5014 is converting (see Figure 12). Multi
plexer settling is thereby removed from the 
overall throughput equation, and the CS5014 can 
convert at full speed. 

Analog Input Range/Coding Format 

The reference voltage directly defines the input 
voltage range in both the unipolar and bipolar 
configurations. In the unipolar configuration 
(BP/UP low), the first code transition occurs 0.5 
LSB above AGND, and the final code transition 
occurs 1.5 LSB 's below VREF. Coding is in 
straight binary format In the bipolar configura
tion (BP/UP high), the first code transition occurs 
0.5 LSB above -VREF and the last transition oc
curs 1.5 LSB 's below + VREF. Coding is iri an 
offset-binary format. Positive full scale gives a 
digital output of 11111111111111, and negative 
full scale gives a digital output of 
00000000000000. 

The BP/UP mode pin may be switched after 
calibration without having to recalibrate the con
verter. However, the BP/UP mode should be 
changed during the previous conversion cy.cle, 
that is, between HOLD falling and EOC falling. 
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If BP/UP is changed at any other time, one 
dummy conversion cycle must be allowed for 
proper acquisition of the input. 

Grounding and Power Supply Decoupling 

The CS5014 uses the analog ground connection, 
AGND, only as a reference voltage. No de power 
currents flow through the AGND connection, and 
it is completely independent of DGND. However, 
any noise riding on the AGND input relative to 
the system's analog ground will induce conver
sion errors. Therefore, both the analog input and 
reference voltage should be referred to the AGND 
pin, which should be used as the entire system's 
analog ground reference point. 

The digital and analog supplies are isolated 
within the CS5014 and are pinned out separately 
to minimize coupling between the analog and 
digital sections of the chip. All four supplies 
should be decoupled to their respective grounds 
using 0.1 µF ceramic capacitors. If significant 
low-frequency noise is present on the supplies, 
1 µF tantalum capacitors are recommended in 
parallel with the 0.1 µF capacitors. 

CS5014 
HOLD 
Input 

CS5014 
EOC 

Output 

MUX 
Address 

CS5014 
Analog 
Input 

1--- Convert Channel N 

//fl 

Address N Address N + 1 

r MUX Settling 
to Channel N + 1 

------, 

CS5014 

The positive digital power supply of the CS5014 
must never exceed the positive analog supply by 
more than a diode drop or the CS5014 could ex
perience permanent damage. If the two supplies 
are derived from separate sources, care must be 
taken that the analog supply comes up first at 
power-up. The system connection diagram in 
Figure 22 shows a decoupling scheme which al
lows the CS5014 to be powered from a single set 
of± SV rails. 

As with any high-precision AID converter, the 
CS5014 requires careful attention to grounding 
and layout arrangements. However, no unique 
layout issues must be addressed to properly apply 
the CS5014. The CDB5014 evaluation board is 
available for the CS5014, which avoids the need 
to design, build, and debug a high-precision PC 
board to initially characterize the part. The board 
comes with a socketed CS5014, and can be 
quickly reconfigured to simulate any combination 
of sampling, calibration, master clock, and analog 
input range conditions. 

I-- Convert Channel N + 1 

Address N + 2 

f MUX Settling ;--1 
to Channel N + 2 [ 

-----------. 

Address N + 3 

Figure 12. Pipelined MUX Input Channels 
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CS5014 PERFORMANCE 

Differential Nonlinearity 

One source of nonlinearity in· AID converters is 
bit weight errors. These errors arise from the 
deviation of bits from theirideal binary-weighted 
ratios, and lead to nonideal widths for each code. 
IfDNL errors are large, and code widths shrink to 
zero, it is possible for one or more codes to be en
tirely missing. The CS5014 calibrates all bits in 
the capacitor array to a small fraction of an LSB 
resulting in nearly ideal DNL. A histogram plot of 
typical DNL can be seen in Figure 13. 

A histogram test is a statistical method of deriv
ing an AID converter's differential nonlinearity. A 
ramp is input to the AID and a large number of 
samples are taken to insure a high confidence 
level in the test's result. The number of occurren
ces for each code is monitored and stored. A 
perfect AID converter would have all codes of 
equal size and therefore equal numbers of occur
rences. In the histogram test a code with the 
average number of occurrences will be con
sidered ideal (DNL = 0). A code with more or less 
occurrences than average will appear as a DNL of 
greater or less than zero LSB. A missing code has 
zero occurrences, and will appear as a DNL of 
-1 LSB. 

-1 
0 

'CS5014 

Integral Nonlinearity 

Integral Nonlinearity (INL; also termed Relative 
Accuracy or just Nonlinearity) is defined as the 
deviation of the transfer function from an ideal 
straight line. B'ows in the transfer curve generate 
harmonic distortion. The worst-case condition of 
bit-weight errors· (DNL) has traditionally also 
defined the point of maximum INL. 

Bit-weight errors have a drastic effect on a 
converter's ac performance. They can be 
analyzed as step functions superimposed on the 
input signal. Since bits (and their errors) switch in 
and out throughout the transfer curve, their effect 
is signal dependent. That is, harmonic and inter
modulation distortion, as well as noise, can vary 
with different input conditions. Designing a sys
tem around characterization data is risky since 
transfer. curves can differ drastically unit-to-unit 
and lot-to-lot. · 

The CS5014 achieves repeatable signal-to-noise 
and harmonic distortion performance using an on
chi p self-calibration scheme. The CS5014 
calibrates its bit weights to within± 1/16 LSB at 
14-bits (± 0.0004% FS) yielding peak distortion 
as low as -100 dB (see Figure 14). Unlike tradi
tional ADC's, the linearity of the CS5014 is not 
limited by bit-weight errors; its performance is 
therefore extremely repeatable and independent 
of input signal conditions. 

8,192 

Codes 
16,383 

Figure 13. CS5014 Differential Nonlinearity Plot 
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FFT Tests and Windowing 

In the factory, the CS5014 is tested using Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques to analyze 
the converter's dynamic performance. A pure 
sinewave is applied to the CS5014, and a "time 
record" of 1024 samples is captured and 
processed. The FFT algorithm analyzes t~1e 

spectral content of the digital waveform and dis
tributes its energy among 512 "frequency bins." 
Assuming an ideal sinewave, distribution of ener
gy in bins outside of the fundamental and de c~n 
only be due to quantization effects and errors m 
the CS5014. 

If sampling is not synchronized to the input 
sinewave, it is highly unlikely that the time 
record will contain an integer number of periods 
of the input signal. However, the FFT assumes 
that the signal is periodic, and will calculate the 
spectrum of a signal that appears to have lar?e 
discontinuities, thereby yielding a severely dis
torted spectrum. To avoid this problem, the time 
record is multiplied by a window function prior to 
performing the FFT. The window function 
smoothly forces the endpoints of the time record 
to zero, thereby removing the discontinuities. The 
effect of the window in the frequency-domain is 
to convolute the spectrum of the window with 
that of the actual input. 

OdB 

-20dB 
Sl(N+D): 86.1 dB 

-40dB 

Signal -60dB 
Amplitude 
Relative to 
Full Scale -80dB 

-100dB 

-120dB 
de 

Input Frequency 

Figure 14. FFT Plot of Ideal 14-bit Signal 
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The quality of the window used for harmonic 
analysis is typically judged by its highest side
lobe level. The Blackman-Harris window used for 
testing the CS5014 has a maximum side-lobe 
level of -92 dB. Figure 14 shows an FFT com
puted from an ideal 14-bit sinewav~ multiplied .by 
a Blackman-Harris window. Artifacts of win
dowing are discarded from the signal-to-noise 
calculation using the assumption that quantization 
noise is white. All FFT plots in this data sheet 
were derived by averaging the FFT results from 
ten time records. This filters the spectral 
variability that can arise from capturing finite 
time records without disturbing the total energy 
outside the fundamental. All harmonics and the l!!'m 
-92 dB side-lobes from the Blackman-Harris win- liim 
dow are therefore clearly visible in the plots. For 
more information on FFT's and windowing refer 
to: F.J. HARRIS, "On the use of windows for har-
monic analysis with the Discrete Fourier 
Transform", Proc. IEEE, Vol. 66, No. 1, Jan 1978, 
pp.51-83. This is available on request from Crys-
tal Semiconductor. 

Quantization Noise 

The error due to quantization of the analog input 
ultimately dictates the accuracy of any AID con
verter. The continuous analog input must be 
represented by one of a finite number of digital 
codes, so the best accuracy to which an analog 
input can be known from its digital code is 

OdB 

-20dB 

-40dB 

Signal -60dB 
Amplitude 
Relative to 
Full Scale -80dB 

Sampling Rate: 56 kHz 
Full Scale: 9V p-p 
SIN: 85.3 dB 
SID: 89.2 dB 

-100dB ······· ............. ········ 

-120dB 
dct__ 1 kHz 28kHz___t 

Input Frequency 

Figure 15. FFT Plot with 1 kHz Full-Scale Input 
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I I I .. . 1 I 
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1 I I I I 11 
I I I I 
I I I I 

OdB '----1-00~dB-.--80.Ll-dB--W-'-dB---40~dB.---W-'-dB~~O~dB-~ 

Analog Input Amplitude 

Figure 16. S/(N+D) vs. Input Amplitude 
(9V P·P Full-Scale Input) 

± 112 LSB. Under circumstances commonly en
countered in signal processing applications, this 
quantization error can be treated as a random 
variable. The magnitude of the error is limited to 
± 112 LSB, but any value within this range has 
equal probability of occurance. Such a probability 
distribution leads to an error "signal" with an rms 
value of 1 LSB/"'12. Using an rms signal value of 
FS/"8 (amplitude = FS/2), this relates to an ideal 
14-bit signal-to-noise ratio of 86 dB. 

Equally important is the spectral content of this 
error signal. It can be shown to be approximately 
white, with its energy spread uniformly over the 
band from de to one~half the sampling rate. Ad
vantage of this characteristic can be made by 
judicious use of filtering. If the signal is 
bandlimited, much of the quantization error can 
be filtered out, and improved system performance 
can be attained. 

As illustrated in Figures 16 and 17, the CS5014's 
on-chip self-calibration provides very accurate bit 
weights which yield no degradation in quanti
zation noise with low-level input signals. 

Sampling Distortion 

Theultimate limitation on the CS5014's linearity 
(and distortion) arises from nonideal sampling of 
the analog input voltage. The calibrated capacitor 
array used during conversions is also used to 
track and hold the analog input signal. The con-
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OdB 
.............................................. Sampling Rate: 56 kHz 

-20dB .............................................. Full Scale: 9V 1>-P 
.............................................. Sl(N+D): 24.1 dB 

-40dB ....................................................................................... .. 

Signal -60dB 
Amplitude 

~~1118~~1:.0 -80dB 

-100dB 

Input Frequency 

Figure 17. FFT Plot with 1 kHz -60 dB Input 

version is not performed on the analog input volt
age per se, but is actually performed on the 
charge trapped on the capacitor array at the 
moment the HOLD command is given. The 
charge on the array is ideally related to the analog 
input voltage by Qin = -Vin x Ctot as shown in 
Figure 2. Any deviation from this ideal relation
ship will result in conversion errors even if the 
conversion process proceeds flawlessly. 

At de, the DAC capacitor array's voltage coef
ficient dictates the converter's linearity. This 
variation in capacitance with respect to applied 
signal voltage yields a nonlinear relationship 
between charge Qin and the analog input voltage 
Vin and places a bow or wave in the transfer 
function. This is the dominant source of distortion 
at low input frequencies (Figure 15). 

The ideal relationship between Qin and Vin can 
also be distorted at high signal frequencies due to 
nonlinearities in the internal MOS switches. 
Dynamic signals cause ac current to flow through 
the switches connecting the capacitor array to the 
analog input pin in the track mode. Nonlinear on
resistance in the switches causes a nonlinear 
voltage drop. This effect worsens with increased 
signal frequency as shown in Figure 16 since the 
magnitude ·of the steady state current increases. 
First noticeable at 1 kHz, this distortion assumes 
a linear relationship with input frequency. With 
signals 20 dB or more below full-scale, it no 
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OdB 

-20dB 
······ Sampling Rate: 56 kHz 

···· ······· Full Scale: 9V p-p 
...... S/(N+D): 81.5 dB 

-40dB 

Signal -60dB 
Amplitude 
Relative to 
Full Scale -80dB 

-100dB 

-120dB 

de 
12 kHz _J 28 kHz _J 

Input Frequency 

Figure 18. FFT Plot with 12 kHz Full-Scale Input 

longer dominates the converter's overall S/(N+D) 
performance (Figures 18 and 19). 

This distortion is strictly an ac sampling 
phenomenon. If significant energy exists at high 
frequencies, the effect can be eliminated using an 
external track-and-hold amplifier to allow the 
array's charge current to decay, thereby eliminat
ing any voltage drop across the switches. Since 
the CS5014 has a second sampling function on
chip, the external track-and-hold can return to the 
track mode ·once the converter's HOLD input 
falls. It need only acquire the analog input by the 
time the entire conversion cycle finishes. 

Clock F eedthrough 

Maintaining the integrity of analog signals in the 
presence of digital switching noise is a difficult 
problem. The CS5014 can be synchronized to the 
digital system using the CLKIN input to avoid 
conversion errors due to asynchronous inter
ference. However, digital interference will still 

Master Clock Analog Input Clock Feedthrough 
lnVExt Freq Source Impedance RMS Peak-to-Peak 

Internal 2MHz 50 Cl 15uV 70uV 
External 2MHz 50 Cl 25uV 110uV 
External 4MHz 50 Cl 40uV 150uV 
External 4MHz 25 Cl 25uV 110uV 
External 4MHz 200Cl BOuV 325uV 

Figure 20. Examples of Measured Clock Feedthrough 
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·40dB 

CS5014 

Sampling Rate: 56 kHz 
·--· Full Scale: 9V p-p 

S/(N+D): 64.6 dB 

Signal -60dB --------·----·-·--···· 
Amplitude 
Relative to 
Full Scale -BOdB 

-100dB 

-120d8 

Input Frequency 

Figure 19. FFT Plot with 12 kHz -20 dB Input 

affect sampling purity due to coupling between -
the CS5014's analog input and master clock. 

The effect of clock feedthrough depends on the 
sampling conditions. If the sampling signal at the 
HOLD input is synchronized to the master clock, 
clock feedthrough will appear as a de offset at the 
CS5014's output. The offset could theoretically 
reach the peak coupling magnitude (Figure 20), 
but the probability of this occurring is small since 
the peaks are spikes of short duration. 

If sampling is performed asynchronously with the 
master clock, clock feedthrough will appear as an 
ac error at the CS5014's output. With a fixed 
sampling rate, a tone will appear as the clock fre
quency aliases into the baseband. The tone 
frequency can be calculated using the equation 
below and could be selectively filtered in 
software using DSP techniques. 

ftone = (N fs - fclk) 

where N = fc1klfs rounded to the nearest integer 

The magnitude of clock feedthrough depends on 
the master clock conditions and the source im
pedance applied to the analog input. When 
operating with the CS5014's internally generated 
clock, the CLKIN input is grounded and the 
dominant source of coupling is through the 
device's substrate. As shown in Figure 20, a typi-
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cal CS5014 operating with its internal oscillator 
at 2 MHz and 50 n of analog input source im
pedance will exhibit only 15 µV nns of clock 
feedthrough. However, if a 2 MHz external. ~lock 
is applied to. CLKIN under the same conditions, 
feedthrough increases to 25 µV nns. Feedthrough 
also increases with clock frequency; a 4 MHz 
clock yields 40 µV rms. 

Clock feedthrough can be reduced by limiting the 
. source impedance. applieq at the analog input. As 
shown in Figure 20, . reducing source impedance 
from 50 Q to 25 Q yields a 15 µV rms reduction 
in feedthrough. Therefore, when operating the 
CS5014 with high-frequency external master 
clocks, it is important to minimize source im
pedance applied to the CS5014's input. 

Also, the overall effect of clock feedthrough can 
be minimized by maximizing the input range and 
LSB size. The reference voltage applied to VREF 
can be maximized, and the CS5014 can be 
operated in bipolar mode which inherently 
doubles the LSB size over the unipolar mode. 
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Power Supply Rejection 

The CS5014's power supply rejection perfor
mance is enhanced by the on-chip self-calibration 
and an "auto-zero" process. Drifts in power supp
ly voltages at frequencies less than the calibration 
rate have negligible effect on the CS5014's ac
curacy. This, of course, is because the CS5014 
adjusts its offset to within a small f~ctio~ of an 
LSB during calibration. Above the calibration fre
quency the excellent power supply rejection of 
the internal amplifiers is augmented by an auto
zero process. Any offsets are stored on the 
capacitor array and are effectively subtracted 
once conversion is initiated. Figure 21 shows 
power supply rejection of the CS5014 in the 
bipolar mode with the analog input grounded and 
a 300 mV p-p ripple applied to each supply. 
Power supply rejection improve!) by 6 dB in the 
unipolar mode. 

Notches of increased rejection arise from. the 
auto-zeroing at the conversion rate. The frequen
cies at which these notches occur also depend on 
the value of the captured analog input. The line 
shows worst-case rejection for all combinations 
of conversion rates and input conditions in the 
bipolar mode. 

S01~--l-1-1+!-m~~+i+l+lf!--t-Hftttlt--t-titttttl-t-f-H1ttt 
= ~ S70L-1-kl-U-l-Wl--l--+~+lll--l-+HH-Hll--t--t-11-ttHit-+tittttl 

i601l--l-+-.J-l.l+lll--!--j-H-J+Hfh...~-++Hfttl--tH-1-1tHit-++itttt1 
~so1i--l-+-.J-l.l+lll--1--j-H-J+H+--t-°t'+~+lf1iil:--f-Httttlt-t-rtttt11 
g: ~ 
~40.l--l-+-.J-l.l+lll--!--j-H-J+tll--i-+HH-Hll--t-A~it-+tittffi 
ti 
~ 3011--l-+-.J-l.l+lll--!--j-H-J+H+--t--++Hfttlf--IH-Hffi~IJ'".-tTtttt11 ii.. 

20L_LLW11JL..Ll__wlllL-L..L.LUJ,lll'-:-:-'--W~~-'--'--'-"'-"' 
1 kHz 10 kHz 100 kHz 1 MHz 

Power Supply Ripple Frequency. 

Figure 21. Power Supply Rejection 
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HOLD cs CAL 

+ x x 
x 0 1 

1 0 0 

x 0 x 
x 0 x 
x 0 x 
1 0 x 
x 1 x 
x x x 
x x x 
0 0 x 

INTRLV 

x 
x 
x 
0 

1 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

CS5014 

RD AO RST Function 
x * 0 Hold and Start Convert 

x * 0 Initiate Burst Calibration 

x * 0 Stop Burst Cal and Begin Track 

x * 0 Initiate Interleave Calibration 

x * 0 Terminate Interleave Cal 

0 1 0 Read Output Data 
0 0 0 Read Status Register 
x * x High Impedance Data Bus 

1 * x H~h Imj)_edance Data Bus 
x x 1 Reset 
x 0 x Reset 

* The status of AO is not critical to the operation specified. However, AO should not be low with 
CS and HOLD low, or a software reset will result. 

+5V 
Analog 

+ 
Supply 

O~F 

Analog 
Signal 26 Signal 

Source 
Conditioning 

l~pF7/ 

0--+ VREF 
or 

±VREF 

Voltage 28 
Reference 

-5V 

Table 3. CS5014 Truth Table 

10 () 

25 II 
VA+ 

CLKI 

CS5014 

AIN 

VREF 

Mode 
Select* 

Clock 
Source 

(optional) 

Serial 
Data 

Interface 
(optional) 

Data 
Processor 1 

~---, 

Control 
Logic 

eset 
Generator 

May be 
microprocessor 
or discrete logic . 

.J 

Unused Logic inputs should only 
be connected to VD+ or DGND. 

* BW and BP/UP should always 
be terminated to VD+ or DGND, 
or driven by a logic gate. 

Analog o------_. ___ .___ _ _._J\f\l\r-.._-~ 

tForbestdynamic 
S!(N+D) performance. 

Supply 
Figure 22. CS5014 System Connection Diagram 
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HOLD 
DATA BUS BIT 0 
DATA BUS BIT 1 

(LSB) DATA BUS BIT 2 
DATA BUS BIT 3 
DATA BUS BIT 4 
DATA BUS BIT 5 
DATA BUS BIT 6 
DATA BUS BIT 7. 

DIGITAL GROUND 
POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 

DATA BUS BIT 8 
DATA BUS BIT 9 

DATA BUS BIT 10 
DATA BUS BIT 11 
DATA BUS BIT 12 
DATA BUS BIT 13 
DATA BUS BIT 14 

(MSB) DATA BUS BIT 15 
CLOCK INPUT 

VD+ 
NC 

HOLD 
DO 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 

DGND 
VD+ 

08 
09 

010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 

CLKIN 

1• 40 
2 39 
3 

CS5014 
38 
37 
36 
35 

7 34 
33 
32 

10 31 
30 
29 
28 
27 

15 26 
25 
24 

18 23 
19 22 
20 21 

SDATA 
SCLK 
EOC 
EOT 
VD· 
CAL 
INTRLV 
BW 
RST 
TST 
VA· 
REFBUF 
VREF 
AGND 
AIN 
VA+ 
BP/UP 
AO 
RD 
cs 

33 ........__ 

CS5014 

SERIAL OUTPUT 
SERIAL CLOCK 
END OF CONVERSION 
END OF TRACK 
NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 
CALIBRATE 
INTERLEAVE 
BUS WIDTH SELECT 
RESET 
TEST 
NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 
REFERENCE BUFFER OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE REFERENCE 
ANALOG GROUND 
ANALOG INPUT 
POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 
BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 
READ ADDRESS 
READ 
CHIP SELECT 

SDATA 
SCLK 
EOC 
EOT 
VD· 
CAL 
INTRLV 
BW 
RST 
TST 

VA· 
NC CS5014 32 

08 ~ 31 ~ REFBUF 
NC J1 30 ~ VREF 

~l! " ~ ~ ~ lt~: 
015 . ~cs 

CLKIN 

NOTE: All pin references in this data sheet refer to the 40-pin DIP package numbering. 
Use this figure to determine pin numbers for 44-pin package. 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

Power Supply Connections 

VD+ - Positive Digital Power, PIN 11. 
Positive digital power supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

VD- - Negative Digital Power, PIN 36. 
Negative digital power supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

DGND - Digital Ground, PIN 10. 
Digital ground. 

VA+ - Positive Analog Power, PIN 25. 
Positive analog power supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

VA- - Negative Analog Power, PIN 30. 
Negative analog power supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGND - Analog Ground, PIN 27. 
Analog ground. 

Oscillator 

CLKIN - Clock Input, PIN 20. 
All conversions and calibrations are timed from a master clock which can either be supplied by 
driving this pin with an external clock signal, or can be internally generated by tying this pin to 
DGND. 

Digital Inputs 

HOLD - Hold, PIN 1. 
A falling transition on this pin sets the CS5014 to the hold state and initiates a conversion. This 
input must remain low at least one master clock cycle plus 50 ns. 

CS - Chip Select, PIN 21. 
When high, the data bus outputs are held in a high impedance state and the input to CAL and 
INTRLV are ignored. A falling transition initiates or terminates burst or interleave calibration 
(depending on the status of CAL and INTRLV) and a rising transition latches both the CAL and 
INTRLV inputs. IfRD is low, the data bus is driven as indicated by BW and AO. 

RD - Read, PIN 22. 
When RD and CS are both low, data is driven onto the data bus. If either signal is high, the data 
bus outputs are held in a high impedance state. The data driven onto the bus is determined by BW 
and AO. 
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CS5014 

AO - Read Address, PIN 23. 
Determines whether data or status information is placed onto the data bus. When high during the 
read operation, converted data is placed onto the data bus; when low, the status register is driven 
onto the bus. 

BP/UP - Bipolar/Unipolar Input Select, PIN 24. 
When high, the device is configured with a bipolar transfer function ranging from -VREF to 
+VREF. Encoding is in an offset binary format, with the mid-scale code 100 ... 0000 centered at 
AGND. When low, the device is configured for a unipolar transfer function from AGND to 
VREF. Unipolar encoding is in straight binary format Once calibration has been performed, 
either bipolar or unipolar may be selected without the need to recalibrate. 

RST - Reset, PIN 32. 
When taken high for at least 100 ns, all internal digital logic is reset. Upon being taken low, a full 
calibration sequence is initiated. 

BW - Bus Width Select, PIN 33. 
When hard-wired high, all 14 data bits are driven onto the bus simultaneously during a data read 
cycle. When low, the bus is in a byte wide format. On the first read following a conversion, the 
eight MSB's are driven onto DO-D7. A second read cycle places the six LSB's with two trailing 
zeros on DO-D7. Subsequent reads will toggle the higher/lower order byte. Regardless .of BW's 
status, a read cycle with AO low yields the status information on DO-D7. 

INTRLV - Interleave, PIN 34. 
When latched low using CS, _the device goes into interleave calibration mode. A full calibration 
will complete every 72,051 conversions. The effective conversion time extends by 20 clock 
cycles.· 

CAL - Calibrate, PIN 35. (See Addendum appending this data sheet}) 
When latched high using CS, burst calibration results. The device cannot perform conversions 
during the calibration period which will terminate only once CAL is latched low again. 
Calibration picks up where the previous calibration left off, and calibration cycles complete every 
1,441,020 master clock cycles. If the device is converting when a calibration is signaled, it will 
wait until that conversion completes before beginning. 

Analog Inputs 

AIN - Analog Input, PIN 26. 
Input range in the unipolar mode is zero. volts to VREF. Input range in bipolar mode is -VREF to 
+ VREF. The output impedance of buffer driving this input should be less than or equal to 200 Q. 

VREF - Voltage Reference, PIN 28. 

3-60 

The analog reference voltage which sets the analog input range. It represents positive full scale 
for both bipolar and unipolar operation, and its magnitude sets negative full scale in bipolar 
mode. 
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Digital Outputs 

DO through D15 - Data Bus Outputs, PINS 2 thru 9, 12 thru 19. 

CS5014 
wrn 

3-state output pins. Enabled by CS and RD, they offer the converter's 14-bit output in a format 
consistent with the state of BW if AO is high. If AO is low, bits DO-D7 offer status register. 

EOT - End Of Track, PIN 37. 
If low, indicates that enough time has elapsed since the last conversion for the device to acquire 
the analog input signal (3. 75 µs for 4 MHz external clock). 

EOC - End Of Conversion, PIN 38. 
This output indicates the end of a conversion or calibration cycle. It is high during a conversion 
and will fall to a low state upon completion of the conversion cycle indicating valid data is 
available at the output. Returns high on the first subsequent read or the start of a new conversion 
cycle. 

SDATA - Serial Output, PIN 40. 
Presents each output data bit after it is determined by the successive approximation algorithm. 
Valid on the rising edge of SCLK, data appears MSB first, LSB last, and each bit remains valid 
until the next bit appears. 

SCLK - Serial Clock Output, PIN 39. 
Used to clock converted output data serially from the CS5014. Serial data is stable on the rising 
edge of SCLK. 

Analog Outputs 

REFBUF - Reference Buffer Output, PIN 29. 
Reference buffer output. A 0.1 µF ceramic capacitor must be tied between this pin and VA-. 

Miscellaneous 

TST - Test, PIN 31. 
Allows access to the CS5014's test functions which are reserved for factory use. Must be tied to 
DGND. 
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PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 

Linearity Error 

CS5014 

The deviation of a code from a straight line passing through the endpoints of the transfer function 
after zero- and full-scale errors have been accounted for. "Zero-scale" is a point 112 LSB below 
the first code transition and "full-scale" is a point 112 LSB beyond the code transition to all ones. 
The deviation is measured from the middle of each particular code. Units in% Full-Scale. 

Differential Linearity 
Minimum resolution for which no missing codes is guaranteed. Units in bits. 

Full Scale Error 
The deviation of the last code transition from the ideal (VREF-3/2 LSB's). 
Units in LSB 's. 

Unipolar Offset 
The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal (112 LSB above AGND) when in unipolar 
mode (BP/UP low). Units in LSB's. 

Bipolar Offset 
The deviation of the mid-scale µ-ansition (011...111 to 100 ... 000) from the ideal (112 LSB below 
AGND) when in bipolar mode (BP/UP high). Units in LSB's. 

Bipolar Negative Full-Scale Error 
The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal when in bipolar mode (BP/UP high). The 
ideal is defined as lying on a straight line which passes through the final and mid-scale code 
transitions. Units in LSB's. 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise (More accurately, Signal to Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise) 
The ratio of the rms value of the signal to the rms value of the next largest spectral component 
below the Nyquist rate (excepting de). This component is often an aliased harmonic when the 
signal frequency is a significant proportion of the sampling rate. Expressed in decibels. 

Total Harmonic Distortion 
The ratio of the rms sum of all harmonics to the rms value of the signal. Units in percent. 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
The ratio of the rms value of the signal to the rms sum of all other spectral components below the 
Nyquist rate (excepting de), including distortion components. Expressed in decibels. 

Aperture Time 
The time required after the hold command for the sampling switch to open fully. Effectively a 
sampling delay which can be nulled by advancing the sampling signal. Units in nanoseconds. 

Aperture Jitter 
The range of variation in the aperture time. Effectively the "sampling window" which ultimately 
dictates the maximum input signal slew rate acceptable for a given accuracy. Units in 
picoseconds. 

NOTE: Temperatures specified define ambient conditions in free-air during test and do not refer to the junction 
temperature of the device. 
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Ordering Guide 

Model 
CS5014-KP28 
CS5014-KP14 
CS5014-KL28 
CS5014-KL 14 
CS5014-BD28 
CS5014-BD14 
CS5014-BL28 
CS5014-BL 14 
CS5014-SD14 
CS5014-TD14 
CS5014-SE14 
CS5014-TE14 

ADDENDUM 

Burst Calibration 

Throughput Conversion Time 
28 kHz 28.50 µs 
56 kHz 14.25 µs 
28 kHz 28.50 µs 
56 kHz 14.25 µs 
28 kHz 28.50 µs 
56 kHz 14.25 µs 
28 kHz 28.50 µs 
56 kHz 14.25 µs 
56 kHz 14.25 µs 
56 kHz 14.25 µs 
56 kHz 14.25 µs 
56 kHz 14.25 µs 

Linearity 
±0.5 LSB 
±0.5 LSB 
±0.5 LSB 
±0.5 LSB 
±0.5 LSB 
±0.5 LSB 
±0.5 LSB 
±0.5 LSB 
±1.5 LSB 
±0.5 LSB 
±1.5 LSB 
±0.5 LSB 

Temp. Range 
o to 70 °C 
o to 70 °c 
Oto 70 °C 
Oto 70 °C 

-40 to +85 °c 
-40 to +85 °C 
-40 to +85 °C 
-40 to +85 °C 
-55 to +125 °C 
-55 to + 125 °C 
-55 to + 125 °C 
-55 to + 125 °C 

CS5014 

Package 
40-Pin Plastic DIP 
40-Pin Plastic DIP 
44-Pin PLCC 
44-Pin PLCC 
40-Pin CerDIP 
40-Pin CerDIP 
44-Pin PLCC 
44-Pin PLCC 
40-Pin CerDIP 
40-Pin CerDIP 
44-Pin Ceramic LCC 
44-Pin Ceramic LCC 

Burst calibration mode allows control of partial calibration cycles. Due to an unforeseen condition in
side the part, asynchronous termination of calibration (CAL brought low) may result in a sub-optimal 
calibration result. It is recommended that burst calibration is not used, until the silicon is revised to 
prevent this effect. 

Interleave calibration works perfectly, provided it is not used intermittently. 

The reset calibration always works perfectly, and typically should be used instead of burst mode. The 
CS5014's very low drift over temperature means that, under most circumstances, calibration need only 
be performed at power-up, using reset. 

If you wish to use burst calibration, then please contact the factory for advice and new part availability 
information. 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5016 

16-Bit, 16 us Self-Calibrating AID Converter 
Features 
• Monolithic CMOS ND converter 

Microprocessor Compatible 
Parallel and Serial Output 
Inherent Track/Hold Input 

• True 16-Bit Precision 
Linearity Error: 0.001 % FS 
No Missing Codes 

• Ultra-Low Distortion 
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.001 % 
Peak Harmonic or Noise: -104 dB 

• 16.25 µs Conversion Time 
Sample Rates up to 50 kHz 

• Self Calibration Maintains Accuracy 
Over Time and Temperature 

• Low Power Dissipation: 120 mW 

• Pin Compatible with CS5012/CS5014 

General Description 
The CS5016 is a 16-bit monolithic analog to digital con
verter with a 16.25 µs conversion time. Unique self
calibration circuitry insures maximum nonlinearity of 
0.001% FS and no missing codes. This insures low dis
tortion and maintains good signal to noise performance 
with low-level signals. Offset and full scale errors are 
kept within 1 LSB, eliminating the need for manual 
calibration of any kind. Unipolar and bipolar input ran
ges are digitally selectable. 

The CS5016 consists of a DAC, conversion and calibra-
tion microcontroller, oscillator, comparator, micro
processor compatible 3-state 1/0, and calibration • 
circuitry. The input track-and-hold, inherent to the 
device's sampling architecture, acquires the analog 
input signal after each conversion within 3.75 µs to 
0.01%, allowing throughput rates up to 50 kHz. 

An evaluation board (CDB5016) is available for the 
CS5016 which can be easily configured to simulate any 
combination of operating conditions to greatly simplify 
system design and testing. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 8-94 

HOW CS RD AO BP/UP RST BW INTRLV CAL EQT EOC SCLK SDATA 

21 22 23 24 32 34 3S 

CLKIN f'l-"-'-20--.i 
CLOCK 

GENERATOR CON'IROL 

2S 30 

VA+ VA-

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 FAX: (512) 445 7581 

16BITOiARGE 
REDISTRID lITION 

DAC 

11 36 

VD+ VD-

37 38 39 

MICROCONTROLLER 

STATUS REGISTER 

10 

DONO 

40 DO (LSB) 

DI 

4 02 

03 

D4 

1--..-~-<.; OS 

31 

TST 

12 

13 

14 

lS 

16 

19 

06 

07 

08 

D9 

DIO 

DI! 

D12 

013 

014 

DIS (MSB) 

JUL '89 
DS14F4 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25 °C; VA+, VD+= 5V; VA-, VD-= -5V; VREF = 4.5V; 
fclk = 4 MHz for -16, 2 MHz for ~32; Analog Source Impedance"" 200 n; Synchronous Sampling:) 

Parameter• 
CS5016 -J,K CS5016-A,B CS5016 -S,T 

min typ max min typ max min ty.p max Units 

Specified Temperature Range Oto +70 -40to+85 -55 to +125 ·c 
Accuracy 

Linearity Error (Note 1) -J,A,S 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.0076 %FS 
-K,B;T 0.001 0.0015 0.001 0.0015 0.001 0.0015 %FS 

(Note3) Drift ± 1/4 ± 1/4 ± 1/4 HSB 

Differential Linearity (Note 2) 16 16 16 Bits 

Full Scale Error (Note 1) -J,A,S ±2 ±3 ±2 ±3 ±2 ±4 LSB 
-K,B,T ±2 ±3 ±2 ±3 ±2 ±3 LSB 

(Note3) Drift ±1 ±1 ±2 t.LSB 

Unipolar Offset (Note 1) -J,A,S ±1 ±2 ±1 ±3 ±1 ±4 LSB 
-K;B;T ±1 ±312 ±1 ±3 ±1 ±3 LSB 

(Note3) Drift ±1 ±1 ±2 HSB 

Bipolar Offset (Note 1) -J,A,S ±1 ±2 ±1 ±2 ±1 ±4 LSB 
-K,B,T ±1 ±3/2 ±1 ±2 ±1 ±2 LSB 

(Note 3) Drift ±1 ±2 ±2 HSB 

Bipolar Negative (Note 1) -J,A,S ±2 ±3 ±2 ±3 ±2 ±5 LSB 
Full-Scale Error -K,B,T ±2 ±3 ±2 ±3 ±2 ±3 LSB 

(Note3) Drift ±1 ±2 ±2 HSB 

Dynamic Performance (Bipolar Mode) 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise 

Full-Scale, 1kHz Input 
-J,A,S 96 100 96 100 92 100 dB 
-K,B,T 100 104 100 104 100 104 dB 

(Note 1) 
-J,A,S 85 88 85 88 

Full-Scale, 12kHz Input 
82 88 dB 

-K,B,T 85 91 85 91 85 91 dB 

Total Harmonic Distortion 

Full-Scale, 1 kHz Input 
-J,A,S 0.002 0.002 0.002 % 
-K,B,T 0.001 0.001 0.001 % 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

1 kHz, OdB lnpu1 
-J,A,S 87 90 87 90 84 90 dB 
-K,B,T 90 92 90 92 90 92 dB 

(Note 1, 4) 

1 kHz, -60dB Input 
-J,A,S 30 30 30 dB 
-K,B,T 32 32 32 dB 

Noise Unipolar Mode 35 35 35 uVrms 
(Notes) Bipolar Mode 70 70 70 uVrms 

Notes: 1. Applies after calibration at any temperature within the specified temperature range. 
2. Minimum resolution for which no missing codes is guaranteed. 
3. Total drift over specified temperature range since calibration at power-up at 25 °c. 
4. Refer to Figure 16 for a detailed plot of S/(N+D) vs. Input Amplitude. 
5. Wideband noise aliased into the baseband. Referred to the input. 

* Refer to Parameter Definitions (immediately following the pin descriptions at the end of this data sheet). 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 

CS5016-J,K 
Parameter• min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range Oto +70 

Analog Input 

Aperture Time 25 

Aperture Jitter 100 

Aperture Time Matching (Note 6) TBD 

Input Capacitance (Note 7) 
Unipolar Mode 275 375 
Bipolar Mode 165 220 

Conversion & Throughput 

Conversion Time -16 16.25 
(Notes 8, 9) -32 32.5 

Acquisition Time -16 3.0 3.75 
(Note 9) -32 4.5 5.25 

Throughput -16 50 
(Note 9) -32 26.5 

Power Supplies 

Power Supply Currents (Note 10) 

IA+ 9 19 
IA- -9 -19 

lo+ 3 6 
lo_ -3 -6 

Power Dissipation (Note 10) 120 250 

Power Supply Rejection (Note 11) 
Positive Supplies 84 
Negative Supplies 84 

Notes: 6. Part to part. 

CS5016 

CS5016-A,B CS5016-S,T 
min typ max min typ max Units 

-40 to +85 -55to+125 ·c 

25 25 ns 

100 100 ps 

TBD TBD ns 

275 375 275 375 pF 

165 220 165 220 pF 

16.25 16.25 us 
32.5 32.5 us 

3.0 3.75 3.0 3.75 us 
4.5 5.25 4.5 5.25 us 

50 50 kHz 
26.5 26.5 kHz 

9 19 9 19 mA 
-9 -19 -9 -19 mA 

3 6 3 6 mA 
-3 -6 -3 -5 mA 

120 250 120 250 mW 

84 84 dB 
84 84 dB 

7. Applies only in track mode. When converting or calibrating, input capacitance will not exceed 15 pF. 
8. Measured from falling transition on HOLD to falling transition on EOC. 
9. Conversion, acquisition, and throughput times depend on the master clock, sampling, and calibration 

conditions. The numbers shown assume sampling and conversion is synchronized with the CS5016's 
conversion clock, interleave calibrate is disabled, and operation is from the full-rated, external clock. 
Refer to the section Conversion Time/Throughput for a detailed discussion of conversion timing. 

10. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
11. With 300 mV p-p, 1 kHz ripple applied to each analog supply separately in bipolar mode. Rejection 

improves by 6 dB in the unipolar mode to 90 dB. Figure 22 shows a plot of typical power supply 
rejection versus frequency. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= T min to T max; 
VA+, VD+= 5V ± 1 Oo/o; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Inputs: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF; BW =VD+) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Master Clock Frequency: 
Internally Generated: J,K,A,B, -16 2 . -

S,T, -16 
ICLK 

1.75 - -
-32 1 - . 

Externally Supplied: -16 100 kHz - 4 

-32 100 kHz - 2 

Master Clock Duty Cycle - 40 . - 60 

Rise Times: Any Digital Input !rise - - 1.0 

Any Digital Output - 20 . 

Fall Times: Any Digital Input 1fall - - 1.0 
Any Digital Output - 20 . 

HOLD Pulse Width ihpw 11fCLK+ 50 - le 

Conversion Time le 65/f CLK . 691f CLK + 235 

Data Delay Time ldd . 40 100 

EOC Pulse Width (Note 12) lepw 41fCLK·20 . -
Set Up Times: CAL, INTRL V to CS Low !cs 20 10 -

AO to CS and RD Low las 20 10 -
Hold Times: 

CS or RD High to AO Invalid !ah 50 30 -
CS High to CAL, INTRLV Invalid !ch 50 30 . 

Access Times: CS Low to Data Valid 
.J,K,A,B lea . 90 120 
-S,T - 115 150 

RD Low to Data Valid 
·.J,K,A,B Ira - 90 120 
-ST - 115 150 

Output Float. Delay: .J,K,A,B lfd - 90 110 
CS or RD High to Output Hi-Z ·S,T 90 140. 

Serial Clock Pulse Width Low lpwl . 21fCLK -
Pulse Width High tpwh . 21fCLK . 

Set Up Times: SDATA to SCLK Rising tss 21fCLK· 50 21fCLK . 

Hold Times: SCLK Rising to SDATA !sh 2/fcLK· 100 21fCLK -
-

Note: 12. EOC remains low 4 master clock cycles if CS and RD are held low. Otherwise, it returns high 
within 4 master clock cycles from the start of a data read operation or a conversion cycle. 
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ns 

us 
ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SCLK 

I sh 

SDATA 

Serial Output Timing 

le 

Ira 

la lah 

AO 

lfd 

DO·D15 
Hi·Z Hi·Z 

-f-lc -jl~ch _ 
CAL, INTRLV 

-------
Read and Calibration Control Timing 

HOLD tlhpw} 
lc--r l epw----1, 

-Vfifl/ EOC //////II 
ldd 

Output Data LAST CONVERSION DATA VALID NEW DATA VALID 

Conversion Timing 

• 
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DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= T min to Tmax; VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%) 
All measurements below are performed under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - -

Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0.8 

High-Level Output Voltage (Note 13) VoH (VD+) -1.0V - -

Low-Level Output Voltage lout=1.6mA Vol - - 0.4 

Input Leakage Current lin - - 10 

3-State Leakage Current 1oz - - ±10 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Cout - 9 -

Note: 13. lout= -100 µA. This specification guarantees TIL compatability (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40 µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see note 14.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 2.5 4.5 (VA+) - 0.5 

Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND - VREF 
(Note 15) Bipolar VAIN -VREF - VREF 

Notes: 14. All voltages with respect to ground. 
15. The CS5016 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). 

It will output all 1 's for inputs above VREF and all O's for inputs below AGND in unipolar mode 
and -VREF in bipolar mode. 

Units 

v 
v 
v 
v 

uA 

uA 

pF 

Units 

v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, DGND = ov. all voltages with respect to ground.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -6.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 16) I in - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA (VA-) - 0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 ·c 
Storage Temperature Ts~ -65 150 ·c 

Note: 16. Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause SCA latch-up. 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 

Bit 15 
MSB 

Bit 14 Bit 13 Bit 12 

JJ 

• • 
BitO 
LSB 

Sl 

Dummy 

C tot = C + C/2 + C/4 + ... C/32,768 

Figure I. Charge Redistribution DAC 

The CS5016 utilizes a successive approximation 
conversion technique. The analog input is succes
sively compared to the output of a D/A converter 
controlled by the conversion algorithm. Succes
sive approximation begins by comparing the 
analog input to the DAC output which is set to 
half-scale (MSB on, all other bits off). If the input 
is found to be below half-scale, the MSB is reset 
to zero and the input is compared to one-quarter 
scale (next MSB on, all others oft). If the input 
were above half-scale, the MSB would remain 
high and the next comparison would be at three
quarters of full scale. This procedure continues 
until all bits have been exercised. 

The CS5016 implements the successive
approximation algorithm using a unique charge 
redistribution architecture. Instead of the tradi
tional resistor network, the DAC is an array of 

Sl 

AIN rl 1-Qj-"'·=n--1 

Yin Cwt To MCU 
-

i 
Figure 2a. Tracking Mode 

DS14F4 

binary-weighted capacitors. All capacitors in the • 
array share a common node at the comparator's 
input. Their other terminals are capable of being 
connected to AIN, AGND, or VREF (Figure 1). 
When the device is not calibrating or converting, 
all capacitors are tied to AIN forming Ctot. Switch 
S 1 is closed and the charge on the array, Qin, 
tracks the input signal Vin (Figure 2a). 

When the conversion command is issued, switch 
S 1 opens as shown in Figure 2b. This traps 
charge Qin on the comparator side of the 
capacitor array and creates a floating node at the 
comparator's input. The conversion algorithm 
operates on this fixed charge, and the signal at the 
analog input pin is ignored. In effect, the entire 
DAC capacitor array serves as analog memory 
during conversion much like a hold capacitor in a 
sample/hold amplifier. 

D ·C1ot 

VREF ~ 

AGND~ 
(1-D) C101 

Oin 

D =~for Vfn = OV 
VREF 

Figure 2b. Convert Mode 
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The conversion consists of manipulating the free 
plates of the capacitor array to VREF and AGND 
to form a capacitive divider. Since the charge at 
the floating node remains fixed, the voltage at 
that point depends on the proportion of 
capacitance tied to VREF versus AGND. The 
successive-approximation algorithm is used to 
find the proportion of capacitance, termed D in 
Figure 2b, which when connected to the reference 
will drive the voltage at the floating node (V fn) to 
zero. That binary fraction of capacitance repre
sents the converter's digital output. 

The CS5016's charge redistribution architecture 
easily supports bipolar input ranges. If half the 
capacitor array (the MSB capacitor) is tied to 
VREF rather than AIN in the track mode, the 
input range is doubled and is offset half-scale. 
The magnitude of the reference voltage thus 
defines both positive and negative full-scale 
(-VREF to + VREF), and the digital code is an of
fset binary representation of the input. 

Calibration 

The ability of the CS5016 to convert accurately to 
16-bits clearly depends on the accuracy of its 
comparator and DAC. The CS5016 utilizes an 
"auto-zeroing" scheme to null errors introduced 
by the comparator. All offsets are stored on the 
capacitor array while in the track mode and are 
effectively subtracted from the input signal when 
a conversion is initiated. Auto-zeroing enhances 
power supply rejection at frequencies well below 
the conversion rate. 
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Sampling~ 
Clock 

Master Clock JIJlJUlf1JlJ1/l 
(Optional) 

HOLD 

CS5016 

CLKIN 

Figure 3a. Asynchronous Sampling 

CS5016 
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To achieve 16-bit accuracy from the DAC, the 
CS5016 uses a novel self-calibration scheme. 
Each bit capacitor shown in Figure 1 actually 
consists of several capacitors which can be 
manipulated to adjust the overall bit weight. An 
on-chip microcontroller adjusts the subarrays to 
precisely ratio the bits. Each bit is adjusted to just 
balance the sum of all less significant bits plus 
one dummy LSB (for example, 16C = 8C + 4C + 
2C + C + C). During calibration, the CS5016 im
plements statistical noise reduction to calibrate 
accurately to ± 1/4 LSB. It performs multiple ex
periments per calibration decision to reduce the 
effective noise bandwidth and the probability of 
making an incorrect decision. 

DIGIT AL CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

The CS5016 can be applied in a wide variety of 
master clock, sampling, and calibration condi
tions which directly affect the device's 
conversion time and throughput. The device also 
features on-chip 3-state output buffers and a com
plete interface for connecting to 8-bit and 16-bit 
digital systems. Output data is also available in 
serial format. 

Master Clock 

The CS5016 operates from a master clock which 
can be externally supplied or internally generated. 
The internal oscillator is activated by externally 
tying the CLKIN input low. Alternatively, the 
CS5016 can be synchronized to the external sys
tem by driving the CLKIN pin with a TTL or 
CMOS clock signal. 

__ _....HOLD 

CS5016 

~-------" EOT 

Master Clock JlJ1MJUUlJl 
(Optional) 

CLKIN 

Figure 3b. Synchronous Sam piing 
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All calibration, conversion, and throughput times 
directly scale to master clock frequency. Thus, 
throughput can be precisely controlled and/or 
maximized using an external master clock. In 
contrast, the CS5016's internal oscillator will 
vary from unit-to-unit and over temperatu~e. Its 
tolerance gives rise to minimum and maximum 
conversion times and throughput rates. The -16 
version of the CS5016 is specified for accurate 
operation with an external clock up to 4 MHz; its 
internal clock frequency is specified at a mini
mum of 2 MHz. The -32 version can handle 
external clocks up to 2 MHz; its internal clock 
can range as low as 1 MHz (see the table, Switch
ing Characteristics, at the front of this d~ta 
sheet). Both versions can typically convert with 
clocks as low as 10 kHz at room temperature. 

Initiating Conversions 

A falling transition on the HOLD pin places ~he 
input in the hold mode and initiates a conversion 
cycle. Upon completion of the conversion cycle, 
the CS5016 automatically returns to the track 
mode. In contrast to systems with separate track
and-holds and AID converters, a sampling clock 
can simply be connected to the HOLD input 
(Figure 3a). The duty cycle of this clock is not 
critical. It need only remain low at least one 
master clock cycle plus 50 ns, but no longer than 
the minimum conversion time or an additional 
conversion cycle will be initiated with inadequate 
time for acquisition. 

RD RD 
l.fl.J HOLD 

Address 
Bus cs 

CS5016 

AZ CAL 

Al INTRLV 

AO AO 

Figure 4a. Conversions Asynchronous to Master Clock 
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Microprocessor-Con trolled Operation 

Sampling and conversion can be placed under 
microprocessor control (Figure 4) by simply 
gating the device's decoded address with t?e 
write strobe for the HOLD input. Thus, a wnte 
cycle to the CS5016's base address will initiate a 
conversion. However, the write cycle must be to 
the odd address (AO high) to avoid initiating a 
software controlled reset (see Reset below). 

The calibration control inputs, CA~and 
INTRLV are also internally latched by CS, so 
they must be in the appropriate state whenever 
the chip is selected during a read or write cycle. 
Address lines Al and A2 are shown connected to 
CAL and INTRLV in Figure 4 placing calibration 
under microprocessor control as well. Thus, any 
read or write cycle to the CS5016's base address 
will initiate or terminate calibration. Alternative
ly, AO, INTRLV, and CAL may be connected to 
the microprocessor data bus. 

Conversion Time/Throughput 

Upon completing a conversion cycle and return
ing to the track mode, the CS5016 requires time 
to acquire the analog input signal before another 
conversion can be initiated. The acquisition time 
is specified as six master clock cycles plus 
2.25 µs. This adds to the conversion time to 
define the converter's maximum throughput. The 
conversion time of the CS5016, in tum, depends 

RD 

HOLD 

Address cs 
Bus CS5016 

AZ CAL 

Al INTRLV 

AO AO 

Figure 4b. Conversions under Microprocessor Control 
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HOLD -{:o' 1 I Throughput ===:4 ~ 
Input ~ 'k_ll 

:~"' ~ Coo"~;o~ 34; 
Output t · • • ·······s:;;nchroniziiiiontJncertaiiliY-< 4 cycle~) 

Figure Sa. Asynchronous Sampling (External Clock) 

on the sampling, calibration, and master clock 
conditions. 

Asynchronous Sampling 

The CSS016 internally operates from a clock 
which is delayed and divided down from the 
master clock (fCLK/4). If sampling is not 
synchronized to this internal clock, the conver
sion cycle may not begin until up to four clock 
cycles after HOLD goes low even though the 
charge is trapped immediately. In this 
asynchronous mode (Figure 3a), the four clock 
cycles add to the minimum 6S clock cycles to 
define the maximum conversion time (see Figure 
Sa and Table 1). 

Synchronous Sampling 

To achieve maximum throughput, sampling can 
be synchronized with the internal conversion 
clock by connecting the End-of-Track (EQT) out
put to HOLD (Figure 3b). The EOT output falls 

HOLD 
Input 

EOC 
Output 

EOT 
Output 

CS5016 

* Dashed line : CS & RD = O 
Solid line: See Figure 9. 

Figure Sb. Synchronous (Loopback) Mode 

lS master clock cycles after EOC indicating the 
analog input has been acquired to the CSS016's 
specified accuracy. The EOT output is 
synchronized to the internal conversion clock, so 
the four clock cycle synchronization uncertainty 
is removed yielding throughput at l/80th of the 
master clock frequency (see Figure Sb and 
Table 1). 

Also, the CSS016's internal RC oscillator exhibits 
sig~ific_ant ~itter (typically ± O.OS% of its period), 
which is high compared to crystal oscillators. If 
the CSS016 is configured for synchronous sam
pling while operating from its internal oscillator 
this jitter will directly affect sampling purity. ' 

Reset 

Upon power up, the CSS016 must be reset to 
guarantee a consistent starting condition and ini
tially calibrate the device. Due to the CSS016's 
low power dissipation and low temperature drift, 
no warm-up time is required before reset to ac-

Conversion Time Throughput Time 
Sampling Mode Min Max Min Max 

Synchronous (Loopback) 651clk 651c1k 80lc1k 80 lclk 

LAsynchronous 651c1k 69 lc1k + 235 ns NIA 75 lclk + 2.25 US 

Table 1. Conversion and Throughput Times (tc1k =Master Clock Period) 
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commodate any self-heating effects. However, 
the voltage reference input should have stabilized 
to within 0.25% of its final value before RST falls 
to guarantee an accurate calibration. Later, the 
CS5016 may be reset at any time to initiate a 
single full calibration. Reset overrides all other 
functions. If reset, the CS5016 will clear and in
itiate a new calibration cycle mid-conversion or 
mid-calibration. 

+5V'---
CS5016 

R 

RST 

Figure 6. Power-On Reset Circuit 

Resets can be initiated in hardware or software. 
The simplest method of resetting the CS5016 in
volves strobing the RST pin high for at least 100 
ns. When RST is brought high all internal logic 
clears. When it returns low a full calibration 
begins which takes 1,441,020 master clock cycles 
(approximately 360 ms with a 4 MHz clock) to 
complete. A simple power-on reset circuit can be 
built using a resistor and capacitor, and a Schmitt
trigger inverter to prevent oscillation (see Figure 
6). The CS5016 can also be reset in software 
when under microprocessor control. The CS5016 
will reset whenever CS, AO, and HOLD are taken 
low simultaneously. See the Microprocessor In
terface section (below) to eliminate the 
possibility of inadvertent software reset. The 
EOC output remains high throughout the reset 
operation and will fall upon its completion. It can 
thus be used to generate an interrupt indicating 
the CS5016 is ready for operation. Six master 
clock cycles plus 2.25 µs must be allowed after 
EOC falls to allow for acquisition. Under 

DS14F4 

CS5016 

microprocessor-independent operation with 3-
states permanently enabled (CS, RD low; AO 
~igh) the EOC output will not fall at the comple
tion of the reset operation. 

Initiating Calibration 

All modes of calibration can be controlled in 
hardware or software. Accuracy can thereby be 
insured at any time or temperature throughout 
operating life. After initial calibration at power
u?, the CS5016's charge-redistribution design 
yields better temperature drift and more graceful 
aging than resistor-based technologies, so calibra
tion is normally only required once, after 
power-up. 

The first mode of calibration, reset, results in a 
single full calibration cycle. The second type of 
calibration, "burst" cal, is useful when the ADC 
sees some downtime but not enough to perform a 
full reset calibration. Burst cal can be terminated 
mid-calibration; it picks up where it left off pre
viously, so calibrations can be done in piecemeal 
fashion. Burst cal is initiated by bringing the CAL 
input high with CS low. The CAL input is level
trigg~red and latches on the rising edge of CS, so 
a wnte cycle can be used to control calibration in 
software. Burst cal will continue to loop through 
calibration cycles until terminated. Once CAL 
returns low, at least 26 master clock cycles plus 
2.25 µs (8. 75 µs @ 4 MHz clock) must be al
lowed before a conversion is initiated to ensure 
the CS5016 has completed its calibration experi
ment and has acquired the analog input. The EOC 
output indicates the completion of the final 
calibration experiment. (See the Addendum which 
appends this data sheet.) 

The CS5016 features a background calibration 
mode called "interleave." Interleave appends a 
single calibration experiment to each conversion 
cycle and thus requires no dead time for calibra
tion. The CS5016 gathers data between 
conversions and will adjust its transfer function 
once it completes the entire sequence of experi
ments (one calibration cycle per 72,051 
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conversions). Initiated by bringing both the 
INTRLV input and CS low (or hard-wiring 
INTRLV low), interleave extends the CS5016's 
effective conversion time by 20 master clock 
cycles (5 µs @ 4 MBz). Other than reduced 
throughput, interleave is totally transparent to the 
user. 

Burst calibrations initiated at CAL pick up where 
interleave left off, so calibration cycles can be 
hastened by "bursting" a number of experiments 
whenever the CS5016 sees free time. Interleave is 
subordinate to burst calibrations, so INTRLV 
could still be externally tied low. If used, inter
leave should be left active continuously. 

The fact that the CS5016 offers several calibra
tion modes is not to imply that the device needs 
to be recalibrated often. The device is very stable 
in the presence of large temperature changes. 
Tests have indicated that after using a single reset 
calibration at 25 °C most devices exhibit very lit
tle change in offset or gain when exposed to 
temperatures from -55 to +125 °C. The data indi
cated 30 ppm as the typical worst case total 
change in offset or gain over this temperature 
range. Differential linearity remained virtually 
unchanged. System error sources outside of the 
AID converter, whether due to changes in 

PIN STATUS BIT STATUS 

DO so END OF CONVERSION 

01 S1 RESERVED 
02 82 LOW BYTE/HIGH BYTE 

03 83 END OF TRACK 

04 84 RESERVED 
05 S5 TRACKING 
06 S6 CONVERTING 
07 87 CALIBRATING 

CS5016 

temperature or to long-term aging, will generally 
dominate total system error. 

Microprocessor lntetface 

The CS5016 features an intelligent micro
processor interface which offers detailed status 
information and allows software control of the 
self-calibration functions. Output data is available 
in either 8-bit or 16-bit formats for easy interfac
ing to industry-standard microprocessors. 

Strobing both CS and RD low enables the 
CS5016's 3-state output buffers with either output 
data or status information depending on the status 
of AO. An address bit can be conn.ected to AO as 
shown in Figure 4b thereby memory mapping the 
status register and output data. Conversion status 
can be polled in software by reading the status 
register (CS and RD strobed low with AO l?w), 
and masking status bits SO-S5 and S7 (by logical
ly AND'ing the status word with 01000000) to 
determine the value of S6. Similarly, the software 
routine can determine calibration status using 
other status bits (see Table 2). Care must be taken 
not to read the status register (AO low) while 
HOLD is low, or a software reset will result (see 
Reset above). 

DEFINITION 

Falls upon completion of a conversion, 
and returns high on the first subsequent read. 
Reserved for factory use. 
When data is to be read in an 8-bit format (BW=O), 
indicates which byte will appear at the output next. 
When low, indicates the input has been acquired to 
the devices specified accuracy. 
Reserved for factory use. 
High when the device is tracking the input. 
High when the device is converting the held input. 
High when the device is calibrating. 

Table 2. Status Pin Definitions 
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Alternatively, the End-of-Convert (EOC) output 
can be used to generate an interrupt or drive a 
DMA controller to dump the output directly into 
memory after each conversion. The EOC pin falls 
as each conversion cycle is completed and data is 
valid at the output. It returns high within four 
master clock cycles of the first subsequent data 
read operation or after the start of a new conver
sion cycle. 

To interface with a 16-bit data bus, the BW input. 
to the CS5016 should be held high and all 16 data 
bits read in parallel on pins DO-DIS. With an 8-
bit bus, the converter's 16-bit result must be read 
in two portions. In this instance, BW should be 
held low and the 8 MSB 's obtained on the first 
read cycle following a conversion. The second 
read cycle will yield the 8 LSB 's. Both bytes ap
pear on pins DO-D7. The upper/lower bytes of the 
same data will continue to toggle on subsequent 
reads until the next conversion finishes. Status bit 
S2 indicates which byte will appear on the next 
data read operation. 

The CS5016 internally buffers its output data, so 
data can be read while the device is tracking or 
converting the next sample. Therefore, retrieving 
the converter's digital output requires no reduc
tion in ADC throughput. Enabling the 3-state 
outputs while the CS5016 is converting will not 
introduce conversion errors. Connecting CMOS 
logic to the digital outputs is recommended. 
Suitable logic families include 4000B, 74HC, 
74AC, 74ACT, and 74HCT. 

Status 
(AO=O) 

Data 
(AO=l) 

DIS D14 D13 D12 D11 DIO D9 D8 

I xjxjxjxjxjxjxjxj 

j B1s j BI4 j B13 j B12 jB11 jmo I B9 j BS j 

I xjxjxjxjxjxjxjxJ 

"X" Denotes High Impedance Output 

CS5016 
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Microprocessor Independent Operation 

The CS5016 can be operated in a stand-alone 
mode independent of intelligent control. In this 
mode, CS and RD are hard-wired low. This per
manently enables the 3-state output buffers and 
allows transparent latch inputs (CAL and 
INTRLV) to be active. A free-running condition 
is established when BW is tied high, CAL is tied 
low, and HOLD is continually strobed low or tied 
to EOT. The CS5016's EOC output can be used 
to externally latch the output data if desired. With 
CS and RD hard-wired low, EOC will strobe low 
for four master clock cycles after each conver
sion. Data will be unstable up to 100 ns after 
EOC falls, so it should be latched on the rising • 
edge ofEOC. 

+5V _ ___, __ 

Sampling lJlf 
Clock 

INTRLV RST - Reset 

BW EOC Latching 
AO Output 

015 

• 
CS CS50!6 • 
- . 
RD 
CAL DO 

Figure 8. Microprocessor-Independent Connections 

D7 D6 DS D4 D3 D2 DI DO 

I S7 I S6 I SS I S4 I S3 I S2 I SI I so I B-;.~:~~ 
j B7 j B6 j BS j B4 j B3 j B2 j Bl j BO j 16-Bit Bus 

· · . . (BW=l) 

BIS B14 B13 B12 B11 BIO B9 BS S-Bit Bus 
B7 B6 BS B4 B3 B2 Bl BO (BW=O) 

Figure 7. Data Format 
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Serial Output 

All successive-approximation AID converters 
derive their digital output serially starting with 
the MSB. The CS5016 presents each bit to the 
SDATA pin four master clock cycles after it is 
derived and can be latched using the serial clock 
output, SCLK. Just subsequent to each bit 
decision SCLK will fall and return high once the 
bit information on SDATA has stabilized. Thus, 
the rising edge of the SCLK output should be 
used to clock the data from the CS5016 (See 
Figure 9). 

ANALOG CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

Most popular successive-approximation AID con
verters generate dynamic loads at their analog 
connections. The CS5016 internally buffers all 
analog inputs (AIN, VREF, and AGND) to ease 

CLKIN 

EOC 

CS5016 

the demands placed on external circuitry. 
However, accurate system operation still requires 
careful attention to details at the design stage 
regarding source impedances as well as ground
ing and decoupling schemes. 

Reference Considerations 

An application note titled "Voltage References for 
the CS501XICSZ511X Series of AID Converters" 
is available for the CS5016. In addition to work
ing through a reference circuit design example, it 
offers several built-and-tested reference circuits. 

During conversion, each capacitor of the 
calibrated capacitor array is switched between 
VREF and AGND in a manner determined by the 
successive-approximation algorithm. The charg
ing and discharging of the array results in a 
current load at the reference. The CS5016 in-

Status LSB 
Determined 

Coarse Charge Fine Charge MSB MSB- 1 MSB-2 
Determined Determined Determined 

EQT 

HOLD 
: ; 

SCLK 

SDATA LSB+2 I LSB+l LSB MSB I MSB-1 

Notes: 1. Synchronous (loopback) mode is illustrated. After EOC falls the converter goes into coarse charge mode for 
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6 CLKIN cycles, then to fine charge mode for 9 cycles, then EOT falls. In loopback mode, EOT trips HOLD 
which captures the analog sample. Conversion begins on the next rising edge of CLKIN. If operated asynchro
nously, EOT will remain low until after HOLD is taken low. When HOLD occurs the analog sample is captured 
immediately, but conversion may not begin until four CLKIN cycles later. 

2. Timing delay tel (relative to CLKIN) can vary between 135 ns to 235 ns over the military temperature range 
and over± 10% supply variation 

3. EOC returns high in 4 CLKIN cycles if AO= 1 and CS= RD= 0 (Microprocessor Independent Mode); 
within 4 CLKIN cycles after a data read (Microprocessor Mode); or 4 CLKIN cycles after HOLD = 0 
is recognized on a rising edge of CLKIN/4. 

Figure 9. Serial Output Timing 
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eludes an internal buffer amplifier to minimize 
the external reference circuit's drive requirement 
and preserve the reference's integrity. Whenever 
the array is switched during conversion, the buff
er is used to pre-charge the array thereby 
providing the bulk of the necessary charge. The 
appropriate array capacitors are then switched to 
the unbuffered VREF pin to avoid any errors due 
to offsets and/or noise in the buffer. 

The external reference circuitry need only 
provide the residual charge required to fully 
charge the array after pre-charging from the buff
er. This creates an ac current load as the CS5016 
sequences through conversions. The reference 
circuitry must have a low enough output im
pedance to drive the requisite current without 
changing its output voltage significantly. As the 
analog input signal varies, the switching sequence 
of the internal capacitor array changes. The cur
rent load on the external reference circuitry thus 
varies in response with the analog input There
fore, the external reference must not exhibit 
significant peaking in its output impedance 
characteristic at signal frequencies or their har
monics. 

A large capacitor connected between VREF and 
AGND can provide sufficiently low output im
pedance at the high end of the frequency 
spectrum, while almost all precision references 
exhibit extremely low output impedance at de. 

The magnitude of the current load on the external 
reference circuitry will scale to the master clock 
frequency. At full speed (4 MHz clock), the 
reference must supply a maximum load current of 
10 µA peak-to-peak (1 µA typical). An output im
pedance of 2 n will therefore yield a maximum 
error of 20 µV. With a 4.5V reference and LSB 
size of 69 µV, this would insure approximately 
1/4 LSB accuracy. A 10 µF capacitor exhibits an 
impedance of less than 2 n at frequencies greater 
than 16 kHz. A high-quality tantalum capacitor in 
parallel with a smaller ceramic capacitor is 
recommended. 

DS14F4 

Peaking in the reference's output impedance can 
occur because of capacitive loading at its output. 
Any peaking that might occur can be reduced by 
placing a small resistor in series with the 
capacitors (Figure 10). The equation in Figure 10 
can be used to help calculate the optimum value 
of R for a particular reference. The term "fpeak" is 
the frequency of the peak in the output impedance 
of the reference before the resistor is added. 

+Vee 

28 VREF 
C2 29 REFBUF 

0.01 
uF uF 0.1 

uF 
30 VA- CS5016 

R = 21t (C1 + C2) fpeak 

Figure 10. Reference Connections 

The CS5016 can operate with a wide range of 
reference voltages, but signal-to-noise perfor
mance is maximized by using as wide a signal 
range as possible. The recommended reference 
voltage is 4.5 volts. The CS5016 can actually ac
cept reference voltages up to the positive analog 
supply. However, the buffer's offset may increase 
as the reference voltage approaches VA+ thereby 
increasing external drive requirements at VREF. 
A 4.SV reference is the maximum reference volt
age recommended. This allows 0.5V headroom 
for the internal reference buffer. Also, the buffer 
enlists the aid of an external 0.1 µF ceramic 
capacitor which must be tied between its output, 
REFBUF, and the negative analog supply, VA-. 
For more information on references, consult "Ap
plication Note: Voltage References for the 
CS501XICSZ511X Series of AID Converters". 
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Analog Input Connection 

The analog input terminal functions similarly to 
the VREF input after each conversion when 
switching into the track mode. During the first six 
master clock cycles in the track mode, the buf
fered version of the analog input is used for 
pre-charging the capacitor array. An additional 
period is required for fine-charging direc~ly from 
AIN to obtain the specified accuracy. Figure 11 
exemplifies this operation. During pre-charge the 
charge on the capacitor array first settles to the 
buffered version of the analog input. This voltage 
is offset from the actual input voltage. During 
fine-charge, the charge then settles to the accurate 
unbuffered version. 

~-

"° VJ 

~ ... 
0 ... ... 

i:.;i 

~ a 
" E 

+200 ~--~---r--~--.------,--, 

-200 

~ 
.::; -400 0.5 2.5 

Acquisition Time (us) 
(Delay from EOC) 

Figure 11. Internal Acquisition Time 

The acquisition time of the CS5016 depends on 
the master clock frequency. This is due to a fixed 
pre-charge period. For instance, operating the -16 
version with an external 4 MHz master clock 
results in a 3.75 µs acquisition time: 1.5 µs for 
pre-charging (6 clock cycles) and 2.25 µs for 
fine-charging. Fine-charge settling is specified as 
a maximum of 2.25 µs for an analog source im
pedance of less than 200 Q. In addition, the 
comparator requires a source impedance of less 
than 400 Q around 2 MHz for stability, which is 
met by practically all bipolar op amps. Large de 
source impedances can be accommodated by ad
ding capacitance from AIN to ground (typically 
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CT* = 

200 pF) to decrease source impedance at ~igh fre
quencies. However, high de source resistances 
will increase the input's RC time constant and ex
tend the necessary acquisition time. For more 
information on input applications, consult the ap
plication note: Input Buffer Amplifiersfor the 
CS501X Family of AID Converters. 

During the first six clock cycles following a con
version (pre-charge), the CS5016 is capable of 
slewing at 5 V/µs in unipolar mode. In bipolar 
mode, only half the capacitor array is connected 
to the analog input so the CS5016 can slew at 
10 V/µs. After the first six master clock cycles, it 
will slew at 0.25 V/µs in the unipolar mode and 
0.5 V/µs in bipolar mode. Acquisition of fast 
slewing signals (step functions) can be hastene~ if 
the step occurs during or immediately followmg 
the conversion cycle. For instance, channel selec
tion in multiplexed applications should occur 
while the CS5016 is converting (see Figure 12). 
Multiplexer settling is thereby removed from the 
overall throughput equation, and the CS5016 can 
convert at full speed. 

Analog Input Range/Coding Format 

The reference voltage directly defines the input 
voltage range in both the unipolar and bipolar 
configurations. In the unipolar configuration 
(BP/UP low), the first code transition occurs 0.5 
LSB above AGND, and the final code transition 
occurs 1.5 LSB 's below VREF. Coding is in 
straight binary format. In the bipolar configura
tion (BP/UP high), the first code transition occurs 
0.5 LSB above -VREF and the last transition oc
curs 1.5 LSB 's below + VREF. Coding is in an 
offset-binary format. Positive full scale gives a 
digital output of 1111111111111111, and negative 
full scale gives a digital output of 
0000000000000000. 

The BP/UP mode pin may be switched after 
calibration without having to recalibrate the con
verter. However, the BP/UP mode should be 
changed during. the previous conversion cy~le, 
that is, between HOLD falling and EOC fallmg. 
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If BP/UP is changed at any other time, one 
dummy conversion cycle must be allowed for 
proper acquisition of the input. 

Grounding and Power Supply Decoupling 

The CS5016 uses the analog ground connection, 
AONO, only as a reference voltage. No de power 
currents flow through the AGND connection, and 
it is completely independent of DGND. However, 
any noise riding on the AGND input relative to 
the system's analog ground will induce conver
sion errors. Therefore, both the analog input and 
reference voltage should be referred to the AGND 
pin, which should be used as the entire system's 
analog ground reference point. 

The digital and analog supplies are isolated 
within the CS5016 and are pinned out separately 
to minimize coupling between the analog and 
digital sections of the chip. All four supplies 
should be decoupled to their respective grounds 
using 0.1 µF ceramic capacitors. If significant 
low-frequency noise is present on the supplies, 
1 µF tantalum capacitors are recommended in 
parallel with the 0.1 µF capacitors. 

CS5016 

The positive digital power supply of the CS5016 
must never exceed the positive analog supply by 
more than a diode drop or the CS5016 could ex
perience permanent damage. If the two supplies 
are derived from separate sources, care must be 
taken that the analog supply comes up first at 
power-up. The system connection diagram in 
Figure 23 shows a decoupling scheme which al
lows the CS5016 to be powered from a single set 
of± 5 V rails. 

As with any high-precision AID converter, the 
CS5016 requires careful attention to grounding 
and layout arrangements. However, no unique 
layout issues must be addressed to properly apply 
the CS5016. The CDB5016 evaluation board is • 
available for the CS5016, which avoids the need 
to design, build, and debug a high-precision PC 
board to initially characterize the part. The board 
comes with a socketed CS5016, and can be 
quickly reconfigured to simulate any combination 
of sampling, calibration, master clock, and analog 
input range conditions. 

CS5016 
HOLD 
Input 

CS5016 
EOC 

Output 

f.- Convert Channel N1 I-- Convert Channel N + lj 

LJ J LJ 
//// ~ //// '\ /T// 

LJ 

MUX 
Address 

CS5016 
Analog 
Input 
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Address N Address N + 1 

r MUX Settling 
to Channel N + 1 

------

Address N + 2 

f MUX Settling -=-1 
to Channel N + 2 · I 

----------

Figure 12. Pipelined MUX Input Channels 

Address N + 3 
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CS5016 PERFORMANCE 

Differential Nonlinearity 

One source of nonlinearity in AID converters is 
bit weight errors. These errors arise from the 
deviation of bits from their ideal binary-weighted 
ratios, and lead to nonideal widths for each code. 
If DNL errors are large, and code widths shrink to 
zero, it is possible for one or more codes to be en
tirely missing. The CS5016 calibrates all bits in 
the capacitor array to within ± 1/4 LSB resulting 
in nearly ideal DNL. A histogram plot of typical 
DNL can be seen in Figure 13. 

A histogram test is a statistical method of deriv
ing an AID converter's differential nonlinearity. A 
ramp is input to the AID and a large number of 
samples are taken to insure a high confidence 
level in the test's result. The number of occurren
ces for each code is monitored and stored. A 
perfect AID converter would have all codes of 
equal size and therefore equal numbers of occur
rences. In the histogram test a code with the 
average number of occurrences will be con
sidered ideal (DNL = 0). A code with more or less 
occurrences than average will appear as a DNL of 
greater or less than zero LSB. A missing code has 
zero occurrences, and will appear as a DNL of 
-1 LSB. 
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co 
~ 0 
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Cl ·1/2 
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Integral Nonlinearity 

Integral Nonlinearity (INL; also termed Relative 
Accuracy or just Nonlinearity) is defined as the 
deviation of the transfer function from an ideal 
straight line. Bows in the transfer curve generate 
harmonic distortion. The worst-case condition of 
bit-weight errors (DNL) has traditionally also 
defined the point of maximum INL. 

Bit-weight errors have a drastic effect on a 
converter's ac performance. They can be 
analyzed as step functions superimposed on the 
input signal. Since bits (and their errors) switch in 
and out throughout the transfer curve, their effect 
is signal dependent. That is, harmonic and inter
modulation distortion, as well as noise, can vary 
with different input conditions. Designing a sys
tem around characterization data is risky since 
transfer curves can differ drastically unit-to-unit 
and loHo-lot. 

The CS5016 achieves repeatable signal-to-noise 
and harmonic distortion performance using an on
chip self-calibration scheme. The CS5016 
calibrates its bit weights to within ± 114 LSB at 
16-bits (± 0.0004% FS) yielding peak distortion 
as low as -105 dB (see Figure 14). Unlike tradi
tional ADC's, the linearity of the CS5016 is not 
limited by bit-weight errors; its performance is 
therefore extremely repeatable and independent 
of input signal conditions. 

32,768 

Codes 
65,535 

Figure 13. CS5016 Differential Nonlinearity Plot 
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FFT Tests and Windowing 

In the factory, the CS5016 is tested using Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques to analyze 
the converter's dynamic performance. A pure 
sinewave is applied to the CS5016, and a "time 
record" of 1024 samples is captured and 
processed. The FFT algorithm analyzes t?e 
spectral content of the digital waveform and dis
tributes its energy among 512 "frequency bins." 
Assuming an ideal sinewave, distribution of ener
gy in bins outside of the fundamental and de c~n 
only be due to quantization effects and errors m 
the CS5016. 

If sampling is not synchronized to the input 
sinewave, it is highly unlikely that the time 
record will contain an integer number of periods 
of the input signal. However, the FFT assumes 
that the signal is periodic, and will calculate the 
spectrum of a signal that appears to have lar~e 
discontinuities, thereby yielding a severely dis
torted spectrum. To avoid this problem, the time 
record is multiplied by a window function prior to 
performing the FFT. The window function 
smoothly forces the endpoints of the time record 
to zero, thereby removing the discontinuities. The 
effect of the window in the frequency-domain is 
to convolute the spectrum of the window with 
that of the actual input. 

OdB 

-20dB 

-40dB 

-60dB 

Signal 
Amplitude -80dB 
Relative to 
Full Scale _ 1 OOdB 

-120dB 

·· ·································· ······ S/(N+D): 97.5 dB 

de 
Input Frequency 

Figure 14. FFT Plot of Ideal 16-bit Signal 
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The quality of the window used for harmonic 
analysis is typically judged by its highest side
lobe level. The Blackman-Harris window used for 
testing the CS5016 has a maximum side-lobe 
level of -92 dB. Figure 14 shows an FFT com
puted from an ideal 16-bit sinewave multiplied by 
a Blackman-Harris window. Artifacts of window
ing are discarded from the signal-to-noise 
calculation using the assumption that quantization 
noise is white. All FFT plots in this data sheet 
were derived by averaging the FFT results from 
ten time records. This filters the spectral 
variability that can arise from capturing finite 
time records without disturbing the total energy 
outside the fundamental. All harmonics and the 
-92 dB side-lobes from the Blackman-Harris win- El 
dow are therefore clearly visible in the plots. For 
more information on FFT's and windowing refer 
to: F.J. HARRIS, "On the use of windows for har-
monic analysis with the Discrete Fourier 
Transform", Proc. IEEE, Vol. 66, No. 1, Jan 1978, 
pp.51-83. This is available on request from Crys-
tal Semiconductor. 

Quantization Noise 

The error due to quantization of the analog input 
ultimately dictates the accuracy of any AID con
verter. The continuous analog input must be 
represented by one of a finite number of digital 
codes, so the best accuracy to which an analog 
input can be known from its digital code is 

OdB 
............................ Sampling Rate: 63 kHz 

-20dB .. .......................................... Full Scale: 9V p-p 

-40dB 

-60dB 

Signal 
Amplitude -80dB 
Relative to 
Full Scale _100dB 

-120dB 

.. .......................................... S/(N+D): 73.6 dB 

de t_..__1 kHz 32.SkHz__i 

Input Frequency 

Figure 15. FFT Plot with 1 kHz Full-Scale Input 
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Figure 16. S/(N+D) vs. Input Amplitude 
(9V p-p Full-Scale Input) 

± 1/2 LSB. Under circumstances commonly en
countered in signal processing applications, this 
quantization e~or c-an be treated as a random 
variable. The magnitude of the error is limited to 
± 1/2 LSB, but any value within this range has 
equal probability of occurance. Such a probability 
distribution leads to an error "signal" with an rms 
value of 1 LSB/fil. Using an rms signal value of 
FS/.../8 (amplitude = FS/2), this relates to an ideal 
16-bit signal-to-noise ratio of 97.7 dB. 

Equally important is the spectral content of this 
error signal. It can be shown to be approximately 
white, with its energy spread uniformly over the 
band from de to one-half the sampling rate. Ad
vantage of this characteristic can be made by 
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Figure 17. FFT Plot with 1 kHz -80 dB Input 
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judicious use of filtering. If the signal is 
bandlimited, much of the quantization error can 
be filtered out, and improved system performance 
can be attained. 

As illustrated in Figures 16 and 17, the CS5016's 
on-chip self-calibration provides very accurate bit 
weights which yield no degradation in quantiza
tion noise with low-level input signals. In fact, 
quantization noise remains below the noise floor 
in the CS5016 which dictates the converter's sig
nal-to-noise performance. 

Noise 

All analog circuitry in the CS5016 is wideband in 
order to achieve fast conversions and high 
throughput. Wideband noise in the CS5016 in
tegrates to 35 µV rms in unipolar mode 
(70 µV rms in bipolar mode). This is approx
imately 1/2 LSB rms with a 4.5V reference in 
both modes. Figure 18 shows a histogram plot of 
output code occurrences obtained from 5000 
samples taken from a CS5016 in the bipolar 
mode. Hexadecimal code 80CD was arbitrarily 
selected and the analog input was set close to 
code center. With a noiseless converter, code 
80CD would always appear. The histogram plot 
of the CS5016 has a "bell" shape with all codes 
other than 80CD due to internal noise. 

In a sampled data system all information about 
the analog input applied to the sample/hold ap
pears in the baseband from de to one-half the 
sampling rate. This includes high-frequency com
ponents which alias into the baseband. Low-pass 
(anti-alias) filters are therefore used to remove 
frequency components in the input signal which 
are above one-half the sample rate. However, all 
wideband noise introduced by the CS5016 still 
aliases into the baseband. This "white" noise is 
evenly spread from de to one-half the sampling 
rate and integrates to 35 µV rms in unipolar mode. 

Noise can be reduced by sampling at higher than 
the desired word rate and averaging multiple 
samples for each word. Oversampling spreads the 
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Figure 18. Histogram Plot of 5000 Conversion Inputs 

CS5016's noise over a wider band (for lower 
noise density), and averaging applies a low-pass 
response which filters noise above the desired 
signal bandwidth. In general, the CS5016's noise 
performance can be maximized in any application 
by always sampling at the maximum specified 
rate of 50 kHz (for lowest noise density) and digi
tally filtering to the desired signal bandwidth. 

Sampling Distortion 

The ultimate limitation on the CS5016's linearity 
(and distortion) arises from nonideal sampling of 
the analog input voltage. The calibrated capacitor 
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Figure 19. FFT Plot with 12 kHz Full-Scale Input 
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array used during conversions is also used to 
track and hold the analog input signal. The con
version is not performed on the analog input 
voltage per se, but is actually performed on the 
charge trapped on the capacitor array at the mo
ment the HOLD command is given. The charge 
on the array is ideally related to the analog input 
voltage by Qin= -Vin x Ctot as shown in Figure 2. 
Any deviation from this ideal relationship will 
result in conversion errors even if the conversion 
process proceeds flawlessly. 

At de, the DAC capacitor array's voltage coeffi
cient dictates the converter's linearity. This 
variation in capacitance with respect to applied 
signal voltage yields a nonlinear relationship be- • 
tween charge Qin and the analog input voltage 
Vin and places a bow or wave in the transfer 
function. This is the dominant source of distortion 
at low input frequencies (Figure 15). 

The ideal relationship between Qin and Yin can 
also be distorted at high signal frequencies due to 
nonlinearities in the internal MOS switches. 
Dynamic signals cause ac current to flow through 
the switches connecting the capacitor array to the 
analog input pin in the track mode. Nonlinear on
resistance in the switches causes a nonlinear 
voltage drop. This effect worsens with increased 
signal frequency as shown in Figure 16 since the 
magnitude of the steady state current increases. 
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Figure 20. FFT Plot with 12 kHz -20 dB Input 
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First noticeable at 1 kHz, this distortion assumes 
a linear relationship with input frequency. With 
signals 20 dB or more below full-scale, it no 
longer dominates the converter's overall S/(N+D) 
performance {Figures 19 and 20). 

This distortion is strictly an ac sampling 
phenomenon. If significant energy exists at high 
frequencies, the effect can be eliminated using an 
external track-and-hold amplifier to allow the 
array's charge current to decay, thereby eliminat
ing any voltage drop across the switches. Since 
the CS5016 has a second sampling function on
chip, the external track-and-hold can return to the 
track mode once the converter's HOLD input 
falls. It need only acquire the analog input by the 
time the entire conversion cycle finishes. 

Clock F eedthrough 

Maintaining the integrity of analog signals in the 
presence of digital switching noise is a difficult 
problem. The CS5016 can be synchronized to the 
digital system using the CLKIN input to avoid 
conversion errors due to asynchronous inter
ference. However, digital interference will still 
affect sampling purity due to coupling between 
the CS5016's analog input and master clock. 

Master Clock Analog Input Clock Feedthrough 
lnVExt Freq Source Impedance RMS Peak-to-Peak 

Internal 2MHz 50 (1 15uV 70uV 
External 2MHz 50 (1 25uV 110uV 
External 4MHz 50 (1 40uV 150uV 
External 4MHz 25 (1 25uV 110uV 
External 4MHz 2000 SOuV 325uV 

Figure 21. Examples of Measured Clock Feed through 

The effect of clock feedthrough depends on the 
sampling conditions. If the sampling signal at the 
HOLD input is synchronized to the master clock, 
clock feedthrough will appear as a de offset at the 
CS5016's output. The offset could theoretically 
reach the peak coupling magnitude (Figure 21), 
but the probability of this occurring is small since 
the peaks are spikes of short duration. 
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If sampling is performed asynchronously with the 
master clock, clock feedthrough will appear as an 
ac error at the CS5016's output. With a fixed 
sampling rate, a tone will appear as the clock fre
quency aliases into the baseband. The tone 
frequency can be calculated using the equation 
below and could be selectively filtered in 
software using DSP techniques. 

ftone = (N Is - fclk) 

where N = fcuJfs rounded to the nearest integer 

The magnitude of clock feedthrough depends on 
the master clock conditions and the source im
pedance applied to the analog input. When 
operating with the CS5016's internally generated 
clock, the CLKIN input is grounded and the 
dominant source of coupling is through the 
device's substrate. As shown in Figure 21, a typi
cal CS5016 operating with its internal oscillator 
at 2 MHz and 50 Q of analog input source im
pedance will exhibit only 15 µV rms of clock 
feedthrough. However, if a 2 MHz external clock 
is applied to CLKIN under the same conditions, 
feedthrough increases to 25 µV rms. Feedthrough 
also increases with clock frequency; a 4 MHz 
clock yields 40 µV rms. 

Clock feedthrough can be reduced by limiting the 
source impedance applied at the analog input. As 
shown in Figure 21, reducing source impedance 
from 50 Q to 25 Q yields a 15 µV rms reduction 
in feedthrough. Therefore, when operating the 
CS5016 with high-frequency external master 
clocks, it is important to minimize source im
pedance applied to the CS5016's input. 

Also, the overall effect of clock feedthrough can 
be minimized by maximizing the input range and 
LSB size. The reference voltage applied to VREF 
can be maximized, and the CS5016 can be 
operated in bipolar mode which inherently 
doubles the LSB size over the unipolar mode. 
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Power Supply Rejection 

The CS5016's power supply rejection perfor
mance is enhanced by the on-chip self-calibration 
and an "auto-zero" process. Drifts in power supp
ly voltages at frequencies less than the calibration 
rate have negligible effect on the CS5016's ac
curacy. This, of course, is because the CS5016 
adjusts its offset to within a small fraction of an 
LSB during calibration. Above the calibration fre
quency the excellent power supply rejection of 
the internal amplifiers is augmented by an auto
zero process. Any offsets are stored on the 
capacitor array and are effectively subtracted 
once conversion is initiated. Figure 22 shows 
power supply rejection of the CS5016 in the 
bipolar mode with the analog input grounded and 
a 300 m V p-p ripple applied to each supply. 
Power supply rejection improves by 6 dB in the 
unipolar mode. 

Notches of increased rejection arise from the 
auto-zeroing at the conversion rate. The frequen
cies at which these notches occur also depend on 
the value of the captured analog input. The line 
shows worst-case rejection for all combinations 
of conversion rates and input conditions in the 
bipolar mode. 
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HOLD cs CAL 

~ x x 
x 0 1 

1 0 0 
x 0 x 
x 0 x 
x 0 x 
1 0 x 
x 1 x 
x x x 
x x x 
0 0 x 

INTRLV 

x 
x 
x 
0 
1 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

CS5016 

RD AO RST Function 

x * 0 Hold and Start Convert 

x * 0 Initiate Burst Calibration 

x * 0 Stop Burst Cal and Begin Track 

x * 0 Initiate Interleave Calibration 

x * 0 Terminate Interleave Cal 

0 1 0 Read Output Data 
0 0 0 Read Status Register 
x * x High Impedance Data Bus 

1 * x High Im_J>_edance Data Bus 
x x 1 Reset 
x 0 x Reset 

* The status of AO is not critical to the operation specified. However, AO should not be low with 
CS and HOLD low, or a software reset will result 

Table 3. CS5016 Truth Table 

CS5016 

Analog 
Signal 
Source 

0--+ VREF 
or 

+VREF 

SDATA 4o 
SCLK 39 

-SY JOO 
Analog o---------+---------~'lc1vv-_....-~ 
Supply 

Mode 
Select* 

Clock 
Source 

(optional) 

Serial 
Data 

Interface 
(optional) 

Data 
Processor 1 
~ 

Control 
Logic 

eset 
Generator 

May be 
microprocessor 
or discrete logic . 

.J 

Unused Logic inputs should only 
be connected to VD+ or DGND. 

* BW and BP/UP should always 
be terminated to VD+ or DGND, 
or driven by a logic gate. 

t For best dynamic 
Si(N+D) performance. 

Figure 23. CS5016 System Connection Diagram 
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HOLD 

(LSB) DATA BUS BIT 0 
DATA BUS BIT 1 
DATA BUS BIT 2 
DATA BUS BIT 3 
DATA BUS BIT 4 
DATA BUS BIT 5 
DATA BUS BIT 6 
DATA BUS BIT 7 

DIGITAL GROUND 
POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 

DATA BUS BIT 8 
DATA BUS BIT 9 

DATA BUS BIT 10 
DATA BUS BIT 11 
DATA BUS BIT 12 
DATA BUS BIT 13 
DATA BUS BIT 14 

(MSB) DATA BUS BIT 15 
CLOCK INPUT 

DGND 

VD+ 
NC 
08 
NC 
D9 

D10 
D11 
D12 
013 
D14 
D15 

HOLD 1 e 
DO 2 
D1 3 
02 4 
D3 5 
D4 6 
D5 7 
D6 8 
D7 9 

DGND 10 
VD+ 11 

D8 12 
09 13 

D10 14 
D11 15 
D12 16 
D13 17 
D14 18 
D15 19 

CLKIN 20 

SDATA 
SCLK 
EOC 
EOT 
VD· 
CAL 
INTRLV 
BW 
RST 
TST 
VA· 
REFBUF 
VREF 
AGND 
AIN 
VA+ 
BP/UP 
AO 
RD 
cs 

CS5016 

SERIAL OUTPUT 
SERIAL CLOCK 
END OF CONVERSION 
END OF TRACK 
NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 
CALIBRATE 
INTERLEAVE 
BUS WIDTH SELECT 
RESET 
TEST 
NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 
REFERENCE BUFFER OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE REFERENCE 
ANALOG GROUND 
ANALOG INPUT 
POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 
BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 
READ ADDRESS 
READ 
CHIP SELECT 

SDATA 
SCLK 
EOC 
EOT 
VO-
CAL 
INTRLV 
BW 
RST 

TST 

VA· 
NC 
REFBUF 
VREF 
AGND 
AIN 

VA+ 
BP/UP 
AO 
RD 
cs 
CLKIN 

NOTE: All pin references in this data sheet refer to the 40-pin DIP package numbering. 
Use this figure to determine pin numbers for 44-pin package. 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

Power Supply Connections 

VD+ - Positive Digital Power, PIN 11. 
Positive digital power supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

· VD- - Negative Digital Power, PIN 36. 
Negative digital power supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

DGND ~ Digital Ground, PIN 10. 
Digital ground. 

VA+ -Positive Analog Power, PIN 25. 
Positive analog power supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

VA- - Negative Analog Power, PIN 30. 
Negative analog power supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGND -Analog Ground, PIN27. 
Analog ground. 

Oscillator 

CLKIN - Clock Input, PIN 20. 

CS5016 

All conversions and calibrations are timed from a master clock which can either be supplied by 
driving this pin with an external clock signal, or can be internally generated by tying this pin to 
DGND. 

Digital Inputs 

HOLD - Hold, PIN 1. 
A falling transition on this pin sets the CS5016 to the hold state and initiates a conversion. This 
input must remain low at least one master clock cycle plus 50 ns. 

CS - Chip Select, PIN 21. 
When high, the data bus outputs are held in a high impedance state and the input to CAL and 
INTRLV are ignored. A falling transition initiates or terminates burst or interleave calibration 
(depending on the status of CAL and INTRLV) and a rising transition latches both the CAL and 
INTRLV inputs. IfRD is low, the data bus is driven as indicated by BW and AO. 

RD - Read, PIN 22. 

3-90 

When RD and CS are both low, data,is driven onto the data bus. If either signal is high, the data 
bus outputs are held in a high impedance state. The data driven onto the bus is determined by BW 
and AO. 

DS14F4 
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AO - Read Address, PIN 23. 

CS5016 

Determines whether data or status information is placed onto the data bus. When high during the 
read operation, converted data is placed onto the data bus; when low, the status register is driven 
onto the bus. 

BP/UP - Bipolar/Unipolar Input Select, PIN 24. 
When high, the device is configured with a bipolar transfer function ranging from -VREF to 
+ VREF. Encoding is in an offset binary format, with the mid-scale code 100 ... 0000 centered at 
AGND. When low, the device is configured for a unipolar transfer function from AGND to 
VREF. Unipolar encoding is in straight binary format. Once calibration has been performed, 
either bipolar or unipolar may be selected without the need to recalibrate. 

RST - Reset, PIN 32. 
When taken high for at least 100 ns, all internal digital logic is reset. Upon being taken low, a full 
calibration sequence is initiated. 

BW - Bus Width Select, PIN 33. 
When hard-wired high, all 16 data bits are driven onto the bus simultaneously during a data read 
cycle. When low, the bus is in a byte wide format. On the first read following a conversion, the 
eight MSB's are driven onto DO-D7. A second read cycle places the eight LSB's on DO-D7. 
Subsequent reads will toggle the higher/lower order byte. Regardless of BW's status, a read cycle 
with AO low yields the status information on DO-D7. 

INTRLV - Interleave, PIN 34. 
When latched low using CS, the device goes into interleave calibration mode. A full calibration 
will complete every 72,051 conversions. The effective conversion time extends by 20 clock 
cycles. 

CAL - Calibrate, PIN 35. (See Addendum appending this data sheet)) 
When latched high using CS, burst calibration results. The device cannot perform conversions 
during the calibration period which will terminate only once CAL is latched low again. 
Calibration picks up where the previous calibration left off, and calibration cycles complete every 
1,441,020 master clock cycles. If the device is converting when a calibration is signaled, it will 
wait until that conversion completes before beginning. 

Analog Inputs 

AIN - Analog Input, PIN 26. 
Input range in the unipolar mode is zero volts to VREF. Input range in bipolar mode is -VREF to 
+ VREF. The output impedance of buffer driving this input should be less than or equal to 200 Q. 

VREF - Voltage Reference, PIN 28. 
The analog reference voltage which sets the analog input range. It represents positive full scale 
for both bipolar and unipolar operation, and its magnitude sets negative full scale in bipolar 
mode. 
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--··---· . ---·-· CS5016 -··--···-
Digital Outputs 

' . .. 
DO through D15 - Data Bus Outputs, PINS 2 thru 9, 12 thru19. 

3-state output pins. Enabled by CS and RD, they offer the converter's 16-bit output in a format 
consistent with the state of BW if AO is high. If AO is low, bits DO-D7 offer status register. 

EQT - End Of Track, PIN 37. 
If low, indicates that enough time has elapsec;l since the last conversion for the device to acquire 
the analog input ~ignal (3. 75 µs for 4 MHz external clock). · 

EOC - End Of Conversion, PIN 38. 
This output indicates the end of a conversion or calibration cycle. It is high during a conversion 
and will fall to a low state upon completion of the conversion cycle indicating valid data is 
available at the output. Returns high on the first subsequent read or the start of a new conversion 
cycle. 

SDATA ,.. Serial Output, PIN 40. 
Presents each output data bit after .it is determined by the successive approximation algorithm. 
Valid on the ris~ng edge of SCLK, data appears MSB first, LSB)ast, and each bit remains valid 

, until the next.bit appears. 

SCLK - Serial Clock Output, PIN 39. 
Used to clock converted output data serially from the CS5016. Serial data is stable on the rising 
edge of SCLK. · · 

Analog Outputs 

REFBUF - Reference Buffer Output, PIN 29. 
Reference buffer output. A 0.1 µF ceramic capacitor must be tied between this pin and VA-. 

Miscellaneous 

TST -Test, PIN 31. 

3·92 

Allows access to the CS5016's test functions which are reserved for factory use. Must be tied to 
DGND. 
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PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 

Linearity Error 
The deviation of a code from a straight line passing through the endpoints of the transfer function 
after zero- and full-scale errors have been accounted for. "Zero-scale" is a point 1/2 LSB below 
the first code transition and "full-scale" is a point 1/2 LSB beyond the code transition to all ones. 
The deviation is measured from the middle of each particular code. Units in% Full-Scale. 

Differential Linearity 
Minimum resolution for which no missing codes is guaranteed. Units in bits. 

Full Scale Error 
The deviation of the last code transition from the ideal (VREF-3/2 LSB's). 
Units in LSB 's. 

Unipolar Offset 
The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal (1/2 LSB above AGND) when in unipolar 9!m 
mode (BP/UP low). Units in LSB's. miim 

Bipolar Offset 
The deviation of the mid-scale transition (011...111 to 100 ... 000) from the ideal (1/2 LSB below 
AGND) when in bipolar mode (BP/UP high). Units in LSB's. 

Bipolar Negative Full-Scale Error 
The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal when in bipolar mode (BP/UP high). The 
ideal is defined as lying on a straight line which passes through the final and mid-scale code 
transitions. Units in LSB's. 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise (More accurately, Signal to Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise) 
The ratio of the rms value of the signal to the rms value of the next largest spectral component 
below the Nyquist rate (excepting de). This component is often an aliased harmonic when the 
signal frequency is a significant proportion of the sampling rate. Expressed in decibels. 

Total Harmonic Distortion 
The ratio of therms sum of all harmonics to the rms value of the signal. Units in percent. 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
The ratio of the rms value of the signal to the rms sum of all other spectral components below the 
Nyquist rate (excepting de), including distortion components. Expressed in decibels. 

Aperture Time 
The time required after the hold command for the sampling switch to open fully. Effectively a 
sampling delay which can be nulled by advancing the sampling signal. Units in nanoseconds. 

Aperture Jitter 
The range of variation in the aperture time. Effectively the "sampling window" which ultimately 
dictates the maximum input signal slew rate acceptable for a given accuracy. Units in 
picoseconds. 

NOTE: Temperatures specified define ambient conditions in free-air during test and do not refer to the junction 
temperature of the device. 
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Ordering Guide 

Signal to 

~ Linearitll NQise RatiQ ConversiQn Tim!l! IemR. Rang!l! Package 
CS5016-JP32 :0030% 87dB 32.50 µs Oto 70 °C 40-Pin Plastic DIP 
CS5016-JP16 .0030% 87dB 16.25 µs Oto 70 °C 40-Pin Plastic DIP 
CS5016-KP32 .0015% 90d8 32.50 µs Oto 70 °C 40-Pin Plastic DIP 
CS5016-KP16 · .0015% 90d8 16.25 µs Oto 70 °C 40-Pin Plastic DIP 
CS5016-JL32 .0030% 87dB 32.50 µs Oto 70 °C 44-Pin PLCC 
CS5016-JL 16 .0030% 87dB 16.25 µs Oto 70 °C 44-Pin PLCC 
CS5016-KL32 .0015% 90 dB 32.50 µs o to 70 °c 44-PinPLCC 
CS5016-KL 16 .0015% 90dB 16.25 µs 0 to 70 °C 44-Pin PLCC 
CS5016-AD32 .0030% 87dB 32.50 µs -40 to +85 °c 40-Pin CerDIP 
CS5016-AD16 .0030% 87dB 16.25 µs -40 to +85 °c 40-Pin CerDIP 
CS5016-BD32 .0015% 90dB 32.50 µs -40 to +85 °C 40-Pin CerDIP 
CS5016-BD16 .0015% 90 dB 16.25 µs -40 to +85 °c 40-Pin CerDIP 
CS5016-AL32 .0030% 87dB 32.50 µs -40 to +85 °c 44-Pin PLCC 
CS5016-AL16 .0030% 87dB 16.25 µs -40 to +85 °C 44-PinPLCC 
CS5016-BL32 .0015% 90 dB 32.50 µs -40 to +85 °C 44-Pin PLCC 
CS5016-BL16 .0015% 90dB 16.25 µs -40 to +85 °C 44-Pin PLCC 
CS5016-SD16 .0076% 87dB 16.25 µs -55 to +125 °C 40-Pin CerDIP 
CS5016-TD16 .0015% 90 dB 16.25 µs -55 to +125 °c 40-Pin CerDIP 
CS5016-SE16 .0076% . 87dB 16.25 µs -55to+125°C 44-Pin Ceramic LCC 
CS5016-TE16 .0015% 90d8 16.25 µs -55to+125°C 44-Pin Ceramic LCC 

ADDENDUM 

Burst Calibration 

Burst calibration mode allows control of partial calibration cycles. Due to an unforeseen condition in
side the part, asynchronous termination of calibration (CAL brought low) may result in a sub-optimal 
calibration result It is recommended that burst calibnition is not used, until the silicon is revised to 
prevent this effect. 

Interleave calibration works perfectly, provided it is not used intermittently. 

The reset calibration always works perfectly, and typically should be used instead of burst mode. The 
CS5016's very low drift over temperature means that, under most circumstances, calibration need only 
be performed at power-up, using reset. 

If you wish to use burst calibration, then please contact the factory for advice and new part availability 
information. 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5101 

16-Bit, 1 DD kHz Serial-Output AID Converter 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS AID Converter 
Inherent Sampling Architecture 
2-Channel Input Multiplexer 
Flexible Serial Output Port 

• Ultra-Low Distortion 
S/(N+D): 92 dB; THO: 0.001% 

• Linearity Error: ± 0.001 % FS 

• 8.1 µs Conversion Time with 
Guaranteed 16-bit No Missing Codes 

• Self-Calibration Maintains Accuracy 
Over Time and Temperature 

• Low Power Consumption: 320 mW 
Power-down Mode: 1 mW 

• Evaluation Board Available 

General Description 
The CS5101 is a 16-bit monolithic CMOS analog-to
digital converter capable of 100 kHz throughput. On
chip self-calibration circuitry achieves nonlinearity of 
±0.001 % of FS and guarantees 16-bit no missing 
codes. Superior linearity also leads to 92 dB S/(N+D) 
with harmonics below -100 dB. Offset and full-scale er
rors are similarly kept within 2 LSB, eliminating the need 
for manual calibration of any kind. 

The CS5101 consists of a 2-channel input multiplexer, 
DAC, conversion and calibration microcontroller, crystal 
oscillator, comparator, and serial communications port. 
The input track-and-hold, inherent to the device's sam- • 
piing architecture, acquires the analog input after each 
conversion within 1.9 µs, allowing throughput rates up 
to 100 kHz. 

The converter's 16-bit data is output in serial form with 
either binary or 2's complement coding. Three output 
timing modes are available for easy interfacing to 
microcontrollers and shift registers. Unipolar and bipolar 
input ranges are digitally selectable. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 3-120 

HOLD SLEEP RST STDY CODE BP/UP CRS!FIN TRKI TRK2 SSH SDATA 

12 28 

CLKIN CLOCK 
xour GENERATOR 

REFBUF 
21 

VREF 
20 

AINI 
19 

AIN2 
24 

CHl12 13 

AGND 22 

25 

VA+ 

23 

VA-

17 

CONTROL 

CALlBRATION 
SRAM 

10 

16 BIT CHARGE 
REDISTRIB Uf!ON 

DAC 

6 

DGND VD-

11 15 

14 SCLK 

MICROCONTROLLER 

18 OUTMOD 

VD+ 

Preliminary Product Information I This document contains information tor a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

MAR '90 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25 °C;. VA+, VD+= 5V; VA-, VD-= -5V; VREF = 4.5V; 
Full-Scale Input Sinewave, 1 kHz; fclk = 4 MHz tor:-16, 8 MHz for-8; fs =50 kHz for-16, 100 kHz for-8; Bipolar 
Mode; SSC Mode; AIN1 and AIN2 tied together, each channel tested separately; Analog Source Impedance = 
200 n unless otherwise specified) 

CS5101 ·J,K CS5101 ·A,B CS5101-S,T 
Parameter• min typ max min typ max min typ max Units 

Specified Temperature Range Oto+70 -40 to+85 -55 to +125 ·c 
Accuracy 1 

Linearity Error (Note 1) ..J,A,S 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.004 %FS 
-K,B,T 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.003 %FS 

(Note 3) Drift ± 1/4 ±1/4 ± 1/2 t:.LSB 

Differential Linearity (Note 2, 12) 16 16 16 Bits 

Full Scale Error (Note 1) ..J,A,S ±2 ±4 ±2 ±4 ±2 ±5 LSB 
-K,B,T ±2 ±4 ±2 ±4 ±2 ±4 LSB 

(Note3) Drift ±1 :t 1 ±2 t:.LSB 

Unipolar Offset (Note 1) ..J,A,S ±1 ±4 ±1 ±4 ±1 ±5 LSB 
-K,B,T ±1 ±3 ±1 ±3 ±1 ±4 LSB 

(Note 3) Drift ±1 ±1 ±2 t:.LSB 

Bipolar Ofh;et (Note 1) ..J,A,S ±1 ±4 ±1 ±4 ±1 ±5 LSB 
-K,B,T ±1 ±3 ±1 ±3 ±1 ±3 LSB 

' (Note3) Drift ±1 ±2 ±2 t:.LSB 

Bipolar Negative (Note· 1) ..J,A,S ±2 ±4 ±2 ±4 ±2 ±5 LSB 
Full-Scale Error -K,B,T ±2 ±3 ±2 ±3 ±2 ±4 LSB 

(Note3) Drift ±1 ±2 ±2 t:.LSB 

Dynamic Performance (Bipolar Mode) 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise 

1kHz Input 
..J,A,S 96 100 96 100 94 100 dB 
-K,B,T 98 102 98 102 98 102 dB 

(Note 1) 
..J,A,S 85 88 85 88 83 88 dB 

12kHz Input 
-K,B,T 85 91 85 91 85 91 dB 

Total Harmonic Distortion 

..J,A,S 0.002 0.002 0.002 % 
-K,B,T 0.001 0.001 0.001 % 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

OdB Input 
..J,A,S 87 90 87 90 87 90 dB 
-K,B,T 90 92 90 92 90 92 dB 

(Note 1) 

-60dB Input 
..J,A,S 30 30 30 dB 
-K,B,T 32 32 32 dB 

Noise Unipolar Mode 35 35 35 uVrms 
(Note 4) Bipolar Mode 70 70 70 uVrms 

Notes: 1. Applies after calibration at any temperature within the spec:(ified temperature range. 
2. Minimum resolution for which no missing codes is guaranteed over the specified temperature range. 
3. Total drift over specified temperature range after calibration at power-up at 25 °C. 
4. Wideband noise aliased into the baseband. Referred to the input. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

CS5101 -J,K 
Parameter* Symbol min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range 0 to +70 

Analog Input 

Aperture Time - 25 

Aperture Jitter - 100 

Input Capacitance 
(Note 5) Unipolar Mode 320 425 

-
Bipolar Mode 200 265 

Conversion & Throughput 

Conversion Time -8 8.12 
(Notes 6) -16 

le 16.25 

Acquisition Time -8 - 1.88 
(Note 7) -16 

ta 
2.6 3.75 

Throughput -8 100 
(Note 8) -16 ftp 50 

Power Supplies 

Power Supply Current 
Positive Analog IA+ 21 25 

-- Negative Analog 'A- -21 -25 
(SLEEP High) Positive Digital lo+ 11 15 
(Note 9) Negative Digital lo- -11 -15 

Power Dissipation __ 
Pdo (SLEEP High) 320 400 

(Notes 9, 10) (SLEEP Low) Pds 1 

Power Supply Rejection 

(Note 11) Positive Supplies PSR 84 
Negative Supplies 84 

CS5101 

CS5101 -A,B CS5101 -S,T 
min typ max min typ max Units 

-40 to +85 -55 to +125 ·c 

25 25 ns 

100 100 ps 

320 425 320 425 pF 
200 265 200 265 pF 

8.12 8.12 us 

16.25 16.25 us 

- 1.88 - 1.88 us 

2.6 3.75 2.6 3.75 us 

100 100 kHz 

50 50 kHz 

---

21 25 21 25 mA 
-21 -25 -21 -25 mA 

11 15 11 15 mA 
-11 -15 -11 -15 mA 

320 400 320 400 mW 
1 1 mW 

84 84 dB 
84 84 dB 

Notes: 5. Applies only in the track mode. When converting or calibrating, input capacitance will not exceed 15 pF. 
6. Conversion time scales directly to the master clock speed. The times shown are for synchronous. 

internal loopback (FRN mode). In PDT, RBT, and SSC modes, asynchronous delay between the falling 
edge of HOLD and the start of conversion may add to the apparent conversion time. This delay will 
not exceed 1 master clock cycle + 140 ns. 

7. The CS5101 requires 6 clock cycles of coarse charge, followed by a minimum of 1.125 µs of fine charge. 
FRN mode allows 9 clock cycles for fine charge which provides for the minimum 1.125 µs with an 8 MHz 
clock, however; in PDT, ABT, or SSC modes, at clock frequencies less than 8 MHz, fine charge may 
be less than 9 clock cycles. This reflects the typ. specification (6 clock cycles + 1.125 µs). 

8. Throughput is the sum of the acquisition and conversion times. It will vary in accordance with conditions 
affecting acquisition and conversion times, as described above. 

9. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
10. Power dissipation in the sleep mode applies with no master clock applied (CLKIN held high or low). 
11. With 300 mV p-p, 1 kHz ripple applied to each supply separately in the bipolar mode. Rejection 

improves by 6 dB in the unipolar mode to 90 dB. Figure 17 shows a plot of typical power supply 
rejection versus frequency. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TM1N to TMAx; 
VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Inputs: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

CLKIN Period (Note 12) -8 
t elk 

125 - 10,000 ns 
-16 250 10,000 ns 

CLKIN Low time tclkl 37.5 - - ns 

CLKIN High time tclkh 37.5 - - ns 

Crystal Frequency (Note 13) -8 
fxtal 

2.0 - 8.0 MHz 
-16 2.0 - 4.0 MHz 

SLEEP Rising to Oscillator Stable (Note 14) - - 2 - ms 

RST Pulse Width 1 rst 150 - - ns 

RST to STBY Falling t drrs - 100 - ns 

RST Rising to STBY Rising teal - 11,528,160 - tclk 

CH1/2 edge to SSH falling (Note 15) t dfsh3 - 40 - ns 

CH1/2 edge to SSH, TRK1 ,TRK2 rising (Note 15) t drsh 1 - 80 - ns 

CH 1 /2 edge to SSH, TRK1 ,TRK2 falling (Note 15) t dfsh4 - - 66 tclk + 260 ns 

HOLD to SSH Falling (Note 16) t dfsh2 - 60 - ns 

HOLD to TRK1, TRK2, Falling (Note 16) I dfsh1 661clk - 68tclk+ 260 ns 

HOLD to TRK1, TRK2, SSH Rising (Note 16) tdrsh - 120 - ns 

HOLD Pulse Width I hold 130 - 64t elk ns 

HOLD to CH1i2 Edge (Note 16) t dhlri -30 - 64tclk ns 

CLKIN Falling to HOLD Falling (Note 17) t cfh - - -10 ns 

HOLD FALLING to CLKIN Falling (Note 17) t hcf 55 - - ns 

Note: 12. Clock speeds of less than 1.0 MHz, at temperatures > 100°C, will degrade DNL performance. 
13. External loading capacitors are required to allow the crystal to oscillate. 
14. With 8MHz crystal, two 1 O pF loading capacitors and a 1 O Mn parallel resistor (see Figure 8). 
15. These times are for FRN mode. 
16. SSH only works correctly if HOLD falling edge is within ±30ns of CH1/2 edge or if CH1/2 edge occurs 

between 30ns before HOLD rises to 64 tclk after HOLD has fallen. These times are for SSC, 
PDT and RBT modes. 

17. When HOLD goes low, the analog sample is captured immediately. To start conversion, HOLD must 
be latched by a falling edge of CLKIN. Conversion will begin on the next rising edge of CLKIN 
after HOLD is latched. 
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lrst 

RST 
-r-=-~~ 

W teal 

CH1/2 

SSH 

SSH,TRK1 JRK2 

: 
I 
I 

!~ .. ~r:.: 
ldrrs! ~ · ___., I+-

Reset and Calibration Timing 

~ 
11-1 I 

---j 
1 

ldfsh3 
SSH 

_d_ftdrsh1 
I I 

: 
SSHJRK1 JRK2 

!. 
L 

a. FRNmode 

Control Output Timing 

CS5101 

b. SSC, PDT, RBT modes 

CH1i2 

lcth H ~ :--th I 

CLKIN~ 
HOLD HOLD t~\ \ ~i _ 
Channel Selection Timing Start Conversion Timing 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

Parameter Symbol Min 

SCLK Input Pulse Period tsclk 200 

SCLK Input Pulse Width Low t selkl 50 

SCLK Input Pulse Width High t sclkh 50 

SCLK Input Falling to SDATA Valid tdss -

SCLK Output Pulse Width Low t slkl -

SCLK Output Pulse Width High tslkh -

SDATA valid before rising SCLK t SS 2t elk - 100 

SDATA valid after rising SCLK tsh 21 elk - 100 

HOLD falling to 1st falling SCLK this 6telk 

CH1/2 edge to 1st falling SCLK tchfs -

HOLD falling to SDATA Valid PDT mode tdhs -

TRK1, TRK2 Falling to SDATA Vaiid (Note 18) tdts -

CS5101 

Typ Max Units 

- - ns 

- - ns 

- - ns 

100 150 ns 

2tclk - t elk 

2tclk - t elk 

- - ns 

- - ns 

- 8tclk+ 165 ns 

7t elk - tclk 

140 230 ns 

65 125 ns 

Note: 18. Only valid for TRK1, TRK2 falling when SCLK is low. If SCLK is high when TRK1, TRK2 falls, then 
SDATA is valid tdss time after the next falling SCLK. 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tminto Tmax; VA+, VD+= 5V± 10%; VA-, VD-= -SV ± 10%) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Calibration Memory Retention (Note 19) 
VMR 2.0 - - v Power Supply Voltage VA+ and VD+ 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - - v 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0.8 v 
High-Level Output Voltage (Note 20) VoH (VD+) - 1.0V - - v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout=1.6mA Vol - - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current (Note 21) lin - - 60 uA 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Cout - 9 - pF 

Note: 19. VA- and VD- can be any value from zero to -5V for memory retention. Neither VA- or VD- should be 
allowed to go positive. AIN1, AIN2 or VREF must not be greater than VA+ or VD+. 
This parameter is guaranteed by characterization. 

20. lour= -100 µA. This specification guarantees TTL compatibility (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40 µA). 
21. All digital inputs except CLKIN and SCLK have internal pull-up devices, nominally 200 kQ. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see Note 22.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 2.5 4.5 (VA+) - 0.5 

Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND - VREF 
(Note 23) Bipolar VAIN -VREF - VREF 

Notes: 22. All voltages with respect to ground. 
23. The CS5101 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). It will produce 

an output of all 1 's for inputs above VREF and all O's for inputs below AGND in unipolar mode 
and -VREF in bipolar mode. 

v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
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SCLK 

SDATA 

HOLD 

CH1/2 

SCLK 

CS5101 

~I 
~thfs1 
1~--r-1---------

~tchts-.i 
I I ==1 __ .. _ .. r ....................... . 

I 
I 
I 

i tslkl 

I I 
I ' 

I tdss ,._ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

tss 1 f.-- tsh----i 

SDATA ------~~~ MSB c 
~----

a. SCLK input (RBT and PDT mode) b. SCLK output (SSC and FRN modes) 

HOLD ~ 
tdhsL__ 

c:.::.i 14---.-----

SDATA r MSB 

SCLK 

Serial Data Timing 

TRK1,TRK2~ 

~I MSB IJ/ A ~ MSB-1 
------'I I 

SCLK\_~ 
SDATA 

a. Pipelined Data Transmission (PDT) Mode b. Register Burst Transmission (RBT) Mode 
Data Transmission Timing 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* (AGND, DGND = OV, all voltages with respect to ground) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -6.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 24) I in - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA (VA-)-0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 (VD+)+ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 'C 

Storage Temperature T.tg -65 150 'C 

Note: 24. Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause SCR latch-up. 

*WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CS5101 is a 2-channel, 100 kHz, 16-bit AID 
converter. The device includes an inherent 
sample/hold and an on-chip analog switch for 2-
channel operation. Both channels can thus be 
sampled and converted at rates up to 50 kHz 
each. Alternatively, the CS5101 can be operated 
as a single channel, 100 kHz ADC. 

The CS5101 can be configured to accept either 
unipolar or bipolar input ranges, and data is out
put serially in either binary or 2's complement 
coding. The device can be configured in 3 dif
ferent output modes, as well as internal, 
synchronous loopback for maximum throughput. 

The CS5101 provides coarse charge/fine charge 
control, to allow accurate tracking of high-slew 
signals. A control output is also supplied for use 
with an external sample/hold amplifier to imple
ment simultaneous sampling. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

The CS5101 implements the successive
approximation algorithm using a charge 
redistribution architecture. Instead of the tradi
tional resistor network, the DAC is an array of 
binary-weighted capacitors. All capacitbrs in the 

Bit 15 
MSB 

Bit 14 Bit 13 Bit 12 

CS5101 

array share a common node at the comparator's 
input. As shown in Figure l, their other terminals 
are capable of being connected to AGND, VREF, 
or AIN (1 or 2). When the device is not calibrat
ing or converting, all capacitors are tied to AIN. 
Switch S 1 is closed and the charge on the array, 
tracks the input signal. 

When the conversion command is issued, switch 
S 1 opens. This traps the charge on the comparator 
side of the capacitor array and creates a floating 
node at the comparator's input. The conversion 
algorithm operates on this fixed charge, and the 
signal at the analog input pin is ignored. In effect, 
the entire DAC capacitor array serves as analog 
memory during conversion much like a hold 
capacitor in a sample/hold amplifier. 

The conversion consists of manipulating the free 
plates of the capacitor array to VREF and AGND 
to form a capacitive divider. Since the charge at 
the floating node remains fixed, the voltage at 
that point depends on the proportion of 
capacitance tied to VREF versus AGND. The 
successive-approximation algorithm is used to 
find the proportion of capacitance, which when 
connected to the reference will drive the voltage 
at the floating node to zero. That binary fraction 
of capacitance represents the converter's digital 
output. 

Bit 0 
LSB 

Dummy 

Sl 

C tot = C + C/2 + C/4 + ... C/32,768 

Figure 1. Charge Redistribution DAC 
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Calibration 

& * . 

The ability of the CS5101 to convert accurately to 
16-bits clearly depends on the accuracy of its 
comparator and DAC. The CS5101 utilizes an 
"auto-zeroing" scheme to null errors introduced 
by the comparator. All offsets are stored on the 
capacitor array while in the track mode and are 
effectively subtracted from the input signal when 
a conversion is initiated. Auto-zeroing enhances 
power supply rejection at frequencies well below 
the conversion rate. 

To achieve 16-bit accuracy from the DAC, the 
CS5101 uses a novel self-calibration scheme. 
Each bit capacitor shown in Figure 1 actually 
consists of several capacitors which can be 
manipulated to adjust the overall bit weight. An 
on-chip microcontroller precisely adjusts the sub
arrays to yield an effective resolution of 18 bits. 

The CS5101 should be reset upon power-up, thus 
initiating a calibration cycle. The CS5101 then 
stores its calibration coefficients in on-chip 
SRAM. When the CS5101 is in power-down 
mode (SLEEP low), it retains the calibration 
coefficients in memory, and need not be 
recalibrated when normal operation is resumed. 

OPERATION OVERVIEW 

The CS5101 's monolithic design and inherent 
sampling architecture make it extremely easy to 
use. 

Initiating Conversions 

A falling transition on the HOLD pin places the 
input in the hold mode and initiates a conversion 
cycle. The charge is trapped on the capacitor 
array the instant HOLD goes low. The CS5101 
will complete conversion of the sample within 66 
master clock cycles. Upon completion of the con
version cycle, the CS5101 automatically returns 
to the track mode. After allowing a short time for 

DS45PP3 
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acqu1Slt1on (15 clock cycles @ 8 MHz), the 
CSS 101 will be ready for another conversion. 

In contrast to systems with separate track-and
holds and AID converters, a sampling clock can 
simply be connected to the HOLD input. The 
duty cycle of this clock is not critical. The HOLD 
input is latched internally by the master clock, so 
it need only remain low for 150 ns, but no longer 
than the minimum conversion time or an addi
tional conversion cycle will be initiated with 
inadequate time for acquisition. 

As with any high-resolution A-to-D system, it is 
recommended that sampling is synchronized to ~ 
the master system clock in order to minimize the ~ 
effects of clock feedthrough. However, the 
CS5101 may be operated entirely asynchronous 
to the master clock if necessary. 

Tracking the Input 

Upon completing a conversion cycle the CS5101 
immediately returns to the track mode. The 
CHl/2 pin directly controls the input switch, and 
therefore directly determines w_!!ich channel will 
be tracked. Ideally, the CHl/2 pin should be 
switched during the conversion cycle, thereby 
nullifying the 100 ns switching time, and guaran
teeing a stable input at the start of acquisition. If, 
however, the CHl/2 control is changed during the 
acquisition phase, adequate coarse charge and 
fine charge time must be allowed before initiating 
conversion. 

When the CS5101 enters tracking mode, it uses 
an input buffer amplifier to provide the bulk of 
the charge on the capacitor array (coarse-charge), 
thereby reducing the current load on the external 
analog circuitry. Coarse-charge is internally in
itiated for 6 clock cycles at the end of every 
conversion. The buffer amplifier is then 
bypassed, and the capacitor array is directly con
nected to the input. This is referred to as 
fine-charge, during which the charge on the array 
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is allowed to accurately settle to the input voltage 
(see Figure 11). 

During coarse-charge, the CS5101 is capable of 
slewing at 13 V/µs in unipolar mode. In bipolar 
mode, only half the capacitor array is connected 
to the analog input so the CS5101 can slew at 
26 V/µs. In fine-charge, it will slew at 1.3 V/µs in 
the unipolar mode and 2.6 V/µs in bipolar mode. 
Acquisition of fast slewing signals can be has
tened if the voltage change occurs during or 
immediately following the conversion cycle. For 
instance, in multiple channel applications (using 
either the CSS 101 's internal channel selector or 
an external MUX), channel selection should 
occur while the CS5101 is converting. Multi
plexor switching and settling time is thereby 
removed from the overall throughput equation. 

If the input signal changes drastically during the 
acquisition period (such as changing the signal 
source), the device should be in coarse-charge for 
an adequate period following the change. The 
CS5101 can be forced into coarse-charge by 
bringing CRS/FIN high. The buffer amplifier is 
engaged when CRS/FIN is high, and may be 
switched in any number of times during tracking. 
If CRS/FIN is held low, the CS5101 will only 

CLKIN 

CRS/FIN 

----;6clk 

CS5101 

coarse-charge for the first 6 clock cycles follow
ing a conversion, and will stay in fine-charge 
until HOLD goes low. To get an accurate sample, 
at least 750 ns of coarse-charge, followed by 
1.125 µs of fine-charge is required before initiat
ing a conversion (see Figure 2). If course charge 
is not invoked, then up to 20 µs should be al
lowed after a step change input for proper 
acquisition. 

Master Clock 

The CS5101 can operate either from an external
ly-supplied master clock, or from it's own crystal 
oscillator (with a crystal). To enable the CSS 101 's 
internal crystal oscillator, simply tie a crystal 
across the XOUT and CLKIN pins, as shown on 
the system connection diagram in Figure 8. 

Calibration and conversion times directly scale to 
the master clock frequency. The CS5101-8 can 
operate with clock or crystal frequencies up to 
8 MHz. This allows maximum throughput of up 
to 50 kHz per channel in dual-channel operation, 
or 100 kHz in a single channel configuration. The 
-16 can accept a maximum clock speed of 4 
MHz, with corresponding throughput of 50 kHz. 

!-Min: 1.125 us--\ 

Internal Conv. 
Status 

Coarse Fine Chg. Coarse Fine Chg. Conv. 

H2clk 

Figure 2. Coarse-Charge/Fine-Charge Control 
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Analog Input Range/Coding Format 

The reference voltage directly defines the input 
voltage range in both the unipolar and bipolar 
configurations. In the unipolar configuration 
(BP/UP low), the first code transition occurs 0.5 
LSB above AGND, and the final code transition 
occurs 1.5 LSB 's below VREF. In the bipolar 
configuration (BP/UP high), the first code transi
tion occurs 0.5 LSB above -VREF and the last 
transition occurs 1.5 LSB 's below + VREF. 

The CS5101 can output data in either 2's comple
ment, or binary format. If the CODE pin is high, 
the output is in 2's complement format with a 
range of -32,768 to +32,767. If the CODE pin is 
low, the output is in binary format with a range of 
0 to +65,535. 

Output Mode Control 

The CS5101 can be configured in three different 
output modes, as well as an internal, synchronous 
loop-back mode. This allows great flexibility for 
design into a wide variety of systems. The operat
ing mode is selected by setting the states of the 
SCKMOD and OUTMOD pins. In all modes, 
data is output on SDATA, starting with the MSB, 
and is updated on the falling edge of SCLK. 

When SCKMOD is high, SCLK is an input, al
lowing the data to be clocked out with an external 
serial clock at rates up to 5 MHz. Tying 
SCKMOD low reconfigures SCLK as an output, 
and the CS5101 clocks out each bit as it's deter
mined during the conversion process, at a rate of 

MODE SCKMOD OUTMOD 
PDT 1 1 

RBT 1 0 

SSC 0 1 

FRN 0 0 

CS5101 
lii@i 

1/4 the master clock speed. Table 1 shows an 
overview of the different states of SCKMOD and 
OUTMOD, and the corresponding output modes. 

Pipelined Data Transmission (PDT) 

PDT mode is selected by tying both SCKMOD 
and OUTMOD high. In PDT mode, the SCLK 
pin is an input. Data is registered during conver
sion, and output during the following conversion 
cycle. HOLD must be brought low, initiating 
another conversion, before data from the previous 
conversion is available on SDATA. If all the data 
has not been clocked out before the next falling 
edge of HOLD, the old data will be lost. 

Registered Burst Transmission (RBT) 

RBT mode is selected by tying SCKMOD high, 
and OUTMOD low. As in PDT mode, SCLK is 
an input, however data is available immediately 
following conversion, and may be clocked out the 
moment TRK 1 or TRK2 falls. The falling edge of 
HOLD clears the output buffer, so any unread 
data will be lost, although a new conversion may 
be initiated before all the data has been clocked 
out (Figure 4). 

Synchronous Self-Clocking (SSC) 

SSC mode is selected by tying SCKMOD low, 
and OUTMOD high. In SSC mode, SCLK is an 
output, and will clock out each bit of the data as 
it's being converted. SCLK will remain high be
tween conversions, and run at a rate of 1/4 the 
master clock speed for 16 low pulses during con
version (Figure 5). 

SCLK CH1/2 HOLD 
Input Input Input 

Input Input Input 

Output Input Input 

Output Output x 

Table 1. Serial Output Modes 
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CLKIN (i) 

HOLD(i) 

CH1/Z(i) 

Internal 
Status 

SCLK(i) 

SDATA (o) 

SSH (o) 

TRK1 (o) 

TRK2 (o) 

CLKIN(i) 

HOLD(i) 

CH1/Z(i) 

Internal 
Status 

SCLK(i) 

SDATA (o) 

SSH (o) 

TRK1 (o) 

TRK2 (o) 

CLKIN (i) 

HOLD(i) 

CH1/Z(i) 

Internal 
Status 

SCLK (o) 

SDATA(o) 

SSH (o) 
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64 68 72 76 

Tracking Ch. 2 

'------'-DO~(C_h_.~2)~~~~~~-'f§ii__ 

~~~~~~~~--'~ 

Figure 3. Pipelined Data Transmission Mode (PDT) 

~~ ~ ~:~~~~ 
1 ~]]} . . ~ 
m ~JJJ ~·-~~~~~ ~·---...1.l.L.-

Converti ng Ch. 2 Tracking Ch. 1 ~ Converting Ch. 1 Tracking Ch. 2 ~ 
~~~~nnnnn~ ~nnnnn~:~-~-1.--

~ uuuuuu~ ~ uuuuuu~~ 
--~~~~~~~:.;....;....;....~~~~~~~~ 

~ . Channel 2 Data ._3;,~'.{j Channel 1 Data ~~ 
- ~-------=--=--=--=0 L....JL-IL-JL....J ~ 0 L..JL....JL....JL....J\_.~ 
J ~ ~ I ~ ~__! 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~_________J ~ ~ 

J~-~~ ~ ~~~ 
Figure 4. Registered Burst Transmission Mode (RBT) 

Figure 5. Synchronous Self-Clocking Mode (SSC) 
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Free Run (FRN) 

Free Run is the internal, synchronous loopback 
mode. FRN mode is selected by tying SCKMOD 
and OUTMOD low. SCLK is an output, and 
operates exactly the same as SSC. In Free Run 
mode, the CS5101 initiates a new conversion 
every 80 master clock cycles, and alternates be
tween channel 1 and channel 2. HOLD is 
disabled, and should be tied to either VD+ or 
DGND. CHl/2 is an output, and will change at 
the start of each new conversion cycle, indicating 
which channel will be tracked after the current 
conversion is finished (Figure 6). 

+SV 
CSSlOI 

RST 

Figure 7. Power-up Reset Circuit 
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SYSTEM DESIGN WITH THE CS5101 

Figure 8 shows a general system connection 
diagram for the CSS 101. 

Digital Circuit Connections 

When TTL loads are utilized the potential for 
crosstalk between digital and analog sections of 
the system is increased. This crosstalk is due to 
high digital supply and signal currents arising 
from the TTL drive current required of each digi
tal output. Connecting CMOS logic to the digital 
outputs is recommended. Suitable logic families 
include 4000B, 74HC, 74AC, 74ACT, and 
74HCT. 

System Initialization 

Upon power up, the CS5101 must be reset to 
guarantee a consistent starting condition and ini
tially calibrate the device. Due to the CS5101 's 
low power dissipation and low temperature drift, 
no warm-up time is required before reset to ac
commodate any self-heating effects. However, 
the voltage reference input should have stabilized 
to within 0.25% of its final value before RST 
rises to guarantee an accurate calibration. Later, 
the CSS 101 may be reset at any time to initiate a 
single full calibration. 
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When RST is brought low all internal logic 
clears. When it returns high a calibration cycle 
begins which takes 11,528, 160 master clock 
cycles to complete (approximately 1.4 seconds 
with an 8 MHz master clock). The CS5101 's 
STBY output remains low throughout the calibra
tion sequence, and a rising transition indicates the 
device is ready for normal operation. While 
calibrating, the CS5101 will ignore changes on 
the HOLD input. The CRS/FIN pin must remain 
low for the entire calibration cycle. 

10 
+SVA 

~uF ~.1uF 
25 

VA+ 

VD+ 
CS5101 

26 
TST 

18 OUTMOD 
27 SCKMOD 

Mode Control 
17 BP/UP 
16 CODE 

Voltage Reference 

200 * 24 AIN1 

Analog 1nF~ 
Sources 

200 * 
19 AIN2 

1nF~ 

21 REFBUF 

-5VA 

~uF ~.1 uF 

CS5101 

To perform the reset function, a simple power-on 
reset circuit can be built using a resistor and 
capacitor as shown in Figure 7. The RC time con
stant must be long enough to guarantee the rest of 
the system is fully powered up and stable by the 
end of reset. The resistor should be less than or 
equal to 10 kQ. 

Simultaneous Sampling 

The CS5101 offers three digital output signals, 
SSH, TRKl, and TRK2 which can be used to 

~.1 uF Jr uF 

7 
VD+ 

XOUT 

CLKIN 

RST 

SLEEP 

STBY 

CH1/2 

CRS/FIN 

HOLD 

TRK1 

TRK2 

SSH 

SCLK 

SDATA 

DGND 

4 

2 

28 

5 

13 

10 

12 

8 

9 

11 

I 10 pF 

10M-= 

:;;i:;:: 10 pF 

EXT 
CLOCK 

Control 
Logic 

Data 
Interface 

Unused logic inputs should 
be tied to VD+ or DGND. 

* For best dynamic 
S/(N+D) performance. 

Figure 8. CS5101 System Connection Diagram 
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-------';>! AINI 

AIN2 

~-___,SSH 

Figure 9. Simultaneous Sampling 

control an external sample/hold amplifier to 
achieve simultaneous sampling of both channels. 

Figures 3-6 show the timing relationships for 
SSH, TRKl, and TRK2. In the standard two
channel configuration, such as free run, the 
CS5101 samples the left and right channels 180° 
out of phase. Simultaneous sampling between 
channels I and 2 can be achieved as shown in 
Figure 9 using the CSS 101 's SSH output. The ex
ternal sample/hold will freeze the analog signal 
on channel 2 as the CS5101 freezes the channel 1 
input at AINI. The external sample/hold will hold 
that signal valid at AIN2 until the CS510 I begins 
conversion of channel 2. Once that conversion 
begins, the sample/hold returns to the sample 
mode. The external sample/hold will have from 
the HOLD on channel 2 until the HOLD on chan
nel I (80 clock cycles) to acquire the signal. This 
allows at least 10 µs for acquisition, followed by 
the same period to hold the signal. 

Single-Channel Operation 

The CS510I can alternatively be used to sample 
one channel by tying the CH112 input high or 
low. The unused AIN pin should be tied to the 
analog input signal or to AGND. (If operating in 
free run mode, AINI and_ AIN2 must be tied to 
the same source, as CHl/2 is reconfigured as an 
output.) 

ANALOG CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

Most popular successive-approximation AID con
verters generate dynamic loads at their analog 
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connections. The CS510I internally buffers all 
analog inputs (AINI, AIN2, VREF, and AGND) 
to ease the demands placed on external circuitry. 
However, accurate system operation still requires 
careful attention to details at the design stage 
regarding source impedances as well as ground
ing and decoupling schemes. 

Reference Considerations 

An application note titled "Voltage References for 
the CS501X Series of AID Converters" is avail
able for the CS5101. In addition to working 
through a reference circuit design example, it of
fers seven built-and-tested reference circuits. 

During conversion, each capacitor of the 
calibrated capacitor array is switched between 
VREF and AGND in a manner determined by the 
successive-approximation algorithm. The charg
ing and discharging of the array results in a 
current load at the reference. The CS510I in
cludes an internal buffer amplifier to minimize 
the external reference circuit's drive requirement 
and preserve the reference's integrity. Whenever 
the array is switched during conversion, the buff
er is used to coarse-charge the array thereby 
providing the bulk of the necessary charge. The 
appropriate array capacitors are then switched to 
the unbuffered VREF pin to avoid any errors due 
to offsets and/or noise in the buffer. 

The external reference circuitry need only 
provide the residual charge required to fully 
charge the array after coarse-charging from the 
buffer. This creates an ac current load as the 
CS5 IOI sequences through conversions. The 
reference circuitry must have a low enough out
put impedance to drive the requisite current 
without changing its output voltage significantly. 
As the analog input signal varies, the switching 
sequence of the internal capacitor array changes. 
The current load on the external reference cir
cuitry thus varies in response with the analog 
input. Therefore, the external reference must not 
exhibit significant peaking in its output im-
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pedance characteristic at signal frequencies or 
their harmonics. 

A. large capacitor connected between VREF and 
AGND can provide sufficiently low output im
pedance at the high end of the frequency 
spectrum, while almost all precision references 
exhibit extremely low output impedance at de. 
The presence of large capacitors on the output of 
some voltage references, however, may cause 
peaking in the output impedance at intermediate 
frequencies. Care should be exercised to ensure 
that significant peaking does not exist or that 
some form of compensation is provided to 
eliminate the effect. 

The magnitude of the current load on the external 
reference circuitry will scale to the master clock 
frequency. At the full-rated 8 MHz clock the 
reference must supply a maximum load current of 
20 µA peak-to-peak (2 µA typical). An output im
pedance of 2 n will therefore yield a maximum 
error of 40 µV. With a 4.5 V reference and LSB 
size of 138 µV this would insure approximately 
1/4 LSB accuracy. A 10 µF capacitor exhibits an 
impedance of less than 2 n at frequencies greater 
than 16 kHz. Ahigh-quality tantalum capacitor in 
parallel with a smaller ceramic capacitor is 
recommended. 

--.--+Vee 

23 VA- CS5101 

R 
2it (C1 + C2) fpeak 

Figure 10. Reference Connections 
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Peaking in the reference's output impedance can 
occur because of capacitive loading at its output. 
Any peaking that might occur can be reduced by 
placing a small resistor in series with the 
capacitors. The equation in Figure 10 can be used 
to help calculate the optimum value of R for a 
particular reference. The term "fpeak" is the fre
quency of the peak in the output impedance of the 
reference before the resistor is added. 

The CS5101 can operate with a wide range of 
reference voltages, but signal-to-noise perfor
mance is maximized by using as wide a· signal 
range as possible. The recommended reference 
voltage is 4.5 volts. The CS5101 can actually ac
cept reference voltages up to the positive analog 
supply. However, the buffer's offset may increase 
as the reference voltage approaches VA+ thereby 
increasing external drive requirements at VREF. 
A 4.5V reference is the maximum reference volt
age recommended. This allows 0.5V headroom 
for the internal reference buffer. Also, the buffer 
enlists the aid of an external 0.1 µF ceramic 
capacitor which must be tied between its output, 
REFBUF, and the negative analog supply, VA-. 
For more information on references, consult "Ap
plication Note: Voltage References for the 
CSSOJX Series of AID Converters". 

Analog Input Connection 

The analog input terminal functions similarly to 
the VREF input after each conversion when 
switching into the track mode. During the first six 
master clock cycles in the track mode, the buf
fered version of the analog input is used for 
coarse-charging the capacitor array. An additional 
period is required for fine-charging directly from 
AIN to obtain the specified accuracy. Figure 11 
exemplifies this operation. During coarse-charge 
the charge on the capacitor array first settles to 
the buffered version of the analog input. This 
voltage may be offset from the actual input volt
age. During fine-charge, the charge then settles to 
the accurate unbuffered version. 
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Figure 11. Charge Settling Time (8 MHz Clock) 

Fine-charge settling is specified as a maximum of 
1.25 µs for an analog source impedance of less 
than 200 Q. In addition, the comparator requires a 
source impedance of less than 400 Q around 
2 MHz for stability, which is met by practically 
all bipolar op amps. Large de source impedances 
can be accommodated by adding capacitance 
from AIN to ground (typically 200 pF) to 
decrease source impedance at high frequencies. 
However, high de source resistances will increase 
the input's RC time constant and extend the 
necessary acquisition time. For more information 
on input amplifiers, consult the application note: 
Buffer Amplifiers for the CS501X Series of AID 
Converters. 

SLEEP Mode Operation 

The CS5101 includes a SLEEP pin. When 
SLEEP is active (low) the CS5101 will dissipate 
very low power to retain its calibration memory 
when the device is not sampling. It does not re
quire calibration after SLEEP is made inactive 
(high). When coming out of SLEEP, sampling 
can begin as soon as the oscillator starts (time 
will depend on the particular oscillator com
ponents) and the REFBUF capacitor is charged 
(which takes about 3 ms). To achieve minimum 
start-up time, use an external clock and leave the 
voltage reference powered-up. Connect a resistor 
(2 kQ) between pins 20 and 21 to keep the REF
BUF capacitor charged. Conversion can then 
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begin as soon as the AID has completed a 
coarse/fine sample period. 

To retain calibration memory while SLEEP is ac
tive (low) VA+ and VD+ must be maintained at 
greater than 2.0V. VA- and VD- can be allowed to 
go to 0 volts. The voltages into VA- and VD- can
not just be "shut-off' as these pins cannot be 
allowed to float to potentials greater than 
AGND/DGND. If the supply voltages to VA- and 
VD- are removed, use a transistor switch to short 
these to the power supply ground while in SLEEP 
mode. 

Grounding and Power Supply Decoupling 

The CS5101 uses the analog ground connection, 
AGND, only as a reference voltage. No de power 
currents flow through the AGND connection, and 
it is completely independent of DGND. However, 
any noise riding on the AGND input relative to 
the system's analog ground will induce conver
sion errors. Therefore, both the analog input and 
reference voltage should be referred to the AGND 
pin, which should be used as the entire system's 
analog ground reference. 

The digital and analog supplies are isolated 
within the CS5101 and are pinned out separately 
to minimize coupling between the analog and 
digital sections of the chip. All four supplies 
should be decoupled to their respective grounds 
using 0.1 µF ceramic capacitors. If significant 
low-frequency noise is present on the supplies, 
1 µF tantalum capacitors are recommended in 
parallel with the 0.1 µF capacitors. 

The positive digital power supply of the CS5101 
must never exceed the positive analog supply by 
more than a diode drop or the CS5101 could ex
perience permanent damage. If the two supplies 
are derived from separate sources, care must be 
taken that the analog supply comes up first at 
power-up. The system connection diagram 
(Figure 8) shows a decoupling scheme which al
lows the CS5101 to be powered from a single set 
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of ± SV rails. The positive digital supply is 
derived from the analog supply through a 10 Q 
resistor to avoid the analog supply dropping 
below the digital supply. If this scheme is util
ized, care must be taken to insure that any digital 
load currents (which flow through the 10 Q resis
tors) do not cause the magnitude of digital 
supplies to drop below the analog supplies by 
more than 0.5 volts. Digital supplies must always 
remain above the minimum specification. 

As with any high-precision AfD converter, the 
CS5101 requires careful attention to grounding 
and layout arrangements. However, no unique 
layout issues .must be addressed to properly apply 
the CS5101. The CDB5101 evaluation board is 
available for.the CS5101, which avoids the need 
to design, build, and debug a high-precision PC 
board to initially characterize the part . .The board 
comes with a socketed CS5101, and can be 
quickly reconfigured to simulate any combination 
of sampling, calibration, master clock, and analog 
input range conditions. · 

CSS101 PERFORMANCE 

Differential Nonlinearity 

The self-calibration scheme utilized in the 
CS5101 features a calibration resolution of 1/4 
LSB, or 18-bits. This ideally yields DNL of ±114 
LSB, with code widths ranging from 3/4 to 514 
LSB's. 

CS5101 

Traditional laser trimmed ADC's have significant 
differential nonlinearities. Appearing as wide and 
narrow codes, DNL often causes entire sections 
of the transfer function to be missing. Although 
their affect is minor on S/(N+D) with high 
amplitude signals, DNL errors dominate perfor
mance with low-level signals. For instance, a 
signal 80 dB below full-scale will slew past only 
6 or 7 codes. Half of those codes could be miss
ing with a conventional ADC capable of only 
14-bitDNL~ 

The most common source of DNL errors in con
ventional ADC's is bit weight errors. These can 
arise due to accuracy limitations in factory trim 
stations, thermal or physical stresses after calibra
tion, and/or drifts due to aging or temperature 
variations in the field. Bit-weight errors have a 
drastic effect on a converter's ac . performance. 
They can be analyz.ed as step functions superim
posed on the input signal.· Since. bits {and their 
errors) switch in and out throughout the transfer 
curve, their effect is signal dependent. That is, 
harmonic and intermodulation distortion, as well 
as noise, can vary with different input conditions. 

Differential nonlinearities in successive-ap
proximation ADC's also arise due to dynamic 
errors in the comparator. Such errors can 
dominate if the converter's throughput/sampling 
rate is driven too high. The comparator will not 
be allowed sufficient time to settle during each bit 
decision in the successive-approximation algo
rithm. The worst-case codes for dynamic errors 

- + 112 _______ ... _____ ..,._ ________________________________________________________________ ,.. __________ _ 
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are the major transitions (112 FS; 1/4, 3/4 FS; 
etc.). Since DNL effects are most critical with 
low-level signals, the codes around mid-scale 
(1/2 FS) are most important. Yet those codes are 
worst-case for dynamic DNL errors! 

With all linearity calibration petformed on-chip to 
18-bits, the CS5101 maintains accurate bit 
weights. DNL errors are dominated by residual 
calibration errors of ±114 LSB rather than 
dynamic errors in the comparator. Furthermore, 
all DNL effects on S/(N+D) are buried by white 
broadband noise. (See Figure 14) 

A histogram plot of typical DNL of the CS5101 
can be seen in Figure 12. A histogram test is a 
statistical method of deriving an AID converter's 
differential nonlinearity. A ramp is input to the 
AID and a large number of samples are taken to 
insure a high confidence level in the test's result. 
The number of occurrences for each code is 
monitored and stored. A perfect AID converter 
would have all codes of equal size and therefore 
equal numbers of occurrences. In the histogram 
test a code with the average number of occurren
ces will be considered ideal (DNL = 0). A code 
with more or less occurrences than average will 
appear as a DNL of greater or less than zero LSB. 
A missing code has zero occurrences, and will ap
pear as a DNL of -1 LSB. 

OdB 
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-120dB 

de 
Input Frequency 

Figure 13. FFT Plot ofldeal 16-bit A/D Converter 
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FFT Tests and Windowing 

In the factory, the CS5101 is tested using Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques to analyze 
the converter's dynamic performance. A pure 
sinewave is applied to the CS5101, and a "time 
record" of 1024 samples is captured and 
processed. The FFT algorithm analyzes the 
spectral content of the digital waveform and dis
tributes its energy among 512 "frequency bins." 
Assuming an ideal sinewave, distribution of ener
gy in bins outside of the fundamental and de can 
only be due to quantization effects and errors in 
the CS5101. 

If sampling is not synchronized to the input • 
sinewave, it is highly unlikely that the time 
record will contain an integer number of periods 
of the input signal. However, the FFT assumes 
that the signal is periodic, and will calculate the 
spectrum of a signal that appears to have large 
discontinuities, thereby yielding a severely dis-
torted spectrum. To avoid this problem, the time 
record is multiplied by a window function prior to 
performing the FFT. The window function 
smoothly forces the endpoints of the time record 
to zero, thereby removing the discontinuities. The 
effect of the window in the frequency-domain is 
to convolute the spectrum of the window with 
that of the actual input. 

OdB 

-20dB 

-40dB 

-60dB 

Signal 
Amplitude -80dB 
Relative to 
Full Scale _ 1 OOdB 

-120dB 

· ···································· ······ Sampling Rate: 100 kHz 
Full Scale: gV p-p 
S/(N+D):91.16dB 

de "-1 kHz SO kHz_/ 

Input Frequency 

Figure 14. CS5101 FFT (FRN Mode, I-Channel) 
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The quality of the window used for harmonic 
analysis is typically judged by its highest side
lobe level. The Blackman-Harris window used for 
testing the CS5101 has a maximum side-lobe 
level of -92 dB. Figure 13 shows an FFT com
puted from an ideal 16-bit sinewave multiplied by 
a Blackman-Harris window. Artifacts of window
ing are discarded from the signal-to-noise 
calculation using the assumption that quantization 
noise is white. Averaging the FFT results from ten 
time records filters the spectral variability that 
can arise from capturing finite time records 
without disturbing the total energy outside the 
fundamental. All harmonics and the -92 dB side
lobes from the Blackman-Harris window are 
therefore clearly visible in the plots. For more in
formation on FFT's and windowing refer to: F.J. 
HARRIS, "On the use of windows for harmonic 
analysis with the Discrete Fourier Transform", 
Proc. IEEE, Vol. 66, No. 1, Jan 1978, pp.51-83. 
This is available on request from Crystal Semi
condutctor. 

As illustrated in Figure 14, the CS5101 typically 
provides 92.dB S/(N+D) and 0.001% THD. Un
like conventional successive-approximation 
ADC's, the CS5101 's signal-to-noise and 
dynamic range are not limited by differential non
linearities (DNL) caused by calibration errors. 
Rather, the dominant noise source is broadband 
thermal noise which aliases into the baseband. 
This white broadband noise also appears as an 
idle channel noise of 1/2 LSB (rms). 

Sampling Distortion 

Like most discrete sample/hold amplifier designs, 
the CS510 l's inherent sample/hold. exhibits a fre
quency-dependent distortion due to nonideal 
sampling of the analog input voltage. The 
calibrated capacitor array used during conver
sions is also used to track and hold the analog 
input signal. The conversion is not performed on 
the analog input voltage per se, but is actually 
performed on the charge trapped on the capacitor 
array at the moment the HOLD command is 
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Figure 15. THD vs. Input Frequency with 
Full Scale Input (±4.SV) 

given. The charge on the array ideally assumes a 
linear relationship to the analog input voltage. 
Any deviation from this linear relationship will 
result in conversion errors even if the conversion 
process proceeds flawlessly. 

At de, the DAC capacitor array's voltage coeffi
cient dictates the converter's linearity. This 
variation in capacitance with respect to applied 
signal voltage yields a nonlinear relationship be
tween the charge on the array and the analog 
input voltage· and places a bow or wave in the 
transfer function. This is the dominant source of 
distortion at low input frequencies (Figure 14). 

The ideal relationship between the charge on the 
array and the input voltage can also be distorted 
at high signal frequencies due to nonlinearities in 
the internal MOS switches. Dynamic signals 
cause ac current to flow through the switches 
connecting the capacitor array to the analog input 
pin in the track mode. Nonlinear on-resistance in 
the switches causes a nonlinear voltage drop. This 
effect worsens with increased signal frequency 
and slew rate as shown in Figure 15 since the 
magnitude of the steady state current increases. 
First noticeable at 1 kHz, this distortion assumes 
a linear relationship with input frequency. This 
distortion is negligible at signal levels below 
-20 dB of full~scale. 
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Noise 

An AID converter's noise can be described like 
that of any other analog component. However, the 
converter's output is in digital form so any filter
ing of its noise must be performed in the digital 
domain. Digitized samples of analog inputs are 
often considered individual, static snap-shots in 
time with no uncertainty or noise. In reality, the 
result of each conversion depends on the analog 
input level and the instantaneous value of noise 
sources in the ADC. If sequential samples from 
the ADC are treated as a "waveform", simple fil
tering can be implemented in software to improve 
noise performance with minimal processing over
head. 

All analog circuitry in the CS5101 is wideband in 
order to achieve fast conversions and high 
throughput. Wideband noise in the CS5101 in
tegrates to 35 µV rms in unipolar mode 
(70 µV rms in bipolar mode). This is ap
proximately 1/2 LSB rms with a 4.5V reference 
in both modes. Figure 16 shows a histogram plot 
of output code occurrences obtained from 5000 
samples taken from a CS5l01 in the bipolar 
mode. Hexadecimal code 80CD was arbitrarily 
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2000 

1000 

BOCA BOCB 

CS5101 

selected and the analog input was set close to 
code center. With a noiseless converter, code 
80CD would always appear. The histogram plot 
of the CS5101 has a "bell" shape with all codes 
other than 80CD due to internal noise. 

In a sampled data system all information about 
the analog input applied to the sample/hold ap
pears in the baseband from de to one-half the 
sampling rate. This includes high-frequency com
ponents which alias into the baseband. Low-pass 
(anti-alias) filters are therefore used to remove 
frequency components in the input signal which 
are above one-half the sample rate. However, all 
wideband noise introduced by the CS5101 still 
aliases into the baseband. This "white" noise is • 
evenly spread from de to one-half the sampling 
rate and integrates to 35 µV rms in unipolar mode. 

Noise in the digital domain can be reduced by 
sampling at higher than the desired word rate and 
averaging multiple samples for each word. Over
sampling spreads the CS5101 's noise over a 
wider band (for lower noise density), and averag
ing applies a low-pass response which filters 
noise above the desired signal bandwidth. In 
general, the CS510 l's noise performance can be 

Noiseless Converter 

f22 CS5101 

BODO 

Code (Hexadecimal) 

Counts: 0 11 911 3470 599 9 0 

Figure 16. Histogram Plot of 5000 Conversion Inputs 
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maximized .in any application by always sampling 
at the maximum specified rate of 100 kHz (for 
lowest noise density) and digitally filtering to the 
desired signal bandwidth. 

Aperture Jitter 

Track-and~hold amplifiers commonly exhibit two 
types of aperture jitter. The first, more ap
propriately termed" aperture window", is an input 
voltage dependent variation iri the aperture delay. 
Its signal-dependency causes distortion at high 
frequencies. The CS5l01 's' proprietary architec
ture avoids applying the input voltage across a 
sampling switch, thus avoiding any "aperture 
window" effects. The second type of aperture jit
ter, due to component noise, assumes a random 
nature. With only 100 ps peak-to-peak aperture 
jitter, the CS5101 can process full-scale signals 
up to 1/2 the throughput frequency without sig
nificant errors due to aperture jitter. 

Power Supply Rejection 

The CS5101's power supply rejection perfor
mance is enhanced by the on-chip self-calibration 

CS5101 

and an "auto-zero" process. Drifts in power supp
ly voltages at frequencies less than the calibration 
rate have negligible effect on the CS5101 's ac
curacy. This is because the CS5101 adjusts its 
offset to within a small fraction of an LSB during 
calibration. Above the calibration frequency the 
excellent power supply rejection of the internal 
amplifiers is augmented by an auto-zero process. 
Any offsets are stored on the capacitor array and 
are effectively subtracted once conversion is in
itiated. Figure 17 shows power supply rejection 
of the CS5101 in the bipolar mode with the 
analog input grounded and a 300 mV p-p ripple 
applied to each supply. Power supply rejection 
improves by 6 dB in the unipolar mode. 

Notches of increased rejection arise from the 
auto-zeroing at the conversion rate. The frequen
cies at which these notches occur also depend on 
the value of the captured analog input. The line 
shows worst-case rejection for all combinations 
of conversion rates and input conditions in the 
bipolar mode. 

1 kHz 10 kHz 100 kHz 1 MHz 
Power Supply Ripple Frequency 

Figure 17. Power Supply Rejection 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 

RESET & INITIATE CALIBRATION 
MASTER CLOCK INPUT 

CRYSTAL OUTPUT 
STANDBY (CALIBRATING) 

DIGITAL GROUND 
POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 

TRACKING CHANNEL 1 

TRACKING CHANNEL 2 
COARSE/FINE CHARGE CONTROL 

SIMULTANEOUS SAMPLE/HOLD 

HOLD & CONVERT 

INPUT CHANNEL SELECT 

SERIAL DATA CLOCK 

VD-

RST 

CLKIN 

XOUT 

STBY 

DGND 

VD+ 

TRK1 

TRK2 

CRS/FIN 

SSH 

HOLD 

CH1/2 

SCLK 
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VD-

RST 
CLKIN 
XOUT 
STBY 
DGND 

VD+ 
TRK1 
TRK2 

CRS/FIN 

SSH 

HOLD 
CH1/2 
SCLK 

CS5101 

SLEEP SLEEP (LOW POWER) MODE 

SC KM OD SERIAL CLOCK MODE SELECT 
TEST TEST 

VA+ POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 
AIN2 CHANNEL2ANALOGINPUT 
VA- NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 
AGND ANALOG GROUND 

REFBUF REFERENCE BUFFER 
VREF VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

AIN1 CHANNEL1ANALOGINPUT 
OUTMOD OUTPUT MODE SELECT • BP/UP BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 

CODE BINARY/2's COMPLEMENT SELECT 

SDATA SERIAL DATA OUTPUT 

SLEEP 

SC KM OD 

TEST 

VA+ 

AIN2 

~ 
VA-

AGND 

21 "----- REFBUF 

t VREF 

AIN1 

OUTMOD 

BP/UP 

CODE 

SDATA 
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Power Supply Connections 

VD+ - Positive Digital Power, PIN 7. 
Positive digital power supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

VD- - Negative Digital Power, PIN 1. 
Negative digital power supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

DGND • Digital Ground, PIN 6. 
Digital ground reference. 

VA+ - Positive Analpg Power, PIN 25. 
Positive analog power supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

VA- - Negative Analog Power, PIN 23. 
Negative analog power supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGND -Analog Ground, PIN 22. 
Analog ground reference. 

Oscillator 

CLKIN - Clock Input, PIN 3. 
All conversions and calibrations are timed from a master clock which can be externally supplied 
by driving CLKIN with a CMOS-compatible clock. 

XOUT- Crystal Output, PIN 4. 
The master clock can be generated by tying a crystal across the CLKIN and XOUT pins. If an 
external clock is used, XOUT must be left floating. 

Digital Inputs 

HOLD - Hold, PIN 12. 
A falling transition on this pin sets the CS5101 to the hold state and initiates a conversion. This 
input must remain low at least 150 ns. When operating in Free Run Mode, HOLD is disabled, and 
should be tied to DGND or VD+. 

CRS/FIN - Coarse Charge/Fi~e Charge Control, PIN 10. 

3-118 

When brought high during acquisition time, CRS/FIN forces the CS5101 into coarse charge state. 
This engages the internal buffer amplifier to track the analog input and charges the capacitor 
array much faster, thereby allowing the CS5101 to track high slewing signals. In order to get an 
accurate sample, the last coarse charge period before initiating a .conversion (bringing HOLD 
low) must be longer than 0.75 µs. Similarly, the fine charge period immediately prior to 
conversion must be at least 1.125 µs. The CRS/FIN pin must be low during conversion time and 
during calibration time. For normal operation, CRS/FIN should be tied low, in which case the 
CS5101 will automatically enter coarse charge for 6 clock cycles immediately after the end of 
conversion. 
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CHl/2 · Left/Right Input Channel Select, PIN 13. 

CS5101 
? n 

Status at the end of a conversion cycle determines which analog input channel will be acquired 
for the next conversion cycle. When in Free Run Mode, CHl/2 is an output, and will indicate 
which channel is being sampled during the current acquisition phase. 

SLEEP • Sleep, PIN 28. 
When brought low causes the CS5101 to enter a power-down state. All calibration coefficients 
are retained in memory, so no recalibration is needed after returning to the normal operating 
mode. If using the internal crystal oscillator, 2 ms must be allowed after SLEEP returns high for 
the crystal oscillator to stabilize. SLEEP should be tied high for normal operation. 

CODE· 2's Complement/Binary Coding Select, PIN 16. 
Determines whether output data appears in 2's complement or binary format. If high, 2's 
complement; if low, binary. 

BP/UP· Bipolar/Unipolar Input Range Select, PIN 17. ~ 
When low, the CS5101 accepts a unipolar input range from AGND to VREF. When high, the liim 
CS5101 accepts bipolar inputs from -VREF to+ VREF. 

SCKMOD ·Serial Clock Mode Select, PIN 27. 
When high, the SCLK pin is an input; when low, it is an output. Used in conjunction with 
OUTMOD to select one of 4 output modes described in Table 1. 

OUTMOD · Output Mode Select, PIN 18. 
The status of SCKMOD and OUTMOD determine which of four output modes is utilized. The 
four modes are described in Table 1. 

SCLK • Serial Clock, PIN 14. 
Serial data changes status on a falling edge of this input, and is valid on a rising edge. When 
SCKMOD is high SCLK acts as an input. When SCKMOD is low the CS5101 generates its own 
serial clock at one-fourth the master clock frequency and SCLK is an output. 

RST · Reset, PIN 2. 
When taken low, all internal digital logic is reset. Upon returning high, a full calibration 
sequence is initiated which takes 11,528,160 CLKIN cycles to complete. During calibration, the 
HOLD input will be ignored. The CRS/FIN pin must be low when RST rises and remain. low 
during the calibration time. The CS5101 must be reset at power-up for calibration, however; 
calibration is maintained during SLEEP mode, and need not be repeated when resuming normal 
operation. 

Analog Inputs 

AINI, AIN2 ·Channel 1 and 2 Analog Inputs, PINS 19 and 24. 
Analog input connections for the left and right input channels. 

VREF • Voltage Reference, PIN 20. 
The analog reference voltage which sets the analog input range. In unipolar mode VREF sets 
full-scale; in bipolar mode its magnitude sets both positive and negative full-scale. 
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Digital Outputs 

.CS5101 

STBY - Standby (Calibrating), PJN 5 •. 
Indicates calibration stfltuS after reset. Remains low throughout the calibration sequence and 
returns high upon completion. · · · · 

SDATA - Serial. Output, PIN 15. 
Presents each output data bit on a falling edge of SCLJ(. I?ata is valid to be latched on the rising 
edge of sc.LK. · 

SSH - Simultaneous Sample/Hold, PIN 11. 
Used to control an external sample/hold amplifier to achieve simultaneous sampling between 
channels. · 

TEST - Test, PIN 26. 
Allows access to the CS5101's test functions which are reserved for factory use. Must be tied to 
VD+. 

Ordering Guide 
Model Conversion Time 

CS510hJP8 8.13 J1s 
CS5101-KP8 8.13µs 
CS5101-JP16 16.25 µs 
CS5101-KP16 16.25 µs 
CS5101-JL8 8.13µs 
CS5101-KL8 8.13 µs 
CS5101-JL16 16.25µs 
CS5101-KL16 16.25 µs 
CS5101-AD8 8.13 µs 
CS5101-BD8 8.13µs 
CS5101-AD16 16.25µs 
CS5101-BD16 16.25 µs 
CS5101-AL8 8.13 µs 
CS5101-BL8 8.13 µs 
CS5101-AL16 16.25µs 
CS5101-BL 16 16.25 µs 
CS5101-SD8 8.13µs 
CS5101-TD8 8.13 µs 
CS5101-SD16 16.25 µs 
CS5101-TD16 16.25 µs 
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Throughput 
100 kHz 
100 kHz 
50kHz 
50kHz 

.·· 100 kHz 
100 kHz 
50kHz 
50kHz 

100 kHz 
100 kHz 
50kHz 
50kHz 

100 kHz 
100 kHz 
50 kHz . 
50kHz 

100 kHz 
100 kHz 
50kHi 
50kHz 

Linearity 
0.003% 
0.002% 
0.003% 
0.002% 
0.003% 
0.002% 
0.003% 
0.002% 
0.003% 
0.002% 
0.003% 
0.002% 
0.003% 
0.002%. 
0.003% 
0.002% 
0.004% 
0.003% 
0.004% 
0.003% 

Temperature 
Oto 70 °C 
Oto 70 °c 
Oto 70 °C 
Oto 70 °c 
Oto 70 °C 
Oto 70 °C 
o to 70°C 
Oto 70 °c 

-40 to 85 °c 
-40to 85 °c 
-40 to 85 °c 
-40 to 85 °c 
-40 to 85 °c 

. -40 to. 85 °C 
-40to 85 °c 
-40'to 85 °c · 
-55to1~5 °c 
c55 to 125 °C 
-55 tCi 125 °C 
-55 to 125 °C 

Package 
28-Pin Plastic DIP 
28-Pin Plastic DIP 
28-Pin Plastic DIP 
28-Pin Plastic DIP 
28-Pin PLCC 
28-Pin PLCC 
28-Pin PLCC 
28-Pin PLCC 
28-Pin CerDIP 
28-Pin CerDIP 
28-Piti CerDIP 
28-Pin CerDIP 
28-Pin PLCC 

. 28-Pin PLCC 
28-Pin PLCC 
28-Pin PLCC 
28-Pin CerDIP 
28-Pin CerDIP 
28-F'in CerDIP 
28~Pin CerDIP 
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PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 

Linearity Error 

CS5101 

The deviation of a code from a straight line passing through the endpoints of the transfer function 
after zero- and full-scale errors have been accounted for. "Zero-scale" is a point 1/2 LSB below 
the first code transition and "full-scale" is a point 1/2 LSB beyond the code transition to all ones. 
The deviation is measured from the middle of each particular code. Units in % Full-Scale. 

Differential Linearity 
Minimum resolution for which no missing codes is guaranteed. Units in bits. 

Full Scale Error 
The deviation of the last code transition from the ideal (VREF-3/2 LSB's). Units in LSB 's. 

Unipolar Offset 
The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal (1/2 LSB above AGND) when in unipolar 
mode (BP/UP low). Units in LSB 's. • 

Bipolar Offset 
The deviation of the mid-scale transition (011...111to100 ... 000) from the ideal (1/2 LSB below 
AGND) when in bipolar mode (BP/UP high). Units in LSB's. 

Bipolar Negative Full-Scale Error 
The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal when in bipolar mode (BP/UP high). The 
ideal is defined as lying on a straight line which passes through the final and mid-scale code 
transitions. Units in LSB's. 

Signal to Peak Harmonic or Noise 
The ratio of the rms value of the signal to the rms value of the next largest spectral component 
below the Nyquist rate (excepting de). This component is often an aliased harmonic when the 
signal frequency is a significant proportion of the sampling rate. Expressed in decibels. 

Total Harmonic Distortion 
The ratio of the rms sum of all harmonics to the rms value of the signal. Units in percent. 

Signal-to-(Noise + Distortion) 
The ratio of therms value of the signal to the rms sum of all other spectral components below the 
Nyquist rate (excepting de), including distortion components. Expressed in decibels. 

Aperture Time 
The time required after the hold command for the sampling switch to open fully. Effectively a 
sampling delay which can be nulled by advancing the sampling signal. Units in nanoseconds. 

Aperture Jitter 
The range of variation in the aperture time. Effectively the "sampling window" which ultimately 
dictates the maximum input signal slew rate acceptable for a given accuracy. Units in 
picoseconds. 

NOTE: Temperatures specified define ambient conditions in free-air during test and do not refer to the junction 
temperature of the device. 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5102 

16-Bit, 20 kHz Serial-Output AID Converter 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS A/D Converter 
Inherent Sampling Architecture 
2-Channel Input Multiplexer 
Flexible Serial Output Port 

• Ultra-Low Distortion 
S/(N+D): 91 dB; THO: 0.001% 

• 40 µs Conversion Time 
Linearity Error: ± 0.001 % FS 
Guaranteed No Missing Codes 

• Self-Calibration Maintains Accuracy 
Over Time and Temperature 

• Low Power Consumption: 44 mW 
Power-down Mode: 1 mW 

• Evaluation Board Available 

General Description 
The CS5102 is a 16-bit monolithic CMOS analog-to
digital converter capable of 20 kHz throughput. The 
CS5102's low power consumption of 44 mW, coupled 
with a power down mode, makes it particularly suitable 
for battery powered operation. 

On-chip self-calibration circuitry achieves nonlinearity of 
±0.0015% of FS and guarantees 16-bit no missing 
codes up to 20 kHz throughput. Superior linearity also 
leads to 91 dB S/(N+D) with harmonics below -100 dB. 
Offset and full-scale errors are similarly kept within 2 
LSB, eliminating the need for manual calibration of any 
kind. 

The CS5102 consists of a 2-channel input multiplexer, 
DAC, conversion and calibration microcontroller, clock 
generator, comparator, and serial communications port. 
The input track-and-hold, inherent to the device's sam
pling architecture, acquires the analog input after each 
conversion, allowing throughput rates up to 20 kHz. 

• Pin compatible with CS5101, 100 kHz 
16-bit ADC 

The converter's 16-bit data is output in serial form with 
either binary or 2's complement coding. Three output 
timing modes are available for easy interfacing to 
microcontrollers and shift registers. Unipolar and bipolar 
input ranges are digitally selectable. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 3-148 

HOLD SLEEP AST STBY CODE BP/UP CRS/FIN TRK1 TRK2 SSH SDATA 

12 28 2 

CLKIN CLOCK 
XOUT GENERATOR 

REFBUF 

VREF 

AIN1 

AIN2 

CH112 

AGND 

25 

VA+ 

23 

VA-

17 

CONTROL 

CALIBRATION 
SAAM 

10 

16 BIT CHA AGE 
REDISTRIBUTION 

DAC 

6 

DGND VD-

8 9 11 15 

14 SCLK 

MICROCONTROLLER 

7 

VD+ 

Preliminary Product Information I This ~ocument contains inforr~ation for a .new product. cr;:stal . 
Semiconductor reserves the nght to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445·7222 Fax: (512) 445-7581 

MAR '90 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25 °C; VA+, VD+= 5V; VA-, VD-= -5V; VREF = 4.5V; 
Full-Scale Input Sinewave, 200 Hz; CLKIN = 1.6 MHz; fs = 20 kHz; Bipolar Mode; SSC Mode; AIN1 and AIN2 tied 
together, each channel tested separately; Analog Source Impedance= 200 Q with 1 OOOpF to AGND unless other
wise specified) 

CS5102-J,K CS5102-A,B CS5102-S,T 
Parameter• min typ max min typ max min typ max Units 

Specified Temperature Range Oto +70 -40 to +85 -55 to +125 oc 

Accuracy 

Linearity Error (Note 1) -J,A,S 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.004 %FS 

-K,B,T 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.003 %FS 
(Note 3) Drift ± 1/4 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 L'iLSB 

Differential Linearity -J,A,S 16 16 16 16 15 16 Bits 
(Note 2, 12) -K,B,T 16 16 16 

Full Scale Error (Note 1) -J,A,S ±2 ±4 ±2 ±4 ±2 ±5 LSB 
-K,B,T ±2 ±4 ±2 ±4 ±2 ±4 LSB 

(Note 3) Drift ±1 ±1 ±2 L'iLSB 

Unipolar Offset (Note 1) -J,A,S ±1 ±4 ±1 ±4 ±1 ±5 LSB 
-K,B,T ±1 ±3 ±1 ±3 ±1 ±4 LSB 

(Note 3) Drift ±1 ±1 ±2 L'iLSB 

Bipolar Offset (Nqte 1) -J,A,S ±1 ±4 ±1 ±4 ±1 ±5 LSB 
-K,B,T ±1 ±3 ±1 ±3 ±1 ±3 LSB 

(Note 3) Drift ±1 ±2 ±2 l\LSB 

Bipolar Negative (Note 1) -J,A,S ±2 ±4 ±2 ±4 ±2 ±5 LSB 
Full-Scale Error -K,B,T ±2 ±3 ±2 ±3 ±2 ±4 LSB 

(Note 3) Drift ±1 ±2 ±2 L'iLSB 

Dynamic Performance (Bipolar Mode) 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise 

(Note 1) 
-J,A,S 96 100 96 100 94 100 dB 
-K,B,T 98 102 98 102 98 102 dB 

Total Harmonic Distortion 

-J,A,S 0.002 0.002 0.002 % 

-K,B,T 0.001 0.001 0.001 % 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

OdB Input 
-J,A,S 87 90 87 90 87 90 dB 
-K,B,T 90 92 90 92 90 92 dB 

(Note 1 ) 

-60dB Input 
-J,A,S 30 30 30 dB 
-K,B,T 32 32 32 dB 

Noise Unipolar Mode 35 35 35 uVrms 
(Note 4) Bipolar Mode 70 70 70 uVrms 

Notes: 1. Applies after calibration at any temperature within the specified temperature range. 
2. Minimum resolution for which no missing codes is guaranteed over the specified temperature range. 
3. Total drift over specified temperature range after calibration at power-up at 25 °C. 
4. Wideband noise aliased into the baseband. Referred to the input. 

*Refer to Parameter Definitions (immediately following the pin descriptions at the end of this data sheet). 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

CS5102-J,K 
Parameter• Symbol min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range Oto +70 

Analog Input 

Aperture Time - 30 

Aperture Jitter - 100 

Input Capacitance 
(Note5) Unipolar Mode 320 425 

-
Bipolar Mode 200 265 

Conversion & Throughput 

Conversion Time (Note6) tc 40.625 

Acquisition Time (Note?) ta 9.375 

Throughput (Note8) ftp 20 

Power Supplies 

Power Supply Current 
IA+ Positive Analog 2.4 3.5 

(SLEEP High) 
Negative Analog IA- -2.4 -3.5 
Positive Digital lo+ 2.5 3.5 

(Note 9) Negative Digital lo_ -1.5 -2.5 

Power Dissipation __ 
Pde (SLEEP High) 44 65 

(Notes 9, 10) (SLEEP Low) Pds 1 

Power Supply Rejection 

(Note 11) Positive Supplies PSR 84 
Negative Supplies 84 

CS5102 

CS5102-A,B CS5102-S,T 
min typ max min typ max Units 

-40 to +85 -55 to +125 ·c 

30 30 ns 

100 100 ps 

320 425 320 425 pf 
200 265 200 265 pf 

40.625 40.625 us 

9.375 9.375 us 

20 20 kHz 

2.4 3.5 2.4 3.5 mA 
- 2.4 -3.5 - 2.4 - 3.5 mA 

2.5 3.5 2.5 3.5 mA 
-1.5 -2.5 - 1.5 - 2.5 mA 

44 65 44 65 mW 
1 1 mW 

84 84 dB 
84 84 dB 

Notes: 5. Applies only in the track mode. When converting or calibrating, input capacitance will not exceed 15 pF. 
6. Conversion time scales directly to the master clock speed. The times shown are for synchronous, 

internal loopback (fRN mode). In PDT, RBT, and SSC modes, asynchronous delay between the falling 
edge of HOLD and the start of conversion may add to the apparent conversion time. This delay will 
not exceed 1 master clock cycle + 140 ns. 

7. The CS5102 requires 6 clock cycles of coarse charge, followed by a minimum of 5.625 µs of fine charge. 
fRN mode allows 9 clock cycles for fine charge which provides for the minimum 5.625 µs with an 1.6 MHz 
clock, however; in PDT, RBT, or SSC modes, at clock frequencies less than 1.6 MHz, fine charge may 
be less than 9 clock cycles. 

8. Throughput is the sum of the acquisition and conversion times. It will vary in accordance with conditions 
affecting acquisition and conversion times, as described in Note 6 and Note 7. 

9. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. See table below for power dissipation vs. clock frequency. 
10. Power dissipation in the sleep mode applies with no master clock applied (CLKIN held high or low). 
11. With 300 mV p-p, 1 kHz ripple applied to each supply separately in the bipolar mode. Rejection 

improves by 6 dB in the unipolar mode to 90 dB. Figure 17 shows a plot of typical power supply 
rejection versus frequency. 

Typ. Power (mW) CLKIN (MHz) 
34 0.8 
37 1.0 
39 1.2 
41 1.4 
44 1.6 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TM1N to TMAx; 

CS5102 

VA+, VD+ = 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Inputs: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 = VD+; CL= 50 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

CLKIN Period (Note 12) !elk 0.625 - 10 

CLKIN Low time lelkl 375 - -

CLKIN High time lelkh 375 - -

Crystal Frequency (Note 13) fxtal TBD - 1.6 

SLEEP Rising to Oscillator Stable (Note 14) - - 20 -

RST Pulse Width t rst 240 - -

RST to STBY Falling t drrs - 100 -

RST Rising to STBY Rising teal - 2,882,040 -

CH1/2 edge to SSH falling (Note 15) ldfsh3 - 40 -

CH112 edge to SSH, TRK1 ,TRK2 rising (Note 15) ldrsh1 - 80 -

CH1/2 edge to SSH, TRK1 ,TRK2 falling(Note 15) ldfsh4 - - 66 t elk + 260 

HOLD to SSH Falling (Note 16) ldfsh2 - 60 -

HOLD toTRK1, TRK2, Falling (Note 16) ldfsh1 66tclk - 68te1k + 260 

HOLD to TRK1, TRK2, SSH Rising (Note 16) 1drsh - 120 -

HOLD Pulse Width I hold 130 - 64te1k 

HOLD to CH1/2 Edge (Note 16) tdhlri -30 - 64te1k 

CLKIN Falling to HOLD Falling (Note 17) t cfh - - -10 

HOLD FALLING to CLKIN Falling (Note 17) t hcf 55 - -

Note: 12. Clock speeds of less than 1.6 MHz, at temperatures> 100°C, will degrade DNL performance. 
13. External loading capacitors are required to allow the crystal to oscillate. 

Units 

us 

ns 

ns 

MHz 

ms 

ns 

ns 

!elk 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

14. With a 1.6 MHz crystal, two 47 pF loading capacitors and a 1 O MQ parallel resistor (see Figure 8). 
15. These times are for FAN mode. 
16. SSH only works correctly if HOLD falling edge is within ±30ns of CH1/2 edge or if CH1/2 edge occurs 

between 30ns before HOLD rises to 64 !elk after HOLD has fallen. These times are for SSC, PDT 
and ABT modes. 

17. When HOLD goes low, the analog sample is captured immediately. To start conversion, HOLD must 
be latched by a falling edge of CLKIN. Conversion will begin on the next rising edge of CLKIN 
after HOLD is latched. 
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RST 

STBY 

Reset and Calibration Timing 

! 
CHi/2 I==r_ HOLD 

11-1 I 

I I 

----: I ldfsh3 
SSH 

SSH 

j Ltdrsh1 
~ 

I 
SSH,TRK1 JRK2 SSHJRK1 JRK2 

I ldfsh4L 
~!~~~~~~~~~-+!~ 
I ldfsh1L 

a.FRNMode b. SSC, PDT, RBT Mode 

Control Output Timing 

CH1i2 CLKIN__rfui-{J 
HOLD t~\ ~\ i~-

Channel Selection Timing Start Conversion Timing 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

SCLK Input Pulse Period tsclk 200 - - ns 

SCLK Input Pulse Width Low tsclkl 50 - - ns 

SCLK Input Pulse Width High tsclkh 50 - - ns 

SCLK Input Falling to SDATA Valid ldss - 100 150 ns 

SCLK Output Pulse Width Low tslkl - 21cik - lclk 

SCLK Output Pulse Width High lslkh - 2tc1k - tclk 

SDATA valid before rising SCLK lss 2tclk-100 - - ns 

SDATAvalid after rising SCLK tsh 2tcJk-100 - - ns 

HOLD falling to 1st falling SCLK this 6tclk - 8tclk + 165 ns 

CH1/2 edge to 1st falling SCLK tchfs - 7tc1k - tclk 

HOLD falling to SDATA Valid PDT mode tdhs - 140 230 ns 

TRK1, TRK2 Falling to SDATA Valid (Note 18) tdts - 65 125 ns 

Note: 18. Only valid for TRK1, TRK2 falling when SCLK is low. If SCLK is high when TRK1" TRK2 falls, then 
SDATA is valid tdss time after the next falling SCLK. 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tminto Tmax; VA+, VD+= 5V± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V± 10%) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Calibration Memory Retention (Note 19) 
VMR 2.0 - - v Power Supply Voltage VA+ and VD+ 

High-Level Input Voltage _.:_ V1H 2.0 - - v 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0.8 v 
High-Level Output Voltage (Note 20) VoH (VD+)-1.0V - - v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout=1.6mA Vol - - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current (Note 21) lin - - 60 uA 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Gout - 9 - pF 

Note: 19. VA- and VD- can be any value from zero to -5V for memory retention. Neither VA- or VD- should be 
allowed to go positive. AIN1, AIN2 or VREF must not be greater than VA+ or VD+. 
This parameter is guaranteed by characterization. 

20. lour= -100 µA. This specification guarantees TIL compatibility (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40 µA). 
21. All digital inputs except CLKIN and SCLK have internal pull-up devices, nominally 200 k.Q. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov. see Note 22.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 2.5 4.5 (VA+)-0.5 

Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND - VREF 
(Note 23) Bipolar VAIN -VREF - VREF 

Notes: 22. All voltages with respect to ground. 
23. The CS5102 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). It will produce 

an output of all 1 's for inputs above VREF and all O's for inputs below AGND in unipolar mode 
and -VREF in bipolar mode, with binary coding (CODE= low). 

v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
v 
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SCLK 

SDATA 

a. SCLK input (RBT and PDT mode) 

HOLD ~ 
lcths~ 

=.i i<--~---
SDATA ~ MSB 

SCLK 

a. Pipelined Data Transmission (PDT) 

HOLD 

CH1/2 

SCLK 

SDATA 

~I 
~ thfs~ 
,~---+1---------
1 I 

[-- tchfs-.; 

~~·--·_···_···_···_···+r-· _____ ··_···_···_···_···_···_···_· 

: 
i tslkl : tslkh 

b. SCLK output (SSC and FRN modes) 

Serial Data Timing 

TRK1,TRK2~ 

SDATA ____ i·-~~ MSB 

SCLK 

I 
I 

MSB-1 

b. Register Burst Transmission (RBT) Mode 

Data Transmission Timing 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, DGND = ov, all voltages with respect to ground) 

~ Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
I Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 24) I in - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA (VA-) - 0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 'C 

Storage Temperature T.tg -65 150 'C 

Note: 24. Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause SCR latch-up. 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CS5102 is a 2-channel, 20 kHz, 16-bit AID 
converter. The device includes an inherent 
sample/hold and an on-chip analog switch for 2-
channel operation. Both channels can thus be 
sampled and converted at rates up to 10 kHz 
each. Alternatively, the CS5102 can be operated 
as a single channel, 20 kHz ADC. 

The CSS 102 can be configured to accept either 
unipolar or bipolar input ranges, and data is out
put serially in either binary or 2's complement 
coding. The device can be configured in 3 dif
ferent output modes, as well as internal, 
synchronous loopback for maximum throughput. 

The CSS 102 provides coarse charge/fine charge 
control, to allow accurate tracking of high-slew 
signals. A control output is also supplied for use 
with an external sample/hold amplifier to imple
ment simultaneous sampling. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

The CSS 102 implements the successive
approximation algorithm using a charge 
redistribution architecture. Instead of the tradi
tional resistor network, the DAC is an array of 
binary-weighted capacitors. All capacitors in the 

Bit 15 
MSB 

Bit 14 Bit 13 Bit 12 

CS5l02 

array share a common node at the comparator's 
input. As shown in Figure 1, their other terminals 
are capable of being connected to AGND, VREF, 
or AIN (1 or 2). When the device is not calibrat
ing or converting, all capacitors are tied to AIN. 
Switch Sl is closed and the charge on the array, 
tracks the input signal. 

When the conversion command is issued, switch 
S 1 opens. This traps the charge on the comparator 
side of the capacitor array and creates a floating 
node at the comparator's input. The conversion 
algorithm operates on this fixed. charge, and the 
signal at the analog input pin is ignored. In effect, 
the entire DAC capacitor array serves as analog 
memory during conversion much like a hold 
capacitor in a sample/hold amplifier. 

The conversion consists of manipulating the free 
plates of the capacitor array to VREF and AGND 
to form a capacitive divider. Since the charge at 
the floating node remains fixed, the voltage at 
that point depends on the proportion of 
capacitance tied to VREF versus AGND. The 
successive-approximation algorithm is used to 
find the proportion of capacitance, which when 
connected to the reference will drive the voltage 
at the floating node to zero. That binary fraction 
of capacitance represents the converter's digital 
output. 

Bit 0 
LSB 

Dummy 

Sl 

C tot = C + C/2 + C/4 + ... C/32,768 

Figure 1. Charge Redistribution DAC 
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Calibration 

The ability of the CS5102 to convert accurately to 
16-bits clearly depends on the accuracy of its 
comparator and DAC. The CS5102 utilizes an 
"auto-zeroing" scheme to null errors introduced 
by the comparator. All offsets are stored on the 
capacitor array while in the track mode and are 
effectively subtracted from the input signal when 
a conversion is initiated. Auto-zeroing enhances 
power supply rejection at frequencies well below 
the conversion rate. 

To achieve 16-bit accuracy from the DAC, the 
CS5 l 02 uses a novel self-calibration scheme. 
Each bit capacitor shown in Figure 1 actually 
consists of several capacitors which can be 
manipulated to adjust the overall bit weight. An 
on-chip microcontroller precisely adjusts the sub
arrays to yield an effective resolution of 18 bits. 

The CS5102 should be reset upon power-up, thus 
initiating a calibration cycle. The CS5102 then 
stores its calibration coefficients in on-chip 
SRAM. When the CS5102 is in power-down 
mode (SLEEP low), it retains the calibration 
coefficients in memory, and need not be 
recalibrated when normal operation is resumed. 

OPERATION OVERVIEW 

The CS5102's monolithic design and inherent 
sampling architecture make it extremely easy to 
use. 

Initiating Con versions 

A falling transition on the HOLD pin places the 
input in the hold mode and initiates a conversion 
cycle. The charge is trapped on the capacitor 
array the instant HOLD goes low. The CS5102 
will complete conversion of the sample within 65 
master clock cycles. Upon completion of the con
version cycle, the CS5102 automatically returns 
to the track mode. After allowing a short time for 

DS47PP3 
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acqms1t1on (15 clock cycles @ l.6MHz), the 
CS5102 will be ready for another conversion. 

In contrast to systems with separate track-and
holds and A/D converters, a sampling clock can 
simply be connected to the HOLD input. The 
duty cycle of this clock is not critical. The HOLD 
input is latched internally by the master clock, so 
it need only remain low for 130 ns, but no longer 
than the minimum conversion time or an addi
tional conversion cycle will be initiated with 
inadequate time for acquisition. 

As with any high-resolution A-to-D system, it is 
recommended that sampling is synchronized to • 
the master system clock in order to minimize the 
effects of clock feedthrough. However, the 
CSS 102 may be operated entirely asynchronous 
to the master clock if necessary. 

Tracking the Input 

Upon completing a conversion cycle the CS5102 
immediately returns to the track mode. The 
CHl/2 pin directly controls the input switch, and 
therefore directly determines which channel will 
be tracked. Ideally, the CHl/2 pin should be 
switched during the conversion cycle, thereby 
nullifying the input mux switching time, and 
guaranteeing a stable input at the start of acquisi
tion. If, however, the CHl/2 control is changed 
during the acquisition phase, adequate coarse 
charge and fine charge time must be allowed 
before initiating conversion. 

When the CSS 102 enters tracking mode, it uses 
an input buffer amplifier to provide the bulk of 
the charge on the capacitor array (coarse-charge), 
thereby reducing the current load on the external 
analog circuitry. Coarse-charge is internally in
itiated for 6 clock cycles at the end of every 
conversion. The buffer amplifier is then 
bypassed, and the capacitor array is directly con
nected to the input. This is referred to as 
fine-charge, during which the charge on the array 
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is allowed to accurately settle to the input voltage 
(see Figure 11). 

During coarse-charge, the CS5102 is capable of 
slewing at 1.5 V/µs in unipolar mode. In bipolar 
mode, only half the capacitor array is connected 
to the analog input so the CSS 102 can slew at 
3.0 V/µs. In fine-charge, it will slew at 0.1 V/µs in 
the unipolar mode and 0.2 V/µs in bipolar mode. 
Acquisition of fast slewing signals can be has
tened if the voltage change occurs during or 
immediately following the conversion cycle. For 
instance, in multiple channel applications (using 
either the CS5102's internal channel selector or 
an external MUX), channel selection should 
occur while the CS5102 is converting. Multi
plexor switching and settling time is thereby 
removed from the overall throughput equation. 

If the input signal changes drastically during the 
acquisition period (such as changing the signal 
source), the device should be in coarse-charge for 
an adequate period following the change. The 
CS5102 can be forced into coarse-charge by 
bringing CRS/FIN high. The buffer amplifier is 
engaged when CRS/FIN is high, and may be 
switched in any number of times during tracking. 
If CRS/FIN is held low, the CS5102 will only 

CLKIN 

CRS/FIN 

----;sclk 

CS5102 

coarse-charge for the first 6 clock cycles follow
ing a conversion, and will stay in fine-charge 
until HOLD goes low. To get.an accurate sample, 
at least 3.75 µs of coarse-charge, followed by 
5.625 µs of fine-charge is required before initiat
ing a conversion (see Figure 2). If coarse charge 
is not invoked, then up to 200 µs should be al
lowed after a step change input for proper 
acquisition. The CRS/FIN pin must be low prior 
to HOLD becoming active and during conver
sion. 

Master Clock 

The CS5102 can operate either from an external
ly-supplied master clock, or from it's own crystal 
oscillator (with a crystal). To enable the CS5102's 
internal crystal oscillator, simply tie a crystal 
across the XOUT and CLKIN pins and add 2 
capacitors and a resistor, as shown on the system 
connection diagram in Figure 8. 

Calibration and conversion times directly scale to 
the master clock frequency. The CS5102 can 
operate· with clock· or crystal frequencies up to 
1.6 MHz. This allows maximum throughput of up 
to 10 kHz per channel in dual-channel operation, 
or 20 kHz in a single channel configuration. 

i- Min: 5.625 us--.J 

Internal 
Status 

Conv. Coarse Fine Chg. Coarse Fine Chg. Conv. 

H2clk 

Figure 2. Coarse-Charge/Fine-Charge Control 
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Analog Input Range/Coding Format 

The reference voltage directly defines the input 
voltage range in both the unipolar and bipolar 
configurations. In the unipolar configuration 
(BP/UP low), the first code transition occurs 0.5 
LSB above AGND, and the final code transition 
occurs 1.5 LSB 's below VREF. In the bipolar 
configuration (BP/UP high), the first code transi
tion occurs 0.5 LSB above -VREF and the last 
transition occurs 1.5 LSB 's below + VREF. 

The CS5102 can output data in either 2's comple
ment, or binary format. If the CODE pin is high, 
the output is in 2's complement format with a 
range of -32,768 to +32,767. If the CODE pin is 
low, the output is in binary format with a range of 
0 to +65,535. 

Output Mode Control 

The CS5102 can be configured in three different 
output modes, as well as an internal, synchronous 
loop-back mode. This allows great flexibility for 
design into a wide variety of systems. The operat
ing mode is selected by setting the states of the 
SCKMOD and OUTMOD pins. In all modes, 
data is output on SDATA, starting with the MSB, 
and is updated on the falling edge of SCLK. 

When SCKMOD is high, SCLK is an input, al
lowing the data to be clocked out with an external 
serial clock at rates up to 5 MHz. Additional 
clock edges after #16 will clock out logic 'l's on 
SDATA. Tying SCKMOD low reconfigures 
SCLK as an output, and the CS5102 clocks out 
each bit as it's determined during the conversion 
process, at a rate of 114 the master clock speed. 

MODE SCKMOD OUTMOD 

PDT 1 1 

RBT 1 0 

SSC 0 1 

FRN 0 0 

CS5102 

Table 1 shows an overview of the different states 
of SCKMOD and OUTMOD, and the cor
responding output modes. 

Pipelined Data Transmission (PDT) 

PDT mode is selected by tying both SCKMOD 
and OUTMOD high. In PDT mode, the SCLK 
pin is an input. Data is registered during conver
sion, and output during the following conversion 
cycle. HOLD must be brought low, initiating 
another conversion, before data from the previous 
conversion is available on SDATA. If all the data 
has not been clocked out before the next falling 
edge of HOLD, the old data will be lost. 

Registered Burst Transmission (RBT) 

RBT mode is selected by tying SCKMOD high, 
and OUTMOD low. As in PDT mode, SCLK is 
an input, however data is available immediately 
following conversion, and may be clocked out the 
moment TRKl or TRK2 falls. The falling edge of 
HOLD clears the output buffer, so any unread 
data will be lost. A new conversion may be in
itiated before all the data has been clocked out if 
the unread data bits are not important (Figure 4). 

Synchronous Self-Clocking (SSC) 

SSC mode is selected by tying SCKMOD low, 
and OUTMOD high. In SSC mode, SCLK is an 
output, and will clock out each bit of the data as 
it's being converted. SCLK will remain high be
tween conversions, and run at a rate of 1/4 the 
master clock speed for 16 low pulses during con
version (Figure 5). 

- --
SCLK CH1/2 HOLD 

Input Input Input 

Input Input Input 

Output Input Input 

Output Output x 

Table 1. Serial Output Modes 
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CLKIN (i) 

HOLD(i) 

CH1/2(i) 

Internal 
Status 

SCLK (i) 

SDATA(o) 

SSH (o) 

TRK1 (o) 

TRK2 (o) 

CLKIN (i) 

HOLD(i) 

CH1i2(i) 

Internal 
Status 

SCLK (i) 

SDATA (o) 

SSH (o) 

TRK1 (o) 

TRK2 (o) 

CLKIN (i) 

HOLD(i) 

CH1/2(i) 

Internal 
Status 

SCLK (o) 

SDATA (o) 

SSH (o) 

TRK1 (o) 

TRK2 (o) 
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Tracking Ch. 1 Tracking Ch. 2 
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Figure 3. Pipelined Data Transmission Mode (PDT) 

Figure 5. Synchronous Self-Clocking Mode (SSC) 
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'fRRl (o) 

64 
I 

CS5102 

6869 72 76 0 
I I I I I 

Figure 6. Free Run Mode (FRN) 

Free Run (FRN) 

Free Run is the internal, synchronous loopback 
mode. FRN mode is selected by tying SCKMOD 
and OUTMOD low. SCLK is an output, and 
operates exactly the same as SSC. In Free Run 
mode, the CS5102 initiates a new conversion 
every 80 master clock cycles, and alternates be
tween channel 1 and channel 2. HOLD is 
disabled, and should be tied to either VD+ or 
DGND. CHl/Z is an output, and will change at 
the start of each new conversion cycle, indicating 
which channel will be tracked after the current 
conversion is finished (Figure 6). 

+5V 
CSS102 

RST 

Figure 7. Power-up Reset Circuit 

DS47PP3 

SYSTEM DESIGN WITH THE CS5102 

Figure 8 shows a general system connection 
diagram for the CS5 l 02. 

Digital Circuit Connections 

When TTL loads are utilized the potential for 
crosstalk between digital and analog sections of 
the system is increased. This crosstalk is due to 
high digital supply and signal currents arising 
from the TTL drive current required of each digi
tal output. Connecting CMOS logic to the digital 
outputs is recommended. Suitable logic families 
include 4000B, 74HC, 74AC, 74ACT, and 
74HCT. 

System Initialfr.ation 

Upon power up, the CS5102 must be reset to 
guarantee a consistent starting condition and ini
tially calibrate the device. Due to the CS5102's 
low power dissipation and low temperature drift, 
no warm-up time is required before reset to ac
commodate any self-heating effects. However, 
the voltage reference input should have stabilized 
to within 0.25% of its final value before RST 
rises to guarantee an accurate calibration. Later, 
the CSS 102 may be reset at any time to initiate a 
single full calibration. 
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When RST is brought low all internal logic 
clears. When. it returns high a calibration cycle 
begins which takes 2,882,040 master clock cycles 
to complete (approximately L8 seconds with a 
1.6 MHz master clock). The CS5102's STBY 
output remains low throughout the calibration se
quence, and a rising transition indicates the 
device is ready for normal operation. While 
calibrating, the CSS 102 will ignore changes on 
the HOLD input. The CRS/FIN pin must remain 
low for the entire calibration cycle. 

~uF ~-1 uF 

25 
VA+ 

10 

CS5102 

To perform the reset function, a simple power-on 
reset circuit can be built using a resistor and 
capacitor as shown in Figure 7. The RC time con
stant must be long enough to guarantee the rest of 
the system is fully powered up and stable by the 
end of reset. The resistor should be less ·than or 
equal to 10 kQ. 

Simultaneous Sampling 

The CS5102 offers three digital output signals, 
SSH, TRKl, and TRK2 which can be used to 

~1uF:JfuF 
7 

VD+ 

XOUT r--4--+-ice--~ 

VD+ 
CS5102 
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TST 

OUTMOD 
27 SCKMOD 

Mode Control 
17 BP/UP 
16 CODE 

Voltage Reference 

24 AIN1 

Analog 1 nF~ NPO 
Sources 

200 • 19 AIN2 
1 nF~ NPO 

• For best dynamic 21 REFBUF S/(N+D) performance. 

~uF ~-1 uF 

AST 

SLEEP 

STBY 

CH1/2 

CRS/FIN 

HOLD 

TRK1 

TRK2 

SSH 

SCLK 

SDATA 

DGND 

2 

28 

5 

13 

10 

12 

8 

9 

11 

Control 
Logic 

Data 
Interface 

EXT 
CLOCK 

Unused Logic inputs should 
be tied to VD+ or DGND. 

Figure 8. CS5102 System Connection Diagram 
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---------'>IA!Nl 

AIN2 

~----1 SSH 

Figure 9. Simultaneous Sampling 

control an external sample/hold amplifier to 
achieve simultaneous sampling of both channels. 

Figures 3-6 show the timing relationships for 
SSH, TRK 1, and TRK2. In the standard two
channel configuration, such as free run, the 
CS5102 samples the left and right channels 180° 
out of phase. Simultaneous sampling between 
channels 1 and 2 can be achieved as shown in 
Figure 9 using the CS5102's SSH output. The ex
ternal sample/hold will freeze the analog signal 
on channel 2 as the CS5102 freezes the channel 1 
input at AINl. The external sample/hold will hold 
that signal valid at AIN2 until the CS5102 begins 
conversion of channel 2. Once that conversion 
begins, the sample/hold returns to the sample 
mode. The external sample/hold will have from 
the HOLD on channel 2 until the HOLD on chan
nel l (80 clock cycles) to acquire the signal. 

Single-Channel Operation 

The CS5102 can alternatively be used to sample 
one channel by tying the CHl/2 input high or 
low. The unused AIN pin should be tied to the 
analog input signal or to AGND: (If operating in 
free run mode, AINI and AIN2 must be tied to 
the same source, as CHl/2 is reconfigured as an 
output.) 

ANALOG CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

Most popular successive-approximation AID con
verters generate dynamic loads at their analog 
connections. The CS5102 internally buffers all 
analog inputs (AINl, AIN2, VREF, and AGND) 

DS47PP3 
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to ease the demands placed on external circuitry. 
However, accurate system operation still requires 
careful attention to details at the design stage 
regarding source impedances as well as ground
ing and decoupling schemes. 

Reference Considerations 

An application note titled "Voltage References for 
the CSSOJX Series of AID Converters" is avail
able for the CS5102. In addition to working 
through a reference circuit design example, it of
fers several built-and-tested reference circuits. 

During conversion, each capacitor of the 
calibrated capacitor array is switched between -
VREF and AGND in a manner determined by the 
successive-approximation algorithm. The charg-
ing and discharging of the array results in a 
current load at the reference. The CS5102 in-
cludes an internal buffer amplifier to minimize 
the external reference circuit's drive requirement 
and preserve the reference's integrity. Whenever 
the array is switched during conversion, the buff-
er is used to coarse-charge the array thereby 
providing the bulk of the necessary charge. The 
appropriate array capacitors are then switched to 
the unbuffered VREF pin to avoid any errors due 
to offsets and/or noise in the buffer. 

The external reference circuitry need only 
provide the residual charge required to fully 
charge the array after coarse-charging from the 
buffer. This creates an ac current load as the 
CS5102 sequences through conversions. The 
reference circuitry must have a low enough out
put impedance to drive the requisite current 
without changing its output voltage significantly. 
As the analog input signal varies, the switching 
sequence of the internal capacitor array changes. 
The current load on the external reference cir
cuitry thus varies in response with the analog 
input. Therefore, the external reference must not 
exhibit significant peaking in its output im
pedance characteristic at signal frequencies or 
their harmonics. 
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A large. capacitor connected between VREF and 
AGND can provide sufficiently low output im
pedance at the high end of the frequency 
spectrum, while almost all precision references 
exhibit extremely low output impedance at de. 
The presence of large capacitors on the output of 
some voltage references, however, may cause 
peaking in the output impedance at intermediate 
frequencies. Care should be exercised to ensure 
that significant peaking does not exist or that 
some form of compensation is provided to 
eliminate the effect. 

The magnitude of the current load on the external 
reference circuitry will scale to the master clock 
frequency. At the full-rated 1.6 MHz clock the 
reference must supply a maximum load current of 
4 µA peak-to-peak (0.4 µA typical). An output 
impedance of 2 n will therefore yield a maxi
mum error of 8.0 µV. With a 4.5 V reference and 
LSB size of 138 µV this would insure ap
proximately 1/20 LSB accuracy. A 10 µF 
capacitor exhibits an impedance of less than 2 n 
at frequencies greater than 16 kHz. A high-quality 
tantalum capacitor in parallel with a smaller 
ceramic capacitor is recommended. 

Peaking in the reference's .output impedance can 
occur because of capacitive loading at its output. 
Any peaking that might occur can be reduced by 

--.--+Vee 

20 VREF 

21 REFBUF 

23 VA- CS5102 

R 2it (C1 + C2) !peak 

Figure 10. Referem:e Connections 
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placing a small resistor in series with the 
capacitors. The equation in Figure 10 can be used 
to help calculate the optimum value of R for a 
particular reference. The term "fpeak" is the fre
quency of the peak in the output impedance of the 
reference before the resistor is added. 

The CS5102 can operate with a wide range of 
reference voltages, but signal-to-noise perfor
mance is maximized . by using as wide a signal 
range as possible. The recommended reference 
voltage is 4.5 volts. The CS5102 can actually ac
cept reference voltages up to the positive analog 
supply. However, the buffer's offset may increase 
as the reference voltage approaches VA+ thereby 
increasing external drive requirements at VREF. 
A 4.5V reference is the maximum reference volt
age recommended. This allows 0.5V headroom 
for the internal reference buffer. Also, the buffer 
enlists the aid of an external 0.1 µF ceramic 
capacitor which must be tied between its output, 
REFBUF, and the negative analog supply, VA-. 
For more information on references, consult "Ap
plication Note: Voltage References for the 
CSSOIXSeries of AID Converters". 

Analog Input Connection 

The analog input terminal functions similarly to 
the VREF input after each conversion when 
switching into the track mode. During the first six 
master clock cycles in the track mode, the buf
fered version of the analog input is used for 
coarse-charging the capacitor array. An additional 
period is required for fine-charging directly from 
AIN to obtain the specified accuracy. Figure 11 
exemplifies this operation. During coarse-charge 
the charge on the capacitor array first settles to 
the buffered version of the analog input. This 
voltage may be offset from the actual input volt
age. During fine-charge, the charge then settles to 
the accurate unbuffered version. 

Fine-charge settling is specified as a maximum of 
5.625 µs for an analog source impedance of less 
than 200 Q. In addition, the comparator requires a 
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2.5 5 7.5 

Acquisition Time (us) 
10 

Figure 11. Charge Settling Time (1.6 MHz Clock) 

source impedance of less than 400 n around 
2 MHz for stability. The source impedance can be 
effectively reduced at high frequencies by adding 
capacitance from AIN to ground (typically 200 
pF). However, high de source resistances will in
crease the input's RC time constant and extend 
the necessary acquisition time. For more informa
tion on input amplifiers, consult the application 
note: Buffer Amplifiers for the CS501X Series of 
AID Converters. 

SLEEP Mode Operation 

The CS5102 includes a SLEEP pin. When 
SLEEP is active (low) the CS5102 will dissipate 
very low power to retain its calibration memory 
when the device is not sampling. It does not re
quire calibration after SLEEP is made inactive 
(high). When coming out of SLEEP, sampling 
can begin as soon as the oscillator starts (time 
will depend on the particular oscillator com
ponents) and the REFBUF capacitor is charged 
(which takes about 3 ms). To achieve minimum 
start-up time, use an external clock and leave .the 
voltage reference powered-up. Connect a resistor 
(2 kQ) between pins 20 and 21 to keep the REF
BUF capacitor charged. Conversion can then 
begin as soon as the AID has completed a 
coarse/fine sample period. 
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To retain calibration memory while SLEEP is ac
tive (low) VA+ and VD+ must be maintained at 
greater than 2.0V. VA- and VD- can be allowed to 
go to 0 volts. The voltages into VA- and VD- can
not just be "shut-off' as these pins cannot be 
allowed to float to potentials greater than 
AGND/DGND. If the supply voltages to VA- and 
VD- are removed, use a transistor switch to short 
these to the power supply ground while in SLEEP 
mode. 

Grounding and Power Supply Decoupling 

The CS5102 uses the analog ground connection, 
AGND, only as a reference voltage. No de power 
currents flow through the AGND connection, and • 
it is completely indepi::ndent of DGND. However, 
any noise riding on the AGND input relative to 
the system's analog ground will induce conver-
sion errors. Therefore, both the analog input and 
reference voltage should be referred to the AGND 
pin, which should be used as the entire system's 
analog ground reference. 

The digital and analog supplies are isolated 
within the CS5102 and are pinned out separately 
to minimize coupling between the analog and 
digital sections of the chip. All four supplies 
should be decoupled to their respective grounds 
using 0.1 µF ceramic capacitors. If significant 
low-frequency noise is present on the supplies, 1 
µF tantalum capacitors are recommended in 
parallel with the 0.1 µF capacitors. 

The positive digital power supply of the CS5102 
must never exceed the positive analog supply by 
more than a diode drop or the CS5102 could ex
perience permanent damage. If the two supplies 
are derived from separate sources, care must be 
taken that the analog supply comes up first at 
power-up. The system connection diagram 
(Figure 8) shows a decoupling scheme which al
lows the CS5102 to be powered from a single set 
of ± 5V rails. The positive digital supply is 
derived from the analog supply through a 10 n 
resistor to avoid the analog supply dropping 
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below the digital supply. If this scheme is util
ized, care must be taken to insure that any digital 
load currents (which flow through the 10 n resis
tors) do not cause the magnitude of digital 
supplies to drop below the analog supplies by 
more than 0.5 volts. Digital supplies must always 
remain above the minimum specification. 

As with any high-precision AID converter, the 
CS5102 requires careful attention to grounding 
and layout arrangements. However, no unique 
layout issues must be addressed to properly apply 
the CS5102. The CDB5102 evaluation board is 
available for the CSS 102, which avoids the need 
to design, build, and debug a high-precision PC 
board to initially characterize the part. The board 
comes with a socketed CS5102, and can be 
reconfigured to simulate any combination of sam
pling, calibration, master clock, and analog input 
range conditions. 

CS5102 PERFORMANCE 

Differential Nonlinearity 

The self-calibration scheme utilized in the 
CS5102 features a calibration resolution of 1/4 
LSB, or 18-bits. This ideally yields DNL of ±114 
LSB, with code widths ranging from 3/4 to 514 
LSB's. 

Traditional laser trimmed ADC's have significant 
differential nonlinearities. Appearing as wide and 
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narrow codes, DNL often causes entire sections 
of the transfer function to be missing. Although 
their affect is minor on S/(N+D) with high 
amplitude signals, DNL errors dominate perfor
mance with low-level signals. For instance, a 
signal 80 dB below full-scale will slew past only 
6 or 7 codes. Half of those codes could be miss
ing with a conventional 16-bit ADC which 
achieves only 14-bit DNL. 

The most common source of DNL errors in con
ventional ADC's is bit weight errors. These can 
arise due to accuracy limitations in factory trim 
stations, thermal or physical stresses after calibra
tion, and/or drifts due to aging or temperature 
variations in the field. Bit-weight errors have a 
drastic effect on a converter's ac performance. 
They can be analyzed as step functions superim
posed on the input signal. Since bits (and their 
errors) switch in and out throughout the transfer 
curve, their effect is signal dependent. That is, 
harmonic and intermodulation distortion, as well 
as noise, can vary with different input conditions. 

Differential nonlinearities in successive-ap
proximation ADC's also arise due to dynamic 
errors in the comparator. Such errors can 
dominate if the converter's throughpuUsampling 
rate is too high. The comparator will not be al
lowed sufficient time to settle during each bit 
decision in the successive-approximation algo
rithm. The worst-case codes for dynamic errors 
are the major transitions (1/2 FS; 1/4, 3/4 FS; 
etc.). Since DNL effects are most critical with 

-l, ~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~3~2,7~68~~~~~~~~~_._,_~~65~,5~35 

Codes 

Figure 12. CS5102 DNL Plot 
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low-level signals, the codes around mid-scale 
(1/2 FS) are most important. Yet those codes are 
worst-case for dynamic DNL errors! 

With all linearity calibration performed on-chip to 
18-bits, the CSS 102 maintains accurate bit 
weights. DNL errors are dominated by residual 
calibration errors of ±114 LSB rather than 
dynamic errors in the comparator. Furthermore, 
all DNL effects on Sl(N+D) are buried by white 
broadband noise. (See Figure 14) 

A histogram plot of typical DNL of the CSS 102 
can be seen in Figure 12. A histogram test is a 
statistical method of deriving an AID converter's 
differential nonlinearity. A ramp is input to the 
AID and a large number of samples are taken to 
insure a high confidence level in the test's result. 
The number of occurrences for each code is 
monitored and stored. A perfect AID converter 
would have all codes of equal size and therefore 
equal numbers of occurrences. In the histogram 
test a code with the average number of occurren
ces will be considered ideal (DNL = 0). A code 
with more or less occurrences than average will 
appear as a DNL of greater or less than zero LSB. 
A missing code has zero occurrences, and will ap
pear as a DNL of -1 LSB. 

o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Figure 13. FFT Plot of Ideal 16-bit AID Converter 
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FFT Tests and Windowing 

In the factory, the CS5102 is tested using Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques to analyze 
the converter's dynamic performance. A pure 
sinewave is applied to the CS5102, and a "time 
record" of 1024 samples is captured and 
processed. The FFT algorithm analyzes the 
spectral content of the digital waveform and dis
tributes its energy among 512 "frequency bins." 
Assuming an ideal sinewave, distribution of ener
gy in bins outside of the fundamental and de can 
only be due to quantization effects and errors in 
the CS5102. 

If sampling is not synchronized to the input m!!m 
sinewave, it is highly unlikely that the time mim 
record will contain an integer number of periods 
of the input signal. However, the FFT assumes 
that the signal is periodic, and will calculate the 
spectrum of a signal that appears to have large 
discontinuities, thereby yielding a severely dis-
torted spectrum. To avoid this problem, the time 
record is multiplied by a window function prior to 
performing the FFT. The window function 
smoothly forces the endpoints of the time record 
to zero, thereby removing the discontinuities. The 
effect of the window in the frequency-domain is 
to convolute the spectrum of the window with 
that of the actual input. 

o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Figure 14. CS5102 FFT (FRNMode, I-Channel) 
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The quality of the window used for harmonic 
analysis is typically judged by its highest side
lobe level. The Blackman-Harris window used for 
testing the CS5102 has a maximum side-lobe 
level of -92 dB. Figure 13 shows an FFT com
puted from an ideal 16-bit sinewave multiplied by 
a Blackman-Harris window. Artifacts of window
ing are discarded from the signal-to-noise 
calculation using the assumption that quantization 
noise is white. Averaging the FFT results from ten 
time records filters the spectral variability that 
can arise from capturing finite time records 
without disturbing the total energy outside the 
fundamental. All harmonics and the -92 dB side
lobes from the Blackman-Harris window are 
therefore clearly visible in the plots. For more in
formation on FFf's and windowing refer to: F.J. 
HARRIS, "On the use of windows for harmonic 
analysis with the Discrete Fourier Transform", 
Proc. IEEE, Vol. 66, No. 1, Jan 1978, pp.51-83. 
This is available on request from Crystal Semi
conductor. 

As illustrated in Figure 14, the CS5102 typically 
yeilds >90 dB S/(N+D) and 0.001 % THD. Unlike 
conventional successive-approximation ADC's, 
the CS5102's signal-to-noise and dynamic range 
are not limited by differential nonlinearities 
(DNL) caused by calibration errors. Rather, the 
dominant noise source is broadband thermal noise 
which aliases into the baseband. This white 
broadband noise also appears as an idle channel 
noise of 1/2 LSB (rms). 

Sampling Distortion 

Like most discrete sample/hold amplifier designs, 
the CS5102's inherent sample/hold exhibits a fre
quency-dependent distortion due to nonideal 
sampling of the analog input voltage. The 
calibrated capacitor array used during conver
sions is also used to track and hold the analog 
input signal. The conversion is not performed on 
the analog input voltage per se, but is actually 
performed on the charge trapped on the capacitor 
array at the moment the HOLD command is 
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given. The charge on. the array ideally assumes a 
linear relationship to the analog input voltage. 
Any deviation from this linear relationship will 
result in conversion errors even if the conversion 
process proceeds flawlessly. 

At de, the DAC capacitor array's voltage coeffi
cient dictates the converter's linearity. This 
variation in capacitance with respect to applied 
signal voltage yields a nonlinear relationship be
tween the charge on the array and the analog 
input voltage and places a bow or wave in the 
transfer function. This is the dominant source of 
distortion at low input frequencies (Figure 14). 

The ideal relationship between the charge on the 
array and the input voltage can also be distorted 
at high signal frequencies due to nonlinearities in 
the internal MOS switches. Dynamic signals 
cause ac current to flow through the switches 
connecting the capacitor array to the analog input 
pin in the track mode. Nonlinear on-resistance in 
the switches causes a nonlinear voltage drop. This 
effect worsens with increased signal frequency 
and slew rate as shown in Figure 15. This distor
tion is negligible at signal levels below -10 dB of 
full-scale. 
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Noise 

An AID converter's noise can be described like 
that of any other analog component. However, the 
converter's output is in digital form so any filter
ing of its noise must be performed in the digital 
domain. Digitized samples of analog inputs are 
often considered individual, static snap-shots in 
time with no uncertainty or noise. In reality, the 
result of each conversion depends on the analog 
input level and the instantaneous value of noise 
sources in the ADC. If sequential samples from 
the ADC are treated as a "waveform", simple fil
tering can be implemented in software to improve 
noise performance with minimal processing over
head. 

All analog circuitry in the CS5102 is wideband in 
order to achieve fast conversions and high 
throughput. Wideband noise in the CS5102 in
tegrates to 35 µV rms in unipolar mode 
(70 µV rms in bipolar mode). This is ap
proximately 112 LSB rms with a 4.5V reference 
in both modes. Figure 16 shows a histogram plot 
of output code occurrences obtained from 5000 
samples taken from a CS5102 in the bipolar 
mode. Hexadecimal code 80CD was arbitrarily 

Count 

5000 

4000 

3000 

2000 

1000 

BOCA 80CB 

CS5102 

selected and the analog input was set close to 
code center. With a noiseless converter, code 
80CD would always appear. The histogram plot 
of the CS5102 has a "bell" shape with all codes 
other than 80CD due to internal noise. 

In a sampled data system all information about 
the analog input applied to the sample/hold ap
pears in the baseband from de to one-half the 
sampling rate. This includes high-frequency com
ponents which alias into the baseband. Low-pass 
(anti-alias) filters are therefore used to remove 
frequency components in the input signal which 
are above one-half the sample rate. However, all 
wideband noise introduced by the CSS 102 still 
aliases into the baseband. This "white" noise is • 
evenly spread from de to one-half the sampling 
rate and integrates to 35 µV rms in unipolar mode. 

Noise in the digital domain can be reduced by 
sampling at higher than the desired word rate and 
averaging multiple samples for each word. Over
sampling spreads the CSS 102 's noise over a 
wider band (for lower noise density), and averag
ing applies a low-pass response which filters 
noise above the desired signal bandwidth. In 
general, the CS5 l 02 's noise performance can be 

• Noiseless Converter 

tz:j CS5!02 

8000 

Code (Hexadecimal) 

Counts: 0 11 911 3470 599 9 0 

Figure 16. Histogram Plot of 5000 Conversion Inputs 
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maximized in any application by always sampling 
at· the maximum specified rate of 20 kHz (for 
lowest noise density) and digitally filtering to the 
desired signal bandwidth. 

Aperture Jitter 

Track-and-hold amplifiers commonly exhibittwo 
types of aperture jitter. The first, more ap
propriately termed "aperture window"; is an inpu~ 
voltage dependent variation in the aperture delay. 
Its signal-dependency causes, distortion at high 
frequencies. The CS5102's proprietary architec
ture avoids applying the input voltage across a 
sampling switch, thus avoiding any "aperture 
window" effects. The second type of aperture jit
ter, due to component noise, assumes a random 
nature, With only 100 ps peak-to-peak aperture 
jitter, the CS5102 can process full-scale signals 
up to 1/2 the throughput frequency without sig
nificant errors due to aperture jitter. 

Power Supply Rejection 

The CSS 102 's power supply rejection perfor
mance is enhanced by the on-chip self-calibration 

90 

""' ~ 
' 

20 

··css102 

and an "auto-zero" process. Drifts in power supp
ly voltages at frequencies less than the calibration 
rate have negligible effect on the CS5102's ac
curacy. This is because the CS5102 adjusts its 
offset to within a small fraction of an LSB during 
calibration. Above the calibration frequency the 
excellent power supply rejection of the internal 
amplifiers is augmented by an auto-zero process. 
Any offsets are stored on the capacitor array and 
are effectively subtracted once conversion is in
itiated. Figure 17 shows power supply rejection 
of the CSS 102 in the bipolar mode with the 
analog input grounded and a 300 mV p-p ripple 
applied to each supply. Power supply rejection 
improves by 6 dB in the unipolar mode. 

Notches of increased rejection arise from the 
auto-zeroing at the conversion rate. The frequen
cies at which these notches occur also depend on 
the value of the captured analog input. The line 
shows worst-case rejection for all combinations 
of conversion rates and input conditions in the 
bipolar mode. 

11 

~ 
1"'-~ 

~ 

1 kHz lOkHz lOOkHz 1 MHz 
Power Supply Ripple Frequency 

Figure 17. Power Supply Rejection 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 

RESET & INITIATE CALIBRATION 

MASTER CLOCK INPUT 

CRYSTAL OUTPUT 

STANDBY (CALIBRATING) 

DIGITAL GROUND 
POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 

TRACKING CHANNEL 1 

TRACKING CHANNEL 2 

COARSE/FINE CHARGE CONTROL 

SIMULTANEOUS SAMPLE/HOLD 

HOLD & CONVERT 

INPUT CHANNEL SELECT 

SERIAL DATA CLOCK 

VD-

RST 

CLKIN 

XOUT 

STBY 

DGND 

VD+ 

TRK1 

TRK2 

CRS/FIN 

SSH 

HOLD 

CH172 

SCLK 
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VD- SLEEP SLEEP (LOW POWER) MODE 

RST SCKMOD SERIAL CLOCK MODE SELECT 

CLKIN TEST TEST 

XOUT VA+ POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

STBY AIN2 CHANNEL2ANALOGINPUT 

DGND VA- NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 

VD+ AGND ANALOG GROUND 

TRK1 REFBUF REFERENCE BUFFER 

TRK2 VREF VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

CRS/FIN AIN1 CHANNEL1ANALOGINPUT 

SSH OUTMOD OUTPUT MODE SELECT • HOLD BP/UP BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 

CH1/2 CODE BINARY/2's COMPLEMENT SELECT 

SCLK SDATA SERIAL DATA OUTPUT 

~ ~ 
SLEEP 

SC KM OD 

TEST 

VA+ 

~5 ;;- AIN2 

6 VA-
CS5102 ~ 

top AGND view 

21 '----- REFBUF 

-j t VREF 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

AIN1 

OUTMOD 

BP/UP 

CODE 

SDATA 
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Power Supply Connections 

VD+· Positive Digital Power, PIN 7. 
Positive digital power supply. Nominally·+5 volts. 

VD- • Negative Digital Power, PIN 1. 
Negative digital power supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

DGND • Digital Ground, PIN 6. 
Digital ground. 

VA+· Positive Analog Power, PIN 25. 
Positive analog power supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

VA-· Negative Analog Power, PIN 23. 
Negative analog power supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGND - Analog Ground, PIN 22. 
Analog· ground reference. 

Oscillator 

CLKIN - Clock Input, PIN 3. 
All conversions and calibrations are timed from a master clock which can be externally supplied 
by driving CLKIN. 

XOUT - Crystal Output, PIN 4. 
The master clock can be generated by tying a crystal across the CLKIN and XOUT pins. If an 
external Clock is used, XOUT must be left floating. 

Digital Inputs 

HOLD· Hold, PIN 12. 
A falling transition on this pin sets the CS5102 to the hold state and initiates a conversion. This 
input must remain low for at least 130 ns. When operating in Free Run Mode, HOLD is disabled, 
and should be tied to DGND or VD+. · 

CRS/FIN - Coarse Charge/Fine Charge Control, PIN 10. 

3·146 

When brought high during acquisition time, CRS/FIN forces the CS5102 into coarse charge state. 
This engages the internal buffer amplifier to track the analog input and charges the capacitor 
array much faster, thereby allowing· the CS5102 to track high slewing. signals. In order to get an 
accurate sample, the last coarse charge period before initiating a conversion (bringing HOLD 
low) must be longer than 3;75 µs. Similarly, the fine charge period immediately prior to 
conversion must be at least 5.625 µs.The CRS/FIN pin must be low during conversion time and 
during calibration time. For normal operation, CRS/FIN should be tied low, in which case the 
CS5102 will automatically• entC<r coarse charge for 6 clock cycles immediately after the end of 
conversion. 
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CHl/2 - Left/Right Input Channel Select, PIN 13. 

CS5102 

Status at the end of a conversion cycle determines which analog input channel will be acquired 
for the next conversion cycle. When in Free Run Mode, CHI/2 is an output, and will indicate 
which channel is being sampled during the current acquisition phase. 

SLEEP - Sleep, PIN 28. 
When brought low causes the CS5102 to enter a power-down state. All calibration coefficients 
are retained in memory, so no recalibration is needed after returning to the normal operating 
mode. If using the internal crystal oscillator, time must be allowed after SLEEP returns high for 
the crystal oscillator to stabilize. SLEEP should be tied high for normal operation. 

CODE - 2's Complement/Binary Coding Select, PIN 16. 
Determines whether output data appears in 2's complement or binary format. If high, 2's 
complement; if low, binary. 

BP/UP - Bipolar/Unipolar Input Range Select, PIN 17. • 
When low, the CS5102 accepts a unipolar input range from AGND to VREF. When high, the 
CS5 l 02 accepts bipolar inputs from -VREF to + VREF. 

SCKMOD - Serial Clock Mode Select, PIN 27. 
When high, the SCLK pin is an input; when low, it is an output. Used in conjunction with 
OUTMOD to select one of 4 output modes described in Table I. 

OUTMOD - Output Mode Select, PIN 18. 
The status of SCKMOD and OUTMOD determine which of four output modes is utilized. The 
four modes are described in Table I. 

SCLK - Serial Clock, PIN 14. 
Serial data changes status on a falling edge of this input, and is valid on a rising edge. When 
SCKMOD is high SCLK acts as an input. When SCKMOD is low the CS5102 generates its own 
serial clock at one-fourth the master clock frequency and SCLK is an output. 

RST - Reset, PIN 2. 
When taken low, all internal digital logic is reset. Upon returning high, a full calibration 
sequence is initiated which takes 2,882,040 CLKIN cycles to complete. During calibration, the 
HOLD input will be ignored. The CRS/FIN pin must be low when RST rises and remain low 
during the calibration time. The CS5102 must be reset at power-up for calibration, however; 
calibration is maintained during SLEEP mode, and need not be repeated when resuming normal 
operation. 

Analog Inputs 

AINI, AIN2 - Channel 1 and 2 Analog Inputs, PINS 19 and 24. 
Analog input connections for the left and right input channels. 

VREF - Voltage Reference, PIN 20. 
The analog reference voltage which sets the analog input range. In unipolar mode VREF sets 
full-scale; in bipolar mode its magnitude sets both positive and negative full-scale. 
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Digital Outputs 

STBY • Standby (Calibrating), PIN 5. 

CS5102 

Indicates calibration status after reset. Remains low throughout the calibration sequence and 
returns high upon completion. 

SDATA • Serial Output, PIN 15. 
Presents each output data bit on a falling edge of SCLK. Data is valid to be latched on the rising 
edge of SCLK. 

SSH • Simultaneous Sample/Hold, PIN 11. 
Used to control an external sample/hold amplifier to achieve simultaneous sampling between 
channels. 

TRKl, TRK2 • Tracking Channel 1, Tracking Channel 2, PINS 8 and 9. 
Falls low at the end of a conversion cycle, indicating the acquisition phase for the corresponding 
channel. The TRKl or TRK2 pin will return high at the beginning of conversion for that channel. 

Analog Outputs 

REFBUF ·Reference Buffer Output, PIN 21. 
Reference buffer output. A 0.1 µF ceramic capacitor must be tied between this pin and VA-. 

Miscellaneous 

TEST • Test, PIN 26. 
Allows access to the CS5102's test functions which are reserved for factory use. Must be tied to 
VD+. 

Ordering Guide 
Model Conversion Time 

CS5102~JP 40 µs 
CS5102-KP 40 µs 
CS5102-JL 40 µs 
CS5102-KL 40 µs 
CS5102-AD 40 µs 
CS5102-BD 40 µs 
CS5102-AL 40 µs 
CS5102-BL 40 µs 
CS5102-SD 40 µs 
CS5102-TD 40 µs 

3·148 

Throughput 
20 kHz 
20 kHz 
20 kHz 
20 kHz 
20kHz 
20 kHz 
20 kHz 
20 kHz 
20kHz 
20kHz 

Linearity 
0.003% 
0.002% 
0.003% 
0.002% 
0.003% 
0.002% 
0.003% 
0.002% 
0.004% 
0.003% 

Temperature 
o to 70 °c 
Oto 70 °C 
Oto 70 °C 
0 to 70 °C 

-40 to 85 °c 
-40 to 85 °c 
-40 to 85 °c 
-40 to 85 °C 
-55 to 125 °C 
-55 to 125 °c 

Package 
28-Pin Plastic DIP 
28-Pin Plastic DIP 
28-Pin PLCC 
28-Pin PLCC 
28-Pin CerDIP 
28-Pin CerDIP 
28-Pin PLCC 
28-Pin PLCC 
28-Pin CerDIP 
28-Pin CerDIP 
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PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 

Linearity Error 

CS5102 

The deviation of a code from a straight line passing through the endpoints of the transfer function 
after zero- and full-scale errors have been accounted for. "Zero-scale" is a point 1/2 LSB below 
the first code transition and "full-scale" is a point 112 LSB beyond the code transition to all ones. 
The deviation is measured from the middle of each particular code. Units in% Full-Scale. 

Differential Linearity 
Minimum resolution for which no missing codes is guaranteed. Units in bits. 

Full Scale Error 
The deviation of the last code transition from the ideal (VREF-3/2 LSB 's). Units in LSB 's. 

Unipolar Offset 
The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal (1/2 LSB above AGND) when in unipolar 
mode (BP/UP low). Units in LSB's. • 

Bipolar Offset 
The deviation of the mid-scale transition (011...111 to 100 ... 000) from the ideal (1/2 LSB below 
AGND) when in bipolar mode (BP/UP high). Units in LSB 's. 

Bipolar Negative Full-Scale Error 
The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal when in bipolar mode (BP/UP high). The 
ideal is defined as lying on a straight line which passes through the final and mid-scale code 
transitions. Units in LSB's. 

Signal to Peak Harmonic or Noise 
The ratio of the rms value of the signal to the rms value of the next largest spectral component 
below the Nyquist rate (excepting de). This component is often an aliased harmonic when the 
signal frequency is a significant proportion of the sampling rate. Expressed in decibels. 

Total Harmonic Distortion 
The ratio of the rms sum of all harmonics to therms value of the signal. Units in percent. 

Signal-to-(Noise +Distortion) 
The ratio of therms value of the signal to therms sum of all other spectral components below the 
Nyquist rate (excepting de), including distortion components. Expressed in decibels. 

Aperture Time 
The time required after the hold command for the sampling switch to open fully. Effectively a 
sampling delay which can be nulled by advancing the sampling signal. Units in nanoseconds. 

Aperture Jitter 
The range of variation in the aperture time. Effectively the "sampling window" which ultimately 
dictates the maximum input signal slew rate acceptable for a given accuracy. Units in 
picoseconds. 

NOTE: Temperatures specified define ambient conditions in free-air during test and do not refer to the junction 
temperature of the device. 
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ICS5126 

16-Bit, Stereo AID Converter for Digital Audio 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS A/D Converter 
Inherent Sampling Architecture 
Stereo or Monaural Capability 
Serial Output 

General Description 
The CS5126 CMOS analog-to-digital converter is an 
ideal front-end for stereo or monaural digital audio sys
tems. The CS5126 can be configured to handle two 
channels at up to 50kHz sampling per channel, or it can 
be configured to sample one channel at rates up to 
100kHz. 

• Monaural Sampling Rates up to 100 kHz 
50 kHz/Channel Stereo Sampling The CS5126 executes a successive approximation al

gorithm using a charge redistribution architecture. 
On-chip self-calibration circuitry has 18-bit resolution 
thus avoiding any degradation in performance with low
level signals. The charge redistribution technique also 
provides an inherent sampling function which avoids the 
need for external sample/hold amplifiers. 

• Signal-to-(Noise+Distortion): 92 dB 

• Dynamic Range: 92 dB 
95dB in 2X Oversampling Schemes 

• lnterchannel Isolation: 90 dB 

• 2's Complement or Binary Coding 

• Low Power Dissipation: 260 mW 
Power Down Mode for Portable 
Applications 

• Evaluation Board Available 

Signal-to-(noise+distortion) in stereo operation is 92dB, 
and is dominated by internal broadband noise (1/2 LSB 
rms). When the CS5126 is configured for 2X oversam
pling, digital post-filtering bandlimits this white noise to 
20kHz, increasing dynamic range to 95d8. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
CS5126-KP 0 °C to 70 °C 
CS5126-KL 0 °C to 70 °C 

(was CSZ5126-KP) 
28-Pin Plastic DIP 
28-Pin PLCC 

HOLD SLEEP RST STBY CODE TRKL TRKR SSH! SSH2 SDATA 

12 28 16 10 11 15 

14 
SCLK 

CLKIN CONTROL 

REFBUF 
21 

CALIBRATION 
SRAM 

26 TST3 VREF 
20 

27 TST4 
16 BIT C!IARGE AINL 

19 
\ 

REDISTRIBUTION 4 NC DAC \ AINR 
24 

uR 13 

AGND 22 

25 23 

VA+ VA- DGND VD- VD+ 

Preliminary Product Information I This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 TWX: 910-874-1352 

JAN '89 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 2s0 c; 

CS5126 

VA+, VD+= 5V; VA-, VD-= -5V; •.Full-Scale Input Sinewave, 1kHz; fclk = 24.578MHz; VREF = 4.5V; 
Analog Source}mpedance = 2000; Stereo operation, UR toggling at 48 kHz unless ()thenlvise specified.) 

CS5126-KP 
Parameter* Symbol min typ max Units 

Resolution 16 Bns 

Dynamic Performance 
Signal-to-(Noise plus Distortion) 

VIN= ±FS (1 OHz to 20kHz) S/(N+D) 90 92 dB 
VIN= -20dB (f = 20kHz) 70 72 dB 

Total Harmonic Distortion THO 0.001 % 

Dynamic Range Stereo Mode DR 90 92 dB 
Mo11aural (20kHz BW) 95 dB 

Idle Channel Noise Vil{[q_ 1/2 LSBrms 

lnterchannel Isolation (Note 1) 1ic. 90 dB 

lnterchannel Mismatch Mic 0.01 dB 

de Accuracy .. • 

Full-Scale Error FSE ±4 LSB 

Bipolar Offset Error BPO ± 4 LSB 

Analog Input 

Aperture Time t~ 30 ns 

Aperture Jitter t aj!_ 100 ps 

Input Capacitance .. (Note 2) . .. Cin 200 pF 

Power Supplies 

Power Supply Current Positive Analog IA+ 18 23 mA 

(SLEEP High) 
Negative Analog IA- -18 -23 mA 
Posnive Digital lo+ 8 12 mA 

(Note3) Negative Digital lo. -a -12 mA 

Power Dissipation (SLEEP High) Pdo 260 350 mW 
(Notes 3,4) (SLEEP Low) Pds 1 mW 

Power Supply Rejection (Note 5) 
Positive Supplies PSR 84 dB 
Negative Supplies 84 dB 

Notes: 1. de to 20kHz 
2. Applies only in the track mode. When converting or calibrating, input capacitance will typically be 10 pF. 
3. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. . 
4. Power dissipation in sleep mode applies with no master clock applied (CLKIN high or low). 
5. With 300mV p-p, 1kHz ripple applied to each supply separately. A plot of typical power supply rejection 

appears in the Analog Circuit Connections section. 

* Refer to Parameter Definitions at t.he end of this data stieet. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TmintO Tmax; VA+, VD+= 5V± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V± 10%) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - v 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - 0.8 v 
High-Level Output Voltage (Note 6) VoH VD+ -1.0V - - v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout=1.6mA Vol - - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current I in - 10 uA 

- CLKIN pin 

Input Leakage Current I in - 60 uA 
- Except CLKIN pin 

Note: 6. louT = -100 µA. This specification guarantees that each digital output will drive one TIL load 
(VOH = 2.4V@ louT = -40 µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see note 7.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ v 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 2.5 4.5 VA+ - 0.5 v 
Analog Input Voltage: (Note 8) VAIN -VREF - VREF v 

Notes: 7. All voltages with respect to ground. 
8. The CS5126 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+, VA-). It will produce an 

output of all 1 's for inputs above VREF and all O's for inputs below -VREF. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, DGND = ov, all voltages with respect to ground.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -u.o v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -u.o v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 9) l;n - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA VA- -0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 VD++ 0.3 v 
Ambient Temperature (power applied) TA -55 125 ·c 
Storage Temperature Tstg -65 150 ·c 

Notes: 9. Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause SCR latch-up. 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

CS5126 

(TA= 25 °C; VA+,VD+ = 5V± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Inputs: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Master Clock Period !elk 40 - - ns 

HOLD to SSH2 Falling (Note 10) ldfsh2 - 80 - ns 

HOLD to TRKL, TRKR t dfsh1 1981clk - 214tc1k+ 50 ns 
SSH1 Falling 

HOLD to TRKL, TRKR tdrsh 80 ns 
SSH1, SSH2 Rising 

RST Pulse Width t rs! 150 - - ns 

RST to STBY Falling ldrrs - 100 - ns 

RST Rising to STBY Rising !cal - 34,584,480 - !elk 

HOLD Pulse Width I hold 2tclk+ 50 - 192tclk ns 

HOLD to UR Edge (Note 10) ldhlri - 30 - 1921clk ns 

SCLK period lsclk 200 - - ns 

SCLK Pulse Width Low t sclkl 50 - - ns 

SCLK Pulse Width High lsclkh 50 - - ns 

SCLK Falling to SDATA Valid ldss - 100 140 ns 

HOLD Falling to SDATA Valid ldhs - 140 200 ns 

Note: 10. SSH2 only works correctly if HOLD falling edge is within ±30ns of UR edge OR if HOLD falling edge 
occurs between 30ns before HOLD rises to 192 tc1k after HOLD falls. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CS5126 is a 2-channel, lOOkHz AID con
verter designed specifically for stereo digital 
audio. The device includes an inherent 
sample/hold and an on-chip analog switch for 
stereo operation. Both left and right channels can 
thus be sampled and converted at rates up to 
50kHz per channel. Alternatively, the CS5126 
can be implemented in 2X oversampling schemes 
for improved dynamic range and distortion. 

Output data is available in serial form with either 
binary or 2's complement coding. Control outputs 
are also supplied for use with an external 
sample/hold amplifier to implement simultaneous 
sampling. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

The CS5126 implements a standard successive
approximation algorithm using a charge
redistribution architecture. Instead of the tradi
tional resistor network, the DAC is an array of bi
nary-weighted capacitors. When .not converting, 
the CS5126 tracks the analog input signal. The 
input voltage is applied across each leg of the 
DAC capacitor array, thus performing a voltage
to-charge conversion. 

When the conversion command is issued, the 
charge is trapped on the capacitor array and the 
analog input is thereafter ignored. In effect, the 
entire DAC capacitor array serves as analog 
memory during conversion much like a hold 
capacitor in a sample/hold amplifier. 

The conversion consists of manipulating the bi
nary-weighted legs of the capacitor array to the 
voltage reference and analog ground. All legs 
share one common node at the input to the 
converter's comparator. This forms a binary
weighted capacitive divider. Since the charge at 
the comparator's input remains fixed, the voltage 
at that point depends on the proportion of 
capacitance tied to VREF versus AGND. The 
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successive-approximation algorithm is used to 
find the proportion of capacitance whiCh will 
drive the voltage to the comparator's trip point. 
That binary fraction of capacitance represents the 
converter's digital output. 

Calibration 

The ability of the CS5126 to convert accurately 
clearly depends on the accuracy of its DAC. The 
CS5126 uses an on-chip self-calibration scheme 
to insure low distortion and excellent dynamic 
range independent of input signal conditions. 

Each binary~weighted bit capacitor actually con
sists of several capacitors which can be manipu
lated to adjust the overall bit weight. During 
calibration, an on-chip microcontroller manipu
lates the sub-arrays to precisely ratio the bits. 
Each bit is adjusted to just balance the sum of all 
less significant bits plus one dummy LSB (for ex
ample, 16C = 8C + 4C + 2C + C + C). The result 
is typical differential nonlinearity of ±114 LSB. 
That is, codes typically range from 3/4 to 5/4 
LSB's wide. 

The CS5126 should be reset upon power-up, thus 
initiating a calibration cycle which takes 1.4 
seconds to complete. The CS5126 then stores its 
calibration coefficients in on-chip SRAM, and 
can be recalibrated at any later time. 

SYSTEM DESIGN WITH THE CS5126 

All timing and control inputs to the CS5126 can 
be easily generated from a master system clock. 
The CS5126 outputs serial data and a variety of 
digital outputs which can be used to control an 
external sample/hold amplifier for simultaneous 
sampling. The actual circuit connections depend 
on the system architecture (stereo or monaural 2X 
oversampling), and on the sampling characteris
tics (simultaneous or sequential sampling be
tween channels). 
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System Initialization 

Upon power up, the CS5126 must be reset to 
guarantee a consistent starting condition and ini
tially calibrate the device. Due to the CS5126's 
low power dissipation and low temperature drift, 
no warm-up time is required before reset to ac
commodate any self-heating effects. However, 
the voltage reference input should have stabilized 
to within 0.25% of its final value before RST 
rises to guarantee an accurate calibration. Later, 
the CS5126 may be reset at any time to initiate a 
single full calibration. Reset overrides all other 
functions. If reset, the CS5126 will clear and in
itiate a new calibration cycle mid-conversion or 
midcalibration. 

+5V 

R 
CS5126 

----t R5T 

Figure 1. Power-On Reset Circuit 

When RST is brought low all internal logic 
clears. When it returns high a calibration cycle 
begins which takes 34,584,480 master clock 
cycles to complete (approximately 1.4 seconds 
with a standard 24MHz master clock). The 
CS5126's STBY output remains low throughout 
the calibration sequence, and a rising transition 
indicates the device is ready for normal opera
tion. 

A simple power-on reset circuit can be built using 
a resistor and capacitor as shown in Figure 1. The 
RC time constant must be long enough to guaran
tee the rest of the system is fully powered up and 
stable by the end of reset. 
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Master Clock 

The CS5126 operates from an externally-supplied 
master clock. In stereo operation, the master 
clock frequency is set at 512 times the per-chan
nel sampling rate (256 in 2X oversampling 
schemes). The CS5126 can accept master clocks 
up to 24.576 MHz for 48kHz stereo sampling or 
96kHz monaural oversampling. 

All timing and control inputs for channel selec
tion, sampling, and serial data transmission may 
be divided down from the master clock. This 
yields a completely synchronous system, avoid
ing sampling and conversion errors due to 
asynchronous digital noise. 

CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

Stereo Operation 

Figure 2 shows the standard circuit connections 
for operating the CS5126 in its stereo mode. The 
HOLD, L/R, and SCLK inputs are derived from 
the master clock using a binary divider string. A 
24.576 MHz master clock is required for a sam
pling rate of 48kHz per channel. 

For 48kHz stereo sampling, the CS5126 must 
sample and convert at a 96kHz rate to handle 
both channels. The master clock is divided by 
256 and applied to the HOLD input. A falling 
transition on the HOLD pin places the input in 
the hold mode and initiates a conversion cycle. 
The HOLD input is latched internally by the 
master clock, so it can return high anytime after 
one master clock cycle plus 50ns. 

In stereo operation the CS5126 alternately 
samples and converts the left and right input 
channels. This alternating channel selection is 
achieved by dividing the HOLD input by two 
(that is, dividing the master clock by 512) and ap
plying it to the L/R input. Upon completion of 
each conversion cycle, the CS5126 automatically 
returns to the track mode. The status of L/R as 
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Left Ch. 

VA+ 
100 

VD+ 

SLEEP 

CS5126 

0.1 uF + I uF 

~ ~ 

Analog In AINL UR fcJk/512 

HOLD f cik/256 
Right Ch. 
Analog In AINR CS5126 SCLK fc1kll6 

CL KIN 

SDATA 

DGND 

VD-

f c1k 

Figure 2. Stereo Mode Connection Diagram 

each conversion finishes determines which chan
nel is acquired and tracked. The L/R input must 
remain valid at least until 30ns before the next 
falling transition on HOLD. 

As shown in the timing diagram in Figure 3, the 
CS5126 uses pipelined data transmission. That is, 
data from a particular conversion transmits 
during the next conversion cycle. The serial clock 
input, SCLK, is derived by dividing the master 
clock by 16. The MSB (most-significant- bit) will 
be stable on the first rising edge of SCLK after a 
falling transition on HOLD. With a serial clock of 

LJR(i) ~··· 

HOLD(i) ~··• 

SCLK (i) V'\_J\J ••• 

, ..-----,~ ~t Channel Data 

SDATA(o)~··• 

fcJk/16, transmission of all 16 output bits will 
span an entire conversion and acquisition cycle. 

STEREO MODE PERFORMANCE 

As illustrated in Figure 4, the CS5126 typically 
provides 92dB S/(N+D) and 0.001 % THD. Un
like conventional successive-approximation 
ADC's, the CS5126's signal-to-noise and 
dynamic range are not limited by differential 
nonlinearities (DNL) caused by calibration errors. 
Rather, the dominant noise source is broadband 
thermal noise which aliases into the baseband. 

... j\_j\_j\_j\_ 

Right Ch~~~..-----,~ 

···~ 
Internal 
Status ~ ... ] __ Lc_h_A_c_q_. ~X Leh conv. • .. ]~_R_ch_A_c_q_. -~X~--

Figure 3. Stereo Mode Timing 
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OdB 

-20dB 

-40dB 

-60dB 

Signal 
Amplitude -80dB 
Relative to 
Full Scale _100dB 

-120dB 

1 kHz 

Sampling Rate: 48 kHz 
Full Scale: 9V p-p 
S/(N+D): 91.75 dB 
Si(N+D): 92.53 dB 

(de to 20 kHz) 

24kHz 

Input Frequency 

Figure 4. FFT Plot of CS5126 in Stereo Mode 
(Left Channel with I kHz, Full-Scale Input) 

This white broadband noise also appears as an 
idle channel noise of 1/2 LSB (nns). 

Differential Nonlinearity 

The self-calibration scheme utilized in the 
CS5126 features a calibration resolution of 1/4 
LSB, or 18-bits. This ideally yields DNL of±l/4 
LSB, with code widths ranging from 3/4 to 5/4 
LSB 's. This insures consistent sound quality in
dependent of signal level. 

Traditional laser trimmed ADC's have significant 
differential nonlinearities which are disastrous to 

OdB 

-20dB 

-40dB 

-60dB 

Signal 
Amplitude -80dB 
Relative to 
Full Scale -lOOdB 

-120dB 

1 kHz 

Sampling Rate: 48 kHz 
Full Scale: 9V p-p 
S/(N+D): 83.27 dB 
Si(N+D): 84.06 dB 

(de to 20 kHz) 

24kHz 

Input Frequency 

a. Left Channel with 1 kHz, -10 dB Input 

CS5126 

sound quality with low-level signals. Appearing 
as wide and narrow codes, DNL often causes en
tire sections of the transfer function to be miss
ing. Although their affect is minor on S/(N+D) 
with high amplitude signals, DNL errors 
dominate performance with low-level signals. For 
instance, a signal 80dB below full-scale will slew 
past only 6 or 7 codes. Half of those codes could 
be missing with a conventional hybrid ADC 
capable of only 14-bit DNL. 

The most common source of DNL errors in con
ventional ADC's is bit weight errors. These can 
arise due to accuracy limitations in factory trim 
stations, thermal or physical stresses after calibra- l!m 
tion, and/or drifts due to aging or temperature llim 
variations in the field. Bit-weight errors have a 
drastic effect on a converter's ac performance. 
They can be analyzed as step functions superim-
posed on the input signal. Since bits (and their er-
rors) switch in and out throughout the transfer 
curve, their effect is signal dependent. That is, 
harmonic and intermodulation distortion, as well 
as noise, can vary with different input conditions. 

Differential nonlinearities in successive-ap
proximation ADC's also arise due to dynamic er
rors in the comparator. Such errors can dominate 
if the converter's throughput/sampling rate is 

OdB 

-20dB ... 

-40dB 

-60dB 

Signal 
Amplitude -80dB 
Relative to 
Full Scale -lOOdB 

·120dB 

1 kHz 

Sampling Rate: 48 kHz 
Full Scale: 9V p-p 
S/(N+D): 13.70 dB 
Si(N+D): 14.49 dB 

(de to 20 kHz) 

24kHz 

Input Frequency 

b. Left Channel with 1 kHz, -80 dB Input 

Figure 5. FFT Plots of CS5126 in Stereo Mode 
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driven too high. The comparator will not be al
lowed sufficient time to settle during . each bit 
decision in the successive-approximation algo
rithm. The worst-case codes for dynamic errors 
are the major transitions (112 FS; 114, 3/4 FS; 
etc.). Since DNL effects are most critical with 
low-level signals, the codes around in mid-scale, 
(that is, · 112 FS), are most important Yet those 
codes are worst-case for dynamic DNL errors! 

With all linearity calibration performed on-chip 
to 18-bits, the CSS 126 maintains accurate bit 
weights. DNL errors are dominated by residual 
calibration errors of ±114 LSB rather than 
dynamic errors in the comparator. Furthermore, 
all DNL effects on S/(N+D) are buried by white 
broadband noise. This yields excellent sound 
quality independent of signal level. 
(See Figure 5) 

Sampling Distortion 

Like most discrete sample/hold amplifier designs, 
the CS5126's inherent sample/hold exhibits a fre
quency-dependent distortion due to nonideal 
sampling of the analog input voltage. The 
calibrated capacitor array used during conver
sions is also used to track and hold the analog 
input signal. The conversionis not performed on 
the analog input voltage per se, but is actually 
performed on the charge trapped on the capacitor 
array at the moment the HOLD command is 
given. The charge on the array ideally assumes a 
linear relationship to the analog input voltage. 
Any deviation from this linear relationship will 
result in conversion errors even if the conversion 
process proceeds flawlessly. 

At de, the DAC capacitor array's voltage coeffi
cient dictates the converter's linearity. This varia
tion in capacitartce with respect to applied signal 
voltage yields a nonlinear relationship between 
the charge on the array and the analog input volt
age and places a bow or wave in the transfer 
function. This is the dominant source of distor
tion at low input frequencies (Figure 4). 
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0.020 ~-~-...,--~--.---.-----,.---, 

! 
I I I I I l 
I I I I I t 

0.016 ------r-----+------1------+------r------1------
1 I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

.-- l I I l I I 
~ 0.012 ------t-----+-----i------+------t------~-----

1 I I I I I 
,..... I I I I I 

5:! I I I I l I 
~ 0.008 ------r-----+-----1------t---- r------r-----

1 I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

0.004 ------tc-----f---- 1------f------t------t-----
1 . I I I t I 
I I I I I 
1 I I I I 
l I I I I 
I I I t I 

0 ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~ 
SkHz I OkHz 1 SkHz 20kHz 25kHz 

Analog Input Frequency 

Figure 6. THD vs Input Frequency 
( 9V p-p Full-Scale Input) 

The ideal relationship between the charge on the 
array and the input voltage can also be distorted 
at high signal frequencies due to nonlinearities in 
the internal MOS switches. Dynamic signals 
cause ac current to flow through the switches 
connecting the capacitor array to the analog input 
pin in the track mode. Nonlinear on-resistance in 
the switches causes a nonlinear voltage drop. 
This effect worsens with increased signal fre
quency and slew rate as shown in Figure 6 since 
the magnitude of the steady state current in
creases. First noticeable at lkHz, this distortion 
assumes a linear relationship with input frequen
cy. With signals 20dB or more below full-scale, it 
no longer dominates the converter's overall 
S!(N +D) performance. 

This distortion is strictly an ac sampling 
phenomenon. If significant energy exists at high 
frequencies, the effect can be eliminated using an 
external track-and-hold amplifier to allow the 
array's charge current to decay, thereby eliminat
ing any voltage drop across the switches. Since 
the CS5126 has a second sampling function on
chip, the external track-and-hold can return to the 
track mode once the converter's HOLD input 
falls. It need only acquire the analog input by the 
time the entire conversion cycle finishes. 
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Simultaneous Sampling 

The CS5126 offers four digital output signals, 
SSH!, SSH2, TRKL, and TRKR which can be 
used to control external sample/hold amplifiers to 
achieve simultaneous sampling and/or reduce 
sampling distortion. 

Figure 7 shows the timing relationships for 
SSH!, SSH2, TRKL, and TRKR. In the stereo 
configuration shown in Figure 1 the CS5 l 26 
samples the left and right channels 180° out of 
phase. Simultaneous sampling between the left 
and right channels can be achieved as shown in 
Figure 8a using the CS5126's SSH2 output. The 
external sample/hold will freeze the right channel 
analog signal as the CS5126 freezes the left chan
nel input at AINL. It will hold that signal valid at 
AINR until the CS5126 begins a right channel 
conversion. Once that conversion begins, the 
sample/hold returns to the sample mode. The ac
quisition time for the external sample/hold 
amplifier must not exceed the CS5126's mini
mum conversion time of 192 master clock cycles 
(7.8µs for 48kHz stereo sampling). 

UR (i) 

HOLD(i) 

CS5126 

a. Standard Connections 

AJNL 

SSH! 

AINR 

b. High-Slew Conditions • 

Figure 8. Simultaneous Sampling Connections 

The CS5126's sampling distortion with high-fre
quency, high-amplitude input signals may be im
proved if a low distortion sample/hold amplifier 
is used as shown in Figure 8a. The right channel 
input at AINR will appear as de to the CS5126 
resulting in no ac current flowing through the in
ternal MOS switches. Sampling distortion can 

Internal 
Status 

Reh Convert Leh Convert Reh Acq. Reh Convert Leh Acq. 

SSHl (o) _J Acq. & Track ~' i Hold i J 
I,~. ----+i------~'-----· '~-

SSH2 (o) 

TRKR (o) 
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I 
I 

_J 
I 
I 
I 

l ! 
Acquire+ Track ~L _____ H_o_ld4i _____ / 

I I 

I I 
:~------+------------~ 
I 

Figure 7. External Sampling Control Output Timing 
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Analog 
Input 

CS5126 

1 uF 

::;i;;: 

Voltage ,__ _ __,._..,.yREF 
Reference 
.--__ __,..___,.._--;AGND 

0.1 uF 

1 uF VD-

100 
-SV 

* AINR can alternatively be used 
with L/R grounded 

Figure 9. Monaural 2X Oversampling Connections 

likewise be improved for both channels using the 
SSHl output as shown in Figure 8b. Similarly, 
the acquisition time for the external sample/hold 
amplifiers must not exceed the minimum conver
sion time of 192 master clock cycles (7.8µs for 
48kHz stereo sampling). 

Oversampling 

The CS5126 can alternatively be used to over
sample one channel (monaural) by 2X simply by 
tying the L/R input high or low. This moves 
much of the anti-alias burden from analog filters 
to digital post-filtering. The analog filters' comer 

CS5126 
CLKIN 

SDATA 
Left Channel Anti Alias 

AINL HOLD Analog In Filter 
UR SCLK 

+SY 
UR SCLK 

Right Channel Anti Ahas 
AINL HOLD Analog In Filter 

SDATA 

CLKIN 

CS5126 

can be pushed out in frequency with lower roll
off, allowing lower passband ripple and more 
linear phase in the audioband. Digital FIR filter
ing, meanwhile, can be used to implement high 
roll-off filters with ultra-low passband ripple and 
perfectly linear phase. 

Oversampling not only improves system-level fil
tering performance, but it also enhances the 
ADC's dynamic range and distortion characteris
tics. All noise energy in a sampled, digital signal 
aliases into the baseband between de and one-half 
the sampling rate. For an ideal successive-ap
proximation ADC the noise spectral content is 

512fs 

DINL CKIN 256f8 

OBCK 32f8 

IBO WDCK 2f8 

IBCK LRCK fs 

DOL DATAIN 
DINR 

SM5805 System 
Digital Filter 

Figure 10. Example Oversampling System Diagram 
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Left 

Analog In AINL 

._ _ ___, 1RKL 

+SV _____ __,,, UR 

Figure 11. High-Slew Monaural Connections 

white. Therefore, in a 2X oversampling scheme 
such as 96kHz sampling the ADC's noise will be 
be spread uniformly from de to 48kHz. Digital 
post-filtering then rejects noise outside of the 
20kHz or 22kHz bandwidth, resulting in im
proved signal-to-noise and dynamic range. For a 
white noise spectrum, a 2X reduction in 
bandwidth yields a 3dB improvement in dynamic 
range. 

Due to its on-chip self-calibration scheme, the 
CS5126's dynamic range is limited only by white 
broadband noise rather than signal-dependent 
DNL errors. Therefore, the CS5126 picks up a 
full 3dB improvement in dynamic range to 95dB 
when implemented in 2X oversampling schemes. 

OdB 

·20dB 

-40dB 

-60dB 

Signal 
Amplitude -80dB 
Relative to 
Full Scale _100dB 

-120dB 

amping ate: 
Full Scale: 9V p-p 
S/(N+D): 91.44 dB 
S/(N+D): 95.25 dB 
(de to 20 kHz) 

1 kHz 48kHz 

Input Frequency 

Figure 12. FFT Plot of CS5126 in Monaural 2X 
Oversampling Mode 
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Oversampling and digital filtering also enhance 
the ADC's distortion performance. Consider for 
example a full-scale 15kHz input signal to the 
CSS 126 sampling at 96kHz. Sampling distortion 
produces THD of approximately 0.005% (86dB) 
at the converter's output. Most of the distortion 
energy resides in the second and third harmonics 
at 30kHz and 45kHz. Meanwhile, digital filters 
such as the SM5805 shown in Figure 10 will roll
off rapidly from 22kHz to 28kHz and reject dis
tortion energy in the second, third, and fourth 
harmonics. Clearly, oversampling results in supe
rior system-level distortion. 

Still, if the CS5126's distortion performance with 
high-frequency, high-amplitude signals must be 
enhanced in 2X oversampling schemes, the 
TRKL or TRKR outputs can be used. Either 
TRKL or TRKR will fall at the end of each con
version cycle depending on which channel is 
being acquired. The AINL and TRKL connec
tions (or AINR and TRKR) can be used as shown 
in Figure 11 to control an external low-distortion 
sample/hold to create an effective de input for the 
CSS 126 and remove sampling distortion. 

Digital Circuit Connections 

When TTL loads are utilized the potential for 
crosstalk between digital and analog sections of 
the system is increased. This crosstalk is due to 
high digital supply and signal currents arising 
from the TTL drive current required of each digi
tal output. Connecting CMOS logic to the digital 
outputs is recommended. Suitable logic families 
include 4000B, 74HC, 74AC, 74ACT, and 
74HCT. 

The CS5126 has a power down mode, initiated 
by bringing SLEEP low. During power down, the 
AID Converter's calibration information is 
retained. The CS5126 may be used for conver
sion immediately after SLEEP is brought high. 
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ANALOG CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

Most popular successive-approximation AID con
verters generate dynamic loads at their analog 
connections. The CS5126 internally buffers all 
analog inputs (AIN, VREF, and AGND) to ease 
the demands placed on external circuitry. 
However, accurate system operation still requires 
careful attention to details at ·the design stage 
regarding source impedances as well as ground
ing and decoupling schemes. 

Reference Considerations 

An application note titled "Voltage references for 
the CS501XICSZ511X Series of AID Converters" 
is available which describes the dynamic load 
conditions presented by the VREF input on 
Crystal's self-calibrating SAR AID converters 
(including the CS5126). As the CS5126 sequen
ces through bit decisions it switches portions of 
the capacitor array to the VREF pin in accord
ance with the .successive-approximation algo
rithm. For proper operation, the source im
pedance at the VREF pin must remain low at fre
quencies up to lMHz. 

VA+ 

IN4148 VREF 

lOkO 

AGND 

a. Simple Reference 

CS5126 

A large capacitor connected between VREF and 
AGND can provide sufficiently low output im
pedance at the frequencies of interest, so the 
reference voltage can simply be derived as shown 
in Figure 13a. Although very low cost, this 
reference has almost no power supply rejection 
from the VA+ line. 

Alternatively, a more stable and precise reference 
can be generated using a TIA31 shunt reference 
from T.I. or Motorola, as shown in Figure 13b. 

The magnitude of the current load on the external 
reference circuitry will scale to the master clock 
frequency. At the full-rated 24 MHz clock the 
reference must supply a maximum load current of 
20µA peak-to-peak (2µA typical). An output im
pedance of 20 will therefore yield a maximum 
error of 40µV. With a 4.5V reference and LSB 
size of 138µV this would insure approximately 
1/4 LSB accuracy. A lOµF capacitor exhibits an 
impedance of less than 20 at frequencies greater 
than 16kHz. A high-quality tantalum capacitor in 
parallel with a smaller ceramic capacitor is 
recommended. 

+12 or +15 V 

500 

TIA31 

AGND 

b. Low-cost Shunt Reference 

Figure 13. Suggested Voltage Reference Circuits 
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The CS5126 can operate with a wide range of 
reference voltages, but signal-to-noise perfor
mance is maximized by using as wide a signal 
range as possible. The recommended reference 
voltage is 4.5 volts. The CSS 126 can actually ac
cept reference voltages up to the positive analog 
supply. However, as the reference voltage ap
proaches VA+ the external drive requirements 
may increase at VREF. 

An internal reference buffer is used to protect the 
external reference from current transients during 
conversion. This internal buffer enlists the aid of 
an external O.lµF ceramic capacitor which must 
be tied between its output, REFBUF, and the 
negative analog supply, VA-. 

Analog Input Connection 

Each time the CS5126 finishes a conversion 
cycle it switches the internal capacitor array to 
the appropriate analog input pin, AINL or AINR. 
This creates a minor dynamic load at the sam
pling frequency. All throughput specifications 
apply for maximum analog source impedances of 
200Q at AINL and AINR. In addition, the com
parator requires source impedances of less than 
400Q around 2MHz for stability, which is met by 
practically all bipolar op amps. For more infor
mation, see our Application Note: "Input Buffers 
for the CS501XICSZ511X Series of AID Con
verters" 

Analog Input Range/Coding Fonnat 

The CSS 126 features a bipolar input range with 
the reference voltage applied to VREF defining 
both positive and negative full-scale. The coding 
format is set by the state of the CODE input. If 
high, coding is 2's complement; if low, the 
CS5126's output is in offset-binary format. 

Grounding and Power Supply Decoupling 

The CSS 126 uses the analog ground connection, 
AGND, only as a reference voltage. No de power 
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or signal currents flow through the AGND con
nection, thus minimizing the potential for inter
channel crosstalk. Also, AGND is completely in
dependent of DGND. However, any noise riding 
on the AGND input relative to the system's 
analog ground will induce conversion errors. 
Therefore, both analog inputs and the reference 
voltage should be referred to the AGND pin, 
which should be used as the entire system's 
analog ground. The digital and analog supplies 
are isolated within the CSS 126 and are pinned out 
separately to minimize coupling between the 
analog and digital sections of the chip. All four 
supplies should be decoupled to their respective 
grounds using 0.1 µF ceramic capacitors. If sig
nificant low frequency noise is present on the 
supplies, 1 µF tantalum capacitors are recom
mended in parallel with the 0.1 µF capacitors. 

The positive digital power supply of the CS5126 
must never exceed the positive analog supply by 
more than a diode drop or the CSS 126 could ex
perience permanent damage. If the two supplies 
are derived from separate sources, care must be 
taken that the analog supply comes up first at 
power-up. The system connection diagrams in 
Figures 2 and 9 show a decoupling scheme which 
allows the CS5126 to be powered from a single 
set of ± 5V rails. The positive digital supply is 
derived from the analog supply through a lOQ 
resistor to avoid the analog supply dropping 
below the digital supply. If this scheme is util
ized, care must be taken to insure that any digital 
load currents (which flow through the 10 Q resis
tors) do not cause the magnitude of digital sup
plies to drop below the analog supplies by more 
than 0.5 volts. Digital supplies must always 
remain above the minimum specification. 

As with any high-precision AID converter, the 
CS5 l 26 requires careful attention to grounding 
and layout arrangements. However, no unique 
layout issues must be addressed to properly apply 
the CS5126. The CDB5126 evaluation board is 
available for the CSS 126, which avoids the need 
to design, build, and debug a high-precision PC 
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board to initially characterize the part. The .board 
comes with a socketed CS5126, and can be 
quickly reconfigured to simulate any combination 
of sampling and master clock conditions. 

Power Supply Rejection 

The CS5126 features a fully differential com~ 
parator design, resulting in superior power supply 
rejection. Rejection is further enhanced by the 
on-chip self-calibration and "auto-zero" process. 
Figure 14 shows worst-case rejection for all com
binations of conversion rates and input condi
tions. 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 
RESET & INITIATE CALIBRATION 

MASTER CLOCK INPUT 
NO CONNECTION 

STANDBY (CALIBRATING) 
DIGITAL GROUND 

POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 
TRACKING LEFT CHANNEL 

TRACKING RIGHT CHANNEL 

SIMULTANEOUS SAMPLE/HOLD 1 
SIMULTANEOUS SAMPLE/HOLD 2 

HOLD & CONVERT 
LEFT/RIGHT CHANNEL SELECT 

SERIAL DATA CLOCK 

NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 

RESET & INITIATE CALIBRATION 

MASTER CLOCK INPUT 

NO CONNECTION 

STANDBY (CALIBRATING) 

DIGITAL GROUND 

POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 

TRACKING LEFT CHANNEL 

TRACKING RIGHT CHANNEL 

SIMULTANEOUS SAMPLE/HOLD 1 

SIMULTANEOUS SAMPLE/HOLD 2 

HOLD & CONVERT 

LEFT/RIGHT CHANNEL SELECT 

SERIAL DATA CLOCK 
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VD-
RST 

CLKIN 
NC 

STBY 
DGND 

VD+ 
TRKL 
TRKR 

SSH1 
SSH2 
HOLD 

uii 
SCLK 

VD-

RST 

CLKIN 

NC 

STBY 

DGND 

VD+ 

TRKL 

TRKR 

SSH1 

SSH2 

HOLD 

uii 
SCLK 

CS5126 

28 SLEEP SLEEP (LOW POWER) MODE 
27 TST4 TEST 
26 TST3 TEST 
25 VA+ POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 
24 AINR RIGHT CHANNEL ANALOG INPUT 

6 23 VA· NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 
22 AGND ANALOG GROUND 
21 REFBUF REFERENCE BUFFER 
20 VREF VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

10 19 AINL LEFT CHANNEL ANALOG INPUT 
11 18 TST2 TEST 
12 17 TST1 TEST 
13 16 CODE BINARY/2's COMPLEMENT SELECT • 14 15 SDATA SERIAL DATA OUTPUT 

SLEEP SLEEP (LOW POWER) MODE 

TST4 TEST 

TST3 TEST 

VA+ POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

AINR RIGHT CHANNEL ANALOG INPUT 

VA· NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 

AGND ANALOG GROUND 

REFBUF REFERENCE BUFFER 

VREF VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

AINL LEFT CHANNEL ANALOG INPUT 

TST2 TEST 

TST1 TEST 

CODE BINARY/2's COMPLEMENT SELECT 

SDATA SERIAL DATA OUTPUT 
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Power Supply Connections 

VD+ - Positive Digital Power, PIN 7. 
Positive digital power supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

VD- - Negative Digital Power, PIN 1. 
Negative digital power supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

DGND - Digital Ground, PIN 6. 
Digital ground reference. 

VA+ - Positive Analog Power, PIN 25. 
Positive analog power supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

VA- - Negative Analog Power, PIN 23. 
Negative analog power supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGND - Analog Ground, PIN 22. 
Analog ground reference. 

Digital Inputs 

CLKIN - Clock Input, PIN 3. 

CS5126 

All conversions and calibrations are timed from a master clock which must be externally 
supplied. 

HOLD - Hold, PIN 12. 
A falling transition on this pin sets the CS5 l 26 to the hold state and initiates a conversion. This 
input must remain low at least one master clock cycle plus 50ns. 

L/R -Left/Right Input Channel Select, PIN 13. 
Status at the end of a conversion cycle determines which analog input channel will be acquired 
for the next conversion cycle. 

SLEEP - Sleep, PIN 28. 
When brought low causes the CS5126 to enter a low-power quiescent state. All calibration 
coefficients are retained in memory, so no recalibration is needed after returning to the normal 
operating mode. 

CODE - 2's Complement/Binary Coding Select, PIN 16. 
Determines whether data appears in 2's complement or offset-binary format. If high, 2's 
complement; if low, offset-binary. 

SCLK - Serial Clock, PIN 14. 
Serial data changes status on a falling edge of this input, and is valid on a rising edge. 
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RST • Reset, PIN 32. 

CS5126 

When taken low, all internal digital logic is reset. Upon returing high, a full calibration 
sequence is initiated which takes 34,584,480 master clock cycles to complete. 

Analog Inputs 

AINL, AINR - Left and Right Channel Analog Inputs, PINS 19 and 24. 
Analog input connections for the left and right input channels. 

VREF - Voltage Reference, PIN 20. 
The analog reference voltage which sets the analog input range. Its magnitude sets both positive 
and negative full-scale. 

Digital Outputs 

STBY - Standby (Calibrating), PIN 5. llJ!m 
Indicates calibration status after reset. Remains low throughout the calibration sequence and liim 
returns high upon completion. 

SDATA - Serial Output, PIN 15. 
Presents each output data bit on a falling edge of the SCLK input Data is valid to be latched on 
the rising edge of SCLK. 

SSHl, SSH2 - Simultaneous Sample/Hold 1 and 2, PINS 10 and 11. 
Used to control external sample/hold amplifier(s) to achieve simultaneous stereo sampling. 

TRKL, TRKR - Tracking Left, Tracking Right, PINS 8 and 9. 
Indicate the end of a conversion CI_cle. Either TRKL or TRKR falls at the end of a conversion 
cycle depending on the status of UR and which channel is to be tracked. 

Analog Outputs 

REFBUF - Reference Buffer Output, PIN 21. 
Reference buffer output. AO. lµF ceramic capacitor must be tied between this pin and VA-. 

Miscellaneous 

NC - No Connection, PIN 4. 
Must be left floating for proper operation. 

TSTl, TST2, TST3, TST4 -Test, PINS 17, 18, 26, 27. 
Allow access to the CS5126's test functions which are reserved for factory use. Must be tied to 
VD+. 
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PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 

CS5126 

Total Harmonic Distortion - The ratio of therms sum of all harmonics up to 20 kHz to therms value 
of the signal. Units in percent. 

Signal-to-Noise plus Distortion Ratio - The ratio of therms value of the signal to therms sum of all 
other spectral components below the Nyquist rate (excepting de), including distortion components. Ex
pressed in decibels. 

Dynamic Range - Full-scale Signal-to-Noise plus Distortion with the input signal 60dB below full
scale. Units in decibels. 

Interchannel Isolation - A measure of crosstalk between the left and right channels. Measured for each 
channel at the converter's output with the input under test grounded and a full-scale signal applied to the 
other channel. Units in decibels. 

Full Scale Error - The deviation of the last code transition from the ideal (VREF-3/2 LSB 's) after all of
fsets have been externally compensated. Units in decibels relative to full scale. 

Bipolar Offset - The deviation of the mid-scale transition (011...111 to 100 ... 000) from the ideal (112 
LSB below AGND). Units in microvolts. 

Interchannel Mismatch - The difference in output codes between the left and right channels with the 
same analog input applied. Units expressed in decibels relative to full scale. Tested at full scale input. 

Aperture Time - The time required after the hold command for the sampling switch to open fully. Ef
fectively a sampling delay which can be nulled by advancing the sampling signal. Units in nanoseconds. 

Aperture Jitter -The range of variation in the aperture time. Effectively the "sampling window" which 
ultimately dictates the maximum input signal slew rate acceptable for a given accuracy. Units in 
picoseconds. 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

16-Bit, 20 kHz Oversampling AID Converter 
Features 

• Complete Voiceband DSP Front-End 
16-Bit A/D Converter 
Internal Track & Hold Amplifier 
On-Chip Voltage Reference 
Linear-Phase Digital Filter 

• On-Chip PLL for Simplified Output 
Phase Locking in Modem Applications 

• 84 dB Dynamic Range 

• 80 dB Total Harmonic Distortion 

• Output Word Rates up to 20 kHz 

• DSP-Compatible Serial Interface 

• Low Power Dissipation: 220 mW 

General Description 
The CS5317 is an ideal analog front-end for voiceband 
signal processing applications such as high-perfor
mance modems, passive sonar, and voice recognition 
systems. It includes a 16-bit AID converter with an inter
nal track & hold amplifier, a voltage reference, and a 
linear-phase digital filter. 

An on-chip phase-lock loop (PLL) circuit simplifies the 
CS5317's use in applications where the output word 
rate must be locked to an external sampling signal. 

The CS5317 uses delta-sigma modulation to achieve 
16-bit output word rates up to 20 kHz. The delta-sigma 
technique utilizes oversampling followed by a digital fil-
tering and decimation process. The combination of • 
oversampling and digital filtering greatly eases antialias 
requirements. Thus, the CS5317 offers 84 dB dynamic 
range and 80 dB THO and signal bandwidths up to 10 
kHz at a fraction of the cost of hybrid and discrete solu-
tions. 

The CS5317's advanced CMOS construction provides 
low power consumption of 220 mW and the inherent 
reliability of monolithic devices. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: See page 3-190 

Block Diagram 

VOLTAGE 
REFBUF 12 REFERENCE 

AIN 

NC 

VA+ 

14 

VA-

VCOIN PHDT RST MODE CLKIN 

17 16 7 9 

PLUCLOCK GENERATOR 

15 2 

AGND VD+ 

384th Order 
DECIMATION 

FILTER 

10 

VD-

DOE 

3 

5 
CLKOUT 

3-
State 

Buffers 6 
DATA 

8 
DOUT 

4 

DGND 

Preliminary Product Information I This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX 512 445- 7581 

JAN '89 
DS27PP3 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TMIN - TMAX; VA+, VD+= 5V ±10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ±10%; 
CLKIN = 4.9152 MHz in CLKOR mode; 1kHz Input Sinewave; with 1.2 k.Q, .01 µF antialiasing filter.) 

CS5317-K CS5317-B CS5317·T 

Parameter• min typ max min typ max min typ max Units 

Specified Temperature Range Oto 70 -40 to+ 85 -55 to + 125 ·c 
Resolution 16 16 16 Bits 

Dynamic Performance 

Dynamic Range (Note 1) 78 84 78 84 78 84 dB 

Total Harmonic Distortion 72 80 72 80 72 80 dB 

Signal to Intermodulation Distortion 84 84 84 dB 

dcAccuracy 

Differential Nonlinearity (Note2) ±0.4 ±0.4 ± 0.4 LSB 

Positive Full-Scale Error ± 150 ± 150 ± 150 mV 

Positive Full-Scale Drift ±500 ±500 ±500 uV/°C 

Bipolar Offset Error ±10 ±10 ± 10 mV 

Bipolar Offset Drift ±50 ±50 ±50 uV/°C 

Filter Characteristics 

Absolute Group Delay (Note 3) 78.125 78.125 78.125 us 

Passband Frequency (Note4) 5 5 5 kHz 

Input Characteristics 

AC Input Impedance (1kHz) 80 80 80 kohms 

Analog Input Full Scale Signal Level ±2.75 ±2.75 ±2.75 v 
Power Supplies 

Power Dissipation (Note5) 220 300 220 300 220 300 mW 

Power Supply Rejection VA+ 60 60 60 dB 
VA- 45 45 45 dB 
VD+ 

(Note 6) 60 60 60 dB 
VD- 55 55 55 dB 

Notes: 1. Measured over the full Oto 9.6kHz band with a -20dB input and extrapolated to full-scale. Since this 
includes energy in the stopband above 5kHz, additional post-filtering at the CS5317's output can 
typically achieve 88dB dynamic range by improving rejection above 5kHz. This can be increased to 
90dB by bandlimiting the output to 2.5kHz. 

2. No missing codes is guaranteed by design. 
3. Group delay is constant with respect to input analog frequency; that is, the digital FIR filter has 

linear phase. Group delay is determined by the formula Dgrp = 384/CLKIN in CLKOR mode, or 
192/CLKOUT in any mode. 

4. The digital filter's frequency response scales with the master clock. Its -3dB point is determined by 
f-3dB = CLKIN/977.3 in CLKOR mode, or CLKOUT/488.65 in any mode. 

5. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
6. With 300mV p-p, 1 kHz ripple applied to each supply separately. 

* Refer to the Parameter Definitions section after the Pin Description section. 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

CS5317-K CS5317-B CS5317-T 
Parameter min typ max min typ max min typ 

Specified Temperature Range O to 70 - 40 to +85 - 55 to +125 

Phase-Lock Loop Characteristics - 4V < PHDT = VCOIN < 3V 

VCO Gain Constant, Ko (Note 7) -4 - 10 - 30 -4 - 10 - 30 -4 - 10 

VCO operating frequency 1.28 5.12 1.28 5.12 1.28 

Phase Detector Gain Control, Kd -5 - 8 - 12 -5 - 8 - 12 -5 -8 

Phase Detector Prop. Delay (Note 8) 50 100 50 100 50 

Notes: 7. Over 1.28 MHz to 5.12 MHz VCO output range, where VCO frequency= 2 • CLKOUT. 
8. Delay from an input edge to the phase detector to a response at the PHDT output pin . 

max Units 

oc 

- 30 M radNs 

5.12 MHz 

- 12 ua/rad 

100 ns 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TMIN -TMAX: VA+' VD+= 5V±10%; VA-, VD-= -5V±10%) 
All measurements performed under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - - v 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0.8 v 
High-Level Output Voltage (Note 9) VoH VD+ -1.0V - - v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout = 1.6mA Vol - - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current I in - - 10 uA 

3-State Leakage Current loz - - ±10 uA 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Gout - 9 - pf 

Note: 9. lout=-1 OOµA. This specification guarantees the ability to drive one TIL load (VoH=2.4V@ lout=-40µA.). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (DGND, AGND = o v, see Note 10.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 

Master Clock Frequency f elk 0.01 - 5.12 MHz 

Note: 10. All voltages with respect to ground. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TM1N-TMAx;CL= 50 pF; VD+ = 5V±10%;VD- = -SV ±10%) 

Parameter Symbol 

Master Clock Frequency: CLKIN 
CLKG1 Mode lc[kg1 
CLKG2 Mode fcfkg2 
CLKOR Mode lcfkor 

Output Word Rate: DOUT fdout 

Rise Times: Any Digital Input trisein 
Any Digital Output triseout 

Fall Times: Any Digital Input tfallin 
Any Digital Output tlallout 

CLKIN Duty Cycle 
CLKG1 and } Pulse Width Low tpwl1 
CLKG2 Modes . Pulse Width High tpwh1 

CLKOR Mode } Pulse Width Low tpwl1 
Pulse Width High tpwh1 

RST Pulse Width Low tpwr 

Set Up Times: 
RST High to CLKIN High tsu1 
CLKIN High to RST High tsu2 

Propagation Delays: 

DOE Falling to Data Valid tphl1 

CLKIN Rising to DOUT Falling (Note 11) tphl2 

DOE Rising to Hi-Z Output t plh1 
CLKOUT Rising to DOUT Falling tplh2 

CLKOUT Rising to DOUT Rising tplh3 

CLKOUT Rising to Data Valid tplh4 
CLKIN Rising to CLKOUT Falling } tplh5 
CLKIN Rising to CLKOUT Rising (Note 12) 

t plh6 

Notes: 11. CLKIN only pertains to CLKG1 and CLKG2 modes. 
12. Only valid in CLKOR mode. 

Min Typ Max Units 

- - 20 kHz 
- - 10 kHz 
- - 5.12 MHz 

- - 20 kHz 

- 20 1000 ns 
- 15 20 ns 

- 20 1000 ns 
15 20 ns 

200 - ns 
200 - ns 
45 - ns 
45 ns 

400 - ns 

40 - - ns 
40 - - ns 

- 150 ns 

1 - CLKOUT 
cycles 

80 ns 
- . 60 ns 

- 60 ns 

- . 100 ns 
. 200 ns 

- . 200 ns 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (DGND, AGND = o v, all voltages with respect to ground.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -6.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 13) I in - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA VA-· 0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 VD++ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 oc 
Storage Temperature Tstg -65 150 oc 

Note: 13. Transient currents up to 1 OOmA will not cause SCR latch-up. 

WARNING: Operating this device at or beyond these extremes may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation of the part is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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2.0 v 

0.8 v 

2.4 v 

0.4 v 

Rise and Fall Times 

J 
t pwh1 

t 
tpwl1 

}-CLKIN 

CLKIN Timing 

CLKIN 
(Note 14) 

CLKOUT 

t plh1 

DOUT 

DATA 

DOE 
(Note 15) 

Serial Output Timing 

CLKIN 

-····· 
CLKOUT ,/ 

~--····· 

DOUT .......... 

t su1 
S······························ tsu1 

_ tsu2 t pwr 
RST 

(Note 16) 

Reset Timing 

Notes: 14. CLKIN only pertains to CLKG1 and CLKG2 modes. 
15. If DOE is brought high during serial data transfer, CLKOUT, DOUT, and DATA will immediately 

3-state and the rest of the serial data is lost. 
16. RST must be held high except in the clock override (CLKOR) mode where it can be used to align 

the phases of all internal clocks. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CS5317 functions as a complete data conver
sion subsystem for voiceband signal processing. 
The AID converter, sample/hold, voltage 
reference, and much of the antialiasing filtering 
are performed on-chip. The CS5317's serial inter
face offers its 16-bit, 2's complement output in a 
format which easily interfaces with industry
standard micro's and DSP's. 

The CS5317 also includes a phase-locked loop 
that simplifies the converter's application in sys
tems which require sampling to be locked to an 
external signal source. The CS5317 continuously 
samples its analog input at a rate set by an exter
nal clock source. On-chip digital filtering, an in
tegral part of the delta-sigma ADC, processes the 
data and updates the 16-bit output register at up 
to 20 kHz. The CS5317 can be read at any rate up 
to 20 kHz. 

The CS5317 is a CSZ5316 with an on-chip sam
pling clock generator. As such, it replaces the 
CSZ5316 and should be considered for all new 
designs. In addition, a CSZ5316 look-alike mode 
is included, allowing a CS5317 to be dropped 
into a CSZ5316 socket. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

The CS5317 utilizes the delta-sigma technique of 
executing low-cost, high-resolution AID conver
sions. A delta-sigma AID converter consists of 
two basic blocks: an analog modulator and a digi
tal filter. 

Conversion 

The analog modulator consists of a 1-bit AID 
converter (that is, a comparator) embedded in an 
analog negative feedback loop with high open
loop gain. The modulator samples and converts 
the analog input at a rate well above the 
bandwidth of interest (2.5 MHz for the CS5317). 
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The modulator's 1-bit output conveys informa
tion in the form of duty cycle. The digital filter 
then processes the 1-bit signal and extracts a high 
resolution output at a much lower rate (that is, 16-
bits at a 20 kHz word rate with a 5 kHz input 
bandwidth). 

An elementary example of a delta-sigma AID 
converter is a conventional voltage-to-frequency 
converter and counter. The VFC's 1-bit output 
conveys information in the form of frequency (or 
duty-cycle), which is then filtered (averaged) by 
the counter for higher resolution. In comparison, 
the CS5317 uses a more sophisticated multi-order 
modulator and more powerful FIR filtering to ex
tract higher word rates, much lower noise, and 
more useful system-level filtering. 

Filtering 

At the system level, the CS5317's digital filter 
can be modeled exactly like an analog filter with 
a few minor differences. First, digital filtering 
resides behind the AID conversion and can thus 
reject noise injected during the conversion 
process (i.e. power supply ripple, voltage 
reference noise, or noise in the ADC itself). 
Analog filtering cannot. 

Also, since digital filtering resides behind the 
AID converter, noise riding unfiltered on a near
full-scale input could potentially saturate the 
ADC. In contrast, analog filtering removes the 
noise before it ever reaches the converter. To ad
dress this issue, the CS53 l 7's analog modulator 
and digital filter reserve headroom such that the 
device can process signals with lOOmV "excur
sions" above full-scale and still output accurately 
converted and filtered data. Filtered input signals 
above full-scale still result in an output of all 
ones. 

An Application Note called "Delta Sigma Over
view" contains more details on delta-sigma con
version and digital filtering. 
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SYSTEM DESIGN WITH THE CS5317 

Like a tracking ADC, the CS5317 continuously 
samples and converts, always tracking the analog 
input signal and updating its output register at a 
20 kHz rate. The device can be read at any rate to 
create any system-level sampling rate desired up 
to 20kHz. 

Clocking 

Oversampling is a critical function in delta-sigma 
AID conversion. Although system-level output 
sample rates typically remain between 7kHz and 
20kHz in voiceband applications, the CS5317 ac
tually samples and converts the analog input at 
rates up to 2.56 MHz. This internal sampling rate 
is typically set by a master clock which is on the 
order of several megahertz. See Tablel for a com
plete description of the clock relationships in the 
various CS5317 operating modes. 

+SV 10!) 
Analog 
Supply + 0.1 uF 1 

VA+ 
2 

VD+ 

'9 CLKIN 

CS5317 

Analog 
Signal 

Signal 
Source 

Conditioning 

VA+ 
18 VCOIN 

25k0 

CS5317 

Some systems such as echo-cancelling modems, 
though, require the output sampling rate to be 
locked to a sampling signal which is 20 kHz or 
below. For this reason the CS5317 includes an 
on-chip phase-lock loop (PLL) which can 
generate its requisite 5.12 MHz master clock 
from a 20 kHz sampling signal. 

The CS5317 features two modes of operation 
which utilize the internal PLL. The first, termed 
Clock Generation 1 (CLKGl), accepts a sam
pling clock up to 20 kHz at the CLKIN pin and 
internally generates the requisite 5.12 MHz clock. 
The CS5317 then processes samples updating its 
output register at the rate defined at CLKIN, typi-
cally 20 kHz. For a 20 kHz clock input the digital • 
filter's 3 dB comer is set at 5.239 kHz, so CLKGJ 
provides a factor of 2X oversampling at the sys-
tem level (20 kHz is twice the minimum possible 
sampling frequency needed to reconstruct a 5 
kHz input), The CLKG 1 mode is initiated by 
tying the MODE input to +5V. 

0.1 uF + 

~C-lo-ck~ q 
VD- (clock override mode I CLKOR) 

o-- VD+ (clock gen. mode/ CLKG1) 
---:::i_ (clock gen. mode I CLKG2) 

uP orDSP 
Control 

~ 17 PHDT CLKOUT 5 

Serial 
Data 

Interface 

15 AGND 

-5V 100 
Analog o---+-------~·""'~----~ 
Supply 

Figure 1. System Connection Diagram with Example PLL Components 
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Mode 

Mode Symbol Pin 

Clock CLKG2 ov 
Gen. 2 CLKG2 

CLKG2 

Clock CLKG1 +5V 
Gen.1 CLKG1 

CLKG1 

Clock CL KOR -5 v 
Override CL KOR 

CL KOR 

CSZ5316 CSZ5316 FSYNC 

Output Word 
Rate Provides 
System-level 

RESET 2X Oversampling? 

HIGH NO 

HIGH YES 

SYNC YES 

LOW YES 

CS5317 

CLKOUT DOUT 
CLKIN fsin fsout F ldcD* 
(kHz) (MHz) (kHz) (kHz) (ns) 

7.2 1.8432 7.2 14.4 542.5 
9.6 2.4576 9.6 19.2 406.9 
10.0 (max) 2.56 10.0 20.0 390.6 

14.4 1.8432 14.4 14.4 542.5 
19.2 2.4576 19.2 19.2 406.9 
20.0 (max) 2.56 20.0 20.0 390.6 

3686.4 1.8432 14.4 14.4 NIA 
4915.2 2.4576 19.2 19.2 NIA 
5120.0 (max) 2.56 20.0 20.0 NIA 

5120.0 (max) 2.56 20.0 20.0 NIA 

* t dcD • Delay from CLKIN rising to DOUT falling = 1 CLKOUT cycle 

Table 1. Mode Comparisons 

The second PLL mode is termed Clock Genera
tion 2 (CLKG2) which generates its 5.12 MHz 
clock from a JO kHz external sampling signal. 
Again, output samples are available at the system 
sampling rate set by CLKIN, typically 10 kHz. 
For the full-rated 10 kHz clock CLKG2 still sets 
the filter's 3 dB point at 5 kHz. Therefore, 
CLKG2 provides no oversampling beyond the 
Nyquist requirement at the system level 
(10 kHz : 5 kHz) and its internal digital filter 
provides little anti-aliasing value. The CLKG2 
mode is initiated by grounding the MODE pin. 

The CS5317 features a third operating mode 
called Clock Override (CLKOR). Initiated by 
tying the MODE pin to -5V, CLKOR allows the 
5.12 MHz master clock to be driven directly into 
the CLKIN pin. The CS5317 then processes 
samples updating its output register at fclkin/256. 
Since all clocking is generated internally, the 
CLKOR mode includes a Reset capability which 
allows the output samples of multiple CS53 l 7's 
to be synchronized. 

The CS5317 also has a CSZ53 l 6 compatible 
mode, selected by tying RST low, and using 
MODE (pin 7) as the FSYNC pin. See the 
CSZ53 l 6 data sheet for detailed timing informa
tion. 
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Analog Design Considerations 

DC Characteristics 

The CS5317 was designed for signal processing. 
Its analog modulator uses CMOS amplifiers 
resulting in offset and gain errors which drift over 
temperature. If the CS53 l 7 is being considered 
for low-frequency ( < 10 Hz) measurement ap
plications, Crystal Semiconductor recommends 
the CS5501, a low-cost, d.c. accurate, delta-sigma 
ADC featuring excellent 60 Hz rejection and a 
system-level calibration capability. 

The Analog Input Range and Coding Format 

The input range of the CS5317 is nominally ± 3V, 
with ± 250 m V possible gain error. Because of 
this gain error, analog input levels should be kept 
below± 2.75V. The converter's serial output ap
pears MSB-first in 2's complement format. 

Antialiasing Considerations 

In applying the CS53 l 7, aliasing occurs during 
both the initial sampling of the analog input at fsin 
(-2.5 MHz) and during the digital decimation 
process to the 16-bit output sample rate, fsout· 
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Initial Sampling 

The CS531 7 samples the analog input, AIN, at 
one-half the master clock frequency (-2.5 MHz 
max). The input sampling frequency, fsin• appears 
at CLKOUT regardless of whether the master 
clock is generated on-chip (CLKG 1 and CLKG2 
modes) or driven directly into the CS5317 
(CLKOR mode). The digital filter then processes 
the input signal at the input sample rate. 

Like any sampled-data filter, though, the digital 
filter's passband spectrum repeats around integer 
multiples of the sample rate, fsin· That is, when 

Mag I H(ei'°) I (dB) 
0 

-2.74 dB 

-40 

-80 

0 .25 F .5 F F 

{.) N N N 
'O ::r: ::r: ::r: 

.:<:. .:<:. .:<:. 
LO 0 0 

N 

Magnitude where: T = 1/fsin 

CS5317 

the CS5317 is operating at its full-rated speed any 
noise within ± 5 kHz bands around 2.5 MHz, 5 
MHz, 7.5 MHz, etc. will pass unfiltered and alias 
into the baseband. Such noise can only be filtered 
by analog filtering before the signal is sampled. 
Since the signal is heavily oversampled (2.5 
MHz : 5 kHz, or 500: 1), a single-pole passive 
RC filter can be used as shown in Figure 2. 

Note: Any nonlinearities contributed by this filter 
will be encoded as distortion by the CS5317. • 
Therefore a low distortion, high frequency 
capacitor such as NPO-ceramic is recommended. 

Figure 2. Anti-alias Filter 

2F 3F 

N N 
::r: ::r: 
.:<:. .:<:. 
0 0 

""' "' 

I ( sin(128nfT))3 j 
128sin(nfT) f sin = input sampling frequency= CLKOUT frequency for all modes 

CLKIN/2 in CLKOR mode 

Examples: 
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CLKIN*128 in CLKG1 mode 
CLKIN*256 in CLKG2 mode 

F = f sin/128 for all modes 
f = input frequency 

f sout = f sin/128 =output data rate for CLKOR & CLKG1 = F 
f sout = f sin/256 =output data rate for CLKG2 = F/2 

For fsin = 2.56 MHz at f = 5 kHz: Magnitude is -2.74 dB 
For fsin = 2.56 MHz at f = 10 kHz: Magnitude is -11.8 dB 

Figure 3. CS5317 Low-Pass Filter Response 
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Decimation 

Aliasing effects due to decimation are identical in 
the CLKOR and CLKG 1 modes. Aliasing is dif
ferent in the CLKG2 mode due to the difference 
in output sample rates (10 kHz vs. 20 kHz) and 
thus will be discussed separately. 

Aliasing in the CLKOR and CLKGJ Modes 

The delta-sigma modulator output is fed into the 
digital low-pass filter at the input sampling rate, 
fsin· The filter's frequency response is shown in 
Figure 3. In the process of filtering the digitized 
signal the filter decimates the sampling rate by 
128 (that is, fsout = fsi0/128). In its most elemen
tary form, decimation simply involves ignoring -
or selectively reading - a fraction of the available 
samples. 

In the process of decimation the output of the 
digital filter is effectively resampled at fsout• the 
output word rate, which has aliasing implications. 
Residual signals after filtering at multiples of fsout 
will alias into the baseband. For example, an 
input tone at 28 kHz will be attenuated by 39.9 
dB. If fSout = 20 kHz, the residual tone will alias 
into the baseband and appear at 8 kHz in the out
put spectrum. 

If the input signal contains a large amount of out
of-band energy, additional analog and/or digital 
antialias filtering may be required. If digital post
filtering is used to augment the CS5317's rejec
tion above fs00/4 (that is, above 5 kHz), the filter
ing will also reject residual quantization noise 

DOUT 

CLKOUT 

DATA 

CS5317 

from the modulator (see Appendix A). This will 
typically increase the converter's dynamic range 
to 88 dB. Further bandlirniting the digital output 
to fs0 u/8 (2.5 kHz at full speed) will typically in
crease dynamic range to 90 dB. 

Aliasing in the CLKG2 Mode 

Aliasing effects iri the CLKG2 mode can be 
modeled exactly as those in the CLKG 1 mode 
with the output decimated by two (from 20 kHz 
to 10 kHz). This is most easily achieved by ignor
ing every other sample. In the CLKG2 mode the 
ratio of the output sampling rate to the filter's -3 
dB point is two, with no oversampling beyond the 
demands of the Nyquist criterion. Without the 
ability to roll-off substantially before fs00/2, the 
on-chip digital filter's antialiasing value is 
diminished. 

The CLKG2 mode should therefore be used only 
when the output data rate must be minimized due 
to communication and/or storage reasons. In ad
dition, adequate analog filtering must be provided 
prior to the AID converter. 

Digital Design Considerations 

The CS5317 presents its 16-bit serial output 
MSB-first in 2's complement format. The 
converter's serial interface was designed to easily 
interface to a wide variety of rnicro's and DSP's. 
Appendix A offers several hardware interfaces to 
industry-standard processors. 

Figure 4. Data Output 
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Data Output Characteristics & Coding Format 

As shown in Figure 4, the CS5317 outputs its 16-
bit data word in a serial burst. The data appears at 
the DATA pin on the rising edge of the same 
CLKOUT cycle in which DOUT falls. Data chan
ges on the rising edge of CLKOUT, and can be 
latched on the falling edge. The CLKOUT rate is 
set by the CLKIN input (fclkin/2 in the CLKOR 
mode; fclkin* 128 in the CLKG 1 mode; and 
fclkin*256 in the CLKG2 mode). DOUT returns 
high after the last bit is transmitted. After trans
mitting the sixteen data bits, DATA will remain 
high until DOUT falls again, initiating the next 
data output cycle. 

A 3-state capability is available for bus-oriented 
applications. The 3-state control input is termed 
Data Output Enable, DOE, and is asynchronous 
with respect to the rest of the CS5317. If DOE is 
taken high at any time, even during a data burst, 
the DATA, DOUT and CLKOUT pins go to a 
high impedance state. Any data which would be 
output while DOE is high is lost. 

Power Supplies 

Since the A/D converter's output is digitally fil
tered in the CS53 l 7, the device is more forgiving 
and requires less attention than conventional 16-
bit AID converters to grounding and layout arran
gements. Still, care must be taken at the design 
and layout stages to apply the device properly. 
The CS5317 provides separate analog and digital 
power supply connections to isolate digital noise 
from its analog circuitry. Each supply pin should 
be decoupled to its respective ground, AGND or 
DGND. Decoupling should be accomplished with 
0.1 µF ceramic capacitors. If significant low fre
quency noise is present in the supplies, 10 µF tan
talum capacitors are recommended in parallel 
with the 0.1 µF capacitors. 

The positive digital power supply of the CS5317 
must never exceed the positive analog supply by 
more than a diode drop or the chip could be per-
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manently damaged. If the two supplies are 
derived from separate sources, care must be taken 
that the analog supply comes up first at power-up. 
Figure 1 shows a decoupling scheme which al
lows the CS53 l 7 to be powered from a single set 
of ± 5V rails. The digital supplies are derived 
from the analog supplies through 10 Q resistors 
to prevent the analog supply from dropping 
below the digital supply. 

PLL Characteristics 

A phase-locked loop is included on the CS5317 
and is used to generate the requisite high frequen
cy AID sampling clock. A functional diagram of 
the PLL is shown in Figure 5. The PLL consists -
of a phase detector, a filter, a VCO (voltage-con-
trolled oscillator), and a counter/divider. The 
phase detector inputs are CLKIN (91) and a sub-
multiple of the VCO output signal (92). The in-
puts to the phase detector are positive-edge trig-
gered and therefore the duty cycle of the CLKIN 
signal is not significant. With this type of phase 
detector, the lock range of the PLL is equal to the 
capture range and is independent of the low pass 
filter. The output of the phase detector is input to 
an external low pass filter. The filter characteris-
tics are used to determine the transient response 
of the loop. The output voltage from the filter 
functions as the input control voltage to the VCO. 
The output of the VCO is then divided in fre-
quency to provide an input to the phase detector. 
The clock divider ratio is a function of the PLL 
mode which has been selected. 

Phase Detector Gain (Kd) 

A properly designed and operating phase-locked 
loop can be described using steady state linear 
analysis. Once in frequency lock, any phase dif
ference between the two inputs to the phase 
detector cause a current output from the detector 
during the phase error. While either the +50 µA or 
the -50 µA current source may be turned on, the 
average current flow is: 
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ioutavg = Kd (01-02) "'(-50µA/21t) (01-02) 

where 01 is the phase of INl, 02 is the phase of 
IN2 and Kd is the phase detector gain. The factor 
21t comes from averaging the current over a full 
CLKIN cycle. Kd is in units of micro
amperes/radian. 

VCO Gain (Ko) 

The output frequency from the VCO ranges from 
1.28 MHz to 5.12 MHz. The frequency is a func
tion of the control voltage input to the VCO. The 
VCO has a negative gain factor, meaning that as 
the control voltage increases more positively the 
output frequency decreases. The gain factor units 
are Megaradians per Volt per Second. This is 
equivalent to 21t Megahertz per volt. Changes in 
output frequency are given by: 

~OJvco =Ko ~VCOin [Ko is typ. -lOMrad/Vs.] 

Counter/Divider Ratio 

The CS5317 PLL multiplies the CLKIN rate by 
an integer value. To set the multiplication rate, a 
counter/divider chain is used to divide the VCO 
output frequency to develop a clock whose fre-

CS5317 

quency is compared to the CLKIN frequency in 
the phase detector. The binary counter/divider 
ratio sets the ratio of the VCO frequency to the 
CLKIN frequency. As illustrated in Figure 5, the 
VCO output is always divided by two to yield the 
CLKOUT signal which is identical in frequency 
to the delta-sigma modulator sampling clock. 
The CLKOUT signal is then further divided by 
either 128 in the CLKG 1 mode or by 256 in the 
CLKG2 mode. When the divide by two stage is 
included, the divider ratio (N) for the PLL in the 
CLKGl mode is effectively 256. In the CLKG2 
mode the divider ratio (N) is 512. 

Loop Transfer Function 

As the phase-locked loop is a closed loop system, 
an equation can be determined which describes its 
closed loop response. Using the gain factors for 
the phase detector and the VCO, the filter arran
gement and the counter/divider constant N, 
analysis will yield the following equation which 
describes the transfer function of the PLL: 

Ko Kd R s + Ko Kd 
N NC 

s2 +Ko ~dR s+ K~~d 

Kd = -8 ua/rad +l so uA r--rt-~--1 External RC 

r [ : 
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Figure 5. PLL Functional Diagram 
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This equation may be rewritten such that its ele
ments correspond with the following characteris
tic form in which the damping factor, I;;, and the 
natural frequency, eon , are evident: 

02 2seons + eon2 

91 = s2 + 21;;eons + eon2 

Both the natural frequency and the damping fac
tor are particularly important in determining the 
transient response of the phase- locked loop when 
subjected to a step input of phase or frequency. A 
family of curves are illustrated in Figure 6 that in
dicate the overshoot and stability of the loop as a 
function of the damping factor. Each response is 
plotted as a function of the normalized time, O>n t. 
For a given I;; and lock time, t, the O>n required 
can be determined. Alternatively, phase lock con
trol loop bandwidth may be a specified parameter. 
In some systems it may be desireable to reduce 
the -3dB bandwidth of the PLL control loop to 
reduce the effects of jitter in the phase of the 
input clock. The 3 dB bandwidth of the PLL con
trol loop is defined by the following equation: 

The equations used to describe the PLL and the 
3 dB bandwidth are valid only if the frequency of 

02 normalized to 01 
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CLKIN is approximately 20 times greater than 
the 3 dB comer frequency of the control loop. 

Filter Components 

Using the equations which describe the transfer 
function of the PLL system, the following exter
nal filter component equations can be determined: 

N 
R = 21;;00n KoKd 

The gain factors (Ko, Kd) are specified in the ~ 
Analog Characteristics table. In the event the sys- mim 
tern calls for very low bandwidth, hence a cor
responding reduction in loop gain, the phase 
detector gain factor Kd can be reduced. A large 
series resistor (Rl) can be inserted between the 
output of the detector and the filter. Then the 
50 µA current sources will saturate to the supplies 
and yield the following gain factor: 

~ =0.5 3 
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2 
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In some applications additional filtering may be 
useful to eliminate any jitter associated with the 
discrete current pulses from the phase detector. 
In this case a capacitor whose value is no more 
than 0.1 C can be placed across the RC filter net
work (C2 in Figure 5). 

Filter Design Example 

The following is a step by step example of how to 
derive the loop filter components. The CS5317 
AID sampling clock is to be derived from a 9600 
Hz clock source. The application requires the sig
nal passband of the CS5317 to be 4 kHz. The on
chip digital filter of the CS5317 has a 3 dB 
passband ofCLKOUT/488.65 (see Note 4 in the 
data sheet specifications tables). The 4 kHz 
passband requirement dictates that the sample 
clock (CLKOUT) of the CS5317 be a minimum 
of 4000 X 488.65 = 1.954 MHz. This requires the 
VCO to run at 3.908 MHz. The 3.908 MHz rate is 
407 times greater than the 9600 Hz PLL input 
clock. Therefore the CS5317 must be set up in 
mode CLKG2 with N = 512. If the CLKGI mode 
were used (N = 256), too narrow of a signal 
bandwidth through the AID would result. 

Once the operating mode has been determined 
from the system requirements, a value for the 
damping factor must be chosen. Figure 6 il
lustrates the dynamic aspects of the system with a 
given damping factor. Damping factor is general
ly chosen to be between 0.5 and 2.0. The choice 
of 0.5 will result in an overshoot of 30 % to a step 
response whereas the choice of 2.0 will result in 
an overshoot of less than 5 %. For example pur
poses, let us use a damping factor of 1.0. 

So, let us begin with the following variables : 

Ko = - IO Mradians/volt.sec 
Kd = - 8 µA/radian 
N =512 
s = 1.0 
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To calculate values for the resistor R and 
capacitor C of the filter, we must first derive a 
value for ron. Using the general rule that the 
sample clock should be at least 20 times higher 
frequency than the 3dB bandwidth of the PLL 
control loop: 

CLKIN ~ 20 ~dB 

where CLKIN = 9600 Hz = 27t 9600 radians/sec. 

So: ~dB= 27t 9600/20 = 3016 radians/sec. 

Knowing ro3da and the damping factor of 1.0, we 
can calculate the natural frequency, ron , of the 
control loop: 

ron = ~dB1~2s2 + 1 + "'1c2s2 + 1)2 + 1 

ffin = 3016~2(1)2 + 1 + °'1(2(1)2 + 1)2 + 1 

ron = 1215 I/sec 

Once the natural frequency, ron , is determined, 
values for R and C for the loop filter can be cal
culated: 

R = 2sronN/KoKd 

R = 2(1) (1215 l/s) 512/(-lOMrad/v.s.)(-8 uA/rad) 

R = 15552 v/A = 15.55 kQ. Use R = 15 kQ. 

C = KoKd/N ffin 2 

C = (-10 Mrad/v.s)(- 8 µA/rad)/512 (1215 l/s)2 

C = 105.8 x 10 -9 A.s/v = 105 nF. Use 0.1 uF. 

The above example assumed typical values for 
Ko and Kd. Your application may require a worst 
case analysis which includes the minimum or 
maximum values. Table 2 shows some other ex
ample situations and R and C values. 
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CLKIN 

(Hz) Mode 

7200 CLKG2 
9600 CLKG2 

14400 CLKG1 
19200 CLKG1 

CLKOUT 
N (MHz) 

512 1.8432 
512 2.4576 
256 1.8432 
256 2.4576 

CS5317 

I;, '°3dB Wn R *(kn) C * (nF) 

1.0 2262 911 11.6 187 
1.0 3016 1215 15.5 106 
1.0 4524 1822 11.6 94 
1.0 6032 2430 15.5 52 

* The values for R and C are as calculated using the described method. Component tolerances have 

not been allowed for. Notice that Ko and Kd can vary over a wide range, so using tight tolerances for 
R and C is not justified. Use the nearest conveniently available value. 

Table 2 Example PLL Loop Filter R and C values 

CS5317 PERFORMANCE 

The CS5317 features 100% tested dynamic per
formance. The following section is included to il
lustrate the test method used for the CS5317. 

FFT Tests and Windowing 

The CS5317 is tested using Fast Fourier Trans
form (FFT) techniques to analyze the converter's 
dynamic performance. A pure sine wave is ap
plied to the CS5317 and a "time record" of 1024 
samples is captured and processed. The FFT algo
rithm analyzes the spectral content of the digital 
waveform and distributes its energy among 512 
"frequency bins". Assuming an ideal sinewave, 
distribution of energy in bins outside of the fun
damental and de can only be due to quantization 
effects and errors in the CS5317. 

If sampling is not synchronized to the input 
sinewave it is highly unlikely that the time record 
will contain an exact integer number of periods of 
the input signal. However, the FFT assumes that 
the signal is periodic, and will calculate the 
spectrum of a signal that appears to have large 
discontinuities, thereby yielding a severely dis
torted spectrum. To avoid this problem, the time 
record is multiplied by a window function prior to 
performing the FFT. The window function 
smoothly forces the endpoints of the time record 
to zero, removing the discontinuities. The effect 
of the "window" in the frequency domain is to 
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convolute the spectrum of the window with that 
of the actual input. 

The quality of the window used for harmonic 
analysis is typically judged by its highest side
lobe level. The Blackman-Harris window used to 
test the CS5317 has a maximum side-lobe level 
of -92 dB. 

Figure 7 shows an FFT plot of a typical CS53 l 7 
with a 1 kHz sinewave input generated by an 
"ultra-pure" sine wave generator and the output 
multiplied by a Blackman-Harris window. Ar
tifacts of windowing are discarded from the sig
nal-to-noise calculation using the assumption that 
quantization noise is white. All FFT plots in this 
data sheet were derived by averaging the FFT 
results from ten time records. This filters the 

OdB 

-20dB 

-40dB 

-60dB 

Signal 
Amplitude -BOdB 
Relative to 
Full Scale -lOOdB 

-120dB 

de 
'-1 kHz 

-----···Sampling Rate: 19.2 kHz 
- Full Scale: ± 2.75 V 

....... S/(N+D): 81.39 dB 

9.6 kHz_/ 

Input Frequency 

Figure 7. CS5317 Dynamic Performance 
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spectral variability that can arise from capturing 
finite time records, without disturbing the total 
energy outside the fundamental. All harmonics 
and the -92 dB· side-lobes from the Blackman
Harris window are therefore clearly visible in the 
plots. 

Full-scale signal-to-noise-plus-distortion 
[S/(N+D)] is calculated as the ratio of the RMS 
power of the fundamental to the sum of the RMS 
power of the FFT's other frequency bins, which 
include both noise and distortion. For the 
CS53 l 7, signal-to-noise-plus-distortion is shown 
to be better than 81 dB for an input frequency 
range of 0 to 9.6 kHz (fs/2). 

Harmonic distortion characteristics of the CS5317 
are excellent at 80 dB full scale signal to THD 
(typical), as are intermodulation distortion 
characteristics, shown in Figure 8. Intermodula
tion distortion results from the modulation distor
tion of two or more input frequencies by a non
linear transfer function. 

DNLTest 

Figure 9 shows a plot of the typical differential 
non-linearity (DNL) of the CS5317. This test is 
done by taking a large number of conversion 
results, and counting the occurrences of each 
code. A perfect AID · converter would have all 
codes of equal size and therefore equal numbers 

co 
~ 
_J 

z 

+1 

+1/2 

Cl -1/2 

-1 

CS5317 

OdB 
. ······ ···· ······························•· S/l.M.D.: 84.7 dB 

·20dB 

-40dB 

-60dB 
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Relative to 
Full Scale -lOOdB 

-120dB 

de 800 1450 9600 

Input Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 8. CS5317 Intermodulation Distortion 

of occurrences. In the DNL test, a code with the 
average number of occurences is considered ideal 
and plotted as DNL = 0 LSB. A code with more 
or less occurrences than average will appear as a 
DNL of greater than or less than zero. A missing 
code has zero occurences, and will appear as a 
DNL of -1 LSB. 

The plot below illustrates the typical DNL perfor
mance of the CS5317, and clearly shows the part 
easily achieves no missing codes. 

0 32,768 

Codes 
Figure 9. CS5317 DNL Plot 
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18 pin DIP Pinout 

POSITIVE ANALOG POWER VA+ 
POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER VD+ 

DATA OUTPUT ENABLE DOE 
DIGITAL GROUND DGND 

SERIAL CLOCK OUTPUT CLKOUT 
SERIAL DATA OUTPUT DATA 

CLOCKING MODE SELECT MODE 
DATA OUTPUT READY DOUT 

CLOCK INPUT CLKIN 

20 pin SOIC pinout 

POSITIVE ANALOG POWER VA+ 
POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER VD+ 

DATA OUTPUT ENABLE DOE 
DIGITAL GROUND DGND 

NO CONNECT NC 
SERIAL CLOCK OUTPUT CLKOUT 

SERIAL DATA OUTPUT DATA 

1 • 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

VCOIN 
PHDT 
RST 
AGND 
VA· 
NC 
REFBUF 
AIN 
VD· 

20 VCOIN 
19 PHDT 
18 RST 
17 AGND 
16 NC 
15 NC 
14 VA· 

VCOINPUT 
PHASE DETECT 
RESET 

' CS5317 

ANALOG GROUND 
NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 
NO CONNECT 
POSITIVE REFERENCE BUFFER 
ANALOG INPUT 
NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 

VCOINPUT 
PHASE DETECT 
RESET 
ANALOG GROUND 
NO CONNECT 
NO CONNECT 

CLOCKING MODE SELECT MODE 8 
DATA OUTPUT READY DOUT 9 

13 REFBUF 
12 AIN 

NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 
POSITIVE REFERENCE BUFFER 
ANALOG INPUT 

CLOCK INPUT CLKIN 10 11 VD· NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 

PIN DESCRIPTIONS (Pin numbers refer to the 18-pin DIP package) 

Power Supplies 

VD+ - Positive Digital Power, PIN 2. 
Positive digital supply voltage. Nominally 5 volts. 

VD- • Negative Digital Power, PIN 10. 
Negative digital supply voltage. Nominally -5 volts. 

DGND · Digital Ground, PIN 4. 
Digital ground reference. 

VA+ - Positive Analog Power, PIN 1. 
Positive analog supply voltage. Nominally 5 volts. 
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VA- - Negative Analog Power, PIN 14. 

Negative analog supply voltage. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGND - Analog Ground, PIN 15. 
Analog ground reference. 

PLL/Clock Generator 

CLKIN - Clock Input, PIN 9. 
Clock input for both clock generation modes and the clock override mode (see MODE). 

MODE- Mode Set, PIN 7. 
Determines the internal clocking mode utilized by the CS5317. Connect to +5V to select CLKGl 
mode. Connect to DGND to select CLKG2 mode. Connect to -5V to select CLKOR mode. This 
pin becomes equivalent to FSYNC in the CSZ5316 compatible mode. 

VCOIN - VCO Input, PIN 18. 
This pin is typically connected to PHDT. A capacitor and resistor in series connected between 
VA+ and this pin sets the filter response of the on-chip phase locked loop. 

PHDT - Phase Detect, PIN 17. 

Inputs 

This pin is typically connected to VCOIN. A capacitor and resistor in series connected between 
VA+ and this pin sets the filter response of the on-chip phase locked loop. 

AIN - Analog Input, PIN 11. 

DOE - Data Output Enable, PIN 3. 
Three-state control for serial output interface. When low, DATA, DOUT, and CLKOUT are 
active. When high, they are in a high impedance state. 

RST - Sample Clock Reset, PIN 16. 

3-188 

Sets phase of CLKOUT. Functions only in the clock override mode, CLKOR. Used to 
synchronize the output samples of multiple CS5317's. Must be kept high in CLKG 1 or CLKG2 
modes. Also, tying this pin low, with MODE not tied to - 5V, will place the CS5317 into 
CSZ5316 compatible mode. 
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Outputs 

DOUT- Data Output Flag, PIN 8. 

CS5317 

The falling edge indicates the start of serial data output on the DATA pin. The rising edge 
indicates the end of serial data output. 

DATA- Data Output, PIN 6. 
Serial data output pin. Converted data is clocked out on this pin by the rising edge of CLKOUT. 
Data is sent MSB first in two's complement format. 

CLKOUT- Data Output Clock, PIN 5. 
Serial data output clock. Data is clocked out on the rising edge of this pin. The falling edge 
should be used to latch data. Since CLKOUT is a free running clock, DOUT can be used to 
indicate valid data. 

REFBUF - Positive Voltage Reference Noise Buffer, PIN 12. 
Used to attenuate noise on the internal positive voltage reference. Must be connected to the 
analog ground through a O.lµF ceramic capacitor. 

PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 

Resolution - The number of different output codes possible. Expressed as N, where 2N is the number of 
available output codes. 

Dynamic Range - The ratio of the largest allowable input signal to the noise floor. 

Total Harmonic Distortion - The ratio of the rms sum of all harmonics to the rms value of the largest 
allowable input signal. Units in dB's. 

Signal to Intermodulation Distortion - The ratio of therms sum of two input signals to the rms sum of 
all discernible intermodulation and harmonic distortion products. 

Linearity Error - The deviation of a code from a straight line passing through the endpoints of the 
transfer function after zero- and full-scale errors have been accounted for. ''Z.ero-scale" is a point 
1/2 LSB below the first code transition and "full-scale" is a point l/2 LSB beyond the code 
transition to all ones. The deviation is measured from the middle of each particular code. Units in 
%FS. 
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Differential Nonlinearity- The deviation of a code's width from the ideal width. Units in LSB's. 

Positive Full Scale Error - The deviation of the last code transition from the ideal, (VREF - 3/2 LSB). 
Units in mV. 

Positive Full Scale Drift - The drift in effective, positive, full-scale input voltage with temperature. 

Negative Full Scale Error - The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal, (-VREF + 1/2 
LSB). Units in mV. 

Negative Full Scale Drift - The drift in effective, negative, full-scale input voltage with temperature. 

Bipolar Offset - The deviation of the mid-scale transition from the ideal. The ideal is defined as the 
middle transition lying on a straight line between actual positive full-scale and actual negative 
full-scale. 

Bipolar Offset Drift - The drift in the bipolar offset error with temperature. 

Absolute Group Delay - The delay through the filter section of the part. 

Passband Frequency-The upper-3 dB frequency of the CS5317. 

ORDERING GUIDE 

3-1.90 

Model Number 
CS5317-KP 
CS5317-KS 
CS5317-BD 
CS5317-TD 

Temperature Range 
o to 70°C 
o to 70°C 

-40 to +85°C 
-55 to + 125°C 

Package 
18 Pin Plastic DIP 
20 Pin Plastic SOIC 
18 Pin Cer DIP 
18 Pin Cer DIP 
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APPENDIX A 

APPLICATIONS 

CS5317 
DATA 1----------< A 

SI 

S2 

Q,, 

+5V 

OE2 

A 

SI 

S2 

ClKOUT~ ... 

DOUT 

CS5317 

Figure Al shows one method of converting the 
serial output of the CS5317 into 16-bit, parallel 
words. The associated timing is also shown. 
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~ P, DS 

Po 06 
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~ 
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Po Dll 

~ 
P, D12 

P, 013 

Pa 014 

PH 015 

DATA ~···-2~~-~-o~ 

INT 

DS27PP3 

(MSB) 

/~-
INT Cleared when data read 

(CS goes low) 

Figure Al. CS5317-to-Parallel Data Bus Interface 
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Figure A2 shows the interconnection and timing 
details for connecting a CS53 l 7 to a NEC 
µPD7730 DSP chip. 

Figure A3 shows the interconnection and timing 
details for connecting a CS53 l 7 to a Motorola 
DSP56000. 
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Status Register (SR) 
CLKOUT Bit Mnemonic Setting 

9 SCI 0 
7, 6 sou 1, 0 
3 SIF 

CLKOUT 

DATA 

SSI Control Reg. A 
CRA (X:FFEC) 

WL1=1 } b' 
WLO=O 16 its 

CLKOUT 

DOUT 

DATA 

0 

Meaning 
External Clock DOUT 
16 bit data DATA 
MSB First 

... 

... 
15 14 13 ••• 2 0 

-~~--'~-~ 

(MSB) 

Figure A2. CSS317-to-NEC µPD77230 Serial Interface 

SYNC A SYNC 
CLKOUT SCK sco CS5317 

PINS DOUT SC2 SC1 
co GCK 0 0 CLKOUT 1----1 

ci>o SYN 1 0 
Q) w 
a: LL. FSL 0 0 -u.. e .. SCKD 0 -c:~ 
Oco SCD2 0 -(.)a: 

SCD1 0 Ci) (.) -

DOUT 
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... 
15 14 13 ••• 2 0 
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(MSB) 

Figure A3. CS5317-to-Motorola DSPS6000 Serial Interface 
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Figure A4 shows the interconnection and timing 
details for connecting a CS5317 to a WE DSP16 
DSPchip. 

Figure A5 shows the interconnection and timing 
details for connecting a CS5317 with TMS32020 
and TMS320C25 DSP chips. 

Serial 1/0 Control Register (SIOC) 
Field Value Meaning 
MSB 1 MSB input first 
ILD 0 ILD is an input 
ICK 0 ICK is an input 
ILEN 0 16 bit input data 

CS5317 

CLKOUT t---<---t 

DOUT1--+------~ 

DATA 

... 

... 
DATAc! 15 14 13 ••• 2 0 

---'•--~'----' 

(MSB) 

Figure A4. CS5317-to-WE DSP16 Serial Interface 

TMS32020 Status Register (ST1): 
FO = 0 (16 bit data) 

TMS320C25 Status Register (ST1): 
FO = O (16 bit data) 
FSM = 1 (Frame Sync used) 

CLKOUT 

CS5317 

CLKOUT 

DOUT 

DATA 

DATA 15 14 13 ••• 2 0 
-~·--~~-~ 

(MSB) 

Figure AS. CS5317-to-TMS32020/TMS320C25 Serial Interface 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

I CS5322/CS5323 I 
24-Bit Variable Bandwidth AID Converter 

Features 

• Monolithic CMOS A/D Converter 

• 100 dB Harmonic Distortion 

• Delta-Sigma Architecture 
-Variable Oversampling: X32 to X4096 
-Internal Track-and-Hold Amplifier 

• Flexible Filter Chip 
-Hardware or Software Selectable 
Options 
-Eight Selectable Filter Corner 
Frequencies: 23, 47, 94, 187, 375, 750, 
1500 and 3000 Hz 

• Low Power Dissipation 

CS5323 

VA1+ VA2+ VA1- VA2-

IREF 

General Description 
The CS5323 analog modulator and the CS5322 digital 
filter function together as a unique high resolution AID 
converter intended for geophysical and other applica
tions which require high dynamic range. The 
CS5323/CS5322 combination performs sampling, AID 
conversion, and anti-alias filtering. 

The pair use Delta-Sigma modulation to produce highly 
accurate conversions. The CS5323 oversamples, vir
tually eliminating the need for external anti-alias filters. 
The CS5322 linear-phase FIR digital filter decimates the l!'m 
output to any one of eight selectable update periods: liim 
16, 8, 4, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25 and 0.125 milliseconds. Data is 
output from the digital filter in a 24-bit serial format. 

The CMOS design of the CS5322/CS5323 achieves 
high reliability while minimizing power dissipation. 
Power dissipation for the pair is less than 250 mW. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

CS5322-BL -40 to +85 °C 28-pin PLCC 
CS5323-BL -40 to +85 °C 28-pin PLCC 

CS5322 

VD+ RSEL SYNC CAL TEST 

INT 

SUM 

SFF 

] 
Analog 

Modulator 

I---

SYNCI- SYNCO 

DAT AO- DATA! 

ODETO- ODETI 

ACLKl-ACLKO 

Digital 
Filter 

SCLK 

SDATAOUT 
SDATIN 
DRDY 

W/R 

cs 
DECA 
DECB 

DECC 

ERROR FLAG 

VD+ VD- DGND AGND1 AGND2 DGND HIS CLKIN PWDN RESET 

Preliminary Product Information J This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 Fax: (512) 445 7581 

MAR '90 
DS70PP1 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5324 

120 dB, 500 Hz Oversampling AID Converter 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS AID converter 

• 120dB Dynamic Range 

• dc-500 Hz Bandwidth 

• 11 O dB Total Harmonic Distortion 

• Internal Track-and-Hold Amplifier 

• Delta-Sigma Architecture 
-256X Oversampling 
-Linear Phase Digital Filter 
-Output Word Rate 32 kHz 

• Low Power Dissipation: 180 mW max. 

• Evaluation Board Available 

General Description 
The CS5324 analog to digital converter is a unique, 
very high resolution AID converter intended for 
geophysical and sonar applications. It is a complete 
analog front end to a Digital Signal Processor and 
provides the DSP with a low distortion digital input 
suitable for precision signal analysis. The CS5324 per
forms sampling, AID conversion, and anti-alias filtering. 

The CS5324 uses delta-sigma modulation to produce 
highly accurate conversions. The device oversamples at 
256X, virtually eliminating the need for external anti
aliasing filters. An on-chip linear-phase FIR digital filter 
decimates the output to a 32 kHz output word rate. Data • 
is transmitted to the DSP as two, 8-bit bytes. An addi-
tional FIR filter in the DSP further decimates the signal 
to achieve 120 dB dynamic range over 500 Hz 
bandwidth with signal-to-distortion of 110 dB. 

The CMOS design of the CS5324 ensures high 
reliability and power dissipation of less than 180 mW. 

ORDERING GUIDE: 
CS5324-KL 0° to 70°C 28-pin PLCC 
CS5324-BL -40° to +85°C 28-pin PLCC 
CDB5324 Evaluation Board 

Block Diagram 

INT 

SUM 

VA1+ VA2+ VA1- VA2- AGND1 AGND2 VD+ VD- DGND 

7 12 6 13 5 11 22 23 21 i-J2< 
t-E 

8 ~ 
ANALOG MODULATOR FIR 1 H ~ 9 

i-1-1 
~ 
~ 

4 10 28 15 14 3 2 1 20 
t-E 

IREF SFF FSYNC PWDN TST TSA TSB TSC CLKIN 

DO 
D1 

D2 

D3 

D4 

D5 

D6 

D7 

Preliminary Product Information I This ?ocument contains infor~ation for a. new. product. crystal . 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 Fax: (512) 445-7581 

FEB '90 
DS36PP2 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25°c; VA-=-5V; VA+= 5V; AGND=OV; 

CS5324 

CLKIN=1.024 MHz Device is connected as shown in Figure 9, the System Connection Diagram. Output data is 
further processed using off-chip filtering described in Appendix 1.) 

Parameter• Symbol CS5324-K CS5324-B CS5324-T Units 
min typ max min typ max min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range 0 - +70 -40 - +85 -55 - +125 oc 

Dynamic Performance 

Dynamic Range DR - 120 - - 120 - - TBD - dB 

Signal-to-Distortion (Note 1) SOR 100 110 - 100 110 - TBD TBD - dB 

Intermodulation Distortion (Note 2) - 110 - - 110 - - TBD - dB 

dcAccuracy 

Full Scale Error (Note 3) - - 2 - - 2 - - TBD % 
Full Scale Drift (Note 3, 4) - 0.003 0.006 - 0.003 0.006 - 0.003 TBD %/oC 

Offset . (Note 3) - - 250 - - 250 - - TBD mV 

Offset Drift (Note 3, 4) - 500 750 - 500 750 - 500 TBD uV/ "C 
Input Characteristics 

Input Signal Frequencies (Note 5) BW de - 500 de - 500 de - 500 Hz 

Input Voltage Range (Note 6) V1N -10.0 - +10.0 -10.0 - +10.0 -10.0 - +10.0 v 
Power Suppl/es 

DC Power Supply Currents 
IA+ (Note 7) - 12.5 TBD - 12.5 TBD - 12.5 TBD mA 
IA- - 14.5 TBD - 14.5 TBD - 14.5 TBD mA 
ID+ - 1.0 TBD - 1.0 TBD - 1.0 TBD mA 
ID- - 0.6 TBD - 0.6 TBD - 0.6 TBD mA 

Power Dissipation 
PWDN Low - 150 180 - 150 180 - 150 180 mW 
PWDN High (Note 7) - 5 10 - 5 10 - 5 10 mW 

Power Supply Rejection 
(de to 500 Hz) (Note 8) 

VA+ - 55 - - 55 - - 55 - dB 
VA- - 45 - - 45 - - 45 - dB 
VD+ - 48 - - 48 - - 48 - dB 
VD- - 38 - - 38 - - 38 - dB 

(500 Hz to 128 kHz) (Note 9) 
VA+ - 60 - - 60 - - 60 - dB 
VA- - 60 - - 60 - - 60 - dB 
VD+ - 50 - - 50 - - 50 - dB 
VD- - 55 - - 55 - - 55 - dB 

Notes: 1. Tested with full scale input signal of 100 Hz. 
2. Tested with input signals of 100 Hz and 140 Hz, each 6 dB down from full scale. 
3. Specification is for the parameter over the specified temperature range and is for the CS5324 device 

only. It does not include the effects of external components. 
4. Drift specifications are guaranteed by design and characterization. 
5. The upper bandwidth limit is determined by the off-chip digital filter. 
6. This input voltage range is for the configuration depicted in Figure 9, the System Connection Diagram. 
7. All outputs unloaded. All logic inputs CMOS levels. 
8. Tested with a 100 mVp-p 120 Hz sine wave applied separately to each supply (VA 1 and VA2 are 

considered as one input for this test). 
9. Tested with a 100 mVp-p 120 kHz sine wave applied separately to each supply (VA1 and VA2 ard 

considered as one input for this test). 
* Refer to Parameter Definitions (immediately following pin descriptions at the end of this data sheet). 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tmin to Tmax; VA+,VD+=5V±5%; VA-, VD- =-5V±5%; 
Inputs: Logic 0 = OV Logic 1 =VD+; CL=50pF.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

CLKIN Frequency (Note 10) fc 0.9 1.024 1.1 MHz 

CLKIN Duty Cycle 40 - 60 % 

CLKIN Jitter - - 5 ps 

Rise Times: 
Any Digital Input 

(Note 11) trise 
- - 1.0 us 

Any Digital Output - 50 200 ns 

Fall Times: 
Any Digital Input 

(Note 11) 
- - 1.0 us 

Any Digital Output tta11 - 50 200 ns 

CLKIN Rising edge to FSYNC Rising (Note 12) let 70 - - ns 

FSYNC Rising to CLKIN Falling Edge tfc 150 - - ns 

Output Data Delay: CLKIN Rising to Valid Data ldd - 200 TBD ns 

Output Float Delay: CLKIN Rising to Hi-Z lfd - 150 TBD ns 

Notes: 10. If CLKIN is removed the device will enter the power down mode. 
11. Excludes CLKIN input. CLKIN should be driven with a signal having rise and fall times of 25ns or faster. 
12. Only the rising edge of FSYNC relative to CLKIN is used to sychronize the device. FSYNC can return 

low at any time as long as it remains high for at least one CLKIN cycle. 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tmin!O Tmax; VA+,VD+ = 5V±5%; VA-,VD-= -5V±5%) 
All measurements below are performed under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H (VD+) -1.0V -

Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - -
High-Level Output Voltage 1ouT = -600 uA (Note 13) VoH (VD+) - 0.4V -
Low-Level Output Voltage IOUT = 800 uA (Note 13) VoL - -
Input Leakage Current ILKG - -

Tri-State Leakage Current loz - -

Digital Output Pin Capacitance CouT - 9 

Notes: 13. The device is designed for low current output drive to minimize induced noise. CMOS 
interfacing is highly recommended. 

CLKIN 

tct ~ t I 

~ FSYNC -j ~ 1fc tfd 
idd 

Max 

-
1.0 

-
0.4 

10 

10 

-

D0-07 Hi-Z High Byte Low Byte Hi-Z 

Digital Timing Relationships 
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Units 

v 
v 
v 
v 

uA 

uA 

pF 
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RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (DGNo.=ov;AGND=OV. Allvoltages 
measured with respect to ground.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

DC Supply 

Positive Analog VA+ 4.75 5.0 5.25 

Negative Ana!og VA- -4.75 -5.0 -5.25 

Positive Digital VD+ 4,75 5.0 '5.25 
Negative Digital VD- -4.75 -5.0 - 5.25 

Units 

v 

v 

v 

v 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (DGND=OV; AGND=OV> All voltages measured with respect to 
ground.) 

Parameter Symbol Min ·Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ - 0.3 (VA+) +0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 - 6.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ - 0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 - 6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 14) lin - ±10 mA 

Digital Input Voltage VIND - 0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 

Ambient Operating Temperature TA - 55 125 DC 

Storage Temperature T.tg - 65 150 DC 

Note: 14. Transient currents up to 100 mA will not cause SCR latch-up. 
WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 

Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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General Description 

The CS5324 is a monolithic CMOS AID con
verter designed specifically for very high 
resolution measurement of signals between de 
and 500 Hz. The device consists of a fourth-order 
delta-sigma modulator followed by an on-chip 
digital decimation filter. 

The modulator of the CS5324 samples the analog 
input signal at a 256X oversampling rate. This 
high oversampling rate, along with subsequent 
digital filtering, enables the CS5324 to achieve a 
dynamic range which exceeds 120 dB. To achieve 
optimum performance, the CS5324 uses off-chip 
circuitry to develop the reference and operating 
currents necessary to set the gain and offset of the 
modulator portion of the AID converter. Discrete 
components are also used for the first stage in
tegrator input resistor and integration capacitor. 

The CS5324 performs conversions continuously 
and outputs twelve data bits for further data 
decimation by an off-chip digital filter. A separate 
DSP chip can be utilized to perform the off-chip 
filtering. A single DSP chip can perform the filter 
function for several CS5324 devices. For this 
reason, the CS5324 was designed to output its 
data in a simple time-division multiplexing 
(TDM) format. This TDM architecture allows up 
to eight CS5324 devices to share the same data 
bus. 

Theory of Operation 

The CS5324 utilizes a fourth order oversampling 
delta-sigma architecture to achieve high-resolu
tion AID conversion. The converter consists of an 
analog modulator, along with an on-chip digital 
decimation filter. The modulator consists of a 
1-bit AID converter embedded in a negative feed
back loop. The first stage of the fourth order 
modulator uses discrete components external to 
the chip to maximize signal performance relative 
to noise. 

DS36PP2 

CS5324 

The modulator samples at 256 kHz 
(CLKIN = 1.024 MHz) which is 256X oversam
pling above two times the maximum signal 
frequency of 500 Hz. The modulator output is 
followed by a decimate by 8, fourth-order 
(sinx)/x filter. The result from this filter is a 12-bit 
word which is output from the chip at a 32 kHz 
rate. The 12-bit data is then further filtered by 
means of an off-chip digital filter. The off-chip 
filter can be implemented by either a DSP chip or 
an ASIC designed for this purpose. The exact 
characteristics of the on-chip filter and some 
recommended off-chip digital filters are discussed 
under the Filter Characteristics section of the data 
sheet. Upon reduction with the off-chip filtering, ~ 
the data results in resolution which exceeds 20- ~ 
bits. The final result yields a dynamic range 
exceeding 120 dB. 

The architecture of the CS5324 was chosen to 
maximize performance. The input integrator uses 
off-chip discrete components. The chip is 
designed to use a current-source type reference, 
rather than a voltage source to minimize noise. In 
addition, the amount of on-chip digital filtering is 
minimized to reduce the possibility of the digital 
noise of the filter coupling into the analog sec
tions of the chip. Configuring the chip to use 
additional off-chip digital filtering also allows the 
user maximum flexibility in implementing a filter 
appropriate to his system requirements. 

Signal Input and Current Reference 

The CS5324 uses a number of external discrete 
components to achieve maximum performance. 
Figure 1 illustrates the recommended circuit con
figuration for the current reference components 
and for the signal input components. 

The CS5324 is designed to use a current 
reference of 2 mA into the IREF pin. A current 
reference rather than a voltage reference was 
chosen to achieve better noise performance. For 
optimum performance the de source impedance at 
the IREF pin should be approximately 5 k.Q. This 
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1.1kl1 ~ 3.92kl1 IREF Current Reference 
Circuit 

' 
' 
' 

/ ........ · 

Signal Input 'V 
approx. ± 1 OVp 

1·1 uFJ68uF 

32.4 kn 

32.4 kn 

1500 uA C1 
5.6 nF 

CS5324 

IN 

Digital i 

Filter .. 

SFF 

... ··•·· 

Figure 1. Signal Input and Current Reference Circuitry 

calls for a 10 volt source driving the 5 kQ 
(R6+R7) resistor to achieve the desired 2 mA cur
rent source. The IREF input sets the full scale 
gain of the AID converter. 

To properly bias the input integrator to a 
midrange operating point, a current source 1/4 the 
size of the IREF input current must be sourced 
into the integrator summing junction at the SUM 
pin. This requires a 20 kQ resistance (R4+R5) be 
placed from· the 10 V reference to the. SUM pin. 

Both the 2 mA IREF current and the 500 µA 
sources have capacitive filtering to aid in reduc
ing the broadband current noise from the voltage 
reference. These capacitors should be of quality 
construction. Particular attention should be paid 
to leakage current variation over the desired 
operating temperature, as this leakage will affect 
the system gain. 

The signal input pin (SUM) of the CS5324 is the 
summing junction of the input integrator stage. 
This integrator is designed to use an external 

3·202 

input resistor (R1) and integrating capacitor (C1). 
In addition, a capacitor (C2) is required at this 
node for proper phase compensation. The size of 
the input resistor (Ri) is determined by the mag
nitude of the signal current. With a maximum 
input voltage into the resistor, the integrator input 
current must be set equal to approximately 0.15 
the current value injected into the IREF pin. With 
a 2 mA IREF current, the full scale signal current 
should be about 300 µA. Additionally, to mini
mize current noise into the summing junction, the 
value of the effective input resistance should be 
above 8 kQ. Using a 32.4 kQ resistor for Ri sets 
the full scale input voltage into the integrating 
resistor to a value near 10 volts. The input signal 
then spans 20 V p-p. 

Once the integrator input resistor is chosen, the 
integrator capacitor can be determined. The resis
tor and capacitor combination should yield a 
frequency (f= 1/(2 n: RiC1)) between 800 and 900 
Hz to achieve maximum performance. This yields 
a capacitor value near 5.6 nF. The capacitor 
should be chosen for minimum leakage, mini-
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D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 

Hi Byte B11 B10 B9 BS B7 86 B5 B4 

Lo Byte B3 B2 B1 BO 0 OF UF ORST 

Data is 2's complement with B11 as sign bit 

Figure 2. Output Data Format 

mum dielectric absorbtion, and minimum voltage 
coefficient of capacitance. While a teflon 
foilwrap capacitor is preferred, high quality film 
capacitors may be acceptable in many applica
tions. 

The CS5324 has a second signal input pin called 
the Signal Feedforward (SFF) pin. The signal into 
this pin bypasses the input stage of the input in
tegrator, improving signal performance in the 
passband. The resistor (R2) used at this input 
should be identical in value and performance 
characteristics to the input resistor (R1). 

Digital Output and Data F onnat 

For proper operation the CS5324 must be 
provided with a CMOS-compatible clock into the 
CLKIN pin. The normal operating frequency is 
1.024 MHz. This clock determines the input 
sample rate and the output word rate of the con
verter. The sample rate is CLKIN/4 while the 
output word rate is at CLKIN/32. 

The CS5324 will compute a 12-bit output word at 
a 32 kHz rate (CLKIN = 1.024 MHz). The data is 
output from Data Output pins D7-DO in the form 
of two eight bit bytes. The first byte is the high 
order byte with the MSB in the D7 position. The 
second 8-bit byte is the low order byte, and in
cludes three status bits and an unused bit. The 
data is in two's complement format. Figure 2 il
lustrates the format of the output data. 
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Input Signal Output Code 

approx. + 16 V 0111 1111 1111 

+F.S. -1.5 LSB (approx.+10 V) 0101 0000 0000 

av 0000 0000 0000 

-F.S. + 0.5 LSB (approx. -10 V) 1011 0000 0000 

approx. -16 V 1000 0000 0000 
.. 

Notes: 1. Output codes from the on-chip d1g1tal filter will 
typically exhibit ±50 LSB 's of noise (p-p ). 

2. Table depicts output codes for circuit config
uration of Figure 9. 

Table 1. Output Coding -

For 12-bit two's complement data the codes range 
from -2048 to +2047. The output codes from the 
CS5324 will range from approximately -1280 to 
+ 1280 for a full scale sine wave input into the 
converter as shown in Table 1. There may be typi
cally ±50 codes of noise (p-p) on the data in the 
12-bit data output. Off-chip digital filtering is re
quired to achieve the full dynamic range 
capability of the CS5324. 

Status Bits 

Three status bits are output from the CS5324. The 
three status bits are overflow, underflow, and os
cillation reset. The overflow and underflow status 
bits indicate whenever the digital filter ac
cumulator results in an overflow or underflow 
condition. With the present on-chip digital filter, 
the underflow condition will never occur. The 
overflow bit will go high indicating an ac
cumulator overflow only if the input signal to the 
converter exceeds positive full scale by ap
proximately l.6X. Upon overflow, the 
accumulator will contain the value +2047 (or 
2048 after underflow). The oscillation reset status 
bit indicates that output data may be in error. An 
oscillation detection circuit monitors the 
modulator loop to see if it is operating within its 
stable operating range. If the modulator is operat-
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ing outside its normal operating range the output 
data may be corrupted. The ORST status bit may 
go high as a result of power-up, or, if the input 
signal exceeds the specified full scale input value. 
If ORST does occur, it will remain high for a total 
of four update cycles (of 32 kHz) to the output 
port, while the modulator and the digital filter are 
reset. Once ORST goes back low, output data will 
not be valid until the modulator and the digital 
filter(s) settle. 

Initialization and Output Data Sequencing 

The CS5324 updates its output register at a 
32 kHz rate (CLKIN = 1.024 MHz). Between up
dates 32 CLKIN cycles occur. The CS5324 is 
designed such that eight data output time slots 
occur during these 32 CLKIN cycles. Each time 
slot lasts for 4 CLKIN cycles. The CS5324 is 
designed to allow eight devices to share the same 
8-bit data bus when each device is set-up to out
put its data in an individual time slot. The exact 
time the CS5324 will output data is determined 
by the TSA, TSB, TSC, and FSYNC inputs. 
After power is applied to the devices, the FSYNC 
input must be brought high. When FSYNC is 
brought high (within the required timing 
specifications), each chip will be assigned to a 
data output time slot according to the logic levels 
of its TSA, TSB, and TSC inputs. Table 2 tabu
lates the decoding of these inputs. 

TSA TSB TSC Time Slot 

0 0 0 TSO 
0 0 1 TS1 
0 1 0 TS2 
0 1 1 TS3 
1 0 0 TS4 
1 0 1 TS5 
1 1 0 TS6 
1 1 1 TS7 

Table 2. Time • Slot Decoding 
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CS5324 
CLKIN 8 

,------. FSYNC ~ 
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0 0 0 

CS5324 
CLKIN 8 8 

t-----+ FSYNC I f- DSP 

TSA TSB TSC 

0 0 1 

• 
• 
• 

CS5324 
CLKIN 8 

~ FSYNC ~ 
TSA TSB TSC 

CLKIN FSYNC 

Figure 3. Multiple CS5324 to DSP Interface. 

If all the CS5324s in the system are initialized 
with the same FSYNC signal, they will all com
pute filter results in phase with each other and 
update their output registers at the same time. 
Only the time slot in which the data is output 
from the devices is different. 

The FSYNC signal used to intialize the CS5324 
need only be activated once after power up. In 
some systems, it may be preferable to have this 
signal occur every 32 CLKIN cycles. Only the 
occurance of the rising edge of FSYNC is sig
nificant in determining the system intialization. 
Figure 3 illustrates a system configuration using 
multiple CS5324s interfaced to the same DSP 
chip. 

Four cycles of CLKIN occur during each time 
slot. During the time slot designated for a 
CS5324 to output its data, the high-order byte 
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i.---------------- 32/CLKIN 

CLKIN 

FSYNC 

ouTi~uT ----{ HI BYTE ~ LO BYTE ,__ _________ __.,r1 (,------------ Hi - Z 

ou-r;~UT _H_I _-2-----------i( HI BYTE ~ LO BYTE ~).----------- Hi - z 

TS? HI -Z 
OUTPUT HI BYTE LO BYTE Hi-Z 

Note: UP to eight ND converters can share the same digital output bus as long as each converter is assigned to put 
out its data in a different time slot with respect to all other converters on the bus. 

Figure 4. Data Output Sequence for Multiple CS5324s. 

will be output for the first two CLKIN cycles of 
the time slot. The second byte will be output 
during the last two CLKIN cycles of the period. 

If four or less CS5324's share the same data bus, 
it is preferable to use alternate time slots 
(i.e. TSO, TS2, TS4, TS6) to minimize the pos
sibility of bus contention problems. Slight timing 
differences between chips may result in timing 
overlap if adjacent time slots are used. 

Filter Characteristics 

The CS5324 utilizes a fourth-order delta-sigma 
modulator which has superb linearity. The full 
capability of the AID conversion block can be ob
tained with an appropriate digital filter. Many 
applications, (seismic applications in particular) 
require the AID conversion function to accurately 
reproduce the pulse shape of the input signal 
waveform, not just the spectral content. To ac
curately digitize the shape of the input signal 

DS36PP2 

requires a linear phase response in the signal 
processing system. Any non-linearities in the 
phase response of the signal processing system 
will corrupt the true waveshape information. For 
this reason, the design of the digital filtering to be 
used with the CS5324 should include particular 
attention to the phase characteristics of the filter 
function. 

While the on-chip filter is fixed in its characteris
tics, the off-chip filter will be defined by the 
system requirements of the particular application. 
A low pass filter specification to be used with the 
CS5324 will include the following parameters: 
Passband ripple (or flatness); group delay or 
phase characteristics; transition band rolloff; stop 
band rejection; and filter complexity. All of these 
parameters are interrelated in any given filter 
design. There is no one particular solution to be 
used with the CS5324. 

The CS5324 samples the input signal at 256 kHz 
(CLKIN = 1.024 MHz). With a signal bandwidth 
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X(z) = Lh(n+1) in 
n=O 

Coefficient Value 

h 1 = h 29 1.00 
h2 = h 28 4.00 
h3 = h 27 10.00 
h4 = h 26 20.00 
h 5) = h 25) 35.00 
h6 = h 24 56.00 
h7 = h 23 84.00 
h8 = h 22 120.00 
h9 = h 21) 161.00 
h 16) = 11(20 204.00 
h 1 f}_ = h 19 246.00 
h 1~ = h 18 284.00 
h 13}" = ti(17) 315.00 
h 141 = 11(16) 336.00 
h(15) 344.00 

Table 3. On-chip Filter Coefficients 

of 500 Hz, the output data rate from the AID sys
tem (including the off-chip digital filtering) need 
only be 1 kHz to adequately represent the input 
signal. For this reason, it is desirable to decimate 
the 256 kHz sample rate to 1 kHz. To accomplish 
this while also providing the necessary low-pass 
filtering, three stages of filtering are utilized. The 
first of these is the on-chip filter. This filter is a 
decimate-by-8 function, and reduces the output 
word rate from the CS5324 chip to 32 kHz. Two 
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Figure 5. On-chip Filter Response 
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additional filtering stages are to be implemented 
off-chip with either a DSP, a dedicated ASIC, or 
another computing device. The first off-chip stage 
is a decimate-by-8 function, which reduces the 
output word rate to 4 kHz. The last stage will be a 
decimate-by-4 function, which will reduce the 
word rate to 1 kHz. The filter stages are designed 
so that the first filter has zeroes in its transfer 
function, such that it rejects the aliased com
ponents, due to the first decimate-by-8. The 
second stage has zeroes such that it rejects the 
aliased components due to the second 
decimate-by-8. Neither the on-chip filter, nor the 
first off-chip stage really affect the passband, but 
instead, these two stages reduce the output data 
rate, while at the same time providing anti-alias 
filtering. The third stage provides the low-pass 
filtering function. 

The CS5324 includes an on-chip 29th-order 
linear phase FIR (finite-impulse-response) filter 
and decimator. The response of this filter is il
lustrated in Figure 5. The filter coefficients are 
listed in Table 3. The filter performs a fourthc 
order sine function, and has a monotonic rolloff 
in the passband. Attenuation at 500 Hz is 0.0137 
dB. The minimum attenuation in the (n x 32 kHz) 
+/-500 Hz bands is 147 dB. The data output from 
the on-chip filter has been described in the Data 
Output and Data Format section above. Data is 
output at a 32 kHz rate. 

The two proposed off-chip filter stages are as fol
lows: The first off-chip stage is a 43rd-order 
modified sine FIR filter. Its coefficients are listed 
in Appendix 1, along with a plot of its transfer 
function. Attenuation at 500 Hz (CLKIN = 1.024 
MHz) is L47 dB. The minimum attenuation in 
the (n x 4 kHz) +/- 500 Hz bands is 132 dB. 

The second off-chip filter stage is a 301st-order 
FIR filter that performs the necessary low-pass 
function, with less than 0.00016 dB ripple in the 
dc-400 Hz band. Attenuation in the region from 
500 Hz to 2 kHz is typically greater than 130 dB. 
The ·coefficients for the second off-chip·· filter 
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stage are listed in Appendix 1, along with a plot 
of its transfer function. An alternate final stage 
filter is also listed in Appendix 1. It is a 
201st-order FIR filter and allows more passband 
ripple (0.07 dB). 

If more ripple or less stop band rejection is ac
ceptable, the off-chip filter complexity can be 
reduced. The filter examples given have been il
lustrated only as possible filters which can be 
utilized with the CS5324 to achieve quality per
formance from the AID. 

CS5324 Performance 

The CS5324 AID converter is intended for use in 
seismic and passive sonar applications. These ap
plications require particularly high dynamic range 
capability. The CS5324 offers high dynamic 
range without compromising spectral purity. The 
CS5324 typically achieves 120 dB of dynamic 
range, while maintaining signal/distortion at 
110 dB. 

An AID converter system using the CS5324 AID 
converter as its core was tested using Fast Fourier 
Transform techniques. The CS5324 was con
nected using the components as shown in the 

OdB 

-20dB 

-40dB 

-60dB 
Signal 
Amplitude -80dB 

Relative to 1 OOdB 
Full Scale -

-120dB 

-140dB 

-160dB 

-·················· ················· Avgs: 10 ~~~~~~kJ ~°8° dB 
···································· S/D:111.BdB 

de Input Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 6. 1024 Point FFT Plot with 
Full Scale Input, 113 Hz. 
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system connection diagram, Figure 9. Data was 
collected from the CS5324 with the use of a 
parallel VO card in a PC-compatible computer. 
Software was used to implement the two stage 
digital filtering function. The output from the 
digital filtering software was submitted to a win
dowing algorithm and then to the FFT algorithm. 
Figure 6 illustrates the performance of the 
CS5324 when tested with a full scale 113 Hz sig
nal. The CS5324 exhibits some second harmonic 
but no third harmonic. The test frequency of 
113 Hz was selected, as this was the center fre
quency of a bandpass filter, constructed to reject 
harmonics and line frequencies present at the out-
put of the signal generator. Note that the • 
performance of the CS5324 will generally exceed 
the capability of most available sine wave test 
generators for frequencies between 2-500 Hz, as 
is the case in Figure 6. The excess noise, in this 
case, is due to the signal source. Figure 7 il-
lustrates the performance of the CS5324 with a 
-60 dB 100 Hz input signal. The CS5324 is 
capable of converting with minimal intermodula-
tion distortion as depicted in Figure 8. 

OdB 
.....................•..................... Dynamic Range: 120.6 dB 

-20dB Avgs: 50 

-40dB 

-60dB 
Signal 
Amplitude -80dB 

Relative to 1 OOdB 
Full Scale -

-120dB 

-140dB 

-160dB 

de Input Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 7. 1024 Point FFT Plot with 
-60 dB Input, 100 Hz. 

500 
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o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

···········-····· ······ ······································SIN: 116 dB 
-20 ·················· ····· ······································s1D: 110 dB 

Signal -40 ············'···· ····· ································································ 

Amplitude 60 :::::::::::::::: ::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Relative to - ................ ..... . .............................................................. . 
Full Scale -80 ................ ..... . .............................................................. . 
(dB) 

-100 

-120 

-140 

-160 
de 100 200 300 400 500 

Input Frequency (Hz) 

CS5324 

A-.40 Hz Intermodulation Distortion Term 
B- 100 Hz Fundamental at 6 dB down 
C-140 Hz Fundamental at 6 dB down 
D- 200 Hz Second Order Distortion Term 
E - 240 Hz Intermodulation Distortion Term 
F - 280 Hz Second Order Distortion Term 

Note: S/N noise degradation is due to input 
signal source~ 

Figure 8. 1024 Point FFT Plot of Intermodulation Products. 

Clock Source Considerations 

To obtain maximum performance from the 
CS5324 requires a CLKIN signal which has a low 
level of clock jitter, i.e., less than 5 picoseconds 
of jitter. A well-designed crystal-based clock is 
preferred. The clock oscillator should have a 
well-regulated supply, with lac.al bypass 
capacitors at the oscillator. The output from the 
oscillator should pass through as few logic gates 
or counter-divider stages as possible, as these can 
add jitter. Excess clock jitter will reduce the 
signal/noise performance of the AID converter. 

Power Supply Rejection Ratio 

The power supply noise rejection of the CS5324 
is frequency dependent. The rejection for fre
quencies between de and 500 Hz 
(CLKIN=l.024 MHz) is nearly constant. Above 
500 Hz, the off-chip digital filter will aid in 
rejecting interference until . the frequency of the 
interference approaches frequencies near 
CLKIN/21.3 (above 48 kHz for 
CLKIN=I,024.MHz). Power supply interference 
above this frequency may cause noise to be 
modulated into the passband (de to 500 Hz), 
degrading the performance of the AID. 

3-208 

Power Supply Considerations 

The system connection diagram, Figure 9, il-
1 ustrates the recommended power supply 
arrangements. The CS5324 has two positive 
analog supply pins and two negative analog supp
ly pins. Multiple pins are used to minimize the 
possibility of noise coupling on the chip. All six 
power supply pins should be decoupled to their 
respective grounds, with a 0.1 uF capacitor lo
cated near the device. The digital supplies are 
decoupled from the analog supplies with 10 ohm 
resistors to minimize the effects of digital noise in 
the converter. 

The positive digital power supply of the CS5324 
must never exceed either positive analog supply 
by more than a diode drop, or the CS5324 could 
experience permanent damage. If separate sup
plies are used for the analog and digital sections 
of the chip, care must be taken that the analog 
supply comes up first at power-up. Additionally, 
the power supplies to the CS5324 should be ac
tive before the reference current generator 
supplies the IREF input current. For proper start
up; the CLKIN signal should be active before 
IREF is applied. The recommended filter 
capacitors, which filter the reference currents, 
will aid in accomplishing these requirements. Use 
of good ground plane layout is recommended to 
achieve maximum performance. 
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Many seismic or sonar systems are battery 
powered, and utilize de-de converters to generate 
the necessary supply voltages for the system. To 
minimize the effects of power supply inter
ference, it is desirable to operate the de-de 
converter at a frequency which is rejected by the 
digital filtering in the AID converter. To achieve 
maximum benefit of the digital filter in the AID, 

+5V 
Analog 
Supply + 

10uF~ 

CS5324 

the de-de operating frequency should be located 
below 48 kHz (see Power Supply Rejection). A 
synchronous de-de converter, whose operating 
frequency is derived from the 1.024 MHz clock 
used to drive the CS5324, will minimize the 
potential for "beat frequencies" appearing in the 
de to 500 Hz passband. 

10n 

22 
VA1+ VD+ 

5 AGND1 
DGND 21 

0.1 uF 

12 VA2+ TSA 3 

2 

1.1kn 2mA 3.92kn 
TSB 

+10V 4 IREF TSC 1 Control 
VREF Rs + R7 Logic 

3.92kn R4 
1·1 uFJ68uF 28 

+ R5 
FSYNC 

t·1 uF J68 uF 1s.2kn CS5324 
8 1.024 MHz INT 

1500 uA c1 Clock 

R1 5.6 nF 
Signal 9 SUM DO 16 
Source 

32.4 kn 
C2 l470 pF D1 17 

D2 18 
Off-chip 

D3 19 Digital 

R2 D4 24 Filter 
lO SFF 

D5 25 System 

32.4 kn 
13 D6 26 

VA2- 27 D7 
0.1 uF 

-5V 
Analog >---------------'V'i/\/\r-----------, 

Unused logic inputs 
must be connected 
to DGND or VD+ Supply 

Figure 9. System Connection Diagram 
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TEST TST 

PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

Power Supplies 

VAl+, VA2+ - Positive Analog Power, PINS 7, 12 
Positive analog supply voltage. Nominally +5 volts. 

VAl-, VA2- - Negative Analog Power, PINS 6, 13 
Negative analog supply voltage. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGNDl, AGND2 -Analog Ground, PINS 5, 11 
Analog ground reference. 

VD+ - Positive Digital Power, PIN 22 
Positive digital supply voltage. Nominally +5 volts. 

VD- - Negative Digital Power, PIN 23 
Negative digital supply voltage. Nominally -5 volts. 

DGND - Digital Ground, PIN 21 
Digital ground reference. 

3·210 

CS5324 

DO DATA BUS OUTPUT 

PWDN POWER DOWN INPUT 
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Analog Inputs 

IREF - Current Input Reference Node, PIN 4 

CS5324 

This node accepts a 2 mA reference current to set the signal gain of the AID converter. 

SFF - Signal Feedforward, PIN 10 
The input signal is fed forward around the integrator input stage by means of this input pin. This 
maximizes signal performance. 

SUM - Signal Summation node, PIN 9 
This is the input integrator virtual ground summing junction. The external integrator input 
resistor and integrating capacitor are connected to this node, along with a 500 uA bias current 
network. 

INT - Integrator Output, PIN 8 
Output pin of the input integrator stage. The external integrating capacitor is connected to this pin 
for proper operation. 

Digital Inputs 

CLKIN - Clock Input, PIN 20 
A CMOS-compatible clock input to this pin (nominally 1.024 MHz) provides the necessary clock 
for operation of the modulator, digital filter and data output portions of the AID converter. 

PWDN - Power Down Input, PIN 15 
When connected to +5 V (VD+) the CS5324 will enter a low-power state. For normal operation 
this pin should be tied to DGND. 

TSA - Time Slot A, PIN 3 
See TSC below. 

TSB - Time Slot B, PIN 2 
See TSC below. 

TSC - Time Slot C, PINI 
The TSC input along with TSA and TSB select one of eight possible time periods in which data 
is output from the CS5324 in a time-multiplexed architecture. Table 2 indicates the decoding of 
the TSA, TSB, and TSC inputs. 

FSYNC - Frame Sync, PIN 28 
A transition from a low to high level on this input will re-initialize the CS5324. The digital filter 
will be initialized and the time-slot counter will be set to zero. 
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DO through D7 - Data Bus Outputs, PINS 16-19, 24-27 
3-state output pins. Data will be presented out of these pins in the form of two eight-bit bytes 
during a time slot selected by the TSA, TSB and TSC inputs. The high-order byte with eight data 
bits will be presented first followed by a second eight-bit byte, which consists of the four 
low-order data bits, three status bits, and one unused bit. 

Miscellaneous 

TST -Test, PIN 14 
Reserved for production test facility. Should be tied to DGND for normal operation. 

PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 

Dynamic Range 
The ratio of the full-scale (rms) signal to the broadband noise signal. Broadband noise is 
measured with the input grounded within the bandwidth of de to 500 Hz. Units in dB. 

Signal-to-Distortion 
The ratio of the full-scale (rms) signal to therms sum of all harmonics up to 500 Hz. Units in dB. 

Intermodulation Distortion 
The ratio of therms sum of the two test frequencies (100 and 140 Hz) which are each 6 dB down 
from full-scale to the rms sum of all intermodulation components within the the bandwidth of de 
to 500 Hz. Units in dB. 

Full Scale Error 
The ratio of the difference between the value of the voltage reference and analog input voltage to 
the full scale span (two times the voltage reference value). This ratio is calculated after the 
effects of offset and the external bias components are removed and the analog input voltage is 
adjusted to yield a code value of 1280 out of the CS5324. Measurement of this parameter uses the 
circuitry illustrated in the System Connection Diagram. Units in %. 

Full Scale Drift 

Offset 

The change in the Full Scale value with temperature. Units in %/°C. 

The difference between the analog ground and the analog voltage necessary to yield an output 
code from the CS5324 of OO(H). Measurement of this parameter uses the circuit configuration 
illustrated in the System Connection Diagram. Units in m V. 

Offset Drift 
The change in the Offset value with temperature. Units in µV/°C. 
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Appendix 1. 

Off-chip Filter Stages 

Two stages of off-chip filtering are recommended 
for use with the CS5324. The first stage is a 
decimate-by-8 modified-sine filter with 43 coeffi
cients. Its magnitude response is illustrated in 
Figure Al.l. Table Al.I lists its coefficients. 

The second filter stage is a 30lst-order low-pass 
filter. Its magnitude plot is illustrated in 
Figure Al.2 with an expanded view of the 
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passband ripple illustrated in Figure Al.3. 
Table Al.2 lists the coefficients for this filter. 

An alternative second stage filter is also included. 
It has fewer coefficients, and therefore, is less 
complex than the previous second stage filter. 
The magnitude plot of the alternative filter is il
lustrated in Figure Al.4 with an expanded view 
of the passband ripple in Figure Al.5. Note that 
this low-pass function has slightly less out-of
band rejection and somewhat higher passband 
ripple. The filter coefficients for the alternative 
final stage are listed in Table Al.3. 
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h( 1 ) 
h( 2) 
h( 3) 
h( 4) 
h( 5) 
h( 6) 
h( 7) 
h( 8) 
h( 9) 
h(10) 
h(11) 

Figure Al.I. First Stage Off-chip Filter..,. Magnitude Plot 

h(43) 
h(42) 
h(41 ) 
h(40) 
h(39) 
h(38) 
h(37) 
h(36) 
h(35) 
h(34) 
h(33) 

1623 
5137 

12950 
28499 
55210 
99783 

169332 
272838 
414146 
604491 
847470 

h(12) 
h(13) 
h(14) 
h(15) 
h(16) 
h(17) 
h(18) 
h(19) 
h(20) 
h(21) 
h(22) 

h(32) 
h(31 ) 
h(30) 
h(29) 
h(28) 
h(27) 
h(26) 
h(25) 
h(24) 
h(23) 

1143595 
1494661 
1889251 
2315005 
2752059 
3185947 
3584677 
3926472 
4191616 
4354400 
4410541 

Table Al.1. First Stage Off-chip Filter - 43 Coefficients 
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h( 1 ) = h(301) = 
h( 2 ) = h(300) = 
h( 3 ) = h(299) = 
h( 4 ) = h(298) = 
h( 5 ) = h(297) = 
h( 6 ) = h(296) = 
h( 7 ) = h(295) = 
h( 8 ) = h(294) = 
h( 9 ) = h(293) = 
h( 10) = h(292) = 
h( 11) = h(291) = 
h( 12) = h(290) = 
h( 13) = h(289) = 
h( 14) = h(288) = 
h( 15) = h(287) = 
h( 16) = h(286) = 
h( 17) = h(285) = 
h( 18) = h(284) = 
h( 19) = h(283) = 
h( 20) = h(282) = 
h( 21) = h(281) = 
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Figure Al.2. Second Stage Off-chip Filter - Magnitude Plot 

Table Al.2. Second Stage Off-chip Filter - 301 Coefficients 

h( 22) = h(280) = 565 h( 43) = h(259) = -1168 
h( 23) = h(279) = 467 h( 44) = h(258) = -3814 
h( 24) = h(278) = 106 h( 45) = h(257) = -5004 
h( 25) = h(277) = -399 h( 46) = h(256) = -3886 
h( 26) = h(276) = -826 h( 47) = h(255) = -631 
h( 27) = h(275) = -935 h( 48) = h(254) = 3478 
h( 28) = h(274) = -594 h( 49) = h(253) = 6517 
h( 29) = h(273) = 127 h( 50) = h(252) = 6784 
h( 30) = h(272) = 947 h( 51) = h(251) = 3702 
h( 31) = h(271) = 1468 h( 52) = h(250) = -1711 
h( 32) = h(270) = 1359 h( 53) = h(249) = -7104 
h( 33) = h(269) = 538 h( 54) = h(248) = -9771 
h( 34) = h(268) = -725 h( 55) = h(247) = -7963 
h( 35) = h(267) = -1882 h( 56) = h(246) = -1918 
h( 36) = h(266) = -2320 h( 57) = h(245) = 5964 
h( 37) = h(265) = -1673 h( 58) = h(244) = 12013 
h( 38) = h(264) = -56 h( 59) = h(243) = 12943 
h( 39) = h(263) = 1898 h( 60) = h(242) = 7567 
h( 40) = h(262) = 3264 h( 61) = h(241) = -2315 
h( 41) = h(261) = 3239 h( 62) = h(240) = -12399 
h( 42) = h(260) = 1580 h( 63) = h(239) = -17689 
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h( 64) = h(238) = -14905 
h( 65) = h(237) = -4360 
h( 66) = h(236) = 9720 
h( 67) = h(235) = 20798 
h( 68) = h(234) = 22983 
h( 69) = h(233) = 14065 
h( 70) = h(232) = -2922 
h( 71) = h(231) = -20553 
h( 72) = h(230) = -30166 
h( 73) = h(229) = -26027 
h( 74) = h(228) = -8537 
h( 75) = h(227) = 15226 
h( 76) = h(226) = 34244 
h( 77) = h(225) = 38558 
h( 78) = h(224) = 24349 
h( 79) = h(223) = -3468 
h( 80) = h(222) = -32689 
h( 81) = h(221) = -49042 
h( 82) = h(220) = -43038 
h( 83) = h(219) = -15194 
h( 84) = h(218) = 23126 
h( 85) = h(217) = 54160 
h( 86) = h(216) = 61841 
h( 87) = h(215) = 39925 
h( 88) = h(214) = -3894 
h( 89) = h(213) = -50321 
h( 90) = h(212) = -76781 
h( 91) = h(211) = -68222 
h( 92) = h(210) = -25304 
h( 93) = h(209) = 34332 

DS36PP2 

h( 94) = h(208) = 83049 
h( 95) = h(207) = 95832 
h( 96) = h(206) = 62860 
h( 97) = h(205) = -4158 
h( 98) = h(204) = -75642 
h( 99) = h(203) = -116939 
h(100) = h(202) = -104877 
h(101) = h(201) = -40254 
h(102) = h(200) = 50253 
h(103) = h(199) = 124723 
h(104) = h(198) = 145121 
h(105) = h(197) = 96333 
h(106) = h(196) = -4251 
h(107) = h(195) = -112209 
h(108) = h(194) = -175323 
h(109) = h(193) = -158449 
h(110) = h(192) = -62339 
h(111) = h(191) = 73359 
h(112) = h(190) = 185878 
h(113) = h(189) = 217891 
h(114) = h(188) = 146090 
h(115) = h(187) = -4196 
h(116) = h(186) = -166796 
h(117) = h(185) = -263179 
h(118) = h(184) = -239689 
h(119) = h(183) = -96169 
h(120) = h(182) = 108776 
h(121) = h(181) = 280687 
h(122) = h(180) = 331861 
h(123) = h(179) = 224879 

CS5324 

h(124) = h(178) = -4045 
h(125) = h(177) = -255205 
h(126) = h(176) = -407467 
h(127) = h(175) = -375114 
h(128) = h(174) = -153475 
h(129) = h(173) = 169870 
h(130) = h(172) = 447384 
h(131) = h(171) = 536503 
h(132) = h(170) = 369619 
h(133) = h(169) = -3865 
h(134) = h(168) = -426733 
h(135) = h(167) = -696076 
h(136) = h(166) = -655325 
h(137) = h(165) = -276498 
h(138) = h(164) = 307141 
h(139) = h(163) = 839720 
h(140) = h(162) = 1044525 
h(141) = h(161) = 751372 
h(142) = h(160) = -3724 
h(143) = h(159) = -953887 
h(144) = h(158) = -1671933 
h(145) = h(157) = -1718209 
h(146) = h(156) = -813868 
h(147) = h(155) = 1027355 
h(148) = h(154) = 3464481 
h(149) = h(153) = 5912858 
h(150) = h(152) = 7722306 
h(151) = h(151) = 8388608 
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Figure A 1.3. Second Stage Off-chip Filter - Passband Ripple Plot 

Table A 1.3. Alternate Second Stage Off-chip Filter - 201 Coefficients 

h( 1) = h(201) = -68 
h( 2) = h(200) = -266 
h( 3) = h(199) = -681 
h( 4) = h(198) = -1350 
h( 5) = h(197) = -2192 
h( 6) = h(196) = -2938 
h( 7) = h(195) = -3124 
h( 8) = h(194) = -2181 
h( 9) = h(193) = 366 
h( 10) = h(192) = 4634 
h( 11) = h(191) = 10142 
h( 12) = h(190) = 15743 
h( 13) = h(189) = 19809 
h( 14) = h(188) = 20712 
h( 15) = h(187) = 17462 
h( 16) = h(186) = 10292 
h(17)=h(185)= 889 
h( 18) = h(184) = -7915 
h( 19) = h(183) = -13029 
h( 20) = h(182) = -12292 
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h(21)=h(181)= -5542 
h( 22) = h(180) = 4957 
h(23)=h(179)= 15066 
h( 24) = h(178) = 20225 
h( 25) = h(177) = 17383 
h( 26) = h(176) = 6584 
h( 27) = h(175) = -8560 
h( 28) = h(174) = -21921 
h( 29) = h(173) = -27236 
h( 30) = h(172) = -20930 
h( 31) = h(171) = -4177 
h( 32) = h(170) = 16903 
h( 33) = h(169) = 33304 
h( 34) = h(168) = 36843 
h( 35) = h( 167) = 24059 
h( 36) = h(166) = -1482 
h( 37) = h(165) = -29822 
h( 38) = h(164) = -48300 
h( 39) = h(163) = -47054 
h( 40) = h(162) = -24000 

h( 41) = h(161) = 13122 
h( 42) = h(160) = 49003 
h( 43) = h(159) = 66874 
h( 44) = h(158) = 56133 
h( 45) = h(157) = 18103 
h( 46) = h(156) = -33025 
h( 47) = h(155) = -75161 
h( 48) = h(154) = -87623 
h( 49) = h(153) = -60982 
h( 50) = h(152) = -2877 
h( 51) = h(151) = 63451 
h( 52) = h(150) = 108121 
h( 53) = h(149) = 107776 
h( 54) = h(148) = 57300 
h( 55) = h(147) = -25620 
h( 56) = h(146) = -106083 
h( 57) = h(145) = -146288 
h( 58) ;= h(144) = -122895 
h( 59) = h(143) = -39611 
h( 60) = h(142) = 71441 
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h( 61) = h(141) = 161525 
h( 62) = h(140) = 186220 
h( 63) = h(139) = 126698 
h( 64) = h(138) = 1412 
h( 65) = h(137) = -138356 
h( 66) = h(136) = -228840 
h( 67) = h(135) = -222225 
h( 68) = h(134) = -110815 
h( 69) = h(133) = 64893 
h( 70) = h(132) = 229769 
h( 71) = h(131) = 305309 
h( 72) = h(130) = 245984 
h( 73) = h(129) = 64260 
h( 74) = h(128) = -168625 
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;:Q. -100.00 
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.-E -120.00 
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E <( -140.00 
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-180.00 

-200.00 

u 

h( 75) = h(127) = -349221 
h( 76) = h(126) = -386474 
h( 77) = h(125) = -245727 
h( 78) = h(124) = 28395 
h( 79) = h(123) = 323264 
h( 80) = h(122) = 502448 
h( 81) = h(121) = 466350 
h( 82) = h(120) = 203318 
h( 83) = h(119) = -193406 
h( 84) = h(118) = -554902 
h( 85) = h(117) = -704448 
h( 86) = h( 116) = -538246 
h( 87) = h(115) = -84243 
h( 88) = h(114) = 490248 

~ II ~~ ~~ ~ 
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h( 89) = h(113) = 932553 
h( 90) = h(112) = 1005109 
h( 91) = h(111) = 595458 
h( 92) = h(110) = -209660 
h( 93) = h(109) = -1121850 
h( 94) = h(108) = -1730461 
h( 95) = h(107) = -1642084 
h( 96) = h(106) = -632318 
h( 97) = h(105) = 1247052 
h( 98) = h(104) = 3649798 
h( 99) = h(103) = 6019586 
h(100) = h(102) = 7753188 
h(101) = h(101) = 8388608 

..... 
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Figure A 1.4 Alternate Second Stage Off-chip Filter - Magnitude Plot 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5326 
CS5328 

CS5327 
CS5329 

16 & 18-Bit, Stereo AID Converters for Digital Audio 
Features 

• Complete CMOS Stereo A/D System 
Delta-Sigma A/D Converters 
Digital Anti-Alias Filtering 
S/H Circuitry and Voltage Reference 

• Adjustable System Sampling Rates 
30 kHz to 50 kHz 

• Lavy Noise and Distortion 
95 dB dynamic range, 16-Bit 
97 dB dynamic range, 18-Bit 
100 dB dynamic range, 19-Bit Mono 
0.0015% THO 

• Internal 64X Oversampling 
• Linear Phase Digital Anti-Alias Filtering 

0.001 dB Passband Ripple 
86dB Stopband Rejection 

• Low Power Dissipation: 450 mW 
Power-Down Mode for Portable 
Applications 

General Description 
The CS5326, CS5327, CS5328 & CS5329 are com
plete analog-to-digital converters for stereo digital audio 
systems. They perform sampling, analog-to-digital con
version and anti-aliasing filtering, generating 16 or 
18-bit values for both left and right inputs in serial form. 
The output word rate can be up to 50 kHz per channel. 

The ADCs use delta-~!g~odulation with 64X over
sampling, followecrt)y digital filtering and decimation, 
which removes the need for an external anti-alias filter. 

The CS5326 & CS5327 are 16-bit ADCs, achieving 
95 dB dynamic range. The CS5328 & CS5329 are 18-
bit ADCs with 97 dB dynamic range in stereo mode and • 
100 dB dynamic range in mono mode. 

The CS5326 & CS5328 have digital filters which are 
compatible with CD requirements. The CS5327 & 
CS5329 have filters which guarantee no aliasing. The 
filters have linear phase, 0.001 dB passband ripple, and 
>86 dB stopband rejection. 

The ADC's are housed in a 0.6" wide 28-pin plastic DIP. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: See Page 3-237 

CLKIN APO ACAL ACLKA DCLKA SCLK UR 

23 6 7 22 
28 .... . ~;,;;;~ ;.;,;,;.;.; . .. ... . .. ..... . . . i 

VREF Serial Output Interface SDATA 

AINL 

ZEROL :>--..--+--;------>1 3-Stage 
Digital Decimation 

Filter 

AINR 

ZEROR 

AGND 

'-····· "if"······· K····································· ... ·25········· ·24··' 

VA+ VA- VL+ LGND 

3-Stage 
Digital Decimation 

Filter 

Calibration 
Microcontroller 

Calibration 
SAAM 

11 
TST1 

! 12 
TST2 

! 13 
TST3 

i B NC 

j21 
i NC 

"·········· ·9········ ·fa········· Tr··· ··19······ ··19···' 

DCAL DPD VD1+ VD2+ DGND 

Preliminary Product Information j This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

OCT'89 
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--··---· . ---·-· -··--···- CS5326,CS5327,CS5328,CS5329 

ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25°C; VA+, VL+,VD1+,VD2+ = 5V; VA-= -5V; Full-Scale 
Input Sinewave, 4kHz; CLKIN = 6.144MHz; SCLK = 3.072 MHz; Source Impedance= 500 with 10 nF to AGND; 
Measurement Bandwidth is 10 Hz to 20 kHz; unless otherwise specified.) 

Parameter• Symbol min 
Specification 

typ max Units 

Resolution CS5326, CS5327 16 Bits 
CS5328, CS5329 18 Bits 

Dynamic Performance 

Dynamic Range CS5326, CS5327 92.7 95.7 dB 
CS5328, CS5329 94.7 97.1 dB 

(Note 1) Mono CS5328, CS5329 100.1 dB 

Signal-to- CS5326, CS5327 90.7 92.7 dB 
(Noise + Distortion) CS5328, CS5329 S/(N+D) 92.5 94.5 dB 
(Note 1) Mono CS5328, CS5329 97 dB 

Total Harmonic Distortion 
Vin= ± FS THO 0.003 0.0015 % 
Vin= -20 dB 0.001 % 

lnterchannel Phase Deviation 0.0001 Degrees 

lnterchannel Isolation (de to 20 kHz) 100 106 dB 

dcAccuracy 

lnterchannel Gain Mismatch 0.01 0.05 dB 

Gain Error ± 1 ± 5 % 

Gain Drift 50 ppm/ ° C 

Bipolar Offset Error CS5326, CS5327 ± 5 ± 15 LSB (16-bit) 
(After Calibration) CS5328, CS5329 ± 20 ± 60 LSB (18-bit) 

Analog Input 

Input Voltage Range ( ± Full Scale) VIN ± 3.50 ±3.68 Volts 

Input Impedance ZIN 65 ko 

Power Supplles 

Power Supply Current (VA+)+ (VL+) IA+ 25 TBD mA 
with APD,DPD low VA- IA- 25 TBD mA 
(Normal Operation) (VD1+) + (VD2+) ID+ 40 TBD mA 

Power Supply Current (VA+)+ (VL+) IA+ 10 uA 
with APD,DPD high VA- IA- 10 uA 
(Power-Down Mode) (VD1+) + (VD2+) ID+ 4 TBD mA 

Power Dissipation (APO, DPD Low) PON 450 TBD mW 

(APO, DPD High) PDS 20 TBD mW 

Power Supply Rejection Ratio (de to 26 kHz) 54 dB 

(26 kHz to 3.046 MHz) 
PSRR 

100 dB 

Notes: 1. Mono means connecting AINL & AINA together and adding together the output words from each channel 

• Refer to Parameter Definitions at the end of this data sheet. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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DIGITAL FILTER CHARACTERISTICS 
(TA= 25 ° C; VA+, VL+ ,VD1+,VD2+= 5V ± 5%; VA-= -5V ± 5%; CLKIN = 6.144MHz) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Passband (-3dB) CS5326, CS5328 0 23.5 kHz 
(-3dB) CS5327, CS5329 0 21.6 kHz 

(-0.001 dB) CS5326, CS5328 0 21.8 kHz 
(-0.001 dB) CS5327, CS5329 0 20.0 kHz 

Passband Ripple 0.001 dB 

Stopband CS5326, CS5328 26 3046 kHz 
CS5327, CS5329 24 3052 kHz 

Stopband Attenuation (Note2) 86 dB 

Group Delay tgd 4274/CLKIN s 

Group Delay Variation vs. Frequency L:>. t gd 0.0 us 

Notes: 2. The analog modulator samples the input at 3.072MHz for a CLKIN of 6.144MHz. There is no rejection 3 of input signals which are multiples of the sampling frequency (that is: there is no rejection for 
n x 3.072MHz ±21.SkHz for the CS5326 & CS5328, or n x 3.072MHz ±20.0kHz for the 
CS5327 & CS5329 , where n = 0,1,2,3 ... ). 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS 
(TA= 25 °C; VA+, VL+ ,VD1+,VD2+= 5V ± 5%; VA-= -5V ± 5%) 

Parameter Symbol Min 

High-Level Input Voltage (CLKIN) V1H (VD+) -1.0 

Low-Level Input Voltage (CLKIN) V1L -
High-Level Input Voltage (except CLKIN) V1H 70%VD+ 

Low-Level Input Voltage (except CLKIN) V1L -
High-Level Output Voltage at lo = -20uA VoH 4.4 

Low-Level Output Voltage at lo = 20uA VoL -
Input Leakage Current lin -

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 
(AGND, LGND, DGND = OV; all voltages with respect to ground) 

Parameter Symbol Min 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD1+,VD2+ 4.75 
Positive Logic VL+ 4.75 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.75 
Negative Analog VA- -4.75 

Analog Input Voltage (Note3) VAIN -3.68 

CLKIN Frequency I CLK 3.84 

SCLK Frequency I SCLK I CLK 12 

L/R Frequency I LIA I CLK /128 

Typ Max Units 

- - v 
- 1.0 v 
- - v 
- 30%VD+ v 
- - v 
- 0.1 v 
1.0 - uA 

Typ Max Units 

5.0 5.25 v 
5.0 VA+ v 
5.0 5.25 v 

-5.0 -5.25 v 
- 3.68 v 
- 6.4 MHz 

- I CLK Hz 

- I CLK /128 Hz 

Notes: 3. The ADCs accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+, VA-). They will produce a positive 
full-scale output for inputs above 3.68 V and negative full-scale output for inputs below -3.68 V. These 
values are subject to the gain error tolerance specification. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

CS5326, CS5327, CS5328, CS5329 

(TA= 25 °C; VA+, VL+, VD1+, VD2+ = 5V ± 5%; VA-= -5V ± 5%; Inputs: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; 
CL= 20 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

CLKIN Period !cJkw 155 - 260 

CLKJN Low lcJkl 50 - -

CLKIN High lcJkh 50 - -

CLKIN Rising to ACLKA edge (Note 4) lcJka 40 - 100 

ACLKA Falling to L/R Edge (Note 4) t aclr -140 - 140 

CLKIN Rising to UREdge (Note 4) 

ACLKA to CLKIN phase correct t cir -10 - 170 
ACLKA to CLKIN phase unknown -10 - 30 

SCLK Pulse Width Low 1sclkl 60 - -

SCLK Pulse Width High t sclkh 60 - -

SCLK Period 1sclkw 155 - -
SCLK Rising to SDATA Valid tdss - - 45 

UR edge to MSB Valid t Jrdss - - 50 

SCLK Rising to UR edge t sclklr -40 - 40 

DPD, APO pulse width !pd 150 - -
CLKIN Falling to APO Falling tapdclk -30 - 30 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
-

Notes: 4. It is recommended that UR be generated by dividing ACLKA by 64. If CLKIN is used to generate UR, 
a longer CLKIN to UR delay may be tolerated if the phase of ACLKA is determined through the use of 
the APO pin. When high, the APO pin resets the divide-by-two circuit that generates ACLKA from 
CLKIN (that is, ACLKA is reset to "O"). APD should be brought low on a falling edge of CLKIN. 
This falling edge should be chosen such that UR edges nominally occur at ACLKA falling edges. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, LGND, DGND = OV, all voltages with respect to ground.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 +6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- +0.3 -6.0 v 
Positive Logic VL+ -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Positive Digital VD1+,VD2+ -0.3 +6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies I 1n - ± 10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and ZERO pins) VINA (VA-)- 0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 (VD+)+ 0.3 v 
Ambient Temperature (power applied) TA -55 +125 ·c 
Storage Temperature Tstg -65 +150 ·c 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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SCLK 

UR 

SDATA 

CLKIN 

UR 

CS5326, CS5327, CS5328, CS5329 

I 
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_J 
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, I 
I 

Serial Data Timing 
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I 
I 

Channel Selection Timing Using uR Derived From CLKIN/128 
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:-- 1aclr ------------,·:,.------

Channel Selection Timing Using L/R Derived from ACLKA/64 
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Power Down Timing 
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ACLKA Phase Determination using APD 

• 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CS5326, CS5327, CS5328 and CS5329 are 
16 & 18-bit, 2-channel AID converters designed 
specifically for stereo digital audio applications. 
.The devices use two one-bit delta-sigma 
modulators which simultaneously sample the 
analog input signals at a 64x sampling rate. A 
three-stage digital filter then constructs pairs of 
16-bit or 18-bit values. This technique yields 
nearly ideal conversion performance independent 
of input frequency and amplitude. The converters 
do not require difficult-to-design or expensive 
anti-alias filters, and do not require external 
sample-and-hold amplifiers or a voltage 
reference. 

VL+ 

Left Analog Input 

An on-chip voltage reference provides for an 
input signal range of± 3.68 volts. Any zero offset 
can be internally calibrated out during a power-up 
self-calibration cycle. Output data is available in 
serial form, coded as 2's complement 16 or 18-bit 
numbers. Typical power consumption of only 
450 mW can be further reduced by use of the 
power-down mode. 

For more information on delta-sigma modulation 
and the particular implementation inside these 
ADCs, see the references at the end of this data 
sheet. 

0.1uF~ 

17 18 
VD1+ VD2+ 

APD 

DPD 

ACAL 

DCAL 

~ 1uF 

Control. 

CS5326 
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* Optionally, for mono 
operation, connect 
Inputs together and 
add right and left 
output words. 

-5VAnalog 

CS5327 
CS5328 
CS5329 

CLKIN ,..--23-....,. Clock 

AID CONVERTER SDATA 

3 UR 
ZEROL 

26 
SCLK 

ZEROR 
DCLKA 

AGND ACLKA 

8 
NC TST1 

21 
NC TST2 

VA- LGND DGND TST3 
VA+ 

j_ 0.1 uF 

5 24 19 

- -

Figure 1. Typical Connection Diagram 

11 

12 

13 

-

Audio 
Data 
Processor 

Divider 

t Ferrite bead may 
be omitted, and 
VD1+, VD2+ 
connected to system 
+5V logic supply. 
An example ferrite 
bead is Permag 
VK200-2.5/52 
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UR 

(48 kHz) 

CS5326, CS5327 I CS5328, CS5329 

SCLK 
(3.072 MHz) _J\j\J JV111JJ1nf JUV\_}JVV 

SDATA MSB 
MSB •1 

' l 

Bl LSB 
BO 

' ' I 

B1 ~: 

' ' I 
' ' ' !.--- Left Channel Data --4- "O's" --l-- Right Channel Data 

O I 

---14- "O's" --I 
CS5326, CS5327: 16 bits 
CS5328, CS5329: 18 bits 

16 bits 16 bits 
14bits 18bits 

16 bits 
14 bits 

Figure 2. Data Output Timing 

SYSTEM DESIGN WITH THE CS5326/7/8/9 

Very few external components are required to 
support the ADC. Normal power supply decou
pling components, voltage reference bypass 
capacitors and a single resistor and capacitor on 
each input for anti-aliasing are all that's required. 

Clocks and Data Output Format 

All timing and control inputs to the ADC can be 
easily generated from a master system clock. This 
clock, connected to the CLKIN pin on the device, 
must be exactly equal to 128 times the desired 
output word rate. Standard digital audio rates are 
32 kHz, 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz, requiring master 
clock rates of 4.096 MHz, 5.6448 MHz and 6.144 
MHz, respectively. 

The CLKIN signal should be greater than 4 volts 
for a logic one and less than 1 volt for a logic 
zero. This is to minimize any clock related jitter 
in the sampling process, which can smear high 
frequency signals. Indeed, a low jitter (such as a 
crystal-based) clock is recommended. 

Data bits are clocked out via the SDATA pin 
using the SCLK and L/R inputs. The rising edge 
of SCLK causes the part to output each bit, ex
cept the MSB, which is clocked out by the L/R 
edge. Even so, a rising SCLK edge must occur 
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coincident (within the timing tolerance) with the 
L/R edge for internal housekeeping purposes. • 

It is recommended to connect SCLK to ACLKA, 
as shown in Figure 1. Fourteen or sixteen trailing 
zero's will be clocked out on SDATA as part of 
each data word, as shown in Figure 2. ACLKA's 
frequency is the analog modulator sampling rate, 
and if a lower frequency is used for SCLK, slight 
degradation of the ADC dynamic range can occur 
due to interference effects. 

Selection of left channel or right channel data is 
accomplished using the L/R input pin. The serial 
nature of the output data results in the left and 
right data words being read at different times. 
However, the words within an L/R cycle repre
sent simultaneously sampled inputs. 

Rising edges of L/R are used to synchronize the 
digital filter; therefore L/R 's frequency must be 
CLKIN/128. It is preferable to generate L/R by 
dividing ACLKA by 64. If CLKIN is used to 
generate L/R, it is best to determine the phase of 
ACLKA through the use of the APD pin. (When 
high, the APD pin resets the internal divide-by
two circuit that generates ACLKA. See Figure 4 
for an example circuit.) If ACLKA phase is left 
indeterminate, then the CLKIN to L/R delay must 
be shorter than the smaller delay shown in the 
Switching Characteristics table (see Note 4.). 
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Analog Connections 

The analog inputs are presented to the modulators 
via the AINR and AINL pins. The analog input 
signal range is determined by the internal voltage 
reference value, which is typically -3.68 volts. 
The input signal range therefore is typically 
± 3.68 volts. 

The ADC samples the analog inputs at 
3.072 MHz for a 6.144 MHz CLKIN. For the 
CS5326 & CS5328 the digital filter rejects all 
noise between 26 kHz and (3.072 MHz-26 kHz). 
For the CS5327 & CS5329 the digital filter 
rejects all noise between 24 kHz and 
(3.072 MHz-24 kHz). However, the filter will not 
reject frequencies right around 3.072 MHz. Most 
audio signals do not have significant energy at 
3.072 MHz. Nevertheless, a 51 Q resistor in 
series with the analog input, and a 10 nF NPO or 
COG capacitor to ground will attenuate any noise 
energy at 3.072 MHz, in addition to providing the 
optimum source impedance for the modulators. 
The use of capacitors which have a large voltage 
coefficient (such as general purpose ceramics) 
should be avoided since these can degrade signal 
linearity. If active circuitry precedes the ADC, it 
is recommended that the above RC filter is placed 
between the active circuitry and the AINR and 
AINLpins. 

The on-chip voltage reference output is brought 
out to the VREF pin. A 10 µF electrolytic 
capacitor in parallel with a 0.1 µF ceramic 
capacitor attached to this pin eliminates the ef
fects of high frequency noise. Note the negative 
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value of VREF when using polarized capacitors. 
No load current may be taken from the VREF 
output pin. 

The analog input level used as zero during the of
fset calibration period (described later) is input on 
the ZEROL and ZEROR pins. Typically, these 
pins are directly attached to AGND. For the ul
timate in offset nulling, networks can be attached 
to ZEROR and ZEROL whose impedances match 
the impedances present on AINL and AINR. 

Power-Down and Offset Calibration 

The ADC has a power-down mode wherein typi
cal consumption drops to 20 mW. In addition, 
exiting the power-down state initiates the offset 
calibration procedure. This can be important for 
digital audio applications since any initial offset 
manifests itself as an audible power-on click. 

APD and DPD are the analog and digital power
down pins. When high, they place the analog and 
digital sections in the power-down mode. 
Bringing these pins low takes the part out of 
power-down mode. DPD going low initiates a 
calibration cycle, whereas APD going low sets 
the phase of the ACLKA signal. If not using the 
power down feature and if not using APD to set 
the phase of ACLKA, APD should be tied to 
ground. When using the power down feature, 
DPD and APD may be tied together if the 
capacitor on VREF is not greater than 10 µF, as 
stated in the "Power-Up Considerations" section. 

r- Cal Period ----; 
: (4096 x LIA clocks) : 

r-- Filter Delay Time 

! (-100 LIA periods) 
! (85.33 ms @ 48kHz)! 
I I 
I I 

_J~~~~\ I DPD 

! (-2 ms@ 48 kHz) 
! 
I 

! Normal Operation 

.---~~~~~~~~~~--,! 
I 

DCAL 

Figure 3. Initial Calibration Cycle Timing 
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During the offset calibration cycle, the digital 
section of the part measures and stores the value 
of the calibration input of each channel in 
registers. The calibration input value is subtracted 
from all future outputs. The calibration input may 
be obtained from either the analog input pins 
(AINL and AINR) or the zero pins (ZEROL and 
ZEROR) depending on the state of the ACAL pin. 
With ACAL low, the analog input pin voltages are 
measured, and with ACAL high, the zero pin vol
tages are measured. 

As shown in Figure 3, the DCAL output is high 
during calibration, which takes 4096 UR clock 
cycles. If DCAL is connected to the ACAL input, 
the calibration routine will measure the voltage 
on ZEROR and ZEROL. These should be con
nected directly to ground or through a network 
matched to that present on the analog input pins. 
Internal offsets of each channel will thus be 
measured and subsequently subtracted. 

Alternatively, ACAL may be permanently con
nected low and DCAL utilized to ground the 
user's front end. In this case, the calibration 
routine will measure and store not only the inter
nal offsets but also any offsets present on the 
front end. 

During calibration, the digital output of both 
channels is forced to a 2's complement zero. Sub
traction of the calibration input from conversions 
after calibration substantially reduces any 
power-on click that might otherwise be ex
perienced. A short delay of approximately 100 
output words will occur following calibration for 
the digital filter to begin accurately tracking audio 
band signals. The transition is simply the natural 
filter response and is, of course, graceful. 

Power-up Considerations 

Upon initial application of power to the supply 
pins, the data in the calibration registers will be 
indeterminate. A calibration cycle should always 
be initiated after application of power to replace 
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potentially large values of data in these registers 
with the correct values. 

The modulators settle very quickly (a matter of 
microseconds) after the analog section is powered 
on, either through the application of power, or by 
exiting the power-down mode. The voltage 
reference, however, can take a much longer time 
to reach a final value due to the presence of large 
external capacitance on the VREF pin; allow ap
proximately 5 ms/µF. The calibration period is 
long enough to allow the reference to settle for 
capacitor values of up to 10 µF. If a larger 
capacitor is used, additional time between APD 
going low and DPD going low should be allowed 
for VREF settling before a calibration cycle is in- • 
itiated. 

Grounding and Power Supply Decoupling 

As with any high resolution converter, the ADC 
requires careful attention to power supply and 
grounding arrangements if its potential perfor
mance is to be realized. Figure 1 shows powering 
the part from single ± 5 volt supplies. Analog 
ground and digital ground should be connected 
together near to where the supplies are brought 
onto the printed circuit board. Decoupling 
capacitors should be as near to the ADC as pos
sible, with the low value ceramic capacitor being 
the nearest. 

The printed circuit board layout should have 
separate analog and digital regions and ground 
planes, with the ADC straddling the boundary. An 
evaluation board is available which demonstrates 
the optimum layout and power supply arrange
ments, as well as allowing fast evaluation of the 
ADC. 

To minimize digital noise, connect the ADC digi
tal outputs only to CMOS inputs. 

MultipleADC's 

In systems where multiple ADC's are used, care 
must be taken to ensure that the ACLKA phases 
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are synchronized if simultaneous sampling is 
desired. In the absence of this synchronization, 
the sampling difference could be one CLKIN 
cycle (typically 162 ns). If this difference is unac
ceptable, the parts may be synchronized to within 
several nanoseconds by using the circuit shown in 
Figure 4. This circuit ensures that when the 
ADC's come out of power-down mode, ACLKA 
will have the same phase between all ADC's. The 
APD signal is used to reset the internal divide-by
two flip-flop which generates ACLKA. The 
circuit also ensures that L/R and SCLK occur at 
the correct time. 

PERFORMANCE 

FFTTests 

For FFT based tests, a very pure sine wave is 
presented to the ADC, and an FFT analysis is per
formed on the output data. The resulting spectrum 
is a measure of the performance of the ADC. 

6.144MHz 74HC04 U4 

CCK QA 
CLK 

Figure 5 shows the spectral purity of the CS5326 
with a 1 kHz, -10 dB input. Notice the low noise 
floor, the absence of any harmonic distortion, and 
the Dynamic Range value of 94.63 dB. 

Figure 6 shows the CS5326 high frequency per
formance. The input signal is a -10 dB, 9 kHz 
sine wave. Notice the small 2nd harmonic at -
112 dB. 

Figure 7 shows the low-level performance of the 
CS5326. Notice the lack of any distortion com
ponents. Traditional R-2R ladder based ADC's 
can have problems with this test, since differen
tial non-linearities around the zero point become 
very significant. Figure 8 shows the same very 
low input amplitude performance, but at 9kHz 
input frequency. 

Figure 9 shows the CS5327 FFT plot with an 
input signal of 1 kHz at -10 dB. This is very 
similar to the CS5326 plot, but notice the reduc
tion in the noise floor between 22 kHz and 

74HC04 CS532617/8/9 

15 
SCLK SDATA 16 

+128 
DCAL 

14 
ACK QG UR ACAL 

CCLR 

APO ACLKA 
22 

10 
DPD DCLKA 

23 CLKIN U1 

CLKIN 
CS532617/8/9 

15 
SCLK SDATA 

16 

DCAL 
14 

UR U3 U3 ACAL 

D a D a 
74HC74 74HC74 

APO ACLKA 
22 

CLK a 10 
DPD DCLKA 

PRE 23 CLKIN U2 

Lr • • 
POWER DOWN . 

TO OTHER 

CS5326's 

Figure 4. Connections for Synchronization of Multiple CS5326/7/8/9 ADC's. 
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24 kHz. This is caused by the digital filter at
tenuating the noise in its transition band. 

o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Figure S. CSS326 FFT Plot with -10 dB, 1 kHz Input 
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Figure 7. CSS326 FFT Plot with -80 dB, 1 kHz Input 
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Figure 9. CSS327 FFT Plot with -10 dB, 1 kHz Input 
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Figure 10 shows a plot of Signal to (Noise + Dis
tortion) versus input amplitude relative to full 
scale. For an ideal ADC, this plot would be a 
straight line at 45° for all input frequencies be
tween de and half the output word rate. The 

0.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-1 o ....................................... Output Word Rate: 48 kHz 
-20 .................................. .... Full Scale: 7.3 V P-P 

Sl(N+D): 85.07 dB 
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······•············•····•········· ··· (de to 20 kHz) 
Signal -50 
Amplitude -60 
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-100 

:~~ ···;::::;::;;:·~;;~·::~:~ ~-.:;;;~;··::······:······T:·········::~ 
-130 
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Figure 6. CSS326 FFT Plot with -10 dB, 9 kHz Input 
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Figure 8. CSS326 FFT Plot with -80 dB, 9 kHz Input 
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Ratio vs. Input Level 
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Figure 11. CS5328 FFT Plot with -10 dB, 1 kHz Input 
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Figure 13. CS5328 in Mono Mode FFT Plot with 
-10dB,1 kHz Input 

24 

measured data from a CS5326 shows both the ex
cellent high frequency performance as well as the 
maintenance of good performance with low input 
levels. 

Figure 11 shows the18-bit CS5328 fFT plot. 
Notice the 2 dB improvement in dynamic range 
over the CS5326. 

Figure 12 shows the18-bit CS5329 FFT plot. 
Notice the filter cut-off at 22 kHz, and the 2 dB 
improvement in dynamic range over the CS5327. 

Figure 13 shows the CS5328 operated in 19-bit 
mono mode, with the two inputs joined together, 
and the output words added. Notice the 3 dB im
provement over Figure 11. 
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Figure 12. CS5329 FFT Plot with -10 dB, 1 kHz Input 
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Figure 14. CS5328 Signal to Noise+Distortion Ratio vs. 
Input Level 

Figure 14 shows a plot of Signal to Noise+ Dis
tortion versus InputLevel for the 18-bit CS5328. 
Notice the improvement in values over Figure 10. 

DNLTests 

A Differential Non-Linearity test is also shown. 
Here, the converter is presented with a linear 
ramp signal. The resulting output codes are 
counted to yield a number which is proportional 
to the codewidth. A plot of codewidth versus code 
graphically illustrates the uniformity of the 
codewidths. Figure 15 shows the excellent Dif
ferential Non-Linearity of the CS5326. This plot 
displays the worst case positive and negative er
rors in each of 512 groups of 128 _codes. 
Codewidths typically are within ± 0.2 LSB 's of 
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Figure 15. CSS326 Differential Non-Linearity Plot 

ideal. A delta-sigma modulator based ADC has no 
inherent mechanism for generating DNL errors. 
The residual small deviations shown in Figure 10 
are a result of noise. Nevertheless, the perfor
mance shown is extremely good, and is superior 
to typical R-2R ladder based designs. 

Digital Filter 

Figures 16 through 21 show the performance of 
the digital filter included in the ADC. All the 
plots assume an output word rate of 48 kHz, with 
a CLKIN frequency of 6.144 MHz. The filter fre
quency response will scale precisely with changes 
in CLKIN frequency. The passband ripple is flat 
to ± 0.001 dB maximum. Stopband rejection is 
greater than 86 dB. 

Figures 16,18 &20 show the CS5326 and CS5328 
filter characteristics. Figure 20 is an expanded 
view of the transition band. 

Figures 17, 19 & 21 show the CS5327 and 
CS5329 filter characteristics. Figure 21 is an ex
panded view of the transition band. Notice how 
the filter enters the stopband at exactly 24 kHz, 
which is half the output word rate, thereby 
guaranteeing no aliasing. 
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Figure 16. CS5326 /8 Digital Filter Stopband Rejection 
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Figure 18. CS5326/8 Digital Filter Passband Ripple 
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Figure 20. CS5326/8 Digital Filter Transition Band 
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Figure 17. CS5327/9 Digital Filter Stopband Rejection 
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Figure 19. CS5327/9 Digital Filter Passband Ripple 
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Figure 21. CS5327/9 Digital Filter Transition Band 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

ANALOG GROUND AGND 
LEFT CHANNEL ANALOG INPUT AINL 

LEFT CHANNEL ZERO INPUT ZEROL 
POSITIVE ANALOG POWER VA+ 

NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER VA· 
ANALOG POWER DOWN INPUT APO 

ANALOG CALIBRATE INPUT ACAL 
NO CONNECT NC 

DIGITAL CALIBRATE OUTPUT DCAL 
DIGITAL POWER DOWN INPUT DPD 

TEST TST1 
TEST TST2 
TEST TST3 

LEFT/RIGHT SELECT INPUT UR 

Power Supply Connections 

VA+ - Positive Analog Power, PIN 4. 
Positive analog supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

VL+ - Positive Logic Power, PIN 25. 

VREF VOLTAGE REFERENCE OUTPUT 
AINA RIGHT CHANNEL ANALOG INPUT 
ZEROR RIGHT CHANNEL ZERO INPUT 
VL+ ANALOG SECTION LOGIC POWER 
LGND ANALOG SECTION LOGIC GROUND 
CLKIN MASTER CLOCK INPUT 
ACLKA ANALOG SECTION CLOCK OUTPUT 
NC NO CONNECT 
DCLKA DIGITAL SECTION CLOCK INPUT 
DGND DIGITAL GROUND 
VD2+ DIGITAL SECTION POSITIVE POWER 
VD1+ DIGITAL SECTION POSITIVE POWER 
SDATA SERIAL DATA OUTPUT 
SCLK SERIAL DATA CLOCK INPUT 

Positive logic supply for the analog section. Nominally +5 volts. 

VA- - Negative Analog Power, PIN 5. 
Negative analog supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGND - Analog Ground, PIN 1. 
Analog ground reference. 

LGND ·Logic Ground, PIN 24 
Ground for the logic portions of the analog section. 

VDl+, VD2+ ·Positive Digital Power, PINS 17, 18. 
Positive supply for the digital section. Nominally +5 volts. 

DGND • Digital Ground, PIN 19. 
Digital ground for the digital section. 

Analog Inputs 

AINL, AINR • Left and Right Channel Analog Inputs, PINS 2, 27 
Analog input connections for the left and right input channels. Nominally ±3.68 volts full scale. 
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ZEROL, ZEROR. Zero Level Inputs for Left and Right Channels, PINS 3, 26. 

Analog zero level inputs for the left and right channels. The levels present on these pins can be 
used as zero during the offset calibration cycle. Normally connected to AGND, optionally 
through networks matched to the analog input networks .. 

Analog Outputs 

VREF • Voltage Reference Output, PIN 28. 
Nominally -3.68 volts. Normally connected to a O.lµF ceramic capacitor in parallel with a lOµF 
or larger electrolytic capacitor. Note the negative ou_tput polarity. 

Digital Inputs 

CLKIN • Master Input Clock, PIN 23. 
This clock is internally divided by. 2 to set the modulators sample rate. Sampling rates, output 
rates, and digital filter characteristics scale to CLKIN frequency. CLKIN frequency of 
6.144 MHz corresponds to an output word rate of 48 kHz per channel. 

DCLKA • Digital Section Input Clock, PIN 20. 
This clock is used to clock the modulator output data into the digital section. Must be connected 
toACLKA. 

SCLK • Serial Output Data Clock, PIN 15. 
Data bits are output on the rising edge of SCLK. 

L/R • Left/Right Select, PIN 14. 
Select the left or right channel for output on SDATA. The rising edge of LlR starts the MSB of 
the left channel data. Thereafter, CLKIN, SCLK and LlR should run synchronously. LIR must be 
equal to CLKIN/128. Although the outputs of each channel are transmitted at different times, the 
two words in a LlR cycle represent simultaneously sampled analog inputs. 

APD • Analog Power Down, PIN 6. 
Analog section power-down command. When high the analog circuitry is in power-down mode. 
It also causes the analog section to reset the clock output (ACLKA). APD is normally connected 
to DPD when using the power down feature. 

DPD • Digital Power Down, PIN 10 

3·234 

Digital section power-down command. Bringing DPD high puts the digital section into 
power-down mode. Upon returning low, the ADC starts an offset calibration cycle. This takes 
4096 LlR periods (85.33 ms with a 6.144 MHz clock). DCAL is high during the calibrate cycle 
and goes low upon completion. DPD is normally connected to APD. A calibration cycle should 
always be initiated after applying power to the supply pins. 
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ACAL - Analog Calibrate, PIN 7. 

CS5326,CS5327,CS5328,CS5329 

Analog section calibration command. When high, causes the left and right channel modulator 
inputs to be internally connected to ZEROL and ZEROR inputs respectively. May be connected 
toDCAL. 

Digital Outputs 

ACLKA - Analog Section Output Clock, PIN 22. 
This clock is CLKIN/2. It is used by the digital section to clock in the modulator output data. 
ACLKA must be connected to DCLKA. The phase of ACLKA may be reset by using APD. 

SDATA - Serial Data Output, PIN 16. 
Data bits are presented MSB first, in 2's complement format. 

DCAL - Digital Calibrate Output, PIN 9. 
This pin rises immediately upon entering the power-down state (DPD brought high). It returns 
low 4096 L/R periods after leaving the power down state (DPD brought low), indicating the end 
of the offset calibration cycle (which= 85.33 ms with a 6.144 MHz CLKIN). May be connected 
to ACAL. (See Figure 3) 

Miscellaneous 

NC - No Connection, PINS 8,21. 
These two pins are bonded out to test outputs. They must not be connected to any external 
component or any length of PC trace. 

TSTl, TST2, TST3 -Test Inputs, PINS 11, 12, 13. 
Allows access to the ADC test modes, which are reserved for factory use. Must be tied to DGND. 
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PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 

CS5326, CS5327, CS5328, CS5329 

Resolution - The total number of possible output codes is equal to 2N, where N = the number of bits in 
the output word for each channel. 

SignaMo-Noise plus Distortion Ratio - The ratio of the rms value of the signal to the rms sum of all 
other spectral components over the specified bandwidth (typically 10 Hz to 20 kHz), including 
distortion components. Expressed in decibels. 

Total Harmonic Distortion - The ratio of therms sum of all harmonics up to 20 kHz to therms value of 
the signal. Units in percent. 

Dynamic Range - Full scale (RMS) signal to broadband noise ratio. The broadband noise is measured 
over the specified bandwidth, and with an input signal 60dB below full-scale. Units in decibels. 

Interchannel Phase Deviation - The difference between the left and right channel sampling times. 

Interchannel Isolation - A measure of crosstalk between the left and right channels. Measured for each 
channel at the converter's output with the input under test grounded and a full-scale signal 
applied to the other channel. Units in decibels. 

Interchannel Gain Mismatch - The gain difference between left and right channels. Units in decibels. 

Gain Error -The deviation of the gain value from the typical number given in the analog specifications 
table. 

Gain Drift - The change in gain value with temperature. Units in ppm/°C. 

Bipolar Offset Error - The deviation of the mid-scale transition (111...111 to 000 ... 000) from the ideal 
(1/2 LSB below AGND). Units in LSBs. 

Differential Non-Linearity - The deviation of a code's width from the ideal width. Units in LSB's. 
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Ordering Guide 

Model 
CS5326-KP 
CS5327-KP 
CS5328-KP 
CS5329-KP 

CDB5326 
CDB5327 
CDB5328 
CDB5329 

DS35PP3 

Resolution 
16-bits 
16-bits 
18-bits 
18-bits 

Filter Enters Stopband 
26 kHz 
24kHz 
26kHz 
24kHz 

CS5326 Evaluation Board 
CS5327 Evaluation Board 
CS5328 Evaluation Board 
CS5329 Evaluation Board 

Temperature 
0°c to 70 °c 
0°C to 70 °c 
0°c to 70 °c 
0°C to 70 °C 

Package 
28-pin Plastic DIP 
28-pin Plastic DIP 
28-pin Plastic DIP 
28-pin Plastic DIP 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5336 
CS5338 

CS5337 
CS5339 

16-Bit, Stereo AID Converters for Digital Audio 
Features 

• Complete CMOS Stereo AID System 
Delta-Sigma A/D Converters 
Digital Anti-Alias Filtering 
S/H Circuitry and Voltage Reference 

• Adjustable System Sampling Rates 
including 32kHz, 44.1 kHz & 48kHz 

• Low Noise and Distortion 
>90 dB S/(N+D) 

• Internal 64X Oversampling 

• Linear Phase Digital Anti-Alias Filtering 
0.01 dB Passband Ripple 
80dB Stopband Rejection 

• Low Power Dissipation: 400 mW 
Power-Down Mode for Portable 
Applications 

• Evaluation Board Available 

VREF 

AINL 

ZEROL 

AINR 

ZEROR 

AGND 

ICLKA APD ACAL 

23 6 7 ,. ............................................ . 

Voltage Reference 

4 5 

VA+ VA- VL+ LGND 

General Description 
The CS5336, CS5337, CS5338 & CS5339 are com
plete analog-to-digital converters for stereo digital audio 
systems. They perform sampling, analog-to-digital con
version and anti-aliasing filtering, generating 16-bit 
values for both left and right inputs in serial form. The 
output word rate can be up to 50 kHz per channel. 

The ADCs use delta-sigma modulation with 64X over
sampling, followed by digital filtering and decimation, 
which removes the need for an external anti-alias filter. 

The CS5336 & CS5338 have an SCLK which clocks out 
data on rising edges. The CS5337 & CS5339 have an 
SCLK which clocks out data on falling edges. 

The CS5336 & CS5337 have a filter passband of de to 
22kHz. The CS5338 & CS5339 have a filter passband 
of de to 24 kHz. The filters have linear phase, 0.01 dB 
passband ripple, and >80 dB stopband rejection. 

The ADC's are housed in a 0.6" wide 28-pin plastic DIP, 
and also in a 0.3" wide 28-pin SOIC surface mount 
package. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: See Page 3-258 

OCLKD ICLKD FSYNC SCLK UR 

Serial Output Interface 

Digital Decimation 
Filter 

Digital Decimation 
Filter 

Calibration 
Microcontroller 

DCAL DPD 

Calibration 
SRAM 

VD+ DGND 

11 

is 

SDATA 

CMODE 
SMODE 

TST 

NC 

1
22 NC 

Preliminary Product Information I This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

MAR '90 
DS23PP1 
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--··---· . ---·-· -··--···- CS5336, CS5337, CS5338, CS5339 

ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25°C; VA+, VL+,VD+ = 5V; VA-= -5V; Full-Scale Input 
Sinewave, 1kHi; Output word rate= 48 kHz; SCLK = 3.072 MHz; Source Impedance= son with 10 nF to AGND; 
Measurement Bandwidth is 10 Hz to 20 kHz; unless otherwise specified.) 

Parameter* Symbol min 
Specification 

typ max Units 

Resolution 16 Bits 

Dynamic Performance 

Dynamic Range 92.7 95.7 dB 

Signal-to-(Noise + Distortion); THD+N S/(N+D) 90.7 92.7 dB 

Total Harmonic Distortion Vin= -10 dB THD 0.001 % 

lnterchannel Phase Deviation 0.0001 Degrees 

lnterchannel Isolation (de to 20 kHz) 100 106 dB 

dcAccuracy 

lnterchannel Gain Mismatch O.Q1 0.05 dB 

Gain Error ± 1 ± 5 % 

Gain Drift (Note 1) 50 150 ppm/ ° C 

Bipolar Offset Error (After Calibration) ± 5 ± 10 LSB 

Analog Input 

Input Voltage Range ( ± Full Scale) VIN ± 3.50 ± 3.68 Volts 

Input Impedance ZIN 65 kn 

Power Supplies 

Power Supply Cyrrent (VA+)+ (VL+) IA+ 25 TBD mA 
with APD,DPD low VA- IA- 25 TBD mA 
(Normal Operation) VD+ ID+ 30 TBD mA 

Power Supply Current (VA+)+ (Vl+) IA+ 10 uA 
with APD,DPD high VA- IA- 10 uA 
(Power-Down Mode) VD+ ID+ 10 uA 

Power Dissipation (APD, DPD Low) PDN 400 TBD mW 
(APD, DPD High) PDS 150 uW 

Power Supply Rejection Ratio (de to 26 kHz) 54 dB 

(26 kHz to 3.046 MHz) 
PSRR 

100 dB 

Notes: 1. This parameter is guaranteed by design and/or characterization 

• Refer to Parameter Definitions at the end of this data sheet. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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DIGITAL FILTER CHARACTERISTICS 
(TA= 25 ° C; VA+, VL+ ,VD+= 5V ± 5%; VA-= -5V ± 5%; Output word rate of 48 kHz) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Passband (-3 dB) CS5336, CS5337 0 to 22 kHz 
(-3 dB) CS5338, CS5339 0 to 24 kHz 

(-0.01 dB) CS5336, CS5337 0 to 20 kHz 
(-0.01 dB) CS5338, CS5339 0 to 22 kHz 

Passband Ripple - - ± 0.01 dB 

Stopband CS5336, CS5337 26 to 3046 kHz 
CS5338, CS5339 28 to 3044 kHz 

Stopband Attenuation (Note2) 80 - dB 

Group Delay (OWR =Output Word Rate) tgd 18/0WR - s 

Group Delay Variation vs. Frequency L:,. tgd - - 0.0 us 

Notes: 2. The analog modulator samples the input at 3.072MHz for an output word rate of 48 kHz. There is 
no rejection of input signals which are multiples of the sampling frequency (that is: there is 
no rejection for n x 3.072MHz ±22kHz for the CS5338 & CS5339, or n x 3.072MHz ±20.0kHz for the 
CS5336 & CS5337 , where n = 0, 1,2,3 ... ). 

DIG ITAL CHARACTERISTICS 
(TA= 25 °C; VA+, VL+ ,VD+= 5V ± 5%; VA-= -5V ± 5%) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 70%VD+ - v 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 30% VD+ v 
High-Level Output Voltage at lo = -20uA VoH 4.4 v 
Low-Level Output Voltage at lo = 20uA Vol - - 0.1 v 
Input Leakage Current lin - 1.0 - uA 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, LGND, DGND = OV, all voltages with respect to ground.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 +6.0 v 
' Negative Analog VA- +0.3 -6.0 v 

Positive Logic VL+ -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 +6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies I in - ± 10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and ZERO pins) VINA (VA-)-0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 (VD+)+ 0.3 v 
Ambient Temperature (power applied) TA -55 +125 oc 
Storage Temperature T,19 -65 +150 oc 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
(TA= 25 °C; VA+, VL+, VD+ = 5V ± 5%; VA- = -5V ± 5%; Inputs: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; 
CL= 20 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

ICLKD Period (CMODE low) tclkw1 78 . 
ICLKD Low (CMODE low). t clkl1 31 . 

ICLKD High (CMODE low) tclkh1 31 . 
. ICLKD rising to OCLKD rising (CMODE low) t io1 5 . 

ICLKD Period (CMODE high) tclkw2 52 . 

ICLKD Low (CMODE high). tclkl2 20 . 

ICLKD High (CMODE high) t clkh2 20 . 

ICLKD rising or falling to OCLKD rising (CMODE high, Note 3) t io2 5 . 

ICLKD rising to UR edge (CMODE low, MASTER mode) t ilr1 5 . 

ICLKD rising to FSYNC edge {CMODE low, MASTER mode) t ifs1 5 . 

ICLKD rising to SCLK edge (CMODE low, MASTER mode) t isclk1 5 . 

ICLKD falling to L/R edge (CMODE high, MASTER mode) t ilr2 5 . 

ICLKD falling to FSYNC edge (CMODE high, MASTER mode) t ifs2 5 . 

ICLKD falling to SCLK edge (CMODE high, MASTER mode) tisclk2 5. . 

SCLK rising to SDATA valid (MASTER mode, Note 4) tsdo 0 . 

SCLK duty cycle (MASTER mode) 40 50 

SCLK rising to UR (MASTER mode, Note 4) tmslr -20 . 

SCLK rising to FSYNC (MASTER mode, Note 4) t msfs -20 . 
SCLK Period (Sl,.AVE mode) tsclkw 155 . 
SCLK Pulse Width Low (SLAVE mode) t sclkl 60 . 

SCLK Pulse Width High (SLAVE mode) t sclkh 60 . 

SCLK rising to SDATA valid (SLAVE mode, Note 4) tdss . . 
UR edge to MSB valid (SLAVE mode) t lrdss . . 

Falling SCLK to UR edge delay (SLAVE mode, Note 4) t slr1 30 . 

L/R edge to falling SCLK setup time (SLAVE mode, Note 4) t slr2 3o . 

Falling SCLK to rising FSYNC delay (SLAVE mode, Note 4) t sfs1 30 . 

Rising FSYNC to falling SCLK setup time (SLAVE mode, Note 4) t sfs2 30 . 

DPD pulse width tpdw 150 . 
DPD rising to. DCAL rising t per . . 

DPD falling to DCAL falling (OWR =Output Word Rate) t pcf 4096 

Notes: 3. ICLKD rising or .falling depends on DPD to UR timing.(see Figure 2). 
4. SCLK is shown for CS5336, CS5338. SCLK is inverted for 085337, CS5339. 
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ICLKD 

OCLKD 
(CMODE low) 

tclkh tclkl 

: tio1 
--->< t-"-

L/R output ~~-----------

(MASTER model...d--k'------------
1 ,'-- tilr1 

FSYNC output -n 
(MASTER modet_U~----------

--, ,*- tifs1 
SCLK output -n 

(MASTER model...d--k------------
1 t-"- tisclk 1 

ICLKD to Outputs Propagation Delays (CMODE low) 

SCLK output 
(MASTER mode) 

' I 
--ol ~mslr 

L/R output ---~: 

(MASTER mode~)--~~-----~----
_,: I<- tsdo -------+--! c 
---! I<- tmsfs 

SDATA 

FSYNC output -----------x=:, 
(MASTER mode) 

-----------
SCLK to SDAT A, L/R & FSYNC - MASTER Mode 

SCLK input 
(SLAVE mode) 

L/R input 

tslr1 tslr2 

(SLAVE mode) ___ ~, 

SDATA 

I __.., 

tsclkh tsclkl 

SCLK to L/R & SDATA - SLAVE mode, FSYNC high 

SCLK input 
(SLAVE mode) 

FSYNC input 
(SLAVE mode) 

SDATA 

FSYNC to SCLK - SLAVE Mode, FSYNC Controlled. 
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ICLKD 

OCLKD 
(CMODE high) 

I 

--! tclkw2 
I 
I I 
I 
I 

I I ti02 
----"1 t4"-

L/R output 
(MASTER mode) --------'--'IL_ _____ _ 

FSYNC output 1 '!(1~ tilr2 

(MASTER modeL)------~--'-,--'~ tifs2 

SCLK output , ' 
(MASTER mode) I 

-------~'__,1c__ _____ _ 
---->! t-"- tisclk2 

ICLKD to Outputs Propagation Delays (CM ODE high) 

tpdw tpcf 

DPD 
: 
~ tpcr__, : 

DCAL 

Power Down & Calibration Timing 
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RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 
(AGND, LGND, DGND = OV; all voltages with respect to ground) 

Parameter Symbol Min 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.75 
Positive Logic VL+ 4.75 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.75 
Negative Analog VA- -4.75 

Analog Input Voltage (Note 5) VAIN -3.68 

Typ Max Units 

5.0 VA+ v 
5.0 VA+ v 
5.0 5.25 v 

-5.0 -5.25 v 
- 3.68 v 

Notes: 5. The ADCs accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+, VA-). They will produce a positive 
full-scale output for inputs above 3.68 V and negative full-scale output for inputs below -3.68 V. These 
values are subject to the gain error tolerance specification. Additional tag bits are output to indicate 
the amount of overdrive. 
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Figure 1. Typical Connection Diagram 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CS5336, CS5337, CS5338 and CS5339 are 
16-bit, 2-channel AID converters designed 
specifically for stereo digital audio applications. 
The devices use two one-bit delta-sigma 
modulators which simultaneously sample the 
analog input signals at a 64 X sampling rate. The 
resulting serial bit streams are digitally filtered, 
yielding pairs of 16-bit values. This technique 
yields nearly ideal conversion performance inde
pendent of input frequency and amplitude. The 
converters do not require difficult-to-design or 
expensive anti-alias filters, and do not require ex
ternal sample-and-hold amplifiers or a voltage 
reference. 

An on-chip voltage reference provides for an 
input signal range of± 3.68 volts. Any zero offset 
is internally calibrated out during a power-up 
self-calibration cycle. Output data is available in 
serial form, coded as 2's complement 16-bit 
numbers. Typical power consumption of only 
400 mW can be further reduced by use of the 
power-down mode. 

For more information on delta-sigma modulation 
and the particular implementation inside these 
ADCs, see the references at the end of this data 
sheet. 

OCLKD/ 
-

UR CM ODE ICLKD ICLKA SCLK 
(kHz) (MHz) (MHz) (MHz) 

32 low 8.192 4.096 2.048 

32 high 12.288 4.096 2.048 

44.1 low 11.2896 5.6448 2.8224 

44.1 high 16.9344 5.6448 2.8224 

48 low 12.288 6.144 3.072 

48 high 18.432 6.144 3.072 

Table 1. Common Clock Frequencies 

DS35PP3 
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SYSTEM DESIGN 

Very few external components are required to 
support the ADC. Normal power supply decou
pling components, voltage reference bypass 
capacitors and a single resistor and capacitor on 
each input for anti-aliasing are all that's required, 
as shown in Figure 1. 

Master Clock Input 

The master input clock (ICLKD) into the ADC 
runs the digital filter, and is used to generate the 
modulator sampling clock. ICLKD frequency is 
determined by the desired Output Word Rate 
(OWR) and the setting of the CMODE pin. -
CMODE high will set the required ICLKD fre .. 
quency to 384 X OWR, while CMODE low will 
set the required ICLKD frequency to 256 X 
OWR. Table 1 shows some common clock fre-
quencies. The digital output clock (OCLKD) is 
always equal to 128 X OWR, which is always 
2 X the input sample rate. OCLKD should be 
connected to ICLKA, which controls the input 
sample rate. 

The phase alignment betwen ICLKD and 
OCLKD is determined as follows: when CMODE 

ICLKD 
Input 

DPD 
Input 

ufi 
Input 

OCLKD 
Output 

ufi 2 
Input 

OCLKD 2 
Output 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

• DPJ;> low is recognized on the next JCLKD rising edge (#0) 
" UR rising before ICLKD rising #2 causes OCLKD -1 
"' L/R rising after ICLKD rising #2 causes OCLKD - 2 

Figure 2. ICLKD to OCLKD Timing with CM ODE 
high (384 X OWR) 
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UR 
Output 

SDATA 
Output 

r-4 _J ~ 
0 1 2 3 ~ 

CS5336, CS5337, CS5338, CS5339 

Left Audio Data 1 Tag Bits 1 Left Data Tag Right Audio Data ' Tag Bits Right Data Tag 1 

Figure 3. Data Output Timing • MASTER mode 

. . . ~ fa ~ ~ 
UR ~~ · ~---i ~ ~ r-
lnput . _J ~ ~ ~ 0_J 

~;." u~-~ .. ,. 
I ~ ' ' ~ ' % I i 1-flDJl 

FSYNC I ~ 0 ~ j I ~ 
lnput(high) I ~ ~ ~ j i ~ 

: ·~ 0 i ~ i i 0 
I ~ 0 I ~ I ~ 

SDATA ~~ 1 O T2 T1 TO ~ 1151141~ 1 O T2 T1 TO ~ 
Output ~ ~ ~ ~--+---' /'. ~ : / ;/,, 

I I 
I I 

SCLK for CS5336/8. ' ' 
SCLK inverted for Left Audio Data 1 Tag Bits Left Data Tag Right Audio Data ' Tag Bits Right Data Tag 
CS5337/9 

Figure 4. Data Output Timing ·SLAVE Mode, FSYNC high 

is low, ICLKD is divided by 2 to generate 
OCLKD. The phase relationship between ICLKD 
and OCLKD is always the same, and is shown in 
the Switching Characteristics Timing Diagrams. 
When CMODE is high, OCLKD is ICLKD 
divided by 3. There are two possible phase 
relationships between ICLKD and OCLKD, 
which depend on the start-up timing between 
DPD and LJR, shown in Figure 2. 

Serial Data Interface 

The· serial data output interface has 3 possible 
modes of operation: MASTER mode, SLAVE 
mode with FSYNC high, and SLAVE mode with 
FSYNC controlled. In MASTER mode, the AID 
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converter is driven from a master clock (ICLKD) 
and outputs all other clocks, derived from ICLKD 
(see Figure 3). Notice the one SCLK cycle delay 
between L/R edges and FSYNC rising edges. 
FSYNC brackets the 16 data bits for each chan
nel. 

In SLAVE mode, uR and SCLK are inputs. L/R 
must be externally derived from ICLKD, and 
should be equal to the Output Word Rate. SCLK 
shc>uld be equal to the input sample rate, which is 
equal to OCLKD/2. Other SCLK frequencies are 
possible, but may degrade dynamic range because 
of interference effects. Data bits are clocked out 
via the SDATA pin using the SCLK and L/R in
puts. The rising edge of SCLK causes the ADC to 
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Left Audio Data ' Tag Bits ' Left Data ' 
Tag 

Right Audio Data Tag Bits ' Right Data 
Tag 

SCLK for CS5336/8. 
SCLK inverted for CS5337/9 

Rising FSYNC enables 
SCLK to clock out SDATA 

Falling FSYNC stops SCLK from 
clocking out SDATA 

Figure 5. Data Output Timing - SLAVE Mode, FSYNC controlled 

output each bit, except the MSB, which is clock
ed out by the L/R edge. As shown in Figure 4, 
when FSYNC is high, serial data bits are clocked 
immediately following the L/R edge. 

In SLAVE mode with FSYNC controlled, as 
shown in Figure 5, when FSYNC is low, only the 
MSB is clocked out after the L/R edge. With 
FSYNC low, SCLK is ignored. When it is desired 
to start clocking out data, bring FSYNC high 
which enables SCLK to start clocking out data. 
Bringing FSYNC low will stop the data being 
clocked out. This feature is particularly useful to 

Input Level T2 T1 TO 

1.375 x FS 1 1 1 

1.250 x FS to 1.375 x FS 1 1 0 

1.125 x FS to 1 .250 x FS 1 0 1 

1 .000 x FS to 1 .125 x FS 1 0 0 

-1.006dB to O.OOOdB 0 1 1 

-3.060dB to -1.006dB 0 1 0 

-6.000dB to -3.060dB 0 0 1 

< -6.000dB 0 0 0 

FS = Full Scale (OdB) Input 

Table 2. Tag Bit Definition 
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position in time the data bits onto a common 
serial bus. 

The serial nature of the output data results in the 
left and right data words being read at different 
times. However, the words within an L/R cycle 
represent simultaneously sampled analog inputs. 

In all modes, additional bits are output after the 
data bits: 3 tag bits and a left/right indicator. The 
tag bits indicate a near-to-clipping input condition 
for the data word to which the tag bits are at
tached. Table 2 shows the relationship between 
input level and the tag bit values. The serial bit 
immediately following the tag bits is 0 for the 
left channel, and 1 for the right channel. The 
remaining bits before the next L/R edge will be 
l's for the left channel and O's for the right chan
nel. Normally, the tag bits are separated from the 
audio data by the digital signal processor. 
However, if the tag bits are interpreted as audio 
data, their position below the LSB would result as 
a very small de offset. 

In all modes, SCLK is shown for the CS5336 and 
CS5338, where data bits are clocked out on rising 
edges. SCLK is inverted for the CS5337 and the 
CS5339. 
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Certain serial modes align well with various inter
face requirements. A CS5337 in MASTER mode, 
with an inverted L/R signal, generates I2S 
(Philips) compatible timing. A CS5336 in 
MASTER mode, using FSYNC, interfaces well 
with a Motorola DSP56000. A CS5336 in SLAVE 
mode emulates a CS5326 style interface, and also 
links up to a DSP56000 in network mode. 

Analog Connections 

The analog inputs are presented to the modulators 
via the AINR and AINL pins. The analog input 
signal range is determined by the internal voltage 
reference value, which is typically -3.68 volts. 
The input signal range therefore is typically 
± 3.68 volts. 

The ADC samples the analog inputs at 
3.072 MHz for a 12.288 MHz ICLKD (CMODE 
low). For the CS5336 & CS5337, the digital filter 
rejects all noise between 26 kHz and 
(3.072 MHz-26 kHz). For the CS5338 & 
CS5339, the digital filter rejects all noise between 
28 kHz and (3.072 MHz-28 kHz). However, the 
filter will not reject frequencies right around 
3.072 MHz (and multiples of 3.072 MHz). Most 
audio signals do not have significant energy at 
3.072 MHz. Nevertheless, a 51 Q resistor in 
series with the analog input, and a 10 nF NPO or 
COG capacitor to ground will attenuate any noise 
energy at 3.072 MHz, in addition to providing the 
optimum source impedance for the modulators. 
The use of capacitors which have a large voltage 
coefficient (such as general purpose ceramics) 
should be avoided since .these can degrade signal 
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linearity. If active circuitry precedes the ADC, it 
is recommended that the above RC filter is placed 
between the active circuitry and the AINR and 
AINL pins. The above example frequencies scale 
linearly with output word rate. 

The on-chip voltage reference output is brought 
out to the VREF pin. A 10 µF electrolytic 
capacitor in parallel with a 0.1 µF ceramic 
capacitor attached to this pin eliminates the ef
fects of high frequency noise. Note the negative 
value of VREF when using polarized capacitors. 
No load current may be taken from the VREF 
output pin. 

The analog input level used as zero during the of
fset calibration period (described later) is input on 
the ZEROL and ZEROR pins. Typically, these 
pins are directly attached to AGND. For the ul
timate in offset nulling, networks· can be. attached 
to ZEROR and ZEROL whose impedances match 
the impedances present on AINL and AINR. 

Power-Down and Offset Calibration 

The ADC has a power-down mode wherein typi
cal consumption drops to 150 µW, In addition, 
exiting the power-down state initiates an offset 
calibration procedure. 

APD and DPD are the analog and digital power
down pins. When high, they place the analog and 
digital sections in the power-down mode. 
Bringing these pins low takes the part out of 
power-down mode. DPD going low initiates a 
calibration cycle. If not using the power down 

14-. Cal Period __.; 
I I 

r-- Filter Delay Time 

DPD 

DCAL 
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I (4096 x U"R clocks) I 
! (85.33 ms @ 48kHz)! 
I I 
I I 

~,-----------,~ I 
I 

~~~~~~~~~~~~! 
I 
I 

! (-100 UR periods) 
! (-2 ms@ 48 kHz) 

i 
I 

! Normal Operation 

Figure 6. Initial Calibration Cycle Timing 
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feature, APD should be tied to AGND. When 
using the power down feature, DPD and APD 
may be tied together if the capacitor on VREF is 
not greater than 10 µF, as stated in the "Power-Up 
Considerations" section. 

During the offset calibration cycle, the digital 
section of the part measures and stores the value 
of the calibration input of each channel in 
registers. The calibration input value is subtracted 
from all future outputs. The calibration input may 
be obtained from either the analog input pins 
(AINL and AINR) or the zero pins (ZEROL and 
ZEROR) depending on the state of the ACAL pin. 
With ACAL low, the analog input pin voltages are 
measured, and with ACAL high, the zero pin vol
tages are measured. 

As shown in Figure 6, the DCAL output is high 
during calibration, which takes 4096 L/R clock 
cycles. If DCAL is connected to the ACAL input, 
the calibration routine will measure the voltage 
on ZEROR and ZEROL. These should be con
nected directly to ground or through a network 
matched to that present on the analog input pins. 
Internal offsets of each channel will thus be 
measured and subsequently subtracted. 

Alternatively, ACAL may be permanently con
nected low and DCAL utilized to control a 
multplexer which grounds the user's front end. In 
this case, the calibration routine will measure and 
store not only the internal offsets but also any 
offsets present in the front end input circuitry. 

During calibration, the digital output of both 
channels is forced to a 2's complement zero. Sub
traction of the calibration input from conversions 
after calibration substantially reduces any 
power-on click that might otherwise be ex
perienced. A short delay of approximately 100 
output words will occur following calibration for 
the digital filter to begin accurately tracking audio 
band signals. 
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Power-up Considerations 

Upon initial application of power to the supply 
pins, the data in the calibration registers will be 
indeterminate. A calibration cycle should always 
be initiated after application of power to replace 
potentially large values of data in these registers 
with the correct values. 

The modulators settle very quickly (a matter of 
microseconds) after the analog section is powered 
on, either through the application of power, or by 
exiting the power-down mode. The voltage 
reference can take a much longer time to reach a 
final value due to the presence of large external 
capacitance on the VREF pin; allow approximate- -
ly 5 ms/µF. The calibration period is long enough 
to allow the reference to settle for capacitor 
values of up to 10 µF. If a larger capacitor is used, 
additional time between APD going low and DPD 
going low should be allowed for VREF settling 
before a calibration cycle is initiated. 

Grounding and Power Supply Decoupling 

As with any high resolution converter, the ADC 
requires careful attention to power supply and 
grounding arrangements if its potential perfor
mance is to be realized. Figure 1 shows the 
recommended power arrangements, with VA+, 
VA- and VL+ connected to a clean± 5 V supply. 
VD+, which powers the digital filter, may be run 
from the system +SV logic supply, provided that 
it is not excessively noisy ( < ± 50 m V pk-to-pk). 
Alternatively, VD+ may be powered from VA+ 
via a ferrite bead. In this case, no additional 
devices should be powered from VD+. Analog 
ground and digital ground should be connected 
together near to where the supplies are brought 
onto the printed circuit board. Decoupling 
capacitors should be as near to the ADC as pos
sible, with the low value ceramic capacitor being 
the nearest. 

The printed circuit board layout should have 
separate analog and digital regions and ground 
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Figure 7. CS5336 FFT Plot with -10 dB, 1 kHz Input 
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Figure 9. CS5336 FFT Plot with -80 dB, 1 kHz Input 

planes, with the ADC straddling the boundary. All 
signals, especially clocks, should be kept away 
from the VREF pin in order to avoid unwanted 
coupling into the modulators. An evaluation 
board is available which demonstrates the op
timum layout and power supply arrangements, as 
well as allowing fast evaluation of the ADC. 

To minimize digital noise, connect the ADC digi
tal outputs only to CMOS inputs. 

PERFORMANCE 

FFTTests 

For FFT based tests, a very pure sine wave is 
presented to the ADC, and an FFT analysis is per-
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Figure 8. CS5336 FFT Plot with -10 dB, 9 kHz Input 
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Figure 10. CS5336 FFT Plot with -80 dB, 9 kHz Input 

formed on the output data. The resulting spectrum 
is a measure of the performance of the ADC. 

Figure 7 shows the spectral purity of the CS5336 
with a 1 kHz, -10 dB input. Notice the low noise 
floor, the absence of any harmonic distortion, and 
the Dynamic Range value of 95.41 dB. 

Figure 8 shows the CS5336 high frequency per
formance. The input signal is a -10 dB, 9 kHz 
sine wave. Notice the small 2nd harmonic at 
110 dB down. 

Figure 9 shows the low-level performance of the 
CS5336. Notice the lack of any distortion com
ponents. Traditional R-2R ladder based ADC's 
can have problems with this test, since differen
tial non-linearities around the zero point become 
very significant. Figure 10 shows the same very 
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Figure 11. CS5336 Differential Non-Linearity Plot 

low input amplitude performance, but at 9kHz 
input frequency. 

DNLTests 

A Differential Non-Linearity test is also shown. 
Here, the converter is presented with a linear 
ramp signal. The resulting output codes are 
counted to yield a number which is proportional 
to the codewidth. A plot of codewidth versus code 
graphically illustrates the uniformity of the 
codewidths. Figure 11 shows the excellent Dif
ferential Non-Linearity of the CS5336. This plot 
displays the worst case positive and negative er
rors in each of 512 groups of 128 codes. 
Codewidths typically are within ± 0.2 LSB 's of 
ideal. A delta-sigma modulator based ADC has no 
inherent mechanism for generating DNL errors. 
The residual small deviations shown in Figure 11 
are a result of noise. Nevertheless, the perfor
mance shown is extremely good, and is superior 
to typical R-2R ladder based designs. 
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Digital Filter 

Figures 12 through 17 show the performance of 
the digital filter included in the ADC. All the 
plots assume an output word rate of 48 kHz. The 
filter frequency response will scale precisely with 
changes in output word rate. The passband ripple 
is flat to± 0.01 dB maximum. Stopband rejection 
is greater than 80 dB. 

Figures 12,14 &16 show the CS5338 and CS5339 
filter characteristics. Figure 16 is an expanded 
view of the transition band. 

Figures 13,15 & 17 show the CS5336 and 
CS5337 filter characteristics. Figure 17 is an ex
panded view of the transition band. 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

ANALOG GROUND AGND 
LEFT CHANNEL ANALOG INPUT AINL 

LEFT CHANNEL ZERO INPUT ZEROL 
POSITIVE ANALOG POWER VA+ 

NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER VA-
ANALOG POWER DOWN INPUT APO 

ANALOG CALIBRATE INPUT ACAL 
NO CONNECT NC 

DIGITAL CALIBRATE OUTPUT DCAL 
DIGITAL POWER DOWN INPUT DPD 

TEST TST 
SELECT CLOCK MODE CMODE 

SELECT SERIAL 1/0 MODE SMODE 
LEFT/RIGHT SELECT L/R 

Power Supply Connections 

VA+ - Positive Analog Power, PIN 4. 
Positive analog supply. Nominally +5 volts. 

VL+ - Positive Logic Power, PIN 25. 

VREF VOLTAGE REFERENCE OUTPUT 
AINR RIGHT CHANNEL ANALOG INPUT 
ZEROR RIGHT CHANNEL ZERO INPUT 
VL+ ANALOG SECTION LOGIC POWER 
LGND ANALOG SECTION LOGIC GROUND 
ICLKA ANALOG SECTION CLOCK INPUT 
NC NO CONNECT 
OCLKD DIGITAL SECTION OUTPUT CLOCK 
ICLKD DIGITAL SECTION CLOCK INPUT 
DGND DIGITAL GROUND 
VD+ DIGITAL SECTION POSITIVE POWEF 
FSYNC FRAME SYNC SIGNAL 
SDATA SERIAL DATA OUTPUT 
SCLK SERIAL DATA CLOCK 

Positive logic supply for the analog section. Nominally +5 volts. 

VA- - Negative Analog Power, PIN 5. 
Negative analog supply. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGND - Analog Ground, PIN 1. 
Analog ground reference. 

LGND - Logic Ground, PIN 24 
Ground for the logic portions of the analog section. 

VD+ - Positive Digital Power, PIN 18. 
Positive supply for the digital section. Nominally +5 volts. 

DGND - Digital Ground, PIN 19. 
Digital ground for the digital section. 

Analog Inputs 

AINL, AINR - Left and Right Channel Analog Inputs, PINS 2, 27 
Analog input connections for the left and right input channels. Nominally ±3.68 volts full 
scale. 
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ZEROL, ZEROR • Zero Level Inputs for Left and Right Channels, PINS 3, 26. 

Analog zero level inputs for the left and right channels. The levels present on these pins 
can be used as zero during the offset calibration cycle. Normally connected to AGND, 
optionally through networks matched to the analog input networks. 

Analog Outputs 

VREF - Voltage Reference Output, PIN 28. 
Nominally -3.68 volts. Normally connected to a O.lµF ceramic capacitor in parallel with 
a lOµF or larger electrolytic capacitor. Note the negative output polarity. 

Digital Inputs 

ICLKA • Analog Section Input Clock, PIN 23. 
This clock is internally divided by 2 to set the modulators' sample rate. Sampling rates, 
output rates, and digital filter characteristics scale to ICLKA frequency. ICLKA frequency 
is 128 X the output word rate. For example, 6.144 MHz ICLKA corresponds to an output 
word rate of 48 kHz per channel. Normally connected to OCLKD. 

ICLKD • Digital Section Input Clock, PIN 20. 
This is the clock which runs the digital filter. ICLKD frequency is determined by the 
required output word rate and by the CMODE pin. If CMODE is low, ICLKD frequency 
should be 256 X the desired output word rate. If CMODE is high, ICLKD should be 
384 X the desired output word rate. For example, with CMODE low, ICLKD should be 
12.288 MHz for an output word rate of 48 kHz. This clock also generates OCLKD, 
which is always 128 X the output word rate. 

APD • AnalQg Power Down, PIN 6. 
Analog section power-down command. When high, the analog circuitry is in power-down 
mode. APD is normally connected to DPD when using the power down feature. If power 
down is not used, then connect APD to AGND. 

DPD • Digital Power Down, PIN 10 
Digital section power-down command. Bringing DPD high puts the digital section into 
power-down mode. Upon returning low, the ADC starts an offset calibration cycle. This 
takes 4096 L/R periods (85.33 ms with a 12.288 MHz ICLKD). DCAL is high during the 
calibrate cycle and goes low upon completion. DPD is normally connected to APD when 
using the power down feature. A calibration cycle should always be initiated after 
applying power to the supply pins. 

ACAL-Analog Calibrate, PIN 7. 
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Analog section calibration command. When high, causes the left and right channel 
modulator inputs to be internally connected to ZEROL and ZEROR inputs respectively. 
May be connected to DCAL. 
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CM ODE - Clock Mode Select, PIN 12. 

CS5336,CS5337,CS5338,CS5339 

CMODE should be tied low to select an ICLKD frequency of 256 X the output word rate. 
CMODE should be tied high to select an ICLKD frequency of 384 X the output word 
rate. 

SMODE - Serial Interface Mode Select, PIN 13. 
SMODE should be tied high to select serial interface master mode, where SCLK, FSYNC 
and L/R are all outputs, generated by internal dividers operating from ICLKD. SMODE 
should be tied low to select serial interface slave mode, where SCLK, FSYNC and L/R 
are all inputs. In slave mode, L/R, FSYNC and SCLK need to be derived from ICLKD 
using external dividers. 

Digital Outputs 

SDATA - Serial Data Output, PIN 16. • 
Audio data bits are presented MSB first, in 2's complement format. Additional tag bits, 
which indicate input overload and left/right channel data, are output immediately 
following each audio data word. 

DCAL - Digital Calibrate Output, PIN 9. 
DCAL rises immediately upon entering the power-down state (DPD brought high). It 
returns low 4096 L/R periods after leaving the power down state (DPD brought low), 
indicating the end of the offset calibration cycle (which = 85.33 ms with a 12.288 MHz 
ICLKD). May be connected to ACAL. 

OCLKD - Digital Section Output Clock, PIN 21. 
OCLKD is always 128 X the output word rate. Normally connected to ICLKA. 

Digital Inputs or Outputs 

SCLK - Serial Data Clock, PIN 15. 
Data is clocked out on the rising edge of SCLK for the CS5336 and CS5338. Data is 
clocked out on the falling edge of SCLK for the CS5337 and CS5339. 

In master mode (SMODE high), SCLK is a continuous output clock at 64 X the output 
word rate. 

In slave mode (SMODE low), SCLK is an input, which requires a continuously supplied 
clock at any frequency from 32 X to 128 X the output word rate (64 X is preferred). 
When FSYNC is high, SCLK clocks out serial data, except for the MSB which appears 
on SDATA when L/R changes. 
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L/R - Left/Right Select, PIN 14. 
In master mode (SMODE high), L/R is an output whose frequency is at the output word 
rate. LfR edges occur 1 SCLK cycle before FSYNC rises. When L/R is high, left channel 
data is on SDATA, except for the first SCLK cycle. When L/R is low, right channel data 
is on SDATA, except for the first SCLK cycle. The MSB data bit appears on SDATA one 
SCLK cycle after L/R changes. 

In slave mode (SMODE low), L/R is an input which selects the left or right channel for 
output on SDATA. The rising edge of L/R starts the MSB of the left channel data. L/R 
frequency must be equal to the output word rate. 

Although the outputs of each channel are transmitted at different times, the two words in 
an L/R cycle represent simultaneously sampled analog inputs. 

FSYNC - Frame Synchronization Signal, PIN 17. 
In master mode (SMODE high), FSYNC is an output which goes high coincident with the 
start of the first SDATA bit (MSB) and falls low immediately after the last SDATA audio 
data bit (LSB). 

In slave mode (SMODE low), FSYNC is an input which controls the clocking out of the 
data bits on SDATA. FSYNC is normally tied high, which causes the data bits to be 
clocked· out immediately following L/R transitions. If it is desired to delay the data bits 
from the L/R edge, then FSYNC must be low during the delay period. Bringing FSYNC 
high will then enable the clocking out of the SDATA bits. Note that the MSB will be 
clocked out based on the L/R edge, independent of the state of FSYNC. 

Miscellaneous 

NC - No Connection, PINS 8, 22. 
These two pins are bonded out to test outputs. They must not be connected to any external 
component or any length of PC trace. 

TST -Test Input, PIN 11. 

3-256 

Allows access to the ADC test modes, which are reserved for factory use. Must be tied to 
DGND. 
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PARAMETER DEFINITIONS 

CS5336,CS5337,CS5338,CS5339 

Resolution - The total number of possible output codes is equal to 2N, where N = the number of bits in 
the output word for each channel. 

Dynamic Range - Full scale (RMS) signal to broadband noise ratio. The broadband noise is measured 
over the specified bandwidth, and with an input signal 60dB below full-scale. Units in decibels. 

Signal-to-Noise plus Distortion Ratio - The ratio of the rms value of the signal to the rms sum of all 
other spectral components over the specified bandwidth (typically 10 Hz to 20 kHz), including 
distortion components. Expressed in decibels. 

Total Harmonic Distortion - The ratio of the rms sum of all harmonics up to 20 kHz to the rms value of 
the signal. Units in percent. 

Interchannel Phase Deviation - The difference between the left and right channel sampling times. 

lnterchannel Isolation - A measure of crosstalk between the left and right channels. Measured for each 
channel at the converter's output with the input under test grounded and a full-scale signai 
applied to the other channel. Units in decibels. 

Interchannel Gain Mismatch - The gain difference between left and right channels. Units in decibels. 

Gain Error - The deviation of the gain value from the typical number given in the analog specifications 
table. 

Gain Drift - The change in gain value with temperature. Units in ppm/0 C. 

Bipolar Offset Error - The deviation of the mid-scale transition (111...111 to 000 ... 000) from the ideal 
(1/2 LSB below AGND). Units in LSBs. 
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REFERENCES 

CS5336,CS5337,CS5338,CS5339 

1) "A Stereo 16-bit Delta-Sigma AID.Converter for Digital Audio" by D.R. Welland, B.P. Del Signore, 
E.J. Swanson, T. Tanaka, K. Hamashita, S. Hara, K. Takasuka. Paper presented at the 85th Convention 
of the Audio Engineering Society, November 1988. 

2) " The Effects of Sampling Clock Jitter on NyquistSampling Analog-to-Digital Converters, and on 
Oversampling Delta Sigma ADC's" by Steven Harris. Paper presented at the 87th Convention of the 
Audio Engineering Society, October 1989. 

3)" An 18-Bit Dual-Channel Oversampling Delta-Sigma AID Converter, with 19-Bit Mono Application 
Example" by Clif Sanchez. Paper presented at the 87th Convention of the Audio Engineering Society, 
October 1989. 

Orµering Guide 

Model 
CS5336-KP 
CS5337-KP 
CS5338-KP 
CS5339-KP 
CS5336-KS 
CS5337-KS 
CS5338-KS 
CS5339-KS 

CDB5336 
CDB5337 
CDB5338 
CDB5339 

3-258 

Resolution 
16-bits 
16-bits 
16-bits 
16-bits 
16-bits 
16-bits 
16-bits 
16-bits 

Passband 
22kHz 
22 kHz 
24 kHz 
24 kHz 
22kHz 
22 kHz 
24kHz 
24kHz 

CS5336 Evaluation Board 
CS5337 Evaluation Board 
CS5338 Evaluation Board 
CS5339 Evaluation Board 

SCLK 
i active 
J.. active 
i active 
J.. active 
i active 
J.. active 
i active 
J.. active 

Temperature 
0°c to 70 °c 
0°c to 70 °c 
0°c to 70 °c 
0°c to 70 °C 
0°c to 70 °C 
0°c to 70 °c 
0°c to 70 °c 
0°c to 70 °c 

Package 
28-pin Plastic DIP 
28-pin Plastic DIP 
28-pin Plastic DIP 
28-pin Plastic DIP 
28-pin SOIC 
28-pin SOIC 
28-pin SOIC 
28-pin SOIC 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5412 

12-Bit, 1 MHz Self-Calibrating AID Converter 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS Sampling ADC 
On-Chip Track and Hord Amplifier 
Microprocessor Interface 

• Throughput Rates up to 1 MHz 

• True 12-Bit Accuracy over Temperature 
Typical Nonlinearity: 3/4 LSB 
No Missing Codes to 12 Bits 

• Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.02% 

• Dynamic Range: 72dB 

• Self-Calibration Maintains Accuracy 
over Time and Temperature 

• Low Power Dissipation: 750mW 

VREF 6 

VREF+ 0-=-~>--+_....t-------~ 

General Description 
The CS5412 CMOS analog to digital converter provides 
a true 12-bit representation of an analog input signal at 
sampling rates up to 1 MHz. To achieve high throughput, 
the CS5412 uses pipelined acqusition and settling times 
as well as overlapped conversion cycles. 

Unique self-calibration circuitry insures 12-bit accuracy 
over time and temperature. Also, a background calibra
tion process constantly adjusts the converter's linearity, 
thereby insuring superior harmonic distortion and sig
nal-to-noise performance throughout operating life. 

The CS5412's advanced CMOS construction provides 
low power consumption of 750mW and the inherent 
reliability of monolithic devices. 

An evaluation board is available which allows fast con
firmation of performance, as well as example ground 
and layout arrangements. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 3-277 

CAL!llRATION SRAM 

.--------- ------ -------., 
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HOLD 

CCNVu-3-~ 

' I 
REFERENCE I-+ CALIBRATION CLOCK 
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••• 

64DC 
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64 COMPARATORS 

6-BIT FLASH ADC 

CONTROL LOGIC 

20 19 18 2 21 

. . . 
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(DI A CONVERTER) 

CL KIN 
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DIO 
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D9 
36 

D8 

D7 

D6 

DS 

D4 

D3 

D2 

DI 
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Preliminary Product Information j This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 FAX: (512) 445 7581 

APR'90 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25°C (Note 1); All VA+ pins, VD+= 5V;. 

CS54t2 

All VA- pins, VQ.= •5V; VREF+ = +1.5V; VREF- = -1.SV; fcLK = SMHz for-1; 100 kHz Full SCale Input Sinewave; 
Continuous Convert Mode unless otherwise specified). · 

CS5412-J,K CS5412-A,B CS5412-S,T 
UnHs Parameter" min· typ max min typ max min typ max 

Resolution 1nin IOTmax 12 12 12 Bits 

Specified Temperature Range Oto 70 -40 to +85 -55to+125 •c 
Dynamic Performant:t1 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise 

(Note 1) Tmin to T max 1 OOkHz Input 75 82 75 82 75 82 
dB 

490kHz Input 70 70 70 

Total Harmonic Distortion 0.0125 0.0125 0.0125 o/o 

Signal-to-(Noise plus Distortion)(Note 1) 
OdB Input (Full Scale) 

65 71 65 71 65 71 
Tmin to T max i<.~~ 68 71 68 71 68 71 

dB 

-40dB Input 32 32 32 

de Accuracy 

Linearity Error 
1nin to Tmax .J,A,S :!;:3/4 :!;:2.0 ±3/4 ±2.0 ±1 ±3.0 

(Note 1) 
1nin .to Tmax 

LSB 
•K;B,T ±3/4 ± 1.0 " ±3/4 ±1.0 ±3/4 ±2.0 

Differential Linearity 
1nin to Tmax .J,A,S ± 112 NMC ± 112 NMC ± 112 NMC 

(Note 1) LSB 
1nin toTmax -K,B,T ± 112 ±0.9 ± 112 ±0.9 ± 112 -0.9/+1.25 

Full Scale Error (Note 1) 1nin to Tmax ±2 ±8 ±2 ±8 ±3 ±10 LSB 

Offset Error (Note~) Tmin toTmax ± 1.5 ±3 ± 1.5 ±3 ± 1.5 ±4 LSB 

NMC = No Missing Codes 

Notes: 1. All T min to T max specifications apply after calibration at the temperature of interest. 
Temperatures specified define ambient conditions in free-air during test and do not refer 
to the junction temperature of the device. 

• Refer to Definitions at the end of this data sheet. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

Parameter 1CS5412-J,K 
m n typ max 

Analog Input 

Aperture Time 35 

Aperture Jitter 50 

Input Bandwidth 
Small Signal, -3dB (Note 2) 4 
Full Power, -3d8 3.5 

Analog Input Impedance at de 
10 

Input Capacitance VREF- pin 50 
AIN, VREF+ pins 10 

Conversion & Throughput 

Conversion Time (Notes3, 4) 1.25 1.375 

Throughput Rate 1 

Acquisition Time (Notes) 400 

Power Suppl/es 

Power Supply Current (Note6) 

IA+ 70 90 
IA. -70 ·90 
lo+ 5 10 
lo. -5 -10 

Power Dissipation (Note6) 750 1000 

Power Supply Rejection at de 
Positive Supplies 50 
Negative Supplies 50 

Notes: 2. Input 40 dB below full scale. 

CS5412·A,B 
min typ max 

35 

50 

4 
3.5 

10 

50 
10 

1.25 1.375 

1 

400 

70 90 
-70 -90 

5 10 
-5 -10 

750 1000 

50 
50 

3. Measured from falling transition on HOLD to falling transition on DADY. 

CS5412 

CS5412·S,T 
min typ max Units 

35 ns 

50 ...Q!' rms 

4 MHz 
3.5 MHz 

10 Moh ms 

50 pF 
10 pF 

1.25 1.375 us 

1 MHz 

400 ns 

70 90 mA 
-70 -90 mA 

5 10 mA 
-5 -10 mA 

750 1000 mW 

50 dB 
50 dB 

4. Applies to conversions triggered externally. In Continuous Convert mode throughput proceeds at 
one-eighth the master clock frequency with a fixed 10 clock cycle conversion time. 

5. The internal track-and-hold returns to the track mode on the fourth master clock cycle after the start 
of a conversion cycle. It is guaranteed to acquire a full-scale step to 12-bit accuracy while operating 
at full throughput. 

6. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tmin to T max; All VA+ pins, VD+= 5V ± 5%; 
All VA- pins, VD-= -5V ± 5%; Inputs: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF). 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Master Clock Frequency: 1CLK 3 - 8 

Master Clock Duty Cycle - 40 - 60 

Rise Times: Any Digital Input (Note 7) I rise - - 1.0 
Any Digital Output - 20 -

Fall Times: Any Digital Input (Note 7) 1fall - - 1.0 
Any Digital Output - 20 -

HOLD/CLKIN Phase Relationship 
62.5 -State 7 to HOLD Low Iha -

HOLD Low to State 0 lhb 0 -
State 0 to HOLD High lhc 75 - -
HOLD High to State 7 lhd 30 - -

Conversion Time (Note 8) le 10 - 11 

DROY Pulse Width ldpw - 3 -
Data Delay Time ldd - 20 50 

Access Times: CS Low to Data Valid lcsa - 55 110 
(Note 9) RD Low to Data Valid lrda - 55 110 

Output Float Delay: 
CS or RD High to Output Hi-Z lfd - 40 110 

Cal Pulse Width: (Note 10) lcsh 2 - -
-

CAL high and CS Low 

RST Pulse Width lrpw 2 - -

Units 

MHz 

% 

us 

ns 

us 

ns 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

Mee· 

Mee· 

ns 

ns 
ns 

ns 

MCC* 

Mee· 

Notes: 7. HOLD and CLKIN should be driven with signals which have rise and fall times of 25 ns or faster. 
8. Conversion time in the Continuous Convert mode is a fixed 1 O clock cycles. 
9. Data goes valid when both CS and RD are low simultaneously. Each access time assumes the other 

control input is already low or falls concurrently. 
10. If CAL is brought low while CS is low, a calibration cycle will be initiated. 

• MCC = Master Clock Cycles; 1 MCC = 1/fcLK 
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VOL to High-Z ~ +5V 

3k .0 

Data 
Output 

50pF 

I 

Float Delay Test Circuits 

V0 H to High-Z 

Data 

Output =r---i 
50pF r l 3k .0 
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7 
CLKIN 

0 

thb 

CS.5412 

Rise and Fall Times 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

t thcl Fthd 

----I ha II II I/ I I/ I II I 
or 

CCNV 
Hold/Master Clock Phase Relationship 

Output Data LAST CONVERSION DATA VALID NEW DATA VALID 

OVRNG NEW OVRNG VALID 

Conversion Timing 

tcsa 

trda 

lfd 

DO-D11 Hi-Z Hi-Z 

tcsh 

CAL 

Read and Calibration Control Timing 
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DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TmintO Tmax; All VA+ pins, VD+= 5V±5%; 
All VA- pins, VD- = -5V ± 5%) All measurements below are performed under static conditions. 

CS5412 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

High-Level Input Voltage (Note 11) V1H 2.0 - -

Low-Level Input Voltage (Note 11) V1L - - 0.8 

High-Level Output Voltage (Note 12) VoH VD+ - 1.0V - -
Low-Level Output Voltage lout= 1.6mA Vol - - 0.4 

Input Leakage Current 1in -10 - +10 

3-State Leakage Current 1oz -10 - +10 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Gaut - 9 -
Note: 11. All pins except HOLD and CLKIN which require inputs of V1L = 0.5V and V1H =VD+ - 0.5V. 

12. lout= -1 OOµA. This specification guarantees TIL compatibility (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see note 13). 

v 
v 
v 
v 

uA 

uA 

pf 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.75 5.0 VA2+, VA5+ v 
Negative Digital VD- -4.75 -5.0 -5.25 v 
Positive Analog VA1+ - VA5+ 4.75 5.0 5.25 v 
Negative Analog VA1- - VA3- -4.75 -5.0 -5.25 v 

Analog Input Voltage VAIN VREF- - VREF+ v 
Analog Reference Voltages 

Unipolar Input Range VREF+ 2.0 - 3.0 v 
VREF- - AGND - v 

Bipolar Input Range VREF+ 1.0 - 1.5 v 
VREF- -1.0 - -1.5 v 

Notes: 13. All voltages with respect to ground. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, DGND = OV, all voltages with respect to ground). 

Parameter Symbol Min 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 
Positive Analog (Note 14) VA1+ - VA5+ -0.3 

Negative Analog VA1- - VA3- 0.3 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 15) I in -
Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA VA1- - VA3- - 0.3 

Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 

Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 

Storage Temperature Tstg -65 

Junction Temperature TJ -
Junction to Ambient Tempco for CLCC Package 8JA -

Notes: 14. VA1+, VA3+, VA4+ must never exceed VA2+ and VAS+ by more than 0.3V. 
15. Transient currents of up to 100mA will not cause SCR latch-up. 

Max 

VA2+,VA5+ + 0.3 
-6.0 

6.0 
-6.0 

+10 

VA2+,VA5+ + 0.3 

VA2+,VA5+ + 0.3 

125 

150 

160 

60 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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Units 

v 
v 
v 
v 

mA 

v 
v 
·c 
·c 
·c 

0 c1W 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 

To achieve high speed and high accuracy, the 
CS5412 implements a standard 2-step flash AID 
conversion using a self-calibrating architecture. 
Throughput is further maximized using pipelined 
acquisition and settling times as well as over
lapped conversion cycles. 

2-Step Flash AID Conversion 

The fastest method of performing AID conversion 
is the brute-force single-step flash approach, for 
which an N-bit conversion involves comparing 
the analog input to 2N -\fraduated voltage levels. 
The outputs from the 2 -1 comparators are then 
processed and encoded into the proper binary for
mat. The major limitation to this technique is that 
the number (and accuracy requirements) of com
parators doubles with each additional bit of 
resolution. Thus, single-step flash converters are 
impractical today at greater than 8 or 10 bits of 
resolution. 

The 2-step technique that the CS5412 uses 
employs slightly more complex sub-circuit blocks 
to achieve high resolution and results in negli
gible speed degradation. As shown in Figure 1, 
the CS5412 consists of a track-and-hold amplifier 
(TIH1), a 6-bit flash ADC, a 6-bit DAC, and a dif
ferential amplifier. When the convert command is 
issued, T!H1 holds the analog input signal and the 
flash ADC converts the six MSB's (most-sig-

Analog 
Input 

CS5412 

nificant-bits) of the output word. The MSB's, 
once decoded, are latched. The flash converter's 
output is also loaded into the DAC. The DAC's 
output therefore represents the analog input less 
the quantization error of the first 6-bit flash con
version. This signal is then subtracted from the 
original analog input to yield the quantization 
error, which is then multiplied by 64 (26) and 
again applied to the flash ADC to yield the six 
LSB 's (least-significant-bits). In effect, the first 6-
bit flash forms the transfer function into 64 seg
ments which are then filled in with 64 codes each 
by the second 6-bit flash. This yields a total of 
4096 codes (64x64) for 12-bit resolution. 

Calibration • 

The CS5412 uses several calibration techniques 
to insure 12-bit accuracy over time and tempera-
ture. A unique reference generating circuit 
provides the 64 graduated reference levels for the 
flash ADC and DAC. Critical to the CS5412's 
overall linearity, these references are continually 
adjusted to 12-bit accuracy during device opera-
tion. This background adjustment process is com-
pletely transparent to the user and results in less 
than ±112 LSB nonlinearity. Also, all comparators 
in the flash ADC are auto-zeroed to avoid dif-
ferential linearity errors at the 64 segment boun-
daries due to noise and/or offsets in the com-
parators. 

6 MSB's 

6-Bit Flash 
AID Converter 

Decoder 
Three

State 
Output 
Buffers 

12 
Hold/ 

64 

6-Bit 
DIA Converter 

* Used in CS5412 to pipeline acquisition time. 

Figure 1. Block Diagram of 2-Step Flash A/D Converter 
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The CS5412 also uses digital correction schemes. 
An on-chip microcontroller manipulates dedi
cated MDAC's to set the gain and offset of the 6-
bit flash ADC; this insures less than ±112 LSB 
overall full-scale and offset errors in the CS5412. 
Gain and offset are similarly calibrated in the dif
ferential amplifier to avoid linearity errors at the 
64 segment boundaries. 

Upon power-up, the CS5412 is reset in hardware 
or software to initially calibrate the device. 
Calibration can be similarly initiated at any later 
time throughout operating life to insure 12-bit ac
curacy independent of environmental conditions. 

Pipelined Timing 

To achieve throughput rates up to lMHz, the 
CS5412 pipelines settling times in both the sam
pling and conversion processes. The CS5412 can 
actually begin a conversion cycle while still 
operating on the previous sample. As shown in 
Figure 2, the Hold and Convert command for 
Sample N+l can be issued before data from 
Sample N is valid at the output. By definition, the 
throughput time of the CS5412 is shorter than the 
conversion time due to the overlapped conversion 
cycles. Compared to a non-pipelined lMHz ADC, 
the CS5412 provides the same lMHz throughput, 
only the output data is delayed slightly in time 
(l.25µs delay through the ADC rather than lµs). 

CS5412 

The CS5412 also uses a second track-and-hold 
amplifier (termed TIH2 in Figure 3) to pipeline 
the converter's acquisition time. As shown in 
Figure 3, TIH2 holds the output from TIHJ valid 
for the second flash conversion, Flash 2. This al
lows TIH1 to release and acquire the analog input 
signal during the second flash conversion, allow
ing another Hold & Convert command to be is
sued even before the completion of Flash 2. 

DIGITAL CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

In addition to master clock and sampling connec
tions which set the converter's timing, the 
CS5412 offers an Overrange output, 3-state out
put buffers, and flexible control interface. The 
CS5412 can therefore connect directly to a 
microprocessor's data and control busses or can 
be operated in a stand-alone mode. 

Master Clock 

The CS5412 operates from a master clock 
reference which must be supplied in the form of 
either a crystal or external clock. A crystal can be 
tied across the CLKIN and XIN pins, or alterna
tively, the CS5412 can be synchronized to the ex
ternal system by driving CLKIN with a CMOS
compatible clock (XIN left floating). If the master 
clock is shut off while the CS5412 is powered up, 
an internal oscillator will start-up to keep all in-

SAMPLE SAMPLE SAMPLE SAMPLE SAMPLE 
N N+1 N+2 N+3 N+4 

L L L L L 
HOLD \ !Ill ~ 00 ,· .. 00 ,, 00 \ m1 

1---lihput----<f 
I I ... ·•· ... 
' Tconv ·· ... 

···········7····· .............. ::::\_······· \ 
·······-····· 

DADY \ I I \ ·7········ ............... \ .. I I 
I ... 

N+1 VALID x ~iTA N+2 VALID x 
· ...... \ 

~ 
DO-D11 x DATA N-1 VALID x DATA N VALID x DATA 

Figure 2. Pipelined Conversion Cycles 
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------CONVERSION N+1 
HOLD& 

CONVERT 

(HOLD) 

TRACK/HOLD 
T/H 1 

!<------CONVERSION N 

I I 

\..----- FLASH 1 ---1 
I I 
! I 

i 
I 

l 
I 

HOLD l ACQUIRE AIN 
I 

l l 
I 

I 

l 
~FLASHZ 
! 

__.j ! I 
I 

l I I 
I I 
I I ! 

TRACK I HOLD___) ACQUIRE TI H \ HOLD Y. ! 
T/H2 1 ~------~1 ! \~---~/ \_ 

DECODER :.------.! 
SETTLING 1 1 

DATA READY 
(DADY) 

I 
I 

~------~: 

I ~1-----
1 I 
I I 

I I 
DATA 

(DO-D11) 
----~><~----D-A-TA_N_·_1_V-AL-ID---~*~-----D-A-TA_N_V_A_LID----~~~---

Figure 3. Pipelined Acquisition and Settling Times. 

ternal dynamic logic refreshed. This internal os
cillator should not be used for conversions. Clock 
cycles can be selectively skipped at any time, but 
the clock's average frequency should never drop 
below the device's minimum specification (see 
Switching Characteristics). 

Sampling/Initiating Conversions 

There are two methods of controlling the 
CS5412's sampling/conversion timing. First, the 
CS5412 has a HOLD input which, on a falling 
edge, places the input track-and-hold amplifier in 
the hold state and initiates a conversion cycle. 
The CS5412 also features a Continuous Convert 
mode (CCNV and HOLD high) in which hold 
commands are internally generated every eight 
master clock cycles. The sampling/throughput 
rate is therefore controlled by adjusting the 
master clock frequency and there is no need to 
generate a sampling clock. 

When CCNV is brought high with the proper 
relationship to CLKIN (shown in the timing 
diagrams), the next falling clock edge defines 
state 0. 

DS2PP4 

Lower sampling rates can be created in the Con
tinuous Convert mode by running the CS5412 at 
full throughput and decimating the output, selec
tively reading only a fraction of the available 
samples. Variable sampling rates can be imple
mented in this manner using a programmable 
divider on the DRDY output. When operating in 
the Continuous Convert mode, attention should 
be paid to jitter on the master clock, since jitter 
will directly affect sampling purity. 

If the phase of sampling must be precisely con
trolled, the HOLD input must be used since the 
hold signal is internally-generated in the Con
tinuous Convert mode. A falling edge on HOLD 
places the internal track-and-hold amplifier in the 
hold state and signals a conversion cycle to begin 
on the next falling edge of the master clock. The 
HOLD input was designed for minimum aperture 
jitter and therefore requires CMOS-compatible 
logic levels (not TTL-compatible). 

Due to the CS5412's refreshing the 64 reference 
levels in the background, HOLD commands must 
be synchronized to the master clock and can only 
occur at intervals of 8 master clock cycles. The 
first HOLD command after the start of a reset or 
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calibration cycle defines state 0 in the CS5412's 
timing circuitry (see Figure 4). The sampling sig
nal applied to HOLD must adhere to frequencies 
of fcJk/8N such that subsequent HOLD com
mands will always fall between state 7 and state 
0. If the sampling clock changes phase and a 
HOLD command occurs before state 7 or after 
state 0 the CS5412 may be thrown out of calibra
tion, and 4288 clock cycles must be allowed for 
the converter to complete two full background 
refresh cycles. Likewise, conversion data should 
be considered invalid for 4288 clock cycles fol
lowing the first HOLD command after the end of 
calibration to insure specified accuracy. If a nor
mal, periodic, HOLD signal is applied during the 
entire calibration period, the data will be valid 
immediately after calibration, i.e. when OVRNG 
goes low. 

Most often the sampling signal applied to HOLD 
can be derived from the master clock. In these 
cases, the master clock is divided by 8, 16, 24, 
32, etc. If sampling must be locked to some exter
nal clock source, a phase-locked loop can be used 
to generate a master clock signal for CLKIN from 
the sampling signal. In this instance jitter on the 
HOLD input will directly affect sampling purity; 
however, the CS5412 will tolerate significant jit
ter on the master clock without loss of accuracy 
(assuming the HOLD/CLKIN phase specifica
tions are met). 

CLKIN 

I 
I 

HOLD \ 
I 
I 

m1 

l 
---<\ 

I 

I 

CS5412 

Conversion Time/Throughput 

In the Continuous Convert mode, throughput will 
proceed at one-eighth the master clock frequency 
and the delay through the CS5412 will be ten 
master clock cycles. When hold commands are 
generated externally at the HOLD pin, the analog 
input is held immediately as the HOLD input falls 
and the conversion cycle begins on the next fall
ing edge of the master clock. The CS5412's con
version time will range from 10 to 11 clock 
cycles depending on the phase relationship of the 
HOLD signal to the master clock (see Figure 4). 
Throughput can still proceed at fcJk/8 independent 
of the conversion time. The pipelined overlap be
tween conversion cycles will range from to 2 to 3 
clock cycles. 

Reset 

Upon power-up, the CS5412 must be reset to 
guarantee a consistent starting condition and ini
tially calibrate the device. A falling edge on the 
RST pin clears internal logic and a rising edge in
itiates a calibration cycle which takes 6,052,445 
master clock cycles to complete. The RST input 
must remain low for at least 2 master clock cycles 
to be considered valid. A simple power-up reset 
circuit can be constructed by tying a capacitor 
from RST to DGND and a resistor from RST to 
VD+. 

I I.-- ACCEPTABLE 
I HOLD PERIOD 

I 
I 

---<\ 
I 

\.- ACCEPTABLE 
1 HOLD PERIOD 

\t___--1./..LLJO/ \\_ _ __Luu-LJ.J 
I 
I 

I I+-------- Tconv --------->< 

DADY 

Figure 4. Hold I Conversion Timing. 
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Due to the CS5412's modest power dissipation 
and low temperature drift, no warm-up time is 
needed before reset to accommodate any self
heating effects. However, the voltage references 
(VREF+ and VREF-) should have stabilized to 
within their specified accuracies. The CS5412 can 
be reset later at any time during operation to in
itiate calibration. Reset overrides all other func
tions. If reset, the CS5412 will clear and initiate a 
new calibration cycle mid-conversion or mid
calibration. 

Overrange 

The CS5412 will flag an overrange input at the 
OVRNG pin whenever the sampled analog input 
exceeds either the positive or negative reference 
voltage. If the sampled input exceeds VREF+, 
OVRNG will go high as DRDY falls, and all ones 
will be loaded into the output buffers. Similarly, 
if the analog input is below VREF-, OVRNG will 
go high as all zeroes are loaded into the output 
buffers. OVRNG should be latched on the rising 
edge of DRDY. The internal reference voltages 
are not affected by excursions of AIN outside the 
external reference voltages up to the supply vol
tages. 

CS5412 

RD RD 

ADDRVALID 

AN CS5412 

Address • • cs Bus • 
Al 

AO CAL 

Figure 5. Microprocessor Controlled Operation. 

Thirteen clock cycles after RST or CAL transi
tions, OVRNG goes high. The OVRNG output 
remains high throughout a reset/calibration se-
quence and will return low after its completion. It m!!!m 
can therefore be used to generate an interrupt in- llim 
dicating the CS5412 has completed calibration 
and is ready for operation. 

Microprocessor Controlled Operation 

The CS5412 features 3-state output buffers and a 
control interface which allow the device to con
nect directly to a microprocessor's data and con
trol busses. Strobing both CS and RD low enables 
the CS5412's 3-state output buffers with the 
converter's 12-bit output word. As shown in 
Figure 5, a decoded address is normally applied 

cs RD CCNV HOLD CAL RST Function 

0 0 x x 0 1 Read Output Data 

* 1 x x * 1 High Impedance Data Bus 

1 x x x x 1 High Impedance Data Bus 

* x 1 x * 1 Continuous Convert Mode 

* x 0 l_ * 1 Hold and Start Convert 

x x x x x .J Start Reset 

0 x x x l_ x Start Reset 

*Not critical to the operation specified. However, CS should 
not be low with CAL transitioning low or a software reset will result. 

Table 1. CS5412 Truth Table. 
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to CS, and the RD input is derived from read and 
strobe signals from the microprocessor's control 
bus. The Data Ready (DRDY) output can be used 
to generate an interrupt or drive a DMA controller 
to dump the CS5412's output directly into 
memory after each conversion. The DRDY out
put falls as new data is being loaded into the out
put buffers. Data should be latched on the rising 
edge of DRDY which occurs three master clock 
cycles after it falls. 

The CS5412 internally buffers its output data, so 
data can be read while the device is tracking or 
converting the next sample. Therefore, retrieving 
the converter's digital output requires no reduc
tion in ADC throughput. The CS5412 should be 
synchronized to the digital system via CLKIN to 
avoid potential errors due to enabling the 3-state 
output buffers while the part is converting. Using 
TTL loads also increases the potential for 
crosstalk between the digital and analog portions 
of the system. This crosstalk is due to high digital 
supply and signal currents arising from the TTL 
drive current required of each digital output. Con
necting CMOS logic to the CS5412's digital out
puts is recommended. Suitable logic families in
clude 4000B, 74HC, 74AC, 74ACT, and 74HCT. 

Initiating Calibration 

In addition to the hardware reset, the CS5412 fea
tures a software calibration capability. Whenever 
CAL transitions low with CS low, or CS transi
tions high with CAL high, a calibration cycle will 
be initiated which is equivalent to the reset func
tion. As shown in Figure 5, line AO from the ad
dress bus can be connected to the CAL input 
when operating under microprocessor control. A 
read cycle from the CS5412's base address with 
AO low will therefore retrieve output data while a 
read or write cycle with AO high will initiate 
calibration. The CAL input is level sensitive, and 
like RST, CAL overrides all other functions. 
Software-initiated calibrations can thus be used in 
lieu of a hardware reset at power-up. 
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Stand-Alone Operation 

The CS5412 can be operated in a stand-alone 
mode independent of intelligent control. In this 
mode, CS and RD are hard-wired low, per
manently enabling the 3-state output buffers. A 
free-running condition is established when CAL 
is tied low, and HOLD is continually strobed low 
or CCNV is held high. The CS5412's DRDY out
put can be used to externally latch the output data 
if desired. The DRDY output will strobe low for 
three master clock cycles after each conversion. 
Data will typically be unstable for 40ns after 
DRDY falls, so it should be latched on the rising 
edge ofDRDY. This results in a total delay of 13 
master clock cycles through the CS5412. 

ANALOG CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

Like most 2-step flash AID converters with inter
nal track-and-hold amplifiers, the CS5412 offers 
a trivial load at its analog input compared to suc
cessive-approximation and single-step flash AID 
converters. The reference connections similarly 
present high impedance loads. However, accurate 
system operation still requires careful attention to 
details at the design stage regarding source im
pedances as well as grounding and decoupling 
schemes. 

Analog Input and Reference Connections 

The CS5412's analog input range is defined by 
the voltages applied to the VREF- and VREF+ 
pins. The analog input (AIN) is referenced only to 
these reference voltages and is completely inde
pendent of the analog ground pins. The first code 
transition ideally occurs 1 LSB above VREF- and 
the last transition occurs 1 LSB below VREF+. 
The CS5412 can operate with a full-scale 
reference as low as 2.0V p-p, but signal-to-noise 
performance is maximized by using the full 
specified range of 3V p-p. Unipolar input ranges 
are achieved by tying VREF- to the system's 
analog ground and applying the reference voltage 
to VREF+. Bipolar input ranges are achieved by 
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applying positive and negative voltages of equal 
magnitude to VREF+ and VREF- respectively. In 
this configuration, coding is in offset-binary for
mat. 

The CS5412's analog input (AIN) pin looks 
directly into the noninverting terminal of the 
track-and-hold amplifier resulting in over lOMQ 
input impedance and less thim lOpF input 
capacitance. 

The reference voltages at the + VREF and -VREF 
inputs are dynamically sampled. This pulsed 
charge load requires each of the reference inputs 
to be decoupled with a O.lµF ceramic capacitor in 
parallel with a 3.3µF tantalum capacitor. The tan
talum capacitors should be chosen to maintain 
3.3µF minimum capacitance over the operating 
temperature range. To maintain DC accuracy the 
reference(s) should have an output impedance of 
less than 5Q at DC. 

The CS3901 voltage reference provides +3V or 
±l.5V for the CS5412 (see CS3901 data sheet). 

Grounding and Power Supply Decoupling 

The CS5412 uses the analog ground connections, 
AGNDl and AGND2, only as stable, low im
pedance sources. No de power currents flow 
through these connections, and they are com
pletely independent of AIN and DGND. Still, 
AGNDl and AGND2 should be tied to the 
system's analog ground. The CS5412's analog 
input is referenced only to VREF+ and VREF-. 
Therefore, the analog input and reference vol
tages should be referred to the same ground 
potential (not necessarily AGND) which should 
be used as the entire system's analog ground. 
The optimal grounding configuration for the 
CS5412 utilizes one ground plane under the 
CS5412. Peripheral analog and digital circuitry 
should be partitioned on the circuit board and 
separate ground planes may or may not be used. 
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The digital and analog supplies are isolated 
within the CS5412 and are pinned out separately 
to minimize coupling between the analog and 
digital sections of the chip. The analog supplies 
also have multiple connections which minimize 
lead inductances and power separate portions of 
the converter's analog circuitry. The decoupling 
scheme shown in the System Connection 
Diagram in Figure 9 provides optimal decoupling 
between the CS5412's digital circuitry and the 
various analog sections of the chip. Ceramic 
capacitors are acceptable for all decoupling, and 
they should be placed as close to the supply pins 
as possible. If significant low-frequency noise is 
present on the supplies, lOµF tantalum capacitors • 
are recommended in parallel with O.lµF ceramic 
capacitors on the ±5V rails. 

The positive digital power supply (VD+) should 
never exceed the positive analog supplies (VA2 + 
or VA5 +) or the CS5412 could experience per
manent damage. If the two supplies are derived 
from separate sources, care should be taken that 
the analog supply comes up first at power-up. The 
System Connection Diagram in Figure 8 shows a 
decoupling scheme which allows the CS5412 to 
be powered from a single set of ±5V rails. The 
positive digital supply is derived from the analog 
supplies though a lOQ resistor to avoid the 
analog supply dropping below the digital supply. 
If this scheme is used, care must be taken to in
sure that any digital load currents (which flow 
through the lOQ resistors) do not cause the mag
nitude of the digital supplies to drop below their 
minimum specification of 4.75V. 

As with any high-speed, high-precision AID con
verter, the CS5412 requires careful attention to 
grounding and layout arrangements. The 
CDB5412 evaluation board is available for the 
CS5412, which eliminates the need to design, 
build, and debug a high-precision PC board to in
itially characterize the part. The board comes with 
a socketed CS5412 and can be quickly recon
figured to simulate any combination of sampling, 
calibration, and master clock conditions. 
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Pelformance 

Two types of performance test results. are 
presented here. With FFf based tests, a pure sine 
wave is input to the CS5412, and an FFT analysis 
is performed on the output data. Figure 6 shows 
the resulting plot with a 100 kHz input sine. 
Notice the absence of any harmonic distortion 
and the overall Signal to (Noise + Distortion) 
value of70.3 dB. 

Figure 7 shows the FFT plot when two sine 
waves are simultaneously applied to the input. 
Notice the lack of sum and difference products, 
indicating very good linearity. 

A second test looks for variation in the codewidth 
of the CS5412, as the input moves from -Full 
Scale to +Full Scale. This is called the Differen
tial Non Linearity (DNL) and is expressed as a 
deviation from the ideal (in LSB), with 0 being 
perfect. Figure 8 shows the CS5412's excellent 
DNL performance with most codes being within 
± 0.1 LSB of perfect. 

...J 
z 

+1 

+1/2 

0 -1/2 

-1 
0 

CS5412 

OdB 
·······'········· ··························· Sampling Rate: 1 MHz 

-20dB 
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-120dB 

................. ............................ Full Scale: 3V P·P 
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de 100 
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Figure 6. Typical CS5412 FFT Performance 
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Figure 7. Intermodulation Distortion Performance 
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Figure 8. Typical CS5412 Differential Non-Linearity Plot 
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Figure 9. System Connection Diagram. 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

HOLD HOLD OVRNG OVERRANGE 

RESET RST 011 DATA BUS BIT 11 
CONTINUOUS CONVERT CCNV 010 DATA BUS BIT 10 

ANALOG GROUND AGND1 09 DATA BUS BIT 9 
ANALOG INPUT AIN 08 DATA BUS BIT 8 

NEGATIVE VOLTAGE REFERENCE VREF· 07 DATA BUS BIT 7 
POSITIVE VOLTAGE REFERENCE VREF+ 06 DATA BUS BIT 6 

POSITIVE ANALOG POWER VA1+ 33 DGND DIGITAL GROUND 
NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER VA1· 9 CS5412 32 VAS+ POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

ANALOG GROUND AGND2 10 ·c· 31 VD+ POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 
POSITIVE ANALOG POWER VA2+ 11 Package 30 VD· NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 
POSITIVE ANALOG POWER VA3+ 12 29 CLKIN CLOCK INPUT 

NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER VA2· XIN CRYSTAL IN 
NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER VA3· 05 DATA BUS BIT 5 
POSITIVE ANALOG POWER VA4+ 04 DATA BUS BIT 4 

TEST TST1 03 DATA BUS BIT 3 
TEST TST2 02 DATA BUS BIT 2 

CALIBRATE CAL 01 DATA BUS BIT 1 
READ RD DO DATA BUS BIT 0 

CHIP SELECT cs DROY DATA READY 

NC 

A~~i~ ~~f"G 
VREF+ ~ 6 4 2 \'44 42 40 /;- 06 

VA1+ ~ ~ ~~ != DGND 
VA1· ~ 9 37 / VAS+ 

AGND2 ---......_ :~ top ~ ...----- VD+ 
NC - 12 view 34 - NC 

VA2+ __.,.... 13 CS5412 33 -......_ VD· 

VA3+ ~ ~: "J" Package ~~ ~ CLKIN 

VA2· __// 16 30 \'- XIN 
_// 17 29 \\_ 

VA3· _) 18 20 22 24 26 28 '\= 05 

~il~~ ~~ 
CS ~ ~ DROY 

NC 
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Power Supply Connections 

VD+ - Positive Digital Power, PIN 31. 
Positive digital supply voltage. Nominally +5 volts. 

VD- - Negative Digital Power, PIN 30. 
Negative digital supply voltage. Nominally -5 volts. 

DGND - Digital Ground, PIN 33. 
Digital ground reference. 

VA+ - Positive Analog Power, PINS 8, 11, 12, 15, 32. 
Positive analog supply voltage. Nominally +5 volts. 

VA- - Negative Analog Power, PINS 9, 13, 14. 
Negative analog supply voltage. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGND - Analog Ground, PIN 4, 10. 
Analog ground reference. 

Oscillator 

CLKIN; XIN - Clock In, PIN 29; Crystal In, PIN 28. 

CS5412 

Used to generate the internal master clock. A crystal can be tied across the two pins or an external 
CMOS-compatible clock can be driven into CLKIN if XIN is left floating. 

Digital Inputs 

HOLD - Hold Input, PIN 1. 
A negative transition on HOLD puts the track-and-hold amplifier into the hold state and initiates 
the conversion sequence. Conversions must be synchronized with the master clock at fCLK/8N 
where N = 1,2,3. The HOLD input is CMOS-compatible. 

CCNV - Continuous Convert, PIN 3. 
When held high throughput will proceed at l/8th the master clock frequency. The HOLD pin can 
be high or low but must not transition. 

CS - Chip Select, PIN 20. 
Activates the RD and CAL inputs. When CS is high, these inputs have no effect and the data bus 
(DO through D 11) is held in a high impedance state. 

RD - Read, PIN 19. 
When held low with CS also low, enables DO-D11. 

Note: Pin numbers are for the DIP package. 
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RST • Reset, PIN 2. 

. CS5412 

When RST transitions from low to high a full calibration is started 13 master clock cycles later 
indicated by OVRNG going high. OVRNG will return low when calibration is finished. 
Calibration takes 6,052,445 master clock cycles. 

CAL - Calibrate, PIN 18. 
Same as RST except it it logically inverted and enabled by CS going low . 

Analog Inputs 

VREF + • Positive Voltage Reference, PIN 7. 
Represents positive full scale voltage. Typically +1.5V with respect to AGND (bipolar system) or 
+3V with respect to AGND and VREF- (unipolar system). 

VREF- - Negative Voltage Reference, PIN 6. 
Represents negative full scale voltage. Typically -1.5V with respect to AGND (bipolar system) or 
tied to AGND (unipolar system). 

AIN - Analog Input, PIN 5. 
Analog input to the track-and-hold amplifier. 

Digital Outputs 

OVRNG - Overrange, PIN 40. 
Goes high if the sampled analog input voltage exceeds VREF+ or VREF-. OVRNG also goes 
high during calibration cycles and can therefore be used to indicate end of calibration. 

DRDY ·Data Ready, PIN 21. 
Falls when new data is becoming available at the outputs. Returns high three master clock cycles 
later. Data should be retrieved on the rising edge ofDRDY. 

Digital Input/Outputs 

DO through DU - Data Bus, PINS 22 thru 27, 34 thru 39. 
Three-state data bus where Dll is the MSB and DO is the LSB. The output coding is binary for 
unipolar and offset binary for bipolar. 

Miscellaneous Pins 

TSTl • Test, PIN 16. 
Reserved for factory use. Must be tied to DGND for proper device operation. 

TST2 - Test, PIN 17. 
Reserved for factory use. Must be tied to DGND for proper device operation. 

Note: Pin numbers are for the DIP package. 
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Ordering Guide 

Mad.el Iba:iugbpul 

CS5412-JC1 1MHz 
CS5412-JJ1 1MHz 
CS5412-KC1 1MHz 
CS5412-KJ1 1MHz 
CS5412-AC1 1MHz 
CS5412-BC1 1MHz 
CS5412-SC1 1MHz 
CS5412-TC1 1MHz 
CS5412-SJ1 1MHz 
CS5412-TJ1 1MHz 

DEFINITIONS 

Signal to (Noise 
plus Distortion) 

65dB 
65dB 
68dB 
68dB 
65dB 
68dB 
65dB 
68dB 
65dB 
68 dB 

CS5412 

Linearity 
Error Iemp Baage Package 

±2.0 LSB 0 to 70°C 40-Pin Ceramic SB DIP 
±2.0 LSB o to 1o·c 44-Pin J Lead CLCC 
±1.0 LSB 0 to 70°C 40-Pin Ceramic SB DIP 

±1.0 LSB 0 to 70°C 44-Pin J Lead CLCC 
±2.0 LSB -40 to +85°C 40-Pin Ceramic SB DIP 
±1.0 LSB -40 to +85°C 40-Pin Ceramic SB DIP 
±3.0 LSB -55to+125°c 40-Pin Ceramic SB DIP 
±2.0 LSB -55 to +125°C 40-Pin Ceramic SB DIP 
±3.0 LSB -55to+125•c 44-Pin J Lead CLCC 
±2.0 LSB -55to+125°c 44-Pin J Lead CLCC 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise (More accurately, Signal to Peale Harmonic or Spurious Noise) -
The ratio of the rms value of the signal to the rms value of the next largest spectral component below the 
Nyquist rate (excepting de). This component is often an aliased harmonic when the signal frequency is a 
significant proportion of the sampling rate. Expressed in decibels. 

Total Harmonic Distortion - Ratio of the rms sum of all harmonics to the rms value of of the signal. 
Units in percent. 

Signal-to-(Noise plus Distortion) - Ratio of therms value of the signal to the rms sum of all other 
spectral components below the Nyquist rate (excepting de). Expressed in decibels. 

Linearity Error - The deviation of the worst code width center, out of all 4096 codes, from a straight 
line. The straight line is determined by using a least squares fit algorithm from the measured points. 
Units in LSB's. 

Differential Nonlinearity - The deviation of a code's width from the ideal width. Units in LSB 's. 
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Full Scale Error - The deviation of the last code transition from the ideal (VREF+ - 1 LSB). 
Units in LSB's. 

Offset Error - The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal (VREF- + 1 LSB ). 
Units in LSB's. 

Aperture Time - The time required after the hold command is issued for the sampling switch to open 
fully. Effectively a sampling delay which can be nulled by advancing the sampling signal. Units in 
nanoseconds. 

Aperture Jitter - The range of variation in the aperture time. Effectively a "sampling window" which ul
timately dictates the maximum input slew rate acceptable for a given accuracy. Units in picoseconds. 
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CS5501 

Low-Cost, 16-Bit Measurement AID Converter 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS ADC with Filtering 
6-Pole, Low-Pass Gaussian Filter 
Corner Frequencies from 0.1 to 1 OHz 

• Up to 4kHz Output Word Rates 

• On Chip Self-Calibration Circuitry 
Linearity Error: ±0.0015% FS Max 
Offset and Full-Scale Errors: ±1 /2 LSB 
16-Bit No Missing Codes (DNL ±1 /8 
LSB) 

• System Calibration Capability 

• Flexible Serial Communications Port 
UART- and µC-Compatible Formats 
3-State Data and Clock Outputs 

• Pin-Selectable Unipolar/Bipolar Ranges 

• Low Power Consumption: 25mW 
1 OµW Sleep Mode for Portable 
Applications 

• Evaluation Board Available 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: Page 3-316 

BP/UP SLEEP 

12 11 

General Description 
The CS5501 is a low-cost CMOS AID converter which 
is ideal for measuring low-frequency signals repre
senting physical, chemical, and biological processes. 
The CS5501 utilizes charge-balance techniques to 
achieve true 16-bit accuracy with up to 4kHz word rates 
at very low cost. 

The CS5501 continuously samples at a rate set by the 
user in the form of either a CMOS clock or a crystal. 
On-chip digital filtering processes the data and updates 
the output register at up to a 4kHz rate. The filter has a 
low-pass, 6-pole Gaussian response with no overshoot 
in response to step functions. Corner frequencies can 
be set from 0.1 Hz to 1 OHz, thus rejecting 50Hz and 3 60Hz line frequencies and any noise at spurious fre-
quencies. 

The CS5501 includes on-chip self-calibration circuitry 
which can be initiated at any time or temperature to 
insure offset and full-scale errors of typically less than 
1 /2 LSB. The device can also be applied in system 
calibration schemes to null offset and gain errors in the 
input channel. 

The CS5501 's serial port offers three modes of opera
tion. In addition to a UART-compatible mode of 
asynchronous communication, there are two general
purpose modes for the direct interface to shift registers 
or synchronous serial ports of industry-standard 
microcoritrollers. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 3-309 
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--··---· . ---·-· .... ·--···- CS5501 

ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25 °C; VA+, VD+= 5V; VA-, VD7 = -5V; VREF = 2.5V; 
fcLK = 4.096MHz; Bipolar Mode; MODE = +5V; Rsource = 750Q with a 1 nF to AGND at AIN (see Note 1): unless 
otherwise specified.) 

Parameter• CS5501-J,K CS5501-A,B CS5501-S,T Units min typ max min typ max min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range 0 to +70 -40 to +85 -55 to +125 ·c 
Accuracy 

Linearity Error -J,A,S - 0.003 - 0.003 - 0.003 ±0/o FS 

Tmin to T max -K.B,T 0.0007 0.0015 0.0007 0.0015 0.0007 TBD 

Differential Nonlinearity 
± 1/8 ± 1/2 ± 1/8 ± 1/2 ± 1/8 ± 1/2 LSB 

Tmin to T max 

Full Scale Error (Note2) ± 0.13 ±0.5 ± 0.13 ±0.5 ± 0.13 ± 0.5 LSB 

Full Scale Drift {Note3) ± 1.2 TBD ± 1.2 TBD ±2.3 TBD LSB 

Unipolar Offset (Note 2) ±0.25 ±1 ±0.25 ± 1 ±0.25 ± 1 LSB 

Unipolar Offset Drift 
± 1.6 TBD ±4.2 TBD 

+3.0 
TBD LSB 

(Note3) -25.0 

Bipolar Offset (Note 2) ±0.25 ±1 ±0.25 ±1 ±0.25 ± 1 LSB 

Bipolar Offset Drift 
± 0.8 TBD ±2.1 TBD 

+1.5 
TBD LSB 

(Note3) -12.5 

Bipolar Negative 
± 0.5 ±2 ±0.5 ±2 ±0.5 ±2 LSB 

Full Scale Error (Note 2) 

Bipolar Negative 
± 0.6 TBD ±0.6 TBD ± 1.2 TBD LSB 

Fu II Scale Drift (Note 3) 

Noise (Referred to Output) 1/10 1/10 1/10 LSBrms 

Power Supplies 

DC Power Supply Currents 

IA+ 2 3.2 2 3.2 2 3.2 mA 
IA- 2 3.2 2 3.2 2 3.2 mA 
lo+ 1 1.5 1 1.5 1 1.5 mA 
ID- (Note 4) 0.03 0.1 0.03 0.1 0.03 0.1 mA 

Power Dissipation 

SLEEP High 25 40 25 40 25 40 mW 
SLEEP Low (Note4) 10 20 10 20 10 40 uW 

Power Supply Rejection 
Positive Supplies 70 70 70 dB 
Negative Supplies (Note 5) 75 75 75 dB 

Analog Input 

Analog Input Range 
Unipolar O to +2.5 0 to +2.5 O to +2.5 v 
Bipolar ±2.5 ±2.5 ±2.5 v 

Input Capacitance 20 20 20 pF 

DC Bias Current (Note 1) 1 1 1 nA 

* Refer to the Specification Definitions immediately following the Pin Description Section. 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

CS5501 

CS5501-J,K,A,B,S,T 

System Calibration Unipolar Mode Bipolar Mode 
Specifications min typ max min typ max 

Positive Full Scale - - VREF+0.1 - - VREF+0.1 
Calibration Range 

Positive Full Scale 
VREF+0.1 VREF+0.1 - - - -

Input Overrange 

Negative Full Scale - - -(VREF+0.1) - - -(VREF+0.1) 
Input Overrange 

Maximum Offset (Note 6) -(VREF+0.1) 
-40% VREFto 

Calibration Range (Note 7) - - - -
+40%VREF 

200%VREF 200%VREF 
Input Span (Note 8) 80% VREF 

+ 0.2 
80% VREF +0.2 

Units 

v 

v 

v 

v 

v 

Notes: 1. The AIN pin presents a very high input resistance at de and a minor dynamic load which scales to the • 
master clock frequency. Both source resistance and shunt capacitance are therefore critical in 
determining the CS5501 's source impedance requirements. For more information refer the text section 
Analog Input Impedance Considerations. 

2. Applies after calibration at the temperature of interest. 
3. Total drift over the specified temperature range since calibration at power-up at 25°C (see Figure 11 ). 

This is guaranteed by design and /or characterization. Recalibration at any temperature will remove 
these errors. 

4. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
5. 0.1 Hz to 1 OHz. PSRR at 60 Hz will exceed 120 dB due to the benefit of the digital filter. 
6. In unipolar mode the offset can have a negative value (-VREF) such that the unipolar mode can mimic 

bipolar mode operation. 
7. The specifications for Input Overrange and for Input Span apply additional constraints on the offset 

calibration range. 
8. For Unipolar mode, Input Span is the difference between full scale and zero scale. For Bipolar mode, 

Input Span is the difference between positive and negative full scale points. When using less than 
the maximum input span, the span range may be placed anywhere within the range of ±(VREF + 0.1 ). 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 

Unipolar Mode Bipolar Mode 
uV LSB's %FS ppm FS LSB's %FS ppm FS 

10 0.26 0.0004 4 0.13 0.0002 2 

19 ·a.so 0.0008 8 0.26 0.0004 4 

38 1.00 0.0015 15 0.50 0.0008 8 

76 2.00 0.0030 30 1.00 0.0015 15 

152 4.00 0.0061 61 2.00 0.0030 30 

VREF:2.5V 
Unit Conversion Factors 
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DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Parameter 

Sampling Frequency 

Output Update Rate 

Filter Corner Frequency 

Settling Time to ±0.0007% FS (FS Step) 
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Symbol Ratio 

fs fe1k I 256 

fout f e1k /1024 

L3dB f elk /409,600 

ts 506,880/ f elk 

10 100 100 

Frequency in Hz 

Frequency Response 

S1,2 = -1.4667 ±jl.8199 

S3,4 = -1.7559 ±jl.0008 

Ss,6 = -1.8746 ± j0.32276 

S-Domain Pole/Zero Plot (Continuous-Time Representation) 

3·282 

H(x) = [1+0.694x2 + 0.241x4 + 0.0557x6 + 0.009664x8 + 0.00134x10 + 0.000155x12r 112 

where x = flf-3dB, f-3dB = fcJk/409,600, and f is the frequency of interest. 

Continuous-Time Representation of 6-Pole Gaussian Filter 

Units 

Hz 
Hz 
Hz 

s 
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CS5501 
FT 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tmin to Tmax; VA+, VD+= 5V± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V± 10%) 
All measurements below are performed under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Calibration Memory Retention 
VMR 2.0 - - v 

Power SllflElly_ Voltag_e J_VD+ and VA+j_ 
High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - - v 

All Excei:>t CLKIN 
High-Level Input Voltage V1H 3.5 - - v 

CLKIN 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0.8 v 

All Exe~ CLKIN 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 1.5 v 

CLKIN 

High-Level Output Voltage (Note 9) VoH VD+ -1.0V - - v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout=1.6mA Vol - - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current I in - - 10 uA 

3-State Leakage Current 1oz - - ±10 uA 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Gout - 9 - pF 

Notes: 9. lout= -100 µA. This guarantees the ability to drive one TTL load. (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40 µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see note 10.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ v 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 1.0 2.5 3.0 v 
Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND - VREF v 

(Note 11) Bipolar VAIN -VREF - VREF v 
Notes: 10. All voltages with respect to ground. 

11. The CS5501 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). It will accurately 
convert and filter signals with noise excursions up to 1 OOmV beyond IVREFI. After filtering, the CS5501 
will output all 1 's for any input above VREF and all O's for any input below AGND in unipolar mode and 
-VREF in bipolar mode. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -6.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Notes 12, 13) I in - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins} VINA VA--0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 ·c 
Storage Temperature Ts1g -65 150 ·c 

Notes: 12. Applies to all pins including continuous overvoltage conditions at the analog input (AIN) pin. 
13. Transient currents of up to 1 OOmA will not cause SCR latch-up. Maximum input current for a power 

supply pin is ± 50 mA. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tmin to Tmax; 

CS5501 

VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-'= -5V ± 10%; Input Levels: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Master Clock Internal gate oscillator 200 4096 4200 

Frequency: (See Table 1) 

(Note 14) Externally Supplied: 
Maximum .J,K - - 4200 

-A,B fclk - - 4200 kHz 
-S,T - - 4200 

Minimum .J,K 200 40 -
(Note 15) -A,B 200 40 -

-S,T 200 40 -
Master Clock Duty Cycle - 20 - 80 % 

Rise Times: Any Digital Input I rise 
- - 1.0 us 

Any Digital Output (Note 16) - 20 - ns 

Fall Times: Any Digital Input 
1!all 

- - 1.0 us 

Any Digital Output (Note 16) - 20 - ns 

Set Up Times: SC1, SC2 to CAL High tscs 0 - - ns 

SLEEP High to CLKIN High (Note 17) tsls 1 - - us 

SSC Mods (Mods= VD+) 

Access Time: CS Low to SDATA Out tcsd1 31fclk - - ns 

SDA TA Delay Time 
tdd1 - 25 100 ns 

SCLK FalliQ.g_to New SDATA bit 

SCLK Delay Time tat 4.096 MHz§ . 
tcd1 250 380 - ns SDA A MSB bit to CLK Rising 

Serial Clock Pulse Width High (at 4.096 MHz) tph1 - 240 300 ns 
(Out) Pulse Width Low tpl1 - 730 790 ns 

Output Float Delay: 
tfd2 - 11fclk +100 11fclk+ 200 ns 

SCLK Rising to Hi-Z 

Output Float De@y: (Note 18) 
tfd1 - - 41fcik+ 200 ns 

CS High to Output Hi-Z 

Notes: 14. A master clock must be supplied whenever the CS5501 is not in SLEEP mode. If no clock is present 
when not in SLEEP mode, the CS5501 can draw higher current than specified and possibly become 
uncalibrated. 

3·284 

15. The CS5501 is designed to operate at 40kHz, but is not production tested at this frequency. Instead, 
the part is tested at 200kHz to reduce production test time. 

16. Specified using 10% and 90% points on waveform of interest. 
17. In order to synchronize several CS5501 's together using the SLEEP pin, this specification must be met. 
18. If CS is returned high before all 16 data bits are output, the SDATA and SCLK outputs will complete 

the current data bit and then go to high impedance. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (continued) (TA= Tmin to Tmax; 

CS5501 

VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Input Levels: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

SEC Mode (Mode = DGND) 

Serial Clock (in) 1 sclk 0 4.2 MHz 

Serial Clock (In) Pulse Width High tph2 50 - - ns 

Pulse Width Low t pl2 180 - - ns 

Access Time: CS Low to Data Valid (Note 19) t 
csd2 - 80 160 ns 

Maximum Data Delay Time (Note20) 
tdd2 75 150 - ns 

SCLK Falling to New SDATA bit 

Output Float Delay 

CS High to Output Hi-Z tfd3 - - 250 ns 

Output Float Delay 

SCLK Falling to Output Hi-Z 
tfd4 - 100 200 ns 

AC Mode (Mode = VD-) 

Serial Clock (In) I sclk 0 - 4.2 MHz 

Serial Clock (In) Pulse Width High tph3 50 - - ns 

Pulse Width Low ~3 180 - - ns 

Set-up Time CS Low to SCLK Falling tcss - 20 40 ns 

Maximum Data Delay Time 
tdd3 - 90 180 ns 

SCLK Falling to New Output Bit 

Output Float Delay (Note 21) 
tfd5 

SCLK Falling to Output Hi-Z 
- 100 200 ns 

Notes: 19. If CS is activated asynchronously to DRDY, CS will not be recognized if it occurs when DRDY is high 
for 4 clock cycles. The propagation delay time may be as great as 4 CLKIN cycles plus 160 ns. 
To guarantee proper clocking of SDATA when usi~sychronous CS, SCLK(i) should not be taken 
high sooner than 4 CLKIN cycles plus 160ns after CS goes low. 

20. SDATA transitions on the falling edge of SCLK(i). 
21. If CS is returned high after an 11-bit data packet is started, the SDATA output will continue to output 

data until the end of the second stop bit. At that time the SDATA output will go to high impedance. 

CAL __J
i.tscs--1 

SC1,SC2 ~ 
I 

Calibration Control Timing 

DS31PP3 

SDATA 

Output Data Access Timing 
SSC Mode (Note 18) 

CLKIN ~ 
wts1s I I 

Sleep Mode Timing for 
Synchronization 
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CLKIN 

SDATA 

SCLK(o) Hi·Z 

DROY 

SDATA 

SCLK(i) 

SDATA 

SCLK(i) 

DROY 

SCLK(i) 

SDATA 
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CS5501 

tflJ1JlJ1J1j 

MSB-2 ~ .. Hi-Z 
J'-~J!~~~~~~~~~~,__,~ 

1 ttd2i---! 
lcd1-I I ' 

~Hi-Z 
~lpl1----! 

SSC MODE Timing Relationships 

SEC MOD.E Timing Relationships 

~ 
I I t I I I . 

I dd3-l !+- pl3-J ~ -l r-t fd5 

Hi-Z ~: BIT6X BIT7XSTOP1A$TOP2}-Hi-Z 

High Byte Low Byte 

AC MODE Timing Relationships 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CS5501 is a monolithic CMOS AID con
verter designed specifically for high resolution 
measurement of low-frequency signals. The 
device consists of a 16-bit charge-balance con
verter, calibration microcontroller with on-chip 
SRAM, and serial communications port 

The CS5501 AID converter performs conversions 
continuously and updates its output port after 
each conversion (unless the serial port is active). 
Conversions are performed and the serial port is 
updated independent of external control. The 
CS5501 is capable of measuring either unipolar 
or bipolar input signals. The device is also 
capable of calibrating itself at any time to ensure 
measurement accuracy. 

The CS5501 performs conversions at a rate deter
mined by the master clock signal. The master 
clock can be set by an external clock or with a 
crystal connected to the pins of the on-chip gate 
oscillator. The master clock frequency deter
mines firstly, the rate at which the analog front 
end samples the analog input signal, secondly, the 
filter corner frequency of the on-chip digital filter, 
and thirdly, the output update rate of the serial 
output port. 

The CS5501 design includes several self-calibra
tion modes and several serial port interface modes 
to offer users maximum system design flexiblity. 

The Delta-Sigma Conversion Method 

The CS5501 AID converter uses charge-balance 
techniques to achieve low cost, high resolution 
measurements. A charge-balance AID converter 
consists of two basic blocks: an analog 
modulator and a digital filter. An elementary ex
ample of a charge-balance AID converter is a 
conventional voltage-to-frequency converter and 
counter. The VFC's I-bit output conveys infor
mation in the form of frequency (or duty cycle), 

DS31PP3 

CS5501 

Digital Filter 

16-bits 

Figure 1. Charge Balance (Delta-Sigma) AID Converter 

which is then filtered (averaged) by the counter 
for higher resolution. 

The analog modulator of the CS5501 AID con
verter is a multi-order delta-sigma modulator . 
The modulator consists of a I-bit AID converter 
(that is, a comparator) embedded in an analog 
feedback loop with high open loop gain (see 
Figure 1). The modulator samples and converts 
the input at a rate well above the bandwidth of in
terest. The 1-bit output of the comparator is 
sampled at intervals based on the clock rate of the 
part and this information (either a I or 0) is rnn
veyed to the digital filter. The digital filter of the 
CS5501 is much more sophisticated than a simple 
counter. The filter on the chip has a 6-pole low 
pass Gaussian response which rolls off at 120 
dB/decade (36 dB/octave). The corner frequency 
of the digital filter scales with the master clock 
frequency. In comparison, VFC's and dual slope 
converters offer (sin x)/x filtering for high fre
quency rejection (see Figure 2 for a comparison 
of the characteristics of these two filter types). 
When operating from a 1 MHz master clock the 
digital filter in the CS5501 offers better than 120 
dB rejection of 50 and 60 Hz line frequencies and 
does not require any type of line synchronization 
to achieve this rejection. It should be noted that 
the CS5501 will update its output port almost a 
1000 times per second when operating from the 1 
MHz clock. This is a much higher update rate 
(typically by a factor of at least 50 times) than 
either VFCs or dual-slope converters can offer. 

For a more detailed discussion on the delta-sigma 
modulator see the Application note "Delta-Sigma 
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b. 6-Pole Gaussian Filter Response (CS5501) 

Figure 2. Filter Responses 

/\ID Conversion Technique Overview" in the ap- Clock Generator 
plication note section of the data book. The 
application note discusses the delta-sigma 
modulator and some aspects of digital filtering. 

OVERVIEW OF THE CSSSOl 

As shown in the block diagram on the front page 
of the data sheet, the CS5501 can be segmented 
into five circuit functions. The heart of the chip is 
the 16-bit charge balance A/D converter. The con
verter and all of the other circuit functions on the 
chip must be driven by a clock signal from the 
clock generator. The serial interface logic outputs 
the converted data. The calibration 
microcontroller along with the calibration SRAM 
(static RAM), supervises the calibration of the 
CS5501. Each of the segments of the CS5501 has 
control lines associated with it. The function of 
each of the pins is described in the pin description 
section of the data sheet. 

3-288 

The CS5501 includes a gate which _can be con
nected as a crystal oscillator to provide the master 
clock signal for the chip. Alternatively, an exter
nal (CMOS compatible) clock can be input to the 
CLKIN pin as the master clock for the 
device. Figure 3 illustrates a simple model of the 
on-chip gate oscillator. The gate has a typical 
transconductance of 1500 µmho. The gate model 
includes 10 pf capacitors at the input and output 
pins. These capacitances include the typical stray 
capacitance of the pins of the device. The on
chip gate oscillator of the CS5501 is designed to 
properly operate without additional loading 
capacitors when using a 4.096 MHz crystal. If 
other crystal frequencies or if ceramic resonators 
are used, loading capacitors may be necessary for 
reliable operation of the oscillator. Table 1 il
lustrates some typical capacitor values to be used 
with selected resonating elements. 

CLKOUT (pin 2) can be used to drive one exter
nal CMOS gate for system clock requirements. 
Be sure to include the gate's input capacitance 
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R1 ::::500k0 

:XJ-"~--\-2 

710pF 

gm:::: 1500 umho 

t-----jo!----~ 

7 C1 * Y1 C2* 7 
*See Table 1 
Figure 3. On-chip Gate Oscillator Model 

and stray capacitance as part of the loading 
capacitance for the resonating element. 

Caution: A clock signal should always be present 
whenever the device is not in SLEEP mode. If no 
clock is provided to the part when not in SLEEP, 
the part may draw excess current and possibly 
even lose its calibration data. This is because the 
device utilizes dynamic refreshed logic internally. 

Serial Interface Logic 

The CSSSOl serial data output can operate in any 
one of three different serial interface modes 
depending upon the MODE pin selection. 

The following serial output modes are available: 
SSC (Synchronous Self-Clocking) mode; 

MODE pin tied to VD+ (+SY). 

SEC (Synchronous External Clocking) mode; 
MODE pin tied to DGND. 

and AC (Asynchronous Communication) mode; 
MODE pin tied to VD- (-SY). 

The digital filter completes a filter cycle every 
1024 cycles of the CLKIN frequency. At the end 
of each filter cycle the filter will attempt to up
date the output register with a new 16-bit word. 
If the port is empty (the last word has been out-

DS31PP3 
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Resonators C1 C2 

Ceramic 

200 kHz 330pF 470pF 

455 kHz 100pF 100pF 

1.0 MHz 50pF 50pF 

2.0 MHz 20pF 20pF 

Crystals 

2.000 MHz 30pF 30pF 

3.579 MHz 20pF 20pF 

4.096 MHz None None 

Table 1. Resonator Loading Capacitors 

put) or the CS line is inactive (high) the new 16-~ 
bit word will be loaded into the output register. liiim 
When this occurs the DRDY line will go. low. 
DRDY will return high after· all data is removed 
from the port or after 1020 CL KIN cycles, 
whichever occurs first. In each of the interface 
modes the converter will update the output 
register at a rate determined by the 1n;1ster dock 
frequency (CLKIN/1024). In the event the CS 
line is active the port will not be updated until the 
CS becomes inactive or all the data bits have been 
serially output from the port. 

Synchronous Self-Clocking Mode 

When operated in the SSC mode (MODE pin tied 
to VD+), the CSSSOl furnishes both serial output 
data (SDATA) and an internally-generated serial 
clock (SCLK). The timing for this mode is il
lustrated in Figures 4 and S. In the CSSSOI, a 
filter cycle occurs every 1024 cycles of CLKIN. 
During each filter cycle the status of the CS is 
polled at eight specific times during the cycle. If 
CS is low when it is polled, the CSSSO 1 begins 
clocking the data bits out, MSB first, at a SCLK 
output rate of CLKIN/4. Once transmission is 
complete, DRDY rises and both SDATA and 
SCLK outputs go into a high impedance state. A 
filter cycle begins each time DRDY falls. If the 
CS line is not active, DRDY will return high 
1020 clock cycles after it falls. Four clock cycles 
later DRDY will fall to signal that the serial port 
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fs= 1024/f elk-----------------... 
i.----~Notel--------------------i 

64/f elk 64/f elk~ 
-~1~~------.:.---------.;.-------,,------,1r-t Internal 

Status Analog Time O Digital Time 0 Analog Time 1 Digital Timel 

;.---- 76if clk~"-cs Polled )) 
i ! 

' i ! 
DRDY(o) 

' 

-==-HicZ ------;~r-----Hi-Z -----i)[ 
!(MSB) (LSBj ) ) 

cs (i) 

SCLK(o) 

ammmmm Hi-Z ) r--Hi-Z 
SDATA(o) 

Note 1: There are 16 analog and digital settling periods per filter cycle (4 are shown). Data can be output in the SSC mode 
in only I of the 8 digital time periods in each filter cycle. 

Figure 4. Internal Timing 

has been updated with new data and that a new 
filter cycle has begun. The first .CS polling 
during a filter cycle occurs 76 clock cycles after 
DROY falls (the rising edge of CLKIN on which 
DROY falls is considered clock cycle number 
one). Subsequent pollings of CS occur at inter
vals of 128 clock cycles thereafter (76, 204, 332, 
etc.). The CS signal is polled at the beginning of 
each of eight data output windows which occur in 

CLKIN (i) VV··· 
I-- 76 CLKIN cycles -1 

DROY (o) L ... 

cs (i) ... 
SDAT A (o) ~1·:;:1::1:::1:1: • • • B14 

SCLK ( o) 1;:.:::::::::1:::.~ 0 • 0 • 

a filter cycle. To transmitdata during any one of 
the eight output windows, CS must be low at least 
three CLKIN cycles before it is polled. If CS 
does not meet this set-up time, data will not be 
transmitted during the window time. Further
more, CS is not latched internally and therefore 
must be held low during the entire data transmis
sion to obtain all 16 bits of data. 

... 

Figure 5. Synchronous Self-Clocking (SSC) Mode Timing 
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The eighth output window time overlaps the time 
in which the serial output port is to be updated. If 
the CS is recognized as being low when it is 
polled for the eighth window time, data will be 
output as normal, but the serial port will not be 
updated with new data until the next serial port 
update time. Under these conditions, the serial 
port will experience an update rate of only 2 kHz 
(CLKIN = 4.096 MHz) instead of the regular 4 
kHz serial port update rate. 

Upon completion of transmission of all 16 data 
bits the SCLK and SDATA outputs will go to a 
high impedan~state even with CS held low. In 
the event that CS is taken high before all data bits 
are output, the SDATA and SCLK outputs will 
complete the current data bit output and go to a 
high impedance state when SCLK goes low. 

Synchronous External Clocking Mode 

When operated in the SEC mode (MODE pin tied 
to DGND), the CS5501 outputs the data in its 
serial port at a rate determined by an external 
clock which is input into the SCLK pin. In this 
mode the output port will be updated every 1024 
CLKIN cycles. DRDY will go low when new 
data is loaded into the output port. If CS is not ac
tive, DRDY will return positive 1020 CLKIN 
cycles later and remain so for four CLKIN cycles. 
If CS is taken low it will be recognized im-

DRDY (o) 

cs (i) 

SCLK (i) -------l--' 

CS5501 

mediately unless it occurs while DRDY is high 
for the four clock cycles. As soon as CS is recog
nized, the SDATA output will come out of its 
high-impedance state and present the MSB data 
bit. The MSB data bit will remain present until a 
falling edge of SCLK occurs to advance the out
put to the MSB-1 bit. If the CS and external 
SCLK are operated asynchronously to CLKIN, 
errors can result in the output data unless certain 
precautions are taken. If CS is activated 
asynchronously, it may occur during the four 
clock cycles when DRDY is high and therefore 
not be recognized immediately. To be certain 
that data misread errors will not result if CS oc-
curs at this time, the SCLK input should not • 
transition high to latch the MSB until four 
CLKIN cycles plus 160 ns after CS is taken low. 
This assures that CS will be recognized and the 
MSB bit will become stable before the SCLK 
transitions positive to latch the MSB data bit. 

When SCLK returns low the serial port will 
present the MSB-1 data bit on its output. Subse
quent cycles of SCLK will advance the data 
output. When all data bits are clocked out, DROY 
will then go high and the SDATA output will go 
into a high impedance state. If the CS input goes 
low and all of the data bits are not clocked out of 
the port, filter cycles will continue to occur but 
the output serial port will not be updated with 
new data. If CS is taken high at any time, the 

(MSB) 

SDATA(o) filill~12filllI~B~1~5~B~1~4DB~1~3~ 
SB 

Bl BO 

Figure 6. Synchronous External-Clocking (SEC) Mode Timing 
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SDATA output pin. will go to a high impedance 
state. If any of the 16 bits in the serial port have 
not been clocked out, they will remain available 
until DRDY returns high for four clock cycles. 
After this DRDY will fall and the port will be up
dated with a new 16 bit word. Figure () jllustrates 
the serial port timing in the SEC mode. 

Asynchronous Communication Mode 

The AC mode is activated when the MODE pin is 
tied to VD- (-5 V). When operating in the AC 
mode the CS5501 is designed to provide data out
put in UART. compatible format. The baud rate 
of the SDATA output will be determined by the 
rate of the SCLK input. The data which is output 
of the SDATA pin will be formated such that it 
will contain two 11 bit data packets. Each packet 
includes one start bit, eight data bits, and two stop 
bits. The packet which carries the most-sig
nificant-byte data will be output first, with its lsb 
being the first data bit output after the start bit. 

In this mode, DRDY will occur every 1024 clock 
cycles. If the serial port is not outputting a data 
byte, DRDY will return high after 1020 clock 
cycles and remain high for 4 clock cycles. DRDY 
will then go low to indicate that an update to the 
serial output port with a new 16 bit word has oc
cured. To initiate a transmission from the port the 
CS line must be taken low. Then SCLK, which 

SCLK (i) /\.JlJ1Jl[l • • • 

DRDY (o) 
... 
••• 

CS5501 

is an input in this mode, must transition from a 
high to a low to latch the state of CS internal to 
the CS5501. Once CS is recognized and latched 
as a low, the port will begin to output data. 
Figure 7 details the timing for this output. CS 
can be returned high before the end of the 11-bit 
transmission and the transmission will continue 
until the second stop bit of the first 11-bit packet 
is output. The SDATA output will go into a high 
impedance state after the second stop bit is out
put. To obtain the second 11-bit packet CS must 
again be brought low before DRDY goes high or 
the second 11-bit data packet will be overwritten 
with a serial port update. For the second 11-bit 
packet, CS need only to go low for 50 ns; it need 
not be latched by a falling edge of SCLK. Alter
nately, the CS line can be taken low and held low 
until both 11-bit data packets are output. This is 
the preferred method of control as it will prevent 
losing the second 11-bit data packet if the port is 
updated. Some serial data rates can be quite slow 
compared to the rate. at which the CS5501 can up
date its output port. A slow data rate will leave 
only a short period of time to start the second 11-
bit packet if CS is returned high momentarily. If 
CS is held low continuously (CS hard·wired to 
DGND), the serial port will be updated only after 
all 22 bits have been clocked out of the port. 

Upon the completion of a transmission of the two 
11-bit data packets the SDATA output will go into 

···UUUUL 
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Figure 7 Asynchronous (UART) \\lode Timing 
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a high impedance state. If at any time during 
transmission the CS is taken back high, the cur
rent 11-bit data packet will continue to be output. 
At the end of the second stop bit of the data 
packet, the SDATA output will go into a high im
pedance state. 

Linearity Performance 

The CS5501 delta-sigma converter is like con
ventional charge-balance converters in that it has 
no source of nonmonotonicity. The CS5501 
therefore has no missing codes in its transfer 
function. See Figure 8 for a plot of the excellent 
differential linearity achieved by the CS5501. 
The CS5501 also has excellent integral linearity. 
The excellent integral linearity in the CS5501 is 
accomplished with a well-designed charge
balance architecture. The device also achieves 
low input drift through the use of chopper-stabi
lized techniques in its input stage. To assure that 
the CS5501 achieves excellent performance over 
time and temperature, it uses digital calibration 
techniques to minimize offset and gain errors to 
typically within± 112 LSB at 16 bits. 

Understanding Converter Calibration 

The CS5501 offers two different digital calibra
tion modes: self-cal; and system cal. Executing a 
self-calibration cycle causes the CS5501 to 
calibrate only itself to insure the accuracy of its 

+1 

~ +1/2 
OJ 
U) 

CS5501 

own offset and gain scale factors. If system 
calibration is used the CS5501 calibrates taking 
into consideration the offset of the signal con
ditioning circuitry and the gain scale factor of the 
signal conditioning circuitry. The detailed 
calibration function which is executed internally 
by the CS5501 will depend upon the calibration 
mode which is selected via the SCl and SC2 pins 
and upon the state of the BP/UP pin of the device. 
Note that any time the BP/UP pin is changed, the 
device needs to be recalibrated to properly func
tion for the new measurement range. 

To understand how calibration is accomplished a 
general explanation follows. As mentioned pre-
viously in this data sheet, the converter consists • 
of two sections. First is the analog modulator 
which is a delta-sigma type charge-balance con-
verter. This is followed by a digital filter. The 
filter circuitry is actually an arithematic logic unit 
(ALU) whose architecture and instructions ex-
ecute the filter function. The modulator (the 
application note "Delta-Sigma Conversion Tech-
nique Overview" explains the modulator in more 
detail) is a charge-balance converter which uses 
the VREF voltage connected on pin 10 to deter-
mine the magnitude of the voltages used in its 
feedback DAC. The modulator accepts an 
analog voltage at its input and produces a data 
stream of l's and O's as its output. This data 
stream value can change (from 1 to 0 or vice 
versa) every 256 CLKIN cycles. As the input 
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Figure 8. CS5501 Differential Nonlinearity Plot 
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voltage increases the ratio of the number of 1 's to 
the number of O's out of the modulator increases 
proportionally. The l's density of the data stream 
out of the. modulator therefore provides a digital 
representation of . the. analog input signal where 
the l's density. is defined as the ratio of the num
ber of l's to the number of O's out of the 
modulator. for a given period of time. The l's 
density output of the modulator is also a function 
of the voltage on the VREF pin. If the voltage on 
the VREF pin increases in value (say, due to 
temperature drift), and the analog input voltage 
into the modulator remains constant, the l's den
sity output of the modulator will decrease (less 
l's will occur). The analog input signal into the 
modulator which is necessary· to produce a given 
binary output code from the converter is 
ratiometric to the voltage on the VREF pin. This 
means that if VREF increases by one per cent, the 
analog signal on AIN must also increase by one 
per cent to maintain the same binary output code 
from the converter. 

During calibration, the calibration microcontroller 
examines the data stream output from the 
modulator. The microcontroller measures the l's 
density output from the modulator of the CS5501 
to establish reference points for zero scale and for 
full scale. The term "zero scale" will refer to the 
analog input value which causes the CS5501 to 
output 0000 (H) in unipolar mode or 8000 (H) in 
bipolar mode. The term "full scale" will refer to 
the analog input value which causes the CS5501 
to output FFFF (H) in either unipolar or bipolar 
mode. In self-cal mode the CS5501 connects the 
input of the modulator to AGND, and uses this 
l's density number as the zero scale point. It then 
measures the l's density output of the modulator 
with the input of the modulator connected to the 
voltage on VREF. It uses this number along with 
the zero point to calculate a slope factor 
(LSB/µ V) representing a gain slope for the input 
to output transfer function of the converter. In 
unipolar mode the slope factor is determined by 
dividing the span between the zero point and the 
full scale point into 65,536 segments. In bipolar 
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mode the span between these two points is 
divided into 32,768 segments. The 
microcontroller then extends the measurement 
range 32,768 segments below the zero scale point 
to achieve bipolar measurement capability. The 
slope factor (LSB/µ V) which has been calculated 
is saved and later used to calculate the binary out
put codes representative of the modulator l's 
density during measurement conversions. 

In system cal mode the microcontroller firstly 
measures the l's density output of the modulator 
with the input signal on the AIN pin connected to 
system zero. It then remembers this l's density 
number as the system zero scale point. A second 
measurement of the modulator output is taken 
with the input of the modulator connected to the 
system input voltage representative of full-scale. 
The microcontroller then calculates the necessary 
slope factor (LSB/µV) to yield 65,536 segments 
between the system zero scale point and the sys
tem full scale point when in unipolar mode. In 
bipolar mode the slope factor is determined 
which yields 32,768 segments between the sys
tem zero scale and full scale points. The 
microcontroller then extends the measurement 
range 32,768 segments below the system zero 
scale point to achieve bipolar measurement 
capability. The slope factor which has been calcu
lated is saved and later used to calculate the 
binary codes representative of the modulator l's 
density during measurement conversions. 

Several Tables are listed which aid in under
standing the converter calibration and output 
coding. Table 2 indicates the various modes in 
which the CS5501 can be calibrated. Figure 9 il
lustrates the calibration equations for unipolar 
and bipolar calibration. Table 3 illustrates the size 
of the resulting code width in each calibration 
mode while Table 4 illustrates the output coding 
for various levels of input signals. 

Note that for the microcontroller to properly cal
culate the correct span or the slope in LSB/µV, 
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CAL SCI SC2 

.... 0 0 

.... 1 1 

.... 0 1 

.... 1 0 

Cal Type 

Self-Cal 

System Offset 
& System Gain 

System Offset 

CS5501 

ZS Cal FS Cal Sequence Calibration Time 

AGND VREF One Step 3,145,655/fclk 

AIN - !st Step 1,052,599/fclk 

- AIN 2nd Step 1,068,813/fclk 

AIN VREF One Step 2, 117 ,389/fclk 

* DRDY remains high throughout the calibration sequence. In Self-Cal mode (SCI and SC2 low) DRDY falls 
once the CS5501 has settled to the analog input. In all other modes DRDY falls immediately after the calibration term has 

been determined. 

Table 2. CS5501 Calibration Control 

the microcontroller must measure a zero scale 
point first and then a full scale point. In the sys
tem calibration mode, there are limitations on the 
value that the zero scale point can differ from 
AGND. Restrictions also apply to the range for 
the input span when using system calibration. See 
the Analog Characteristics table for specifica
tions. 

The CS5501 has 16 bits of resolution (unipolar) 
or 15 bits of resolution (bipolar) between the zero 
and full scale points. Bipolar mode will have 16 
bits resolution between positive and negative full 
scale points. In conclusion, during self-cal the 
CS5501 uses the modulator outputs for AGND 
and VREF and determines the offset and gain 
slope accordingly. In system cal mode the 
CS5501 microcontroller reads the modulator out
puts for the system zero signal and the modulator 
output for the system full scale signal and deter
mines the offset and gain slope accordingly. The 
microcontroller then uses the calibration offset 
and gain slope characteristics for subsequent 
measurements. The modulator output still 
remains ratiometric to the voltage on VREF and 

DoUT = Slope (AJN - Unipolar Offset)+ 0.5 LSB 

a. Unipolar Calibration 

achieves its actual linearity over the measurement 
range within the modulator itself. 

Initiating Calibration 

A calibration cycle can be initiated by bringing 
the CAL pin (13) high for at least four CLKIN 
cycles to reset the part and then taking CAL low. 
The type of calibration will be determined by the 
state of SCI (pin 4) and SC2 (pin 17), and the 
BP/UP pin. The SCl and SC2 inputs will be 
latched inside the CS5501 when CAL goes high. 
The state of the BP/UP pin is not latched but 
should be fixed prior to CAL going high. The 
state of the BP/UP pin must be held at a steady 
state all during calibration. Any time the state of 
BP/UP is changed a new calibration must be per
formed to enable the CS5501 to properly function 
in the new mode. The time necessary to perform 
a calibration cycle is listed in Table 2. Whenever 
a calibration is initiated the DRDY line will go 
high and then return low when the calibration 
step is complete. Once a calibration cycle is in
itiated the cycle must finish before a new 
calibration cycle can be executed. In the self-cal 

DoUT =Slope (AIN - Bipolar Offset)+ 215 + 0.5 LSB 

b. Bipolar Calibration 

Figure 9. CS5501 Calibration Equations 
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Cal Mode 
- . Zero Scale 

Sell-Cal AGNO 

System Cal SOFF 

Gain Factor 

VREF 

SGAIN 

CS5501 

1LSB 
Unipolar Bipolar 

VREF 2VREF 

65,536 65,536 

SGAIN-SOFF 2(SGAIN - SOFF) 

6~.536 65,536 

Table 3. Output Code Size After Calibration 

modes a calibrated output word representing the 
digitized analog input will be loaded into the out
put serial port when DRDY falls at the 
completion of a calibration. In the system cal 
modes DRDY will go high when each step of the 
calibration is initiated and fall when the step is 
complete. In the system cal modes the word 
loaded into the output port when DRDY falls will 
be representative of the last calibration point 
measured. For a full scale calibration point the 
port will be loaded with all 1 's. After the final 
system calibration step is complete, the filter will 
require the necessary settling time to present an 

Input Voltage, Unipolar Mode I 
System-Cal Self-Cal Output 

Codes 

>(SGAIN - 1.5 LSB) >(VREF - 1.5 LSB) FFFF 

FFFF 
SGAIN-1.5 LSB VREF - 1.5 LSB 

FFFE 

8000 
(SGAIN-SOFF)/2 - 0.5 LSB VREF/2 • 0.5 LSB 

7FFF 

0001 
SOFF+ 0.5 LSB AGND + 0.5 LSB 

0000 

<(SOFF + 0.5 LSB) <(AGND + 0.5 LSB) 0000 

output code representative of the analog input 
signal to the CS5501. 

Some Additional Points On Using The System 
Calibration Modes 

Two system calibration modes are available. The 
first of these allows the CS5501 to calibrate out 
system offset errors only. In this mode the 
CS5501 uses the voltage on the VREF pin as the 
gain slope calibration point for full scale. The 
calibration is initiated when CAL is activated 
with SCI high, SC2 low, and the BP/UP pin 

Input Voltage, Bipolar Mode 

Self-Cal System-Cal 

>(VREF - 1.5 LSB) >(SGAIN - 1.5 LSB) 

VREF - 1.5 LSB SGAIN-1.5 LSB 

AGND - 0.5 LSB .· SOFF - 0.5 LSB 

-VREF + 0.5 LSB -SGAIN + 2 SOFF + 0.5 LSB 

<(-VREF + 0.5 LSB) <(-SGAIN + 2 SOFF + 0.5 LSB) 

Table 4. Output Coding 
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either low (unipolar) or high (bipolar). In this 
mode the CS5501 will first measure the 
modulator output while the modulator is convert
ing on the signal present on the AIN pin. The 
input signal must remain constant throughout the 
calibration step. The CS5501 will then tie the 
input of the modulator to the voltage on VREF 
pin and measure the modulator output. A gain 
slope calculation is then performed using these 
two measurement points to yield 65,536 segments 
(unipolar) or 32,768 segments (bipolar) between 
these two points. 

A second system calibration mode is available 
which requires a two step calibration sequence. 
The first step is used to calibrate the system zero 
point. Prior to initiating this calibration step the 
input signal which represents the system zero 
value must be input into the AIN pin of the 
CS5501. This voltage must remain stable 
throughout the calibration step. To initiate 
calibration in this mode the SC 1 and SC2 pins 
must be high, and the BP/UP pin either high or 
low. The CAL pin must then be taken high for at 
least four CLKIN cycles and the calibration step 
will begin when CAL falls. The calibration 
microcontroller will record the l's density out of 
the modulator due to the system input voltage and 
use this l's density as the zero scale point. The 
CS5501 will indicate that the first calibration step 
is complete with DRDY going low. To perform 
the second step of the calibration, the system 
input voltage which represents the full scale point 
is input to the AIN pin. This voltage must remain 
stable throughout the second step calibration 
time. To initiate the second step of the calibration 
cycle the SC 1 pin must be changed from a high 
state to a low state and the CAL pin taken high 
and then low. During the second step, the 
microcontroller will measure the l's density out 
of the modulator and use this as the full scale 
point. Then a slope factor will be calculated and 
saved for calculating output codes during sub
sequent measurements. Limits apply to the 
amount of offset and to the amount of span range 
which can be accommodated. 
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The offset voltage which can be input can extend 
from +20 % of the voltage on VREF to -100 % 
of the voltage on VREF for unipolar or from 
+40% of the voltage on VREF to -40% of the 
voltage on VREF in bipolar mode. In the 
unipolar mode this means that the CS5501 can be 
calibrated to handle negative input signals and ac
tually mimic the bipolar mode. Caution is advised 
that when using offset calibration for negative 
input voltages for the zero reference point, that 
the maximum negative overrange capability of 
the CS5501 is not exceeded in bipolar mode. See 
Table 4 for the converter output codes in the sys
tem offset calibration mode. Note that the 
minimum allowable input span (+F.S. to -F.S.) is Ell 
80% of VREF. For a VREF voltage equal to 
2.5 V, the minimum span is 2V. This 2V span can 
fall anywhere in the range of + VREF to 
-VREF. The amount of offset which can be 
calibrated in system cal is a function of the input 
span. For example, in bipolar mode with 
+F.S. = 2.5V = VREF, the most negative bipolar 
offset that can be calibrated without exceeding 
the negative full scale input overrange limit 
would be -2% of VREF. 

The two step system calibration mode offers 
another calibration feature. After a two step 
calibration sequence has been properly per
formed, any time later additional offset 
calibrations can be performed by themselves to 
reposition the gain slope (the slope scale factor is 
not changed) in offset to adjust its zero reference 
point to the new system zero reference value. 

Underrange And Overrange Considerations 

The input signal range of the CS5501 will be 
determined by the mode in which the part is 
calibrated. Table 4 indicates the input signal 
range in the various modes of operation. If the 
input signal exceeds the full scale point the con
verter will output all ones. If the signal is less 
than the zero scale point (in unipolar) or more 
negative in magnitude than minus the full scale 
point (in bipolar) it will output all zeroes. 
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Note that the modulator-filter combination in the 
CS5501 is designed to accurately convert and fil
ter input signals with noise excursions which 
extend up to 100 mV below the analog value 
which produces all zeros out or above the analog 
value which produces all ones out. Overrange 
noise excursions greater than 100 mV may in
crease output noise. 

All pins of the CS5501 include diodes which 
clamp the input signals to the positive and nega
tive supplies. If a signal on any pin (including 
AIN) exceeds the supply voltage (either + or -) a 
clamp diode will be forward-biased. Under these 
fault conditions the CS5501 might be damaged. 
Three failure modes are possible. First, excess 
current into the pin might short the clamp diode. 
Second, if the clamp diode does not fail, the bond 
wire from the package to the chip might fuse 
open. (Note that it is particularly important that 
input signals not be supplied into pins of the part 
when power is not applied). Under normal operat
ing conditions (with the power supplies 
established), the device will survive transient cur
rents through the clamp diodes up to 100 mA and 
continuous currents up to 10 mA. But even if the 
current is limited to these values, a third potential 
failure mode is possible. The CS5501 typically 
uses 3 mA of supply current. If an input signal 
exceeds the supply voltage of the CS5501, and 
can source current greater than that consumed by 
the circuitry connected to the 5 volt supply line, 
the voltage on the supply might increase in value 
and cause an over-voltage condition to occur. 
The potential for this to occur is greater if higher 
supply voltages exist (for example± 15 volts) in 
the analog conditioning circuitry. Note that most 
power supply regulators are designed to source 
current (positive regulators) or to sink current 
(negative regulators) but are generally not 
capable of both sourcing and sinking and there
fore may not be able to maintain a regulated 
output voltage under this type of fault condition. 
Therefore, the drive current into the AIN pin 
should be limited to a safe value if an overvoltage 
condition is likely to occur. 
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System Synchronization 

If more than one CS5501 is included in a system 
which is operating from a common clock, all of 
the CS5501 s can be synchronized to sample and 
output at exactly the same time. This can be ac
complished in either of two ways. First, a single 
CAL signal can be issued to all the CS5501 s in 
the system. To insure synchronization on the 
same clock signal the CAL signal should go low 
on the falling edge of CLKIN. Or second, a com
mon SLEEP control signal can be issued. If the 
SLEEP signal goes positive with the appropriate 
set up time to CLKIN, all parts will be 
synchronized on the same clock cycle. 

Analog Input Impedance Considerations 

The analog input of the CS5501 can be modeled 
as illustrated in Figure 10. A 20 pF capacitor is 
used to dynamically sample the input signal. 
Every 64 CLKIN cycles the switch alternately 
connects the capacitor to the output of the buffer 
and then directly to the AIN pin. Whenever the 
sample capacitor is switched from the output of 
the buffer to the AIN pin, a small packet of 
charge ( a dynamic demand of current) will be re
quired from the input source to settle the voltage 
on the sample capacitor to its final value. The 
voltage at the output of the buffer may differ up 
to 100 m V from the actual input voltage due to 
the offset voltage of the buffer. Timing allows 64 
cycles of master clock (CLKIN) for the voltage 
on. the sample capacitor to settle to its final 
value. The equation which defines settling time 
is: 

Vo= Vin [l - e -t/RC] 

Where Vo is the final settled value, Vin is the 
value of the input signal, R is the value of the 
input source resistance, C is the 20 pF sample 
capacitor plus the value of any stray or additional 
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capacitance at the input pin. The value of t is 
equal to 64/fclk. 

From this basic equation the following equation 
can be developed: 

Rsmax = 4 
fclk (20pF + Cstr) ln(lOOmV/Ve) 

This equation assumes that the offset voltage of 
the buffer is 100 m V, which is the worst case. 
The value of Ve is the maximum error voltage 
which is acceptable. 

For a maximum offset voltage of 10 µV (l/4LSB 
at 16-bits), the above equation indicates that 
when operating from a 4.096 MHz CLKIN, 
source resistances up to 75 kQ are acceptable in 
the absence of stray capacitance (Cstr = 0). If 
higher input source resistances are desired the 
master clock rate can be reduced to yield a longer 
settling time for the 64 cycle period. 

CS5501 

AIN 

AGND 

Figure 10. Analog Input Model 
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Analog Input Drift Considerations 

The CS5501 analog input uses chopper-stabiliza
tion techniques to minimize input offset drift. 
Charge injection in the analog switches and 
leakage currents at the sampling node are the 
primary sources of offset voltage drift in the con
verter. Figure 11 indicates the typical offset drift 
due to temperature changes experienced after 
calibration at 25 °C. Drift is relatively flat up to 
about 75 °C. Above 75 °C leakage current be
comes the dominant source of offset drift. 
Leakage currents approximately double with each 
10 °C of temperature increase. Therefore the -
offset drift due to leakage current increases as the 
temperature increases. The value of the voltage 
on the sample capacitor is updated at a rate deter-
mined by the master clock, therefore the amount 
of offset drift which occurs will be proportional 
to the elapsed time between samples. In con-
clusion, the offset drift increases with 
temperature and is inversely proportional to the 
master clock rate. To minimize offset drift with 
increased temperature, higher master clock rates 
are desireable. At temperatures above 
100 °C, a master clock rate above 1 MHz is 
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Figure 11. Typical Self-Cal Bipolar Offset vs. 
Temperature After Calibration at 25° C 
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recommended. The effects· of offset drift due to 
temperature changes can be eliminated by 
recalibrating the CS5501 whenever the tempera
ture has changed. 

Gain drift wi.thin the converter depends 
predominately. upon the temperature tracking of 
internal capac.itol"l\. Gain drift is not affected by 
leakage currents> therefore gain drift is sig
nificantly less,than comparable .offset errors due 
to temperature .increases. The. typical gain drift of 
the CS5501 is less than 2.5 .LSB's over the 
spec.ified temperature range. 

Measurement errors due to offset drift or gain 
drift can be eliminated at any time by recalibrat
ing the converter. Using the system calibration 
mode can also minimize offset and gain errors in 
the signal conditioning circuitry. The CS5501 
can be recalibrated at any· temperature to remove 
the effects of these errors; .. 

Linearity and differential non linearity are not 
significantly affected by temperature changes. 

Filtering 

At the system level, the CS5501 's digital filter 
can be modeled exactly like an analog filter with 
a few minor differences. Digital filtering resides 
behind the AID conversion and can thus reject 
noise injected during the conversion process (i.e. 
power supply ripple, voltage reference noise, or 
noise in the ADC itself). Analog filtering cannot 

Also, since digital filtering resides behind the 
AID converter, noise riding unfiltered on a near
full-scale input could potentially over-range the 
ADC. In contrast, analog filtering removes the 
noise before it ever reaches the converter. To ad
dress this issue, the CS5501 's analog modulator 
and digital filter reserve headroom such that the 
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Figure 12. Output Settling (fclk = 4MHz) 

device can process signals with lOOmV "excur
sions" above full-scale and still output accurately 
converted and filtered data. Filtered input signals 
above full-scale still result in an output of all 
ones. 

The digital filter's corner frequency occurs at 
fcJk/409,600, where fclk is the master clock fre
quency. With a 4.096MHz clock, the filter corner 
is at lOHz and the output register is updated at a 
4kHz rate. The master clock frequency can be 
reduced with a proportional reduction in the filter 
corner frequency and in the update rate to the out
put register. A plot of the filter response is shown 
in the specification tables section of this data 
sheet. 

The CS5501 's internal digital filtering creates a 6-
pole Gaussian relationship. Wi.th its corner 
frequency set at lOHz for minimized settling 
time, the CS5501 offers approximately 55dB 
rejection at 60Hz to signals coming into either the 
AIN or VREF pins. With a 5Hz cut-off, 60Hz 
rejection increases to more than 90dB. 
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Bits of Filter 

Output Cycles 
Accuracy 

9 340 
10 356 
11 389 
12 435 
13 459 
14 475 
15 486 
16 495 
17 500 
18 504 
19 506 
20 507 

CLKIN 
Cycles 

348,160 
364,544 
398,336 
445,440 
470,016 
486,400 
497,664 
506,880 
512,000 
516,096 
518,144 
519,168 

Table 5. Settling Time Of The 6 Pole Low Pass Filter In 
The CS5501To1/2 LSB Accuracy With A Full Scale 

Step Input 

The digital filter (rather than the analog 
modulator) dominates the converter's settling for 
step-function inputs. As shown in Figure 12, its 
Gaussian response demonstrates no overshoot 
and rapid settling. Settling time for a given level 
of accuracy is documented in Table 5. 

Anti-Alias Considerations 

The digital filter in the CS5501 does not provide 
rejection around integer multiples of the oversam
pling rate [(N*CLKIN)/256, where N = 1,2,3,. .. ]. 
That is, with a 4.096 MHz master clock the noise 
on the analog input signal within the narrow± 10 
Hz bands around the 16 kHz, 32 kHz, 48 kHz, 
etc., passes unfiltered to the digital output. Most 
broadband noise will be very well filtered be
cause the CS5501 uses a very high oversampling 
ratio of 800 (16 kHz: 2x10 Hz). Broadband noise 
is reduced by: 

eout = 0.035 ein 

where e;0 and eout are rms noise terms referred to 
the input. Since f3ctri equals fcJk/409,600 and fs 
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equals fcnd256, the digital filter reduces white, 
broadband noise by 96.5% independent of the 
master clock frequency. For example, the CS5501 
would reduce a typical operational amplifier's 
50µV rms noise to 1.75µV rms, or 0.035 LSB's 
rms at the 16-bit level. 

Simple high frequency analog filtering in the sig
nal conditioning circuitry can aid in removing 
energy at multiples of the sampling rate. 

Voltage Reference Connection 

The voltage reference applied to the VREF input • 
pin defines the analog input range of the CS5501. 
The suggested reference is 2.5V, but the device 
can typically accept references from 1 V to 3V 
with minimal performance degradation. 

The circuitry inside the VREF pin is identical to 
that as seen at the AIN pin. The sample capacitor 
(see Figure 10) requires packets of charge from 
the external reference just as the AIN pin does. 
Therefore the same settling time requirements 
apply. Most reference IC's can handle this 
dynamic load requirement without inducing er
rors. They exhibit sufficiently low output 
impedance and wide enough bandwidth to settle 
to within 10 µV in the requisite 64 CLKIN 
cycles. 

Noise from the reference is filtered by the digital 
filter in the CS5501, but the reference should be 
chosen to minimize noise below 10 Hz. The 
CS5501 typically exhibits 1/10 LSB rms noise in 
its measurements. This specification assumes a 
clean reference voltage. To insure no degradation 
in performance due to reference noise, the 
reference source should have 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz 
noise equivalent to 1/10 LSB rms or less. Many 
monolithic "band-gap" references are available 
which can supply 2.5 V for use with the CS5501. 
Many of these devices are not specified for noise, 
especially in the 0.1 to 10 Hz bandwidth. Some 
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of these devices may exhibit noise.characteristics 
which degrade the performance .of the CS5501. 
Figure 13 illustrates the voltage reference .connec
tions to the CS5501. 

CS5501 
+5V --410------1VA+ 

For Example 

LT1019 -2.5 

2·5 V VREF 

-----iAGND 

Figure 13. Voltage Reference Connections 

Power Supplies And Grounding 

The CS5501 uses the analog ground connection, 
AGND, as a measurement reference node. It car
ries no power supply current. The AGND pin is 
to be used as the reference node for both the 
analog input signal and for the reference voltage 
which is input into the VREF pin. 

The analog and digital supply pins to the CS5501 
chip are pinned out separately to minimize cou
pling between the analog and digital sections of 
the chip. All four supplies should be decoupled 
to their respective grounds using 0.1 µF 
capacitors if maximum performance from the 
CS5501 is expected. The System Connection 
Diagram for the CS5501 is illustrated at the end 
of this section of the data sheet (See Figure 16). 

As a CMOS device, the CS5501 requires that the 
positive analog supply voltage always be greater 
than or equal .to the positive digital supply volt
age. If the voltage on the positive digital supply 
should ever become greater than the voltage on 
the positive analog supply, diode junctions in the 
CMOS structure which are normally reverse
biased will become forward-biased. This may 
cause the part to draw high currents and ex-
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perience permanent damage. The connections 
shown in Figure 16 eliminate this possibility. 

To insure reliable operation of the CS5501, be 
certain that power is applied to the part before 
signals at AIN, VREF, or the logic input pins are 
present. If current is supplied into any pin before 
the chip is powered-up, latch-up may result. As a 
system, it is desirable to power the CS5501, the 
voltage reference, and the analog signal con
ditioning circuitry from the same primary source. 
If separate supplies are used, it is recommended 
that the CS5501 is powered up first. If a common 
power source is used for the analog signal con
ditioning circuitry as well as the AID converter, 
this power source should be applied before ap
plication of power to the digital logic supply. 

The CS5501 exhibits good power supply rejec
tion for frequencies within the passband (de to 10 
Hz). Any small offset or gain error caused by 
long term drift Of the power supplies can be 
removed by recalibration. Above 10 Hz the digi
tal filter will provide additional rejection. When 
the benefits of the digital filter are added to the 
regular power supply rejection the effects of line 
frequency variations (60 Hz) on the power sup
plies will be reduced greater than 120 dB. If the 
supply voltages for the CS5501 are generated 
with a de-de converter the operating frequency of 
the de-de converter should not operate at the sam
pling frequency of the CS5501 or at integer 
multiples thereof. At these frequencies the digital 
filter will not aid in power supply rejection. See 
Anti-Alias Considerations section of this data 
sheet. 

The recommended system connection diagram 
for the CS5501 is illustrated in Figure 16. Note 
that any digital logic inputs which are to be un
used should be tied to either DGND or the VD+ 
as appropriate. They should not be left floating; 
nor should they be tied to some other logic supply 
voltage in the system. 
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Power-Up and lnitialiwtion 

Upon power-up, a calibration cycle must be in
itiated at the CAL pin to insure a consistent 
starting condition and to initially calibrate the 
device. The CAL pin must be strobed high for a 
minimum of 4 clock cycles. The falling edge will 
initiate a calibration cycle. A simple power-on 
reset circuit can be built using a resistor and 
capacitor (see Figure 14 ). The resistor and 
capacitor values should allow for clock or oscil
lator startup time. 

+5V -r-
C _i_ CS5501 

t------1 CAL 

SC2 
,.____.__.SC1 

Figure 14. Power·On Reset Circuitry (Self-Calibration 
Only) 

Due to the CS5501 's low power dissipation and 
low temperature drift, no warm-up time is re
quired to accommodate any self-heating effects. 
However, the voltage reference should have stabi
lized before calibration is initiated. 

Sleep Mode 

The CS5501 includes a sleep mode (SLEEP low) 
which shuts down the internal analog and digital 
circuitry reducing power consumption to less than 
10 µW. All calibration coefficients are retained in 
memory such that no time is required after 
"awakening" for recalibration. Still, the CS5501 
will require time for the digital filter to settle 
before an accurate reading will occur after a 
rising edge on SLEEP occurs. 

Battery Backed-Up Calibrations 

The CS5501 uses SRAM to store calibration in
formation. The contents of the SRAM will be 
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lost whenever power is removed from the 
CS5501. Figure 15 shows a battery back-up 
scheme that can be used to retain the calibration 
memory during system down time and/or protect 
it against intermittent power loss. Note that upon 
loss of power, the CS5501 's SLEEP input goes 
low, reducing power consumption to just 10 µW. 
Lithium cells of 3.6 V are available which 
average 1750 mA-hours before they drop below 
the typical 2 V memory-retention spec of the 
CS5501. Calibration memory could therefore be 
maintained for approximately 20 years down 
time, allowing one-time factory calibrations of 
the transducer and all electronics. 

During SLEEP both VD+ and VA+ must remain • 
powered to no less than 2 V to retain calibration 
memory. The VD- and VA- voltages can be 
reduced to 0 V but must not be allowed to go 
above ground potential. Care should be taken to 
insure that logic inputs are maintained at either 
VD+ ar DGND potential during SLEEP. 

IN4148 10() 

0.1 uF O.luF 

* 
14 IS 

VD+ VA+ 

CSSSOl 
------.--'->! AGND 

DGND 

e--------1~1 SLEEP 
VA- VD-

(2V+Vd) <Vb< 4.SV '--~7--~6-' 

-SV o--_.._-J\Mlv--+----, 
0.1 uF 100 0.1 uF 

T 
Figure 15. Example Calibration Memory Battery 

Back-up Circuit 

Note that battery life could be shortened if the 
+5 V supply drops slowly during power-down. As 
the supply drops below the battery voltage but not 
yet below the logic threshold of the SLEEP pin, 
the battery will be supplying the CS5501 at 
full power ( typically 3 mA). Faster transi-
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tions at SLEEP can be triggered using a resistive 
divider or a simple resistor network to generate 
the SLEEP input from the +5 V supply. 

LED of an optoisolator is to use a 2N7000 or 
2N7002 low cost FET. 

Output Loading Considerations 

To maximize performance of the CS5501, the 
output drive currents from the digital output lines 
should be minimized. It is recommended that 
CMOS logic gates (4000B, 74HC, etc.) be used 
to provide minimum loading. If it is necessary to 
drive an optoisolator the outputs of the CS5501 
should be buffered. An easy means of driving the 

100 

+SY 0.1 uF 
Analog 14 lS Supply 

~ VA+ VD+ 

13 
CAL CLKIN 

4 Calibration 
Control SCI CLKOUT 

17 
SLEEP SC2 

CS5501 
Bipolar/ 12 
Unipolar BP/UP MODE Input Select 

Analoy 9 SCLK Signa AIN 
Source --0-+ VREF SDATA or 

+VREF 

DRDY 
Voltage 10 

Reference VREF cs 
8 

AGND 
DGND 

VA- VD-

-SY 7 6 
Analog 
Supply 100 

0.1 uF 

--=r::::-

3 

11 

19 

20 

18 

16 

s 

0.1 uF 

Figure 16. System Connection Diagram 
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Control 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

SERIAL INTERFACE MODE SELECT MODE 1• 20 SDATA SERIAL DATA OUTPUT 
CLOCK OUT CLKOUT 2 19 SCLK SERIAL CLOCK INPUT/OUTPUT 

CLOCK IN CLKIN 3 18 DROY DATA READY 
SYSTEM CALIBRATION 1 SC1 4 17 SC2 SYSTEM CALIBRATION 2 

DIGITAL GROUND DGND 5 16 cs CHIP SELECT 
NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER VD· 6 15 VD+ POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 

NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER VA· 7 14 VA+ POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

ANALOG GROUND AGND 8 13 CAL CALIBRATE 

ANALOG IN AIN 9 12 BP/UP BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 
VOLTAGE REFERENCE VREF 10 11 SLEEP SLEEP 

* Pinout applies to both DIP and SOIC packages 

Clock Generator 

CLKIN; CLKOUT -Clock In; Clock Out, Pins 3 and 2. 
A gate inside the CS5501 is connected to these pins and can be used with a crystal or ceramic 
resonator to provide the master clock for the device. Alternatively, an external (CMOS 
compatible) clock can be input to the CLKIN pin as the master clock for the device. When not in 
SLEEP mode, a master clock (fCLK) should be present at all times. 

Serial Output 110 

MODE -Serial Interface Mode Select, Pin 1. 
Selects the operating mode of the serial port. If tied to VD- ( -5V), the CS5501 will operate in the 
UART-compatible AC mode for Asynchronous Communication. The SCLK pin will operate as an 
input to set the data rate, and data will transmit formatted with one start and two stop bits. If 
MODE is tied to DGND, the CS5501 will operate in the SEC (Synchronous External-Clocking) 
mode, with the SCLK pin operating as an input and the output appearing MSB-first. If MODE is 
tied to VD+ (+SY), the CS5501 will operate in its SSC (Synchronous Self-Clocking) mode, with 
SCLK providing a serial clock output of fcud4 (25% duty-cycle). 

DRDY -Data Ready, Pin 18. 
DRDY goes low every 1024 cycles of CLKIN to indicate that new data has been placed in the 
output port. DRDY goes high when all the serial port data is clocked out, when the serial port is 
being updated with new data, when a calibration is in progress, or when SLEEP is low. 

CS -Chip Select, Pin 16. 
An input which can be enabled by an external device to gain control over the serial port of the 
CS5501. 
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SDATA -Serial Data Output, Pin 20. 
Data from the serial port will be output from this pin at a rate determined by SCLK and in a 
format determined by the MODE pin, It furnishes a high impedance output state when not 
transmitting data. 

SCLK -Serial Clock Input/Output, Pin 19. 
A clock signal at this pin determines the output rate of the data from the SDATA pin. The MODE 
pin determines whether the SCLK signal is an input or output SCLK may provide a high 
impedance output when data is not being output from the SDATA pin. 

Calibration Control Inputs 

SCI; SC2 -System Calibration 1and2, Pins 4 and 17. 
Control inputs to the CS550l's calibration microcontroller for calibration. The state of SCl and 
SC2 determine which of the calibration modes is selected for operation (see Table 2). 

BP/UP -Bipolar/Unipolar Select, Pin 12. 
Determines whether the CS5501 will be calibrated to measure bipolar (BP/UP = VD+) or 
unipolar (BP/UP = DGND) input signals. Recalibration is necessary whenever the state of BP/UP 
is changed. 

CAL -Calibrate, Pin 13. 
If brought high for 4 clock cycles or more, the CS5501 is reset and upon returning low a full 
calibration cycle will begin. The state of SCl, SC2, and BP/UP when CAL is brought high 
determines the type and length of calibration cycle initiated (see Table 2). Also, a single CAL 
signal can be used to strobe the CAL pins high on several CS5501 's to synchronize their 
operation. Any spurious glitch on this pin may inadvertnetly place the CS5501 in Calibration 
mode. 

Other Control Input 

SLEEP -Sleep, Pin 11. 
When brought low, the CS5501 will enter a low-power state. When brought high again, the 
CS5501 will resume operation without the need to recalibrate. After SLEEP goes high again, the 
CS5501 's output will settle to within +0.0007% of the analog input value within 1.31f-3dB, where 
f-3dB is the passband frequency. The SLEEP input can also be used to synchronize sampling and 
the output updates of several CS5501 's. 

Analog Inputs 

VREF -Voltage Reference, Pin 10. 
Analog reference voltage input. 

AIN -Analog Input, Pin 9. 
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Power Supply Connections 

VD+ -Positive Digital Power, Pin 15. 
Positive digital supply voltage. Nominally +5 volts. 

VD- -Negative Digital Power, Pin 6. 
Negative digital supply voltage. Nominally -5 volts. 

DGND -Digital Ground, Pin 5. 
Digital ground. 

VA+ -Positive Analog Power, Pin 14. 
Positive analog supply voltage. Nominally +5 volts. 

VA- -Negative Analog Power, Pin 7. 
Negative analog supply voltage. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGND-Analog Ground, Pin 8. 
Analog ground. 
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SPECIFICATION DEFINITIONS 

CS5501 

Linearity Error - The deviation of a code from a straight line which connects the two endpoints of the 
AID Converter transfer function. One endpoint is located 1/2 LSB below the first code transition 
and the other endpoint is located 112 LSB beyond the code transition to all ones. Units in percent 
of full-scale. 

Differential Linearity - The deviation of a code's width from the ideal width. Units in LSB 's. 

Full-Scale Error - The deviation of the last code transition from the ideal (VREF-3/2 LSB's). Units in 
LSBs. 

Unipolar Offset - The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal (112 LSB above AGND) when 
in unipolar mode (BP/UP low). Units in LSBs. 

Bipolar Offset - The deviation of the mid-scale transition (011...111 to 100 ... 000) from the ideal 
(112 LSB below AGND) when in bipolar mode (BP/UP high). Units in LSBs. 

Bipolar Negative Full-Scale Error - The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal when in 
bipolar mode (BP/UP high). The Ideal is defined as lying on a straight line which passes through 
the final and mid-scale code transitions. Units in LSBs. 

Positive Full-Scale Input Overrange ·The absolute maximum positive voltage allowed for either 
accurate system calibration or accurate conversions. Units in volts. 

Negative Full-Scale Input Overrange - The absolute maximum negative voltage allowed for either 
accurate system calibration or accurate conversions. Units in volts. 

Offset Calibration Range· The CS5501 calibrates its offset to the voltage applied to the AIN pin when 
in system calibration mode. The first code transition defines U__!!!polar Offset when BP/UP is low 
and the mid-scale transition defines Bipolar Offset when BP/UP is high. The Offset Calibration 
Range specification indicates the range of voltages applied to AIN that the CS5501 can accept 
and still calibrate offset accurately. Units in volts. 

Input Span ·The voltages applied to the AIN pin in system-calibration schemes define the CS5501 's 
analog input range. The Input Span specification indicates the minimum and maximum input 
spans from zero-scale to full-scale in unipolar, or from positive full scale to negative full scale in 
bipolar, that the CS5501 can accept and still calibrate gain accurately. Units in volts. 
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Ordering Guide 

Model Number 

CS5501-JP 
CS5501-KP 
CS5501-Jst 
CS5501-Kst 
CS5501-AD 
CS5501-BD 
CS5501-SD 
CS5501-TD 

Linearity Error (Max) 

0.003% 
0.0015% 
0.003% 
0.0015% 
0.003% 
0.0015% 
0.003% 
0.0015% 

Temperature Range 

Oto 70°C 
o to 70°C 
o to 70°C 
o to 70°C 

-40 to +85°C 
-40 to +85°C 
-55 to + 125°C 
-55 to + 125°C 

CS5501 

Package 

20 Pin Plastic DIP 
20 Pin Plastic DIP 
20 Lead SOIC 
20 Lead SOIC 
20 Pin Cerdip 
20 Pin Cerdip 
20 Pin Cerdip 
20 Pin Cerdip 

t Contact the factory for availability of Engineering Samples. Expected availability of 
production volumes: 2nd Half 1989. 

Note: The CS5501 will also be offered in die form. Contact the factory for information. 
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APPENDIX A: APPLICATIONS 

Parallel Interface 

Figures Al and A2 show two serial-to-parallel 
conversion circuits for interfacing the CS5501 in 
its SSC mode to 16- and 8-bit systems respective
ly. Each circuit includes an optional 74HCT74 
flip-flop to latch DRDY and generate a level-sen
si ti ve interrupt. 

Both circuits require that the parallel read process 
be synchronized to the CS5501 's operation. That 
is, the system must not try to enable the registers' 
parallel output while they are accepting serial 
data from the CS5501. The CS5501 's DRDY falls 
just prior to serial data transmission and returns 

+5V +5V +SY 

CSSSOl 

SDATA A PA 

MODE Pe 
SCLK 

Pc cs "' "' Po 
DROY 

.... 
SI ti = PE .... 

Pp S2 .... 
Po 

QI! P11 
OE2 OE! 

A OE! PA 

Pe 

"' 
Pc 

"' Po .... 
SI ti = PE .... 

Pp S2 .... 
Pa 

PH 
OE2 

DO 

DI 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

DIO 

DI! 

012 

013 

014 

015 

CS5501 

high as the last bit shifts out. Therefore, the 
DRDY pin can be polled for a rising transition 
directly, or it can be latched as a level-sensitive 
interrupt. 

With the CS input tied low the CS5501 will shift 
out every available sample ( 4kHz word rate with 
a 4MHz master clock). Lower output rates (and 
interrupt rates) can be generated by dividing 
down the DRDY output and applying it to CS. 

Totally asynchronous interfaces can be created 
using a Shift Data control signal from the system 
which enables the CS5501 's CS input and/or the 
shift registers' Sl inputs. The DRDY output can 
then be used to disable serial data transmission 
once an output word has been fully registered. 

cs 

r-------------------------- ----------------------------, 

D 
SET 

' ' ' ' Q I-----<=> INT I 

Q 

' ' ' ' ' ' I 
' ' ' RESET I 

Only needed for i 
l___ ---------------------- ----~n!~~~~-~~~~~-?~~~~----_j 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--<1~~~~~~~~~~~~----<""> DROY 
(For polling) 

Figure Al. 16-bit Parallel Interface 
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In such asynchronous configurations the CS5501 
is operated much like a successive-approximation 
converter with a Convert signal and a subsequent 
read cycle. 

If it is required to latch the 16-bit data, then 2 
74HC595 8-bit "shift register with latch" parts 
may be used instead of 74HC299's. 

Serial Interfaces 

Figures A3 to AS offer both the hardware and 
software interfaces to several industry-standard 
microcontrollers using the CS5501 's SEC and AC 
output modes. In each instance a system in
itialization routine is provided which configures 
the controller's l/O ports to accept the CS5501 's 
serial data and clock outputs and/or generate its 

+5V + 

I 
+ 'l CSSSOl ~E 

PA 
DO 

SDATA A 

MODE Pe DI 

sv sv 

SCLK Pc 
02 

* 
cs ~ Po 

03 
DROY !-----, t----- SI ti 04 

= PE 

-n S2 ;:! Pp ~ 
Po ~ 

.--1 Qii Pu ~ 
OE2 OE! 

? 
l 

OE2 OE! 
'--- A 

p 08 
A 

p, 09 
B 

P. 010 
;E ~ 

c 
p, 011 ..____ SI ti 

D 

~ p, 012 

~ 
E 

p, 013 

~ 
S2 F 

P. 014 
0 

p, 015 
H 

CS5501 

own serial clock. The routine also sets the 
CS5501 into a known state. 

For each interface, a second subroutine is also 
provided which will collect one complete 16-bit 
output word from the CS5501. Figure AS il
lustrates the detailed timing throughout the 
subroutine for one particular interface - the COPS 
family interface of Figure A4. 

DBO 

DBI 

DB2 

DB3 

DB4 

DBS 

DB6 

DB7 

Cl 

.. -------------- ---------------

cs 
AO 

--------, 
l 

SET 

~ 
D Q f-------o 

~ 
ti = 

.----P ;:! Qp 
RESET 

-- -----------

Only needed for 
inte"upt driven systems 

----------------

...,_, DROY 
(For polling) 

Figure A2. 8-Bit Parallel Interface 
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CS5501 68HC11 

CS ,._ ____ __, PA6 

MODE SCLK SCK 

SDATA ,__ ___ __,, MJSO 

(68HC05) 

Figure A3. 68HC11/CS5501 Serial Interface 

Notes: 
1. CS5501 in Synchronous External Clocking mode. 
2. Using 68HC1 l's SPI port. (Can use SCI and 

CS550l's Asynchronous mode.) 
3. Maximum bitrate is 1.05 Mbps. 

Assumptions: 
1. PA6 used as CS. 
2. 68HC11 in single-chip mode. 
3. Receive data via polling. 
4. Normal equates for peripherial registers. 
5. Data returned in register D. 

CS5501 COPS444 

cs GO 

MODE SCLK SK r SDATA DI 

(All COPS) 

Figure A4. COPS/CS5501 Interface 

Notes: 
1. CS5501 in Synchronous External Clocking mode. 

+SY 

2. COPS 444 max baud= 62.5 kbps. (Others= 500 kbps) 
3. See timing diagram for detailed timing. 

Assumptions: 
1. GO used as CS. 
2. Register 0 (upper four nibbles) used to store 16-bit word. 
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Initial Code: 
SPINIT: PSHA 

LDAA #"/ox1 xxxxxx 
STAA PORTA 
LDAA #$10 
STAA SPCA 
LDAA #%xx0110xx 

STAA DORO 
LDAA #$50 
STAA SPCA 
LDAA SPSR 
LDAA SPDR 
PULA 
ATS 

CS5501 

Store temporary copy of A 
Bit 6 = 1, all others are don't cares 
CS= 1, inactive; deselect CS5501 

Disable serial port 
SS-input, SCK-output, 
MOSl-output, MISO-input 

Data direction register for port D 
Enable serial port, CMOS outputs, 
master, highest clock rate (int. elk/ 

Bogus read to cir port and SPIF fla1 
Restore A 

Code to get word of data: 
SP_IN: LDAA #%xOxxxxxx 

STAA PORTA 
STAA SPDR 

WAIT1: LDAA SPSR 
BPL WAIT1 
LDAA SPDR 
STAA SPDR 

WAIT2: LDAB SPSR 
BPL WAIT2 
LDAB #%x1xxxxxx 
STAB PORTA 
LDAB SPDR 
ATS 

Initial Code: 
SPINIT: OGI 15 

RC 
XAS 

: CS= O, active; select CS5501 
; Put data in serial port to start elk 
; Get port status 
; If SPIF (MSB) 0, no data yet, wait 
; Put most significant byte in A 
; Start serial port for second byte 
; Get port status 
; If SPIF (MSB) 0, no data yet, wait 

; CS= 1, inactive; deselect CS5501 
; Put least significant byte in B 

; CS = 1, inactive; deselect CS5501 
; Reset carry, used in next 
; instruction to turn SK off 

Code to get word of data: 
SP_IN: LBI 0,12 

SC 

OGI 14 
LEI O 
XAS 
NOP 
NOP 

GETNIB:NOP 
XAS 
XIS 
JP GETNIB 
RC 

XAS 
OGI 15 
RET 

Point to start of data 
storage location 

Set carry - enables SK in 
XAS instruction 

CS = 0, active; select CS5501 
Shift register mode, SO = 0 
Start clocking serial port 

Wait for (first) M.S. nibble 

Get nibble of data from SIO 
Put nibble in memory, inc. pointer, 
if overflow, jump around this inst. 

Reset carry - disables SK in XAS 
instruction 
~us read - stops SK 
CS= 1, inactive; deselect CS5501 
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Instruction 

SYNC 
(COPS internal) 

CS (GO) 

SCLK(SK) 

DAT A (SI) ] .•••.••••.•.••••••.•.•••.. ··•••••••··••• J:mz•·.··.•·•··············}?HHH••····· 

Shift in ---------

BIS (MSB) 

CS5501 

A- SIO 

B!4 B13 B12 Bll BIO 

Instruction I JP IGETLP:I I I JP IGETLP:I I I JP IGETLP:I GETLP NOP XAS XIS GETLP NOP XAS XIS GETLP NOP 

DS31PP3 

SYNC 
(COPS internal) 

CS (GO) 

SCLK(SK) 

DATA (SI) 

Instruction 

SYNC 
(COPS internal) 

CS (GO) 

SCLK(SK) 

DATA (SI) 

A- SIO A- SJO 

BIO B9 BS B7 B6 BS B4 B3 B2 Bl BO 

skip 

I l ~IJPI XAS XIS GETLP RC I XAS I OGJ I RET I 

A- SJO 

Figure AS. Serial Timing Example - COPS 

• 
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CSSSOl 8051 

DROY INTl 

MODE CS Pl.1 r SCLK Pl.2 

SDATA Pl.3 

Figure A6. MCS51 (8051) /CS5501 Serial Interface 

Notes: 
1. CS5501 in Synchronous External Clocking mode. 
2. Interrupt driven I/O on 8051 (For polling, connect 

DRDY to another port pin). 

Assumptions: 
1. INTl external interrupt used. 
2. Register bank 1, R6, R7 used to store data word, 

R7 MSbyte. 
3. EA enabled elsewhere. 

CS5501 8051 

SCLK OSC 

MODE 

CS ____ ____, Pl.2 

SDATA >-------->< RXD 
-SY 

Figure A 7. MCS51 (8051) /CS5501 UART Interface 

Notes: 
1. CS5501 in Asynchronous (UART-like) mode. 
2. 8051 in mode 2, with OSC = 12 MHz, 

max baud= 375 kbps. 

Assumptions: 
1. Pl.2 (port 1, bit 2) used as CS. 
2. Using serial port mode 2, Baud rate= OSC/32. 
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Initial Code: 
cs 
SCLK 
DATA 
SPINIT: 

EQU 
EQU 
EOU 
CLR 
SETB 
SETB 
SETS 
CLR 
SETS 

P1.1 
P1.2 
P1.3 
EX1 
IT1 
DATA 
cs 
SCLK 
EX1 

CS5501 

Disable INT1 
Set INT1 for falling edge triggered 
Set DATA to be input pin 
CS = 1 ; deselect CS5501 
SCLKlow 
Enable INT1 interrupt 

Code to get word of data: 
ORG0003H 
LJMP GETWD 

GETWD: PUSH PSW 
PUSH A 
MOV PSW,#08 
MOV R6,#8 
CLR CS 

MSSYTE:SETB SCLK 
MOV C,DATA 
CLR SCLK 
RLC A 
DJNZ R6,MSSYTE 
MOV R7,A 
MOV R6,#8 

LSSYTE:SETS SCLK 
MOV C,DATA 
CLR SCLK 
RLC A 
DJNZ R6,LSSYTE 
MOV R6,A 
SETS CS 
POP A 
POP PSW 
RETI 

(Assumptions cont.) 

; Interrupt vector 
; Save temp. copy 
; Save temp. copy 
; Set register bank 1 active 
; number of bits in a byte 
; CS = O; select CS5501 
; Toggle SCLK high 
; Put bit of data into carry bit 
; Toggle SCLK low; next data bit 
; Shift DATA bit into A register 
; Dec. R6, if not 0, get another bit 
; Put MSbyte into R7 
; Reset R6 to number of bits in byte 
; Toggle SCLK high 
; Put bit of data into carry bit 
; Toggle SCLK low; next data bit 
; Shift DATA bit into A register 
; Dec. R6, if not 0, get another bit 
; Put LSbyte into R6 
; CS = 1; deselect CS5501 
; Restore original value 
; Restore original value 

3. Word received put in A (ACC) and B registers, 
A=MSbyte. 

4. No error checking done. 
5. Equates used for peripheral names. 

Initial Code: 
SPINIT: SETS SMOD ; Set SMOD = 1, baud= OSC/32 

SETS P1.2 ; CS= 1, inactive 
MOV SCON,#1001000S ; Enable serial port mode 2, 

; receiver enabled, transmitter disable 
CLR ES ; Disable serial port interrupts (polling) 
RET 

Code to get word of data: 
SP _IN: CLR 

JNS 
CLR 
MOV 
JNS 
CLR 
MOV 
SETS 
RET 

P1.2 
RI,$ 
RI 
A,SSUF 
RI,$ 
RI 
S,SSUF 
P1.2 

CS= 0, active; select CS5501 
Wait for first byte 

Put most significant byte in A 
wail for second byte 

Put least significant byte in S 
CS= 1, inactive; deselect CS5501 
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csssot 

ES 

MODE SCLK r- SDATA 
v 

TMS70X2 

AO 

SCLK 

RXD 
-5 

(fMS70CX2) 

Figure AS. TMS70X2/CS5501 Serial Interface 

Notes: 
1. CS5501 in Asynchronous (UART-like) mode. 
2. TMS70X2 in Isosynchronous mode. 
3. TMS70X2 with 8 MHz master clock has max 

baud =1.0 Mbps. 

Assumptions: 
1. AO used as CS. 
2. Receive data via polling. 
3. Word received put in A and B upon return, A= MS byte. 
4. No error checking done. 
5. Normal equates for peripheral registers. 
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CS5501 

Initial Code: 
SPINIT: DINT 

MOVP % 1,ADDR ; A port is output 
MOVP % 1,APORT ; AO= 1, (CS is inactive) 
MOVP %0,P17 ; 
MOVP %> 1 O,SCTLO; Resets port errors 
MOVP %?x1x01101,SMODE; Set port for lsosync, 
MOVP %?00x1110x,SCTLO ; 8 bits, no parity 
MOVP %07,T3DATA ; Max baud rate 
MOVP %?01000000,SCTL1 ; No multiprocessor; 

, prescale = 4 
MOVP %0,IOCNT1 ; Disable INT4 ·will poll port 
PUSH A ; Store original 
MOVP RXBUF,A ; Bogus read to cir receiver port flag 
POP A ; Restore original 
EINT 
RET 

Code to get word of data: 
SP IN: MOVP %0,APORT ; CS active, select CS5501 
WAIT1 BT JZP %2,SSTAT,WAIT1 ; Wait to receive first byte • 

MOVP RXBUF,A ; Put most significant byte in reg. A 
WAIT2 BT JZP %2,SSTAT,WAIT2 ; Wait to receive second byte 

MOVP RXBUF,B ; Put least significant byte in reg. B 
MOVP % 1,APORT ; CS inactive, deselect CS5501 
RET 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5503 

Low-Cost, 20-Bit Measurement AID Converter 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS ADC with Filtering: 
6-Pole, Low-Pass Gaussian Filter with 
Corner Frequencies from 0.5 to 1 OHz 

• Up to 4kHz Output Word Rates 

• On Chip Self-Calibration Circuitry 
Linearity Error: ±0.0003% FS 
Offset and Full-Scale Errors: ±4 LSB 
20-Bit No Missing Codes 

• System Calibration Capability 

• Flexible Serial Communications Port 
µC-Compatible Formats 
3-State Data and Clock Outputs 

• Pin-Selectable Unipolar/Bipolar Ranges 

• Low Power Consumption: 25mW 
Sleep Mode for Portable Applications 

• Evaluation Board Available 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: Page 3-346 

BP/UP SLEEP 

12 11 

General Description 
The CS5503 is a low-cost CMOS AID converter which 
is ideal for measuring low-frequency signals repre
senting physical, chemical, and biological processes. 
The CS5503 utilizes charge-balance techniques to 
achieve true 18-bit accuracy with up to 4kHz word rates 
at low cost, in a 20-pin DIP package. 

The CS5503 continuously samples at a rate set by the 
user in the form of either a CMOS clock or a crystal. 
On-chip digital filtering processes the data and updates 
the output register at a 4kHz rate. The filtering assumes 
a low-pass, 6-pole Gaussian response. Corner frequen-
cies can be set from 0.5Hz to 1 OHz, thus rejecting 50Hz • 
and 60Hz frequencies and any noise at spurious fre-
quencies. 

The CS5503 includes on-chip self-calibration circuitry 
which can be initiated at any time or temperature to in
sure offset and full-scale errors of less than 4 LSB. The 
device can also be applied in system calibration 
schemes to null offset and gain errors in the input chan
nel. 

The CS5503's serial port offers two modes of operation, 
for direct interface to shift registers or synchronous 
serial ports of industry-standard microcontrollers. The 
CS5503 is pin compatible with the 16--bit CS5501. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 3-345 

SCI SC2 

17 

Calibration 
SRAM 

Calibration 
Microcontroller 

13 CAL 

r--- --------- --------------------------------- -------1 
14 VA+ 

VREF 10 

AIN 

AGND s 

DGND 5 

I I l 20-Bit Charge-Balance AID Converter l 
I I 
I I 

I Analog 6-Pole Gaussian : 
l Modulator Low-Pass Digital Filter ! 
I I 
I I 
L __________ ----------------------------- _____________ J 

Clock Generator Serial Interface Logic 

18 16 

CLKOUT CLKIN DROY CS MODE SCLK 

VA-

15 VD+ 

VD-

SDATA 

Preliminary Product Information I This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: 512 445 7581 

FEB '90 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25 °C; VA+, VD+= 5V; VA-, VD-= -5V; VREF = 2.5V; 
CLKIN = 4.096MHz; Bipolar Mode; MODE= +5V; Rsource = 750.Q with a 1 nF to AGND at AIN (see Note 1 ): un
less otherwise specified.) 

Parameter• CS5503-J,K,L CS5503-A,B,C CS5503-S,T,U Units 
min typ max min typ max min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range 0 to +70 -40 to +85 -55 to +125 ·c 
Accuracy 

Linearity Error -J,A,S 0.0015 0.003 0.0015 0.003 0.0015 0.003 

Tmin 10 T max ·K,B,T 0.0007 0.0015 0.0007 0.0015 0.0007 TBD ±0/o FS 
-L,C,U 0.0003 TBD 0.0003 TBD 0.0003 TBD 

Differential Nonlinearity Tmin 20 20 20 BITS 
(No Missing Codes) to T max 

Full Scale Error (Note 2) ±4 ±16 ±4 ± 16 ±4 ±16 LSB 

Full Scale Drift (Note 3) ±19 TBD ±19 TBD ±37 TBD LSB 

Unipolar Offset (Note 2) ±4 ± 16 ±4 ±16 ±4 ± 16 LSB 

Unipolar Offset Drift 
±26 TBD ± 67 

(Note 3) 
TBD 

+48 
-400 

TBD LSB 

Bipolar Offset (Note 2) ±4 ± 16 ±4 ± 16 ±4 ± 16 LSB 

Bipolar Offset Drift 
±13 TBD ±34 TBD 

+24 
TBD LSB 

(Note 3) -200 

Bipolar Negative 
±8 ±32 ±8 ±32 ±8 ±32 LSB 

Full Scale Error (Note 2) 

Bipolar Negative 
± 10 TBD ±10 TBD ±20 TBD LSB 

Full Scale Drift (Note 3) 

Noise (Referred to Output) 1.6 1.6 1.6 LSBrms 

Power Supplies 

DC Power Supply Currents 

IA+ 2 3.2 2 3.2 2 3.2 mA 
IA- 2 3.2 2 3.2 2 3.2 mA 
lo+ 1 1.5 1 1.5 1 1.5 mA 
ID- (Note4) 0.03 0.1 0.03 0.1 0.03 0.1 mA 

Power Dissipation 

SLEEP High 25 40 25 40 25 40 mW 
SLEEP Low (Note 4) 10 20 10 20 10 40 uW 

Power Supply Rejection 
Positive Supplies 70 70 70 dB 
Negative Supplies (Note 5) 75 75 75 dB 

Analog Input 

Analog input Range 
Unipolar O to +2.5 O to +2.5 O to +2.5 v 
Bipolar ±2.5 ±2.5 ±2.5 v 

Input Capacitance 20 20 20 pF 

DC Bias Current (Note 1) 1 1 1 nA 

• Refer to the Specification Definitions immediately following the Pin Description Section. 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

CS5503-J,K,L,A,B,C,S,T,U 

System Calibration Unipolar Mode Bipolar Mode 
Specifications min typ max min typ max Units 

Positive Full Scale 
VREF+0.1 VREF+0.1 v 

Calibration Range 

Positive Full Scale 
VREF+0.1 VREF+0.1 v 

Input Overrange 

Negative Full Scale -(VREF+0.1) -(VREF+0.1 ) v Input Overrange 

Maximum Offset (Note 6) 
-(VREF+0.1) -40% VREFto v 

Calibration Range (Note 7) +40%VREF 

200%VREF 200%VREF 
Input Span (Note 8) 80% VREF 

+ 0.2 
80% VREF + 0.2 v 

Notes: 1. The AIN pin presents a very high input resistance at de and a minor dynamic load which scales to the m!!m 
CLKIN frequency. Both source resistance and shunt capacitance are therefore critical in lilm 
determining the CS5503's source impedance requirements. For more information refer the text section 
Analog Input Impedance Considerations. 

2. Applies after calibration at the temperature of interest. 
3. Total drift over the specified temperature range since calibration at power-up at 25°C. This is 

guaranteed by design and /or characterization. Recalibration at any temperature will remove these 
errors. 

4. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
5. 0.1 Hz to 1 OHz. PSRR at 60 Hz will exceed 120 dB due to the benefit of the digital filter. 
6. In unipolar mode the offset can have a negative value (-VREF) such that the unipolar mode can mimic 

bipolar mode operation. 
7. The specifications for Input Overrange and for Input Span apply additional constraints on the offset 

calibration range. 
8. For Unipolar mode, Input Span is the difference between full scale and zero scale. For Bipolar mode, 

Input Span is the difference between positive and negative full scale points. When using less than 
the maximum input span, the span range may be placed anywhere within the range of ±(VREF + 0.1 ). 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 

Unipolar Mode Bipolar Mode 
uV LS B's %FS ppm FS LS B's %FS ppm FS 

0.596 0.25 0.0000238 0.24 0.13 0.0000119 0.12 

1.192 0.50 0.0000477 0.47 0.26 0.0000238 0.24 

2.384 1.00 0.0000954 0.95 0.50 0.0000477 0.47 

4.768 2.00 0.0001907 1.91 1.00 0.0000954 0.95 

9.537 4.00 0.0003814 3.81 2.00 0.0001907 1.91 

VREF:2.5V 
Unit Conversion Factors 
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DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Parameter Symbol Ratio 

Sampling Frequency fs CLKIN/256 

Output Update Rate foul CLKIN/1024 

Filter Corner Frequency LsdB CLKIN/409,600 

Settling Time to . t.0.0007% FS (FS Step) Is 506,880/CLKIN 

-cr 

3·320 

r:o ,, 
.!: ., ,, 
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i 
E 
< 
:; 
.9-
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-2 x 
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x 

20 

0 

-20 

-40 

-60 

-80 

-100 

-120 

-140 

-1 

! ! !!!! 

j2 jc.o 

j1 

-J1 

-j2 

10 100 100 

Frequency in Hz 

Frequency Response 

S1,2 = -1.4667 ±jl.8199 

SJ,4 = -1.7559 ±jl.0008 

Ss,6 = -1.8746 ±j0.32276 

S-Domain Pole/Zero Plot (Continuous-Time Representation) 

H(x) = [1+0.694x2 + 0.241x4 + 0.0557x6 + 0.009664x8 + 0.00134x10 + 0.000155x12r 112 

where x = flf-3dB, f-3dB = CLKIN /409,600, and f is the frequency of interest. 

Continuous-Time Representation of6-Pole Gaussian Filter 

Units 

Hz 

Hz 

Hz 

s 
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DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tmin to T max; VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%) 
All measurements below are performed under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min T..le_ Max Units 

Calibration Memory Retention 
VMR 2.0 - - v 

Power Supj>ly_ Voltag_e _{_VD+ and VA+J_ 
High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - - v 

All Exe~ CLKIN 
High-Level Input Voltage V1H 3.5 - - v 

CLKIN 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0.8 v 

All Except CLKIN 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 1.5 v 

CLKIN 

High-Level Output Voltage (Note 9) VoH VD+ -1.0V - - v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout=1.6mA Vol - - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current 1in - - 10 uA 

3-State Leakage Current 1oz - - ±10 uA 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Cout - 9 - pF 

Note: 9. lout= -100 µA. This guarantees the ability to drive one TTL load. (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40 µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see note 10.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ v 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 1.0 2.5 3.0 v 
Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND - VREF v 

(Note 11) Bipolar VAIN -VREF - VREF v 
Notes: 10. All voltages with respect to ground. 

11. The CS5503 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). It will accurately 
convert and filter signals with noise excursions up to 1 OOmV beyond IVREFI. After filtering, the CS5503 
will output all 1 's for any input above VREF and all O's for any input below AGND in unipolar mode and 
-VREF in bipolar mode. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Parameter Symbol Min Max 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 VA++ 0.3 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -6.0 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Notes 12,13) I 1n - ±10 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA VA- - 0.3 VA++ 0.3 

Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 VA++ 0.3 

Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 

Storage Temperature T.tg -65 150 

Notes: 12. Applies to all pins including continuous overvoltage conditions at the analog input (AIN) pin. 
13. Transient currents of up to 100mA will not cause SCR latch-up. 
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v 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tmin to Tmax; 

CS5503 

VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Input Levels: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

CLKIN Internal gate oscillator 200 4096 4200 

Frequency: (See Table 1) 

(Note 14) Externally Supplied: 
Maximum -J,K,L - - 4200 

-A,B,C CLKIN - - 4200 
-S,T,U - - 4200 

Minimum -J,K,L 200 - -
(Note 15) -A,B,C 200 - -

-S,T,U TBD TBD -
CLKIN Duty Cycle - 20 - 80 

Rise Times: Any Digital Input 1rise 
- - 1.0 

Any Digital Output (Note 16) - 20 -
Fall Times: Any Digital Input - - 1.0 11all Any Digital Output (Note 16) - 20 -
Set Up Times: SC1, SC2 to CAL High lscs 0 - -

SLEEP High to CLKIN High (Note 17) Isis 1 - -
SSC Mode (Mode= VD+) 

Access Time: CS Low to SDATA Out lcsd1 3/CLKIN - -
SDATA Delay Time 

ldd1 - 25 100 
SCLK Falliog_to New SDATA bit 

SCLK Delay Time tat 4.096 MHz~ 
SDA A MSB bit to CLK Rising 1cd1 

250 380 -

Serial Clock Pulse Width High (at 4.096 MHz) lph1 - 240 300 
(Out) Pulse Width Low lpl1 - 730 790 

Output Float Delay: 
lfd2 - 1/CLKIN+100 1/CLKIN + 200 

SCLK Rising to Hi-Z 

Output Float Del.fil'.'._: (Note 18) 
lfd1 - - 4/CLKIN + 200 

CS High to Output Hi-Z 

Notes: 14. CLKIN must be supplied whenever the CS5503 is not in SLEEP mode. If no clock is present 

Units 

kHz 

% 

us 
ns 

us 
ns 

ns 
us 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
ns 

ns 

ns 

when not in SLEEP mode, the CS5503 can draw higher current than specified and possibly become 
uncalibrated. 
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15. The CS5503 is production tested at 4.096 MHz. It is guaranteed by characterization to operate at 200 kH2 
16. Specified using 10% and 90% points on waveform of interest. 
17. In order to synchronize several CS5503's together using the SLEEP pin, this specification must be met. 
18. If CS is returned high before all 20 data bits are output, the SDATA and SCLK outputs will complete 

the current data bit and then go to high impedance. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (continued) (TA= Tmin to T max; 

CS5503 

VA+, VD+= SV ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Input Levels: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

SEC Mode (Mode = DGND) 

Serial Clock (In) I sclk de 4.2 MHz 

Serial Clock (In) Pulse Width High tph2 50 - - ns 

Pulse Width Low tpl2 180 - - ns 

Access Time: CS Low to Data Valid (Note 19) t 
csd2 - 80 160 ns 

Maximum Data Delay Time (Note 20) 
tdd2 - 75 150 ns 

SCLK Falling to New SDATA bit 

Output Float Delay 
- tfd3 - - 250 ns CS High to Output Hi-Z 

Output Float Delay 

SCLK Falling to Output Hi-Z 
1td4 - 100 200 ns 

Notes: 19. If CS is activated asynchronously to DROY, CS will not be recognized if it occurs when DROY is high 
for 4 clock cycles. The propagation delay time may be as great as 4 CLKIN cycles plus 160 ns. 
To guarantee proper clocking of SDATA when usi~sychronous CS, SCLK(i) should not be taken 
high sooner than 4 CLKIN cycles plus 160ns after CS goes low. 

20. SDATA transitions on the falling edge of SCLK(i). 

CAL __J-
i-tscs..i 

SC1,SC2 ~ 
' ' 

Calibration Control Timing 

DS48PP3 

SDATA 

Output Data Access Timing 
SSC Mode (Note 18) 

CLKIN ~ 
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Sleep Mode Timing for 
Synchronization 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CS5503 is a monolithic CMOS AID con
verter designed specifically for high resolution 
measurement of low-frequency signals. The 
device consists of a 20-bit charge-balance con
verter, calibration microcontroller with on-chip 
SRAM, and serial communications port. 

The CS5503 AID converter performs conversions 
continuously and updates its output port after 
each conversion (unless the serial port is active). 
Conversions are performed and the serial port is 
updated independent of external control. The 
CS5503 is capable of measuring either unipolar 
or bipolar input signals. The device is also 
capable of calibrating itself at any time to ensure 
measurement accuracy. 

The CS5503 performs conversions at a rate deter
mined by the CLKIN signal. CLKIN can be set 
by an external clock or with a crystal connected 
to the pins of the on-chip gate oscillator. CLKIN 
determines firstly, the rate at which the analog 
front end samples the analog input signal, second
ly, the filter corner frequency of the on-chip 
digital filter, and thirdly, the output update rate of 
the serial output port. 

The CS5503 design includes several self-calibra
tion modes and two serial port interface modes to 
offer users maximum system design flexiblity. 

The Delta-Sigma Conversion Method 

The CS5503 AID converter uses charge-balance 
techniques to achieve low-cost, high-resolution 
measurements. A charge-balance AID converter 
consists of two basic blocks: an analog 
modulator and a digital filter. An elementary ex
ample of a charge-balance AID converter is a 
conventional voltage-to-frequency converter and 
counter. The VFC's 1-bit output conveys infor
mation in the form of frequency (or duty cycle), 
which is then filtered (averaged) by the counter 
for higher resolution. 

DS48PP3 

CS5503 

Digital Filter 

20-bits 

Figure 1. Charge Balance (Delta-Sigma) A/D Converter 

The analog modulator of the CS5503 AID con
verter is a multi-order delta-sigma modulator. 
The modulator consists of a 1-bit AID converter 
(that is, a comparator) embedded in an analog 
feedback loop with high open loop gain (see 
Figure 1). The modulator samples and converts -
the input at a rate well above the bandwidth of in-
terest. The 1-bit output of the comparator is 
sampled at intervals based on the clock rate of the 
part and this information (either a 1 or 0) is con-
veyed to the digital filter. The digital filter of the 
CS5503 is much more sophisticated than a simple 
counter. The filter on the chip has a 6-pole low 
pass Gaussian response which rolls off at 120 
dB/decade (36 dB/octave). The comer frequency 
of the digital filter scales with the CLKIN signal 
frequency. In comparison, VFC's and dual slope 
converters offer (sin x)/x filtering for high fre-
quency rejection (see Figure 2 for a comparison 
of the characteristics of these two filter types). 
When operating from a 1 MHz CLKIN signal, the 
digital filter in the CS5503 offers better than 120 
dB rejection of 50 and 60 Hz line frequencies and 
does not require any type of line synchronization 
to achieve this rejection. It should be noted that 
the CS5503 will update its output port almost a 
1000 times per second when operating from the 1 
MHz clock. This is a much higher update rate 
(typically by a factor of at least 50 times) than 
either VFCs or dual-slope converters can offer. 

For a more detailed discussion on the delta-sigma 
modulator see the Application note "Delta-Sigma 
AID Conversion Technique Overview" in the ap
plication note section of the data book (DB 2.0). 
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Figure 2. Filter Responses 

The application note discusses the delta-sigma 
modulator and some aspects of digital filtering. 

OVERVIEW OF THE CS5503 

As shown in the block diagram on the front page 
of the data sheet, the CS5503 can be segmented 
into five circuit functions. The heart of the chip is 
the 20-bit charge balance AID converter. The con
verter and all of the other circuit functions on the 
chip must be driven by a clock signal from the 
clock generator. The serial interface logic outputs 
the converted data. The calibration 
microcontroller along with the calibration SRAM 
(static RAM), supervises the calibration of the 
CS5503. Each of the segments of the CS5503 has 
control lines associated with it. The function of 
each of the pins is described in the pin description 
section of the data sheet. 

Clock Generator 

The CS5503 includes a gate which can be con
nected as a crystal oscillator to provide the 
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CLKIN signal for the chip. Alternatively, an ex
ternal (CMOS compatible) clock can be input to 
the CLKIN pin. Figure 3 illustrates a simple 
model of the on-chip gate oscillator. The gate has 
a typical transconductance of 1500 µmho. ·The 
gate model includes 10 pF capacitors at the input 
and output pins. These capacitances include the 
typical stray capacitance of the pins of the device. 
The on-chip gate oscillator of the CS5503 is 
designed to properly operate without additional 
loading capacitors when using a 4.096 MHz (or 
4.000 MHz) crystal. If other crystal frequencies 
or if ceramic resonators are used, loading 
capacitors may be necessary for reliable operation 
of the oscillator. Table 1 illustrates some typical 
capacitor values to be used with selected resonat
ing elements. 

CLKOUT (pin 2) can be used to drive one exter
nal CMOS gate for system clock requirements. 

Caution: A clock signal should always be present 
whenever SLEEP is inactive (SLEEP= VD+). If 
no clock is provided to the part when not in 
SLEEP, the part may draw excess current and 
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R1 ::: 500 kO 

X_)--4---,---\2 

710pF 

gm ::: 1500 umho 

V C1 * Y1 C2* 9 
*See Table 1 

Figure 3. On-chip Gate Oscillator Model 

possibly even lose its calibration data. This is be
cause the device utilizes dynamic refreshed logic 
internally. 

Serial Interface Logic 

The digital filter in the CS5503 computes a 20-bit 
digital word representative of the analog signal 
and places this data in the serial port. The 
CS5503 serial port can operate in two different 
serial interface modes depending upon the 
MODE pin selection. 

The following serial output modes are available: 

SSC (Synchronous Self-Clocking) mode; 
MODE pin tied to VD+ (+5V). 

SEC (Synchronous External Clocking) mode; 
MODE pin tied to DGND. 

The two serial interface modes are discussed 
below. See the Appendix of the CS5501 data 
sheet to see examples of how this type of port in
terface can be connected to serial-to-parallel 
registers and to microcontrollers (8051, 68HC11, 
COPS444, and TMS70X2). 

Synchronous Self-Clocking Mode 

When operated in the SSC mode (MODE pin tied 
to VD+), the CS5503 furnishes both serial output 
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Resonators C1 C2 

Ceramic 

200 kHz 330pF 470pF 

455 kHz 100pF 100pF 

1.0MHz 50pF 50pF 

2.0 MHz 20pF 20pF 

Crystals 

2.000 MHz 30pF 30pF 

3.579 MHz 20pF 20pF 

4.096 MHz None None 

Table 1. Resonator Loading Capacitors 

data (SDATA) and an internally-generated serial • 
clock (SCLK). The timing for this mode is il-
lustrated in Figures 4 ·and 5. In the CS5503, a 
filter cycle occurs every 1024 cycles of CLKIN. 
During each filter cycle the status of the CS is 
polled at eight specific times during the cycle. If 
CS is low when it is polled, the CS5503 begins 
clocking the data bits out, MSB first, at a SCLK 
output rate of CLKIN/4. Once transmission is 
complete, DRDY rises and both SDATA and 
SCLK outputs go into a high impedance state. A 
filter cycle begins each time DRDY falls. If the 
CS line is not active, DRDY will return high 
1020 clock cycles after it falls. Four clock cycles 
later DRDY will fall to signal that the serial port 
has been updated with new data and that a new 
filter cycle has begun. The first CS polling 
during a filter cycle occurs 76 clock cycles after 
DRDY falls (the rising edge of CLKIN on which 
DRDY falls is considered clock cycle number 
one). Subsequent pollings of CS occur at inter-
vals of 128 clock cycles thereafter (76, 204, 332, 
etc.). The CS signal is polled at the beginning of 
each of eight data output windows which occur in 
a filter cycle. To transmit data during any one of 
the eight output windows, CS must be low at least 
three CLKIN cycles before it is polled. If CS 
does not meet this set-up time, data will not be 
transmitted during the window time. Further-
more, CS is not latched internally and therefore 
must be held low during the entire data transmis-
sion to obtain all 20 bits of data. 
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-----------fs= 1024/CLKIN --------------->! 
1<------Note 1--------------------->t 

64/CLKIN ---.,.-- 64/CLKIN ~ 

Internal 
Status 

DRDY(o) 

cs (i) 

SCLK(o) 

Analog Time 0 , Digital Time 0 Analog Time 1 Digital Timel 

r76/CLKIN -~CSPolled 

Hi-Z Hi-Z 

!<MSB) i(LSB) 
.... n.nnr,nnnn•,nr,nnnn''''nr•n Hi-Z Hi-Z 

SDATA(o) 

Note 1: There are 16 analog and digital settling periods per filter cycle (4 are shown). Data can be output in the SSC mode 
in only 1 of the 8 digital time periods in each filter cycle. 

Figure 4. Internal Timing 

The eighth output window time overlaps the time 
in which the serial output port is to be updated. If 
the CS is recognized as being low when it is 
polled for the eighth window time, data will be 
output as normal, but the serial port will not be 
updated with new data until the next serial port 
update time. Under these conditions, the serial 
port will experience an update rate of only 2 kHz 

CLKIN (i) lI\J • • • 
r- 76 CLKIN cycles ____, 

(CLKIN = 4.096 MHz) instead of the regular 4 
kHz serial port update rate. 

Upon completion of transmission of all 20 data 
bits the SCLK and SDATA outputs will go to a 
high impedance state even with CS held low. In 
the event that CS is taken high before all data bits 
are output, the SDATA and SCLK outputs will 

DRDY (o) L • • • -------------
cs (i) 

(MSB) 

SDATA(o) 

SCLK(o) ·••·•'l-tl2z•·•.•.···.·.····•••··· 

Figure 5. Synchronous Self-Clocking (SSC) Mode Timing 
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complete the current data bit output and go to a 
high impedance state when SCLK goes low. 

Synchronous External Clocking Mode 

When operated in the SEC mode (MODE pin tied 
to DGND), the CS5503 outputs the data in its 
serial port at a rate determined by an external 
clock which is input into the SCLK pin. In this 
mode the output port will be updated every 1024 
CLKIN cycles. DRDY will go low when new 
data is loaded into the output port. If CS is not ac
tive, DRDY will return positive 1020 CLKIN 
cycles later and remain so for four CLKIN cycles. 
If CS is taken low it will be recognized im
mediately unless it occurs while DRDY is high 
for the four clock cycles. As soon as CS is recog
nized, the SDATA output will come out of its 
high-impedance state and present the MSB data 
bit. The MSB data bit will remain present until a 
falling edge of SCLK occurs to advance the out
put to the MSB-1 bit. If the CS and external 
SCLK are operated asynchronously to CLKIN, 
errors can result in the output data unless certain 
precautions are taken. If CS is activated 
asynchronously, it may occur during the four 
clock cycles when DRDY is high and therefore 
not be recognized immediately. To be certain 
that data misread errors will not result if CS oc
curs at this time, the SCLK input should not 
transition high to latch the MSB until four 

DRDY (o) 

cs (i) 

SCLK (i) ------1-' 

(MSB) 

CS5503 

CLKIN cycles plus 160 ns after CS is taken low. 
This assures that CS will be recognized and the 
MSB bit will become stable before the SCLK 
transitions positive to latch the MSB data bit. 

When SCLK returns low the serial port will 
present the MSB-1 data bit on its output. Subse
quent cycles of SCLK will advance the data 
output. When all data bits are clocked out, DRDY 
will then go high and the SDATA output will go 
into a high impedance state. If the CS input goes 
low and all of the data bits are not clocked out of 
the port, filter cycles will continue to occur but 
the output serial port will not be updated with 
new data (DRDY will remain low). If CS is -
taken high at any time, the SDATA output pin 
will go to a high impedance state. If any of the 
20 bits in the serial port have not been clocked 
out, they will remain available until DRDY 
returns high for four clock cycles. After this 
DRDY will fall and the port will be updated with 
a new 20 bit word. It is acceptable to clock out 
less than all 20 bits if CS is returned high to allow 
the port to be updated. Figure 6 illustrates the 
serial port timing in the SECmode. · 

Linearity Performance 

The CS5503, like other charge-balance con
verters, has very good differential linearity. The 

... 
SDATA (o) Bl9 BIS Bl7 

Figure 6. Synchronous External-Clocking (SEC) Mode Timing 
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part exhibits typically no missing codes to ·the 
20-bit level. 

The CS5503 has excellent integral linearity. The 
superb integral linearity in the CS5503 is ac
complished with a well-designed charge-balance 
architecture. The device also achieves low input 
drift through the use of chopper-stabilized techni
ques in its input stage. To insure that the CS5503 
achieves excellent performance over time and 
temperature, it uses digital calibration techniques 
to minimize offset and gain errors to typically 
within ± 4 LSB at 20 bits. 

Converter Calibration 

The CS5503 offers both self-calibration and sys
tem level calibration capability. To understand 
the CS5503 calibration features, a basic com
prehension of the internal workings of the 
converter are helpful. As mentioned previously 
in this data sheet, the converter consists of two 
sections. First is the analog modulator which is a 
delta-sigma type charge-balance converter. This 
is followed by a digital filter. The filter circuitry 
is actually an arithematic logic unit (ALU) whose 
architecture and instructions execute the filter 
function. The modulator (explained in more 
detail in the applications note "Delta-Sigma Con
version Technique Overview") uses the VREF 
voltage connected to pin 10 to determine the 
magnitude of the voltages used in its feedback 
DAC. The modulator accepts an analog signal at 
its input and produces a data stream of l's and O's 
as its output. This data stream value can change 
(from 1 to 0 or vice versa) every 256 CLKIN 
cycles. As the input voltage increases the ratio of 
l's to O's out of the modulator increases propor
tionally. (The l's density of the data stream out of 
the modulator therefore provides a digital repre
sentation of the analog input signal where the l's 
density is defined as the ratio of the number of l's 
to the number of O's out of the modulator for a 
given period of time.) The l's density output of 
the modulator is also a function of the voltage on 
the VREF pin. If the voltage on the VREF pin in-
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creases in value (say, due to temperature drift), 
and the analog input voltage into the modulator 
remains constant, the l's density output of the 
modulator will decrease (less l's will occur). The 
analog input into the modulator which is neces
sary to produce a given binary output code from 
the converter is ratiometric to the voltage on the 
VREF pin. This means that if VREF increases by 
one per cent, the analog signal on AIN must also 
increase by one per cent to maintain the same bi
nary output code from the converter. 

For a complete calibration to occur, the calibra
tion microcontroller inside the CS5503 needs to 
record the data stream l's density out of the 
modulator for two different input conditions. 
First, a "zero scale" point must be presented to 
the modulator. Then a "full scale" point must be 
presented to the modulator. In unipolar self-cal 
mode the zero scale point is AGND and the full 
scale point is the voltage on the VREF pin. The 
calibration microcontroller then remembers the 
1 's density out of the modulator for each of these 
points and calculates a slope factor (LSB/u V). 
This slope factor represents the gain slope for the 
input to output transfer function of the converter. 
In unipolar mode the calibration microcontroller 
determines the slope factor by dividing the span 
between the zero point and the full scale point by 
the total resolution of the converter (220) resulting 
in 1,048,578 segments. In bipolar mode the 
calibration microcontroller divides the span be
tween the zero point and the full scale point into 
524,288 segments. It then extends the measure
ment range 524,288 segments below the zero 
scale point to achieve bipolar measurement 
capability. In either unipolar or bipolar modes the 
calculated slope factor is saved and later used to 
calculate the binary output code when an analog 
signal is present at the AIN pin during measure
ment conversions. 

System calibration allows the AID converter to 
compensate for system gain and offset errors (see 
Figure 7). System calibration performs the same 
slope factor calculations as self-cal but uses 
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voltage values presented by the system to the AIN 
pin for the zero scale point and for the full scale 
point. Table 2 depicts the calibration modes 
available. Two system calibration modes are 
listed. The first mode offers system level 
calibration for system offset and for system gain. 
This is a two-step calibration. The zero scale 
point (system offset) must be presented to the 
converter first. The voltage that represents zero 
scale point must be input to the converter before 
the calibration step is initiated and must remain 
stable until the step is complete. The DRDY 
output from the converter will signal when the 
step is complete by going low. After the zero 
scale point is calibrated, the voltage representing 
the full scale point is input to the converter and 
the second calibration step is initiated. Again the 
voltage must remain stable thoughout the 
calibration step. 

This two-step calibration mode offers another 
calibration feature. After a two-step calibration 
sequence (system offset and system gain) has 
been properly performed, additional offset 
calibrations can be performed by themselves to 
reposition the gain slope (the slope factor is not 
changed) to adjust its zero reference point to the 
new system zero reference value. 

A second system calibration mode is available 
which uses an input voltage for the zero scale 
calibration point, but uses the VREF voltage as 
the full scale calibration point. 

VREF sys 

Transducer 
Analog 
MUX 

CS5503 

Whenever a system calibration mode is used, 
there are limits to the amount of offset and to the 
amount of span which can be accomodated. The 
range of input span which can be accomodated in 
either unipolar or bipolar mode is restricted to not 
less than 80% of the voltage on VREF and not 
more than 200% of (VREF + 0.1) V. The amount 
of offset which can be calibrated depends upon 
whether unipolar or bipolar mode is being used. 
In unipolar mode the system calibration modes 
can handle offsets as positive as 20% of VREF 
(this is restricted by the minimum span require
ment of 80% VREF) or as negative as -(VREF + 
0.1) V. This capability enables the unipolar mode 
of the CS5503 to be calibrated to mimic bipolar 
mode operation. • 

In the bipolar mode the system offset calibration 
range is restricted to a maximum of ±40% of 
VREF. It should be noted that the span restric-
tions limit the amount of offset which can be 
calibrated. The span range of the converter in 
bipolar mode extends an equidistance (+ and -) 
from the voltage used for the zero scale point. 
When the zero scale point is calibrated it must not 
cause either of the two endpoints of the bipolar 
transfer function to exceed the positive or the 
negative input overrange points (+(VREF + 0.1) 
V or -(VREF + 0.1) V). If the span range is set to 
a minimum (80% VREF) the offset voltage can 
move ±40% VREF without causing the end 
points of the transfer function to exceed the over-
range points. Alternatively, if the span range is 
set to 200% of VREF, the input offset cannot 

CS5503 
CLK 
DATA 

uC 
~----<1101 

'---------1110 2 
'----------1l/O3 

'---------------------;1104 

Signal 
Conditioning 

Circuitry 
AO Al 

SCLK 
SDATA 

CAL SCI SC2 

'-----------------------11105 

Figure 7. CS5503 System-Calibration 
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CAL SCI SC2 

*- 0 0 

*- 1 1 

*- 0 1 

*- 1 0 

Cal Type 

Self-Cal 

System Offset 
& System Gain 

System Offset 

CS5503 

ZS Cal FSCal Sequence Calibration Time 

AGND VREF One Step 3,145,655/CLKIN 

AIN - 1st Step 1,052,599/CLKIN 

- AIN 2nd Step 1,068,813/CLKIN 

AIN VREF One Step 2, 117,389/CLKIN 

* DRDY remains high throughout the calibration sequence. In Self-Cal mode (SCI and SC2 low) DRDY falls 
once the CS5503 has settled to the analog input. In all other modes DRDY falls immediately after the calibration term has 

been determined. 

Table 2. CSSS03 Calibration Control 

move more than +0.1 or - 0.1 V before an 
endpoint of the transfer function exceeds the 
input overrange limit. 

Initiating Calibration 

Table 2 illustrates the calibration .modes available 
in the CS5503. Not shown in the table is the 
function of the BP/UP pin which determines 
whether the converter is calibrated to measure 
bipolar or unipolar signals. ·A calibration step is 
initiated by bringing the CAL pin (13) high for at 
least 4 CLKIN cycles to reset the part and then 
bringing CAL low. The states of SC 1 (pin 4) and 
SC2 (pin 17) along with the BP/UP (pin 12) will 
determine the type of calibration to be performed. 
All three signals should be stable before the CAL 
pin is taken positive. The SCl and SC2 inputs 
are latched when CAL goes high. The BP/UP 
input is not latched and therefore must remain in 
a fixed state thoughout the calibration and 
measurement cycles. Any time the state of the 
BP/UP pin is changed, a new calibration cycle 
must be performed to enable the CS5503 to 
properly function in the new mode. 

DoUT = Slope (AIN - Unipolar Offset) + 0.5 LSB 

a. Unipolar Calibration 

When a calibration step is initiated, the DRDY 
signal will go high and remain high until the step 
is finished. Table 2 illustrates the number of 
clock cycles each calibration requires. Once a 
calibration step is initiated it must finish before a 
new calibration step can be executed. In the two 
step system calibration mode, the offset calibra
tion step must be initiated before initiating the 
gain calibration step. 

When a self-cal is completed DRDY falls and the 
output port is updated with a data word that rep
resents the analog input signal at the AIN pin. 
When a system calibration step is completed, 
DRDY will fall and the output port will be up
dated with the appropriate data value (zero scale 
point, OOOOO[H]; full scale point, FFFFF[H]). In 
the system calibration mode, the digital filter 
must settle before the output code will represent 
the value of the analog input signal. 

Tables 3 and 4 indicate the output code size and 
output coding of the CS5503 in its various 
modes. The calibration equations which represent 

DouT =Slope (AIN - Bipolar Offset)+ 219 + 0.5 LSB 

b. Bipolar Calibration 

Figure 8. CSSS03 Calibration Equations 
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Cal Mode Zero Scale 

Self-Cal AGND 

System Cal SOFF 

Gain Factor 

VREF 

SGAIN 

CS5503 

1LSB 
Unipolar Bipolar 

VREF 2VREF 

1,048,576 1,048,576 

SGAIN-SOFF 2(SGAIN - SOFF) 

1,048,576 1,048,576 

Table 3. Output Code Size After Calibration 

the transfer function of the CS5503 are shown in 
Figure 8. 

Underrange And Overrange Considerations 

The input signal range of the CS5503 will be 
determined by the mode in which the part is 
calibrated. Table 4 indicates the input signal 
range in the various modes of operation. If the 
input signal exceeds the full scale point the con
verter will output all ones. If the signal is less 
than the zero scale point (in unipolar) or more 

Input Voltage, Unipolar Mode I 
System-Cal Self-Cal Output 

Codes 

>(SGAIN - 1.5 LSB) >(VREF • 1.5 LSB) FFFFF 

FFFFF 
SGAIN-1.5 LSB VREF - 1.5 LSB 

FFFFE 

80000 
(SGAIN-SOFF)/2 - 0.5 LSB VREF/2 • 0.5 LSB 

7FFFF 

00001 
SOFF + 0.5 LSB AGND + 0.5 LSB 

00000 

<(SOFF + 0.5 LSB) <(AGND + 0.5 LSB) 00000 

negative in magnitude than minus the full scale 
point (in bipolar) it will output all zeroes. 

Note that the modulator-filter combination in the 
CS5503 is designed to accurately convert and fil- ~ 
ter input signals with noise excursions which mim 
extend up to 100 m V below the analog value 
which produces all zeros out or above the analog 
value which produces all ones out. Overrange 
noise excursions greater than 100 m V may in-
crease output noise. 

Input Voltage, Bipolar Mode 

Self-Cal System-Cal 

>(VREF • 1.5 LSB) >(SGAIN • 1.5 LSB) 

VREF - 1.5 LSB SGAIN-1.5 LSB 

AGND - 0.5 LSB SOFF - 0.5 LSB 

-VREF + 0.5 LSB -SGAIN + 2 SOFF + 0.5 LSB 

<(-VREF + 0.5 LSB) <(-SGAIN + 2 SOFF + 0.5 LSB) 

Table 4. Output Coding 
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All pins of the CS5503 include diodes which 
clamp the input signals to the positive and nega- . 
tive supplies. If a signal on any pin (including 
AIN) exceeds the supply voltage (either + or -) a 
clamp diode.will be forward biased. Under these 
fault conditions the CS5503 might be damaged. 
Under normal operating conditions (with the . 
power supplies established), the device will sur- · 
vive transient currents through the clamp diodes 
up to 100 mA and continuous currents up to 10 
mA. The drive current into the AIN pin should be 
limited to a safe value if an·overvoltage condition 
is likely to occur. See the application note "Buffer 
Amplifiers for the CS501X Series of AID Con
verters" for further discussion on the clamp diode 
input structure and on current-limitirtg circuits. 

System Synchronization 

If more than one CS5503 is included in a system 
which is operating from a common clock, all of 
the CS5503's can be synchronized to Sample and 
output at exactly the same time. This can be ac
complished in either of two ways. First, a single 
CAL signal can be issued to all the CS5503's in 
the system. To insure synchronization on the 
sanie clock signal the CAL signal should go low 
on the falling edge of CLKIN. Or second, a com
mon SLEEP control signal can be issued. If the 
SLEEP signal goes positive with the appropriate 
set up time to CLKIN, all parts will be 
synchronized on the same clock cycle. 

Analog Input Impedance Considerations 

The analog input of the CS5503 can be modeled 
as illustrated in Figure 9. A capacitor of ap
proximately 20 pF is used to dynamically sample 
the input signal. Every 64 CLKIN cycles the 
switch alternately connects the capacitor to the 
output of the buffer and then directly to the AIN 
pin. Whenever the sample capacitor is switched 
from the output of the buffer to the AIN pin, a 
small packet of charge ( a dynamic demand of 
current) will be required from the input source to 
settle the voltage on the sample capacitor to its 
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final value. The voltage at the output of the buff
er may differ up to 100 mV from the.actual input 
voltage due to the offset voltage of the buffer. 
Timing allows 64 cycles of CLKIN for the volt
age on the sample capacitor to settle to its final 
value. The equation which defines settling time 
is: 

Vo= Vin [1 - e-t/RC] 

Where Vo is the final settled value, Vin is the 
value of the input signal, R is the value of the 
input source resistance, C is the 20 pF sample 
capacitor. The value oft is equal to 64/CLKIN. 

From this basic equation the following equation 
can be developed which indicates the maximum 
acceptable source resistance (RsMAX) for an error 
of Ve: 

Rsmax = _C_L_K_IN-(2-0-pF~) -ln_(_l_OO_m_V_N-e)-

This equation assumes that the offset voltage of 
the buffer is 100 mV, which is the worst case. 
The value. of Ve is the maximum error voltage 
which is acceptable. 

For a maximum error voltage (Ve) of 600 n V 
(1/4LSB at 20-bits), the above equation indicates 
that when operating from a 4.096 MHz CLKIN, 
source resistances up to 60 kil are acceptable. If 
higher input source resistances are desired the 
CLKIN rate can be reduced to yield a longer set
tling time for the 64 cycle period. 

An RC filter may be added in front of the 
CS5503 to reduce high frequency noise (see 
Figure 14). With an external capacitor added 
(from AIN to AGND) the following equation will 
spedfy the maximum allowable source resis
tance: 

Rsmax= 

CLKIN (20pF+Cext) In [([20pF/ (20pF+Cext)]100mY) /Ve] 
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G~-
vos<;; 100 mV 
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Figure 9. Analog Input Model 

Analog Input Drift Considerations 

The CS5503 analog input uses chopper-stabiliza
tion techniques to minimize input offset drift. 
Charge injection in the analog switches and 
leakage currents at the sampling node are the 
primary sources of offset voltage drift in the con
verter. Figure 10 indicates the typical offset drift 
due to temperature changes experienced after 
calibration at 25 °C. Drift is relatively flat up to 
about 75 °C. Above 75 °C leakage current be
comes the dominant source of offset drift. 
Leakage currents approximately double with each 
10 °C of temperature increase. Therefore the 
offset drift due to leakage current increases as the 
temperature increases. The value of the voltage 
on the sample capacitor is updated at a rate deter
mined by the master clock, therefore the amount 
of offset drift which occurs will be proportional 
to the elapsed time between samples. In con
clusion, the offset drift increases with 
temperature and is inversely proportional to the 
CLKIN rate. To minimize offset drift with in
creased temperature, higher CLKIN rates are 
desireable. At temperatures above 100 °C, 
a CLKIN rate above 1 MHz is recommended. 
The effects of offset drift due to temperature 
changes can be eliminated by recalibrating the 
CS5503 whenever the temperature has changed. 
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Gain drift within the converter depends 
predominately upon the temperature tracking of 
internal capacitors. Gain drift is not affected by 
leakage currents, therefore gain drift is sig
nificantly less than comparable offset errors due 
to temperature increases. The typical gain drift of 
the CS5503 is less than 40 LSB 's over the 
specified temperature range. 

Measurement errors due to offset drift or gain 
drift can be eliminated at any time by recalibrat
ing the converter. Using the system calibration 
mode can also minimize offset and gain errors in 
the signal conditioning circuitry. The CS5503 
can be recalibrated at any temperature to remove m!'m 
the effects of these errors. --

Integral and differential linearity are not sig
nificantly affected by temperature changes. 

80+-:-------+---:-----:-----1-- -<----:--+---! 

~ 0 ~-=='"'~--'-----'--~<-c-:~ ~ - I 

~ -80 +---------•---------:----------1----------<---------+---------<----------0_, _____ ,, ______ , _________ _ 

8 ~ 
(;j -150 CLKIN = 4.096 MHz ;---------->-----() i '\ 
a. as -240 t--------+--- _______ ,, __________ , __________ , 

-320+.-rri~-r-i--~-i-r-~rri---rt-~ri-r~-i--r-,ri-r~~ 

-55 -35 -15 5 25 45 65 85 1 05 125 

Temperature in Deg. C. 

Figure 10. Typical Self-Cal Bipolar Offset vs. 
Temperature After Calibration at 25° C 

Filtering 

At the system level, the CS5503's digital filter 
can be modeled exactly like an analog filter with 
a few minor differences. Digital filtering resides 
behind the AID conversion and can thus reject 
noise injected during the conversion process (i.e. 
power supply ripple, voltage reference noise, or 
noise in the ADC itself). Analog filtering cannot. 
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Also, since digital filtering resides behind the 
AID converter, noise riding unfiltered on a near
full-scale input could potentially over-range the 
ADC. In contrast, analog· filtering removes the 
noise before it ever reaches the converter. To ad
dress this issue, the CS5503's analog modulator 
and digital filter reserve headroom such that the 
device can process signals with lOOniV excur
sions above full-scale and still output accurately 
converted and filtered data. Filtered input signals 
above full-scale still result in an output of all 
ones. 

The digital filter's corner frequency occurs at 
CLKIN/409;600, where CLKIN is the CLKIN 
frequency. With a 4.096MHz clock, the filter 
corner is at lOHz and the output register is up
dated at a 4kHz rate. The CLKIN frequency can 
be reduced with a proportional reduction in the 
filter comer frequency and in the update rate to 
the output register. A plot of the filter response is 
shown in the specification tables section of this 
data sheet. 

The CS5503's internal digital filtering creates a 6-
pole Gaussian relationship. With its corner 
frequency set at lOHz for minimized settling 
time, the CS5503 offers approximately 55dB 
rejection at 60Hz to signals coming into either the 
AIN or VREF pins. With a SHz cut-off, 60Hz 
rejection increases to more than 90dB. 

The digital filter (rather than the analog 
modulator) dominates the converter's settling for 
step-function inputs. Figure 11 illustrates the set
tling characteristics of the filter. The vertical axis 
is normalized to the input step size. The horizon
tal axis is in filter cycles. With a full scale input 
step (2.5 Vin unipolar mode) the output will ex
hibit an overshoot of about 4 LSBs. 

Anti-Alias Considerations 

The digital filter in the CS5503 does not provide 
rejection around integer multiples of the oversam
pling rate [(N*CLKIN)/256, where N = 1,2,3,. .. ]. 
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That is, with a 4.096 MHz CLKIN the noise on 
the analog input signal within the narrow ± 10 Hz 
bands around the 16 kHz, 32 kHz, 48 kHz, etc., 
passes unfiltered to the digital output. Most 
broadband noise will be very well filtered be
cause the CS5503 uses a very high oversampling 
ratio of 800 (16 kHz : 2x10 Hz). Broadband 
noise is reduced by: 

eout = 0.035 ein 

where ein and eout are rms noise terms referred to 
the input. Since fam equals CLKIN/409,600 and 
fs equals CLKIN/256, the digital filter reduces 
white, broadband noise by 96.5% independent of 
the CLKIN frequency. For example, the CS5503 
would reduce a typical operational amplifier's 
50µV rms noise to 1.75µV rms, or 0.4 LSB's rms 
at the 20-bit level. 

Simple high frequency analog filtering in the sig
nal conditioning circuitry can aid in removing 
energy at multiples of the sampling rate. 

Post Filtering 

With a constant input voltage the output codes 
from the CS5503 will exhibit some variation due 
to noise. The converter itself exhibits (typically) 
1.6 LSB rms noise (at 20 bits) in its output codes. 
Additional variation in the output codes can arise 
due to noise from the input signal source and 
from the voltage reference. Post filtering (digital 
averaging) will be necessary to achieve less than 
1 LSB p-p noise at the 20-bit level. The CS5503 
has peak noise less than the 18-bit level without 
additional filtering if care is exercised in the 
design of the voltage reference and the input sig
n al conditioning circuitry. Noise in the 
bandwidth from de to 10 Hz on both the AIN and 
VREF inputs should be minimized to insure max
imum performance. 
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Figure 11. Output Settling Time 

As the amount of noise will be highly system de
pendent, a specific recommendation for post 
filtering for all applications cannot be stated. The 
following guidelines are helpful. Realize that the 
digital filter in the CS5503, like any other low 
pass filter, acts as an information storage unit. 
The filter retains past information for a period of 
time even after the input signal has changed. The 
implication of this is that immediately sequential 
20-bit updates to the serial port contain highly 
correlated information. To most efficiently post 
filter the CS5503 output data, uncorrelated 
samples should be used. Samples which have 
sufficiently reduced correlation can be obtained if 
the CS5503 is allowed to execute 200 filter cycles 
between each subsequent data word collected for 
post filtering. 

The character of the noise in the data will in
fluence the post filtering requirements. As a 
general rule, averaging N uncorrelated data 
samples will reduce noise by 11.../N. While this 
rule assumes that the noise is white (which is true 
for the CS5503 but not true for all real system 
signals between de and 10 Hz), it does offer a 
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starting point for developing a post filtering algo
rithm for removing the noise from the data. The 
algorithm will have to be empirically tested to see 
if it meets the system requirements. It is recom
mended that any testing include input signals 
across the entire input span of the converter as the 
signal level will affect the amount of noise from 
the reference input which is transferred to the out
put data. 

Voltage Reference 

The voltage reference applied to the VREF input 
pin defines the analog input range of the CS5503. 
The preferred reference is 2.5V, but the device 
can typically accept references from 1 V to 3V. 
Input signals which exceed 2.6 V (+ or -) can 
cause some linearity degradation. 

The circuitry inside the VREF pin is identical to 
that as seen at the AIN pin. The sample capacitor 
(see Figure 9) requires packets of charge from the 
external reference just as the AIN pin does. 
Therefore the same settling time requirements 
apply. Most reference IC's can handle this 
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dynamic load requirement without inducing er
rors. They exhibit sufficiently low output 
impedance and wide enough bandwidth to settle 
to within the necessary accuracy in the requisite 
64 CLKIN cycles. 

Noise from the reference is filtered by the digital 
filter in the CS5503, but the reference should be 
chosen to minimize noise below 10 Hz. The 
CS5503 typically exhibits 1.6 LSB rms noise in 
its measurements. This specification assumes a 
clean reference voltage. Many monolithic band
gap references are available. which can supply 
2.5 V for use with the CS5503. Many of these 
devices are not specified for noise, especially in 
the 0.1 to 10 Hz bandwidth. Some of these 
devices may exhibit noise characteristics which 
degrade the performance of the CS5503. 

Power Supplies And Grounding 

The CS5503 uses the analog. ground connection, 
AGND, as a measurement reference node. It car
ries no power supply current. The AGND pin is 
to be used as the reference node for both the 
analog input signal and for the reference voltage 
which is input into the VREF pin. 

The analog and digital supply pins to the CS5503 
chip are pinned out separately to minimize cou
pling between the analog and digital sections of 
the chip. All four supplies should be decoupled 
to their respective grounds using 0.1 µF 
capacitors if maximum performance from the 
CS5503 is expected. The System Connection 
Diagram for the CS5503 .is illustrated at the end 
of this section of the data sheet· (See Figure 14 ). 

As a CMOS device, the CS5503 requires that the 
positive analog supply voltage always be greater 
than or equal to the positive digital supply volt
age. If the voltage on the positive digital supply 
should ever become greater than the voltage on 
the positive analog supply, diode junctions in the 
CMOS structure which are normally reverse
biased will become forward biased. This may 
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cause the part to draw high currents and ex
perience permanent damage. The connections 
shown in Figure 14 eliminate this possibility. 

To insure reliable operation of the CS5503, be 
certain that power is applied to the part before 
signals at AIN, VREF, or the logic input pins are 
present. If current is supplied into any pin before 
the chip is powered up, latch up may result. As a 
system, it is desirable to power the CS5503, the 
voltage reference, and the analog signal con
ditioning circuitry from the same primary source. 
If separate supplies are used, it is recommended 
that the CS5503 is powered up first. If a common 
power source is used for the analog signal con
ditioning circuitry as well as the AID converter, 
this power source should be applied before ap
plication of power to the digital logic supply. 

The CS5503 exhibits good power supply rejec
tion for frequencies within the passband (de to 10 
Hz). Any small offset or gain error caused by 
long term drift of the power supplies can be 
removed by recalibration. Above 10 Hz the digi
tal filter will provide additional rejection. When 
the benefits of the digital filter are added to the 
regular power supply rejection the effects of line 
frequency variations (60 Hz) on the power sup
plies will be reduced greater than 120 dB. If a 
de-de converter is ·used to generate the supply 
voltages for the CS5503, it should not operate at 
the sampling frequency of the CS5503 or at in
teger multiples thereof. At these frequencies the 
digital filter will not aid in power supply rejec
tion; See Anti-Alias Considerations section of 
this data sheet. 

The recommended system connection diagram 
for the CS5503 is illustrated in Figure 14. Note 
that any digital logic inputs which are to be un
used should be tied to either DGND or the VD+ 
as appropriate. They should not be left floating; 
nor should they be tied to some other logic supply 
voltage in the system. 
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Power Up and Initialization 

7 = 

Upon power up, a calibration cycle must be in
itiated at the CAL pin to insure a consistent 
starting condition and to initially calibrate the 
device. The CAL pin must be strobed high for a 
minimum of 4 CLKIN cycles. The falling edge 
will initiate a calibration cycle. A simple power
on reset circuit can be built using a resistor and 
capacitor (see Figure 12). The resistor and 
capacitor values should allow for clock or oscil
lator startup time. 

Due to the CS5503's low power dissipation and 
low temperature drift, no warm-up time is re
quired to accommodate any self-heating effects. 
However, the voltage reference should have stabi
lized before calibration is initiated. 

+5V -r
C _J_ CS5503 

_____ ____, CAL 

SC2 
,._______.____, SC 1 

Figure 12. Power-On Reset Circuitry (Self-Calibration 
Only) 

Sleep Mode 

The CS5503 includes a sleep mode (SLEEP = 

DGND) which shuts down the internal analog 
and digital circuitry reducing power consumption 
to less than 10 µW. All calibration coefficients 
are retained in memory such that no time is re
quired after "awakening" for recalibration. Still, 
the CS5503 will require time for the digital filter 
to settle before an accurate reading will occur 
after a rising edge on SLEEP occurs. 

Battery Backed-Up Calibrations 

The CS5503 uses SRAM to store calibration in
formation. The contents of the SRAM will be 
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lost whenever power is removed from the 
CS5503. Figure 13 shows a battery back-up 
scheme that can be used to retain the calibration 
memory during system down time and/or protect 
it against intermittent power loss. Note that upon 
loss of power, the CS5503's SLEEP input goes 
low, reducing power consumption to just 10 µW. 
Lithium cells of 3.6 V are available which 
average 1750 mA-hours before they drop below 
the typical 2 V memory-retention spec of the 
CS5503. Calibration memory could therefore be 
maintained for approximately 20 years down 
time, allowing one-time factory calibrations of 
the transducer and all electronics. 

When SLEEP is active (SLEEP = DGND) both 
VD+ and VA+ must remain powered to no less 
than 2 V to retain calibration memory. The VD
and VA- voltages can be reduced to 0 V but must 
not be allowed to go above ground potential. The 
negative supply must exhibit low source im
pedance in the powered-down state as the current 
into the VA+ pin flows out the VA- pin. (AGND 
is only a reference node. No power supply current 
flows in or out of AGND.) Care should be taken 
to insure that logic inputs are maintained at either 
VD+ or DGND potential when SLEEP is low. 

1N4148 100 

0.1 uF 0.1 uF 
vd 14 15 

IN4148 ~ VA+ VD+ 
T 

8 CS5503 
AGND 

5 
DGND 

11 __ 
SLEEP 

VA- VD-

7 6 

-5V o---+--'\/IM~-~ 
0.1 uF 100 0.1 uF 

(2V+ Vd) <Vb< 4.5V 

Figure 13. Example Calibration Memory Battery 
Back-up Circuit 
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Note that battery life could be shortened if the 
+5 V supply drops slowly during power-down. As 
the supply drops below the battery voltage but not 
yet below the logic threshold of the SLEEP pin, 
the battery will be supplying the CS5503 at 
full power ( typically 3 mA). Faster transi
tions at the SLEEP pin can be triggered using a 
resistive divider or a simple resistor network to 
generate the SLEEP input from the +5 V supply. 

Output Loading Considerations 

To maximize performance of the CS5503, the 
output drive currents from the digital output lines 
should be minimized. It is recommended that 
CMOS logic gates (4000B, 74HC, etc.) be used 
to provide minimum loading. If it is necessary to 
drive an opto-isolator the outputs of the CS5503 
should be buffered. An easy means of driving the 
LED of an optoisolator is to use a 2N7000 or 
2N7002 low-cost FET. 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

SERIAL INTERFACE MODE SELECT MODE 1• 20 SDATA SERIAL DATA OUTPUT 

CLOCK OUT CLKOUT 2 19 SCLK SERIAL CLOCK INPUT/OUTPUT 
CLOCK IN CLKIN 3 18 DROY DATA READY 

SYSTEM CALIBRATION 1 SC1 4 17 SC2 SYSTEM CALIBRATION 2 
DIGITAL GROUND DGND 5 16 cs CHIP SELECT 

NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER VD- 6 15 VD+ POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 
NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER VA- 7 14 VA+ POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

ANALOG GROUND AGND 8 13 CAL CALIBRATE 
ANALOG IN AIN 9 12 BP/UP BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 

VOLTAGE REFERENCE VREF 10 11 SLEEP SLEEP 

*Pinout applies to both DIP and SOIC packages 
Clock Generator 

CLKIN; CLKOUT-Clock In; Clock Out, Pins 3 and 2. 
A gate inside the CS5503 is connected to these pins and can be used with a crystal or ceramic 
resonator to provide the master clock for the device. Alternatively, an external (CMOS 
compatible) clock can be input to the CLKIN pin as the master clock for the device. When not in 
SLEEP mode, a master clock (CLKIN) should be present at all times. 

Serial Output 110 

MODE -Serial Interface Mode Select, Pin 1. 
Selects the operating mode of the serial port. IfMODE is tied to DGND, the CS5503 will operate 
in the SEC (Synchronous External-Clocking) mode, with the SCLK pin operating as an input and 
the output appearing MSB-first. If MODE is tied to VD+ (+5V), the CS5503 will operate in its 
SSC (Synchronous Self-Clocking) mode, with SCLK providing a serial clock output of CLKIN/4 
(25% duty-cycle). 

DRDY -Data Ready, Pin 18. 
DRDY goes low every 1024 cycles of CLKIN to indicate that new data has been placed in the 
output port. DRDY goes high when all the serial port data is clocked out, when the serial port is 
being updated with new data, when a calibration is in progress, or when SLEEP is low. 

CS -Chip Select, Pin 16. 
An input which can be enabled by an external device to gain control over the serial port of the 
CS5503. 

SDATA -Serial Data Output, Pin 20. 
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Data from the serial port will be output from this pin at a rate determined by SCLK and in a 
format determined by the MODE pin. It furnishes a high impedance output state when not 
transmitting data. 
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SCLK -Serial Clock Input/Output, Pin 19. 

CS5503 

A clock signal at this pin determines the output rate of the data from the SDATA pin. The MODE 
pin determines whether the SCLK signal is an input or output. SCLK may provide a high 
impedance output when data is not being output from the SDATA pin. 

Calibration Control Inputs 

SCI; SC2 -System Calibration 1and2, Pins 4 and 17. 
Control inputs to the CS5503's calibration microcontroller for calibration. The state of SCI and 
SC2 determine which of the calibration modes is selected for operation (see Table 2). 

BP/UP -Bipolar/Unipolar Select, Pin 12. 
Determines whether the CS5503 will be calibrated to measure bipolar (BP/UP = VD+) or 
unipolar (BP/UP= DGND) input signals. Recalibration is necessary whenever the state of BP/UP 
is changed. 

CAL -Calibrate, Pin 13. 
If brought high for 4 clock cycles or more, the CS5503 is reset and upon returning low a full 
calibration cycle will begin. The state of SCI, SC2, and BP/UP when CAL is brought high 
determines the type and length of calibration cycle initiated (see Table 2). Also, a single CAL 
signal can be used to strobe the CAL pins high on several CS5503's to synchronize their 
operation. Any spurious glitch on this pin may inadvertently place the CS5503 in Calibration 
mode. 

Other Control Input 

SLEEP -Sleep, Pin 11. 
When brought low, the CS5503 will enter a low-power state. When brought high again, the 
CS5503 will resume operation without the need to recalibrate. After SLEEP goes high again, the 
CS5503's output will require the filter to settle to obtain an accurate measure of the input signal. 
The SLEEP input can also be used to synchronize sampling and the output updates of several 
CS5503's. 

Analog Inputs 

VREF -Voltage Reference, Pin 10. 
Analog reference voltage input. 

AIN -Analog Input, Pin 9. 

Power Supply Connections 

VD+ -Positive Digital Power, Pin 15. 
Positive digital supply voltage. Nominally +5 volts. 

VD- -Negative Digital Power, Pin 6. 
Negative digital supply voltage. Nominally -5 volts. 
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DGND -Digital Ground, Pin 5. 
Digital ground. 

VA+ -Positive Analog Power, Pin 14. 
Positive analog supply voltage. Nominally +5 volts. 

VA- -Negative Analog Power, Pin 7. 
Negative analog supply voltage. Nominally -5 volts. 

AGND -Analog Ground, Pin 8. 
Analog ground. 

SPECIFICATION DEFINITIONS 

Linearity Error - The deviation of a code from a straight line which connects the two endpoints of the 
AID Converter transfer function. One endpoint is located 1/2 LSB below the first code transition and 
the other endpoint is located 112 LSB beyond the code transition to all ones. Units in percent of full
scale. 

Differential Linearity - The deviation of a code's width from the ideal width. Units in LSB's. 

Full-Scale Error - The deviation of the last code transition from the ideal (VREF-3/2 LSB's). Units in 
LSBs. 

Unipolar Offset - The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal (1/2 LSB above AGND) when 
in unipolar mode (BP/UP low). Units in LSBs. 

Bipolar Offset - The deviation of the mid-scale transition (011...111 to 100 ... 000) from the ideal 
(1/2 LSB below AGND) when in bipolar mode (BP/UP high). Units in LSBs. 

Bipolar Negative Full-Scale Error - The deviation of the first code transition from the ideal when in 
bipolar mode (BP/UP high). The Ideal is defined as lying on a straight line which passes through the 
final and mid-scale code transitions. Units in LSBs. 

Positive Full-Scale Input Overrange - The absolute maximum positive voltage allowed for either ac
curate system calibration or accurate conversions. Units in volts. 
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Negative Full-Scale Input Overrange - The absolute maximum negative voltage allowed for either ac
curate system calibration or accurate conversions. Units in volts. 

Offset Calibration Range - The CS5503 calibrates its offset to the voltage applied to the AIN pin when 
in system calibration mode. The first code transition defines Unipolar Offset when BP/UP is low and the 
mid-scale transition defines Bipolar Offset when BP/UP is high. The Offset Calibration Range specifica
tion indicates the range of voltages applied to AIN that the CS5503 can accept and still calibrate offset 
accurately. Units in volts. 

Input Span - The voltages applied to the AIN pin in system-calibration schemes define the CS5503's 
analog input range. The Input Span specification indicates the minimum and maximum input spans from 
zero-scale to full-scale in unipolar, or from positive full scale to negative full scale in bipolar, that the 
CS5503 can accept and still calibrate gain accurately. Units in volts. 

Ordering Guide 
Model Number 

CS5503-JP 
CS5503-KP 
CS5503-JSt 
CS5503-Kst 
CS5503-AD 
CS5503-BD 
CS5503-SD 
CS5503-TD 

Linearity Error (Max) 
0.0030% 
0.0015% 
0.0030% 
0.0015% 
0.0030% 
0.0015% 
0.0030% 
0.0015% 

Temperature Range 
o to 70°C 
Oto 70°C 
o to 70°C 
o to 70°C 

-40 to +85°C 
-40 to +85°C 
-55 to + 1 25°C 
-55 to + 1 25°C 

Package 
20 Pin Plastic DIP 
20 Pin Plastic DIP 
20 Lead SOIC 
20 Lead SOIC 
20 Pin Cerdip 
20 Pin Cerdip 
20 Pin Cerdip 
20 Pin Cerdip 

t Contact the factory for availability of Engineering Samples. Expected availability of 
production volumes: 4Qtr 1989. 

Note: Grades L, C, and U are expected to be available in 1990. 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

Low-Cost, Four channel, 16- bit AID Converter 
Features 
• Offers superior performance to 

integrating AID converters. 

• Four channel pseudo- differential 
inputs 

• On Chip Self-Calibration Circuitry 
Linearity Error: ±0.0015% FS Max 
16-Bit No Missing Codes (DNL ±1/8 
LSB) 

• Output data rates up to 60/second 

• Flexible Serial Communications Port 
µC-Compatible Formats 
3-State Data and Clock Outputs 

• Pin-Selectable Unipolar/Bipolar Ranges 

• Low Power Consumption: 2mW 
1 OµW Sleep Mode for Portable 
Applications 

• Available in 24 pin 0.3 in molded and 
hermetic DIP, and SOIC packages 

AO 
A1 

AIN1+ 
AIN2+ 
AIN3+ 
AIN4+ 
AIN-

LA/CNV 

Voltage 
Reference 

Differential 
2nd order 

delta-sigma 
Modulator 

General Description 
The CS5505 is a low-cost CMOS AID converter which 
is ideal for measuring low-frequency signals repre
senting physical, chemical, and biological processes. 
The CS5505 utilizes charge-balance techniques to 
achieve true 16-bit accuracy with 20Hz word rates at 
very low cost 

The CS5505 continuously samples at a rate set by the 
user in the form of either a CMOS clock or a crystal. 
On-chip digital filtering processes the data and updates 
the output register at a 20Hz rate. The user can ran
domly address any of the four pseudo-differential input 
channels and perform conversions on demand. 

The on chip digital filter offers superior line rejection at -
50 and 60Hz with the added advantage of spurious 
noise rejection at higher frequencies. 

The CS5505 includes on-chip self-calibration circuitry 
which can be initiated at any time or temperature to 
insure offset and full-scale errors of typically less than 
1/2 LSB. 

The CS5505's serial port offers two general-purpose 
modes for the direct interface to shift registers or 
synchronous serial ports of industry-standard 
microcontrollers. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Contact Crystal Semiconductor 

VREFOUT SLEEP VA+ VA- VD+ DGND 

data 
clock 

Digital 

Filter 

cs 
DROY 
SCLK 
SDATA 

VREF+ VREF- XTAL BP/UP CAL MODE 

Preliminary Specification 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: 512 445-7581 

I This document contains information for a 11.ew product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

FEB '90 
DS59PP1 
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~ ........ ~. ... _. .... . .. . . ""'""' ... .,, CS7820 
Semiconductor Corporation 

High Speed 8-Bit A-to-D with Track and Hold 
Features 

• Completely Self-Contained 
On-Chip Track and Hold 
Microprocessor Interface 
Internal Clock 
Overrange Flag 

• Fast Conversion: 1.36µs Max 

• True 8-bit Accuracy over Temperature 
No Trims Required 
No Missing Codes 

• Low Power Dissipation: 100mW Max 

• Replaces ADC0820 and AD7820 

• Single +5V Supply 

• Improved Latch-up Resistance 

VREF(+) 4-BIT 
FLASH 

~EF(-) ADC 

V1N 
(4MSB) 

4-BIT 
DAC 

VREF(+) 4-BIT 
16 FLASH 

ADC 
(4LSB) 

General Description 
The CS7820 is a low-cost, easy to use, microprocessor 

compatible 8-bit analog-to-digital converter with on-chip 

track-and-hold function. Use of CMOS and half-flash 

techniques allow both high throughput rates (1.36µs 

max conversion time) and low power requirements 
(100mW max over the full Mil temperature range). 

The input to the CS7820 is tracked and held by on-chip 
sampling circuitry, eliminating the need for an external 
track-and-hold amplifier for input signals slewing at less 
than 1 OOmV/µs. 

The CS7820 is designed to appear as a memory loca- • 
tion or 1/0 port to a microprocessor without additional 
external interfacing logic. All of the data outputs use 
latched, three-state output buffers, allowing direct con-

nection to a data bus or input port on a microprocessor 

system. 

The CS7820 is pin compatible with the ADC0820 and 
AD7820. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 3-350 

.----.OoFL 

OUTPUT 
LATCH 
AND 

THREE 
STATE 

DRIVERS 

DO(LSB) 
01 

02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
D7(MSB) 

TIMING AND CONTROL CIRCUITRY N/C 

GND MODE WR/ROY CS RD INT 

Preliminary Product Information IThis document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: 512445 7581 

JAN'89 
DS30F2 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS 
(Voo = +5V; VREF(+) = +SV; VREF(-) = GND = OV; RD-Mode; TA= TMIN to TMAX unless otherwise stated.) 

CS7820-K,L CS7820-B,C CS7820-T,U 
Parameter min typ max min typ max min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range 0 to +70 -40 to +85 -55 to +125 

Accuracy 

Resolution 8 8 8 
Total Unadjusted Error -K/BfT ±.1 ±.1 

(Note 1) -UCIU ±.112 ±.112 
No Missing Code Resolution 8 8 8 

Reference Input 

Input Resistance 1.0 4.0 1.0 4.0 1.0 

VREF(+) Input Voltage Range ~EF (·) Vco '4iEF (·) Vco ~EF (·) 

V REF(-) Input Voltage Range GND ~EF(+) GND '4iEF (+) GND 

Analog Input 

Voltage Range GND-0.1 Vco+0.1 GND-0.1 Vco+0.1 GND-0.1 

Leakage Current (V1N• 0Vto5V) ±.3 ±.3 

Capacitance (Note 2) 45 45 

Slew Rate, Tracking (Note2) 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 

Power Supply 

Supply Range for Specified 4.75 5.25 4.75 5.25 4.75 
Operation 

Supply Current (CS=RD=OV) 15 20 

Power Dissipation 40 40 

Power Supply Sensitivity Vco=5V±5% ±.1/16 ±.1/4 ±.1116 ±.1/4 

Notes: 1. Total unadjusted Error includes offset, full-scale and linearity errors. 
2. Sample tested at 25°C to assure compliance. 

Ordering Guide 

.M.Ql:tel 
CS7820-KP 
CS7820-LP 
CS7820-BD 
CS7820-CD 
CS7820-TD 
CS7820-UD 

3-350 

E.rmr 
± 1 LSB 

± 1/2 LSB 
± 1 LSB 

± 1/2 LSB 
± 1 LSB 

± 1/2 LSB 

Temp Range 
O to 70°C 
o to 70°C 

-40 to 85°C 
-40 to 85°C 

-55 to 125°C 
-55 to 125°C 

Package 
20-Pin Plastic DIP 
20-Pin Plastic DIP 
20-Pin CerDIP 
20-Pin CerDIP 
20-Pin CerDIP 
20-Pin CerDIP 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 

45 

0.2 

40 

±.1/16 

±.1 
±.1/2 

4.0 

Vco 

~EF(+) 

Vco+0.1 

±.3 

0.1 

5.25 

20 

±.114 

Units 

oc 

Bits 
LSB 
LSB 

Bits 

kn 

v 
v 

v 
uA 

pF 

Vlus 

v 

mA 

mW 

LSB 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Voo = 5V; VREF(+) = 5V; VREF(-) = GND = OV. (Note 6)) 
CS7820-K,L CS7820-B,C CS7820-T,U 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

CS to RD/WR Setup Time 1A • 25°c less 
TA= TM1NIO TMAx 

cs to RD/WR Hold Time TA= 25°C tcsH 

cs to ROY Delay with TA= 25°C I ROY 
a 2k0 Pull-Up TA= TM1NIO TMAx (Note 3) 

Conversion Time, TA= 25"c I CRD 
RD Mode TA= TM1NIO TMAx 

Data Access Time, TA= 25"c IACCO 
RD Mode TA= TM1NIO TMAx (Note 4) 

RD to INT Delay, TA= 25°c t INTH 
RD Mode TA= T MINIC TMAX (Note 3) 

Data Hold Time TA. 25°C I DH 
TA= T MINIC TMAx (Note 5) 

0 
0 

0 

Delay Time between TA= 25°C t p 500 
Conversions TA= T MINIC TMAx 600 

Write Pulse Width TA;= 25°c t WR 0.6 

Conversion Time, 
WR/RD Mode 

TA= TM1Nto TMAx 0.6 

1A = 25°C t CWR-RD 

70 
90 

1.6 
2.0 

125 175 
225 

60 
80 

0 
0 

0 
0 

500 
600 

50 0.6 
50 0.6 

1360 
1525 

70 
90 
1.6 

2.0 

125 175 
225 

60 
80 

0 
0 

0 
0 

500 
600 

50 0.6 
50 0.6 

1360 
1525 

70 
100 

1.6 
2.5 

125 175 
225 

60 
100 

50 
50 

1360 
1550 

Units 

ns 
ns 

ns 
ns 

ns 
ns 

us 
us 

ns 
ns 

ns 
ns 

ns 
ns 

ns 
ns 

us 
us 

ns 
ns 

Delay Time between WR 1A. 25°c I RD 600 600 600 ns 
and RD Pulses TA= TM1NtO TMAx 700 700 700 ns 

DataAccessTime,WR-RDTA•25°C IAcc1 160 160 160 ns 
Mode (Fig. 6) TA= TM1NIO TMAx (Note 4) 225 225 250 ns 

RDtolNTDelay 1A=25°C IR1 140 140 140 ns 
TA= TM1NIO TMAx 200 200 225 ns 

WR to INT Delay TA= 25°c t INTL 700 1000 700 1000 700 1000 ns 
TA= TM1NIO TMAx (Note 3) 1400 1400 1700 ns 

Data Access Time, WR-RD 1A = 25°c t Acc2 70 70 70 ns 
Mode (Fig. 5) TA .. TM1NIO TMAx (Note 4) 90 90 110 ns 

WR to INT Delay, Stand- TA= 25°c I 1HWR 100 100 100 ns 
Alone Operation TA= TMiNto TMAx (Note 3) 130 130 150 ns 

Data Access Time TA = 25 °C t 1 0 50 50 50 ns 
after INT, Stand- TA= TM1NIO TMAx 65 65 75 ns 
Alone Operation 
Notes: 3. CL= 50pF. 

4. Measured with the load shown in Fig. 1, and defined as the time for an output to cross a.av or 2.4V. 
5. Measured with the load shown in Fig. 2, and defined as the time required for the data lines (DO - 07) 

to change 0.5V. 
6. Sample tested to ensure compliance. 
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a. High-Z to VoH b. High-Z to VoL 

Figure 1. Load Circuits for Data Access Time Test 

CS7820 

+5V i3kn 

ON 3:-r-r:I 10pF ON ~ ··--i I., I lOpF 

a. Vm1 toHigh-Z b. VoL toHigh-Z 

Figure 2. Load Circuits for Data Hold Time Test 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TM1Nto TMAX; Voo =5V±5%; 
VREF(+) = 5V; VREF(-) = GND = OV; All measurements below are performed under static conditions.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Logic Inputs (CS, WR.RD) 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.4 v 
Low-Level Input Voltage -- V1L 0.8 v 
High-Level Input Current (CS, RD) l1H 1 uA 
High-Level Input Current (WR) l1H 3 uA 
Low-Level Input Current I 1 L -1 uA 
Input Capacitance (Note 7) 5 8 pF 

Logic Inputs (MODE) 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 3.5 v 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L 1.5 v 
High-Level Input Current l1H 200 uA 
Low-Level Input Current I 1 L -1 uA 
Input Capacitance (Note 7) 5 8 pF 

Logic Outputs (DO-D7, OFL, INT) 

High-Level Output Voltage (@ -360uA) VoH 4.0 v 
Low-Level Output Voltage (@ 1.6mA) VoL 0.4 v 
Output Current (Leakage on 00-07) lout t3 uA 
Output Capacitance (Note 7) 5 8 pF 

Note: 7. Sample tested at 25°C to ensure compliance. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (GND = ov; Ail voltages with respect to ground.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

Power Supply Voltage VDD -0.3 10.0 v 
Input Current, Any Pin Except Supply I; n - ±10 mA 

Voltage, Any Pin Except Supply V;n -0.3 VDD + 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 ·c 
Storage Temperature Tsrn -65 150 ·c 
Power Dissipation (Any Package) to 75 •c 500 mW 

Derate above 75 •c 6 mW/°C 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result 1n permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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I Set-up time required Time for the analog I Analog input is 
I by the internal input to be acquired I sampled and the 
I comparators prior to and tracked ! decision on the 4 

1starong rversion. l IZ~se_·s-is_i_atch-ed--t---

1- 50~0ns - -- 600ns-:- 600ns-I ! ! I I INT going low indicates 
that conversion Is complete 
and the data is already 
latched at the output 

'--------' I i 

,/ INT RD brought low here f\ 
completes the -1 \ 
conversion and l \~->-----
latches the output 

Figure 3. Basic Operation (WR-RD Mode) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CS7820 generates an accurate 8-bit digital 
output representation of the analog input signal 
by making use of two 4-bit flash converters, and 
implementing a two-step conversion architec
ture. This approach achieves both high speed 
conversions and 8-bit accuracy without external 
user trims. The CS7820 also has an inherent 
track-and-hold input stage, which eliminates the 
need for an external track-and-hold in most ap
plications. 

The two-step flash architecture first converts the 
4 MSB's (most significant bits.) These 4-bits of 
data drive an on-board DAC, whose output is 
subtracted from the analog input. The remainder 
is then fed into the second flash converter to 
generate the 4 LSB's (least significant bits.) The 
digital side of the CS7820 is designed for ease of 
operation and flexibility in use with micro
processors or in stand-alone operation. 

BASIC OPERATION 

The basic operating timing for the CS7820 in the 
WR-RD Mode is shown in Figure 3. A conver
sion is initiated by a falling edge on WR, which 
causes the input stage to start acquiring and 
tracking the analog input. The MSB flash con
verter comparators track the input as long as WR 
stays low, with a minimum of 600 ns required to 
acquire the input signal. When WR returns high, 
the 4 bits of the MSB flash converter output are 

3-354 

latched into the output buffers, and the LSB flash 
converter begins. INT goes low about 700 ns 
later, indicating that the 4 LSB 's of data are 
latched into the output buffer, and that the full 
conversion has been completed. The output data 
word is then accessed by bringing RD low. 

To control the conversion time externally, RD 
can be brought low as soon as 600 ns after WR 
goes high. This latches the 4 LSB's and outputs 
the data word on DO-D7. A minimum setup time 
of 500 ns is required after INT goes low before 
initiating another conversion (by WR going low.) 

DIGITAL INTERFACE 

The input level at the MODE pin determines the 
basic interface mode of the CS7820. A Logic 
Low input puts the converter in the RD mode, 

\ _______ _ 

Ip~'---

Figure 4. RD Mode 
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while a Logic High input puts the converter in 
the WR-RD mode. 

RD Mode 

The RD mode allows the user to control conver
sion and data access with the RD input (see 
Figure 4.) A conversion is initiated by bringing 
RD low, and it is kept low until output data ap
pears. This mode is useful for microprocessors 
that can be put into a WAIT state, since the 
processor can use a single READ instruction to 
initiate conversion, wait, and read the output 
data. 

In RD mode, pin 6 (WR/RDY) provides a status 
output, RDY, which can be used to drive the 
WAIT or READY input of a microprocessor. 
There is no internal pull-up on RDY (it is an 
open drain output). RDY goes low after the fall
ing edge of CS and then goes high impedance at 
the end of a conversion. An INT output pin is 
also available, which goes low at the end of a 
c~nversion and returns high on the rising edge of 
either RD or CS. 

WR-RD Mode 

The WR-RD mode provides the fastest conver
sion time by allowing the user full control over 
the various stages in the conversion process. In 
this mode, pin 6 (WR/RDY) is used as a WRITE 
input to the converter. With CS low, a falling 
edge on WR initiates a conversion. Various op
tions are available for reading the output data. 

Using internal delay. In this mode, the INT out
put is used to signal the processor to read the 
data (Figure 5.) INT goes low about 700 ns after 
the rising edge of WR, indicating that the con
version has been completed and the data word is 
available in the output latch. To access DO-D7, 
RD .is brought low with CS low. The rising edge 
of either RD or CS resets INT. 

DS30F2 
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Figure S. WR-RD Mode (tRD > lINTL) 

Using external RD timing. In this mode, the RD • 
input can be used to externally minimize conver-
sion time (Figure 6.) This mode is useful in ap-
plications with critical timing, since the internal 
delay on INT can vary with supplies and 
temperature. (See the typical performance cur-
ves.) Bringing RD low before INT goes low 
completes the conversion and enables the output 
latch. This can be done as soon as 600 ns after 
the rising edge of WR. 

Pipelined operation. By tying WR and RD 
together, the CS7820 can be pipelined. With CS 
low, bringing WR and RD low together both in
itiates a new conversion and enables the output 
latch so that the user can read the results of the 
previous conversion. 

tACC1 

lcwA·AD 

Figure 6. WR-RD Mode (tRD < hNTL) 
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Stand-Alone operation. The CS7820 can also be 
used in stand-alone operation, by tying CS and 
RD to ground. A conversion is initiated by bring
ing WR low, and the output data will be valid ap
proximately 700 ns after the rising edge of WR. 
(Figure 7.) 

00-07 >------------------ ~--~ 
Figure 7. WR-RD Mo4!L_ 

Stand-Alone Operation (CS =RD = OV) 

ANALOG OPERATING INFORMATION 

Reference and Input 

The two reference inputs to the CS7820 define 
the zero to fullscale range of the converter. These 
are fully differential inputs. The negative 
reference input defines the analog input level 
that will generate an output data word of all 
zeroes, while the positive reference input defines 
the analog input level that will generate an out
put data word of all ones. 

The analog input can span the range of the 
reference input range. Thus the sensitivity of the 
converter can be increased by reducing the span 
of the reference inputs (and making the size of 
each LSB smaller). Use of the reference structure 
also allows the analog input span to be offset 
from zero; as shown in Figure 12. 

Although the analog input is not differential, the 
reference flexibility facilitates use in most 
measurement applications. The input and 
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reference architecture also facilitates ratiometric 
applications. 

Inherent Track-and-Hold 

The equivalent input circuit for the CS7820 is 
shown in Figure 8a. The inherent sampling struc
ture means that a wide variety of high speed 
input signals can be measured without requiring 
an external track-and-hold. Typically, input sig
nals with slew rates below 200 mVµs can be con
verted with full 8-bit accuracy. Faster input sig
nals will start to degrade accuracy, because of 
input time constants and charge injection through 
the comparator input switches, but the degrada
tion will occur less quickly than on traditional 
successive approximation converters. 

The CS7820 tracks the analog input signal while 
WR is low, and holds the input signal ap
proximately 100 ns after the rising edge of WR. 
This is effectively the aperture delay of the 
inherent track-and-hold. 

TOLS ___,d>\:=r-lPF I 1pF 
LADDER • . -

• 
15LSB 

COMPARATORS 

.. J:L 
TO MS ---d>\ ~pF I 1pF 
LADDER : _ 

16MSB 
COMPARATORS 

Figure 8a. CS7820 Equivalent Input Circuit 
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Input Current 

The sampling input of the CS7820 provides a 
varying load for the input signal depending on 
the stage of the conversion cycle. (Refer again to 
Figure 8a.) When conversion starts (WR is 
brought low) the analog input is connected to the 
MSB and LSB flash converter inputs, effectively 
seeing thirty-one 1 pF capacitors. These 
capacitors need to be charged during the acquisi
tion phase (WR held low) through the resistance 
of the internal analog switches, which range 
from about 2 kQ to 5 kQ. Stray capacitance adds 
about 12 pF to the input load. For large source 
resistances, Figure 8b approximates the load RC 
network. As the source impedance increases, the 
capacitors take longer to charge. 

Rs 3500 
\fiN • 

Figure Sb. CS7820 RC Network Model 

DS30F2 

CS7820 

Input resistances up to 1 kQ can be used without 
settling problems with the typical 45 pF input 
capacitance. For larger source resistances, the 
width of the WR pulse needs to be increased. 
This means that the RD mode may be inap
propriate for applications with higher source 
resistances, since the acquisition time is internal
ly set. Alternatively, an input buffer could be 
used to drive the analog input of the CS7820. 

Input Filtering 

Because the sampling input structure has a mini
mum 600 ns charging time while WR is held 
low, transients on the analog input will not nor-
mally degrade the converter's performance. It is • 
therefore not necessary to filter the input to the 
CS7820 in most applications. 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

ANALOG INPUT VIN 1• 

DATA BUS BIT 0 (LSB) DO 2 

DATA BUS BIT 1 D1 3 

DATA BUS BIT 2 D2 4 

DATA BUS BIT 3 D3 5 

WRITE INPUT/READY OUTPUT WR/ROY 6 

MODE SELECTION INPUT MODE 7 

READ INPUT RD 8 

INTERUPT OUTPUT INT 9 

GROUND GND 10 

Analog and Reference Inputs 

VIN -Analog Input, Pin 1 

VREF(-) -Negative Reference Input, Pin 11 

20 Yoo 
19 N/C 
18 OFL 
17 D7 
16 D6 
15 05 
14 D4 
13 cs 
12 VREF(+) 
11 VREF(·) 

CS7820 

POWER SUPPLY 

NO CONNECTION 

OVERFLOW OUTPUT 
DATA BUS BIT 7 (MSB) 
DATA BUS BIT 6 
DATA BUS BIT 5 
DATA BUS BIT 4 
CHIP SELECT 
NEGATIVE REFERENCE INPUT 
POSITIVE REFERENCE INPUT 

Lower limit of the reference span. Sets the voltage level for an output code of all zeroes. 

VREF(+) -Positive Reference Input, Pin 12 
Upper limit of the reference span. Sets the voltage level for an output code of all ones. 

Digital Inputs and Outputs 

DO through D7 -Data Bus Outputs, Pins 2 thru 5 and 14 thru 17 
Tri-state output pins. DO (the LSB) is on Pin 2, ascending to D7 (the MSB) on pin 17. 

WR/RDY -Write Input/ Ready Output, Pin 6 
Depending on the mode of operation, acts as either an input pin to initiate conversions (WR-RD 
mode) or as an output status pin to indicate that the conversion is complete and the output data 
is ready (RD mode). 

MODE-Mode Selection Input, Pin 7 
Determines whether the device operates in the WR-RD mode or the RD mode. It has an internal 
pull-down circuit with a 50µA current source, so the default operating condition is the RD 
mode. 

RD -Read Input, Pin 8 
RD must be low to access data. 

INT-Interrupt Output, Pin 9 
INT going low indicates the conversion is complete. 
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CS - Chip Select Input, Pin 13 

CS must be low for the device to accept RD or WR inputs. 

OFL - Overflow Output, Pin 18 

CS7820 

If the analog input is greater than VREF( +) -1/2 LSB, OFL will be low at the end of the conver
sion. This can be used to cascade devices for increased resolution. This output pin is not tri
state. 

Power Supply and Ground 

GND-Ground, Pin 10 

Von -Power Supply, Pin 20 

DS30F2 3-359 
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APPLICATIONS INFORMATION 

CS7820 
+SV 

INT 'bo 
47uF-:;i;; -:;i;; 0.1 uF RD 

cs 
Reference Input VREF(+) 

RD 
Analog Input \fN 

MODE 

VREF(-) 

GND 

Figure 9. RD Mode, 8-Bit Resolution 

CS7820 

Analog Input(+) 'fiN 
Analog Input(·) GND 

+SV 

~D 
VREF(+) 

VREF(·) 

Figure 11. Using the Supply as Reference 
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Output 
Code Full Scale i Transition 

11111111 y 
11111110 

11111101 

I ..... / .... / FS 

=~~~i ..... / ~ L~E:(~REF (·) 
00000001 
00000000 ..................... I I I • 

123 FS·2 FS 

f Input Voltage f 
'fiEF (·) (in terms of LSB's) 'fiEF (+) 

Figure 10. CS7820 Transfer Function 

CS7820 

Analog Input(+) o------1 \lN 
GND 

+SV 
o-...--1,___ __ .._ ___ _,'bo 

47uF=c =c0.1uF '"'ll''/lr--..--1 VREF(+) 

--
Analog Input{-) o-.....-----1 VREF (·) 

~ 
> ......_ A current path must still exist 
- from Analog Input ( -) to Ground. 

Figure 12. Input Not Referenced to Ground 
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INTRODUCTION 

DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTERS 

Crystal offers the digital audio industry a quantum improvement in digital-to-analog system integration, 
along with cost-effective performance enhancement. The CS4328 is industry's first complete stereo 
digital-to-analog output system. This 18-bit stereo DIA converter uses Crystal's well established over
sampling AID converter techniques. 

The CS4328 includes the major system elements of 8X interpolation filter, 64X oversampling 18-bit 
DIA converter and a 95 dB dynamic range analog anti-imaging filter, all in one packaged, tested, solu
tion. As with our AID converters, the device features patented delta sigma architectures to maintain ex
cellent distortion performance, even at low signal levels. The output anti-imaging filters are the first to 
be based on a mixed linear/switched capacitor architecture. This allows the benefit of bandwidth scal
ing proportionally to the system master clock, while retaining the low noise performance of linear fil
ters. The CS4328 is therefore adjustable for both audio and voice band applications. The flexible digital 
interface mates with CD player circuitry, DAT recorders, DSP's or winchester disk drives. 

CONTENTS 

CS4328 DI A Converter 4-3 
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CS4328 

18-Bit, Stereo DIA Converter for Digital Audio 
Features 

• Complete Stereo DAC System 
8x Interpolation Filter 
Delta-Sigma DAC 
Analog Post Filter 

• Adjustable System Sampling Rates 
including 32kHz, 44.1 kHz & 48kHz 

• 95 dB Dynamic Range over the Audio 
Band 

• 0.001 dB Passband Ripple 

• Completely Filtered Line-Level Outputs 
Linear Phase Filtering 
Zero Phase Error Between Channels 
No External Components Needed 

• 16 or 18 bit Input Words 

• Supports Multiple Input Formats 

DIFO DIF1 VD+ DGND 

12 16 17 
--·-·-···········---·-·- ················ 

LRCK ~~.,--'::----:-:--:-~~--, 

BICK 
SDATAI y---;---o"--~~~~___J 

TST 

RST 

Calibration 
Microcontroller 

-~d ......... 8 

Delta-Sigma 
Modulator 

General Description 
The CS4328 is a complete stereo digital-to-analog out
put system. In addition to the traditional DIA function, 
the CS4328 includes an 8x digital interpolation filter fol
lowed by a 64x oversampled delta-sigma modulator. 
The modulator output controls the reference voltage 
input to an ultralinear analog low-pass filter. The total 
DIA system provides a linear phase response. 

The CS4328 also includes an extremely flexible serial 
port utilizing two select pins to support four different in
terface modes. 

To support various audio environments a clock select 
pin chooses between 256- and 384-times the input word 
rate for the master clock. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Contact Crystal Semiconductor. 

AGND1 VA- VA+ 

Analog 
Low-Pass 

Filter 

Analog 
Low-Pass 

Filter 

MOSFET i 2 
Output AOUTL 
Stage 

MOSFET :26 
Output AOUTR 
Stage 

! 4 AGND2 

125 AGND3 
···' 

24 21 ···· s········ 
CALO CMPI XTI XTO CKS ACKO ACKI CALI CMPO 

Preliminary Product Information I This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

MAR '90 
DS62PP1 
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INTRODUCTION 

As the industry's first monlithic 4-channel track-and-hold amplifier, the CS31412 frees-up board space 
and reduces system costs normally associated with sampling and multiplexing analog signals for 
conversion. The CS31412 takes a snapshot of four single-ended or two differential signals and stores 
the analog values in on-chip hold capacitors. An on-chip digital correction scheme calibrates all de and 
dynamic errors, including hold pedestals, to less than 4 mV. Channel selection and calibration can be 
placed under software control using the microprocessor interface. Since the CS31412 can calibrate at 
any time or temperature, it ensures accuracy throughout its operating life. 

The CS31412's fast 800 ns acquisition time and 12-bit accuracy make it ideal for processing high-fre
quency signals. In applications where fast sampling is not critical, the CS31412's 0.007 µV/ µs droop in 
the hold mode allows slower conversion of the channels without loss of accuracy. The CS31412 dis
sipates only 250 mW of power. 

A complete single-channel track-and-hold, the CS3112, is also available. On-chip hold capacitors and 
calibration logic simplify use, and keep all de and dynamic errors, including pedestal error, below 
3.0 mV. This accuracy is ensured over time and temperature by easy user control of the calibration 
circuitry. 

USER'S GUIDE 

Device: CS3112 

# of Track & Holds 1 
Acquisition Time 800ns 
Offset Voltage 1.8 mV 
Power Consumption 130mW 
Package 14-PinDIP 

CONTENTS 

CS3112 Single, 800 ns Acquisition Time, Track & Hold 
CS31412 Quad, 800 ns Acquisition Time, Track & Hold 

5-2 

CS31412 

4 
800ns 
2.8mV 
250mW 

18-Pin DIP 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

High Speed Precision Track and Hold 
Features 

• Completely Self-Contained 
On-Chip Hold Capacitor 
Microprocessor Interface 

• Fast Acquisition: 800ns to 0.01 % 

• Low Aperture Jitter: 1 OOps 

• 12-Bit Linearity 

• Total Offset, Including Hold 
Pedestal: 1.8 mV 

• Low Droop Rate: 0.001 uV/us 

• Self-Calibration Insures Accuracy Over 
Time and Temperature 

• Low Power Dissipation: 130 mW 

HOLD 
14 

General Description 
The CS3112 is a high speed track and hold with 12-bit 
linearity. It is completely self-contained, including hold 
capacitor, output buffer, and calibration circuitry. 

Aperture jitter of 1 OOps and acquisition time of 800ns to 
0.01 % provide excellent dynamic performance. An on
chip hold capacitor limits droop to 0.001 uV/us, and first 
order leakage compensation minimizes droop over the 
full operating temperature range. 

Advanced CMOS fabrication insures low power con
sumption and increased reliability. 

The CS3112 can be controlled and monitored through 
its microprocessor interface, or can operate inde
pendently. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Model Acquisition Temp. Package 
Time Range 

CS3112-KD2 2.0 µs Oto 70 °c 14-pin CerDIP 
CS3112-KD1 1.0 µs 0 to 70 °C 14-pin CerDIP 
CS3112-BD1 1.0 µs -40 to +85 °c 14-pin CerDIP 
CS3112-TD1 1.0 µs -55 to +125 °c 14-pin CerDIP 

VIN 3 TRACK AND HOLD 13 
VOUT 

t 
AGND1 CALIBRATION 

5 CALD 12 MICRO-
RAM CONTROLLER 

10 CAL 
AGND2 

4 

V+ DGND V- cs RESET 

Preliminary Product Information j This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 Fax: (512) 445 7581 

FEB'90 
DS28PP11 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25°C, V+ = +5.0V, V- = -5.0V, RL= 10Kn, CL= 50pF, 
Analog Source Impedance = 40il, unless otherwise specified) 

CS3112-K CS3112-B CS3112-T 
Parameter* min typ max min typ max min typ max Units 

Specified Temperature Range Oto +70 -40 to +85 -55 to +125 oc 
Accuracy 

Total Offset (Note 1) 25°C -1.8 ± 3.0 -1.8 ± 3.0 -1.8 ± 3.0 mV 

Tmin to T max ± 3.5 ± 3.5 ± 3.5 mV 

Offset Drift (Note 2) Tmin to T max ±0.020 ±0.025 ±0.030 mV/°C 

Tracking Offset ±55 ±55 ±55 mV 

Nonlinearity 25"C ±0.7 ±0.7 ±0.7 mV 
(Note 3) Tmin to T max ±0.5 ±0.5 ±0.5 mV 

Gain Error Tmin to T max ±0.o1 ±0.01 ±0.01 %FS 

Dynamic Characteristics 

Acquisition Time -1 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.0 us 
(6V step to 0.01 %) -2 1.6 2.0 us 

(6V step to 0.1 %) 
-1 0.6 0.6 0.6 us 
-2 1.2 us 

Track to Hold Settling to 0.01% 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.8 us 

Aperture Time 20 20 20 ns 

Aperture Time Matching (Note 4) 2 2 2 ns 

Aperture Jitter 100 100 100 ps 

Droop Rate 25'C ± 0.001 ± 0.1 ± 0.001 ± 0.1 ± 0.001 ± 0.1 uV/us 
Tmin to T max ± 0.6 ± 1.0 ± 5.0 uV/us 

Analog Input/Output 

Large Signal Bandwidth 
2.0 2.0 2.0 MHz (6V p-p Input) 

Small Signal Gain Bandwidth 
2.5 2.5 2.5 MHz 

l60mV p-p lnpu!)_ 

Input Impedance (de) 100 100 100 MO 

Input Capacitance 5 5 5 pf 

Input Bias Current 100 100 100 pA 

Output Impedance at de (Note 3) 0.1 0.1 0.1 () 

Output Slew Rate 10 10 10 V/us 

Noise (Note 5) Track Mode 50 50 50 uVrms 
Hold Mode 33 33 33 uVrms 

Power Supplies 

Supply Currents Positive 13 20 13 20 13 20 mA 

Negative -13 -20 -13 -20 -13 20 mA 

Power Supply Rejection Ratio 
Positive (Note 6) 75 75 75 dB 
Negative (Note 7) 60 60 60 dB 

*Refer to Error Definitions at the end of this data sheet. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see note 8). 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

DC Power Supplies: Positive V+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 

Negative V- - 4.5 -5.0 -5.5 

Analog Input Voltage: V1N - 3.0 - 3.0 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA=TmintOTmax; V+=5V±10%; V-=-5V±10%) 
All measurements below are performed under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 1.7 -
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - 1.6 0.8 

High-Level Output Voltage (Note 9) VoH (V+) -1.0V - -
Low-Level Output Voltage, lout=1.6mA VoL - - 0.4 

Input Leakage Current 1in - - 10 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tmin to Tmax; V+ = 5V±10%; V- = -5V±10%) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

CAL to CS Setup Time tsu 20 5 -
CS to CAL Hold Time th 20 5 -
CS Pulse Width l_g_w 100 50 -
CS Low and CAL High to CALO High teal - 500 -

.. 
Notes: 1. Applies after cahbrat1on at any temperature w1th1n the spec1f1ed temperature range . 

2. Applies over specified temperature range without recalibration since calibration at 25°C. 
3. Applies over the input voltage range of -3.0V to +3.0V. 
4. Part to part. 
5. Total noise from de to 1 MHz. 
6. With 300 mVp-p, 1kHz ripple applied to V+. 
7. With 300 mVp-p, 1 kHz ripple applied to V-. 
8. All voltages with respect to ground. 

Units 

v 
v 
v 

Units 

v 
v 
v 
v 

uA 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ms 

9. lout= -1 OOµA. This specification guarantees TTL compatability (VOH = +2.4V@ lout= -40µA). 

cs----~ 

CAL ---<1 VALID DATA 

to------ 1eal ___ _ 

CALO -----~1 

CS3112 Timing Diagram 

DS28PP11 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
(V+ = +5.0V, V- = -5.0V) 

+3V 

ov 

-3V 

·10 -l 

(i) 

~ -10·3 

2-
~ ·10 ·4 

a: 
8-10" 

0 
·10 "8 

-10 _, 

All inputs grounded i:D 
~ t----t---t---+--7---+c 

-50 

0 -60 
't: 

>----+---+--_,,_+------I~ 

0 
>----+------+------! .Q -70 

c 
0 

>----+_.,,,~_,_--+------1§ 

~ -80 

f--->'-+---t---+------1~ 

-90 

TA=25°C 

-60 0 50 100 150 10 100 1k 10k 100k 1M 
500 ns/div. 

Full Scale Acquisition 

20~~-~-~-~-~~ 

TA=25°C /i 
30 300 mV p-p ripple L_J_ 

applied to each /1 
supply separately 

! =======+--!7~vl:~1= ~ .A V+ 
~ 60~==!===1====1-~LJ""--t_-V-_'1 

70 >----+--+---+--+-7_,j_'-+-----< 
t----+--+--+---1'"' 

so~--'---'----'---'--"---' 
1 10 100 1k 10k 100k 1M 

Frequency (Hz) 
PSSR vs. Frequency 

30 

~ 25 
.<= 

Q_ 20 

2l c 
"' 15 

! 
£ 10 

'S 
0. 
'S 5 
0 

a 

Temperature ('C) 
Droop Rate vs. Temperature 

TA=25'C 

~ 
Vin =OV 
Track mode (HOLD high) 

~ 
./ 

1 10 100 1k 10k 100k 1M 

Frequency (Hz) 
Output Impedance vs. Frequency 

-60 

~ -65 

-g, -70 
::I 

e -1s 
.<= 

=g -80 

if 
<ll -85 

~ -90 

~ -95 

::c: 
-100 

Frequency (Hz) 
Distortion vs. Frequency 

T11.=25°C 
6V p-p sine wave applied to t---i 
input while the part is in the 1-
hold mode (HOLD low). 

10 100 1k 10k 100k 1M 

Frequency (Hz) 

Hold Mode Feedthrough vs. 
Frequency 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, DGND = ov, All voltages with respect to ground). 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive V+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative V- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 10) l1N - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage VINA V- -0.3 V+ + 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 V+ + 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 'C 

Storage Temperature Tsrn -65 150 'C 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 

Note: 10. Transient currents of up to 1 OOmA will not cause SCR latch-up. Maximum power supply pin current 
is ±100 mA. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CS3112 consists of a complete track-and
hold amplifier with on-chip hold capacitor, an 
output buffer, and calibration circuitry. Use of an 
on-chip buffer isolates the track-and-hold 
amplifier from load conditions for optimal per
formance, and the calibration circuitry nulls out 
error sources. The CS3l12 requires no external 
components or manual trims of any kind to 
achieve 12-bit performance. 

The CS3112 can be controlled through its on
board microprocessor interface, or can be 
operated independently. Unique auto-calibration 
circuitry nulls any dynamic or de error intro
duced between the analog input pin and the 
buffer's output. 

Calibration 

In the calibration mode, an internal micro
controller and special nulling circuitry reduce all 
errors at the VOUT pin. The controller discon
nects the input signal and switches a known 
reference voltage (AGND) to the input of the 
track-and-hold amplifier. This voltage is cap
tured on the internal hold capacitor, and a DAC 
is adjusted to remove any error. Thus, all internal 
errors, including de offset and dynamic errors 
due to charge injection (hold pedestal), are 
trimmed. During tracking, there may be up to 
±55mV of offset. 

Address 
Bus 

WR---~ 

=~ • AO 

t------1 cs 

DO ----------< CAL 

Reset ------------4 RESET 

CS3112 

Figure la. CPU-Control 

DS28PP11 

CS3112 

At power-up, the user must calibrate the device. 
Calibration is achieved by bringing the CAL 
input high with CS low. (In the stand-alone 
mode, CS is grounded, so only the CAL pin 
needs to be pulsed.) Calibration can be similarly 
initiated during operation at any time, thus insur
ing accuracy under any conditions. 

During the calibration cycle (which takes about 
500ms to complete) the CALD pin remains low. 
During this period, any load on VOUT must 
remain constant; otherwise, errors could be intro
duced which might affect accuracy. If a new 
calibration is initiated before the current calibra
tion is finished, the CS3112 will complete the 
current calibration before initiating the new one. 
CALD will go high when calibration is finished. 

Digital Interface 

The CS3112 includes a digital interface designed • 
for maximum flexibility. In a microprocessor
controlled application, the CS control input is 
usually derived from a decoded address as well 
as write and strobe signals from the control bus 
(see Figure la). Calibration initiation thereby in-
volves writing to the CS3112's address using a 
data bit to control CAL. For microprocessor-in
dependent operation, CS is tied low and the digi-
tal inputs are controlled by externally-latched 
signals (see Figure lb). 

Reset RESET 

Calibrate CAL 

cs 

CS3112 

Figure lb. Independent Control 
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The CS3112's CALD output can be used to 
generate an interrupt indicating that calibration 
has been completed.· Alternatively, calibration 
status can be polled in software by connecting 
CALD to the data bus via a three-state buffer. 

Reset 

The CS3112 must be reset after power up to en
sure correct operation. The CS3112 is reset when 
the RESET pin is high for at least lµs. An RC 
network attached to the RESET pin will reset the 
part (See Figure lb). 

Power Supplies and Input Connections 

The CS3112 uses the analog ground voltage 
(AGNDl) only as a reference voltage. No signal 
or de power currents flow through the AGND 1 
connection, and it is completely independent of 
DGND. Both the analog input and output are 
referenced to to the AGNDl pin internally, and 

Optional 

Analog Input o---------=-l 

DGN 

CS3112 

CS3112 

this pin needs to be at the· same potential as the 
entire system's analog ground plane to minimize 
offset errors induced by noise between the 
AGNDl pin and the system analog ground. 

Decoupling should be performed between the 
V+, V- pins and AGNDl using O.lµF ceramic 
capacitors. If significant low frequency noise is 
present on the supplies, lOµF tantalum 
capacitors are recommended in parallel with the 
O.lµF capacitors. The decoupling capacitors 
should be placed as close to the CS3112' s power 
supply pins as possible. 

The signal source impedances which drive the 
input of the CS3112 should be minimized as 
much as possible. Low source impedance 
reduces the sensitivity of the input pin to picking 
up capacitively-coupled energy from logic level 
transitions, such as HOLD going low. 

r-------------0 Analog Output 

-

Analog Ground 

····················Calibrate 

~OuF ~.1uF ___________ __, 

-5V +5V 

Simple Test Connections ·Independent Operation 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

Analog Ground 

Analog Input 

Negative Power 
Calibration Done 

Reset 
Positive Power 

AGND2 

NC 

VIN 

CALO 

RESET 

V+ 

14 
13 VOUT 

12 AGND1 

11 NC 

10 CAL 

9 Cs 
8 DGND 

CS3112 

Analog Input and Output 

VIN • Analog Input, PIN 3 
Analog input to the track-and-hold amplifier. 

VOUT - Analog Output , PIN 13 
Buffered output from the track-and-hold. 

Power Supplies 

V + - Positive Power, PIN 7 
Most positive supply voltage. Nominally +5 volts. 

V- - Negative Power, PIN 4 
Most negative supply voltage. Nominally -5 volts. 

DGND • Digital Ground, PIN 8 
Digital ground. 

AGNDl, AGND2 • Analog Ground, PIN 12, PIN 1 
Analog ground reference. 

Digital Inputs and Outputs 

HOLD - Hold, PIN 14 

CS3112 

Hold 
Analog Output 
Analog Ground 

Calibrate 
Chip Select 
Digital Ground 

A falling transition on this pin switches the track-and-hold amplifier to the hold mode. When 
brought high, the track-and-hold is switched to the track mode, and acquires and then tracks the 
input signal. 

CAL • Calibrate, PIN 10 
When taken high with CS low, initiates a full internal calibration. 

DS28PP11 5-9 
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CALD - Calibration Done, PIN 5 

Indicates calibration status. If CALD is high the device has finished calibration. If CALD is low, 
the device is calibrating. 

CS - Chip Select, PIN 9 
Enables the CAL digital inputs. 

RESET - Reset, PIN 6 
The CS3112 must be reset after power up to ensure correct operation. Reset occurs when RESET 
is high. 

NC - No Connect, PINS 2,11 
No connection should be made to these pins. 

ERROR DEFINITIONS 

Total Offset 
The difference between the analog input voltage and the voltage at the output pin after thehold 

command has been issued and all transients have settled. Applies only in the hold mode, not 
while tracking the analog inputs. Includes all internal offsets, including those due to charge 
injection (hold pedestals). Units in millivolts. 

Nonlinearity 
The deviation from a straight line on the plot of output vs input. Nonlinearity is specified as the 

change in Total Offset over the signal range of -3V to +3V. Units in millivolts. 

Gain Error 
Calculated as the difference between the errors resulting from a -3V and a +3V de input signal, 

relative to a 6V input range. Units in percent of full scale. 

Acquisition Time 
The time required after the negation of the hold command (HOLD high) for the track-and-hold 

amplifier to reach its final value to within a specified error band (±0.01% or ±0.1%). This 
determines the minimum time allowed before reassertion of the hold command. Units in 
microseconds. 

Track-to-Hold Settling 
The time required after the hold command is given for the output buffer amplifier to reach its 

final value to within a specified error band (±0.01 %). Includes switch delay (aperture) time. Units 
in microseconds. 

Aperture Time 

5-10 

The delay after the hold command for the sampling switch to open fully. Effectively a sampling 
delay which can be nulled by advancing the sampling signal. Units in nanoseconds. 

DS28PP11 
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Aperture Jitter 

CS3112 
···&&WU 

The range of variation in the aperture time. Effectively the "sampling window" which ultimately 
dictates the maximum input signal slew rate acceptable for a given accuracy. Units in 
picoseconds. 

Droop Rate 
The change in the output voltage over time while in the hold mode. Units in microvolts per 

microsecond. 

Large Signal Bandwidth 
The frequency at which the output amplitude is 3dB below the input amplitude while tracking a 

full scale 6V p-p sine wave. Units in megahertz. 

Small Signal Gain Bandwidth 
The frequency at which the output amplitude is 3dB below the input amplitude while tracking a 

60m V p-p sine wave. Units in megahertz. 

DS28PP11 5-11 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS31412 

4 Channel Simultaneous Track and Hold 
Features 
• Completely Self-Contained 

Four Track-and-Hold Amplifiers 
On-Chip Hold Capacitors 
Two Output Buffer Amplifiers 
Microprocessor Interface 

• 800ns Acquisition Time to 0.01 % 

• Low Aperture Jitter: 1 OOps 

• 12-Bit Linearity 

• Total Offset Including Hold 
Pedestal: 2.8mV 

• Low Droop Rate: 0.001 uV/us 

• Auto-Calibration Insures Accuracy Over 
Time and Temperature 

• Low Power Dissipation: 250mW 

18 

INO 4 TRACK AND HOLD 
#1 

IN1 3 TRACK AND HOLD 
#2 

IN2 2 TRACK AND HOLD 
#3 

IN3 TRACK AND HOLD 
#4 

9 5 

V+ V-

General Description 
The CS31412 is a four-channel track and hold capable 
of processing four single-ended or two differential inputs 
with 12-bit linearity. It consists of four track-and-hold 
amplifiers, an analog multiplexer, two output buffers, 
and a microprocessor interface. 

Controlled by a single HOLD input, the four track-and
hold amplifiers can simultaneously hold their outputs 
with only 1 OOps of aperture jitter and later acquire their 
inputs within 800ns to 0.01%. On-chip hold capacitors 
limit droop to 0.001 uV/us, and first order leakage com
pensation minimizes droop over temperature. 

The CS31412 can be configured, controlled, and 
monitored through its microprocessor interface, or can 
be operated independently of intelligent control. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Model Acquisition Temp. Package 

Time Range 
CS31412-KC2 2.0 µs 0 to 70°C 18-pin Ceramic SB DIP 
CS31412-KC1 1 .0 µs O to 70°C 18-pin Ceramic SB DIP 
CS31412-BC1 1.0 µs -40 to +85°C 18-pin Ceramic SB DIP 
CS31412-TC1 1.0µs -55to+125°C 18-pinCeramicSBDIP 

MULTIPLEXER 

11 
cs 

12 
AO 

13 
A1 

CONTROL 7 
RESET 

8 
DIF/SE 

14 
CAL 

6 
CALD 

15 10 

AGND DGND 

Preliminary Product Information I This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 Fax: (512) 445 7581 

JUL '89 
DS4PP11 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS 
(TA= 25°C, V+ = +5.0V, V- = -5.0V, RL = 10kn, CL= 50pF, Analog Source Impedance= 40Q, unless other
wise specified) 

CS31412-K CS31412-B CS31412-T 
Parameter* min typ max min typ max min typ max Units 

Specified Temperature Range Oto +70 -40 to +85 -55to+125 OC 

Accuracy 

Total Offset (Note 1) 25•c -2.8 ± 4.0 -2.8 ± 4.0 -2.8 ± 4.0 mV 

Tmin to Tmax ± 4.5 ± 5.0 ± 5.0 mV 

Total Offset Matching 

Tmin to Tmax Channels 0-2 0.25 0.25 0.25 mV 

Channels 0-3 1.00 1.00 1.00 mV 

Offset Drift (Note 2) Tm in to T max ± 0.020 ±0.025 ±0.030 mV/°C 

Tracking Offset ± 55 ± 55 ± 55 mV 

Nonlinearity (Note 3) 25•c ±0.7 ±0.7 ±0.7 mV 

Tmin to Tmax ±0.5 ±0.5 ±0.5 mV 

Gain Error (Note 3) 25°c ±0.01 ±0.01 ± 0.01 %FS 

Tmin to Tmax ± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.01 %FS 

Dynamic Characteristics 
Acquisition Time 

(6V step to O.Q1 %) -1 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.0 us 

-2 1.6 2.0 us 
(6V step to 0.1%) 

-1 0.6 0.6 0.6 us 
-2 1.2 us 

Track to Hold Settling to 0.01% 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.8 us 

Mux Output Settling Time 

(6V step to 0.01%) -1 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.5 us 

-2 1.8 2.5 us 

(6V step to 0.1%) -1 1.0 1.0 1.0 us 

-2 1.5 us 

Aperture Time 20 20 20 ns 

Aperture Time Matching (Note4) 2 2 2 ns 

Aperture Jitter 100 100 100 ps 

lnterchannel Aperture Offset 100 100 100 ps 

Droop Rate 25°C ± 0.001 ±0.1 ± 0.001 ± 0.1 ± 0.001 ±0.1 uV/us 

Tmin to Tmax ±0.6 ± 1.0 ±5.0 uV/us 

Notes: 1. Applies after calibration at any temperature within the specified temperature range. 
2. Applies over specified temperature range without recalibration since calibration at 25°C. 
3. Applies over the input voltage range of -3.0V to +3.0V. 
4. Part to part. 

* Refer to Error Definitions at the end of this data sheet. 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

CS31412-K CS31412-B 
Parameter* min typ max min typ 

Analog Input 

Large Signal Bandwidth 2 2 (6V p-p Input) 

Small Si1"al Gain Bandwidth 
60mV p-p Input) 2.5 2.5 

Output Slew Rate 10 10 

lnterchannel Isolation (Note5) 90 90 

Input Impedance (de) 100 100 

Input Capacitance 4 4 

Input Bias Current 100 100 

Analog Output 

Noise 
Track Mode (Note 6) 50 50 
Hold Mode (Note 7) 33 33 

Output Impedance at de 
(Hold Mode) (Note 8) 0.1 0.1 

Power Supplies 

Power Supply Currents 
Positive 25 45 25 

max 

45 
Negative -25 -45 -25 -45 

Power Supply Rejection Ratio 
Positive (Note 9) 75 75 
Negative (Note 10) 60 60 

Notes: 5. With a 100kHz input signal. 
6. Total noise from de to 1 MHz. 
7. Total noise from de to 1 MHz. 
8. Applies over the input voltage range of -3V to +3V. 
9. With 300mV p-p, 1 kHz ripple applied to V +. 

10. With 300mV p-p, 1kHz ripple applied to V-. 

CS31412 

CS31412-T 
min typ max Units 

2 MHz 

2.5 MHz 

10 V/us 

90 dB 

100 MO 

4 pF 

100 pA 

50 uVrms 
33 uVrms 

0.1 () 

25 45 mA 
25 -45 mA 

75 dB 
60 dB 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 

DS4PP11 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA=TmintOTmax; V+=5V±10%; V-=-5V±10%) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

AO, A 1, DIF/SE, CAL to CS lsu 20 5 -
Setup Time 

CS to AO, A1, DIF/SE, CAL th 20 5 -Hold Time 

CS Pulse Width tpw 100 50 -
CS Low and CAL High to CALO High teal - 500 -

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TmintO Tmax; V+ = 5V±10%; V- = -5V±10%) 
All measurements below are performed under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 1.7 -

Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - 1.6 0.8 

High-Level Output Voltage (Note 11) VoH V+ -1.0V - -

Low-Level Output Voltage lout=1.6mA Vol - - 0.4 

Input Leakage Current lin - - 10 

Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ms 

Units 

v 
v 
v 
v 

uA 

Note: 11. lout=-1 OOµA. This specification guarantees TTL compatability (VOH = 2.4 V @ lout= -40µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATION CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see note 12). 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive V+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Negative V- --4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 

Analog Input Voltage: V1N -3.0 - 3.0 v 
Note: 12. All voltages with respect to ground. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, DGND = ov, All voltages with respect to ground) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive V+ - 0.3 6.0 v 
Negative V- 0.3 - 6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 13) I in - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage VINA V- -0.3 V+ + 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VINO - 0.3 V+ + 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA - 55 125 ·c 
Storage Temperature Tstg - 65 150 ·c 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 

Note: 13. Transient currents of up to 1 OOmA will not cause SCR latch-up. Maximum power supply pin current 
is±100 mA. 
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CS----~ 

AO, A 1, CAL, DIF/SE 

i.---- 1cai----
CALD----~1 

Timing Diagram 

OUT1 
16 ADC#1 9 

+5.0 V Analog + V+ 
CS31412 

10uF~ ~0.1uF 
r-----------.. 

17 
I I 

l ADC#2 
I 

4 OUT2 
INO I 

I I 

3 8 
L ___________ J 

Signal IN1 DIF/SE 
Sources 2 IN2 RESET 7 

14 
IN3 CAL 

6 CALO 

15 HOLD 
18 

AGND 
AO 

12 Acq. 

A1 13 Timing 

cs 11 

-5.0 V Analog 
5 

V- DGND 
10 

10 uF~+ ~0.1uF 

System Connection Diagram 

DS4PP11 
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Digital 
System 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
(V+ = +5.0V, V- = -5.0V) 

TA= 25 °C 
30 300 m V p-p ripple 

applied to each 
supply separately 

~ 401----1--+--+--+v-~__,/~1-1--< 

c: so 1----1--+--+--+~·1-L+-+--1 
~ y l/V+ 
a.. 60~~::::::;==1:::::::;=1:.,.....L..l"-t--V-~-·-j 

10 L ,____ __ v 
90'----'---'"---'----'---'----' 

1 10 100 1k 10k 100k 1M 

Frequency (Hz) 

PSSR vs. Frequency 

70 

CiJ 
TA= 2s ·c 

:s, 90 6V p-p sine wave 
applied to one channel. c 
GND applied to all other 0 90 

~ channels. Coupling 
0 between non adjacent 
.!!}. 100 channels is 3 dB better 
Qi than graphed results. c 
c 110 (\l 
.c: 
~ 
Q) 120 .s 

130 '------''----'"---'----'---'"----' 
1 10 100 1k 10k 100k 1M 

Frequency (Hz) 
Interchannel Isolation vs. Frequency 

-10 _, 

-10 ·2 

(ii' 
:::> > -10 -3 

2. 

All inputs grounded 

10 

20 

30 
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70 
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90 

TA= 25 °C 
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lL 
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Differential Mode CMRR vs. 
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30 
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Output Impedance vs. Frequency 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CS31412 consists of four track-and-hold 
amplifiers with on-chip hold capacitors, an 
analog multiplexer, and two output buffers. The 
CS31412 requires no external components or 
manual trims, and thus eliminates the task of error 
budgeting several components with complex (and 
often hidden) error sources. 

The CS31412 can handle either four single-ended 
or two differential analog signals. The device is 
controlled through its on-board microprocessor 
interface, or it can be operated independently of 
intelligent control. Unique auto-calibration cir
cuitry nulls any dynamic or de error introduced 
between the analog input pin and the buffer's out
put for each channel. 

Analog Multiplexer 

The analog multiplexer takes the outputs of the 
four track-and-hold amplifiers and passes the 
selected outputs to the OUTl and OUT2 pins. 
When DIF/SE is low, the multiplexer is con
figured as a four-to-one multiplexer and each 
amplifier is treated as a single-ended analog input 
referenced to AGND. When DIF/SE is high, the 
multiplexer is configured as dual two-to-one mul
tiplexers and the track-and-hold amplifiers are 
treated as two groups of two amplifiers which al-

DIF/SE A1 AO OUT1 OUT2 

0 0 0 INO ov· 
0 0 1 IN1 ov· 
0 1 0 IN2 ov· 
0 1 1 IN3 ov· 
1 0 0 INO IN1 

1 0 1 NIA** NIA** 

1 1 0 IN2 IN3 

1 1 1 NIA** NIA'* 

* AGND±50mV 
•• Indeterminate Output: AO should be tied low in differential 

mode 

Table 1. Truth Table ofMUX Configurations 

DS4PP11 

CS31412 

lows the CS31412 to process differential signals. 
This option can also be used to increase system 
throughput by using the CS31412 with two AID 
converters (see System Throughput). Table 1 
shows the multiplexer and buffer amplifier con
figurations as determined by the DIF/SE pin and 
the address pins, AO and Al. In the differential 
mode, the AO input should be tied low to avoid 
floating the output buffer amplifiers. In addition, 
the buffer amplifier at OUT2 in the single-ended 
mode does not float; its output remains within 
50m V of AGND and must remain unconnected. 

Calibration 

The CS31412 features on-chip digital intelligence 
and measurement circuitry capable of calibrating 
all four input channels. For each channel, the 
device internally deselects the input signal and 
switches a known reference voltage (AGND) to 
the input of the track-and-hold amplifier. In the 
calibration mode, the CS31412 uses an internal 
microcontroller and special nulling circuitry to 
reduce all errors at the OUTl and OUT2 pins. 
Thus, all internal errors including de offsets and 
dynamic errors due to charge injection (hold 
pedestal) are trimmed. The output of the 
CS31412 is only corrected for offset during the 
hold mode (HOLD low). During tracking, each 
channel may have up to ± 55m V of offset. 

The user must initiate a calibration to initially 
calibrate the device. This is achieved by bringing 
the CAL input high and CS low. Calibration can 
be similarly initiated during operation at any time 
thus insuring accuracy under any conditions. 
During the calibration cycle (which takes about 
500 ms to complete) the CALD pin remains low. 
During this period, any load on OUTl and OUT2 
must remain constant; otherwise, errors could be 
introduced which might affect accuracy. If a new 
calibration is initiated before the current calibra
tion is finished, the CS31412 will complete the 
current calibration before initiating the new one. 
CALD will go high when calibration is finished. 
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The DIF/SE input to the CS31412 must be in the 
correct state when initiating a calibration since 
the offsets of the analog output buffers are also 
calibrated. If the part is switched between the 
single ended and differential modes during opera
tion, a new calibration must be initiated to 
guarantee that the Total Offset specification is 
met. 

Digital Interface 

The CS31412 includes a digital interface 
designed for maximum flexibility. The digital in
puts, AO, Al, CAL, and DIF/SE, are internally 
gated with CS. The input latches for the AO and 
Al inputs are level sensitive and latch on the 
rising edge of CS. Any state changes on these 
pins while CS is low appear at the output(s). In a 
microprocessor-controlled application, the CS 
control input is usually derived from a decoded 
address as well as write and strobe signals off of 
the control bus (Figure la). Channel selection and 
calibration initiation thereby involve writing to 
the CS31412's address using data bits to control 
AO, Al, CAL, and DIF/SE. For microprocessor
independent operation in single-ended mode, CS 
is tied low and the digital inputs are controlled by 
externally-latched signals (Figure 1 b ). 

The CS31412's CALD output can be used to 
generate an interrupt indicating the CS31412 has 
completed calibration. Alternatively, calibration 

AN~ Address : 
Bus • 

1-----1 cs 
AO 
D3 ------------< CAL 

D2 A1 

D1 M 
DO DIF/SE 

RESET RESET 

CS31412 

Figure la. CPU-Control 
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status can be polled in software by connecting 
CALD to the data bus via a 3-state buffer. 

Reset 

The CS31412 must be reset after power up to en
sure correct operation. The reset function is in
voked by bringing the RESET pin high for at 
least 1 µs. An RC network attached to the RESET 
pin will reset the part (See Figure lb). 

System Throughput 

Throughput of the CS31412 varies depending on 
the number of input signals used. System timing 
diagrams which enable the throughput of the 
CS31412 to be calculated are shown in Figure 2. 
Table 2 is a listing of throughput times for the 
number of input channels used. These times as
sume that no time is required for AID conversion. 
When the part is used in the differential mode, 
throughput time will be equal to the two channel 
throughput time. 

Since one of the four channels must be connected 
to the output buffer, the Track-to-Hold settling 
time (tuh) is included in the first channel's settling 
time (ti). The address inputs AO, and Al must be 
switched before the part is put in the hold mode 
(HOLD low) so that the first channel's output is 
valid at time (ti). After the first output is settled, 

Reset 

Calibrate 

Addr2 

Addr1 

AddrO 

RESET 

CAL 

A1 

AO 

DIF/SE 

cs 

CS31412 

Figure lb. CPU-Independent Control 
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the addresses can be used to mux each of the 
other three channels to the output. 

When interfacing the CS31412 with an AID con
verter which includes an integrated sample/hold, 
such as Crystal's CS501X series, additional 
reduction in throughput time can be obtained by 
pipelining settling times. As soon as the AID has 
captured the output of the CS31412, HOLD can 
be brought high and the CS31412 can acquire the 
new input signals and settle the first muxed chan
nel while the AID is converting. Likewise, output 
mux settling for all other other channels can be 
pipelined during conversion removing all of the 
CS31412's timing from the throughput equation. 
System throughput can therefore proceed at the 
ADC's maximum throughput. Using the 
CS31412 in the differential mode with two ADCs 
will reduce throughput time further because two 
channels can be converted simultaneously. 

Power Supplies and Input Connections 

The CS31412 uses the analog ground voltage 
(AGND) only as a reference voltage. No de 
power currents flow through the AGND connec
tion, and it is completely independent of DGND. 
However, any noise riding on AGND relative to 
the system's analog ground plane will result in of-

HOLD 

AO 

A1 

tmux tmux tmux 

,.__ ____ Throughput Time 

DS4PP11 

lacq: Acquisition Time 
ttth : Track to Hold Settling Time 
tmux: Mux Output Settling Time 
t1: First Channel Settling Time 

t1=)ttth2+ tmux2 

Figure 2. Four Channel Timing 

CS31412 

Single Channel Two Channels Three Channels Four Channels 

2.70us 4.20us 5.71us 7.19us 

Table 2. Throughput Time 

fset errors. Therefore, the analog inputs should be 
referenced to the AGND pin which should be 
used as the entire system's analog ground. Decou
pling should be performed between the V+, V
pins and AGND using 0.1 uF ceramic capacitors. 
If significant low frequency noise is present on 
the supplies, lOµF tantalum capacitors are recom
mended in parallel with the O.luF capacitors. The 
decoupling capacitors should be placed as close 
to the CS31412's power supply pins as possible. 

The signal source impedances which drive the 
four input channels of the CS31412 should be 
minimized as much as possible. Low source im
pedance reduces the sensitivity of the input pins 
to picking up capacitively-coupled energy from 
logic level transitions, such as HOLD going low. 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

ANALOG INPUT 3 
ANALOG INPUT 2 
ANALOG INPUT 1 
ANALOG INPUTO 

NEGATIVE POWER 
CALIBRATION DONE 

RESET 
DIFF/SINGLE-ENDED 

POSITIVE POWER 

Power Supplies 

V + - Positive Power, PIN 9 

IN3 1· 

IN2 2 
IN1 3 
IND 4 
V- 5 

CALO 6 
RESET 7 
DIF/SE 8 

V+ 9 

Most positive supply voltage. Nominally +5 volts. 

V- - Negative Power, PIN 5 
Most negative supply voltage. Nominally -5 volts. 

DGND - Digital Ground, PIN 10 
Digital ground reference. 

AGND - Analog Ground, PIN 15 
Analog ground reference. 

Analog Inputs 

INO; INl; IN2; IN3 - Analog Inputs 0;1;2;3, PINS 4,3,2,1 
Analog inputs to the four track and hold amplifiers. 

Digital Inputs 

CS - Chip Select, PIN 1!_ 
Enables the DIF/SE, AO, Al, and CAL digital inputs. 

RESET - Reset, PIN 7 

CS31412 

HOLD HOLD 
OUT2 ANALOG OUTPUT 2 
OUT1 ANALOG OUTPUT 1 
AGND ANALOG GROUND 
CAL CALIBRATE 
A1 ADDRESSINPUT1 
AO ADDRESSINPUTO 
CS CHIP SELECT 
DGND DIGITAL GROUND 

The CS31412 must be reset to ensure correct operation. Reset occurs when RESET is high. 
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DIF/SE - Differential/Single-Ended Select, PIN 8 

CS31412 

Configures the ou~ multiplexer in either a single-ended or differential mode. It is latched on 
the rising edge of CS, but usually tied high or low. If set low, the four analog inputs are routed 
through OUTl. If set high, INO and INl are paired as one differential signal and IN2 and IN3 are 
paired as a second. 

AO; Al - Address Input O; Address Input 1, PINS 12, 13 
Select which amplifier or amplifier pair is output on the OUTl and OUT2 pins. AO should be 
held low when DIF/SE is high to avoid floating the outputs. 

CAL - Calibrate, PIN 14 
When taken high with CS low, initiates a full internal calibration. 

HOLD - Hold, PIN 18 
A falling transition on this pin signals all four amplifiers to hold their inputs simultaneously. 
When brought high, the amplifiers acquire, and then track the input signal. 

Analog Outputs 

OUTl; OUT2 - Analog Output 1; Analog Output 2, PINS 16, 17 
The buffered outputs from the multiplexer; OUTl is always active and OUT2 is active only in the • 
differential mode (DIF/SE high). 

Digital Outputs 

CALD - Calibration Done, PIN 6 
Indicates calibration status. If CALD is high the device has finished calibration. If CALD is low 
the device is calibrating. 

ERROR DEFINITIONS 

Total Offset - The difference between the analog voltage applied to the analog input (AO, Al, A2, or 
A3) and the signal that appears at the appropriate output pin (OUTl or OUT2) after the hold command 
has been issued and all transients have settled. Applies only in the hold mode, not while tracking the 
analog inputs. Includes all internal offsets, including those due to charge injection (hold pedestals). 
Units in millivolts. 

Nonlinearity - The deviation from a straight line on the plot of output vs input. Nonlinearity is specified 
as the change in Total Offset over the signal range of -3V to +3V. Units in millivolts. 

Gain Error - Calculated as the difference between the Total Offsets resulting from -3V and +3V de 
input signals relative to a 6V input range. Units in percent of full scale. 
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Acquisition Time - The time required after the negation of the hold command (HOLD high) for the 
track-and-hold amplifiers to reach their final values to within a specified error band (±0.01%or±0.1 %). 
Measured internally at the inputs to the multiplexer, it determines the minimum time allowed before 
reassertion of the hold command. Indicates nothing about the outputs as measured at OUTl or OUT2. 
Units in microseconds. 

Track-to-Hold Settling - The time required after the hold command is given for each track and hold to 
reach its final value to within a specified error band (±0.01 %). Includes switch delay (aperture) time but 
not multiplexer and output buffer settling. Units in microseconds. 

MUX Output Settling - The time required after reconfiguring the multiplexer for the outputs at OUTl 
and OUT2 to reach their final value to within a specified error band (±0.01 % or ±0.1 %). Measured from 
the falling edge of CS with AO and Al valid. Units in microseconds. 

Aperture Time - The time required after the hold command for the sampling switch to open fully. Effec
tively a sampling delay which can be nulled by advancing the sampling signal. Units in nanoseconds. 

Aperture Jitter - The range of variation in the aperture time. Effectively the "sampling window" which 
ultimately dictates the maximum input signal slew rate acceptable for a given accuracy. Units in 
picoseconds. 

lnterchannel Aperture Offset - The range of variation in aperture time between the four track-and-hold 
amplifiers for a given hold command. A measure of simultaneity. Units in picoseconds. 

Droop Rate - The change in the output voltage over time while in the hold mode. Units in microvolts 
per microsecond. 

Large Signal Bandwidth - The frequency at which the output amplitude while tracking a full scale 
6Vp-p sine wave is 3dB below the input amplitude. Units in megahertz. 

Small Signal Gain Bandwidth - The frequency at which the output amplitude while tracking a 
60 mVp-p sine wave is 3dB below the input amplitude. Units in megahertz. 

Interchannel Isolation - A measure of crosstalk between input channels while in the track mode. Units 
in decibels. 
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INTRODUCTION 

FILTERS 

Ideal for adaptive filtering applications, the CS7008 digitally programmable switched capacitor filter 
provides the user with complete software control over the filter response. 

Virtually any audioband filter response of eighth order or below is obtained by wntmg digital 
configuration coefficients to on-chip registers through a standard microprocessor interface. The chip 
can also load itself by reading coefficients directly from memory. Accuracy of a filter response is 
typically within 1 percent of the calculated value (for comer frequencies) and dynamic range is a 
minimum of 72 dB. Bandwidth varies depending upon the transfer function implemented, but can 
extend from 0 to 50 kHz. Anti-aliasing, smoothing and input gain control are supported with on-chip 
uncommited operational amplifiers. 

The user is provided instant feedback on filter performance in his system by the Crystal-ICE filter 
development system. The PC-based design tool includes filter synthesis software and an in-circuit 
hardware emulator. 

USER'S GUIDE 

Device: 

Frequency Range 
Dynamic Range 
Maximum Filter Order 
Power Dissipation 
Package 

CONTENTS 

CS7008 Universal Filter 
CDS7000 ICE Development System 

6·2 

CS7008 

5Hz to 20kHz 
72dB 

8th 
180mW 

28 pin DIP 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

Digitally Configurable Universal Filter 
Features 

• Implements Even-Order Filters: 
To 50 kHz 
To 8th Order 

• Same output pin for all filter types 

• Digitally Programmable: 
Self Loading Mode 
µP bus Mode 

• Filter can be changed in 30 µs for 
adaptive applications 

• Two Uncommitted Op Amps for Input 
Antialiasing and Output Smoothing 

• Supported by CRYSTAL-ICE Filter 
Development System CDS7000 

• Readback capability 

A-

A+ 
AOUT 

BOUT 

8-

B+ 

10 

11 

9 

5 

4 

3 

6 

ADDRESS 
BUFFER AND 
COUNTER 

20-25 

6 

CONTROL 
LOGIC 

8 19 18 

General Description 
The CS7008 is fabricated in standard 3 micron digital 
CMOS. It achieves high l:t~ls of performance through 
Crystal's SMART Analog design techniques. The 
CS7008 is a digitally configurable switched capacitor fil
ter capable of implementing virtually any even-order 
filter response of eighth order or below to 50 kHz. A 
microprocessor interface permits in-system reconfigura
tion of the filter resonse. Access to two op amps is also 
provided for use as input antialialsing and output 
smoothing filters if desired. 

System design is greatly simplified by using the Crystal
ICE Filter Development System, CDS7000. The 
development system provides menu-driven software 
that aids in the design and optimization of filters and 
provides hardware to download the filter parameter to a 
CS7008 (for in-circuit verification of performance) or to 
an EPROM programmer or DOS Files. The develop
ment system consists of hardware and software for use 
with an IBM PC and provides in-circuit emulation of the 
CS7008. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 10-26 

CAPACITORS 

SWITCH MATRIX 

6 

12-17 27 

CLK 

POWER 
ON 

RESET 

2 
FOUT 

AO - A5 RESET CS RN./ MODE DO - D5 IN XIN V- GND V+ 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

NOV'88 
DS3F1 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tmin to T max. V+ = 5.0V, V = -5.0V, GND = OV; transfer func
tions shown in Figure 1; unless otherwise specified.) 

Parameter CS7008 CS7008-I CS7008·M Units 
min typ max min typ max min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range 0 to +70 -40 to +85 -55 to +125 •c 
Filter 

Dynamic Range 72 72 72 dB 

Output Noise 480 480 480 uVrms 

Signal to THO (Note 1) 50 55 50 55 50 55 dB 

Device to Device Phase Matching ±2 ±2 ±2 Degrees 

Device to Device Gain Matching ±0.3 ±0.3 ±0.3 dB 

DC Output Offset Filter#1 140 140 140 mV 

Filter#2 -300 -300 -300 mV 

Clock Feedthrough 40 40 40 mVp-p 

Input Voltage Range - 3.0 3.0 -3.0 3.0 - 3.0 3.0 ~eak 
Output Voltage Swing 
THO= -50 dB - 2.75 2.75 -2.75 2.75 - 2.75 2.75 Vpeak 

Auxiliary Amplifiers 

DC Open Loop Gain (Note 2) 78 78 78 dB 

Gain Bandwidth Product (Note 2) 1.0 1.0 1.0 MHz 

Input Offset Voltage 25 25 25 mV 

Output Swing (Note 2) - 3.5 3.5 - 3.5 3.5 - 3.5 3.5 Vpeak 

Output Short Circuit Current 0.5 0.5 0.5 mA 

Common Mode Range (Note 2) - 3.5 3.5 -3.5 3.5 - 3.5 3.5 v_Q_eak 
Common Mode 
Rejection Ratio (Note 3) 60 60 60 dB 

Slew Rate (Note 4) 2.0 2.0 2.0 V/us 

Power Supplies 

Power Suppply Currents 

Positive 13 25 13 25 13 25 mA 

Negative -13 - 25 -13 - 25 -13 - 25 mA 

Power Dissipation 130 250 130 250 130 250 mW 

Notes: 1. Vin = ±2. 75 Vpeak, at 500 Hz for Filter #1 and at 5 kHz for Filter #2. 
2. RL = 1 Mn. 
3. fo = 60 Hz. 
4. RL = 1 Mn, CL= 20 pF 
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Clock= 3MHz 
CLKDIV = 2 (decimal) 
Fs = 250 kHz 
barr = 1317 (decimal) 
conf = 1_i_decima!l_ for each bjg_uad 

Capacitor Coefficients (Decimal): 

Biquad 1 

-20dB+--+-~+--'t--~+----+-----'1---t---1~-+----l 

~ -40 dB +---+--+---+~..-t\.--+-+---+-·-+---+---< 

-60dB+---+-~t---+---i1--'\~l"l...-----+----+~-.----1----< 
~ 
~~ 

-SOdB+--+-~t---t---,1---1-----1~-+---t~-t---1 

A= 318 

F = 318 

c = 72 

J = 6 

I= 6 

G = 72 

0 Hz 5 kHz 10 kHz 15 kHz 20 kHz 25 kHz 

Filter #1: Low Pass Butterworth Filter 

Biquad 2 Biquad 3 

A= 264 A= 201 

F = 264 F = 169 

c = 85 c =107 

J = 5 J= 5 

I= 5 I= 5 

G =85 G = 107 

Clock= 3M Hz 
CLKDIV = 2 (decimal) 

Fs = 250 kHz 
barr = 1317 (decimal) 

Biquad 4 

A= 152 

F= 56 

c =134 

J = 5 

I= 5 

G = 134 

conf = 3 J_decimall_ for each b~uad 

OdB+--t-~-i.----~t----+-~+----+-~+----+---J 
Capacitor Coefficients (Decimal): 

\ -20 dB -+--+-I_,.l_,__,___.cs:~ __ --+---+---+---+-----+-----< 

-40dB-l-----h-zl--+--+-~+--+-~ ............. +--+-~+----+----I 
!'..... 

Biquad 1 Biquad 2 Biquad 3 Biquad 4 

A= 214 A= 126 A= 193 A= 153 

F= 45 F= 27 C= 100 F= 79 

C= 213 C= 127 F= 180 C= 143 

-so dB -it--c_L1-t---+--t---t-+--+--+N-f"""'<:+--t 
l ~ 

H= 218 H= 367 H = 267 H= 333 

I = 45 I = 45 I = 50 I = 50 
-80dB+---+-~+--+-~+---+-~+---+-~t---+-----< G = 218 G = 367 G= 267 G= 333 

0 Hz 5 kHz 10 kHz 15 kHz 20 kHz 25 kHz 

Filter #2: Band Pass Butterworth Filter 

Figure 1. Production Test Filter Transfer Functions 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tmin to T max, V+ = 5.ov ± 10%, v- = -5.0V ± 10%, 
GND =OV) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Ou!Q_ut Rise Time (Note 5) t riseout 15 20 ns 

Ou!Q_ut Fall Time (Note 5) t fallout 15 20 ns 

IQQ!Jt Rise Time t risein 20 1000 ns 

l!Jmlt Fall Time t fallin 20 1000 ns 

Clock Sp_ecfications 

Maximum Oscillator Frequency fosc 4.0 10 MHz 

Minimum Oscillator Fnm_uenq 1osc 3 kHz 

Oscillator Du!Y_ GY_cle 40 60 % 

Maximum Sam__Qling_ Freguen(;y_ fs 250 260 kHz 

Minimum Sam_QjiQQ_ Fnm_uenqy_ fs 5 Hz 

Writi119.. to the CS7008 

Address-Write Set-Up Time ts aw 150 ns 

Address-Write Hold Time thaw 10 ns 

Write Pulse-Width Low twwr 300 ns 

Data-Write Set-1,!Q_ Time (Note 6) tsdw 300 ns 

Data-Write Hold Time thdw 10 ns 

Write-Chii:>_ Select Set-Up Time lsws 0 ns 
Write-Chii:>_Select Hold Time thws 0 ns 
Reading from the CS7008 

Address-Read Set-l.JQ_ Time tsar 0 ns 

Address-Read Hold Time thar 10 ns 

Read Enable to Read Stable Hold Time tsres 0 ns 

Read Enable to Read Stable Hold Time Thres 0 ns 

Read Strobe to Data Valid Dell!Y_ tdsdv 500 ns 

Read Strobe Data Valid Hold Time thsdv 0 ns 

Readin_g_from External ROM 

Auto-Address to Write Set-U.Q. (Note 7) ts a aw 1 MCC ns 

R/W Pulse Width trw 2.5 MCC ns 

Data Valid After RiW Goes Hjg_h tdh 0 ns 

ROM Access Time (Note 8) ta 2MCC ns 

Notes: 5. 50 pF load (includes probe and jig capacitance). 
6. Minimum time required for data to be valid while write pulse is low.. 
7. MCC = Master Clock Cycle = 250 ns with a 4 MHz Clock. 
8. Maximum allowable ROM output delay . 
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_y=trisein ~ltallin 

CS7008 

2.0V 

0.8 v 

_y=triseou~ltallout 2.4 v 
0.4 v 

Rise and fall times 

AO -AS ADDRESS VALID AND STABLE ~ 
I<- !haw~ 

~ 
!--- !saw--: 

I 
I ~-----------------·----~: 

'~------------~, 
I+-- t sws---.1 :+-- I hws ------: 
' !-------lwwr~------' ' 

R!W~ i ~ 
,------lsdw------____...-: !--- t hdw 

DO-OS ~~---~DA~T=A~V~A~L~ID~--"-----~~~~~~~~~ 
I 

Writing to the CS7008 

AO -AS 

lsre~ _: !_~---~,--------1---=:::....i . 1.--thsdv 
~ -- t hres---..\ LI 

~! -
R/W 

DO - D5 
t t 

~ DATA VALID ~ 

Reading from the CS7008 

CLKIN 

AO-AS~ ADDRESSVALIDANDSTABLE ~ !. ls_a_a_w------------------~ 
R/W -----~::::_=..=..::::..=.=.=.__~r---! a --- ~---------

DO- 05 

;..------ lrw I : 

I -: !----- tdh 
-~D-A=TA-VA~L~ID~~~~~~~~~ 

I I 

I I 
I I 
I 
I 

Reading from the external ROM 

Figure 2. Switching Characteristics 
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Typical Performance - Production Test Filters 
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0 -64 
i!= 
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Typical Performance - Single Biquad 

-50 
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Total Harmonic Distortion vs. Frequency in 
Passband (Single-Biquad Low Pass Filter) 
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0=20 
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50 
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DS3F1 

5.0 
'ii) 
Cl> 4.0 !!? 
Cl 
Cl> 3.0 ~ 

t-- 0=20 

c: 
.Q 2.0 
'lii 0=10 
·c: 
co 
> 1.0 0= 1 

0.0 
10 20 30 40 50 

Oversampling Ratio 

Unit-to-Unit Phase Variation vs. Oversampling Ratio 
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Biquad #1 Biquad #2 

~ ~ 
OS )( 0 OS )( c: CD CD c: CD 
lli .::c c lli ::c 

000000 00 00 010000 10 
000001 01 01 010001 11 

000010 .02 02 010010 12 
000011 03 03 010011 13 

000100 04 04 010100 14 
000101 05 05 010101 15 

000110 06 06 010110 16 
000111 07 07 010111 17 

001000 08 08 011000 18 
001001 09 09 011001 19 

001010 OA 10 011010 1A 
001011 OB 11 011011 18 

001100 oc 12 011100 1C 
001101 OD 13 011101 1D 

~ 
OS 
c: 
lli 

001110 
001111 

011110 
011111. 

101110 
101111 

111110 
111111 

6-10 
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16 
17 

18 
19 

20 
21 

22 
23 

24 
25 

26 
27 

28 
29 

)( 
CD ::c 

OE 
OF 

1E 
1F 

2E 
2F 

3E 
3F 

. .CS7008 

Biquad #3 Biquad #4 
0 CD 

~ ~ ·"' -0 
OS )( 0 OS "' 0 ~8 CD -U)· 
c: CD CD c: CD CD 

c'.3 0 >. O·"' Comments lli ::c c lli ::c c cc ""cc 

100000 20 32 110000 30 48 A Low 5 
100001 21 33 110001 31 49 A High 6 

100010 22 34 110010 32 50 E/F Low 5 
100011 23 35 110011 33 51 E/F High 6 

100100 24 36 110100 34 . 52 CE/C Low 5 CE.- E Damping 
100101 25 37 110101 35 53 CE/C High 6 C- F Damping 

100110 26 38 110110 36 54 con! 2 Configuration Byte 
100111 27 39 110111 37 55 Not Used 

101000 28 40 111000 38 56 J/H Low 5 
101001 29 41 111001 39 57 J/H High 6 

101010 2A 42 111010 3A 58 I Low 5· 
101011 28 43 111011 38 59 I High 6 

1o1100 2C 44 111100 3C 60 G Low 5 
101101 2D 45 111101 3D 61 G High 6 

Table 1. Biquad Address Map 

CD 
0 "O CD -0 
CD 0 >. 0-"' Function c (.) cc ""cc 

14 Not Used 
15 Not Used 

30 cdc 3 Clock Divide Code 
3f Not Used 

46 Not Used 
47 Not Used 

62 barr Low 6 Biquad Arrangement 
63 barr High 5 Biquad Arrangement 

Table 2. Mode Address Map 
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01 DO cont JI H E/F CE/C Comments 

0 0 0 J E CE J input cap. with E damping. CE = C + E * 
0 1 1 J F c J input cap. with F damping. 
1 0 2 H E CE H input cap. with E damping. CE = C + E * 
1 1 3 H F c H input cap. with F damping. 

* See "Biquads" section for more information on CE/C. 

02 01 

0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
1 0 
1 0 
1 1 
1 1 

Note. CLKDIV = 2 CclC 

DS3F1 

barr (low byte) 
Address 3E 

Binary Hex Dec 

000000 00 00 

000000 00 00 

101000 28 40 

100101 25 37 

Table 3. Biquad Configuration Codes: conf 

DO cdc 

0 0 
1 1 
0 2 
1 3 
0 4 
1 5 
0 6 
1 7 

CLKDIV 

1 
2 
4 
8 

16 
32 
64 

128 

Oscillator Frequency= 'osc 
Sample Frequency = Is 

I _ f OSC 

S - 6xCLKDIV 

Table 4. Clock Divide Codes: cdc 

barr (high byte) 
Address 3F 

Binary Hex Dec 

011000 18 24 

010101 15 21 

010100 14 20 

010100 14 20 

Configuration 

Input ___________ ~ 
Output 

IBiquad 1 I IBiquad 2 I IBiquad a I Biquad 4 

Input--------~ Output 

IBiquad 1 I IBiquad 2 I 

Input ____ ~ 
Output 

IBiquad 1 I· 
~-~ 

Input~ Output 

IBiquad #iquad 2TIB'iquad 3Tl;quad fl 
Table S. Biquad Arrangement Codes: barr 

• 
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DIGIT Al CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TMIN to TMAX; V+ = 5.0V±10%, V- = -5.0V±10%, GND = OV; 
measurements perfomed under static conditions.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

High-Level Input Voltage Except Pins 7 & 27 V IH 2.0 v 

Pins 7 & 27 only 
.·· 

70%V+ v 

Low-Level Input Voltage Except Pins 7 & 27 VIL 0.8 v 
Pins 7 & 27 only 30%V+ v 

High-Level Output Voltage lout= -1 OOuA (Note 9) VoH 2.4 v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout= 1.6mA (Note 9) VOL 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current 10 uA 

Three-State Leakage Current - 10 10 uA 

Note: 9. Digital outputs will output CMOS logic levels into a CMOS load. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (Voltages with respect to GND = ov.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Positive Supply v+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 Volts 

Negative Supply V- - 4.5 - 5.0 - 5.5 Volts 

Ambient Operating Temperature -P 0 +70 
-ID TA -40 +85 oC 

-MD -55 +125 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Voltages with respect to GND = ov.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Supplies Positive V+ - 0.3 +6.0 
Volts 

Negative v- + 0.3 -6.0 

Input Voltage V.in V- - 0.3 V+ + 0.3 Volts 

Input Current, Any Pin (Note 10) I in 10 mA 

Power Dissipation Po 500 mW 

Ambient Operating Temperature -P 0 +70 
-ID TA -40 +85 oC 

-MD -55 +125 

Storage Temperature T stg - 65 +150 oC 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. Normal operation 
of the part is not guaranteed at these extremes. 

Note: 10. Transient currents of up to 1 OOmA will not cause SCR latch up. 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 

The CS7008 is a programmable universal filter 
consisting of four separate biquadratic filter sec
tions, any one of which is independently 
programmable to implement high-pass, low
pass, band-pass, band-reject, or all-pass filter 
functions. Almost any even order (eighth order 
or below) filter to 50kHz can be obtained. The 
biquad filter sections can be cascaded using 1, 2, 
3, or 4 sections to achieve 2nd, 4th, 6th, or 8th 
order filters. The CS7008 filter configurations 
can be completely reconfigured by a 
microprocessor in 30 µs or, in the self-program 
mode, sets of filter coefficients can be read by 
the CS7008 from an external memory (ROM, 
EPROM, etc.). 

The basic schematic of a single biquad is shown 
in Figure 3. The input signal is sampled on 
capacitors G and H, and charge packets are 
passed through the remaining capacitors to the 
output. The filtering achieved by each biquad is 

D 

Vin1=--.---o 

J 

r+ 

CS7008 

a function of the ratios of the capacitors, the 
switching rate, and the configuration of the 
switches. A good description of how such bi
quads operate is given in chapter 6 of "Modem 
Filter Design" by M. S. Ghausi and K. R. Laker, 
published by Prentice-Hall. 

In the CS7008 implementation of switched
capacitor biquads, two capacitors are fixed at a 
nominal capacitance value of 1024 (capacitors B 
and D in Figure 3). Each of the other capacitors 
can be programmed to take on values from 0 to 
2047, (2 11 possibilities). The programmable 
capacitors and programmable switch configura
tions allow full user control over gains, 
attenuation, cut-off frequencies, etc. For ex
ample, capacitors E and F in Figure 3 can be 
used to implement damping either in the output 
amplifier stage or around both amplifiers. (In 
subsequent sections of this data sheet, as well as 
in generic filter publications, these capacitors 
routinely show up in discussions of "E-damping" 
vs. "F-damping".) .. ... 

c 

V' 
A 

r 

Figure 3. General Active Switched Capacitor Biquad Filter 
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Filter Development Support 

Filter design is supported by the CRYSTAL-ICE 
(In-Circuit-Emulator) Filter Development Sys
tem, the CDS7000. The CRYSTAL-ICE package 
includes software that generates the coefficients 
for the CS7008. The CDS7000 system also in
cludes hardware for in-circuit testing of the filter 
design and a Crystal CDB7008 evaluation board 
to simplify testing. Software in the CDS7000 
downloads filter designs to your EPROM 
programmer or DOS files. The user specifies the 
filter parameters in terms of transition frequen
cies and their respective magnitudes, and the 
system then generates the filter and provides an 
interface through which coefficients can be 
down-loaded to an in-circuit CS7008. CRYS
TAL-ICE supports development of low-pass, 
high-pass, band-pass, and band-stop filters. But
terworth, Chebyshev I and II, and elliptic 
(Cauer) filter responses can be directly imple
mented. 

The user can also enter his own transfer func
tions to implement any filters not directly 
supported by CRYSTAL-ICE (i.e. All-Pass, 
Telecom filters, etc.) As with the above filters, 
these can be down-loaded from CRYSTAL-ICE 
to the CS7008 to evaluate their performance. 

Configuration Information 

The CS7008 must be loaded with valid data 
before the filter will function. The data consists 
of a clock divide code, (cdc), capacitor coeffi
cients, a configuration code for each biquad 
required, (conf), and a biquad arrangement code, 
(barr). Information on each of these parameters 
is provided in subsequent sections. Tables 1 and 
2 show how the data must be arranged for load
ing into the CS7008. 

Clock 

As with any sampled data system, the maximum 
signal frequency that can be effectively sampled, 
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processed, and reconstructed is the Nyquist 
frequency, f5/2. As filter cutoff frequencies ap
proach the Nyquist frequency, several things 
happen: 

a) Sin(x)/x distortion increases and requires 
compensation, 

b) Antialiasing and reconstruction filter com
plexity increases, 

c) CS7008 coefficients are larger and coefficient 
truncation effects are minimized. 

To minimize the unfavorable effects of sin(x)/x 
distortion, and reduce antialiasing and 
reconstruction filter complexity, the sampling 
frequency, fs, should be at least 10 times higher 
than the signal's highest frequency of interest. 
Crystal recommends an oversampling ratio of 10 
to 20. Such oversampling ratios usually provide 
acceptable capacitor values, negate sin(x)/x dis
tortion, and reduce antialiasing filter complexity. 
Oversampling ratios of 100 or more should be 
avoided since they drive some capacitor values 
close to or equal to zero. This increases DC 
offset and, when equal to zero, could make the 
biquad unstable (output driven to one voltage 
rail). 

When an acceptable fs for a particular applica
tion has been determined, the required oscillator 
frequency, fosc, can be derived from Equation 1. 

fosc = fs x 6 x CLKDIV 

Equation 1 

The maximum sampling frequency for the 
CS7008 is 250 kHz. CLKDIV corresponds to the 
clock divide code, (cdc), which is loaded into the 
memory of the CS7008 and sets an internal 
clock divide. If the oscillator frequency exceeds 
1.5 MHz, CLKDIV must be set so fs does not ex
ceed 250 kHz. Permissible CLKDIV's are; 1, 2, 
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4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128. The clock divide code 
is loaded at address 30 (lE hex). See Table 4 for 
more information. Note that for a given filter 
configuration, a change in fs will result in a 
proportional change in the filter's pass band fre
quencies, but the filter Q will remain the same. 

Signal Input and Output 

To achieve optimum performance, the largest 
input signal amplitudes should be adjusted to 
approach the device's maximum input level. 
Such input signals take advantage of the 
dynamic range of the device, thereby maxi
mizing the signal-to-noise ratio. An antialiasing 
filter may be required at the input, with enough 
attenuation to reject input frequency components 
at half the sampling frequency. The input op amp 
can be used to perform this low-pass filtering 
function. 

The output signal is a 100% duty cycle Pulse 
Amplitude Modulated (PAM) staircase signal, 
constructed at the sampling frequency, fs. The 
uncommitted output op amp can be configured 
as a smoothing filter for the output signal. 

Data Input/Output 

The CS7008 contains six address lines, AO - A5, 
and six data lines, DO - D5. Since the data bus is 
six bits, all references to a "byte" refer to a six 

CAPACITOR ARRAY 1 

INPUT---

COEFFICIEN 
RAM 

COEFFICIEN 
RAM 

CS7008 

bit byte. Some of the bytes needed to configure 
the CS7008 do not use all six bits. In these cases 
the unused bits are the most significant bits and 
are considered "don't cares" (x) when written. 
When reading from the CS7008, unused bits 
should be masked off. 

The CS7008 can be loaded by a microprocessor 
or from external ROM by an automatic "self
programming" routine contained in the CS7008. 
The MODE pin determines whether the CS7008 
is in the microprocessor mode (MODE = GND) 
or the self-programming mode (MODE = V + ). 
In the self-programming mode, the CS7008 
sequentially addresses an external ROM where 
filter coefficients are stored. The R/W pin is used 
to enable the ROM's outputs and an internally 
generated strobe clocks the data into the 
CS7008's registers. 

In the self-programming mode, the CS7008 ac
tually reads in the data three times and latches 
the data the third time. This feature was designed • 
as an easy delay to avoid errors at power-on, • 
when delays in power supplies getting to final 
levels could cause incorrect reads: 

In the microprocessor mode, a microprocessor 
controls memory access. When R/W is at logic 0, 
data is clocked into the memory of the CS7008 

SWITCH TIMING 
CLOCK GENERATOR 

Figure 4. Block Diagram of a Single Biquad 
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on the negative transition of CS and is latched on 
the positive transition of CS. 

The CS7008 also has a readback feature that al
lows the user to read from the memory of the 
CS7008. This is accomplished by holding the 
read/write control pin, R/W, at logic 1 and set
ting the chip select pin, CS, to logic 0 as a 
strobe. Refer to the Timing Diagrams of Figure 2 
for details. This feature is useful in calibration 
cycles for systems where verification is needed 
that sent and received data are the same. 

Biquads 

Each biquad consists of two capacitor arrays 
which are connected to two op amps through a 
series of switches, as shown by the block 
diagram in Figure 4. The capacitor coefficients 
determine the configuration of the capacitor 
array's switch matrix. As a signal is switched 
through a biquad, the desired value of 
capacitance is selected by the appropriate 
configuration of the switch matrix. After a 
charge has been switched through the selected 
capacitor, the capacitor array is grounded, 
discharging the array to prepare it for the next 
switch configuration. 

Each biquad section is capable of implementing 
z-domain biquadratic transfer functions of the 
form: 

H(z) y+ ££1 + B£2 

1 + a£1 + ~£2 

Equation 2 

The circuit representing the general active-SC 
biquad used in the CS7008 is shown in Figure 3. 
The z-domain transfer function for this circuit is: 

Vout 

Vin 

6-16 

Equation 3 

CS7008 

Note that Equation 3 is equivalent to Equation 2. 

Equation 3 is solved to obtain the coefficients A 
through J. For optimal dynamic range, the signal 
level of both biquad op amps is important. Equa
tion 4 gives the transfer function from the input 
to the output of the first op amp. 

V' (I-J£1)(C+E-E£1) - (G-Hz-1)(F+B-B£1) 

Vin Az-1(C+E-Ez-1) + D(l-£1)(F+B-Bz-1) 

Equation 4 

The dynamic range of both biquad op amps 
should be maximized by modifying the ratio of 
capacitor A to capacitor D so that the maximum 
voltage swing is achieved through the biquad 
(i.e., both op amps swing 5.5 V p-p, max). 

Theoretically, capacitor groups C, D, E, G, H 
and A, B, F, I, J can be independently scaled 
without affecting the transfer function .. In the 
CS7008, capacitors B and D are fixed at 
equivalent values of 1024; therefore, the two 
capacitor groups listed above must be normal
ized so that B and D are 1024. The remaining 
capacitors are programmed to 11 bit resolution 
allowing equivalent capacitor values to range 
from 0 to 204 7. 

If any of the equivalent capacitor values of the 
first group, (C, E, G, H), exceed the maximum 
value of 2047 when normalized, A can be scaled 
relative to D to achieve the transfer function. 
This dynamic range scaling causes V' (Figure 3) 
to increase with respect to V out, so that gain in 
the first stage is greater than in the second stage. 
In this case, the input signal to the filter must be 
limited proportionately to prevent clipping at the 
output of the first op amp. 

Figure 5 is an excerpt of Figure 3 showing the 
programmable capacitor A in detail. All of the 
programmable capacitors (A, C, E, F, G, H, and 
I) are of this form. The following illustrates how 
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to program a capacitor. In Figure 5, the numbers 
above the individual capacitors that make up A 
are the unit capacitor values (1024, 512, 256, 
etc.). The numbers below the capacitors are the 
individual bit positions (blO = most significant 
bit, bO = least significant bit). Figure 5 shows the 
switches programmed for a binary value of 
10010001101 which, when adding the unit 
capacitor values, gives capacitor A the equivalent 
value of 1165 (= 1024 + 128 + 8 + 4 + 1). The 
equivalent value for a capacitor is the binary 
value, converted to decimal. 

The 11 bit capacitor coefficients must be split 
into two bytes to load the CS7008. To load this 
capacitor, A, into biquad 1, the lower five bits, 
01101 (decimal 13), would be loaded at address 
location 0 and the upper six bits, 100100 
(decimal 36), would be loaded at address loca
tion 1. The Address Map in Table 1 lists all the 
address locations for all the capacitors in each bi
quad. 

Possible configurations of the biquads in the 
CS7008 allow either E or F damping, and J or H 

1024 

b10 

CS7008 

input capacitors. Each biquad has a configuration 
byte, "conf', that determines how the memory 
locations E/F, CE/C, and J/H are to be used. The 
configuration codes and how they are used are 
shown in Table 3. 

One biquad configuration requires additional 
consideration. If E damping is selected for a par
ticular biquad, the value of the E capacitor must 
be added to the C capacitor for the biquad to 
function properly. For this case, the C capacitor 
is referred to as "CE'', and is loaded into the 
memory location for CE/C (=CE). The value of 
the E capacitor must still be loaded into the E/F 
(=E) memory location. No special consideration 
is necessary for F damping, i.e., the values of C 
and F are loaded into locations for CE/C ( =C) 
and E/F (=F) respectively. See Table 3 for more 
information on biquad configuration. More in
formation regarding the transfer function in 
Equation 3 can be found in Chapter 6, section 6 
of the text, "Modem Filter Design" by M. S. 
Ghausi and K. R. Laker, published by Prentice- .. 
Hill. ~ 

4 2 

b2 b1 bO 
(A) 

~-)~--0 
Figure 5. Equivalent Capacitor Arrangement 
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Cascaded Biquads (Biquad Arrangement Code) 

The biquad sections can be cascaded allowing 
the user to define 2nd, 4th, 6th, or 8th order fil
ters. Permissible biquad configurations are 
shown in Table 5. The biquad arrangement code, 
barr, is an 11 bit word which determines which 
biquad sections are connected between the 
analog input and the analog output, FouT. The 
arrangement code is divided into two bytes lo
cated at address 62, barr-low byte, and 63, 
barr-high byte. Valid barr codes are given in 
Table 5. Basically, barr switches in 1, 2, 3, or 4 
of the biquads as required by the filter imple
mented. 

Certain filter implementations require biquad 
sections with gains exceeding unity. Excessive 
gain in one section could saturate the amplifiers, 
distorting the signal. In all cases, care must be 
taken in arranging biquad coefficient groups so 

CS7008 

signals do not clip. An example of this is a high 
Q, low-pass filter cascaded with a low Q, low
pass filter which has a lower cutoff frequency. In 
this situation, the biquad coefficient groups 
should be arranged so that the high gain of the 
high Q section(s) is preceded by the low Q, 
lower cutoff section(s) which attenuates the sig
nal at those frequencies where gain is a problem 
in subsequent biquads. For filters of 6th order 
and below, the additional biquad(s) can be used 
in cascade for sin(x)/x compensation or phase 
linearization. 

The typical performance curves on page 10-8 
show how noise can vary depending on whether 
the high gain (High Q) biquad is before or after 
low gain biquads. 

~0.1 uF 

Figure 6. System Connection Diagram 
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Op Amps 

Two op amps are provided in the CS7008. The 
output of op amp A is connected to the biquad 
filter input. This op amp must be used for signal 
input and can be configured for antialiasing and 
input gain. If no antialiasing or gain is needed, 
op amp A should be connected as a voltage fol
lower. Op amp B is uncommitted and can be 
applied as the user wishes. 

Power Supplies 

Typical power supplies are V + = +5 volts, V- = 

-5 volts and GND = 0 volts. Since the device's 
analog and digital grounds share the same pin, 
this pin should be isolated from all other digital 
grounds whenever possible, to prevent noise 
from interfering with the analog circuitry. 
Always decouple the V- and V + power supply 
pins to the analog ground (GND) with 0.1 µF 
ceramic capacitors. These capacitors should be 
situated as close to the device as possible. 

Figure 6 shows the basic connections for the 
CS7008. Minimal bypass decoupling is required, 
and we recommend 0.1 µF ceramic capacitors to 
ground, as close to the supply pins as feasible. 

Op Amp A must be connected in the input stage. 
If no antialiasing of the input is required in a par
ticular application, Op Amp A can be simply 
connected as a voltage follower. 

Op Amp B may be used to filter, or smooth, the 
output of the switched capacitor filter. The out
put at Fout is a staircase shape, because of the 
sampling function inherent in this filter architec
ture. Using Op Amp B can filter out the high 
frequency components of the output at the transi
tion steps. 

DS3F1 
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In an application where the CS7008 is followed 
directly by an analog to digital converter, it may 
be preferable to not use Op Amp B, but to direct
ly convert the sampled outputs at Fout. The 
limited drive capability of Fout may make it 
preferable to connect Op Amp B in a voltage fol
lower configuration. 

INPUT/OUTPUT AMP CONNECTIONS. 

Figure 7 shows a simple Sallen and Key filter 
that can be implemented with Op Amp A for an
ti aliasing or with Op Amp B for output 
smoothing. The specific resistors shown are 
those that are included on our CDB7008 evalua
tion board. This configuration yields a -3dB cut 
off of about 21 kHz, and provides adequate fil
tering in most applications with CS7008 
sampling frequencies above 100 kHz. 

100pF ~ 

47pF I 
Figure 7. Typical Input/Output Amp Connections 

TYPICAL CS7008 FILTERS 

This section describes four typical filters imple
mented with the CS7008, showing the versatility 
and power of the part. All of these filters were 
developed using the CDS7000 Crystal ICE Filter 
Development System. The CS7008 uses the 
same output pin regardless of the filter type, un
like most switched capacitor filters. Switching 
from low-pass to band-stop is as simple as 
reprogramming the CS7008, with no changes 
needed in output pins or input attenuation. 
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In the micro-pt6cessor mode on the CS7008, any 
complete filter can be loaded in 30µs. If the new 
filter to be implemented does not require chang~ 
ing every address in the CS7008, even less time 
is required to set up the new filter. Thus, in many 
systems where the CS7008 precedes an analog to 

OdB 

-20dB 1 
l 
~ 

-40dB 

-60d8 

:..:c ~ 
~ 

~ !Rl'1 
-80dB 

OHz 20kHz 40kHz 

cstoos 

digital converter, the filter can be changed be
tween conversions, for real time adaptability. 

Figures 8 to 11 were generated using a CS7008 
in the CDB7008 evaluation board. The 
CDB7008 contains a CS7008 and a 

Inputs ·to Crystal ICE: 

Tole = 0.94406 (-0.5 dB) TolR = 0.001 (-60dB) 

F1 -20 kHz F2= 24 kHz 

Clkdiv = 2 (Clock .. 3MHz) Fs =250 kHz 

Crystal ICE Outputs to CS7008 (Decimal): 

Biquad 1 Biquad 2 Biquad 3 Biquad 4 

A =351 A = 453 A =465 A = 514 

E .. 344 E = 203 E = 177 E - 45 

CE = 141 CE = 339 CE = 641 CE = 551 

J - 19 J . 211 J =496 J = 714 

I . 19 I • 211 .I =496 I = 714 

G -133 G = 339 G =464 G = 507 

cont= 1 cont= 1 con! .. 0 cont= 0 

barr=1317 

Q - 0.70 Q = 1.99 Q = 5.51 Q = 21.74 

Figure 8. Low-Pass Elliptic Filter 

Inputs to Crystal ICE: 

TolC-0.89125 (-1.0 dB) TolR = 0.001 (-60 dB) 

OdB F1. 3 kHz F2=5kHz 

Clkdiv = 8 (Clock = 3MHz) Fs-250 kHz 

Crystal ICE Outputs to CS7008 (Decimal): 

Biquad 1 Biquad 2 Biquad 3 Biquad 4 i 
"' 

-20.dB 

A =1430 A = 983 A =600 A = 512 

E = 585 E = 475 E = 213 E = 68 

CE= 1438 CE• 825 CE = 762 CE = 569 

1 
L 

-40dB 

-60dB 

J = 283 J = 1057 J =881 J = 944 

I = 283 I = 1057 I = 881 I - 944 
..... .# 

-80dB 

OHz 5kHz 10 kHz 
G = 0 G - 0 G = 0 G - 0 

cont. 0 cont .. 1 cont• 0 cont = 0 

barr = 1317 

Q = 0.75 Q = 1.96 Q = 4.27 Q - 14.13 

Figure · 9. High Pass Chebyshev I Filter 
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CS7008 

Inputs to Crystal ICE: 

TolC = 0.7071 (-3 dB) TolR = 0.001 (-60 dB) 

F1=165 Hz F2 = 300 Hz 

F3 = 500 Hz F4 = 900 Hz 

Clkdiv = 64 (Clock = 3MHz) Fs= 7.813 kHz 

Crystal ICE Outputs to CS7008 (Decimal): 

Biquad 1 Biquad 2 Biquad 3 Biquad 4 

A =335 A = 308 A =402 A = 253 

E =487 E = 426 E = 184 E = 187 

CE = 833 CE = 683 CE =574 CE = 429 

J = 122 J = 550 J = 32 J = 527 

I = 122 I = 550 I = 32 I = 527 

G =200 G = 29 G = 133 G = 8 

conf = 0 conf = 0 conf .. 0 conf = 0 

barr = 1317 

Q = 2.02 Q = 2.01 Q = 5.28 Q -5.26 

Figure 10. Band-Pass Chebyshev II Filter 

preprogrammed ROM that includes 64 filters. A 
CDB7008 board is shipped with every CDS7000 
Filter Development System, or it may be pur
chased seperately. All of the filters shown, with 
the exception of the low-pass elliptic filter, make 
use of the on-chip input antialiasing op amp and 
the output smoothing op amp. 

Low-Pass Elliptic Filter 

Low-pass filters are probably the most common
ly used filters, often as antialiasing filters to 
reduce or. eliminate frequency components at or 
above the Nyquist rate of an analog to digital 
converter system. A typical application using a 
50kHz sampling A-to-D, with a Nyquist rate of 
25kHz, requires that any frequency components 
at that frequency or above be attenuated before 
the signal is converted by the A-to-D to mini
mize aliasing. 

Figure 8 shows the results of a low-pass elliptic 
filter using the CS7008. This filter exhibits pass
band ripple of less than 0.5dB, and has a cut-off 
frequency (-0.5dB point) of 20kHz. Stop-band 

DS3F1 

attenuation, starting at 24kHz, is down at least 
60dB. The results shown were achieved without .. 
using the input antialiasing op amp in the .. 
CS7008 (Op Amp A) or the output smoothing op 
amp (Op Amp B) because the design used in the 
CDB7008 would attenuate the comer of the el-
liptic low-pass. Using Op Amp A could increase 
attenuation at 24kHz, but would make it impos-
sible to keep the cut-off frequency at 20kHz. 

High-Pass Chebyshev I Filter 

In some applications, users may want to reject 
input signals below a certain frequency that in
terfere with the frequency of interest. For 
example, harmonics are often small relative to 
the fundamental frequency, so that the fun-. 
damental needs to be attenuated to observe any 
harmonics generated by a system. 

Figure 9 shows the results of programming the 
CS7008 as a high-pass filter, with a -ldB cut-off 
frequency of 5kHz, and with all inputs below 
3kHz attenuated at least 60dB. This filter could 
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-20 dB l -1 t 
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-60 dB 

-80 dB 
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O Hz 30 Hz 60 Hz 90 Hz 120 Hz 150 Hz 

CS7008 

Inputs to Crystal ICE: 

TolC = 0.7071 (-3 dB) TolR = 0.001 (-60 dB) 

F1=44 Hz F2 = 57 Hz 

F3=63Hz Fs = 80 Hz 

Clkdiv = 128 (Clock = BOO kHz) F4 = 1.042 kHz 

Crystal ICE Outputs to CS7008 (Decimal): 

Biquad 1 Biquad 2 Biquad 3 Biquad 4 

A = 273 A = 413 A = 271 A = 493 

E = 617 E = 498 E =227 E = 205 

CE = 980 CE = 870 CE = 511 CE = 650 

J = 747 J =1162 J =580 J =1654 

I = 747 I =1162 I = 580 I =1654 

G =363 G = 372 G =284 G = 445 

cont = O cont = 0 con! = 0 cont= 0 

barr = 1317 

Q = 1.81 Q = 1.81 Q = 4.51 Q = 4.50 

Figure 11. Band-Stop Butterworth Filter 

be useful in looking for harmonics generated by 
a 2.5kHz fundamental. 

Band-Pass Chebyshev II Filter 

Unlike mal)y switched capacitor filters, the 
CS7008 can provide a band-pass filter im
plementation with a unity-gain transfer function 
at the center frequency. This means that the input 
amplitude does not have to be greatly reduced to 
prevent clipping of the signal, which in tum 
means that the dynamic range of the input is not 
reduced. 

Figure 10 shows the results of programming the 
CS7008 to provide a band-pass filter with a cen
ter frequency at 400Hz. The -3dB cut-off 
frequencies are 300Hz and 500Hz, with input 
frequencies below 165Hz or above 900Hz at
tenuated by at least 60dB. With the flexibility to 
reprogram the CS7008 in a system, a series of 
such band-pass filters could be stored in system 
memory to allow the user to look at specific fre
quency bands, for example when doing vibration 
analysis. 

Band-Stop Butterworth Filter 

In the United States, 60Hz interference from AC 
lines is a standard problem to be overcome. In 
many other countries the problem frequency is 
50Hz. The CS7008 can be used to notch out in
terference from either of these line frequencies, 
or many other sources of interference. By simp
ly reprogramming the CS7008 from memory, it 
may be possible to make a universal system that 
can be easily plugged in anywhere in the world. 

Figure 11 shows the results of programming a 
CS7008 to reject 60Hz interference. In this ex
ample, 44Hz and 80Hz are set as the -3dB 
frequencies, and any input components between 
57Hz and 63Hz are attenuated by at least 60dB. 
The actual attenuation at 60 Hz is 7ldB. 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

POSITIVE POWER 
FILTER OUTPUT 

NONINVERTING INPUT OF OP AMP "B" 
INVERTING INPUT OF OP AMP "B" 

OP AMP "B" OUTPUT 
GROUND 

MODE 
RESET 

FILTER INPUT/OP AMP "A" OUTPUT 
INVERTING INPUT OF OP AMP "A" 

NONINVERTING INPUT OF OP AMP "A" 
DATA BUS BIT 0 
DATA BUS BIT 1 
DATA BUS BIT 2 

Power Supplies 

V + - Positive Power Supply, Pin 1 

V+ 
FOUT 

B+ 
B-

BOUT 
GND 

MODE 
RESET 
AOUT 

A· 
A+ 
DO 
D1 
D2 

CS7008 

V- NEGATIVE POWER 
CLKIN CLOCK IN 
XIN CRYSTAL IN 
AS ADDRESS BIT 5 
A4 ADDRESS BIT 4 
A3 ADDRESS BIT 3 
A2 ADDRESS BIT 2 

21 A1 ADDRESS BIT 1 
AO ADDRESS BIT 0 

10 cs CHIP SELECT 
11 RJW READ/WRITE CONTROL 
12 DS DATA BUS BIT 5 
13 D4 DATA BUS BIT 4 
14 D3 DATA BUS BIT 3 

Most positive supply, typically +5 volts. Decouple with 0.1 µF ceramic capacitor to ground. 

V- - Negative Power Supply, Pin 28 
Most Negative Supply, typically -5 volts. Decouple with 0.1 µF ceramic capacitor to ground. 

GND - Ground, Pin 6 
Both analog and digital grounds are connected to this pin, which is typically held at 0 volts. This 
pin should be isolated from other digital grounds whenever possible to reduce noise in the analog 
circuits of the CS7008. 

Oscillator 

XIN, CLKIN - Oscillator Inputs, Pins 26 and 27. 
A crystal connected across these pins sets the frequency of the internal oscillator. An externally 
generated clock may be connected to CLKIN, pin 27, which is CMOS compatible. 

Op Amps 

A- - Inverting Input of Op Amp A, Pin 10. 
Inverting input of an op amp whose output is connected to the biquad filter input. This op amp is 
used to buffer signals to the CS7008 for filtering. 
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A+ - Noninverting Input of Op Amp A, Pin 11. 

Noninverting input of an op amp whose output is connected to the biquad filter input. This op 
amp is used to buffer signals to the CS7008 for filtering. 

AOUT - Output of Op Amp A, Pin 9. 
This pin is also connected to the input of the biquad filter. 

B- - Inverting Input of Op Amp B, Pin 4. 
Inverting input of the uncommitted op amp. 

B+ - Noninverting Input of Op Amp B, Pin 3. 
Noninverting input of the uncommitted op amp. 

BOUT - Output of Op Amp B, Pin 5. 
Output of the uncommitted op amp. 

Inputs 

MODE-Pin 7. 
Setting the CMOS compatible mode pin to V + places the CS7008 in the self-programming 
mode. In the self-programming mode, the CS7008 executes an internal routine to read data from 
an external ROM upon power up or reset. Setting the mode pin to GND configures the CS7008 
to be controlled by a microprocessor. In the self-programming mode (MODE = V +),the CS7008 
goes through three complete read cycles on power up or reset, and latches data on the third read 
cycle. 

RESET - Pin 8. 
For normal operation, the RESET should be held at V +. Setting the RESET to GND will halt 
operation. If MODE = V +, the self-programming routine will be initiated when RESET returns 
to V +. If MODE = GND, normal operation will resume when RESET returns to V +. The filter 
function programmed into on-chip RAM is not affected by RESET when MODE = GND. 

R/W - Read/Write Control, Pin 18. 

6-24 

A TTL compatible input/output used for memory access to the CS7008. When the CS7008 is in 
the microprocessor interface mode (MODE = GND), R/W serves as a write enable. When R/W 
is at a logic 0, data is clocked into the CS7008 's memory on the negative transition of CS, and is 
latched on the positive transition of CS. Data can be read from the memory of the CS7008 by 
holding R/W at logic 1, and taking chip select, CS, to logic 0. 

In the self-programming mode (MODE = V + ), R/W is used to enable the ROM's outputs and 
clock data into the CS7008's registers. 
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CS - Chip Select, Pin 19. 

A TIL co.!!!l?atible input used for memory access. In the microprocessor interface mode (MODE 
= GND), CS goes low providing a strobe to clock data into the CS7008's data registers, provided 
R!W is at logic 0. Data is latched on the positive transition of CS. The data bus is in a high-im
pedance state while CS is held high. 

In the self-programming mode (MODE = V + ), CS serves no function and should be tied to V + 
with a 100 kQ resistor. The necessary strobes are internally generated by the CS7008. 

DO-DS - Data Inputs, Pins 12 -17. 
The data bus uses six pins, and is TTL compatible. It is bidirectional, allowing data to be trans
ferred to and from memory. Pull up resistors must be used on the data pins if they are not 
continually driven (bus in high-impedance state). 20 kQ resistors are adequate. 

AO-AS - Address Inputs, Pins 20 -25. 

Output 

Six pins are used for the address bus, providing 64 TTL compatible addresses. This bus is 
bidirectional, allowing data to be written to the memory address specified on these pins when the 
CS7008 is in the microprocessor interface mode (MODE = GND). In the microprocessor mode 
pullup resistors must be used on the address pins if they are not continually driven (bus in high
impedance state). 20 kQ resistors are adequate. In the self-programming mode, addresses are 
output to the external ROM. 

FOUT - Biquad Filter Output, Pin 2. 

DS3F1 

The filtered signal is reconstructed as a staircase waveform (100% duty cycle PAM), at the sam
pling frequency, fs, and output at this pin. 
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Ordering Guide 

~ 
CS7008-P 
CS7008-ID 
CS7008-MD 

Temp Range 
0°to 70°C 

-40° to 85°C 
-55° to 125°C 

Package 
28-Pin Plastic DIP* 
28-Pin Hermetic Cerdip 
28-Pin Hermetic Cerdip 

*A hermetic cerdip, designated CD7008-D, may be shipped in lieu of CS7008-P. 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CDS7000 

CRYSTAL-ICE Filter Development System 
Hardware Requirements: 

• IBM PC or compatible with a minimum 
256k of memory 

• IBM high-resolution monochrome 
monitor or compatible 

• Hercules monochrome graphics card or 
compatible 

• 8087 math coprocessor 

Software Requirements 

• PC-DOS or MS-DOS 2.1 or higher 

General Description 
The IBM PC based CDS7000, "Crystal-ICE" Filter 
Development System, consists of hardware and 
software which support filter development using the 
CS7008 Universal Filter. Crystal-ICE provides the 
designer with a quick and easy path from an initial un
derstanding of a system's filtering requirements to a 
cost-effective hardware implementation of the needed 
filter. The menu-driven software supports filter synthesis 
from system specifications, direct entry of transfer func
tions, and filter modification at either the transfer 
function level or the circuit level. The in-circuit emulator 
(ICE) permits immediate feedback on the designed 
filter's performance in a system. 

The CS7008 Universal Filter ~ fabricated in CMOS 
using Crystal's SMART Analog design techniques. It 
is a digitally configurable switched capacitor filter 
capable of providing virtually any audio-band, even
order filter response of eigth order or below. 

ORDERING INFORMATION:CDS7000 

~ 
LL 

CRYSTAL FILTER 

DESIGN PACKAGE 

Chapters 1 & 4 From the Crystal-Ice User's Manual 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

NOV '88 
DS3UM1 
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SECTION 1. - INTRODUCTION 

The CRYSTAL-ICE Filter Development System 
from is a design tool which supports the CS7008 
Universal Filter. The system features an In-Cir
cuit Emulator or "ICE Probe", which will per
form a specified filtering function in a circuit 
board designed to use the CS7008. The arduous 
mathematical effort required to design a filter is 
eliminated by using CRYSTAL-ICE. Filter trans
fer functions and the coefficients required to 
configure the CS7008 are generated by the filter 
development software provided with the system. 
Filter coefficients developed by the program are 
easily downloaded to the ICE Probe, which is 
plugged into the user's system or the CDB7008 
evaluation board, where performance is 
evaluated. CRYSTAL-ICE makes it possible to 
design, test, and refine filters with unprecedented 
ease. 

The CRYSTAL-ICE Filter Development System 
is shown in Figure 1-1. It consists of an ICE 
Probe, an interface system called the "ICE Box", 
interconnect cables, and the filter synthesis 
software. The ICE Probe contains a CS7008 and 
plugs directly into a 28 pin socket in the user's 
system or evaluation board. The analog pins of 
the CS7008 in the probe interface with the cir
cuit board, while the address bus, data bus and 
control lines interface with the ICE Box. The 
ICE Box controls the interface between an IBM 
PC and the ICE Probe. The ICE Box accepts RS-

CDS7000 

232-C formatted data output from the COM port 
of the PC, converts it to the appropriate parallel 
format, and loads the CS7008 contained in the 
ICE Probe. 

Filters are developed using CRYSTAL-ICE by 
responding to menus generated by the filter 
development software. The program will support 
design of low-pass, high-pass, bandpass, and 
band-stop filters. Each of these filter types can 
be implemented as Butterworth, Chebyshev I, 
Chebyshev Il, or elliptic (Cauer) filter responses. 
The program generates even order filters up to 
eighth order, corresponding to the capabilities of 
the CS7008. 

To design a filter, the user simply inputs the 
desired filter's channel objectives as prompted 
by the program, thereby defining a "Filter 
Template". The program calculates the z-domain 
biquadratic transfer functions for the selected 
filter implementation. The response of the filter 
developed by the program can be evaluated 
graphically by directing the program to display 
plots of decibels vs. frequency, magnitude vs. 
frequency, phase vs. frequency and pole-zero 
locations. 

CRYSTAL-ICE can also display the z-domain 
biquadratic transfer functions. It is possible to 
modify these transfer functions, or enter new 
transfer functions, without using the filter 
synthesis portion of CRYSTAL-ICE. The trans
fer functions are used to calculate the normalized 

Figure 1-1. - Crystal-ICE Filter Development System 
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capacitor values which configure the CS7008. It 
is also possible to input and/or modify these 
capacitor values. The program will generate the 
CS7008 coefficients as well as the transfer func
tion(s) that correspond to the capacitor values. 

Once a desired filter response is obtained, all 
variables associated with that filter can be saved 
onto disk for later retrieval. 

The CS7008 has two modes of operation. One 
mode allows a microprocessor to load the 
CS7008 coefficients, controlling its operation. In 
the second mode, the CS7008 reads coefficients 
directly from a user-defined memory upon 
power-up or reset. To support this mode, the 
CRYSTAL-ICE software can download coeffi
cients directly to an EPROM Programmer via 
one of the COM ports on the PC. 

The CRYSTAL-ICE software runs on an IBM 
PC or compatible, with a Hercules monochrome 
graphics card, an 8087 math coprocessor, 
an MS-DOS or PC-DOS operating system 
(version 2.1 or above), and a high-resolution 
monochrome monitor. 

The ICE Box requires a +5 volt supply. The ICE 
Probe requires +5 and -5 volt supplies and a 
clock source which must be provided by the 
user's circuit board. This circuit board must also 
provide the analog interface for the CS7008. To 
assist the user in developing filters, a CDB7008 
evaluation board is included with the ICE sys
tem. See Appendix C for more information on 
the CDB7008 evaluation board. If the CS7008 is 
removed from the CDB7008, and the ICE Probe 
inserted in its place, filters created by CRYS
TAL-ICE can be immediately evaluated. The 
EPROM does not need to be removed since the 
ICE Probe doesn't connect any of the digital pins 
to the evaluation board. All other hardware and 
software required to implement a filter are 
provided with the ICE system. 
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The ICE Probe, which contains a CS7008, plugs 
into a 28 pin socket on a circuit board designed 
to accept the CS7008. The circuit board should 
include the analog interface for the CS7008, 
which consists of an antialiasing filter, a smooth
ing filter, an oscillator crystal or clock source, 
the signal inputs and outputs and the power 
supplies required by the CS7008. Directing the 
CRYSTAL-ICE program to load the CS7008 
causes the coefficients generated by the program 
to be transferred to the CS7008 in the ICE Probe. 
Signals can then be applied to the circuit's 
inputs, and the performance of the filter in the 
circuit can be evaluated. Modifications to the 
filter response can be accomplished in minutes, 
and the results observed instantaneously. This 
iterative process can continue until tbe optimum 
filter response is achieved. The In-Circuit 
Emulator gives tbe designer tbe opportunity to 
evaluate all aspects of circuit performance before II 
"freezing" a design. 

CRYSTAL-ICE can also be used to develop 
coefficients for adaptive filter applications, since 
many different filters can easily be designed for 
a given system. Any filter supported by 
CRYSTAL-ICE can be generated in a matter of 
minutes. 

Once the performance of a filter is satisfactory, 
the filter coefficients generated by CRYSTAL
ICE can be loaded into a (EP)ROM used to 
configure the CS7008 in its "self-program" 
mode, or stored in memory to be loaded into the 
CS7008 by a microprocessor. 

The versatility of the CS7008 makes this 
development system very powerful. Literally 
millions of filters can be implemented using the 
CS7008 and the CRYSTAL-ICE system. 
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SECTION 4. - FILTER DEVELOPMENT 

The CRYSTAL-ICE Filter Development 
software allows the user to design a filter by 
specifying a filter performance template. There 
are four kinds of filters supported by CRYSTAL
ICE: low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band
stop. CRYSTAL-ICE offers four possible im
plementations of these filters: Butterworth, 
Chebyshev I, Chebyshev IT, and elliptic (Cauer). 
A synopsis of the features of these different filter 
implementations is given in the Filter Implemen
tations section of Appendix A. 

4.1 Using CRYSTAL-ICE to Design a Filter 

Using CRYSTAL-ICE, a filter is designed by 
moving through a series of menus which allow 
the user to first specify a filter and then examine 
plots of the filter's theoretical performance. The 
main menus are arranged in the sequence shown 
in Figure 4-1. From each menu, select the 
desired item by typing the corresponding number 
and striking the Return key. The Back Space key 
can be used to delete an entry before striking the 
Return key. The ESCape key can be used in any 
menu, except the Filter Type menu, to regress 
one menu in the sequence. When in the Filter 
Template Menu or Filter Response Plots, the Tab 
key is used to move through the menu. 

CDS7000 

The Filter Type menu is the only menu from 
which the program can be terminated (to DOS). 
All other menus (except DOS Files and EPROM 
Programmer menus) allow you to return directly 
to the Filter Type menu to start a new filter 
design or terminate the program. 

4.1.1 Printing Screens 

There are two types of screens in the filter 
development software: text and graphics. The 
Filter Template and Filter Response Plots are 
graphics screens while all other screens are text. 
The "Print Screen" command shown on the filter 
response plots will cause a screen dump to occur. 
The software configures the PC to print graphics 
screens. If a print of a text screen is desired, the 
shift PrtSc key must be pressed and immediately 
followed by the ESCape key. If a graphics print 
has already started, pressing the ESCape key will 
stop the print. 

42 Filter Type Menu 

The first menu displayed by the program is the 
Filter Type menu, shown in Figure 4-2. To select 
the desired filter type, enter the corresponding 
number and hit the Return key. Notice that this 
menu provides direct access to the CS7008 
Details menu. This allows those who have inde
pendently developed solutions for the biquad 

DOS FILES 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 

Figure 4-1. - Menu Arrangement 
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FILTER TYPE 

1 - Low Pass 
2 - High Pass 
3 - Band Pass 
4 - Band Stop 
5 - CS7008 Details Menu 
6 - Exit Program 

Enter Selection: 

Figure 4-2. - Filter Type Menu 

equations or derived capacitor values to bypass 
the filter synthesis portion of the program. The 
use of the CS7008 Details menu for entering or 
changing filter parameters is described in greater 
detail in Section 6. When entering the CS7008 
Details menu from the Filter Type menu, no 
calculations occur. If pre-calculated capacitor 
coefficients are desired, the CS7008 Details 
menu should be entered from the Filter Response 
menu. 

Scaling factors: H)ertz 
K)ilohertz 

Enter scaling factor (H, K) IJ 

Enter desired sampling 
rate: [1)1;] ?Hz 

1.00 

TOLC 

TOLR 
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43 Filter Template Menu 

Once a filter type is selected, a diagram repre
senting the filter type is displayed on the screen 
along with a list of parameters used to describe 
the filter's response. This is referred to as the 
Filter Template. The Filter Template for the low
pass filter, with all of the input options, is shown 
in Figure 4-3. The Tab key or Return key is used 
to enter new values or to move through the 
display if values already exist. 

The first parameter entered is the scaling factor. 
The scaling factor determines whether frequen
cies used by the program will be input and 
displayed in hertz (select ''H'') or kilohertz 
(select "K"). When initially entered, the program 
will default to kilohertz if the Return or Tab key 
is struck. Once the scaling factor is entered, the 
remaining parameters required to specify a filter 
are displayed. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

Low Pass Filter Template 

-------r----------

0 

' I 
I 

! 
F1 F2 FN 

Nyquist Frequency: (FN) is???.?? ?Hz 

?Hz 

Enter TOLR :[fifll Enter rfUlfifil ?Hz 

Calculate Filter Order Restart Program 

Figure 4-3. - Low Pass Filter Template 
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The next entry is the sampling rate. The sam
pling rate is determined by the oscillator or clock 
frequency input to the CS7008 and the clock 
divide code as given in Equation 1. 

fosc = fs x 6 x CLKDIV 

Equation I. 

When a sampling rate is entered, the program 
responds by displaying the Nyquist frequency. 
The Nyquist frequency equals one half of the 
sampling frequency (fs), and is the highest 
frequency which can be filtered at the specified 
sampling rate. It is advisable to select a sampling 
frequency well in excess of the highest frequen
cy of interest in the signal to be filtered. See 
Appendix Afor more detailed information. 

The filter's pass-band and rejection-band 
parameters are entered by specifying the cutoff
and rejection-amplitude tolerances, TOLC and 
TOLR, and their corresponding frequencies. 
TOLC and TOLR are entered in values normal
ized to one (i.e., these values must be less than 1, 
and greater than 0). If you prefer to think in 
decibels, the tolerances are easily converted from 
magnitude to decibels by using Equation 2. 

TOLm = 20 log 10 TOLMAG. 

Equation 2. 

The tolerances can be entered with resolutions to 
five digits to the right of the decimal point. 
Comer frequencies can be entered to accuracies 
of six significant digits. The maximum frequen
cy entered must be less than the Nyquist frequen
cy (fs/2). If an inappropriate value is entered, the 
program will not accept the entry and will 
prompt you to enter a new value. The backspace 
key can be used while entering parameters to 
delete characters to the cursor's left. 
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Once all of the parameters have been entered, it 
is possible to modify any entry by using the Tab 
key to move through the display. The Tab key is 
also used to select the menu commands at the 
bottom of the display. The highlighted command 
is entered by striking the Return key. When a 
satisfactory set of parameters describing the filter 
template have been entered, select the "Calculate 
Filter Order" command. The program will deter
mine the order required for each filter implemen
tation, and display the Filter Implementation 
menu. An example is shown in Figure 4-4. 

4.4 Filter Implementation Menu 

FILTER IMPLEMENTATION 

1 - Butterworth EXCEEDS EIGHTH ORDER 
2 - Chebyshev I Order : 8 
3 - Chebyshev II Order : 8 
4 - Elliptic Order : 6 
5 - Return to Filter Template 
6 - Restart Program 

Enter Selection: 

Figure 4-4. - Filter Implementation Menu 

If the filter order required for a particular 
implementation exceeds eight, the program will 
display "EXCEEDS EIGHTH ORDER" next to 
that filter implementation. If necessary, return to 
the Filter Template and change the parameters to 
reduce the filter order. 

Selecting one of the filter implementations 
directs the program to calculate a z-domain 
transfer function for each biquad required. The 
program uses the transfer function to generate 
the plots offered on the Filter Response menu, 
which is shown in Figure 4-5. 
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4.5 Filter Response Menu 

FILTER RESPONSE 

1 - Magnitude Plot 
2 - Decibel Plot 
3 - Phase Plot 
4 - Pole-Zero Plot 
5 - CS7008 Details Menu 
6 - Return to Filter Template 
7 - Return to Filter Implementation Menu 
8 - Restart Program 

Enter Selection: 

Figure 4-S. - Filter Response Menu 

From the Filter Response menu it is possible to 
return to the Filter Implementation menu to 
select a different implementation, or to go back 
to the Filter Template to change the filter's 
parameters. Each time the parameters are 
changed, the filter order and transfer functions 
are recalculated. 

When viewing a plot, the Tab key is used to 
highlight the different menu items at the bottom 
of the screen such as "Modify Frequency 
Window" or "Print Screen". When the Return 
key is pressed, the highlighted menu item is 
entered. The graphs are plotted from 0 Hz to the 
Nyquist frequency (with the exception of the 
pole-zero plot). For filters with oversampling 
ratios which approach 20 (as recommended), the 
interesting portions of the plots occupy only a 
small portion of the whole plot. "Modify 
Frequency Window" allows expansion of any 
portion of the plot by reducing the range of 
frequencies plotted along the frequency axis. The 
beginning and ending frequencies for the plot, 
FLow and FHigh, can be specified, and those 
frequencies will be retained until a different filter 
template is specified. 

Once the filter developed by the synthesis 
portion of the program is satisfactory, the next 
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step is to calculate the actual capacitor values 
needed to configure the CS7008 and evaluate the 
in-circuit filter performance. To calculate. the 
filter coefficients for the CS7008, select 
"CS7008 Details Menu" from the Filter 
Response menu. The program calculates the 
capacitor values and other information needed to 
configure the CS7008 from the transfer functions 
previously generated. Errors can occur when 
calculating capacitor values from ideal transfer 
functions. Some errors occur because the 
capacitor values required are larger than the 
permissible range of the CS7008 or the Q of the 
transfer function is excessively large. Appendix 
B, Section 3, describes these errors in detail. The 
above calculations will not occur when entering 
the CS7008 Details Menu from the Filter Type 
Menu. 

4.6 CS7008 Details Menu 

The CS7008 Details menu, shown in Figure 4-6, 
provides the capability to display and change .. 
both the coefficients of the filter transfer mim 
functions and the normalized capacitor values. 
The digital words used to configure the CS7008 
can also be displayed. To load the digital words 
into the CS7008 on the ICE Probe, select "Load 
CS7008". This command directs the program to 
transfer its data to the ICE Box, which in tum 
loads the CS7008 in the ICE Probe. When 
downloading to the ICE Box, the ICE Probe 
must be powered or the following message will 
occur: 

No Probe voltage sensed. Cannot download. 
Press any key to continue 

If this occurs, power up the ICE Probe and 
reselect "Load CS7008" from the CS7008 
Details menu. Downloading should now work 
properly. 

Item 3 on the CS7008 Details menu, View 
CS7008 Coefficients, displays the digital words 
(and corresponding addresses) for the capacitor 
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values shown in the Biquad Values menu. Data 
in the CS7008 Coefficients menu is formatted 
for the CS7008 as specified in the data sheet 
(Appendix D). 

CS7008 DETAILS 

1 - ViewH(z) 
2 - View Biquad Values 
3 - View CS7008 Coefficients 
4 - Load CS7008 
5 - EPROM Programmer 
6- DOS Files 
7 - Restart Program 

Enter Selection: 

Figure 4-6 .• CS7008 Details Menu 

Select item 5 to download the filter data to an 
EPROM programmer. Item 6 allows the user to 
save or recall filter data from disk. Items 5 and 6 
are explained in detail in Section 4. 7 and 4.8 
respectively. 

With the exception of entering the clock divide 
code to be loaded into the CS7008, items 1 and 2 
on the CS7008 Details menu are intended for 
individuals who are knowledgeable regarding 
switched capacitor biquad filters. The 
capabilities offered through items 1 and 2 are 
discussed in Section 6. 

4.6.1 Changing the Clock Divide Code 

The clock divide code is loaded into the memory 
of the CS7008, and determines the internal oscil
lator divide within the device. The clock divide 
code is initialized to a default value of one when 
the program is executed. It may be necessary to 
change the clock divide code depending on the 
particular application. For more. information see 
the section on Oscillator, Sampling Frequency 
and Clock Divide in Appendix A. 

To change the clock divide code, select "View 
Biquad Values". The Biquad Values menu 
displays the normalized biquad. capacitor values 
for the specified filter. Select item 6 to change 
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the clock divide. The program prompts you to 
enter the desired clock divide code. The clock 
divide codes that will be accepted by the CS7008 
are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, or 128. After the new 
clock divide code is entered, return to the 
CS7008 Details menu. Once changed, the clock 
divide code will remain. at the selected value 
until a new value is entered by the user .. Unless 
you intend to change the filter's transfer func
tions, be careful not to change any other 
parameter from this menu. 

4.6.2 Suboptimal Dynamic Range Scaling 

The transfer functions generated by the filter 
synthesis routines may require capacitors with 
normalized unit values exceeding 2047. In some 
cases it is possible to scale unit capacitor values 
and still achieve the desired filter. This capacitor 
scaling causes the gain through the. affected 
biquad to increase. The maximum input signal to 
the filter must decrease to compensate for the 
gain. This process reduces the CS7008's 
dynamic range, which is why it is referred to as 
suboptimal dynamic range scaling. 

Not all capacitors can be scaled. When possible, 
the filter development program will automatical
ly scale capacitors, up to the point where the 
input is reduced to 5% of the maximum input 
voltage swing for the CS7008. When dynamic 
range scaling of capacitors in a biquad occurs, a 
warning is issued as shown in .Figure 4-7. This 
warning directs the user to limit the dynamic 
range of the input signal by a specified amount. 

•••• Input Voltage Range reduced to 85% of maximum value. •••• 

Press any key to continue 

Figure 4-7 •• Input Voltage Reduction Warning 
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If more than one biquad requires dynamic range 
scaling, additional warnings will be issued. The 
input signal's voltage range should be limited to 
the smallest of the percentages displayed. The 
smallest percentage will be displayed at the top 
of the Biquad Values menu. 

4.7 EPROM Programmer Menu 

The CS7008 has two modes of operation. One 
mode will allow a microprocessor to load 
CS7008 coefficients, and thereby control its 
operation. In the other, a self-programming 
mode, the CS7008 will read coefficients from 
memory upon power-up or reset. To facilitate the 
use of this mode, the CRYSTAL-ICE Filter 
Development software supports downloading to 
an EPROM programmer via one of the COM 
ports on the PC. The EPROM programmer must 
support RS-232-C communications and either 
Intel Hex or Motorola S-Record data formats. 

Format: Intel Hex Port: COM2 
BAUD: 1200 Data Bits: 7 Parity: Even Stop Bits: 2 

Start Address: 0 (OxO) 

:10000000000000000000000000000000000000000FO 

:1000100006110611180301000B010B0118030100062 
:10002000140A040A1C040100110511051C04000037 
:100030001 F05150E021500000B070B070D062814EF 

:0000001 FF 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 

1 - Load Programmer 
2 - Change Start Address 

3 - Change Port Parameters 
4 - Return to CS7008 Details Menu 

Enter Selection: 

Figure 4-8. - EPROM Programmer Menu 
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The user must supply the cable to interface the 
PC and EPROM programmer. Section 3.3 lists 
the specifications for this interface cable. 

The EPROM Programmer menu is accessed 
from the CS7008 Details menu and is shown in 
Figure 4-8. The default port parameters are listed 
on the top two lines of the screen. The filter 
coefficients are loaded into 64 successive loca
tions with the start address being the first of the 
64 locations. The lines between the start address 
and the menu contain the actual records to be 
downloaded. 

4.7.1 Loading the EPROM Programmer 

If item one, Load Programmer, is selected, the 
software will attempt to send the data through 
the COM port (listed at the top of the screen) to 
the programmer. If the attempt is unsuccessful, 
one of the following messages will appear: 

COMx not responding (DSR inactive) 
Press any key to continue 

or: 

COMx not responding (Time Out) 
Press any key to continue 

where x in COMx designates the port used. If 
either of these messages appear, verify that the 
EPROM programmer is powered, connected to 
that particular COM port, and waiting for data to 
be downloaded. See Appendix B, Section 4 for 
more information on these two errors. 

If the EPROM programmer signals an error 
while downloading, verify that the port 
parameters displayed at the top of the screen are 
the same as the EPROM programmer's 
parameters. 
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4 .7 .2 Changing the Start Address 

Item two from the menu, Change Start Address, 
allows the filter coefficients to be loaded into 
any set of adjacent addresses in the EPROM. 
Once "Change Start Address" is selected, a new 
address must be entered in decimal notation. The 
Tab key may be used to increment one filter 
length (64 bytes). Pressing the Return key enters 
the address and updates the records to reflect the 
new address. 

4.7 3 Changing Port Parameters 

Using menu item three, Change Port Parameters, 
almost any aspect of the port can be modified to 
suit the EPROM programmer used. Any 
modified parameter will remain in effect until 
the program is exited. When "Change Port 
Parameters" is selected, the bottom line of the 
screen will change as shown in Figure 4-9, and 
an enlarged cursor will blink to the right of the 
first parameter. The Tab key will change the 
value to the left of the cursor. 

Format: Intel Hex I Port:COM2 
Parity: Even BAUD: 1200 Data Bits: 7 Stop Bits: .2 

Start Address: 0 (OxO) 

: 1 ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooFo 
:100010000&110611180301000B010B0118030100062 
:10002000140A040A1C040100110511051C04000037 
:100030001 F05150E021500000B070B070D062814EF 
:0000001FF 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 

1 - Load Programmer 
2 - Change Start Address 
3 - Change Port Parameters 

4 - Return to CS7008 Details Menu 

<CR> - Save Value <Tab>- Change Value <ESC>- Exit 

Figure 4-9. - Changing Port Parameters 
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Use the Tab key to "roll" through the available 
values until the appropriate one is displayed. 
Pressing the Return key (CR) will save the value 
and move the cursor on to the next parameter. 
The ESCape key will immediately cause an exit 
back to the initial EPROM Programmer menu. 
The parameter selected when the ESCape key is 
pressed will not retain a changed value (the 
Return key must be used first). 

If the modified COM port parameter is the same 
as that of the ICE Box, then the cable for the 
EPROM programmer must replace the ICE Box 
cable on the PC. Before leaving the EPROM 
Programmer menu, the ICE Box must be recon
nected to the COM port. In this instance, the fol
lowing message will appear as a reminder: 

ICE Box must be reconnected to COMx 
Press any key to exit 

where x in COMx indicates the port number. 
Below is a list of the port parameters with all 
their possible values: 

Format: Intel Hex 
Motorola S-Record 

Port: 
COMl 
COM2 
COM3* 
COM4* 

*IBM BIOS only supports two COM ports. If 
COM3 or COM4 exist, they must be BIOS com
patible. 

Baud: 
150 
300 
600 
1200 
4800 
9600 
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Data Bits: 
7 
8 

Parity: 
None 

Even 
Odd 

Stop Bits: 
1 
2 

4.8 DOS Files Menu 

Once a desired filter is obtained, all the variables 
associated with that filter can be saved onto disk 
for later retrieval. The DOS Files menu is shown 
in Figure 4-10 and is accessed from the CS7008 
Details menu. The top line on this screen 
displays the present working directory. The next 
line displays the most recent file read from or 
saved to disk. The file name will disappear if a 
new filter is calculated using the synthesis 
portion of the program. If no extension is given 
when reading from or saving to disk, a ".UF" is 
assumed. 

Directory - C:\FIL TEA 
File Name-

Enter Selection: 

DOS FILES 

1 - Read File 
2 - Save File 
3 - Change Directory 
4 - Return to CS7008 Details Menu 

Figure 4-10. - DOS Files Menu 
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4.8.1 Reading Files 

When reading a file from disk, the program will 
prompt the user for a filename. Filenames must 
adhere to DOS standards. DOS device names 
may not be used for filenames. Consult the DOS 
manual for filename specifications. Errors can 
occur because of the following: 

invalid disk specifier 
invalid path specifier 
invalid filename 
file not found 
invalid format in file 

All errors are discussed in detail in Appendix B, 
Subsections 5 and 6. 

4.8.2 Saving Files 

When saving a file to disk, the program will 
prompt the user for a filename. In choosing the 
filename, the user must follow the same conven
tions as when reading files from disk. Errors can 
occur because of the following: 

invalid disk specifier 
invalid path specifier 
invalid filename 

Errors are discussed in detail in Appendix B, 
Subsections 5 and 6. If the file specified already 
exists, the program will ask for verification 
before replacing it. 

4.83 Changing Directories 

Changing the present working directory will 
allow a more orderly file structure since different 
filter projects may be kept in different direc
tories. When changing directories, the new direc
tory must already exist. New directories should 
be created using DOS prior to executing the 
CRYSTAL-ICE software. Changing directories 
will also allow changing disk drives. If no direc
tory is given when changing drives, the current 
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directory for that particular drive is used. DOS 
remembers the current directory for each drive. 
The following errors can occur when changing 
directories: 

invalid disk drive specifier 
invalid path specifier 

All errors are explained in detail in Appendix B, 
Subsections 5 and 6. 

4.9 Menu Paths 

Figures 4-11 thru 4-15 depict the possible paths 
from each of the main menus in the fil
ter development program. These figures are 
intended to serve as a handy reference for 
understanding the menu structure used in the 
CRYSTAL-ICE filter development software. 

CDS7000 
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LOW PASS FILTER TEMPLAT 
Scaling Factors: H)ertz 

K)ilohertz 1 _00 
Enter scaling factor (H, K) TOLC 

Enter desired sampling 
rate in ?Hz: 

F2 

Nyquist frequency (FN) is ??? .?? ?Hz 

Enter TOLC: Enter F1 Hz 

Enter TOLR: Enter F2 Hz 

Calculate Filter Order Restart Program 

~ ~-~-~:~J!~:~8_T~~-~------
2 - High Pass 
3 - Band Pass 
4- Band Stop 
5 - CS7008 Details Menu 
6 - Exit Program 

Enter Selection: ---i 
Terminates Program 

Execution 

HIGH PASS FILTER TEMPLATE 
Scaling Factors: H)ertz 

K)ilohertz 1 _00 
Enter scaling factor (H, K) TOLC 

Enter desired sampling 
rate in ?Hz: 

TOLR 

0 F1 

Nyquist frequency (FN) is???.?? ?Hz 

Enter TOLC: Enter F2 Hz 

Enter TOLR: Enter F1 Hz 

Calculate Filter Order Restart Program 

F2 

Scaling Factors: H)ertz 
K)ilohertz 

Enter scaling factor (H, K) 

Enter desired sampling 
rate in ?Hz: 

CDS7000 

BAND PASS FILTER TEMPLATE 

1.00 

TOLC 

TOLR 

0 F1 F2 F3 F4 

Nyquist frequency (FN) is???.?? ?Hz 

Enter TOLC: Enter F2 Hz Enter F3 Hz 

EnterTOLR: Enter F1 Hz Enter F4 Hz 

Calculate Filter Order 

no calculations occur 

Scaling Factors: H)ertz 
K)ilohertz 

Enter scaling factor (H, K) 

Enter desired sampling 
rate in ?Hz: 

Restart Program 

CS7008 DETAILS 

1 -View H(z) 
2 - View Biquad Values 
3 - View CS7008 Coefficients 
4 - Load CS7008 
5 - EPROM Programmer 
6- DOS Files 
7 - Restart Program 

BAND STOP FILTER TEMPLATE 

1.00 

TOLC 

TOLR 

0 F1 F2 F3 F4 

Nyquist frequency (FN) is ???. ?? ?Hz 

Enter TOLC: Enter F1 Hz Enter F4 Hz 

Enter TOLR: Enter F2 Hz Enter F3 Hz 

Calculate Filter Order Restart Program 

Figure 4-11. - Filter Type Menu Paths 
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Scaling factors: H)ertz 
K)ilohertz 

Enter scaling factor (H, K) 

Enter desired sampling 

- ?H 
rate: . z 

' 

1.00 

TOLC 

TOLR 

CDS7000 

Low Pass Filter Template 

I 
I 
I 

--------+------------
! 
I 

! 
0 F1 F2 FN 

Nyquist Frequency: (FN) is ???.?? ?Hz 

Calculate Filter Order 

_____ £!~I~EUM~~_l~M~~I~IL9J:l___ __ _ 
1 - Butterworth Order:?? 
2 - Chebyshev I Order: ?? 
3 - Chebyshev II Order: ?? 
4 - Elliptic Order: ?? 
5 - Return to Filter Template 

l 6 - Restart Program 
L----------------------------------------------.. 

?Hz 

?Hz 

Restart Program 

Use Tab key (or Return key) to 
to move through display when 
parameters already exist. 

"Calculate Filter Order " and 
"Restart Program" are displayed 
in inverse video when selected. 
The Return key enters the selection. 

The Tab key will continue the 
edit function. 

---------------------------------------. The ESCape key will 
return to the previous 
menu. 

FILTER TYPE i 
---------------------------------- I 

l 1 - Low Pass i 
2 - High Pass ,! 

3 - Band Pass 
4 - Band Stop 

1
1 

5 - CS7008 Details Menu 
6 - Exit Program I L _______________________________________ J 

Figure 4-12. ·Filter Template Paths 
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FILTER IMPLEMENTATION 

1 - Butterworth EXCEEDS EIGHTH ORDER 
2 - Chebyshev I Order : ?? 
3 - Chebyshev II Order : ?? 
4 - Elliptic Order : ?? 
5 - Return to Filter Template 
6 - Restart Program ~ 

CDS7000 

FILTER RESPONSE 

1 - Magnitude Plot 
2 - Decibel Plot 
3 - Phase Plot 
4 - Pole-Zero Plot 
5 - CS7008 Details Menu 
6 - Return to Filter Template 
7 - Return to Filter Implementation Menu 
8 - Restart Program 

LOW PASS FILTER TEMPLATE 

FILTER TYPE --------------------------------· 

1 - Low Pass 
2- High Pass 
3 - Band Pass 
4- Band Stop 
5 - CS7008 Details Menu 
6 - Exit Program 

DS3UM1 

Scaling Factors: H)ertz 
K)ilohertz 

Enter scaling factor (H, K) 
1.00 ~ 

Enter desired sampling 
rate: ?Hz 

TOLC I \ 

~ 
0 F1 F2 

Nyquist frequency (FN) is ??? . ?? ?Hz 

Enter TOLC: 

EnterTOLR: 

Enter F1 

Enter F2 

Calculate Filter Order Restart Program 

Figure 4-13. - Filter Implementation Menu Paths 

Hz 

Hz 
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FILTER RESPONSE 

1 - Magnitude Plot ------------
2 - Decibel Plot ------------. 
3 - Phase Plot---------~ 
4 - Pole-Zero Plot 
5 - CS7008 Details Menu 
6 - Return to Filter Template 
7 - Return to Filter Implementation Menu 
8 - Restart Program l 
Enter Selection: 

__ fi'=I~BJMP..L~M~~TAJJQN 
1 - Butterworth Order: ?? 
2 - Chebyshev I Order: ?? 
3 - Chebyshev II Order: ?? 
4 - Elliptic Order: ?? 
5 - Return to Filter Template 
6 - Restart Program 

_______ .ElLI~JtIYf~------
1 - Low Pass 
2 - High Pass 
3 - Band Pass 
4 - Band Stop 
5 - CS7008 Details Menu 
6 - Exit Program 

Scaling Factors: H)ertz LOW PASS FILTER TEMPLAT 

K)ilohertz 1 00 
Enter scaling factor (H, K) TOLC 

TOLRL-----==---1 

CS7008 DETAILS 

1 - View H(z) 
2 - View Biquad Values 
3 - View CS7008 Coefficients 
4 - Load CS7008 
5 - EPROM Programmer 
6- DOS Files 
7 - Restart Program 

0 F1 F2 

FRM - Filter Response 
Menu 

M FW - Modify Frequency 
Window 

PS - Print Screen 

1.00 

0.08 

0.06 

0.04 

0.02 

FRM 

0 

-20 

-40 

-60 

-80 

FRM 

180 

90 

-90 

-180 

FRM 

ZEROS 

FRM 

Figure 4-14. ·Filter Response Menu Paths 
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PARAMETERS 

Magnitude 
vs. 

Frequency 

? ? ? 
MFW 

PARAMETERS 

Decibel 
vs. 

Frequency 

? ? ? 
MFW 

PARAMETERS 

Phase vs. 
Frequency 

? ? ? 

MFW 

PARAMETERS 
Im 

? 
PS 

? 
PS 

? 

PS 

POLES 

Re 

PS 
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Notch 

Notch 

Notch 

Notch 

H1(z)= 

H2(z)= 

H3(z)= 

H4(Z)= 

Order= Fs = 

H(z) 
--------------· 

1,2,3,4 - Edit H?(z) 6 - C hange Fs 
5 - Change Order 7 - R eturn 

CS7008 DETAILS 
-------

1 -View H(z) 
2 - View Biquad Values 
3 - View CS7008 Coefficients 
4 - Load CS7008 
5 - EPROM Programmer 
6- DOS Files 
7 - Restart Program 

FILTER TYPE 

1 - Low Pass 
2 - High Pass 
3 - Band Pass 
4- Band Stop 
5 - CS7008 Details Menu 
6 - Exit Program 

Directory -
File Name -

DOS FILES ·:;--:-R"eaa-Fife ___________ _ 
2 - Save File 
3 - Change Directory 
4 - Return 

CDS7000 

Biquad 1 
A = 

Biquad 2 
A = 

Biquad 3 
A = 

Biquad 4 
A = 

E E E E = 
CE= CE= CE= CE= 
J = J = J = J = 
I = I = I = I = 
G = G = G = G = 
cont= cont= cont= cont= 

Order= Clock Divide = 

-----------~!Q!lAJ)_YAL!J~§ ___________ 
1,2,3,4 - Edit Biquad #? 
5 - Change Order 
6 - Change Clock Divide 
7 - Return to CS7008 Details Menu 

Decimal Values: 

(0) = 
= (1) 

(2) = 
(3) = 
(4)= 
(5) = 
(6) = 

(16) = 
= (17) 

(18) = 
(19) = 

(20) = 

(21) = 
(22) = 

(32) = 
-(33)

(34) = 
(35) = 
(36) = 
(37) = 
(38) = 

CS7008 COEFFICIENTS 

(48) = 
-(49)

(50) = 
(51) = 
(52) = 
(53) = 
(54) = 

1 - Change Values to Hexadecimal 
2 - Return to CS7008 Details Menu 

Format: Port: 

BAUD: Data Bits: Parity: Stop Bits: 

Start Address: O (OxO) 

:1000000000000000000FO 
:100010803B06A220D37 
:100000000000004365900 
:100101764568293900062 
:0000001FF 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 

rl~~~:zo~~~~~;~~~--------------
3 - Change Port Parameters 
4 - Return to CS7008 Details Menu 

Figure 4-15. • CS7008 Details Menu 
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INTRODUCTION 

VOLTAGE REFERENCES 

Crystal offers two voltage references which complement our AID converters. Designed to operate with 
the CS5412 12-bit lMHz ADC, the CS3901 produces a stable, buffered ±1.5V and +3.0V. Particularly 
suitable for Crystal's successive approximation AID converters, the CS3902 produces a very stable and 
accurate +4.5V 

USER'S GUIDE 

Device: CS3901 
-'-

Output Voltage ±1.5 V, +3.0 V 
Input Voltage ±5.0V 
Tempco -
Package 14pinDIP 

CONTENTS 

CS3901 +3, ±1.5 Volt Voltage Reference 
CS3902 +4.5 Volt Voltage Reference 

7·2 

CS3902 

+4.5V 
+11 to +22 V 
±0.5 ppm/°C 

14 pin DIP 

7-3 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS3901 

+ 1.5 Vand 3.0 V Voltage Reference 
Features 

• High Accuracy 

• Low Drift 

• Excellent Stability 

• Operates from ±5V 

• + 3.0V or± 1.5V outputs, jumper 
selectable 

• Small package size - 14 Pin DIP 

VA+ 

General Description 

The CS3901 is a precision hybrid voltage reference for 
the CS5412 AID Converter. The device offers jumper
selection options to provide either +3.0V or ± 1.5V 
outputs from ± 5V inputs. The voltage outputs do not re
quire trimming, but trim pins are available if fine 
adjustments are desired. The outputs of the CS3901 
provide low impedance, low noise and excellent 
temperature stability to insure optimum performance 
from the AID converter. The unit is also compatible with 
other AID converters where +3.0V or ±1.5V reference 
voltages are required. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
CS3901 - KC 0 °C to 70 °c 
CS3901 - TC - 55 °C to + 125 °C 

TRIM1 TRIM2 

13 
>----{ i+VREF 

Buffer 
Amplifier 

3 

2 
-VREF 

VA- NC AGND PGND I BP UP 
REFS ET 

TRIM3 TRIM4 

Preliminary Product Information I This ~ocument contains data !or a produ~t un?er developi:ient. Cry~tal 
Semiconductor reserves the nght to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

OCT'89 
DS42PP2 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS J_TA= 25°C, VA+= 5V, VA-= -5V, VREF ou~uts unloadedl 
CS3901-K CS3901-T 

Parameter min typ max min typ max Units 

Specified Temperature Range 0 - 70 -55 - 125 0 c 
Supply Voltage 

VA+ + 4.85 + 5.0 + 5.5 + 4.85 + 5.0 + 5.5 v 
VA- - 5.5 - 5.0 - 4.85 - 5.5 - 5.0 - 4.85 v 

+VREF Voltage (REFSET =UP) + 3.0 + 3.0 v 
Deviation from +3.0V: 

at Ta= 25 ·c -350 + 350 -350 + 350 uV 
at Ta= Tmin to Tmax -700 + 700 -700 + 700 uV 

+VREF Voltage (REFSET =BP) + 1.5 + 1.5 v 
Deviation from + 1.5V: 

at Ta= 25 ·c -175 + 175 -175 + 175 uV 
at Ta= Tmin to Tmax -350 + 350 -350 + 350 uV 

-VREF Voltage (REFSET = BP) -1.5 -1.5 v 
Deviation from -1.5V: 

at Ta= 25 ·c -175 + 175 -175 + 175 uV 
at Ta= Tmin to Tmax -350 + 350 -350 + 350 uV 

Output Trim Range ± 5 ±5 mV 

Output Impedance (Note 1) 
dcto 1000 Hz 10 10 milliohms 

Output Noise dcto 1 MHz 100 100 uV (p-p) 

Output Drive (Note 2) 5 5 mA 

PSRR VA+ or VA- (Note 3) 70 70 dB 

Long-Term Stability 25 25 ppm/1000 hr 

Supply Current 
V+ + 8 TBD + 8 TBD mA 
V- - 8 TBD - 8 TBD mA 

Note: 1. The output impedance at high frequencies will be dictated by the capacitors added external to the 
reference package. 

2. The outputs are short circuit protected. 
3. Tested with 100 mVP-P 120 Hz applied to each supply input separately. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 

The CS3901 is a hybrid precision voltage 
reference circuit which uses a very low drift zener 
diode as a reference. The zener is biased with cur
rent sources at both anode and cathode to allow a 
"floating" reference. A resistor divider network is 
connected in parallel with the floating zener. Two 
tap points on the resistor network are made avail
able at the pins of the device. Connecting either 
one of these tap points to the reference set (REF
SET) pin of the device will cause the floating 
zener to establish an output voltage from the 
device. 

Bipolar Output Configuration ( ±1. 5 V outputs) 

When tap point BP (for bipolar) at pin 10 is con
nected to the REFSET pin, the floating zener and 
resistor divider network establish output voltages 
of +1.5 Vat +VREF and -1.5 Vat -VREF (see 
Figure 1 for the bipolar system connection). The 
hybrid contains amplifiers to buffer the resistor 
network divider voltages. The buffer amplifiers 
are capable of driving up to 5 mA minimum and 
of being loaded with up to 15 µF of capacitance 
without stability problems. The buffer output vol
tages do not require trimming but are trimmable 
if a lOk potentiometer is appropriately connected 
to the trim pins. The wiper of the pot should be 
connected to the -5 V supply. TRIMl and TRIM2 
are for trimming the positive output voltage. 
Moving the wiper of the pot toward TRIM2 will 
cause the positive output to increase in mag
nitude. TRIM3 and TRIM4 are for trimming the 
negative output voltage. Moving the wiper of the 
pot toward TRIM3 will cause the negative output 
to increase in magnitude. 

Unipolar Output Configuration (+3.0 V output) 

When tap point UP (for unipolar) is connected to 
the REFSET pin the floating zener and resistor 
divider network establishes an output voltage of 
+3.0 V at the +VREF output (see Figure 2 for 
unipolar connection). The -VREF output should 

DS42PP2 

CS3901 

be left disconnected when the device is con
figured to output +3.0 V. 

Power Supply Connection 

The CS3901 is designed to operate from ±5 V 
supplies. These inputs should be decoupled with 
0.1 µF ceramic capacitors located near to the part. 
The PGND (power ground) pin is to be used for 
the power supply ground return. This pin is inter
nally connected to the AGND (analog ground) 
pin. 

CS3901/CS5412 System Combination 

The CS3901 is designed to be used with the 
CS5412 AID converter. The CS5412 AID con
verter draws a high frequency dynamic current 
from the CS3901 outputs. To maintain low output 
impedance at high frequencies, the reference out
puts from the CS3901 should be bypassed to 
AGND with a parallel combination of a 0.1 µF 
ceramic capacitor and a 3.3 µF tantalum 
capacitor. The capacitors should be located as 
near to the AID converter input reference pins as 
possible. The AGND pin should be connected to 
the AGND pin of the AID converter. 

Care should be exercised in the selection of the 
tantalum capacitor in the output filter. It should 
be chosen to maintain a minimum of 3.3 µF over 
the operating temperature range in which you use 
the device. This will insure maximum perfor
mance from the CS5412 AID converter. 

A single CS3901 is capable of being used to 
supply reference voltages to several CS5412 AID 
converters. If this is done the value of the 
capacitance on the VREF outputs of the reference 
needs to be increased accordingly. The buffered 
outputs of the CS3901 can be loaded with up to 
15 µF of capacitance without causing stability 
problems. 
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11 +SV ---...--lVA+ 

0.1uF 

7 

0.1uF 

4 
-SV -------1 VA-

REFSET BP 
9 10 

-SV 

i 10K 

r-"l'Acw: Optional 

14! 121 Trim 

TRIM1 TRIM2 

+VREF 

CS3901 

-VREF 
TRIM3 TRIM4 
1 t 3 L 

! 10K ! 
~ 

-SV 

Optional 
Trim 

Figure 1. Bipolar Output Configuration 

-SV 

i 10K 

~ Optional 

14 I 121 
Trim 

+SV 
11 TRIM1 TRIM2 13 

VA+ 
+VREF 

0.1uF 

7 CS3901 6 
PGND AGND 

0.1uF 

-sv 4 VA- -VREF 2 

REFS ET UP 
9 8 

Figure 2. Unipolar Output Configuration 

CS3901 

av 

NC 
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS 

VOLTAGE OUTPUT TRIM 

NEGATIVE VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

VOLTAGE OUTPUT TRIM 

NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 

NO CONNECTION 

ANALOG GROUND 

POWER GROUND 

Power Supply Connections 

TRIM3 

-VREF 

TRIM4 

VA· 

NC 

AGND 

PGND 

VA+ - Positive Analog Power, PIN 11 

1• 

2 CS3901 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Positive analog power supply, nominally +5 V. 

VA- - Negative Analog Power, PIN 4 
Negative analog power supply, nominally -5 V. 

PGND - Power Ground, PIN 7 

CS3901 

14 TRIM1 VOLTAGE OUTPUT TRIM 

13 +VREF POSITIVE VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

12 TRIM2 VOLTAGE OUTPUT TRIM 

11 VA+ POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

10 BP BIPOLAR 

9 REFSET REFERENCE SET 

8 UP UNIPOLAR 

The ground pin for the VA+ and VA- inputs. It is internally connected to AGND. 

Reference Control Pins 

REFSET - Reference Set, PIN 9 
This is a virtual ground node to which either the BP (bipolar) or the UP (unipolar) tap of the 
floating zener resistor divider network is connected to establish the appropriate output voltage 
from the reference. 

BP - Bipolar, PIN 10 
The BP (bipolar) pin provides access to a resistor network divider tap point on the floating zener 
reference. When the BP pin is connected to the REFSET pin the CS3901 will establish +1.5 Vat 
the + VREF pin and -1.5 V at the -VREF pin. 

UP· Unipolar, PIN 8 
The UP (unipolar) pin provides access to a resistor network divider tap point on the floating zener 
reference. When the UP pin is connected to the REFSET pin the CS3901 will establish +3.0 Vat 
the + VREF pin. 

DS42PP2 7.7 
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Reference Output Pins 

+ VREF - Positive Voltage Reference output, PIN 13 

CS3901 

Provides a positive output reference voltage with respect to the AGND pin. The magnitude can be 
either+ 1.5 Vin the bipolar reference mode or +3.0 Vin the unipolar reference mode. 

-VREF - Negative Voltage Reference output, PIN 2 
Provides a negative output reference voltage with respect to the AGND pin. The magnitude is 
-1.5 Vin the bipolar reference mode. The pin should be left disconnected when the CS3901 is 
used in the unipolar reference mode. 

AGND - Analog Ground, PIN 6 
Analog ground node for the voltage reference outputs. Connection should be made between this 
pin and the analog ground of the AID converter. 

Reference Trim Pins 

TRIMl - Voltage Output Trim, PIN 14 
TRIMl works in conjunction with TRIM2 to allow adjustment of the+ VREF output voltage. 

TRIM2 • Voltage Output Trim, PIN 12 
See definition for TRIMl. 

TRIM3 - Voltage Output Trim, PIN 1 
TRIM3 works in conjunction with TRIM4 to allow adjustment of the -VREF output voltage. 

TRIM4 - Voltage Output Trim, PIN 3 
See definition for TRIM3. 

Miscellaneous 

NC - No Connection, PIN 5 
Should be left unconnected. 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS3902 

+ 4.5V Precision Voltage Reference 
Features General Description 

• Very High Accuracy: + 4.500V ± 0.4 mV 

• Very Low Temperature Drift: 
± 0.6 ppm I °C -55 °C to+ 125 °C 

• Excellent Long-Term Stability: 
25 ppm/1000 hours 

• Excellent Line Regulation: 6 ppmN Typ. 

• Designed for use with CS5012, 
CS5014, CS5016, CS5101, and 
CS5102 AID Converters 

• 14 Pin DIP Package 

The CS3902 is a precision voltage reference providing 
+4.SOOV from an input voltage of 11 V to 22V. It offers 
very high accuracy without trimming and exhibits very 
low temperature drift: 1 /50 LSB I °C at 16 bits. Long 
term stability of the CS3902 is excellent. The device is 
suitable for all Crystal Semiconductor Successive 
Approximation AID Converters. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Model Initial Thermal Temperature 
Error Drift 

CS3902-AC 800 µV 400 µV -25 °C to +85 °C 
CS3902-BC 400 µ V 200 µ V -25 °C to +85 °C 
CS3902-SC 800 µ V 600 µ V -55 °C to+ 125 °C 
CS3902-TC 400 µ V 300 µ V -55 °C to + 125 °C 

VA+ TRIM1TRIM2 

11 12 14 

>---.-----1-<3 +4.5V 

6 7 

AGND PGND 

Preliminary Product Information/ This ?ocument contains data ~or a produ~t un?er developr:rient. Cry~tal 
Semiconductor reserves the nght to modify this product without nolice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 FAX: (512) 445 7581 

OCT'89 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (VA+= +15V, TA= 25 °C, RL = 10 kn unless otherwise specified) 

Parameter CS3902A,B CS3902S,T Units 
min typ max min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range -25 85 -55 125 oc 
Output Voltage - + 4.5 - - + 4.5 - v 
Output Voltage Errors 

-A,S uV Initial Error - - 800 - - 800 
-B,T - - 400 - - 400 uV 

Warmup Drift - 25 - - 25 - uV 

TMIN to TMAX (Note 1) -A,S - - 400 - - 600 uV 
-B,T - - 200 - - 300 uV 

Long-Term Stability - 25 - - 25 - ppm/1000 hrs. 

Noise (.1 - 10 Hz) - 5 - - 5 - uVp-p 

Output Drive 10 - - 10 - - mA 

Regulation 
Line - 30 100 - 30 100 uVN 
Load - 30 - - 30 - uV/mA 

Output Adjustment 
10 10 mV Range (Note2) - - - -

Temperature coefficient - 4 - - 4 - uV/°C/mV 

Power Supply Currents - 5 7 - 5 7 mA 

Notes: 1. Using the box method the specified value is the maximum deviation from the output voltage 
at 25 °C over the specified operating temperature range. 

2. Optional Fine Adjust for approximately ±1 OmV 
3. The 4.5V output is unloaded. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (VA+ =+15V,TA = 25 °c, RL = 10 kn unless otherwise specified) 

Parameter CS3902A,B CS3902S, T 
min typ 

VA+ + 11 -

Operating Temperature - 25 -

Storage Temperature - 65 -

Short Circuit Protection 

1.0 , .......... , .......... ., ........ ., ......... ., ......... , ......... ,, ......... , .........• 

> g t·······!······!·····V-·=···'Upperlimit., ....... , .. , 
0.4 1---+---+-__,,_-~-~---+--+--< 

5 
~o 0 1----;---;----::.,,....""!-""""C------t--;----1 

- 0.4 1---+---+----.r--<·--·>-----+--+--< 
1 ........ ., ..•....•• , •...•••.. ,,-=· Lower-Um'~rn""' ··•·········'·········< 

- 1.0 , ......... , ......... , ......... , ......... ; .......... , .....................•......... ; 

- so - 2S 2S 50 7S 100 12S 

Temperature (°C) 

CS3902A 

1.0 ·········-~ ······ ~--· ··---~-- ·--··f····· .. ~ .. ·····f·-- ····l····· 

> 0.6 g 

5 
>o 
~ 

0 

- 0.6 

1.0 

-SO 2S 0 2S so 7S 100 12S 

Temperature (°C) 

CS3902S 

max min typ max 

+ 22 + 11 - + 22 

> g 

85 - 55 - 125 

150 - 65 - 150 

Continuous 

101 .. LJ. .............................................. , ......... . 
;..cJ Upper Limit. 

5 0.21----+---+---+"'--i-'-'--~~-+---i 
~o 0 

- 0.21---+--+ ~, _ __,,~ .... '--'>-------+-' -+----< 
~Limit 

- 1.0fo········•·········•······-·•-·······•····· ..... ; ......... o--······•··········< 

-SO -2S 0 25 so 7S 100 125 

Temperature (°C) 

CS3902B 

1.0t········+·······., ..... 

5 °·3 1-y-----r-:---::::;::;;;;:::::::::::-il 
~o o l~;:::t:;;~""'-T-;--r----"'~:-1 

- 0.31----+--+---~--+---i---+--i-----j 

- 1.0 

. -- -~ 

- so - 2S 0 2S so 75 100 12S 

Temperature (°C) 

CS3902T 

VOUT vs.Temperature Graphs 

DS49PP2 

Units 

v 

oc 
oc 
-
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7.0 ~-~-~-~-~-,...---~-~--, 

.§. 6.0 ··········t.,,, ........... 1................... .. .. i ............ : ........... l ........... ~ .......... . 1 , I , , 
'E 5.0 ....... . ........... ; .......... + ......... t ........... 1 .... . 

~ 
Cl> ·:; 

" •• -T ' r r-r T : 
0~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~~ 

-50 0 50 100 

Temperature ( °C) 

CS3902 

r ····:··················· 

0 2 4 6 8 10 
Output Current (mA) 

Quiescent Current vs. Temperature Junction Temperature Rise vs. Output Current 

120 

100 i------f---······-····-i---···········-i---··-········-~----··········· . ! ' ! 

m 80 
~ 
a: 

60 cc 
CJ) 
0.. 

40 

20 

0 

L--···-········i···············l·······-······· 
! . 

··············-t---············i-·-······--·--·i-----·······- · ......•........ ; .............. . 

: I :: :; ::: : :~ ~ , 
10 100 1k 10k 100k 1M 10M 

Frequency (Hz) 

PSRR vs. Frequency 
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Theory Of Operation 

Figure 1 illustrates the internal configuration of 
the CS3902. An FET current source is used to 
bias a 6.3V zener diode. The zener voltage is 
divided by the resistor network Rl and R2. This 
voltage is then applied to the noninverting input 
of the operational amplifier which amplifies the 
voltage to produce a 4.500 V output. The gain is 
determined by the resistor elements R3 and R4: 
G =1 + R4/R3. The 6.3V zener diode is used be
cause it is the most stable diode over time and 
temperature. 

The current source provides a closely regulated 
zener current, which determines the slope of the 
reference's voltage vs. temperature function. By 
trimming the zener current a lower drift over 
temperature can be achieved. But since the volt
age vs. temperature function is nonlinear, this 
method leaves a residual error over wide tempera
ture ranges. 

CS3902 

To remove this residual error, a nonlinear com
penstion network of thermistors and resistors was 
developed. This proprietary network eliminates 
most of the nonlinearity in the voltage vs. 
temperature function. By then adjusting the slope, 
a very stable voltage over wide temperatuire 
range can be achieved. This network is less than 
2% of the overall network resistance so it has a 
negligible effect on long term stability. 

Application Information 

Figure 2 shows the proper system connection of 
the CS3902 voltage reference. It is illustrated 
with the optional output trim potentiometer. Pay 
careful attention to the circuit layout to avoid 
noise pickup and voltage drops in the lines. 

The CS3902 series voltage references have the 
ground terminal brought out on two pins (pin 6 
and pin 7) which are connected together internal
ly. This allows the user to achieve greater 

VA+ TRIM1TRIM2 

DS49PP2 

+4.5 
>--~·--------------{13 

R4 

R3 -------~""'"·,---< Compensation 
Network 

Compensation 
Network 

Figure 1. CS3902 Internal Configuration 
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NC 
NC 

+15 

NC CS3902 
NC 
NC ~7'--_._. 

NC 
NC 
NC 

-=- Potentiometer for 

k fine trim adjustment 
10 n is optional 

AGND 1-6-----

Figure 2. System Connection Diagram 

accuracy when using a socket. Voltage references 
have a voltage drop across their power supply 
ground pin due to quiescent current flowing 
through the contact resistance. If the contact 
resistance was constant with time and tempera
ture this voltage drop could be trimmed out. 
When the reference is plugged into a socket this 
source of error can be as high as 20 ppm. By con
necting pin 7 to the power supply ground and pin 
6 to a high impedance ground point in the 
measurement circuit the error due to the contact 
resistance can be eliminated. If the unit is 
soldered into place the contact resistance is suffi
ciently small that it doesn't affect performance. 

See the application note "Voltage References for 
the CS501X/CS5101/CS5102/CS5126 Series of 
AID converters" for discussion of the filtering 
components on the output of the CS3902. 

7-14 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

NO CONNECTION 

NO CONNECTION 

NO CONNECTION 

NO CONNECTION 

NO CONNECTION 

ANALOG GROUND 

POWER GROUND 

DS49PP2 

NC 
NC 
NC 
NC 
NC 

AGND 
PGND 

CS3902 

TRIM2 VOLTAGE OUTPUT TRIM 

+4.5 +4.5V REFERENCE VOLTAGE 

TRIM1 VOLTAGE OUTPUT TRIM 

VA+ POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

NC NO CONNECTION 

NC NO CONNECTION 

NC NO CONNECTION 

• 
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INTRODUCTION 

POWER MONITOR 

The CS1232 compares the system power supply to an on-chip band gap voltage reference and signals if 
supplies fall below 4.6 volts. This permits the host microprocessor to gracefully power down the sys
tem before ·supplies fail. Critical system parameters can be saved in non-volatile memory for 
reinitialization when power supplies return to rated levels. The CS1232 also contains a watchdog timer 
and pushbutton reset circuit. The CS1232 is pin and functionally compatible with the Dallas Semicon
ductor DS1232 

CONTENTS 

CS1232 Micromonitor 8-3 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS1232 

Micromonitor 
Features 

• Halts and restarts an out-of-control 
microprocessor 

• Holds microprocessor in check during 
power transients 

• Automatic restart after power failure 

• Monitors pushbutton for external reset 

• Monitors microprocessor power supply 
to be within 5% or 10% of 5 V 

• No discrete components needed 

• 8-pin Mini-DIP or 16-pin SOIC 

• Pin compatible with DS1232 

ST 7 

Vee 
TOLERANCE 

BIAS 

T.C. REFERENCE 

1 LEVEL SENSE 

DIGITAL 
SAMPLER 

PBRST AND r-~~~~~~---' 

DEBOUNCE 

VOLTAGE 
SENSE 

General Description 
The CS1232 is a monitor for microprocessors which 
checks program execution, power source quality, and 
external reset status. 

The power status (Vee) is monitored by a comparator 
and a precision temperature-compensated reference. 
Reset is forced active by an internal signal when Vee 
goes out-Of-tolerance. Reset signals stay active for a 
minimum for 250 ms after Vee returns to an in-tolerance 
condition. This allows both power supply and processor 
to stabilize. 

The pushbutton reset control input is debounced and 
the active reset minimum pulse width of 250 ms is 
guaranteed. 

The internal watchdog timer forces the reset signals ac
tive if the strobe input is not driven low prior to time out. 
The CS1232 timer can be set to operate at time out set
tings of approximately 150ms, 600ms, and 1.2 seconds. 

A surface mount 16-pin SOIC is available, as well as an 
8-pin Plastic DIP. 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

Model 
CS1232- P 
CS1232-IP 
CS1232- S 
CS1232-IS 

Temp. Range 
0 °Cto 70 °C 

-40 °C to +85 °C 
0 °C to 70 °C 

-40 °C to +85 °C 

DIGITAL 
DELAY 

TIMEOUT 
COMPARATOR 

Package 
8-pin Plastic DIP 
8-pin Plastic DIP 
16-pin SOIC 
16-pin SOIC 

4 GND 

Preliminary Product Information j This document contains information for a new product. Crystal 
Semiconductor reserves the right to modify this product without notice. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 FAX: (512) 445 7581 

JUN '89 
DS18PP1 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TMIN to TMAX, Vee= 4.5 to 5.5V) 

Parameter 

Vee Trip Point (TOL = GND) (Note1) 
I---

Vee Trip Point (TOL= V cc) (Note 1) 

Operating Current (Note 2) 

Notes: 1. All Voltages Referenced To Ground 
2. Measured with outputs open 

Symbol 

V CCTP 

V CCTP 

I cc 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Parameter Symbol 

Operating Temperature CS1232 
CS1232- I 

Supply Voltage (Note 1) Vee 

min 

4.50 

4.25 

-

min 

0 
- 40 

4.5 

typ 

4.62 

4.37 

0.4 

typ 

-
-

5.0 

DIGIT Al CHARACTERISTICS (TMIN to TMAX, Vee= 4.5V to 5.5V) 

Parameter Symbol min typ 

-
ST and PBRST Input High Level (Note 1) V1H 2.0 -

ST and PBRST Input Low Level (Note 1) V1L -0.3 -

Output High Current @2.4 V RSTonly loH -1.0 -2.0 

--
Output Low Current @0.4 V RST,RST 1oL 2.0 3.0 

Input Leakage (Note 3) l1L -1.0 -

Input Capacitance 
c 

C1N TA= 25 c - -
c 

Output Capacitance TA= 25 c CouT - -

CS1232 

max Units 

4.74 v 
4.49 v 
2.0 mA 

max Units 

+ 70 oc 
+ 85 oc 

5.5 v 

max Units 

Vee +0.3 v 

+ 0.8 v 

- mA 

- mA 

+ 1.0 uA 

5 pF 

7 pF 

Note: 3. PBRST is internally pulled up to Vee with an internal impedance of 100 kQ typical. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Parameter 

Voltage on any Pin 
Relative to Ground 

Input Current 

Storage Temperature 

Soldering Temperature 

min 

- 1.0 

-

- 55 

CS1232 

typ max Units 

- +7.0 v 

- ±10 mA 

- +125 oc 
260 °c for 10 Sec 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. Normal operation 
is not guaranteed at these extremes 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TM1N to TMAX, Vee= 5V ± 10%) 

Parameter Symbol min typ max Units 

PBRST = VIL t PB 20 - - ms 

RESET Active Time t RST 250 610 1000 ms 

ST Pulse Width t ST 20 - - ns 
-

Vee Detect to RST and RST t RPD - - 100 ns 

Vee Slew Rate from 4.75V - 4.25V t F 300 - - us 

-
Vee Detect to RST and RST (Note 4) t RPU 250 610 1000 ms 

Vee Slew Rate from 4.25V - 4.75V t R 0 - - ns 

ST Pulse Period 
TD pin at Ground 62.5 - 250 ms 
TD pin floating t TD 250 - 1000 ms 
TD pin connected to Vee 500 - 2000 ms 

(Note 5) 

Note: 4. tR = 5 µs 
5. tTD is the maximum elapsed time between ST pulses which will keep the watchdog timer from forcing 

RST and RST to the active state for a time of tRsT. 
6. RST is an N-channel open drain output. 

DS18PP1 8-5 
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RST 

Timing Diagram-Pushbutton Reset 

1<------trn ------

Timing Diagram-Strobe Input 

VoH X!RPD 

__ R_S_T _________ . V0 L _______ _ 

Timing Diagram-Power Down 

Vee 

~ 
__ R_S_T ________________ ~ 

RST 

Timing Diagram-Power Up 

CS1232 
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POWER SUPPLY MONITOR 

The CS 1232 will detect out-of-tolerance power 
supplies for processor-based systems as well as 
warn of an impending power failure. The TOL 
digital input pin defines the threshold level for 
V cc; when the V cc level drops below the TOL 
defined level, the comparator outputs the signals 
RST and RST. The threshold level is set to typi
cally 4.37 V if TOL is connected to Vee, and is 
set to typically 4.62 V if TOL is connected to 
GND. The processor is allowed to continue until 
the last possible moment that Vee is valid. Upon 
return of power, RST and RST are active for 250 
ms (minimum) to allow stabilization. 

PUSHBUTTON RESET CONTROL 

PBRST is normally connected to a reset pushbut
ton (see Figure 1). This active low signal is 
debounced and timed to generate signals of 
250 ms (minimum) for RST and RST. The delay 
begins when PBRST is released from from the 
low state. PBRST has an internal 100 kQ pull-up 
resistor. 

+SVDC 

Figure 1. Pushbutton Reset 

DS18PP1 

8051 
UP 

CS1232 

WATCHDOG TIMER 

When RST and RST become inactive (normal 
CPU operation), the watchdog timer starts timing 
out, using the time set by ID. RST and RST are 
forced active when ST is not stimulated for this 
predetermined time. TD sets the time to be: 150 
ms if ID is connected to ground, 600 ms is TD is 
not connected, or 1.2 seconds with TD connected 
to Vee. RST and RST are driven active for 250 
ms (minimum) if no high-to-low transition occurs 
on the ST input pin before time out. Microproces
sor address signals, data signals, control signals, 
and output port bits can be used for the ST input 
pin. These signals cause the watchdog timer to be 
reset prior to time out indicating normal function 
of the microprocessor (see Figure 2). 

+SV DC 

MREQ 

Decoder 

Address Bus 
RST 

Figure 2. Watchdog Timer 
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PUSH BUTION RESET INPUT PBAST 

TIME DELAY SET TD 
SELECTS Vee DETECT LEVEL 

GROUND 

NO CONNECTION 
PUSH BUTION RESET INPUT 

NO CONNECT 
TIME DELAY SET 

NO CONNECT 
SELECTS Vee DETECT LEVEL 

NO CONNECT 
GROUND 

TOL 
GND 

NC 
PB AST 

NC 
TD 
NC 

TOL 
NC 

GND 

2 

CS1232 

Vee +5 VOLT POWER 
ST STROBE INPUT 
AST RESET OUTPUT (Active Low, Open Drain 
AST RESET OUTPUT (Active High) 

NC NO CONNECT 
Vee +5 VOLT POWER 
NC NO CONNECTION 
ST STROBE INPUT 
NC NO CONNECT 
AST RESET OUTPUT (Active Low, Open Drain 
NC NO CONNECT 
RST RESET OUTPUT (Active High) 
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INTRODUCTION 

UNPACKAGED DIE 

All Crystal products are available in die form. Here is a selection of currently available die data sheets. 

TM 
SMART Analog ADC architectures achieve their accuracy through the inclusion of digital logic on-
chip to ensure performance specifications. Self-calibrating ADCs, one family of circuits, incorporate a 
digital microcontroller to correct for linearity as well as gain and offset errors. Delta-Sigma oversam
pling ADCs, another family, sample the signal substantially faster than the system sampling rate and 
then digitally filter average many actual samples to obtain a highly accurate output at the system rate. 

Analog performance of the device is therefore governed by digital furMctionality which is easily tested 
during the die manufacturing process at wafer probe. SMART Analog devices all include digital self
test modes to further enhance this thorough testability. 

All die manufacturing activities maintain configuration control and traceability to the original wafer lot. 
Passivation thicknesses are controlled to meet military requirements and die storage is maintained in 
accordance with MIL STD 883, method 2010. Scribed and broken individual die are 100% inspected to 
the requirements of MIL STD 883, method 2010, test condition B. Shipment of die to Crystal cus
tomers is accomplished in waffle packs, each of which contain die from only one wafer lot. 

CONTENTS 

9-2 

CS1232-U Micromonitor die 
CS5012-U 12-bit AID Converter die 
CS5014-U 14-bit AID Converter die 
CS5016-U 16-bit AID Converter die 
CS5101-U 16-bit AID Converter die 
CS5102-U 16-bit AID Converter die 
CS5317-U 16-bit AID Converter die 
CS5412-U 12-bit AID Converter die 
CS5501-U 16-bit AID Converter die 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS1232-U 

Micromonitor Die 
Features 

• Halts and restarts an out-of-control 
microprocessor 

• Holds microprocessor in check during 
power transients 

• Automatic restart after power failure 

• Monitors pushbutton for external reset 

• Monitors microprocessor power supply 
to be within 5% or 10% of 5 V 

• No discrete components needed 

• Pin compatible with DS1232 

General Description 
The CS1232 is a monitor for microprocessors Which 
checks program execution, power source quality, and 
external reset status. 

The power status (Vee) is monitored by a comparator 
and a precision temperature-<:ompensated reference. 
Reset is forced active by an internal signal when Vee 
goes out-of-tolerance. Reset signals stay active for a 
minimum for 250 ms after Vee returns to an in-tolerance 
condition. This allows both power supply and processor 
to stabilize. 

The pushbutton reset control input is debounced and 
the active reset minimum pulse width of 250 ms is 
guaranteed. 

The internal watchdog timer forces the reset signals ac
tive if the strobe input is not driven low prior to time out. 
The CS1232 timer can be set to operate at time out set
tings of approximately 150ms, 600ms. and 1.2 seconds. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Model 

CS1232-U 
Temp. Range 
O °C to 70 °C 

Dice Information I The .cs~ 23~-U dice. are functionally identical to packaged CS1232 devices. For general 
appl1cat1on 1nformat1on, refer to the packaged product data sheets. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

FEB '90 
DS68F1 
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--··---· . ---·-· -··--···-
ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TM1N to TMAX, Vee= 4.5 to 5.5V) 

Parameter 

Vee Trip Point (TOL= GND) (Note 1) 

Vee Trip Point (TOL= V cc) (Note 1) 

Operating Current (Note2) 

Notes: 1. All Voltages Referenced To Ground 
2. Measured with outputs open 

Symbol 

V CCTP 

V CCTP 

I cc 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Parameter Symbol 

Operating Temperature 

Supply Voltage (Note 1) Vee 

min 

-

-

-

min 

0 

4.5 

typ 

4.62 

4.37 

0.4 

typ 

-

5.0 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TM1N to TMAX, Vee= 4.5V to 5.5V) 

Parameter Symbol min typ 

-
ST and PBRST Input High Level (Note 1) V1H 2.0 -
ST and PBRST Input Low Level (Note 1) v,L -0.3 -

Output High Current @2.4 V AST only loH -1.0 -2.0 
-

Output Low Current @0.4 V RST,RST 1oL 2.0 3.0 

Input Leakage (Note 3) l1L -1.0 -

Input Capacitance 
0 

C1N TA= 25 c - -
D 

Output Capacitance TA= 25 c Cour - -

CS1232-U 

max Units 

- v 

- v 

2.0 mA 

max Units 

+70 oc 

5.5 v 

max Units 

Vee +0.3 v 

+ 0.8 v 

- mA 

- mA 

+ 1.0 uA 

5 pF 

7 pF 

Note: 3. PBRST is internally pulled up to Vee with an internal impedance of 100 kn typical. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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--··---· . ---·-· -··--···-
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Parameter 

Voltage on any Pin 
Relative to Ground 

Input Current 

Storage Temperature 

min 

- 1.0 

-

- 55 

CS1232-U 

typ max Units 

- +7.0 v 

- ±10 mA 

- +125 oc 

NARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. Normal operation 
is not guaranteed at these extremes 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TM1N to TMAX, Vee= 5V ± 10%) 

Parameter Symbol min typ max Units 

PBRST = VIL t PB 20 - - ms 

RESET Active Time t RST 250 610 1000 ms 

ST Pulse Width t ST 20 - - ns 

Vee Detect to RST and AST t RPO - - 100 ns 

Vee Slew Rate from 4.75V - 4.25V t F 300 - - us 

Vee Detect to RST and RST (Note 4) t RPU 250 610 1000 ms 

Vee Slew Rate from 4.25V - 4.75V t R 0 - - ns 

ST Pulse Period 
TD pin at Ground 62.5 - 250 ms 
TD pin floating t TD 250 - 1000 ms 
TD pin connected to Vee 500 - 2000 ms 

(Note 5) 

Note: 4. tR = 5 µs 
5. tro is the maximum elapsed time between ST pulses which will keep the watchdog timer from forcing 

RST and RST to the active state for a time of tRsT. 
6. RST is an N-channel open drain output. 

DS68F1 9·5 
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AST 

Timing Diagram-Pushbutton Reset 

LJ 
14------lw ------

Timing Diagram-Strobe Input 

_A_A_:_: _________ ~'~--------

Vee 

AST 

Timing Diagram-Power Down 

Vo~ 

Vol 

~---IRPU --~-->! 

------------------~ 

Timing Diagram-Power Up 

CS1232-U 
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--··---· . --- ·-· -··--···-
GENERAL INFORMATION 

Crystal Semiconductor Procedure 42AA00007 
outlines the General Requirements for Die Sales. 
The document includes information on wafer 
fabrication, manufacturing flow, screening/in
spection procedures, packing, shipping, and 
change notification. 

Assembly Information 

1. Die size: 0.061" by 0.069" (± 0.002"). 

2. The CS1232-U is suited for die attach through 
either eutectic or adhesive means. When eutectic 
die attach is used, Crystal Semiconductor recom
mends either a 99.9% Au or 98% Au/2% Si 
preform of the appropriate size. The backside of 
the die should be electrically connected to V cc· 

ST 7 

Vee 8 Vee 
TOLERANCE 

DIGITAL TOL BIAS 
3 SAMPLER 

T.C. REFERENCE 

LEVEL SENSE 
PBRST AND 

DEBOUNCE 

VOLTAGE 
SENSE 

DS68F1 

CS1232-U 

3. Die thickness shall be 0.0175" ±0.0035". If 
tighter tolerances are required, contact the factory. 

4. The maximum number of die per waffle pack 
carrier is 100. 

5. The cavity dimensions for each die within the 
waffle pack are 0.080" by 0.080" (Waffle Pack 
Type H20-080). 

5. The CS1232-U requires no particular bonding 
sequence. 

6. The CS1232 product qualification determined 
that each pin on the device can typically 
withstand electrostatic discharges up to 3000V 
and 300 mA de latch currents. This meets 
Crystal's minimum criteria of 2500V and 100 mA 
respectively. Still, Crystal Semiconductor strong
ly recommends proper handling procedures and 
in-circuit application. 

RST 

DIGITAL RST 

DELAY 5 

TIMEOUT 
COMPARATOR 

4 GND 
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Bonding Diagram for CS1232-U 

a• •1 1• 
• 2 

.3 s• 
5 • • 4 • • • • • 

1 - PBRST 
2 - TD 
3 - TOL 
4 - GND 

5 - RST 
6 - RST 
7 - ST 
8 - Vee 

CS1232-U 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5012-U 

12-Bit, 62.5 kHz Self-Calibrating AID Converter Die 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS A/D Converter 
Inherent Sampling Architecture 
Microprocessor Interface 
Parallel and Serial Output 

• True 12-Bit Precision 
Linearity Error: ±1 /4 LSB 
No Missing Codes 
S/(N+D): 73 dB 
THO: 0.008 % 

• 12 µs Conversion Time 
Throughput Rates up to 62.5 kHz 

• Low Power Consumption: 120 mW 

General Description 
The CS5012 is a 12-bit monolithic CMOS analog-to
digital converter with 12 µs conversion time. On-chip 
self-calibration circuitry, which can be placed under in
telligent control, achieves maximum nonlinearity of ±1/2 
LSB and no missing codes. Superior linearity also leads 
to 73 dB S/(N+D) with peak harmonics below -87 dB. 
Offset and full-scale errors are similarly kept within 1/4 
LSB, eliminating the need for manual calibration of any 
kind. Unipolar and bipolar input ranges are digitally 
selectable. 

The CS5012 consists of a DAC, conversion and calibra
tion microcontroller, oscillator, comparator, 
microprocessor compatible 3-state 1/0, and calibration 
circuitry. The input track-and-hold, inherent to the 
device's sampling architecture, acquires the analog 
input signal after each conversion within 3.75 µs to 
0.01%, allowing throughput rates up to 62.5 kHz. 

The CS5012's advanced CMOS construction provides 
low power consumption of 120 mW and the inherent 
reliability of monolithic devices. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 9-15 

Dice Information J CS5?12_-u ~ice are ~unctionally identical to packaged CS5012 devices. For general 
application 1nformat1on, refer to the packaged product data sheet. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

FEB '90 
DS41F3 
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--··---· . --- ·-· -··--···- CS5012-U 

ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS 
(TA= 25°C; VA+, VD+= 5V; VA-, VD-= -5V; VREF = 2.5 to 4.5V; Full-Scale Input Sinewave, 1 kHz; 
fclk = 4 MHz for -12, 2 MHz for -24; fs = 63 kHz for -12, 34 kHz for -24; Bipolar Mode ; 
Analog Source Impedance= 200!.1 unless otherwise specified; Tmin to Tmax specs. apply after 

calibration at the temperature of interest. ) 

CS5012-KU CS5012-TU 
Parameter min typ max min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range 0 70 -55 125 

Probe Test Temperature 25 125 

dcAccuracy 

Linearity Error T min to T max ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Differential Linearity T min to T max ;. ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Full Scale Error T min to T max ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Unipolar Offset T min to T max ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Bipolar Offset T min to Tmax ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Bipolar Zero Error T min to T max ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Noise Unipolar Mode 45 45 
(Note 1) Bipolar Mode 90 90 

Dynamic Performance 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise 

T min to T max 
1 kHz Input 87 87 
12kHz Input 83 83 

Total Harmonic Distortion 0.008 0.008 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

T min to T max 
OdB Input 73 73 
-60dB Input 13 13 

Analog Input 

Aperture Time 25 25 

Aperture Jitter 100 100 

Input Capacitance Unipolar Mode 275 375 275 375 
(Note2) Bipolar Mode 165 220 165 220 

Notes: 1. Wideband noise aliased into the baseband. Referred to the input. 
2. Applies only in the track mode. When converting or calibrating, input capacitance will not 

exceed 15 pF. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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Units 

oc 
oc 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

uVrms 
uVrms 

dB 
dB 

% 

dB 
dB 

ns 

ps 

pf 
pf 
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--··---· . --- ·-· -··--···-
ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

CS5012-KU 

CS5012-U 

CS5012·TU 
Parameter min typ max min typ max Units 

Conversion & Throughput 

Conversion Time -12 12.25 12.25 us 
(Notes 3, 4) -24 24.5 24.5 us 

Acquisition Time -12 3.0 3.75 3.0 3.75 us 
(Note4) -24 4.5 5.25 4.5 5.25 us 

Throughput -12 62.5 62.5 kHz 
(Note 4) -24 33.6 33.6 kHz 

Power Supplies 

Power Supply Currents (Note 5) 

IA+ 9 19 9 19 mA 
IA- • 9 • 19 • 9 • 19 mA 
lo+ 3 6 3 6 mA 
lo. • 3 - 6 - 3 - 6 mA 

Power Dissipation (Note 5) 120 250 120 250 mW 

Power Supply Rejection (Note 6) 
Positive Supplies 84 84 dB 
Negative Supplies 84 84 dB 

Notes: 3. Measured from falling transition on HOLD to falling transition on EOC. 
4. Conversion, acquisition, and throughput times depend on the master clock, sampling, and calibration 

conditions. The numbers shown assume sampling and conversion is synchronized with the 
CS5012's internal conversion clock, interleave calibrate is disabled, and operation is from the 
full-rated external master clock. 

DS41F3 

5. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
6. With 300 mV p-p, 1kHz ripple applied to each supply separately in the bipolar mode. Rejection 

improves by 6 dB in the unipolar mode to 90 dB. 
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,,,,,,,.-.. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,_. . ---·-· -··--···-
SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

CS5012-U 

(TA= Tmin to T max; VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Logic 0 = OV; Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF; 
BW=VD+) 

Parameter S_y_mbol _Min 1}'e_ Max Units 

Master Clock Frequency: 

Internally Generated: KU, - 12 2 - -
TU, - 12 1.75 - -

- 24 fCLK 1 - - MHz 

Externally Supplied: - 12 100 kHz - 4 
- 24 100 kHz - 2 

Master Clock Duty Cycle - 40 - 60 % 

Rise Times: Any Digital Input t rise - - 1.0 us 
Any Digital Output - 20 - ns 

Fall Times: Any Digital Input '1a11 - - 1.0 us 
Any Digital Output - 20 - ns 

HOLD Pulse Width lhpw 11fCLK+ 50 - le ns 

Conversion Time le (Note 7) - (Note 7) ns 

Data Delay Time ldd - 40 100 ns 

EOC Pulse Width (Note 8) lepw 41fCLK- 20 - - ns 

Set Up Times: CAL, INTRLV to CS Low !cs 20 10 -
AO to CS and RD Low las 10 

ns 
20 -

Hold Times: 
CS or RD High to AO Invalid !ah 50 30 -

CS High to CAL, INTRLV Invalid !ch 30 
ns 

50 -
Access Times: CS Low to Data Valid 

-KU lea - 90 120 
-TU 115 150 ns -

RD Low to Data Valid 
-KU t ra - 90 120 
-TU 115 150 ns -

Output Float Delay: -KU 
!fd 

90 110 
CS or RD High to Output Hi-Z 

- ns 
-TU 90 140 

Serial Clock Pulse Width Low tpwl - 21fCLK -
ns 

Pulse Width High 1-fl_wh - 21fCLK -
Set Up Times: SDATA to SCLK Rising lss 21fCLK- 50 21fCLK - ns 

Hold Times: SCLK Rising to SDATA !sh 21fCLK - 100 21fCLK - ns 

Notes: 7. See Table 1 in packaged product data sheet and master clock frequencies above. 
8. EOC remains low 4 master clock cycles if CS and RD are held low. Otherwise, It returns high within 

four master clock cycles from the start of a data read operation or a conversion cycle. 

9-12 DS41F3 
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SCLK 

SDATA 

AO 

DO-D15 

CAL, INTRLV 

CS5012-U 

Rise and Fall Times 

Serial Output Timing 

tea 

ta tah 

tfd 

Hi-Z Hi-Z 

f' ~,, 

Read and Calibration Control Timing 

HOLD t''pw} tc-------r t epw----1. 
_J//J"fl/ EOG II ///l~J 

ldd 

Output Data LAST CONVERSION DATA VALID NEW DATA VALID 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Conversion Timing 

DS41F3 
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--··---· . --- ·-· -··--···- CS5012-U 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS(TA=TmintoTmax; VA+, VD+=5V±10%; VA-, VD-=-5V±10%) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - - v 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0.8 v 
High-Level Output Voltage (Note 9) VoH VD+-1.0V - - v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout - 1.6mA VoL - - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current lin - - 10 uA 

3-State Leakage Current ioz - - ±10 uA 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Cout - 9 - pF 

Note: 9. lout= -100 µA. This specification guarantees TTL compatibility (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40 µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov. see Note 10.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ v 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 2.0 2.5 VA+ -0.5 v 
Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND - VREF v 

(Note 11) Bipolar VAIN -(VREF) - VREF v 
Notes: 10. All voltages with respect to ground. 

11. The CS5012 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). It will produce 
an output of all 1 's for inputs above VREF and all O's for inputs below AGND in unipolar mode 
and -VREF in bipolar mode. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, DGND = ov. all voltages with respect to ground.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -6.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 12) I 1n - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA VA- - 0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 VD++ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 ·c 
Storage Temperature T.tg -65 150 ·c 

Note: 12. Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause SCR latch-up. 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

Crystal Semiconductor Procedure 42AA00007 
outlines the General Requirements for Die Sales. 
The document includes information on wafer 
fabrication, manufacturing flow, screening/in
spection procedures, packing, shipping, and 
change notification. 

Assembly Information 

1. Die size shall be 0.270" by 0.337" (± 0.002"). 

2. The CS5012-U is suited for die attach through 
either eutectic or adhesive means. When eutectic 
die attach is used, Crystal Semiconductor recom
mends either a 99.9% Au or 98% Au/2% Si 
preform of the appropriate size. The backside of 
the die should be electrically connected to VA+. 

CS5012-U 

3. Die thickness shall be 0.0175" ± 0.0035". If 
tighter tolerances are required, contact the factory. 

4. The maximum number of die per waffle pack 
carrier is 16. 

5. The cavity dimensions for each die within the 
waffle pack are 0.350" by 0.350". 

5. The CS5012-U requires no particular bonding 
sequence. 

6. The CS5012 product qualification determined 
that each pin on the device can typically 
withstand electrostatic discharges up to 3000V 
and 300 mA de latch currents. This meets 
Crystal's minimum criteria of 2500V and 100 mA 
respectively. Still, Crystal Semiconductor strong
ly recommends proper handling procedures and 
in-circuit application. 

HOLD Cs R]) AO BP1UP RST BW INTRLV CAL EOT EOC SCLK SDATA 

21 22 23 24 32 34 35 37 38 39 

CWCK 
CL KIN GENERATOR 

29 
REFBUF 

VREF 28 

AlN 

AGND 
27 

25 

VA+ 

ORDERING GUIDE 
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Model Number 
CS5012-KU12 
CS5012-KU24 
CS5012-TU12 
CS5012-TU24 

12 BIT 0-IARGE 
REDISlRIDUTION 

DAC 

STATIJS REGISTER 

30 11 36 10 

VA- VD+ VD- DGND 

Block Diagram 

Temperature Range 
0 to 70 °C 
0 to 70 °C 

-55 to 125 ·c 
-55 to 125 ·c 

Throughput 
63kHz 
34kHz 
63 kHz 
34kHz 

40 

TST 

DO 

Dl 

D2 

03 

D4 (LSB) 

D5 

06 

D7 

12 08 

13 09 

14 DlO 
15 Dll 
16 

012 

013 

014 

015 (MSB) 

Conversion Time 
12 µs 
24 µs 
12 µs 
24 µs 
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1 HOLD 
2 DO 
3 Dl 
4 D2 
5 D3 
6 D4 
7 D5 
8 D6 
9 D7 

10 DGND 
11 VD+ 
12 D8 
13 D9 
14 DlO 
15 DU 
16 D12 
17 Dl3 
18 D14 
19 D15 
20 CLKIN 

DS41F3 
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Bonding Diagram for CS5012-U 

• • • • • • • • • • • • , 
6 5 4 3 2 1 40 39 38 37 36 35 34. •1 33. 

•8 32. 

• 9 
31 • 

•10 
30. 

z 
•11 

•12 
29. 

.. 
28 • .. 

•13 
27. 

•14 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

L.· • • • • • • • • • • • • 
21 cs 
22 RD 
23 AO 
24 BP/UP 
25 VA+ 
26 AIN 
27 AGND 
28 VREF 
29 REFBUF 
30 VA-
31 TST 
32 RST 
33 BW 
34 INTRLV 
35 CAL 
36 VD-
37 EQT 
38 EOC 
39 SCLK 
40 SD AT A 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

14-Bit, 56 kHz Self-Calibrating AID Converter Die 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS A/D Converter 
Inherent Sampling Architecture 
Microprocessor Interface 
Parallel and Serial Output 

• True 14-Bit Precision 
Linearity Error: ±1 /2 LSB 
No Missing Codes 
S/(N+D): 83 dB 
THO: 0.003 % 

• 14.25 µs Conversion Time 
Throughput Rates up to 56 kHz 

• Low Power Consumption: 120 mW 

General Description 
The CS5014 is a 14-bit monolithic CMOS analog-to
digital converter with 14.25 µs conversion time. On-chip 
self-calibration circuitry, which can be placed under in
telligent control, achieves maximum nonlinearity of ±1/2 
LSB and no missing codes. Superior linearity also leads 
to 83 dB S/(N+D) with peak harmonics below -96 dB. 
Offset and full-scale errors are similarly kept within 1/2 
LSB, eliminating the need for manual calibration of any 
kind. Unipolar and bipolar input ranges are digitally 
selectable. 

The CS5014 consists of a DAG, conversion and calibra
tion microcontroller, oscillator, comparator, 
microprocessor compatible 3-state 1/0, and calibration 
circuitry. The input track-and-hold, inherent to the 
device's sampling architecture, acquires the analog 
input signal after each conversion within 3.75 µs, allow
ing throughput rates up to 56 kHz. 

The CS5014's advanced CMOS construction provides 
low power consumption of 120 mW and the inherent 
reliability of monolithic devices. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 9-23 

Dice Information I CS5014-U dice are functionally identical to packaged CS5014 devices. For general 
application information, refer to the packaged product data sheets. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

FEB '90 
DS38F3 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS 
(TA= 25°C; VA+,VD+ :;5V; VA-, VD-= -5V; VREF =4.5V; 
Full-Scale Input Sinewave, 1kHz; fclk = 4MHz for -14, 2MHz for -28; fs = 56kHz for -14, 30kHz for -28; 
Bipolar Mode ; Analog Source Impedance = 2000 unless otherwise specified) 

CS5014-KU CS5014-TU 
Parameter min typ max min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range 0 70 -55 125 

Probe Test Temperature 25 125 

dcAccuracy 

Linearity Error T min to T max ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Differential Linearity T min to T max (Note 2) ± 1/4 ± 1/2 ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Full Scale Error T min 10 T max ± 1/2 ± 1/2 

Unipolar Offset T min to T max ± 1/4 ± 1/4 

Bipolar Offset T min to T max ± 1/4 ± 1/2 

Bipolar Zero Error T min to T max ± 1/2 ± 1/2 

Noise Unipolar Mode 45 45 
(Note 3) Bipolar Mode 90 90 

Dynamic Performance 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise 

T min to T max 
1kHz Input 96 96 
12kHz Input 91 91 

Total Harmonic Distortion 0.003 0.003 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

T min to T max 
OdB Input 83 83 
-60dB Input 23 23 

Analog Input 

Aperture Time 25 25 

Aperture Jitter 100 100 

Input Capacitance Unipolar Mode 275 375 275 375 
(Note 4) Bipolar Mode 165 220 165 220 

Notes: 1. All T min to T max specifications apply after calibration at the temperature of interest. 
2. Minimum Resolution for which no missing codes is guaranteed. 
3. Wideband noise aliased into the baseband. Referred to the input. 
4. Applies only in the track mode. When converting or.calibrating, input capacitance will not 

exceed 1 OpF. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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Units 

·c 
·c 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

uVrms 
uVrms 

dB 
dB 

% 

dB 
dB 

ns 

ps 

pF 
pF 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

CS5014-KU CS5014-TU 
Parameter min typ max min typ max Units 

Conversion & Throughput 

Conversion Time -14 14.25 14.25 us 
(Notes 5, 6) -28 28.5 28.5 us 

Acquisition Time -14 3.0 3.75 3.0 3.75 us 
(Note 6) -28 4.5 5.25 4.5 5.25 us 

Throughput -14 55.6 55.6 kHz 
(Note 6) -28 29.6 29.6 kHz 

Power Supplies 

Power Supply Currents (Note 7) 

IA+ 9 19 9 19 mA 
IA- - 9 - 19 - 9 - 19 mA 

lo+ 3 6 3 6 mA 
lo. - 3 - 6 - 3 - 6 mA 

Power Dissipation (Note 7) 120 250 120 250 mW 

Power Supply Rejection (Note 8) 
Positive Supplies 84 84 dB 
Negative Supplies 84 84 dB 

-- --
Notes: 5. Measured from falling transition on HOLD to falling transition on EOC. 

6. Conversion, acquisition, and throughput times depend on the master clock, sampling, and calibration 
conditions. The numbers shown assume sampling and conversion is synchronized with the 
CS5014's internal conversion clock, interleave calibrate is disabled, and operation is from the 
full-rated external master clock. A detailed discussion of conversion timing appears on page 9. 

DS38F3 

7. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
8. With 300mV p-p, 1kHz ripple applied to each supply separately in the bipolar mode. Rejection 

improves by 6d8 in the unipolar mode to 90d8. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

CS5014-U 

(TA = T min to T max; VA+, VD+= SV ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -SV ± 10%; Logic 0 = OV; Logic 1 = VD+; CL= SOpF; 
BW= VD+) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Master Clock Frequency: 
Internally Generated: KU, -14 2 - -

TU, -14 
fCLK 

1.75 MHz 
-28 1 - -

Externally Supplied: -14 100 kHz - 4 
-28 100 kHz - 2 

Master Clock Duty Cycle - 40 - 60 % 

Rise Times: Any Digital Input I rise - - 1.0 us 
Any Digital Output - 20 - ns 

Fall Times: Any Digital Input 1tall - - 1.0 us 
Any Digital Output - 20 - ns 

HOLD Pulse Width lhpw 11fCLK + 50 - le ns 

Conversion Time le (Note 9) - (Note 9) ns 

Data Delay Time ldd - 40 100 ns 

EOC Pulse Width (Note 10) lepw 41fCLK- 20 - - ns 

Set Up Times: CAL, INTRL V to CS Low tcs 20 10 -
AO to CS and RD Low las 20 10 

ns -
Hold Times: 

C$ or RD High to AO Invalid tah 50 30 -
CS High to CAL, INTRLV Invalid 50 30 

ns 
!ch -

Access Times: CS Low to Data Valid 
-KU lea - 90 120 
-TU - 115 150 ns 

RD Low to Data Valid 
-KU t ra - 90 120 
-TU - 115 150 ns 

Output Float Delay: -KU 
lfd - 90 110 ns 

CS or RD High to Output Hi-Z -TU 90 140 

Serial Clock Pulse Width Low lpwl - 21fCLK -
ns 

Pulse Width High tp~h - 21fCLK -
Set Up Times: SDATA to SCLK Rising lss 21fCLK- 50 21fCLK - ns 

Hold Times: SCLK Rising to SDATA !sh 21fCLK- 100 21fCLK - ns 

Notes: 9. See Table 1 and master clock frequencies above. 
10. EOC remains low 4 master clock cycles if CS and RD are held low. Otherwise, It returns high within 

four master clock cycles from the start of a data read operation or a conversion cycle. 
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SCLK 

SDATA 

AO 

DO-D15 Hi-Z 

CS5014-U 

Rise and Fall Times 

Serial Output Timing 

ta lah 

lfd 

Hi-Z 

-f-'c -~'ch CAL, INTRLV ~------

~-------

Output Data 

DS38F3 

Read and Calibration Control Timing 

lc---r- t epw---------1 . 
__J7/PI/ 

ldd 
~------

LAST CONVERSION DATA VALID NEW DATA VALID 

Conversion Timing 

• 
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DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tminto Tmax; VA+, VD+= 5V± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V± 10%) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - - v 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0.8 v 
High-Level Output Voltage (Note 11) VoH VD+ -1.0V - - v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout = 1.6mA VoL - - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current lin - - . 10 uA 

3-State Leakage Current ioz - - ±10 uA 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Cout - 9 - pF 

Note: 11. lout= -100µA. This specification guarantees TIL compatibility (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see Note 12.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 2.5 4.5 VA+ - 0.5 v 
Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND - VREF v 

(Note 13) Bipolar VAIN -(VREF) - VREF v 
Notes: 12. All voltages with respect to ground. 

13. The CS5014 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). It will produce 
an output of all 1 's for inputs above VREF and all O's for inputs below AGND in unipolar mode 
and -VREF in bipolar mode. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, DGND = ov, all voltages with respect to ground.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -6.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 14) I 1n - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA VA- - 0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VINO -0.3 VD++ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 ·c 
Storage Temperature Tstg -65 150 ·c 

Note: 14. Transient currents of up to 1 OOmA will not cause SCR latch-up. 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

Crystal Semiconductor Procedure 42AA00007 
outlines the General Requirements for Die Sales. 
The document includes information on wafer 
fabrication, manufacturing flow, screening/in
spection procedures, packing, shipping, and 
change notification. 

Assembly Information 

1. Die size shall be 0.270" by 0.337" (± 0.002"). 

2. The CS5014-U is suited for die attach through 
either eutectic or adhesive means. When eutectic 
die attach is used, Crystal Semiconductor recom
mends either a 99.9% Au or 98% Au/2% Si 
preform of the appropriate size. The backside of 
the die should be electrically connected to VA+. 

CS5014-U 

3. Die thickness shall be 0.0175" ± 0.0035". If 
tighter tolerances are required, contact the factory. 

4. The maximum number of die per waffle pack 
carrier is 16. 

5. The cavity dimensions for each die within the 
waffle pack are 0.350" by 0.350". 

5. The CS5014-U requires no particular bonding 
sequence. 

6. The CS5014 product qualification determined 
that each pin on the device can typically 
withstand electrostatic discharges up to 3000V 
and 300mA de latch currents. This meets 
Crystal's minimum criteria of 2500V and lOOmA 
respectively. Still, Crystal Semiconductor strong
ly recommends proper handling procedures and 
in-circuit application. 

HOLD Cs Ri5 AO BP/UP RST BW JNTRL V CAL EOT EOC SCLK SDAT A 

21 22 23 2A 

CLOCK 
CLKIN GENERATOR 

29 
REFBUF 

VREF 
28 

AIN 

AONO 
27 

25 

VA+ 

ORDERING GUIDE 

DS38F2 

Model Number 
CS5014-KU14 
CS5014-KU28 
CS5014-TU14 

30 

VA-

32 34 35 37 38 39 

14 BIT OIARGE 
REDISlRIBUTION 

DAC 

ST All.IS REGISTER 

II 36 

VD+ VD-

Block Diagram 

Temperature Range 
0 to 70 °C 
0 to 70 °C 

-55 to 125 °C 

10 

DONO 

40 
DO 

DI 

02 (LSB) 

D3 

D4 

DS 

D6 

07 
12 08 

09 

DIO 

Dll 

012 

Dl3 

014 

DIS (MSB) 

TST 

Throughput 
56kHz 
30kHz 
56kHz 
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Bonding Diagram for CSS014-U 
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•14 

L.· 
15 16. 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 • • • • • • • • • • • • 

HOLD 21 cs 
DO 22 RD 
Dl 23 AO 
D2 24 BP/UP 
D3 25 VA+ 
D4 26 AIN 
D5 27 AGND 
D6 28 VREF 
D7 29 REFBUF 
DGND 30 VA-
VD+ 31 TST 
D8 32 RST 
D9 33 BW 
DlO 34 INTRLV 
Dll 35 CAL 
D12 36 VD-
D13 37 EQT 
D14 38 EOC 
D15 39 SCLK 
CL KIN 40 SDATA 
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Semiconductor Corporation I CS5016-U 

16-Bit, 50 kHz Self-Calibrating AID Converter Die 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS AID Converter 
Inherent Sampling Architecture 
Microprocessor Interface 
Parallel and Serial Output 

• True 16-Bit Precision 
Linearity Error: ±0.001 % FS 
No Missing Codes 
S/(N+D): 92dB 
THO: 0.001% 

• 16.25µs Conversion Time 
Throughput Rates up to SOkHz 

• Low Power Consumption: 120mW 

General Description 
The CS5016 is a 16-bit monolithic CMOS analog-to
digital converter with 16.25µs conversion time. On-chip 
seH-calibration circuitry, which can be placed under in
telligent control, achieves typical nonlinearity of 
±0.001% FS and no missing codes. Superior linearity 
also leads to 92dB S/(N+D) with peak harmonics below 
-1 OOdB. Offset and full-scale errors are similarly kept 
within 1 LSB, eliminating the need for manual calibra
tion of any kind. Unipolar and bipolar input ranges are 
digitally selectable. 

The CS5016 consists of a DAC, conversion and calibra
tion microcontroller, oscillator, comparator, 
microprocessor compatible 3-state 1/0, and calibration 
circuitry. The input track-and-hold, inherent to the 
device's sampling architecture, acquires the analog 
input signal after each conversion within 3. 75µs, allow
ing throughput rates up to 50kHz. 

The CS5016's advanced CMOS construction provides 
low power consumption of 120mW and the inherent 
reliability of monolithic devices. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: Page 9-31 

Dice Information I CS5016-U dice are functionally identical to packaged CS5016 devices. For general 
application information, refer to the packaged product data sheets. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

FEB '90 
DS37F3 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS 
(TA= 25°C (note 1 ); VA+, VD+= SV; VA-, VD-= -SV; VREF = 4.5V; 
Full-Scale Input Sinewave, 1 kHz; fclk = 4MHz for -16, 2MHz for -32; fs = SOkHz for -16, 25kHz for -32; 
Bipolar Mode; Analog Source Impedance= 2000 unless otherwise specified.) 

CS5016-JU CS5016-SU 
Parameter min typ max min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range 0 70 -55 125 

Probe Test Temperature 25 125 

de Accuracy 

Linearity Error T min to T max 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.003 

Differential Linearity T mintoT max (Note 2) 16 16 

Full Scale Error T mintoT max ±2 ±2 

Unipolar Offset T min to T max ±1 ±1 

Bipolar Offset T min to T max ±1 ±1 

Bipolar Zero Error T min to Tmax · ±2 ±2 

Noise Unipolar Mode 35 35 
(Note 3) Bipolar Mode 70 70 

-cc 
Dynamic Performance 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise 

T min toT max 
1kHz Input 104 104 
12kHz Input 91 91 

Total Harmonic Distortion 0.001 0.001 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

T min toTmax 
OdB Input 92 92 
-60dB Input 32 32 

Analog Input 

Aperture Time 25 25 

Aperture Jitter 100 100 

Input Capacitance Unipolar Mode 275 375 275 375 
(Note4) Bipolar Mode 165 220 165 220 

Notes: 1. All T min to T max specification~ apply after calibration atthe temperature of interest. 

9-26 

2. Minimum resolution for which no missing codes is guaranteed. 
3. Wideband noise aliased into the baseband. Referred to the iriput. 
4. Applies only in the track mode. When converting or calibrating, 

input capacitance will not exceed 15 pF. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 

Units 

•c 
•c 

%FS 

Bits 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

uVrms 
uVrms 

dB 
dB 

% 

dB 
dB 

ns 

ps 

pF 
pF 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 

CS5016-JU 
Parameter min typ 

Conversion & Throughput 

Conversion Time -16 
(Notes 5, 6) -32 

Acquisition Time -16 3.0 
(Note 6) -32 4.5 

Throughput -16 50 
(Note 6) -32 26.5 

Power Supplies 

Power Supply Currents (Note 7) 

IA+ 9 
IA. --B 
lo+ 3 
lo. -3 

Power Dissipation (Note 7) 120 

Power Supply Rejection (Note 8) 
Positive Supplies 84 
Negative Supplies 84 

CS5016-SU 
max min typ 

16.25 
32.5 

3.75 3.0 
5.25 4.5 

50 
26.5 

19 9 
-19 --B 

6 3 
-6 -3 

250 120 

84 
84 

--
Notes: 5. Measured from falling transition on HOLD to falling transition on EOC. 

CS5016-U 

max Units 

16.25 us 
32.5 us 

3.75 us 
5.25 us 

kHz 
kHz 

19 mA 
-19 mA 

6 mA 
-6 mA 

250 mW 

dB 
dB 

6. Conversion, acquisition, and throughput times depend on the master clock, sampling, and calibration 
conditions. The numbers shown assume sampling and conversion is synchronized with the CS5016's 
conversion clock, interleave calibrate is disabled, and operation is from the full-rated, external clock. 

DS37F3 

7. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
8. With 300mV p-p, 1 kHz ripple applied to each analog supply separately in bipolar mode. Rejection 

improves by 6dB in the unipolar mode to 90dB. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
(TA= Tmin to T max; VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50pF; 
BW=VD+) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Master Clock Frequency: 
Internally Generated: JU, -16 2 - -

SU, -16 
fCLK 

1.75 - -
-32 1 - -

Externally Supplied: -16 100 kHz - 4 

-32 100 kHz - 2 

Master Clock Duty Cycle - 40 - 60 

Rise Times: Any Digital Input t rise - - 1.0 
Any Digital Output - 20 -

Fall Times: Any Digital Input 1fall - - 1.0 
Any Digital Output - 20 -

HOLD Pulse Width lhpw 11fCLK + 50 - le 

Conversion Time le (Note 9) - (Note 9) 

Data Delay Time ldd - 40 100 

EOG Pulse Width (Note 10) tepw 41fCLK- 20 - -
Set Up Times: CAL, INTRL V to CS Low lcs 20 10 -

AO to CS and RD Low tas 20 10 -
Hold Times: 

CS or RD High to AO Invalid tah 50 30 -
CS High to CAL, INTRLV Invalid lch 50 30 -

Access Times: CS Low to Data Valid 
.JU tea - 90 120 
-SU - 115 150 

RD Low to Data Valid 
.JU t ra - 90 120 
-SU - 115 150 

Output Float Delay: .JU tfd - 90 110 
CS or RD High to Output Hi-Z -SU 90 140 

Serial Clock Pulse Width Low lpwl - 21fCLK -
Pulse Width High lpwh - 21fCLK -

Set Up Times: SDATA to SCLK Rising tss 21fCLK- 50 21fCLK -
Hold Times: SCLK Rising to SDATA lsh 2/fcLK - 100 21fCLK -

Notes: 9. See Analog Characteristics Table (page 2) and master clock frequencies above. 
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10. EOC remains low 4 master clock cycles if CS and RD are held low. Otherwise, it returns high 
within 4 master clock cycles from the start of a data read operation or a conversion cycle. 

Units 

MHz 

% 

us 
ns 

us 
ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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SCLK 

SDATA 

AO 

DO-D15 

CAL, INTRLV 

CS5016-U 

Rise and Fall Times 

Serial Output Timing 

tc 

Ira 

ta tah 

lfd 

Hi-Z Hi-Z 

f'' ~'" 
Read and Calibration Control Timing 

HOLD t'hpw} 
tc----r-tepw--1. 

___,JL/PI/ EOC //IJ7/ II 
ldd 

Output Data LAST CONVERSION DATA VALID NEW DATA VALID 

Conversion Timing 

DS37F3 
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DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tminto Tmax; VA+, VD+= 5V± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V±10%) 
All measurements below are performed under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H • .:.:.c_· 2.0 - . v 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L . - 0.8 v 
High-Level Output Voltage (Note 11) VoH VD+ -1.0V . . v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout=1.6mA VoL . - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current lin . . 10 uA 

3-State Leakage Current 1oz 
. . ±10 uA 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Caul . 9 . pF 

Note: 11. lout= -100µA. This specification guarantees TIL compatability (VOH = 2.4V@ lout= -40µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see note 12.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ v 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 2.5 4.5 VA+ - 0.5 v 
Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND . VREF v 

(Note 13) Bipolar VAIN -VREF - VREF v 
Notes: 12. All voltages with respect to ground. 

13. The CS5016 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). 
It will output all 1 's for inputs above VREF and all O's for inputs below AGND in unipolar mode 
and -VREF in bipolar mode. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, DGND = ov, all voltages with respect to ground) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -6.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 14) I 1n . ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) V1NA VA-· 0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 ·c 
Storage Temperature T~ -65 150 ·c 

Note: 14. Transient currents of up to 100mA will not cause SCR latch-up. 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guarateed at these extremes. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

Crystal Semiconductor Procedure 42AA00007 
outlines the General Requirements for Die Sales. 
The document includes information on wafer 
fabrication, manufacturing flow, screening/in
spection procedures, packing, shipping, and 
change notification. 

Assembly Information 

1. Die size shall be 0.270" by 0.337" (± 0.002"). 

2. The CS5016-U is suited for die attach through 
either eutectic or adhesive means. When eutectic 
die attach is used, Crystal Semiconductor recom
mends either a 99.9% Au or 98% Au/2% Si 
preform of the appropriate size. The backside of 
the die should be electrically connected to VA+. 

CS5016-U 

3. Die thickness shall be 0.0175" ± 0.0035". If 
tighter tolerances are required, contact the factory. 

4. The maximum number of die per waffle pack 
carrier is 16. 

5. The cavity dimensions for each die within the 
waffle pack are 0.350" by 0.350". 

6. The CS5016-U requires no particular bonding 
sequence. 

7. The CS5016 product qualification determined 
that each pin on the device can typically 
withstand electrostatic discharges up to 3000V 
and 300mA de latch currents. This meets 
Crystal's minimum criteria of 2500V and lOOmA 
respectively. Still, Crystal Semiconductor strong
ly recommends proper handling procedures and 
in-circuit application. 

HOLD Cs RQ AO BP/UP RST BW INTRLV CAL EOT EOC SCLK SDATA 

21 22 23 24 32 34 35 37 38 39 40 DO 

CLK!N 
CLOCK 

GENERATOR 

25 30 

VA+ VA-

ORDERING GUIDE 

DS37F2 

Model Number 
CS5016-JU16 
CS5016-JU32 
CS5016-SU16 

DI 

D2 

D3 

D4 

MICROCONTROLLER --..--~ D5 

16 BIT a-IARGE 
REDISTRIBUTION 

DAC 

12 

13 

14 

D6 

D7 

DS 

D9 

DIO 

DI! 

D12 

D13 
ST A TIJS REGISlER 

11 36 10 

VD+ VD- DGND 

Block Diagram 

Temperature Range 
0 to 70°C 
0 to 70°C 

-55 to 125°C 

D14 

31 DIS 

TST 

Throughput 
50kHz 
26.5kHz 
50kHz 
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Bonding Diagram for CS5016-U 
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D8 32 RST 
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D12 36 VD-
D13 37 EOT 
D14 38 EOC 
D15 39 SCLK 
CL KIN 40 SD AT A 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5101-U 

16-Bit, 1 DD kHz Serial-Output AID Converter Die 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS A/D Converter 
Inherent Sampling Architecture 
2-Channel Input Multiplexer 
Flexible Serial Output Port 

• Ultra-Low Distortion 
S/(N+D): 90 dB; THO: 0.002% 

• Linearity Error: ± 0.002% FS 

• 8. 1 µs Conversion Time with 
16-bit No Missing Codes 

• Self-Calibration Maintains Accuracy 
Over Time and Temperature 

• Low Power Consumption: 320 mW 
Power-down Mode: 1 mW 

General Description 
The CS5101 is a 16-bit monolithic CMOS analog-to
digital converter capable of 100 kHz throughput. On
chip self-calibration circuitry achieves nonlinearity of 
±0.002% of FS and guarantees 16-bit no missing 
codes. Superior linearity also leads to 90 dB S/(N+D) 
with harmonics below 100 dB. Offset and full-scale er
rors are similarly kept within 2 LSB, eliminating the need 
for manual calibration. 

The CS5101 consists of a 2-channel input multiplexer, 
DAC, conversion and calibration microcontroller, crystal 
oscillator, comparator, and serial communications port. 
The input track-and-hold, inherent to the device's sam
pling architecture, acquires the analog input after each 
conversion within 1.9 µs, allowing throughput rates up 
to 100 kHz. 

The converter's 16-bit data is output in serial form with 
either binary or 2's complement coding. Three output 
timing modes are available for easy interfacing to 
microcontrollers and shift registers. Unipolar and bipolar 
input ranges are digitally selectable. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Model Temp 

CS5101-JU8 
CS5101-JU16 
CS5101-SU8 
CS5101-SU16 

Range 
0°C to 70°C 
0°c to 70°C 

-55°C to + 125°C 
-55°C to+ 125°C 

Throughput 
(kHz) 

100 
50 
100 
50 

Dice Information I CS5101-U dice are functionally identical to packaged CS5101 devices. For general 
application information, refer to the CS5101 packaged product data sheet. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

MAR '90 
DS66F1 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25 °C; VA+, VD+= 5V; VA-, VD-= -5V; VREF = 4.5V; 
Full-Scale Input Sinewave, 1 kHz; fcJk = 4 MHz for -16, 8 MHz for -8; fs = 50 kHz for -16, 100 kHz for -8; Bipolar 
Mode; FRN Mode; AIN1 and AIN2 tied together, each channel tested separately; Analog Source Impedance= 
200 n unless otherwise specified) 

CS5101 -JU CS5101 -SU 
Parameter min typ max min typ max Units 

Specified Temperature Range Oto +70 -55 to +125 oc 
Probe Temperature 25 125 oc 
Accuracy 

Linearity Error (Note 1) 0.002 0.002 %FS 
(Note3) Drift ±1/4 ± 1/2 L'iLSB 

Differential Linearity (Note 2, 12) 16 16 Bits 

Full Scale Error (Note 1) ±2 ±2 LSB 
(Note3) Drift ± 1 ±2 L'iLSB 

Unipolar Offset (Note 1) ± 1 ± 1 LSB 
(Note 3) Drift ± 1 ±2 L'iLSB 

Bipolar Offset (Note 1) ± 1 ± 1 LSB 
(Note 3) Drift ± 1 ±2 L'iLSB 

Bipolar Negative (Note 1) ±2 ±2 LSB 
Full-Scale Error (Note 3) Drift ± 1 ±2 L'iLSB 

Dynamic Performance (Bipolar Mode) 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise 
1 kHz Input 100 100 dB 
12kHz Input (Note 1) 88 88 dB 

Total Harmonic Distortion 0.002 0.002 % 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
OdB Input 

(Note 1 ) 
90 90 dB 

-60dB Input 30 30 dB 

Noise Unipolar Mode 35 35 uVrms 
(Note 4) Bipolar Mode 70 70 uV rms 

Notes: 1. Applies after calibration at any temperature within the specified temperature range. 
2. Minimum resolution for which no missing codes is guaranteed over the specified temperature range. 
3. Total drift over specified temperature range after calibration at power-up at 25 °c. 
4. Wideband noise aliased into the baseband. Referred to the input. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
CS5101-JU CS5101-SU 

Parameter Symbol min typ max min typ max Units 

Specified Temperature Range o to +70 -55 to +125 ·c 
Analog Input 

Aperture Time - 25 25 ns 

Aperture Jitter - 100 100 ps 

Input Capacitance 
(Note 5) Unipolar Mode 320 425 320 425 pF 

Bipolar Mode 
-

200 265 200 265 pF 

Conversion & Throughput 

Conversion Time -8 8.12 8.12 us 
(Notes 6) -16 

le 
16.25 16.25 us 

Acquisition Time -8 1.88 1.88 us 
(Note 7) -16 

ta 
3.75 3.75 us 

Throughput -8 100 100 kHz 
(Note 8) -16 ftp 50 50 kHz 

Power Supplies 

Power Supply Current 
Positive Analog IA+ 21 25 21 25 mA 

-- Negative Analog I A- -21 -25 -21 -25 mA 
(SLEEP High) Positive Digital ID+ 11 15 11 15 mA 
(Note 9) Negative Digital ID- -11 -15 -11 -15 mA 

Power Dissipation 
(SLEEP High) Pdo 320 400 320 400 mW 

(Notes 9, 10) (SLEEP Low) Pds 1 1 mW 

Power Supply Rejection 

(Note 11) Positive Supplies PSR 84 84 dB 
Negative Supplies 84 84 dB 

Notes: 5. Applies only in the track mode. When converting or calibrating, input capacitance will not exceed 15 pF. 
6. Conversion time scales directly to the master clock speed. The times shown are for synchronous, 

internal loopback (FAN mode). In PDT, RBT, and SSC modes, asynchronous delay between the falling 
edge of HOLD and the start of conversion may add to the apparent conversion time. This delay will 
not exceed 1 master clock cycle + 140 ns. 

7. The CS5101 requires 6 clock cycles of coarse charge, followed by a minimum of 1.125 µs of fine charge 
FAN mode allows 9 clock cycles for fine charge which provides for the minimum 1.125 µs with an 8 MHz 
clock, however; in PDT, RBT, or SSC modes, at clock frequencies less than 8 MHz, fine charge may 
be less than 9 clock cycles. This reflects the typ. specification (6 clock cycles + 1.125 µs). 

8. Throughput is the sum of the acquisition and conversion times. It will vary in accordance with conditions 
affecting acquisition and conversion times, as described above. 

9. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
10. Power dissipation in the sleep mode applies with no master clock applied (CLKIN held high or low). 
11. With 300 mV p-p, 1 kHz ripple applied to each supply separately in the bipolar mode. Rejection 

improves by 6 dB in the unipolar mode to 90 dB. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TMJN to TMAx; 
VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Inputs: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 = VD+; CL= 50 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

CLKIN Period (Note 12) -8 
tclk 

125 - 10,000 ns 
-16 250 10,000 ns 

CLKIN Low time lclkl 37.5 - - ns 

CLKIN High time tclkh 37.5 - - ns 

Crystal Frequency (Note 13) -8 
f xtal 

2.0 - 8.0 MHz 
-16 2.0 - 4.0 MHz 

SLEEP Rising to Oscillator Stable (Note 14) - - 2 - ms 

RST Pulse Width t rst 150 - - ns 

RSTto STBY Falling ldrrs - 100 - ns 

RST Rising to STBY Rising teal - 11,528,160 - !elk 

CH1/2 edge to SSH falling (Note 15) ldfsh3 - 40 - ns 

CH1/2 edge to SSH, TRK1 ,TRK2 rising (Note 15) t drsh1 - 80 - ns 

CH1/2 edge to SSH, TRK1 ,TRK2 falling (Note 15) tdfsh4 - - 66 tclk + 260 ns 

HOLD to SSH Falling (Note 16) tdfsh2 - 60 - ns 

HOLD to TRK1, TRK2, Falling (Note 16) 1dfsh1 66t elk - 681cJk + 260 ns 

HOLD to TRK1, TRK2, SSH Rising (Note 16) ldrsh - 120 - ns 

HOLD Pulse Width !hold 130 - 64tcJk ns 

HOLD to CH 112 Edge (Note 16) tdhlri -30 - 64tclk ns 

CLKIN Falling to HOLD Falling (Note 17) tcfh - - -10 ns 

HOLD FALLING to CLKIN Falling (Note 17) t hcf 55 - - ns 

Note: 12. Clock speeds of less than 1 MHz, at temperatures> 100°c, will degrade DNL performance. 
13. External loading capacitors are required to allow the crystal to oscillate. 
14. With BM Hz crystal, two 1 O pF loading capacitors and a 1 O MQ parallel resistor (see Figure 8). 
15. These times are for FRN mode. 
16. SSH only works correctly if HOLD falling edge is within ±30ns of CH1/2 edge or if CH1/2 edge occurs 

between 30 ns before HOLD rises to 64 tcJk after HOLD has fallen. These times are for SSC, PDT 
and RBT modes. 

17. When HOLD goes low, the analog sample is captured immediately. To start conversion, HOLD must 
be latched by a falling edge of CLKIN. Conversion will begin on the next rising edge of CLKIN 
after HOLD is latched 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

SCLK Input Pulse Period tsclk 200 - - ns 

SCLK Input Pulse Width Low tsclkl 50 - - ns 

SCLK Input Pulse Width High tsclkh 50 - - ns 

SCLK Input Falling to SDATA Valid tdss - 100 150 ns 

SCLK Output Pulse Width Low tslkl - 2tclk - tc1k 

SCLK Output Pulse Width High tslkh - 2tclk - tclk 

SDATA valid before rising SCLK tss 2tclk -100 - - ns 

SDATA valid after rising SCLK tsh 2tcik • 100 - - ns 

HOLD falling to 1st falling SCLK this 6tclk - 8tc1k + 165 ns 

CH 112 edge to 1st falling SCLK tchfs - 7tc1k - tclk 

HOLD falling to SDATA Valid PDT mode tdhs - 140 230 ns 

TRK1, TRK2 Falling to SDATA Valid (Note 18) tdts - 65 125 ns 

Note: 18. Only valid tor TRK1, TRK2 falling when SCLK is low. If SCLK is high when TRK1, TRK2 fall, then 
SDATA is valid tdss time after the next falling SCLKI. 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TmintO Tmax; VA+, VD+= 5V± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V± 10%) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Calibration Memory Retention (Note 19) 
VMR 2.0 - - v Power Supply Voltage VA+ and VD+ 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - - v 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0;8 v 
High-Level Output Voltage (Note 20) VoH (VD+)-1.0V - - v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout=1.6mA VoL - - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current (Note 21) lin - - 60 uA 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Cout - 9 - pF 

Note: 19, VA- and VD- can be any value from zero to -5V for memory retention. Neither VA- or VD- should be 
allowed to go positive. AIN1, AIN2 or VREF must not be greater than VA+ or VD+. 
This parameter is guaranteed by characterization. 

20. lour= -100 µA. This specification guarantees TTL compatibility (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40 µA). 
21. All digital inputs except CLKIN and SCLK have internal pull-up devices, nominally 200 kn. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see Note 22.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 2.5 4.5 (VA+)-0.5 

Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND - VREF 
(Note 23) Bipolar VAIN -VREF - VREF 

Notes: 22. All voltages with respect to ground. 
23. The CS5101 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). It will produce 

an output of all 1 's for inputs above VREF and all O's for inputs below AGND in unipolar mode 
and -VREF in bipolar mode. 
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tsclkl tsclkh 

SCLK 

SDATA 

a. SCLK input (RBT and PDT mode) 

HOLD -:i_ 
c:::.i i<-

SDATA ---~~-M_S_B_ 

SCLK 

HOLD 

CH1/2 

SCLK 

~-
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[--1chfs--! 

~=1- uuuuT 
~--+-,--------

' I 
i 1slkl : tslkh 

~: L: 

---- '''] "-'•h -1, SDATA 

b. SCLK output (SSC and FRN modes) 

Serial Data Timing 

TRK1,TRK2~ 
I.--.! 

SDATA ----~~~-M-S-B-~~~-M_S_B_-1_ 

SCLK 

I I ! 
~ 
1 tdss ' 

a. Pipelined Data Transmission (PDT) Mode b. Register Burst Transmission (RBT) Mode 

Data Transmission Timing 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* (AGND, DGND = ov, all voltages with respect to ground) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -€.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -€.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 24) l;n ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA (VA-) -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 (VD+)+ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 'C 

Storage Temperature Tstg -65 150 'C 

Note: 24. Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause SCR latch-up. 

*WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

Crystal Semiconductor Procedure 42AA00007 
outlines the General Requirements for Die Sales. 
The document include information on wafer 
fabrication, manufacturing flow, screening/in
spection procedures, packing, shipping, and 
change notification. 

Assembly Information 

1. Die size shall be 0.277" by 0.280" ( ± 0.002") 

2. The CS5101-U is suited for die attach through 
either eutectic or adhesive means. When eutectic 
die attach is used, Crystal Semiconductor recom
mends either a 99.9% Au or 98% Au/2% Si 
preform of the appropriate size. The backside of 
the die should be electrically connected to VA+., 

CS5101-U 

3. Die thickness shall be 0.0175" ±0.0035". If 
tighter tolerances are required, contact the factory. 

4. The maximum number of die per waffle pack 
carrier is 25. 

5. The cavity dimensions for each die within the 
waffle pack are .300" by .300" (Waffle Pack 
Type H20-300). 

6. The CS5101-U requires no particular bonding 
sequence. 

7. The CS5101-U product qualification deter
mined that each pin on the device can typically 
withstand electrostatic discharges up to 3000V 

. and 300mA de latch currents. This meets 
Crystal's minimum criteria of 2500V and lOOmA 
respectively. Still, Crystal Semiconductor strong
ly recommends proper handling procedures and 
in-circuit application. 

HOLD SLEEP RST STBY CODE BPiiiP CRSIFIN TRIO .TRK2 SSH SDATA 

17 10 .8 11 IS 

14 SCIX 

26 TEST 

27 SCKMOD 

18 OUTMOD 

6 7 

DGND VD- VD+ 
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CS5101-U 

Bond Pad Locations for CS5101-U 

• • • • • • • •••• 25• 
4 3 2 1 28 27 26 

.s 24• 

•6 

•7 23• 

22• 

•8 21 • 

20. 

•9 

•10 19• 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
• • • •• • • • • • 

1 - VD- 15 - SD AT A 
2 - RST 16 - CODE 
3 - CLKIN 17 - BP/UP 
4 - XOUT 18 - OUTMOD 
5 - STBY 19 - AINI 
6 - DGND 20 - VREF 
7 - VD+ 21 - REFBUF 
8 - TRKl 22 - AGND 
9 - TRK2 23 - VA-
10 - CRS/FIN 24 - AIN2 • 11 - SSH 25 - VA+ 
12 - HOLD 26 - TEST 
13 - CHl/2 27 - SCKMOD 
14 - SCLK 28 - SLEEP 
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.., •• '91' '91' ••• ..,, CS5102-U 
Semiconductor Corporation 

16-Bit, 20 kHz Serial-Output AID Converter Die 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS AID Converter 
Inherent Sampling Architecture 
2-Channel Input Multiplexer 
Flexible Serial Output Port 

• Ultra-Low Distortion 
S/(N+D): 90 dB; THD: 0.002% 

• Linearity Error: ± 0.002% FS 

• 40 µs Conversion Time with 
16-bit No Missing Codes 

• Self-Calibration Maintains Accuracy 
Over Time and Temperature 

• Low Power Consumption: 44 mW 
Power-down Mode: 1 mW 

General Description 
The CS5102 is a 16-bit monolithic CMOS analog-to
digital converter capable of 20 kHz throughput. On- chip 
self-calibration circuitry achieves nonlinearity of 
±0.002% of FS and guarantees 16-bit no missing 
codes. Superior linearity also leads to 90 dB S/(N+D) 
with harmonics below 100 dB. Offset and full-scale er
rors are similarly kept within 2 LSB, eliminating the need 
for manual calibration of any kind. 

The CS5102 consists of a 2-channel input multiplexer, 
DAC, conversion and calibration microcontroller, crystal 
oscillator, comparator, and serial communications port. 
The input track-and-hold, inherent to the device's sam
pling architecture, acquires the analog input after each 
conversion, allowing throughput rates up to 20 kHz. 

The converter's 16-bit data is output in serial form with 
either binary or 2's complement coding. Three output 
timing modes are available for easy interfacing to 
microcontrollers and shift registers. Unipolar and bipolar 
input ranges are digitally selectable. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Model 

CS5101-JU 
CS5101-SU 

Temp 
Range 

0°Cto 70°C 
-55°C to + 12s0c 

Dice Information I CS5102-U dice are functionally identical to packaged CS5102 devices. For general 
application information, refer to the CS5102 packaged product data sheet. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

MAR '90 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25 °C; VA+. VD+= 5V; VA-. VD-= -5V; VREF = 4.5V; 
Full-Scale Input Sinewave, 200 Hz; CLKIN = 1.6MHz; fs = 20 kHz; Bipolar Mode; SSC Mode; AIN1 and AIN2 tied 
together, each channel tested separately; Analog Source Impedance= 200 n with 1000pF to AGND unless other
wise specified) 

CS5102 -JU CS5102-SU 
Parameter min typ max min typ max Units 

Specified Temperature Range Oto +70 -55 to +125 oc 

Probe Temperature 25 125 oc 
Accuracy 

Linearity Error (Note 1) 0.002 0.002 %FS 

(Note 3) Drift ± 1/4 ± 1/2 tiLSB 

Differential Linearity (Note 2, 12) 16 16 Bits 

Full Scale Error (Note 1) ±2 ±2 LSB 

(Note 3) Drift ± 1 ±2 tiLSB 

Unipolar Offset (Note 1) ± 1 ± 1 LSB 
(Note 3) Drift ± 1 ±2 ti LSB 

--
Bipolar Offset (Note 1) ± 1 ± 1 LSB 

(Note 3) Drift ± 1 ±2 ti LSB 

Bipolar Negative (Note 1) ±2 ±2 LSB 
Full-Scale Error (Note 3) Drift ± 1 ±2 ti LSB 

Dynamic Performance (Bipolar Mode) 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise 
100 Hz Input (Note 1) 100 100 dB 

Total Harmonic Distortion 0.002 0.002 % 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
OdB Input 

(Note 1) 
90 90 dB 

-60dB Input 30 30 dB 

Noise Unipolar Mode 35 35 uV rms 
(Note 4) Bipolar Mode 70 70 uVrms 

Notes: 1. Applies after calibration at any temperature within the specified temperature range. 
2. Minimum resolution for which no missing codes is guaranteed over the specified temperature range. 
3. Total drift over specified temperature range after calibration at power-up at 25 °C. 
4. Wideband noise aliased into the baseband. Referred to the input. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

Parameter Symbol min 

Specified Temperature Range 

Analog Input 

Aperture Time -
Aperture Jitter -
Input Capacitance 

(Note 5) Unipolar Mode 
Bipolar Mode 

Conversion & Throughput 

Conversion Time (Notes 6) le 

Acquisition Time (Note 7) ta 

Throughput (Note 8) f Ip 20 

Power Supplies 

Power Supply Current 
IA+ Positive Analog 

--- Negative Analog I A-
(SLEEP High) Positive Digital lo+ 
(Note 9) Negative Digital ID-

Power Dissipation 
(SLEEP High) Pdo 

(Notes 9, 10) (SLEEP Low) Pds 

Power Supply Rejection 

(Note 11) Positive Supplies PSR 

Negative Supplies 

CS5102-U 

CS5102-JU CS5102-SU 
typ max min typ max Units 

0 to +70 -55 to +125 ·c 

25 25 ns 

100 100 ps 

320 425 320 425 pF 
200 265 200 265 pF 

40.625 40.625 us 

9.375 9.375 us 

20 kHz 

2.4 3.5 2.4 3.5 mA 
-2.4 -3.5 -2.4 -3.5 mA 

2.5 3.5 2.5 3.5 mA 
-1.5 -2.5 -1.5 -2.5 mA 

44 65 44 65 mW 
1 1 mW 

84 84 dB 
84 84 dB 

Notes: 5. Applies only in the track mode. When converting or calibrating, input capacitance will not exceed 15 pF. 
6. Conversion time scales directly to the master clock speed. The times shown are for synchronous, 

internal loopback (FAN mode). In PDT, ABT, and SSC modes, asynchronous delay between the falling 
edge of HOLD and the start of conversion may add to the apparent conversion time. This delay will 
not exceed 1 master clock cycle + 140 ns. • 

7. The CS5102 requires 6 clock cycles of coarse charge, followed by a minimum of 5.625 µs of fine charge 
FRN mode allows 9 clock cycles for fine charge which provides for the minimum 5.625 µs with an 1.6 Ml 
clock, however; in PDT, RBT, or SSC modes, at clock frequencies less than 1.6MHz, fine charge may 
be less than 9 clock cycles. 

8. Throughput is the sum of the acquisition and conversion times. It will vary in accordance with conditions 
affecting acquisition and conversion times, as described above. 

9. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. See Table below for power dissipation vs. clock frequency 
10. Power dissipation in the sleep mode applies with no master clock applied (CLKIN held high or low). 
11. With 300 mV p-p, 1 kHz ripple applied to each supply separately in the bipolar mode. Rejection 

improves by 6 dB in the unipolar mode to 90 dB. 

Typ. Power (mW) CLKIN (MHz) 
34 0.8 
37 1.0 
39 1.2 
41 1.4 
44 1.6 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TMJN to TMAx; 
VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Inputs: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

CLKIN Period (Note 12) t elk 1.25 - 10 us 

CLKIN Low time tclkl 375 - - ns 

CLKIN High time tclkh 375 - - ns 

Crystal Frequency (Note 13) f xtal TBD - 800 kHz 

SLEEP Rising to Oscillator Stable (Note 14) - - 20 - ms 

RST Pulse Width I rst 240 - - ns 

RST to STBY Falling tdrrs - 100 - ns 

RST Rising to STBY Rising teal - 2,882,040 - tclk 

CH1/2 edge to SSH falling (Note 15) tdfsh3 - 40 - ns 

CH1/2 edge to SSH, TRK1,TRK2 rising (Note 15) t drsh1 - 80 - ns 

CH1/2 edge to SSH, TRK1 ,TRK2 falling(Note 15) tdfsh4 - - 66 te1k + 260 ns 

HOLD to SSH Falling (Note 16) tdfsh2 - 60 - ns 

HOLD to TRK1, TRK2, Falling (Note 16) t dfsh1 66t elk - 68tc1k+ 260 ns 

HOLD to TRK1, TRK2, SSH Rising (Note 16) tdrsh - 120 - ns 

HOLD Pulse Width t hold 130 - 64te1k ns 

HOLD to CH1i2 Edge (Note 16) tdhlri -30 - 64tclk ns 

CLKIN Falling to HOLD Falling (Note 17) t cfh - - -10 ns 

HOLD FALLING to CLKIN Falling (Note 17) t hcf 55 - - ns 

Note: 12. Clock speeds of less than 1.0 MHz, at temperatures >100°C, will degrade DNL performance. 
13. External loading capacitors are required to allow the crystal to oscillate. 
14. With a 1.6 MHz crystal, two 47 pF loading capacitors and a 1 O Mn parallel resistor (see Figure 8). 
15. These times are for FRN mode. 
16. SSH only works correctly if HOLD falling edge is within ±30ns of CH1/2 edge or if CH1/2 edge occurs 

between 30 ns before HOLD rises to 64 tc1k after HOLD has fallen. These times are for SSC, PDT, 
and RBT modes. 

17. When HOLD goes low, the analog sample is captured immediately. To start conversion, HOLD must 
be latched by a falling edge of CLKIN. Conversion will begin on the next rising edge of CLKIN 
after HOLD is latched 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

SCLK Input Pulse Period t selk 200 - - ns 

SCLK Input Pulse Width Low t selkl 50 - - ns 

SCLK Input Pulse Width High t selkh 50 - - ns 

SCLK Input Falling to SDATA Valid tdss - 100 150 ns 

SCLK Output Pulse Width Low I slkl - 2tclk - t elk 

SCLK Output Pulse Width High t slkh - 2t elk - t elk 

SDATA valid before rising SCLK t SS 2t elk - 100 - - ns 

SDATA valid after rising SCLK tsh 21 elk - 100 - - ns 

HOLD falling to 1st falling SCLK I hfs 6te1k - 81elk+165 ns 

CH112 edge to 1st falling SCLK t chfs - 7te1k - te1k 

HOLD falling to SDATA Valid PDT mode tdhs - 140 230 ns 

TRK1, TRK2 Falling to SDATA Valid (Note 18) t dts - 65 125 ns 
----- ----

Note: 18. Only valid tor TRK1, TRK2 falling when SCLK is low. If SCLK is high when TRK1, TRK2 fall, then 
SDATA is valid tdss time after the next falling SCLKI. 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tminto Tmax; VA+, VD+= SV± 10%; VA-, VD-= -SV ± 10%) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Calibration Memory Retention (Note 19) 
VMR 2.0 - - v Power Supply Voltage VA+ and VD+ 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - - v 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0.8 v 
High-Level Output Voltage (Note 20) VoH (VD+) - 1.0V - - v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout=1.6mA Vol - - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current (Note 21) lin - - 60 uA 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Gout 9 - pF 

Note: 19, VA- and VD- can be any value from zero to -SV for memory retention. Neither VA- or VD- should be 
allowed to go positive. AIN1, AIN2 or VREF must not be greater than VA+ or VD+. This parameter 
is guaranteed by characterization. 

20. lour= -100 µA. This specification guarantees TTL compatibility (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40 µA). 
21. All digital inputs except CLKIN and SCLK have internal pull-up devices, nominally 200 kn. 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see Note 22.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 2.5 4.5 (VA+) - 0.5 

Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND - VREF 
(Note 23) Bipolar VAIN -VREF - VREF 

Notes: 22. All voltages with respect to ground. 
23. The CS5102 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). It will produce 

an output of all 1 's for inputs above VREF and all O's for inputs below AGND in unipolar mode 
and -VREF in bipolar mode with binary coding (CODE=low). 
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1sclkl 1sclkh 

SCLK ---t_d t__,k 

HOLD 

CH112 

SCLK 

~· lthfs1 
.~---;-1---------
1 I 

~tchfs--J 

~------·---·-r-·------··-·---···--···---·--
1 

I 
! 1sikl I 1sikh 

I I 
I ' 1dssP ______ L 

SDATA ~ SDATA -----t-ss~l ~~;he 
a. SCLK input (RBT and PDT mode) 

HOLD ~ 
tdhsL-

=-1 ~ 
SDATA ~~-M-S_B_ 

SCLK 

b. SCLK output (SSC and FRN modes) 

Serial Data Timing 

TRK1,TRK2~ 
I 

SDATA ____ 
1·-~~ MSB MSB-1 

I 

SCLK 

a. Pipelined Data Transmission (PDT) Mode b. Register Burst Transmission (RBT) Mode 

Data Transmission Timing 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* (AGND, DGND = ov, all voltages with respect to ground) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 --6.0 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 --6.0 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 24) I 1n - ±10 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA (VA-)- 0.3 (VA+)+ 0.3 

Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 (VD+)+ 0.3 

Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 

Storage Temperature T.tg -65 150 

Note: 24. Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause SCR latch-up. 

*WARNING:Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

Crystal Semiconductor Procedure 42AA00007 
outlines the General Requirements for Die Sales. 
The document include information on wafer 
fabrication, manufacturing flow, screening/in
spection procedures, packing, shipping, and 
change notification. 

Assembly Information 

1. Die size shall be 0.277" by 0.280" ( ± 0.002") 

2. The CS5102-U is suited for die attach through 
either eutectic or adhesive means. When eutectic 
die attach is used, Crystal Semiconductor recom
mends either a 99.9% Au or 98% Au/2% Si 
preform of the appropriate size. The backside of 
the die should be electrically connected to VA+. 

9-50 
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3. Die thickness shall be 0.0175" ±o.0035". If 
tighter tolerances are required, contact the factory. 

4. The maximum number of die per waffle pack 
carrier is 25. 

5. The cavity dimensions for each die within the 
waffle pack are .300" by .300" (Waffle Pack 
Type H20-300). 

6. The CS5102-U requires no particular bonding 
sequence. 

7. The CS5102-U product qualification deter
mined that each pin on the device can typically 
withstand electrostatic discharges up to 3000V 
and 300mA de latch currents. This meets 
Crystal's minimum criteria of 2500V and lOOmA 
respectively. Still, Crystal Semiconductor strong
ly recommends proper handling procedures and 
in-circuit application. 
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Bond Pad Locations for CS5102-U 

• • • • • • • •••• 25• 
4 3 2 1 28 27 26 

.s 24• 

•6 

•7 23• 

22• 

•8 
219 

20• 

•9 

•10 19• 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
• • • •• • • • • • 

1 - VD- 15 - SDATA 
2 RST 16 - CODE 
3 CL KIN 17 - BP/UP 
4 XOUT 18 - OUTMOD 
5 STBY 19 - AINl 
6 DGND 20 - VREF 
7 - VD+ 21 - REFBUF 
8 - TRKl 22 - AGND 
9 - TRK2 23 - VA-
10 - CRS/FIN 24 - AIN2 
11 - SSH 25 - VA+ II 12 - HOLD 26 - TEST 
13 - CHl/2 27 - SCKMOD 
14 - SCLK 28 - SLEEP 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

16-Bit, 20 kHz Oversampling AID Converter Die 
Features 

• Complete Voiceband DSP Front-End 
16-Bit A/D Converter 
Internal Track & Hold Amplifier 
On-Chip Voltage Reference 
Linear-Phase Digital Filter 

• On-Chip PLL for Simplified Output 
Phase Locking in Modem Applications 

• 84 dB Dynamic Range 

• 80 dB Total Harmonic Distortion 

• Output Word Rates up to 20 kHz 

• DSP-Compatible Serial Interface 

• Low Power Dissipation: 220 mW 

General Description 
The CS5317 is an ideal analog front-end for voiceband 
signal processing applications such as high-perfor
mance modems, passive sonar, and voice recognition 
systems. It includes a 16-bit AID converter with an inter
nal track & hold amplifier, a voltage reference, and a 
linear-phase digital filter. 

An on-chip phase-lock loop (PLL) circuit simplifies the 
CS5317's use in applications where the output word 
rate must be locked to an external sampling signal. 

The CS5317 uses delta-sigma modulation to achieve 
16-bit output word rates up to 20 kHz. The delta-sigma 
technique utilizes oversampling followed by a digital fil
tering and decimation process. The combination of 
oversampling and digital filtering greatly eases antialias 
requirements. Thus, the CS5317 offers 84 dB dynamic 
range and 80 dB THO and signal bandwidths up to 1 O 
kHz at a fraction of the cost of hybrid and discrete solu
tions. 

The CS5317's advanced CMOS construction provides 
low power consumption of 220 mW and the inherent 
reliability of monolithic devices. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
CS5317-KU 0 to 70 °C 
CS5317-TU -55 to 125 °C 

Dice Information I CS5317-U dice are functionally identical to packaged CS5317 devices. For general 
application information, refer to the CS5317 packaged product data sheet. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 FAX: (512) 445 7581 

JUN '89 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TMIN - TMAX; VA+, VD+= 5V; VA-, VD-= -5V; 
CLKIN = 4.9152 MHz in CLKOR mode; 1kHz Input Sinewave; with 1.2 kn, .01 µF antialiasing filter.) 

CS5317·KU CS5317-TU 

Parameter min typ max min typ max 

Resolution 1E! 16 

Specified Temperature Range 0 to 70 -55 to + 125 

Probe Test Temperature 25 125 

Dynamic Performance 

Dynamic Range (Note 1) 84 84 

Total Harmonic Distortion 80 80 

Signal to Intermodulation Distortion 84 84 

dcAccuracy 

Differential Nonlinearity (Note2) ±0.4 ± 0.4 

Positive Full-Scale Error ± 150 ± 150 

Positive Full-Scale Drift ±500 ±500 

Bipolar Offset Error ±10 ± 10 

Bipolar Offset Drift ±50 ±50 

Filter Characteristics 

Absolute Group Delay (Note 3) 78.125 78.125 

Passband Frequency (Note4) 5 5 

Input Characteristics 

Units 

Bits 

·c 

·c 

dB 

dB 

dB 

LSB 

mV 

uv/c 

mV 

uv/c 

us 

kHz 

AC Input Impedance (1kHz) 80 80 kohms 

Analog Input Full Scale Signal Level ±2.75 ±2.75 v 

Power Supplies 

Power Dissipation (Note5) 220 300 220 300 mW 

Power Supply Rejection VA+ 60 60 dB 
VA- 45 45 dB 
VD+ 

(Note6) 60 60 dB 
VD- 55 55 dB 

Notes: 1. Measured over the full Oto 9.6kHz band with a -20dB input and extrapolated to full-scale. Since this 
includes energy in the stopband above 5kHz, additional post-filtering at the CS5317's output can 
typically achieve 88dB dynamic range by improving rejection above 5kHz. This can be increased to 
90dB by bandlimiting the output to 2.5kHz. 

2. No missing codes is guaranteed by design. 
3. Group delay is constant with respect to input analog frequency; that is, the digital FIR filter has 

linear phase. Group delay is determined by the formula Dgrp = 384/CLKIN in CLKOR mode, or 
192/CLKOUT in any mode. 

4. The digital filter's frequency response scales with the master clock. Its -3dB point is determined by 
f-3dB = CLKIN/977.3 in CLKOR mode, or CLKOUT/488.65 in any mode. 

5. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
6. With 300mV p-p, 1 kHz ripple applied to each supply separately. 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

CS5317-KU CS5317-TU 
Parameter min typ max min typ max 

Specified Temperature Range O to 70 - 55 to +125 

Phase-Lock Loop Characteristics - 4V < PHDT = VCOIN < 3V 

VCO Gain Constant, Ko (Note 7) -4 - 10 - 30 -4 - 10 - 30 

VCO operating frequency 1.28 5.12 1.28 5.12 

Phase Detector Gain Control, Kd -5 - 8 - 12 -5 -8 - 12 

Phase Detector Prop. Delay (Note 8) 50 100 50 100 

Notes: 7. Over 1.28 MHz to 5.12 MHz VCO output range, where VCO frequency= 2 • CLKOUT. 
8. Delay from an input edge to the phase detector to a response at the PHDT output. 

Units 

·c 

M radNs 

MHz 

ua/rad 

ns 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TMIN -TMAX; VA+' VD+= 5V±10%; VA-, VD-= -5V±10%) 
All measurements performed under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - - v 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - 0.8 v 
High-Level Output Voltage (Note 9) VoH VD+ -1.0V - - v 
Low-Level Output Voltage lout = 1.6mA VoL - - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current ljn - - 10 uA 

3-State Leakage Current loz - - ±10 uA 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Cout - 9 - pF 

Note: 9. lout=-100µA. This specification guarantees the ability to drive one TIL load (VoH=2.4V@ lout=-40µA.) . 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (DGND, AGND = o V) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
(All voltages with Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 

respect to ground) Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 

Master Clock Frequency (Note 10) f elk 0.10 - 5.12 MHz 

Note: 10. Minimum clock speed 0.10 MHz guaranteed by characterization. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TM1N-TMAx;CL= 50 pF; VD+ = 5V±10%;VD- = -5V ±10%) 
Parameter Symbol 

Master Clock Frequency: CLKIN 
CLKG1 Mode fclkg1 
CLKG2 Mode fclkg2 
CLKOR Mode fclkor 

Output Word Rate:. DOUT f dout 

Rise Times: Any Digital Input trisein 
Any Digital Output triseout 

Fall Times: Any Digital Input tfallin 
Any Digital Output tfallout 

CLKIN Duty Cycle 
CLKG1 and } Pulse Width Low tpwl1 
CLKG2 Modes Pulse Width High tpwh1 

CLKOR Mode } Pulse Width Low tpwl1 
Pulse Width High tpwh1 

RST Pulse Width Low tpwr 

Set Up Times: 
RST High to CLKIN High tsu1 
CLKIN High to RST High tsu2 

Propagation Oelays: 

DOE Failing to Data Valid tphl1 

CLKIN Rising to 000T Falling (Note 11) tphl2 

DOE Rising to Hi-Z Output tplh1 
CLKOUT Rising to DOUT Falling tplh2 

CLKOUT Rising to DOUT Rising tplh3 

CLKOUT Rising to Data Valid tplh4 
CLKIN Rising to CLKOUT Falling } tplh5 
CLKIN Rising to CLKOUT Rising (Note 12) 

tplh6 

Notes: 11. CLKIN only pertains to CLKG1 and CLKG2 modes; 
12. Only valid in CLKOR mode. 

Min Typ Max Units 

- - 20 kHz 
- - 10 kHz 
- . 5.12 MHz 

- - 20 kHz 

- 20 1000 ns 
- 15 20 ns 

- 20 1000 ns 
- 15 20 ns 

200 - - ns 
200 - - ns 
45 - - ns 
45 - - ns 

400 - - ns 

40 - - ns 
40 - - ns 

- - 150 ns 

- 1 - CLKOUT 
cycle 

- - 80 ns 
- - 60 ns 

- - 60 ns 

- - 100 ns 

- - 200 ns 

- - 200 ns 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (DGND, AGND = o v, all voltages with respect to ground.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD" 0.3 -6.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pad Except Supplies (Note 13) I 1n -. ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF) VINA VA- - 0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 VD++ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 ·c 
Storage Temperature Tstg -65 150 ·c 

Note: 13. Transient currents up to 1 OOmA will not cause SCA latch-up. 

WARNING: Operating this device.at or beyond these extremes may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation of the part is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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CLKIN J 

CLKIN 
(Note 14) -----', 

CLKOUT 

DATA 

DOE 
(Note 15) 

CLKIN 

CLKOUT 

tsu2 
RST 

(Note 16) ---~ 

2.0 v 

0.8 v 

Rise and Fall Times 

tpwh1 tpwl1 

t ___ }-
CLKIN Timing 

t phl2 

tplh1 

Serial Output Timing 

tsu1 
tsu1 

tpwr 

Reset Timing 

Notes: 14. CLKIN only pertains to CLKG1 and CLKG2 modes. 

2.4 v 
0.4 v 

15. If DOE is brought high during serial data transfer, CLKOUT, DOUT, and DATA will immediately 
3-state and the rest of the serial data is lost. 

16. RST must be held high except in the clock override (CLKOR) mode where it can be used to align 
the phases of all internal clocks. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

Crystal Semiconductor Procedure 42AA00007 
outlines the General Requirements for Die Sales. 
The document includes information on wafer 
fabrication, manufacturing flow, screening/in
spection procedures, packing, shipping, and 
change notification. 

Assembly Information 

1. Die size shall be 0.135" by 0.269" (± 0.002"). 

2. The CS5317-U is suited for die attach through 
either eutectic or adhesive means. When eutectic 
die attach is used, Crystal Semiconductor recom
mends either a 99.9% Au or 98% Au/2% Si 
preform of the appropriate size. The backside of 
the die should be electrically connected to VA+. 

VCOIN PHDT 

17 

CS5317-U 

3. Die thickness shall be 0.0175" ±0.0035". If 
tighter tolerances are required; contact the factory. 

4. The maximum number of die per waffle pack 
carrier is 28. 

5. The cavity dimensions for each die within the 
waffle pack are 0.180" by 0.330". Exterior waffle 
pack dimensions are 2.0" by 2.0". 

6. The CS5317-U requires no particular bonding 
sequence. 

7. The CS317-U product qualification determined 
that each pin on the device can typically 
withstand electrostatic discharges up to 1500V 
and 200mA de latch currents. 

RST MODE CLKIN DOE 

16 7 9 

5 
12 PLUCLOCK GENERATOR CLKOUT 

REFBUF 

AIN 384th Order DATA 
DECIMATION 8 

NC 13 FILTER DOUT 

14 15 2 10 4 

VA+ VA- AGND VD+ VD- DGND 

Block Diagram 
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6 
7 
8 
9 

Bonding Diagram for CS5317-U 

• • • • • • • • 4 3 2 1 NC 18 17 16 

15 • 

: : 14 • 

• 5 .. 
12• 

• 6 
7 8 9 1~ ~1 _j :: . • • 

VA+ 10 
VD+ 11 
DOE 12 
DGND 13 
CLKOUT 14 
DATA 15 
MODE 16 
DOUT 17 
CL KIN 18 

VD-
AIN 
REFBUF 
NO CONNECT 
VA-
AGND 
RST 
PHDT 
VCOIN 

CS5317-U 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5412-U 

12-Bit, 1 MHz Self-Calibrating AID Converter Die 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS Sampling ADC 
On-Chip Track and Hold Amplifier 
Microprocessor Interface 

• Throughput Rates up to 1 MHz 

• True 12-Bit Accuracy over Temperature 
Typical Nonlinearity: 3/4 LSB 
No Missing Codes to 12 Bits 

• Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.0125% 

• Dynamic Range: 72d8 

• Self-Calibration Maintains Accuracy 
over Time and Temperature 

• Low Power Dissipation: 750mW 

General Description 
The CS5412 CMOS analog to digital converter provides 
a true 12-bit representation of an analog input signal at 
sampling rates up to 1 MHz. To achieve high throughput, 
the CS5412 uses pipelined acquisition and settling 
times as well as overlapped conversion cycles. 

Unique self-calibration circuitry insures 12-bit accuracy 
over time and temperature. Also, a background calibra
tion process constantly adjusts the converter's linearity, 
thereby insuring superior harmonic distortion and sig
nal-to-noise performance throughout operating life. 

The CS5412's advanced CMOS construction provides 
low power consumption of 750mW and the inherent 
reliability of monolithic devices. 

An evaluation board for the packaged part is available 
which allows fast confirmation of performance, as well 
as example ground and layout arrangements. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
CS5412-J U 0° to 70°C 
CS5412-SU -55° to 125°C 

Dice Information I CS5412-U dice are functionally identical to packaged CS5412 devices. Refer to the 
CS5412 packaged product data sheet for general application information 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

APR '90 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 2s0c (Note 1); All VA+ pins, VD+= SV; 
All VA- pins, VD-= -SV; VREF+ = + 1.SV; VREF- = -1.SV; fcLK = 8MHz; 100 kHz Full Scale Input Sinewave; Con
tinuous Convert Mode unless otherwise specified). 

CS5412-JU CS5412-SU 
Parameter min typ max min typ max 

Resolution 12 12 

Specified Temperature Range Oto70 -55 to +125 

Probe Test Temperature 
.· 25 125 

Dynamic Performance 

Peak Harmonic or Spurious Noise 

Tmin toT max 1 OOkHz Input 82 82 

(Note 1) 490kHz Input 70 70 

Total Harmonic Distortion 0.0125 0.0125 

Signal-to-(Noise plus Distortion) 

Tmin to T OdB Input (Full Scale) 71 71 
max 

(Note 1) -40dB Input 32 32 

dcAccuracy 

Linearity Error 
Tmin toT max ± 3/4 ± 1 (Note 1) 

Differential Linearity 
Tmin toT ± 1/2 ± 1/2 (Note 1) max 

Full Scale Error Tmin to T max ±2 ±3 

Offset Error Tmin to T max ± 1.5 ± 1.5 

Notes: 1. All T min to T max specifications apply after calibration at the temperature of interest. 
Temperatures specified define ambient conditions in free-air during test and do not refer 
to the junction temperature of the device. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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dB 
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ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

CS5412-JU 
Parameter min typ 

Analog Input 

Aperture Time 35 

Aperture Jitter 50 

Input Bandwidth 
Small Signal, -3dB (Note2) 4 
Full Power, -3dB 3.5 

Analog Input Impedance at de 10 

Input Capacitance VREF-pin 50 
AIN, VREF+ pins 10 

Conversion & Throughput 

Conversion Time (Notes 3, 4) 1.25 

Throughput Rate 0.5 

Acquisition Time (Note 5) 400 

Power Supplles 

Power Supply Current (Notes) 

IA+ 70 

IA- -70 

lo+ 5 
lo- -5 

Power Dissipation (Note6) 750 

Power Supply Rejection at de 
Positive Supplies 50 
Negative Supplies 50 

Notes: 2. Input 40 dB below full scale. 

CS5412-SU 
max min typ 

35 

50 

4 
3.5 

10 

50 
10 

2.75 1.25 

1 0.5 

400 

90 70 
-90 -70 
10 5 

-10 -5 

1000 750 

50 
50 

3. Measured from falling transition on HOLD to falling transition on DROY. 

CS5412-U 

max Units 

ns 

ps, rms 

MHz 
MHz 

Moh ms 

pF 
pF 

2.75 us 

1 MHz 

ns 

90 mA 
-90 mA 
10 mA 

-10 mA 

1000 mW 

dB 
dB 

4. Applies to conversions triggered externally. In Continuous Convert mode throughput proceeds at 
one-eighth the master clock frequency with a fixed 10 clock cycle conversion time. 

5. The internal track-and-hold returns to the track mode on the fourth master clock cycle after the start 
of a conversion cycle. It is guaranteed to acquire a full-scale step to 12-bit accuracy while operating 
at full throughput. 

6. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
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SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA= Tminto Tmax; All VA+ pins, VD+= 5V±5%; 
All VA- pins, VD- = -5V ± 5%; Inputs: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 = VD+; CL= 50 pF). 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Master Clock Frequency: 1CLK 4 - 8 

Master Clock Duty Cycle - 40 - 60 

Rise Times: Any Digital Input (Note 7) t rise - - i .0 

Any Digital Output - 20 -
Fall Times: Any Digital Input (Note 7) t1a11 - - 1.0 

Any Digital Output - 20 -
HOLD/CLKIN Phase Relationship 

62.5 -State 7 to HOLD Low Iha -
HOLD Low to State 0 thb 0 - -
State 0 to HOLD High lhc 75 - -
HOLD High to State 7 lhd 30 - -

Conversion Time (Note 8) le 10 - 11 

DROY Pulse Width tdpw - 3 -
Data Delay Time ldd - 20 50 

Access Times: CS Low to Data Valid lcsa - 55 110 
(Note 9) RD Low to Data Valid t rda - 55 110 

Output Float Delay: 
CS or RD High to Output Hi-Z lfd - 40 110 

Cal Pulse Width: (Note 10) lcsh 2 - -
-

CAL high and CS Low 

RST Pulse Width t rpw 2 - -

Units 

MHz 

% 

us 

ns 

us 

ns 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

MCC* 

MCC* 

ns 

ns 
ns 

ns 

MCC* 

MCC* 

Notes: 7. HOLD and CLKIN should be driven with signals which have rise and fall times of 25 ns or faster. 
8. Conversion time in the Continuous Convert mode is a fixed 10 clock cycles. 
9. Data goes valid when both CS and RD are low simultaneously. Each access time assumes the other 

control input is already low or falls concurrently. 
10. If CAL is brought low while CS is low, a calibration cycle will be initiated. 

* MCC =Master Clock Cycles; 1 MCC = 1/fcLK 
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Vol to High-Z -r+5V 

~ 3k0 

Data ~-J 
Output~ 

50pF 

I 

Float Delay Test Circuits 

V0 H to High-Z 

Data 

Output ::-r--i 
50pF I l 3k0 
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7 
CLKIN 

0 

1hb 

Rise and Fall Times 

2 3 4 5 6 

t thcl Fthd 
----I ha ll l l/ l/ ll l II I 

or 

CCNV 
Hold/Master Clock Phase Relationship 

Output Data 

CS5412-U 

7 

OVRNG ~~~~~~~~:S:~::S:~:S:.___,_~~~--"')<l'--_N_EW~OV_RN_G_V_AL_ID_ 

Conversion Timing 

tcsa 

lrda 

lfd 

00-011 Hi-Z Hi·Z 

1csh 

CAL 

Read and Calibration Control Timing 
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DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= T min to T max; All VA+ pins, VD+= sv ± 5%; 
All VA- pins, VD-= -5V ± 5%) All measurements below are performed under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

High-Level Input Voltage (Note 11) V1H 2.0 - -
Low-Level Input Voltage (Note 11) V1L - - 0.8 

High-Level Output Voltage (Note 12) VoH VD+ -1.0V - -
Low-Level Output Voltage lout • 1.6mA Vol - - 0.4 

Input Leakage Current 1in -10 - +10 

3-State Leakage Current 1oz -10 - +10 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Cout - 9 -

Units 

v 
v 
v 
v 

uA 

uA 

pF 

Note: 11. All pins except HOLD and CLKIN which accept only CMOS-compatible inputs (V1L = 0.5V and 
V1H = VD+ - 0.5V). 

12. lout= -100µA. This specification guarantees TIL compatibility (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see note 13). 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.7S s.o VA2+,VAS+ v 
Negative Digital VD- -4.7S -s.o -S.2S v 
Positive Analog VA1+-VAS+ 4.7S s.o S.2S v 
Negative Analog VA1- - VA3- -4.7S -s.o -S.2S v 

Analog Input Voltage VAIN VREF- - VREF+ v 
Analog Reference Voltages 

Unipolar Input Range VREF+ 2.0 - 3.0 v 
VREF- - AGND - v 

Bipolar Input Range VREF+ 1.0 - 1.S v 
VREF- -.1.0 - -1.S v 

Notes: 13. All voltages with respect to ground. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (AGND, DGND = ov. all voltages with respect to ground). 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 
Positive Analog (Note 14) VA1+-VAS+ -0.3 
Negative Analog VA1- - VA3- 0.3 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Note 1S) I in -
Analog Input Voltage (AIN andVREF pins) VINA VA1- - VA3- - 0.3 

Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 

Ambient Operating Temperature TA -SS 

Storage Temperature T.tg -6S 

Notes: 14. VA1+, VA3+, VA4+ must never exceed VA2+ and VAS+ by more than 0.3V. 
15. Transient currents of up to 1 OOmA will not cause SCR latch-up. 

VA2+,VAS+ + 0.3 
-6.0 

6.0 
-6.0 

+10 

VA2+,VAS+ + 0.3 

VA2+,VAS+ + 0.3 

12S 

1SO 

WARNING: Operation at or beyond these limits may result in permanent damage to the device. 
Normal operation is not guaranteed at these extremes. 
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--··---· . --- ·-· -··--···-
GENERAL INFORMATION 

Crystal Semiconductor Procedure 42AA00007 
outlines the General Requirements for Die Sales. 
The document includes information on wafer 
fabrication, manufacturing flow, screening/in
spection procedures, packing, shipping, and 
change notification. 

Assembly Information 

1. Die size shall be 0.374" by 0.348" (± 0.002"). 

2. The CS5412-U is suited for die attach through 
either eutectic or adhesive means. When eutectic 
die attach is used, Crystal Semiconductor recom
mends either a 99.9% Au or 98% Au/2% Si 
preform of the appropriate size. The backside of 
the die should be electrically connected to VA+. 

VREF
VREF+ <>----+-....------~ 

r------- ----- -------1 

CS5412-U 

3. Die thickness shall be 0.0175" ± 0.0035". If 
tighter tolerances are required, contact the factory. 

4. The maximum number of die per waffle pack 
carrieris 9. 

5. The cavity dimensions for each die within the 
waffle pack are 0.425" by 0.425". Exterior waffle 
pack dimensions are 2.0" by 2.0" 

6. The CS5412-U requires no particular bonding 
sequence. 

7. The CS5412-U product qualification deter
mined that each pin on the device can typically 
withstand electrostatic discharges up to lOOOV 
and 200mA de latch currents. Still, Crystal Semi
conductor strongly recommends proper handling 
procedures and in-circuit application. 

CAllBRATION SRAM 

.----~~~.._,, 

REFERENCE I-+ CAllBRATION 
GENERATOR r MICROCONTROll.ER 

CLOCK 
GENERATOR 

CLKIN 

XIN 

OVRNG 

011 (MSB) 

AIN 

CCNVu---~ 

DS53F2 

640C 
REFERENCE 

LEVELS 

CONTROL LOGIC 

20 19 18 2 21 

ANALOG 
MULTIPLEXER 

(DIA CONVERTER) 

Block Diagram 

010 

D9 

08 

07 

06 
OS 

D4 

03 

D2 
...,,..___,>Cl DI 

OO(LSB) 

• 



--··---· . .., __ ·-· ..., .... -···-
Bonding Diagram for CS5412-U --. . . • • • . • "l 5 4 3 2 1 40 39 38 37 36 

16: 

17 35• 

IB 34• 

lg 
33 I 

•10 
I 11 32 I 
112 

31 I 

sol 
29. 

28. 

27. 

113 
26. 

114:::: 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
-:: . . . . - . . 

Note: All double wide bond pads have 2 wires going to the lead 

1 HOLD 21 DRDY 
2 RST 22 DO 
3 CCNV 23 Dl 
4 AGNDl 24 D2 
5 AIN 25 D3 
6 VREF- 26 D4 
7 VREF+ 27 D5 
8 VAl+ 28 XIN 
9 VAl- 29 CL KIN 

10 ANGD2 30 VD-
11 VA2+ 31 VD+ 
12 VA3+ 32 VA5+ 
13 VA2- 33 DGND 
14 VA3- 34 D6 
15 VA4+ 35 D7 
16 TSTl 36 D8 
17 TST2 37 D9 
18 CAL 38 DlO 
19 RD 39 Dll 
20 cs 40 OVRNG 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5501-U 

Low-Cost, 16-Bit Measurement AID Converter Die 
Features 

• Monolithic CMOS ADC with Filtering 
6-Pole, Low-Pass Gaussian Filter 
Corner Frequencies from 0.1 to 1 OHz 

• Up to 4kHz Output Word Rates 

• On Chip Self-Calibration Circuitry 
Linearity Error: ±0.003% FS 
Offset Error: ±1 /4 LSB 
Full Scale Error: ±1 /8 LSB 
16-Bit No Missing Codes (DNL ±1/8 
LSB) 

• System Calibration Capability 

• Flexible Serial Communications Port 
UART- and µC-Compatible Formats 
3-State Data and Clock Outputs 

• Selectable Unipolar/Bipolar Ranges 

• Low Power Consumption: 25mW 
1 OµW Sleep Mode for Portable 
Applications 

General Description 
The CS5501 is a low-cost CMOS AID converter which 
is ideal for measuring low-frequency signals repre
senting physical, chemical, and biological processes. 
The CS5501 utilizes charge-balance techniques to 
achieve true 16-bit accuracy with up to 4kHz word rates 
at very low cost. 

The CS5501 continuously samples at a rate set by the 
user in the form of either a CMOS clock or a crystal. 
On-chip digital filtering processes the data and updates 
the output register at up to a 4kHz rate. The filter has a 
low-pass, 6-pole Gaussian response with no overshoot 
in response to step functions. Corner frequencies can 
be set from 0.1 Hz to 1 OHz, thus rejecting 50Hz and 
60Hz line frequencies and any noise at spurious fre
quencies. 

The CS5501 includes on-chip self-calibration circuitry 
which can be initiated at any time or temperature to 
insure offset and full-scale errors of typically less than 
114 LSB. The device can also be applied in system 
calibration schemes to null offset and gain errors in the 
input channel. 

The CS5501 's serial port offers three modes of opera
tion. In addition to a UART-compatible mode of 
asynchronous communication, there are two general
purpose modes for the direct interlace to shift registers 
or synchronous serial ports of industry-standard 
microcontrollers. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 
Model Temp. Range 

CS5501-JU 0°c to 70°C 
CS5501-SU -55°C to + 125°C 

Dice Information I CS5501-U dice are functionally identical to packaged CS5501 devices. For general 
application information, refer to the CS5501 packaged product data sheet. 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512)445-7581 

JAN '90 
DS69F1 
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--··---· . --- ·-· ...,,··--···- CS5501-U 

ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (TA= 25 °C; VA+, VD+= 5V; VA~. VD-= -5V; VREF = 2.5V; 
fcLK = 4'.096MHz; Bipolar Mode; MODE.; VD+; Rsource = 7500 with a 1 nF to AGND at AIN (see Note 1 ): unless 
otherwise specified.) · 

Parameter 
CS5501-JU CS5501-SU 

Units min typ max min typ max 

SpecifiedTemj:>erature Range Oto +70 -55 to +125 ·c 
Probe Test Temperature 25 125 ·c 
Accuracy 

Linearity Error .J,A,S 0.003 0.003 ±0/o FS 
Tmin to T max 

Differential Nonlinearity 
± 1/8 ± 1/8 LSB 

Tmin toT max 

Full Scale Error (Note2) ± 0.13 ± 0.13 LSB 

Full Scale Drift (Note 3) ± 1.2 ± 2.3 LSB 

Unipolar Offset (Note2) ± 0.25 ± 0.25 LSB 

Unipolar Offset Drift 
± 1.6 

+3.0 
LSB 

(Note 3) -25.0 

Bipolar Offset (Note2) ± 0.25 ±0.25 LSB 

Bipolar Offset Drift 
± 0.8 

+1.5 
LSB 

(Note 3) -12.5 

Bipolar Negative ± 0.5 ±0.5 LSB 
Full Scale Error (Note2) 

Bipolar Negative 
± 0.6 ±1.2 LSB 

Full Scale Drift (Note3) 

Noise (Referred to Output) 1/10 1110 LSB rms 

Power Supplies 

DC Power Supply Currents 

I A+ 2 3.2 2 3.2 mA 

IA- 2 3.2 2 3.2 mA 

ID+ 1 1.5 1 1.5 mA 
lo. (Note4) 0.03 0.1 0.03 0.1 mA 

Power Dissipation 

SLEEP High 25 40 25 40 mW 
SLEEP Low (Note 4) 10 20 10 40 uW 

Power Supply Rejection 
Positive Supplies 70 70 dB 
Negative Supplies (Note 5) 75 75 dB 

Analog Input 

Analog Input Range •. . 

Unipolar O to +2.5 0 to +2.5 v 
Bipolar ± 2.5 ± 2.5 v 

Input Capacitance 20 20 pF 

DC Bias Current (Note 1) 1 1 nA 
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--··---· . ---·-· -··--···- CS5501-U 

ANALOG CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

CS5501-JU,SU 

System Calibration Unipolar Mode Bipolar Mode 
Specifications min typ max min typ max Units 

Positive Full Scale . VREF+0.1 - VREF+0.1 v 
Calibration Range 

Positive Full Scale 
VREF+0.1 VREF+0.1 v - - -

Input Overrange 

Negative Full Scale - - -(VREF+0.1) - -(VREF+0.1) v Input Overrange 

Maximum Offset (Note 6) -(VREF+0.1) -40% VREFto v - - -
Calibration Range (Note 7) +40%VREF 

200%VREF 80% VREF 
200%VREF 

Input Span (Note 8) 80% VREF 
+ 0.2 + 0.2 v 

Notes: 1. The AIN pin presents a very high input resistance at de and a minor dynamic load which scales to the 
master clock frequency. Both source resistance and shunt capacitance are therefore critical in 
determining the CS5501 's source impedance requirements. For more information refer the text section 
Analog Input Impedance Considerations, in the CS5501 data sheet. 

DS69F1 

2. Applies after calibration at the temperature of interest. 
3. Total drift over the specified temperature range since calibration at power-up at 25°C. 

This is guaranteed by design and /or characterization. Recalibration at any temperature will remove 
these errors. 

4. All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 
5. 0.1 Hz to 1 OHz. PSRR at 60 Hz will exceed 120 dB due to the benefit of the digital filter. 
6. In unipolar mode the offset can have a negative value (-VREF) such that the unipolar mode can mimic 

bipolar mode operation. 
7. The specifications for Input Overrange and for Input Span apply additional constraints on the offset 

calibration range. 
8. For Unipolar mode, Input Span is the difference between full scale and zero scale. For Bipolar mode, 

Input Span is the difference between positive and negative full scale points. When using less than 
the maximum input span, the span range may be placed anywhere within the range of ±(VREF + 0.1 ) . 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 

Unipolar Mode Bipolar Mode 
uV LS B's %FS ppm FS LSB's %FS ppm FS 

10 0.26 0.0004 4 0.13 0.0002 2 

19 0.50 0.0008 8 0.26 0.0004 4 

38 1.00 0.0015 15 0.50 0.0008 8 

76 2.00 0.0030 30 1.00 0.0015 15 

152 4.00 0.0061 61 2.00 0.0030 30 

VREF=2.5V 
Unit Conversion Factors 
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--··---· . ---·-· ... ·--···- CS5501-U 

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
Parameter Symbol Ratio 

Sampling Frequency Is lclk / 256 

Output Update Rate lout lclk 11024 

Filter Corner Frequency '-3dB I elk /409,600 

Settling Time to ±0.0007% FS (FS Step) Is 506,8801 I elk 

-CJ 
-2 
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Frequency Response 

J·ro 
j2 

j1 

-j1 

-j2 

S1,2 = -1.4667±j1.8199 

SJ,4 = -1;7559 ±jl.0008 

Ss,6 = -1.8746 ± j0.32276 

S-Domain Pole/Zero Plot (Continuous-Time Representation) 

H(x) = [1+0.694x2 + 0.241x4 + 0.0557x6 + 0.009664x8 + 0.00134x10 + 0.000155x12f 112 

where x = f/fo.m, f-3dB = fcnJ409,600, and f is the frequency of interest. 

Continuoiis-Time Representation of6-Pole Gaussian Filter 

Units 

Hz 
Hz 
Hz 

s 
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--··---· . ---·-· -··--···- CS5501-U 

DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS (TA= TmintO Tmax; VA+, VD+= 5V± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V± 10%) 
All measurements below are performed under static conditions. 

Parameter Symbol Min T}/2_ Max Units 

Calibration Memory Retention 
VMR 2.0 - v 

Power SUQQiy_ Voltag__e J.VD+ and VA+~ 
High-Level Input Voltage V1H 2.0 - v 

All Exe~ CLKIN 
High-Level Input Voltage V1H 3.5 - v 

CLKIN 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - - 0.8 v 

All Exe~ CLKIN 
Low-Level Input Voltage V1L - 1.5 v 

CLKIN 

High-Level Output Voltage (Note 9) VoH VD+ -1.0V - v 
Low-Level Output Voltage loul=1.6mA Vol - - 0.4 v 
Input Leakage Current I in - - 10 uA 

3-State Leakage Current 1oz - ±10 uA 

Digital Output Pin Capacitance Caul - 9 pF 

Notes: 9. lout= -100 µA. This guarantees the ability to drive one TTL load. (VoH = 2.4V@ lout= -40 µA). 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS (AGND, DGND = ov, see note 10.) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ 4.5 5.0 VA+ v 
Negative Digital VD- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 
Positive Analog VA+ 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Negative Analog VA- -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 v 

Analog Reference Voltage VREF 1.0 2.5 3.0 v 
Analog Input Voltage: Unipolar VAIN AGND - VREF v 

(Note 11) Bipolar VAIN -VREF - VREF v 
Notes: 10. All voltages with respect to ground. 

11. The CS5501 can accept input voltages up to the analog supplies (VA+ and VA-). It will accurately 
convert and filter signals with noise excursions up to 1 OOmV beyond IVREFI. After filtering, the CS5501 
will output all 1 's for any input above VREF and all O's for any input below AGND in unipolar mode and 
-VREF in bipolar mode. • 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS • 
Parameter Symbol Min Max Units 

DC Power Supplies: Positive Digital VD+ -0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Negative Digital VD- 0.3 -6.0 v 
Positive Analog VA+ -0.3 6.0 v 
Negative Analog VA- 0.3 -6.0 v 

Input Current, Any Pin Except Supplies (Notes 12,13) I in - ±10 mA 

Analog Input Voltage (AIN and VREF pins) VINA VA--0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Digital Input Voltage VIND -0.3 VA++ 0.3 v 
Ambient Operating Temperature TA -55 125 ·c 
Storage Temperature T.tg -65 150 ·c 

Notes: 12. Applies to all pins including continuous overvoltage conditions at the analog input (AIN) pin. 
13. Transient currents of up to 1 OOmA will not cause SCA latch-up. Maximum input current for a power 

supply pin is ± 50 mA. 
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--··---· . ___ .. ..,. -··--···- CS5501-U 

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (TA=TmintOTmax; 
VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Input Levels.: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Master Clock Internal gate oscillator 200 4096 4200 kHz 

Frequency: (See Table 1) 

(Note 14) Externally Supplied: fc1k 4200 kHz Maximum - -
Minimum (Note 15) 200 40 - kHz 

Master Clock Duty Cycle - 20 - 80 % 

Rise Times: Any Digitallnpuf I rise 
- - 1.0 us 

Any Digital Output (Note 16) - 20 - ns 

Fall Times: Any Digital Input 
1fall 

- - 1.0 us 

Any Digital Output (Note 16) - 20 - ns 

Set Up Times: SC1, SC2 to CAL High lscs 0 - - ns 

SLEEP High to CLKIN High (Note 17) !sis 1 - - us 

SSC Mode (Mode = VD+) 

Access Time: CS Low to SDATA Out lcsd1 31fclk - - ns 

SDATA Delay Time 
ldd1 - 25 100 ns 

SCLK FalliQg_to New SDATA bit 

SCLK Delay Time ~at 4.096 MHz~ 
1cd1 250 380 - ns SDA A MSB bit to CLK Rising 

Serial Clock Pulse Width High (at 4.096 MHz) lph1 - 240 300 ns 
(Out) Pulse Wi.dth Low lpl1 - 730 790 ns 

Output Float Delay: 
lfd2 -

SCLK Rising to Hi-Z 
11f clk +100 11f clk + 200 ns 

Output Float Delfil'_; (Note 18) 
lfd1 - - 41fclk + 200 ns 

CS High to Output Hi-Z 

Notes: 14. A master clock must be supplied whenever the CS5501 is not in SLEEP mode. If no clock is present 
when not in SLEEP mode, the CS5501 can draw higher current than specified and possibly become 
uncalibrated. 

9-74 

15. The CS5501 is designed to operate at 40kHz, but is not production tested at this frequency. Instead, 
the part is tested at 200kHz to reduce production test time. 

16. Specified using 10% and 90% points on waveform of interest. 
17. In order to synchronize several CS5501 's together using the SLEEP pad, this specification must be met. 
18. If CS is returned high before all 16 data bits are output, the SDATA and SCLK outputs will complete 

the current data bit and then go to high impedance. 
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--··---· . ---·-· -··--···-
SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS (continued) (TA= Tmin to T max; 

CS5501-U 

VA+, VD+= 5V ± 10%; VA-, VD-= -5V ± 10%; Input Levels: Logic 0 = OV, Logic 1 =VD+; CL= 50 pF) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

SEC Mode (Mode = DGND) 

Serial Clock (In) I sclk 0 4.2 MHz 

Serial Clock (In) Pulse Width High tph2 50 - - ns 

Pulse Width Low tpl2 180 - - ns 

Access Time: CS Low to Data Valid (Note 19) t 
csd2 - 80 160 ns 

Maximum Data Delay Time (Note 20) 
tdd2 75 150 - ns 

SCLK Falling to New SDATA bit 

Output Float Delay 
- tfd3 - - 250 ns 
CS High to Output Hi-Z 

Output Float Delay 

SCLK Falling to Output Hi-Z 
tld4 - 100 200 ns 

AC Mode (Mode = VD-) 

Serial Clock (In) I sclk 0 - 4.2 MHz 

Serial Clock (In) Pulse Width High tph3 50 - - ns 

Pulse Width Low tQ13 180 - - ns 

Set-up Time CS Low to SCLK Falling t css - 20 40 ns 

Maximum Data Delay Time 
tdd3 - 90 180 ns 

SCLK Falling to New Output Bit 

Output Float Delay (Note 21) 
tld5 

SCLK Falling to Output Hi-Z 
- 100 200 ns 

--- --
Notes: 19. If CS is activated asynchronously to DADY, CS will not be recognized if it occurs when DADY is high 

for 4 clock cycles. The propagation delay time may be as great as 4 CLKIN cycles plus 160 ns. 
To guarantee proper clocking of SDATA when using asychronous CS, SCLK(i) should not be taken 
high sooner than 4 CLKIN cycles plus 160ns after CS goes low. 

20. SDATA transitions on the falling edge of SCLK(i). 
21. If CS is returned high after an 11-bit data packet is started, the SDATA output will continue to output 

data until the end of the second stop bit. At that time the SDATA output will go to high impedance. 

CAL __J
;.tscs...J 

SC1,SC2 ~ 
I 
I 

Calibration Control Timing 

DS69F1 

SDATA 

Output Data Access Timing 
SSC Mode (Note 18) 

CLKIN ~ 
' 1 !sis :--------: 
I 
I 

Sleep Mode Timing for 
Synchronization 
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CLKIN 

SDATA 

SCLK(o) 

DROY 

SDATA 

SCLK(i) 

SDATA 

SCLK(i) 

DROY 

SCLK(i) 

SDATA 

l.-tcsd1-i 
I I 

Hi-Z ',_.,.--"""1'-.,....M'"""s-=B--1---.. 
~---~ 
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I 
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--··---· . ---·-· -··--···-
GENERAL INFORMATION 

Crystal Semiconductor Procedure 42AA00007 
outlines the General Requirements for Die Sales. 
The document includes information on wafer 
fabrication, manufacturing flow, screening/in
spection procedures, packing, shipping, and 
change notification. 

Assembly Information 

1. Die size shall be 0.149" by 0.303" ( ± 0.002") 

2. The CS5501-U is suited for die attach through 
either eutectic or adhesive means. When eutectic 
die attach is used, Crystal Semiconductor recom
mends either a 99.9% Au or 98% Au/2% Si 
preform of the appropriate size. The backside of 
the die should be electrically connected to VA+. 

BP/UP SLEEP 

12 11 

Calibration 
SRAM 

CS5501-U 

3. Die thickness shall be 0.0175" ±0.0035". If 
tighter tolerances are required, contact the factory. 

4. The maximum number of die per waffle pack 
carrier is 28. 

5. The cavity dimensions for each die within the 
waffle pack are .180" by .330" (Waffle Pack 
Type H20-l 79329). 

6. The CS5501-U requires no particular bonding 
sequence. 

7. The CS5501-U product qualification deter
mined that each pin on the device can typically 
withstand electrostatic discharges up to 3000V 
and 300mA de latch currents. This meets 
Crystal's minimum criteria of 2500V and lOOmA 
respectively. Still, Crystal Semiconductor strong
ly recommends proper handling procedures and 
in-circuit application. 

SCI SC2 

4 17 

Calibration 
Microcontroller CAL 

!----------"------------------------------------------------ ---------) 

VREF , ~1_0 __ : 16-Bit Charge-Balance AID Converter : 
14 VA+ 

DS69F1 

AIN 

AGND 

DGND s 

i \ 
: Analog 6-Pole Gaussian : i ~ :, ' Modulator Low-Pass Digital Filter 
~ ! 

L _____________ ------------------------------------ ________________ J 

Clock Generator Serial Interface Logic 

2 3 18 16 

CLKOUT CLKIN DRDY cs MODE SCLK 

7 VA-

15 VD+ 

6 VD-

SDATA 
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Bond Pad Locations for CS5501-U 

• 15 

.. .. 
6 

• 

1 - MODE 11 - SLEEP 
2 - CLKOUT 12 - BP/UP 
3 - CLKIN 13 - CAL 
4 - SCl 14 - VA+ 
5 - DGND 15 - VD+ 
6 - VD- 16 - cs 
7 - VA- 17 - SC2 
8 - AGND 18 - DRDY 
9 - AIN 19 - SCLK 
10 - VREF 20 - SDATA 

CS5501-U 

• • 
14 13• 

12• 

11• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

10• 

7 8 9• 

• • :J 
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COMMUNICATIONS: 
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Jitter Attenuators 
Fiber Optic Transmitter/Receivers 
Local Area Network l.C.s 
AES/EBU Transmitter/Receivers 
DTMF Receivers 

• • 
AID & DIA CONVERSION: ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS • 

DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTERS • 

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS: TRACK AND HOLD AMPLIFIERS • 

FILTERS • 

VOLTAGE REFERENCES • 
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---··---· . ---·-· -··--···-
INTRODUCTION 

MILITARY 8838 

Crystal Semiconductor is committed to supplying product to the military marketplace as a major long
term focus of our business. 

All devices are designed to meet the extended temperature ranges required for military applications. 
The wafer fabrication and device assembly facilities used for Crystal standard production were selected 
for their proven capability to provide product processed to military requirements. 

Wafer fab, packaging, and test facilities have all passed Crystal military audit. Our CAGE 
FSCM/MILSCAP number is OA384. 

USER'S GUIDE 

Device: CS5012 CS5014 CS5016 CS5412 
SMD# 5962-89679 5962-89674 5962-89676 TBA 

Resolution (bits) 12 14 16 12 
Conversion Time 12 µs 14 µs 16 µs 1.2 µs 
Throughput 63kHz 56kHz 50kHz lMHz 
No Missing Codes 12 14 16 12 
Signal-to-Noise plus 72dB 80dB 84dB 70dB 

Distortion 

CONTENTS 

CS5012 Standard Military Drawing #5962-89679 10-3 
CS5014 Standard Military Drawing #5962-89674 10-17 
CS5016 Standard Military Drawing #5962-89676 10-31 
CS5412 Standard Military Drawing 10-47 
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REVISIONS 

LTR. DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED 

This copy of the CS5012 SMD is for information only. Always 
obtain the current SMD directly from DESC. In addition, check 
with Crystal Semiconductor for any upcoming SMD upgrades 
and additions. 

REV 1 i 1 l PAGE 
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1. SCOPE 

1.1 Scope. This drawing describes device requirements for class B microcircuits in accordance with 
1.2.1 of MIL-STD-883, "Provisions for the use of MIL-STD-883 in conjunction with compliant non-JAN 

devices". 

1.2 Part number. The complete part number shall be as shown in the following example: 

5962-89679 01 Q x 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I i I I 

Drawing number Device type Case outline Lead finish per 
(1.2 .1) (1.2 .2) MIL-M-38510 

1.2.1 Device type. The device type shall identify the circuit function as follows: 

Device type Generic number Circuit Function 

01 CS5012 12-bit CMOS A/D converter, 12.25 µs 

1.2.2 Case outlines. The case outlines shall be as designated in appendix C of MIL-M-38510, and 
as follows: 

Outline letter Case outline 

D-5 (40-lead, 2.096" x .620" x .225"), dual-in-line package Q 

x C-5 (44-terminal, .622" x .622" x .120"), square chip carrier package 

1.3 Absolute maximum ratings. 1/ 

Positive digital supply (+Vn) voltage range ............. . 
Negative digital supply (-V0 ) voltage range ............. . 
Positive analog supply (+VA) voltage Tange .............. . 
Negative analog supply (-VA) voltage range .............. . 
Analog ground (AGND) to digital ground (DGND) ........... . 
Input current, any pin except_ supplies .................. . 
Analog input voltage (AIN and VREF pins) ................ . 
Digital input voltage ................................... . 

1/ All voltages referenced to AGND and DGND tied together. 

21 In addition, +v0 must not -be greater than +VA+ 0.3 V de. 

3/ Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause latch-up. 
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Storage temperature range .................................. -65 °c to +150 °c 
Lead temperature (soldering, 10 seconds) ................. 260 °c 
Junction temperature (TJ) ................................ 195 °c 
Power dissipation, {P 0 ): 

Case Q ••••••••••.•••.••...•..•••.••••••••••••.••••••••• 1500 mW 
Case X •••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• 1100 mW 

Thermal resistance, junction-to-case (8Jc) ................ See MIL-M-38510, appendix C 
Thermal resistance, junction-to-ambient (0JA) : 

Case Q ••••.•••••••••..•••.•••...••.••..••.•....•.•.•••• 45 °C/W 
Case X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 °c;w 

1.4 Recommended operating conditions. 1/ 

Ambient operating temperature range (TA) ................ . -55 OC to 
Positive digital supply voltage (+V0 ) ....•.....•......... +4.5 v de 
Negative digital supply voltage (-V0 ) ................... . -4.5 V de 
Positive analog supply voltage {+VA) .................... . +4.5 v de 
Negative analog supply voltage (-VA) .................... . -4.5 V de 
Digital ground (DGND) ................................... . 0 V de 
Analog ground (AGND) .................................... . 0 V de 
Digital input low voltage (VIL) ......................... . -0.3 V de 
Digital input high voltage (VIH) ........................ . +2.0 V de 
Analog reference input voltage (VREF) range ............. . +2.5 V de 
Analog input voltage range: 

+125 OC 

to +VA V de 
to -5.5 v de 
to +5.5 V de 
to -5.5 V de 

to +0.8 v de 
to +Vo 
to +4 .5 v de 

Unipolar mode ......................................... . AGND to +VREF 
Bipolar mode .......................................... . -VREF to +VREF 

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

2/ 

2.1 Government specification and standard. Unless otherwise specified, the following specification 
and standard, of the issue listed in that issue of the Department of Defense Index of Specifications 
and Standards specified in the solicitation, form a part of this drawing to the extent specified 
herein. 

SPECIFICATION 

MILITARY 

MIL-M-38510 Microcircuits, General Specification for. 

STANDARD 

MILITARY 

MIL-STD-883 Test Methods and Procedures for Microelectronics. 

(Copies of the specification and standard required by manufacturers in connection with specific 
acquisition functions should be obtained from the contracting activity or as directed by the 
contracting activity.) 

2.2 Order of precedence. In the event of a conflict between the text of this drawing and the 
references cited herein, the text of this drawing shall take precedence. 
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3. REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 Item requirements. The individual item requirements shall be in accordance with 1.2.1 of 
MIL-STD-883, "Provisions for the use of MIL-STD-883 in conjunction with compliant non-JAN devices" and 
as specified herein. 

3.2 Design, construction, and physical dimensions. The design, construction, and physical 
dimensions shall be as specified in MIL-M-38510 and herein. 

3.2.1 Terminal connections. The terminal connections shall be as specified on figure 1. 

3.2.2 Truth table. The truth table shall be as specified on figure 2. 

3.2.3 Block diagram. The block diagram shall be as specified on figure 3. 

3.2.4 Case outlines. The case outlines shall be in accordance with 1.2.2 herein. 

3.3 Electrical performance characteristics. Unless otherwise specified, the electrical performance 
characteristics are as specified in table I and apply over the full ambient operating temperature 
range. 

3.4 Marking. Marking shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 herein), The part shall be 
marked with the part number listed in 1.2 herein. In addition, the manufacturer's part number may also 
be marked as listed in 6.4 herein. 

3.5 Certificate of compliance. A certificate of compliance shall be required from a manufacturer in 
order to be listed as an approved source of supply in 6.4. The certificate of compliance submitted to 
DESC-ECS prior to listing as an approved source of supply shall state that the manufacturer's product 
meets the requirements of MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 herein) and the requirements herein. 

3.6 Certificate of conformance. A certificate of conformance as required in MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 
herein) shall be provided with each lot of microcircuits delivered to this drawing. 

3.7 Notification of change. Notification of change to DESC-ECS shall be required in accordance with 
MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 herein). 

3.8 Verification and review. DESC, DESC's agent, and the acquiring activity retain the option to 
review the manufacturer's facility and applicable required documentation. Offshore documentation shall 
be made available onshore at the option of the reviewer. 

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 

4.1 Sampling and inspection. Sampling and inspection procedures shall be in accordance with section 
4 of MIL-M-38510 to the extent specified in MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 herein). 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics. 

I I I I I 
Test I Symbol I Conditions !Group A I Limits I Unit 

I I I subgroups ______ I 
I I -55°C<TA<+l25°c I I I 
I I unless otherwis~ specified I Min I Max I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 

Resolution for which no I RES I ~/ I 1, 2, 3 12 I I Bits 
missing codes is guaranteed I I I I I 

I I I I I 
I I I I I 

Integral linearity error I INL I .!:_/ ?:_! I 1, 2, 3 I ±0. 5 I LSB 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 

Differential linearity error I DNL I ~/ 21 I 1, 2, 3 1±0 .5 I LSB 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 

Full-scale error I F SE I 1 I 2 I I 1, 2, 3 I ±0 . 5 I LSB 
-

I I I I I I 
------------~l----~1---------------c-I I I I 

Full-scale error drift 

Unipolar off set error 

Unipolar offset error drift 

Bipolar off set error 

Bipolar offset error drift 

Bipolar negative 
full-scale error 

Bipolar negative 
full-scale error drift 

Peak harmonic or 
spurious noise 

Signal to noise ratio 

I dFSE/dt .!:_! ?:_! 21 4/ I 2, 3, I 
I I I 
I I I 
I VOFF .!:_! 2/ I 1, 2, 3 I 
I I I 
I I I 
I dVOFF/dt 1/ 2/ 21 4/ I 2, 3 I 
I I I 
I I I 
I BOFF .!:_! ?:_! I 1, 2, 3 I 
I I I 
I I I 
I dBOFF/dt .!:_/ 2/ 21 4/ I 2, 3 I 
I I I 
I I I I 
I BNF SE I 1 I 2 I I 1, 2, 3 I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I dBNFSE/dt I .!:_/ ?:_! 21 4/ I 2, 3 I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I 1 kHz input, full scale .!cl 21 I I 
I I amplitude, bipolar mode I I 
I S/PN l ________________ I 4, 5, 6 I 
I I 12 kHz input, full scale ~/ 2/ I I 
I I amplitude, bipolar mode I I 
I I I I 
I I lkHz input, full scale 1/ 2/ I I 
I S/ (N+D) I amplitude, bipolar mode I 4, 5, 6 I 
I I I I 

See footnotes at end of table. 

SIZE 

1±0 .25 
I 
I 
1±0.5 

I 
I 
1±0.25 
I 
I 
1±0.5 
I 

I 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

1±0. 25 LSB 
I 

I 
1±0 .5 LSB 
I I 
I I 
I I 
1±0.251 LSB 
I I 
I I 
I I 

84 I I 
I I dB 

80 I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

72 I I dB 

I I 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics.- continued 

I I I 
Test I Symbol I Conditions I 

.1 I -55°c < TA < +125°c I 
I I unless otherwise specified I 
I I I 
I I Unipolar mode, I 
I I TA = +25°c 1/ 'Y I 

Analog input capacitance in I CIN I I 
fine charge mode I l""B"'"ip-o""""'l,.-a-r-mo-d7e-,-------I 

I ITA = +25°C 1/ 3/ I 
I I I 
I I I 

Digital input voltage___ I Vrn I I 
(HOLD, CLKIN, CAL, INTRLV, 1 ____ 1 5/ Y I 

BW, RST, BP/UP, AO, RD, CS) I I I 

Digital input current 

Digital output voltage 
(D0-Dl5, SDATA, SCLK, 

EDC, EOT) 

High impedance state 
output current 

Conversion time 

Acquisition time 

I VIL I 
I I 
I I 
I Im I 6/ 

I I 
I I 
I VoL I Logic "0", 
I IIsrNK = -l.6rnA 
1 ___ --'-1 ____________ _ 

Ioz 

I 
1Logic "1", 
IIsouRcE=lOOµA 
I 

IPins Do to 0 15 only 
I ~/ ~/ 
I 

I 
I 
I 

y ~/ 

y 2/ 

I TA = +25°c 
I 

7/ 

3/ 

I 

Group A 
subgroup 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

9, 10, 11 

Throughput 1/ 21 6/ I 9, 10, 11 

I 

Positive analog 
supply current 

Negative analog 
supply current 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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I I pF 
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I 220 I 
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I I 
I 0.8 I 
I I 
I I 
I ±10 I 

I I I 
I I I 
I I o. 4 I 
I I I 
1 __ -'1,__ __ 1 
I I I 
l+Vo 
1-1.0 
I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I ±10 I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

v 

v 

µA 

112.251 µs 

I 
162 .5 
I 

I I 
I I 
I 3.751 µs 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I kHz 
I I 
I I 
I 19.01 rnA 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 19.01 rnA 
I I 
I I 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics.- continued 

I I I I 
Test !Symbol I Conditions !Group A I Limits I Unit 

I I -ss 0 c < TA < +125°c I subgroups 1 _____ 1 
I I unless otherwise specified I I Min !Max I 

------------~1 __ ~1 ____________ ~1 ____ -;-1 __ -;-1 __ 1-~ 
I I I I I I 

Positive digital 
supply current 

Negative digital 
supply current 

Master clock frequency 10/ 

HOLD pulse width 

Data delay time 

EOC pulse width 

CAL, INTRLV to CS low 
setup time 

AO to CS and RD low 
setup time 

CS or RD High to AO invalid 
hold time 

CS High to CAL, INTRLV 
invalid hold time 

CS low to data valid 
access time 

I In+ I 6/ 9/ +VA,+v0 = +s.sv I 1, 2, 3 I I 6.01 mA 
I I -VA·-VD = -5.SV I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I In- I 6/ 9/ +VA,+Vn = +s.sv I 1, 2, 3 I I 6.0 I mA 

I I -VA, -Vo = -5. SV I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I TA = -SS0 c I I I I 
I fcLK I Internally generated I 11 I 1. 75 I I MHz 
I I CLKIN = OV de I I I I 
I I +Vo, +VA -· +4. SV I I I I 
I I -Vn,-VA = -4.SV I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I t 8pw I 5/ 6/ 11/ (see figure 4) I 9, 10,11 11/fcLKI tc I ns 
I I I I +so I I 
I I I I I I 
I t 00 I 5/ 6/ 11/ (see figure 4) I 9, 10, 11 I 1100 I ns 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I tEPW I 5/ 6/ 11/ (see figure 4) I 9, 10,11 14/fcLKI I ns 
I I I I -20 I I 
I I I I I I 
I tcs I 5/ 6/ 11/ (see figure 5) I 9, 10, 11 I 20 I I ns 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

I tcA 
I 
I 

I 5/ 6/ 11/ (see figure 5) I 9, 10, 11 I 20 I I ns 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I 5/ 6/ 11/ (see figure 5) I 9, 10, 11 I 50 I I ns 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I 5/ 6/ 11/ (see figure 5) I 9, 10, 11 I 50 I I ns 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I RD = logic "0", I 9, 10, 11 I 1250 I ns 
I 5/ y 11/ (see figure 5) I I I * I 
I I I I I 

See footnotes at end of table. 

* This specification is currently being reduced to 150 ns. Please contact Crystal 
for the latest information. 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics.- continued 

Test 

RD low to data valid 
access time 

Output float delay 

SDATA to SCLK rising 
setup time 

SCLK rising to SDATA 
hold time 

I 
!Symbol I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

ltss 
I 

I 

ltsH 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
Conditions I 

-ss0 c ~ TA ~ +12s 0 c 1 

unless otherwise specified I 
I 

CS = logic "0", 
5/ 6/ .!:..!:_/ I see figure 5) 

5/ 6/ 11/ I see figure 5) 

5/ 6/ 11/ (see figure 6) 

5/ 6/ 11/ (see figure 6) 

Grolip A 
subgroups 

9, 10, 11 

9, 10, 11 

9, 10, 11 

9, 10, 11 

I I 
I Limits !Unit 

l~~--,-~-1 
I Min I Max I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 250 I ns 

I I * I 
I i I 
I I I 
I I 250 I ns 

I I ** I 
I I I 
12/fcLK I I ns 
I -so I I 
I I I 
I I I 
12/fcLK I I ns 
I -100 I I 
I I I 

1/ +VA, +Vo~ +5.0 V; -VA, -Vo~ -5.0 V; VREF ~ +2.5 v de or +4.5 v de; fcLK ~ 4 MHz; 
Analog source impedance = ·200 ohm:s; Error tests are done after calibration at the temperature 
of interest. 

2/ Synchronous sampling mode (EOT connected to HOLD), interleave disabled. 

~/ This parameter shall be measured only for initial characterization and after process or design 
changes which may affect this parameter. 

4/ Total drift over -ss 0 c to +125°c since calibration at power-up at +25°c. 

5/ +VA, +Vo~ +5.0 v de± 10%; -VA, --Vo~ -5.0 v de± 10% 

6/ 

7/ 

This parameter is guaranteed, if not tested, at TA= +25°c. 
This parameter is tested at TA= -55°c and +125°c. 

Measured from falling transition on HOLD to falling transition on EOC. 

8/ Acquisition time is the time allowed by the converter for acquisition of the input voltage prior 
to conversion. 

9/ All outputs unloaded; All inputs swinging between +v0 and 0 V de. 

~I Externally supplied maximum clock frequency is 4 MHz. Analog parametric measurements are done 
with the maximum external clock (see footnote 1/) . 

11/ Inputs: logic "0" = 0 V, logic "1" = +v0 : CL= 50 pF. 

* This specification is currently being reduced to 150 ns. Please contact Crystal 
for the latest information 

** This specification is currently being reduced to 140 ns. Please contact Crystal 
for the latest information. 
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HOLD 

DATA BUS BIT 0 
DATA BUS BIT 1 
DATA BUS BIT 2 
DATA BUS BIT 3 
DATA BUS BIT 4 
DATA BUS BIT 5 
DATA BUS BITS 
DATA BUS BIT 7 

DIGITAL GROUND 
POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 

DATA BUS BIT 8 
DATABUSBIT9 

DATA BUS BIT 10 
DATA BUS BIT 11 
DATA BUS BIT 12 
DATA BUS BIT 13 

DATA BUS BIT 14 
DATA BUS BIT 15 

CLOCK INPUT 

HOLD 

DATA BUS BITO 

DATA BUS BIT 1 

DATA BUS BIT 2 

DATA BUS BIT 3 

DATA BUS BIT 4 

DATA BUS BIT 5 

DATA BUS BITS 

NO CONNECT 

DATA BUS BIT 7 

DIGITAL GROUND 

POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 

NO CONNECT 

DATA BUS BIT 8 

NO CONNECT 

DATA BUS BIT9 

DATA BUS BIT 10 

DATA BUS.BIT 11 

DATA BUS BIT 12 

DATA BUS BIT 13 

DATA BUS BIT 14 

DATA BUS BIT 15 

HOLD 
DO 
D1 
D2 
D3 
D4 
D5 
D6 
D7 

DGND 
+VD 

D8 
D9 

D10 
D11 
012 
013 

014 
015 

CLKIN 

FIGURE 1. 

SDATA 
SCLK 
EOC 
EOT 
·VD 
CAL 
INTRLV 
BW 
AST 
TST 

·VA 
REFBUF 
VREF 
AGND 
AIN 
+VA 
BP/UP 

AO 

RD 
cs 

Terminal connections 

SERIAL OUTPUT 
SERIAL CLOCK 
END OF CONVERSION 
END OF TRACK 
NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 
CALIBRATE 
INTERLEAVE 
BUS WIDTH SELECT 
RESET 
TEST 
NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 
REFERENCE BUFFER OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE REFERENCE 
ANALOG GROUND 
ANALOG INPUT 
POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 

READ ADDRESS 
READ 
CHIP SELECT 

CLKIN 

SERIAL OUTPUT 

SERIAL CLOCK 

END OF CONVERSION 

END OF TRACK 

NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 

CALIBRATE 

INTERLEAVE 

BUS WIDTH SELECT 

RESET 

TEST 

NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 

NO CONNECT 

REFERENCE BUFFER OUTPUT 

VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

ANALOG GROUND 

ANALOG INPUT 

POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 

READ ADDRESS 

READ 

CHIP SELECT 

CLOCK INPUT 

FIGURE 1. Terminal connections (continued) 
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CAL llilTRD7 AO RST Function 
~ x x x x . 0 Hold and Start Convert 
x 0 1 x x . 0 Initiate Burst Calibration 
1 0 0 x x . 0 Stop Burst Cal and Begin Track 
x 0 x 0 x . 0 Initiate Interleave Calibration 
x 0 x 1 x . 0 Terminate Interleave Cal 
x 0 x x 0 1 0 Read Output Data 
1 0 x x 0 0 0 Read Status Register 
x 1 x x x . x High Impedance Data Bus 
x x x x 1 . x Hjg_h lm_Q_edance Data Bus 
x x x x x x 1 Reset 
0 0 x x x 0 x Reset 

* The status of AO is not critical to the operation specified. However, AO 
should not be low with CS and HOLD low, or a software reset will result. 

FIGURE 2. Truth table 

HOLD CS RD AO BP/UP RST BW INTRLV CAL EOT EOC SCLK SDATA 

CLKIN~--
CLOCK 

GENERATOR 

+VA -VA 
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CONTROL 

CALIBRATION 
MEMORY 

12 BIT CHARGE 
REDISTRIBUTION 

DAC 

+VD -VD 

MICROCONTROLLER --N"""--v 

STATUS REGISTER r+ 

DGND TST 

FIGURE 3. Block diagram 
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Output Data LAST CONVERSION DATA VALID NEW DATA VALID 

FIGURE 4. Conversion timing 

AO 

DO-D15 Hi-Z 

CAL, INTRLV ----~t' J;-CH _ 

FIGURE 5. Read and calibration control timing 

SCLK 

SDATA 
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4.2 Screening. Screening shall be in accordance with method 5004 of MIL-STD-883, and shall be 
conducted on all devices prior to quality conformance inspection. The following additional criteria 
shall apply: 

a. Burn-in test, method 1015 of MIL-STD-883. 

(1) Test condition A or B using the circuit submitted with the certificate of compliance (see 
3.5 herein). 

(2) TA ~ +125°c, minimum. 

b. Interim and final electrical test parameters shall be as· specified in table II herein, except 
interim electrical parameter tests prior to burn-in are optional at the discretion of the 
manufacturer. 

4.3 Quality conformance inspection. Quality conformance inspection shall be in accordance with 
method 5005 of MIL-STD-883 including groups A, B, C, and D inspections. The following additional 
criteria shall apply. 

4.3.1 Group A inspection. 

a. Tests shall be as specified in table II herein. 

b. Subgroups 7 and 8 in table I, method 5005 of MIL-STD-883 shall be omitted. 

4.3.2 Groups C and D inspections. 

a. End-point electrical parameters shall be as specified in table II herein. 

b. Steady-state life test conditions, method 1005 of MIL-STD-883. 

(1) Test condition A or B using the circuit submitted with the certificate of compliance (see 
3.5 herein). 

(2) TA = +125°c, minimum. 

(3) Test duration: 1,000 hours, except as permitted by method 1005 of MIL-STD-883 

TABLE II. Electrical test requirements. 

I 
I 
I MIL-STD-883 test requirements 
I 
I 
!Interim electrical parameters 
I (method 5004) 
I 
!Final electrical test parameters 
I (method 5004) 
I 
!Group A test requirements 
I (method 5005) 
I 
!Groups c and D end-point 
!electrical parameters (method 5005) 

* PDA applies to subgroup 1. 
** Subgroup 9 guaranteed if not tested. 
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5. PACKAGING 

5.1 Packaging requirements. The requirements for packaging shall be in accordance with MIL-M-38510. 

6. NOTES 

6.1 Intended use. Microcircuits conforming to this drawing are intended for use when military 
specifications do not exist and qualified military devices that will perform the required function are 
not available for OEM application. When a military specification exists and the product covered by 
this drawing has been qualified for listing on QPL-38510, the device specified herein will be 
inactivated and will not be used for new design. The QPL-38510 product shall be the preferred item for 
all applications. 

6.2 Replaceability. Microcircuits covered by this drawing will replace the same generic device 
covered by a contractor-prepared specification or drawing. 

6.3 Comments. Comments on this drawing should be directed to DESC-ECS, Dayton, Ohio 45444, or 
telephone 513-296-5375. 

6.4 Approved source of supply. An approved source of supply is listed herein. Additional sources 
will be added as they become available. The vendor listed herein has agreed to this drawing and a 
certificate of compliance (see 3.5 herein) has been submitted to DESC-ECS. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1/ -

Military drawing I 
part number I 

I 
I 
I 

5962-8967901QX I 
I 

5962-8967901XX I 
I 
I 
I 

Caution. Do not use 
this number may not 

Vendor CAGE 
number 

OA384 

Vendor I Vendor I Replacement I 
CAGE I similar part !military specification! 
number I number 1/ I part number I -

I I I 
I I I 

0A384 I CS5012-TD12B I I 
I I I 

0A384 I CS5012-TE12B I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 

this number for item acquisition. Items acquired to 
satisfy the performance requirements 

Vendor name 
and address 

of this 

Crystal Semiconductor 
P.O. Box 17847 

drawing. 

4210 South Industrial Drive 
Austin 
TEXAS 78760 
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1. SCOPE 

1.1 Scope. This drawing describes device requirements for class B microcircuits in accordance with 
1.2.1 of MIL-STD-883, "Provisions for the use of MIL-STD-883 in conjunction with compliant non-JAN 
devices". 

1.2 Part number. The complete part number shall be as shown in the following example: 

5962-89674 01 Q x 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 

Drawing number Device type Case outline Lead finish per 
(1.2.1) (1.2 .2) MIL-M-38510 

1.2.1 Device type. The device type shall identify the circuit function as follows: 

Device type Generic number Circuit Function 

01 CS5014 14-bit CMOS A/D converter, 14.25 us 

1.2.2 Case outlines. The case outlines shall be as designated in appendi~ C of MIL-M-38510, and 
as follows: 

Outline letter Case outline 

Q D-5 (40-lead, 2.096" x .620" x .225"), dual-in-line package 

X C-5 (44-terminal, 0 .. 662 11 x 0.662 11 x 0.120"), square chip carrier package 

1.3 Absolute maximum ratings. 1/ 

Positive digital supply (+V0) voltage range ........••.••. -0.3 V de to +6.0 V de 2/ 
Negative digital supply (-V0 ) voltage range •........•..•• +0.3 V de to -6.0 V de 
Positive analog supply (+VA) voltage range ••...••.......• -0.3 V de to +6.0 V de 
Negative analog supply (-VA) voltage range ............... +0.3 V de to -6.0 V de 
Analog ground (AGND) to digital ground (DGND) •....••••... ±0.5 V de 
Input current, any pin except supplies .................... ±10 mA 3/ 
Analog input voltage (AIN and VREF pins) ................. -VA - 0.3 V de to +VA+ 0.3 V de 
Digital input voltage •.....•.•..••..............••.•..... -0. 3 V de to +v0 + O. 3 V de 
Storage temperature range .................................... -65 °c to +150 °c 
Lead temperature (soldering 10 seconds) ....••....•••••... +260 °c 
Junction temperature (TJ) .................................. +195 °c 
Power dissipation, (Pn) 

Case Q ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1500 mW 
Case X ......•.......••..•••..••..•.••.....•.....•.... 1100 mW 

Thermal resistance, junction-to-case (9Jc> ................ See MIL-M-38510, appendix c 
Thermal resistance, junction-to-ambient (9JA): 

Case Q ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• +45°c;w 
Case X •••......•..•.••.......•...•.•.....••...•.•••.. +6o 0 c;.w 

1/ All voltages referenc~d to AGND and DGND tied together. 
21 In addition, +Vn must not be greater than +VA+ 0 .. 3 V de. 
3; Transient currents of up to 100 rnA will not cause latch-up. 
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1.4 Reconunended operating conditions. 1/ 

Ambient operating temperature range (TA) ....•.....•...... -55 OC to +125 OC 

Positive digital supply voltage (+V0 ) ................... . +4.5 V de to +VA V de 21 
Negative digital supply voltage (-V0 ) ................... . -4.5 v de to -5.5 V de 
Positive analog supply voltage (+VA) ..............•...... +4.5 V de to +5.5 V de 
Negative analog supply voltage (-VA) ..................... . -4.5 V de to -5.5 V de 
Digital ground (DGNO) ............................•....... 0 V de 
Analog ground (AGND) .................................... . 0 V de 
Digital input low voltage (VIL) ......................... . -0.3 v de to +0.8 V de 
Digital input high voltage (Vrnl ........................ . +2.0 v de to +Vo 
Analog reference input voltage (VREF) ................... . +4.5 v de 
Analog input voltage range: Unipolar mode ..............• AGND to +VREF 

Bipolar mode .............•.• -VREF to +VREF 

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

2.1 Government specification and standard. Unless otherwise specified, the following specification 
and standard, of the issue listed in that issue of the Department of Defense Index of Specifications 
and Standards specified in the solicitation, form a part of this drawing to the extent specified 
herein. 

SPECIFICATION 

MILITARY 

MIL-M-38510 Microcircuits, General Specification for. 

STANDARD 

MILITARY 

MIL-STD-883 Test Methods and Procedures for Microelectronics. 

(Copies of the specification and standard required by manufacturers in connection wi lh sppc·'i 1: .. 
acquisition functions should be obtained from the contracting activity or as direc,ted by the 
contracting activity.) 

2.2 Order of precedence. In the event of a conflict between the text of this drawing and the 
references cited herein, the text of this drawing shall take precedence. 

3. REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 Item requirements. The individual item requirements shall be in accordance with 1.2.1 of 
MIL-STD-883, "Provisions for the use of MIL-STD-883 in conjunction with compliant non-JAN devices" and 
as specified herein. 

3.2 Design, construction, and physical dimensions. The design, construction, and physical 
dimensions shall be as specified in MIL-M-38510 and herein. 

3.2.1 Terminal connections. The terminal connections shall be as specified on figure 1. 

3.2.2 Truth table. The truth table shall be as specified on figure 2. 

3.2.3 Block diagram. The block diagram shall be as specified on figure 3. 

1/ All voltages referenced to AGND and DGND tied together. 
2; In addition, +v0 must not be greater than +VA+ 0.3 V de. 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics. 

I I I I I 
Test I Symbol I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Conditions I Group A I Limits I Unit 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Resolution for which no I 
missing codes is guaranteed! 

I 

I 
Integral linearity error I 

I 
I 

Differential linearity error I 
I 
I 

Full-scale error I 
I 
I 

Full-scale error drift I 
I 
I 

Unipolar offset error I 

l::t i 1,11 offset error drift 

Hi p<1 l .1 r offset error 

Bipolar offset error drift 

Bipolar negative 
full-scale error 

Bipolar negative 
full-scale error drift 

I 

I 
I 

Analog input capacitance I 
in fine charge mode I 

See footnotes at end of table. 

I 
I 

-55°c < TA < +125°C 
unless oth~rwise specified 

I subgroups I I 

RES 

INL 

DNL 

I 
I 1/ 
I 
I 

1/' 21 

1/' 2/ 

I 
I 1, 2, 3 
I 
I 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2' 3 

1---1--1 

I Min I Max I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 14 I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 1±1.5 I 
I I * I 
I I I 
I !±0 .5 I 
I I I 

FSE y, 21 
I I I 

1±1.0 I 1, 2, 3 I 

I 
dFSE/dt I 

I 
1/, 2/, 3/, 4/ 2, 3 

I I I 
I I I 
I 1±1.0 I 
I I I 
I I I 

VOFF 1/' 21 1, 2, 3 I I ±1. O I 

I 
dVOFF/dt I 

I 
I 

11, ?:_!, H· 41 2, 3 

EOFF 11/,2/ 11,2,3 
I I 
I I 

dBOFF/dt I 1/, 2/, 3/, _'!_! I 2, 3 
I I 
I I 

BNFSE I 1/, 2/ I 1, 2, 3 

I I 
I I 
I I 

dBNFSE/dtl ~/, '!:_/, 3/, 4/ I 2, 3 
I I 
I I 
I Unipolar mode I 
I TA~ +25°c ~/, 21 I 
I I 4 
1-B~i-p-o~l-a_r_m_od~e---------~I 

I TA~ +25°c ~/, 21 I 
I I 

I I ** I 
I I I 
I 1±0 .5 I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 1±1.0 
I I ** 
I I 
I 1±1.0 
I I 
I I 
I 1±1.5 
I I *** 
I I 
I I 
I 1±1.0 
I I 
I I 
I I I 
I I 3 75 I 
1 ___ 1 ___ 1 

I I I 
I I 220 I 
I I I 

Bits 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

pF 

* An improved version is available with a specification of +0.5 LSB. An SMD revision is under way. 

**An improved version is available with a specification of +0.75 LSB. An SMD revision is under way. 

*** An improved version is available with a specification of +l LSB. An SMD revision is under way. 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics.- continued 

I I I I I 
Test I Symbol I Conditions I Group A I Limits I Unit 

I I -55°c < TA < +125°c I subgroups I I 
I I unless otherwis-;; specified I l--~1---1 

I I I I Min I Max I 
I I I I I I 
I I 1/, 2/ I I I I 
I I l kHz input, full scale I I BS I I 

Peak harmonic or I S/PN 1 amplitude, bipolar mode I 4, 5, 6 I * I I 
spurious noise I l~l"""'/~,-=2""';-~-~---------1 I I I 

I I l2 kHz input, full scale I I BO I I 
I I amplitude, bipolar mode I I ** I I 
I I I I I I 

Signal to noise ratio I S/ (N+D) I I 4, 5, 6 I BO I I 
I I I I *** I I 
I I I I I I 

Digital input voltage___ I Vrn I I I 2. 0 I I 
(HOLD, CLKIN, CAL, INTRLV, I I "!_/, 6/ I 1, 2, 3 I I I 

BW, RST, BP/UP, AO, RD, CS) 1-----1 I I I I 
I VIL I I I I 0. 8 I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

Digital input current I Im I "!_/, 6/ I 1, 2, 3 I 1±10 I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

Digital output voltage I v 0 L I Logic "0", IsrnK=-1. 6mA, "!_/, !!_! I I I O. 4 I 
(D0-Dl5, SDATA, SCLK, 1 _____ 1 _______________ 1 1, 2, 3 I __ _ 

EOC, EDT) I I I I 
I VoH I Logic "1". IsouRcE=lOOuA, "!_!. !!_! I 
I I I I - I . ll I 

-------------~I -----1--------------~l----~I ----T 
High impedance state I Iz I Pins Do to 015 only, "!_/, 6/ I 1, 2, 3 I I ±ID 

output current I l I I I 
I I I I I 

Conversion time tc 

Acquisition time tACQ 

Throughput tPUT 

Positive analog +IA 
supply current 

Negative analog 
supply current 

See footnotes at end of table 

I 
I -IA 
I 
I 

I I I I 
I y, y, 7/ 19, 10, 111 114.25 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I TA = +25°c y, ?._!, 3/, 8/ I 9 I I 3. 75 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 1/, ~/, 6/ 19, 10, 11155.6 I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 6/, 9/ +VA,+Vo = 5.SV 11, 2, 3 I I 
I -VA'-VD = -5.5V I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I !!_!, '!_! +VA' +Vo = 5. SV I 1, 2, 3 I I 
I -VA·-VD = -5.SV I I I 
I I I I 

19.01 
I 
I 
I 

19.0 I 
I 
I 

* An improved version is available with a specification of 94dB. An SMD revision is under way. 

** An improved version is available with a specification of 84dB. An SMD revision is under way. 

An improved version is available with a specification of 82dB. An SMD revision is under way. 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics.- continued 

Test 

Positive digital 
supply current 

Negative digital 
supply current 

Master clock frequency 9/ 

HOLD pulse width 

Data delay time 

J·:rn· pulse width 

I I I I I 
I Symbol I Conditions I Group A I Limits I Unit 
I I -55°c < TA < +125°c I subgroups I I 
I I unless oth€'rwis€ specified I ,--~1---1 
I I I I Min I Max I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I +Io I 6/, '!_I +VA'+Vo = +5.5V I 1, 2, 3 I I 6.01 mA 

I I -vA,-Vo = -5.5V I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I -I0 I 6/, '!_I +VA'+v0 = +5.5V I 1, 2, 3 I I 6.01 mA 
I I -VA, -Vo = -5. 5V I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I TA = -55°c I I I I 
I I Internally generated I I I I 
I fcLK I CLKIN = OV de I 11 I 1. 7 5 I I MHz 
1 I +v0 ,+vA = +4.5v, -v0 ,-vA = -4.5VI I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I 1 I I 
I tHPW I 5/, !!_!, ~I (see figure 4) I 9, 10, 11 lfcLK I tc I ns 
I I I I +50 I I 
I I I I I I 
I t 00 I !'!_/, ~/, 11/ (see figure 4) I 9, 10, 11 I I 100 I ns 
I I I I I I 
I I I I 4 I I 
I tEPW I!'!_/,!!_!, 11/ (see figure 4) I 9, 10, 11 lfcLK I I ns 
I I I I -20 I I 

-----------------1----1--------------~l-----l~-~l--~l---

('Al., l NTRLV to CS low 

AO to CS and RD low 
setup time 

CS or RD High to AO invalid 
hold time 

CS High to CAL, INTRLV 

invalid hold time 

CS low to data valid 
access time 

I tcs I !'!_/, ~I, 11/ (see figure 5) I 9, 10, 11 I 20 I I ns 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I tAs I ;'!_/, !!_!, 11/ (see figure 5) I 9, 10, 11 I 20 I I ns 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I tAH I !'!_/, !!_!, 11/ (see figure 5) I 9, 10, 11 I 50 I I ns 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I tcH I 5/, 6/, ~/ (see figure 5) I 9, 10, 11 I 50 I I ns 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I_ I I I I 
I tcA I RD = logic "0", I 9, 10, 11 I I 250 I ns 
I I !'!_/, y, 11/ (see figure 5) I I I * I 
I I I I I I 

See footnotes at end of table. 

* This specification is currently being reduced to 150 ns. Contact Crystal for the latest information. 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics.- continued 

I I I I I 
Test !Symbol I Conditions I Group A I Limits I Unit 

I I -s5°c < TA < +125°c I subgroups I I 
I I unless otherwise specified I I I I 
I I I I Min I Max I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I - -RD low to data valid I tRA I cs = logic "0", I 9, 10, 11 I 250 I ns 

access time I I ~/, ~/' 11/ (see figure 5) I I * I 
I I I I 
I I I I 

Output float delay I tFD y, y, 11/ (see figure 5) I 9, 10, 11 I 250 I ns 
I I I ** I 
I I I 2 I 

SDATA to SCLK rising I tss ~/, y, 11/ (see figure 6) I 9, 10, 11 I fcLK I ns 
setup time I I I -50 I 

I I I I 
I I I 2 I 

SCLK rising to SDATA I tsH 5/' y, 11/ (see figure 6) I 9, 10, 11 I fcLK I ns 
hold time I I I -100 I 

I I I I 

y +VA, +Vo = +5.0 V; -VA, -Vo = -5.0 V; VREF = +4.5 V de; fcLK = 4 MHz; Analog source 
impedance = 200 ohms; Error tests are done after calibration at the temperature of interest. 

2/ Synchronous sampling mode (EQT connected to HOLD), Interleave disabled. 

3/ This parameter shall be measured only for initial characterization, and after process or design 
changes which may affect this parameter. 

4/ Total drift over -ss0 c to +125°c range since calibration at power-up at +25°c. 

5/ +VA, +Vo = +5 .0 V de + 10%; -VA' -Vo = -5. O V de + 10% - - -
6/ This parameter is guaranteed, if not tested, at TA= +25°c. 

This parameter is tested at TA = -55°c and +125°c. 

7/ Measured from falling transition on H'O'L'i) to falling transition on --EOC. 

8/ Acquisition time is the time allowed by the converter for acquisition of the input voltage prior 
to conversion. 

9/ All outputs unloaded; All inputs swinging between +v0 and 0 V de. 

10/ Externally supplied maximum clock frequency is 4MHz. Analog parametric measurements are done with 
the maximum frequency external clock (see footnote 1/). 

11/ Inputs: logic "0" = 0 v, logic "l" = +Vo; CL = 50 pF. 

* This specificaiton is currently being reduced to 150 ns. Contact Crystal 
for the latest information. 

** This specification is currently being reduced to 140 ns. Contact Crystal 
for the latest information. 
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HOLD HOLD SDATA SERIAL OUTPUT 
DATABUSBITO DO SCLK SERIAL CLOCK 
DATA BUS BIT 1 D1 EOC END OF CONVERSION 
DATA BUS BIT 2 D2 EOT END OF TRACK 
DATA BUS BIT 3 D3 ·VD NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 
DATA BUS BIT 4 D4 CAL CALIBRATE 
DATA BUS BIT 5 05 INTRLV INTERLEAVE 
DATA BUS BITS 06 BW BUS WIDTH SELECT 
DATA BUS BIT 7 07 RST RESET 

DIGITAL GROUND DGND TST TEST 
POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER +VD -VA NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 

DATA BUS BIT 8 D8 REFBUF REFERENCE BUFFER OUTPUT 
DATA BUS BIT 9 09 VREF VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

DATA BUS BIT 10 010 AGND ANALOG GROUND 
DATA BUS BIT 11 011 AIN ANALOG INPUT 
DATA BUS BIT 12 012 +VA POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 
DATA BUS BIT 13 013 BP/UP BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 
DATA BUS BIT 14 014 AO READ ADDRESS 
DATA BUS BIT 15 015 RD READ 

CLOCK INPUT CLKIN cs CHIP SELECT 

FIGURE 1. Terminal connections for Q Case outline. 

HOLD 

DATABUSBITO 

DATA BUS BIT 1 

DATA BUS BIT 2 

DATA BUS BIT 3 

DATA BUS BIT 4 

DATA BUS BIT 5 

DATA BUS BITS 

NO CONNECT 

DATABUSBIT7 

DIGITAL GROUND 

POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 

NO CONNECT 

DATA BUS BITS 

NO CONNECT 

DATA BUS BIT9 

DATA BUS BIT 10 

DATA BUS BIT 11 

DATA BUS BIT 12 

DATA BUS BIT 13 

DATA BUS BIT 14 

DATA BUS BIT 15 

FIGURE 1. Terminal connections for X Case Outline •. 
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SERIAL CLOCK 

END OF CONVERSION 

END OF TRACK 

NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 

CALIBRATE 

INTERLEAVE 

BUS WIDTH SELECT 

RESET 

TEST 

NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 

NO CONNECT 

REFERENCE BUFFER OUTPUT 

VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

ANALOG GROUND 

ANALOG INPUT 

POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 

READ ADDRESS 

READ 
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CAL TITTRD7 AO RST Function 

+ x x x x . 0 Hold and Start Convert 

x 0 1 x x . 0 Initiate Burst Calibration 

1 0 0 x x . 0 Stop Burst Cal and Begin Track 

x 0 x 0 x . 0 Initiate Interleave Calibration 

x 0 x 1 x . 0 Terminate Interleave Cal 
x 0 x x 0 1 0 Read Output Data 
1 0 x x 0 0 0 Read Status Register 
x 1 x x x . x High Impedance Data Bus 
x x x x 1 . x HJg_h lm_e_edance Data Bus 
x x x x x x 1 Reset 
0 0 x x x 0 x Reset 

The status of AO is not critical to the operation specified. However, AO 
should not be low with CS and HOLD low, or a software reset will result. 

FIGURE 2. Truth table 

HOLD CS RD AO BP/UP RST BW INTRLV CAL EOT EOC .SCLK SDATA 

CLKIN l"">------oi 
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FIGURE 4. Conversion timing 
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FIGURE 5. Read and Calibration control timing 
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3.2.4 Case outlines. The case outlines shall be in accordance with 1.2.2 herein. 

3.3 Electrical performance characteristics. Unless otherwise specified, the electrical performance 
characteristics are as specified in table I and apply over the full ambient operating temperature 
range. 

3.4 Marking. Marking shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 herein). The part shall be 
marked with the part number listed in 1.2 herein. In addition, the manufacturer's part number may also 
be marked as listed in 6.4 herein. 

3.5 Certificate of compliance. A certificate of compliance shall be required from a manufacturer in 
order to be listed as an approved source of supply in 6.4. The certificate of compliance submitted to 
DESC-ECS prior to listing as an approved source of supply shall state that the manufacturer's product 
meets the requirements of MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 herein) and the requirements herein. 

3.6 Certificate of conformance. A certificate of conformance as required in MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 
herein) shall be provided with each lot of microcircuits delivered to this drawing. 

3.7 Notification of change. Notification of change to DESC-ECS shall be required in accordance with 
MIL-STD-883 (see 3 .1 herein) . 

3.8 Verification and review. DESC, DESC's agent, and the acquiring activity retain the option to 
review the manufacturer's facility and applicable required documentation. Offshore documentation shall 
be made available onshore at the option of the reviewer. 

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 

4.1 Sampling and inspection. Sampling and inspection procedures shall be in accordance with section 
4 of MIL-M-38510 to the extent specified in MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 herein). 

4.2 Screening. Screening shall be in accordance with method 5004 of MIL-STD-883, and shall be 
conducted on all devices prior to quality conformance inspection. The following additional criter.ir:i 
shall apply: 

a. Burn-in test, method 1015 of MIL-STD-883. 

(1) Test condition A or B using the circuit submitted with the certificate of compliance (see 
3. 5 herein) . 

(2) TA = +125°c, minimum. 

b. Interim and final electrical test parameters shall be as specified in table II herein, except 
interim electrical parameter tests prior to burn-in are optional at the discretion of the 
manufacturer. 

4.3 Quality conformance inspection. Quality conformance inspection shall be in accordance with 
method 5005 of MIL-STD-883 including groups A, B, c, and D inspections. The following additional 
criteria shall apply. 

4.3.1 Group A inspection. 

a. Tests shall be as specified in table II herein. 

b. Subgroups 4, 7, and 8 in table I, method 5005 of MIL-STD-883 shall be omitted. 
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TABLE II. Electrical test requirements. 

I I I 
I I Subgroups I 
I MIL-STD-883 test requirements I (per method) I 
I I 5005, table I) I 
I I I 
I I I 
I Interim electrical parameters I 1, 4 I 
I (method 5004) I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I Final electrical test parameters I 1 *. 2, 3, 4, I 
I (method 5004) I 5. 6, 10, 11 I 
I I I 
I I I 
I Group A test requirements I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 I 
I (method 5005) I 6, 10, 9**, 11 I 
I I I 
I I I 
I Groups C and D end-point I I 
I electrical parameters I 2, 3 I 
I (method 5005) I I 
I I I 

* PDA applies to subgroup 1. 
** Subgroup 9 will be guaranteed if not tested. 

4.3.2 Groups C and D inspections. 

a. End-point electrical parameters shall be as specified in table II herein. 

b. Steady-state life test conditions, method 1005 of MIL-STD-883. 

{1) Test condition A or B using the circuit submitted with the certificate of compliance (see 
3. 5 herein) • 

(2) TA = +125°c, minimum. 

(3) Test duration: 1,000 hours, except as permitted by method 1005 of MIL-STD-883. 

5. PACKAGING 

5.1 Packaging requirements. The requirements for packaging shall be in accordance with MIL-M-38510. 

6. NOTES 

6.1 Intended use. Microcircuits conforming to this drawing are intended for use when military 
specifications do not exist and qualified military devices that will perform the required function are 
not available for OEM application~ When a military specification exists and the product covered by 
this drawing has been qualified for listing on QPL-38510, the device specified herein will be 
inactivated and will not be used for new design. The QPL-38510 product shall be the preferred item for 
all applications. 

6.2 Replaceability. Microcircuits covered by this drawing will replace the same generic device 
covered by a contractor-prepared specification or drawing. 

6.3 Comments. Comments on this drawing should be directed to DESC-ECS, Dayton, Ohio 45444, or 
telephone 513-296-5375. 
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6.4 Approved source of supply. An approved source of supply is listed herein. Additional sources 
will be added as they become available. The vendor listed herein has agreed to this drawing and a 
certificate of compliance (see 3.5 herein) has been submitted to DESC-ECS. 

I Military drawing I Vendor I Vendor I 
I part number I CAGE I similar part I 
I I number I number 1/ I -
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 5962-8967401QX I 0A384 I CS5014-SD14B I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 5962-8967401XX I 0A384 I CS5014-SE14B I 
I I I I 

1/ Caution. Do not use this number for item 

Vendor CAGE 
number 

OA384 

----
acquisition. Items acquired to this number may 
not satisfy the performance requirements of 
this drawing. 

SIZE 

Vendor name 
and address 

Crystal Semiconductor 
P.O. Box 17847 
4210 South Industrial Drive 
Austin, Texas 78760 
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1. SCOPE 

1.1 Scope. This drawing describes device requirements for clasS B microcircuits in accordance with 
1.2.1 of MIL-STD-883, "Provisions for the use of MIL-STD-983 in conjunction with compliant non-JAN 
devices". 

1.2 Part number. The complete part number shall be as shown in the following example: 

5962-89676 01 Q x 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 

Drawing number Device type Case outline Lead finish per 
(1.2 .1) (1.2.2) MIL-M-38510 

1.2.1 Device types. The device types shall identify the circuit function as follows: 

Device type Generic number Circuit Function 

01 CS5016 16-bit CMOS A/D converter, 16.25 us 

1.2.2 Case outlines. The case outlines shall be as designated in appendix C of MIL-M-38510, and 
as follows: 

Outline letter 

Q 

x 
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1.3 Absolute maximum ratings 1/ 

Positive digital supply (+Vo) voltage range .............. -0.3 V de to +6.0 V de 2/ 
Negative digital supply (-V0 ) voltage range .............. +0.3 V de to -6.0 V de 
Positive analog supply (+VA) voltage range ............... -0.3 V de to +6.0 V de 
Negative analog supply (-VA) voltage range ............... +0.3 V de to -6.0 V de 
Analog ground (AGND) to digital ground (DGND) ....••...... +0.5 V de 
Input current, any pin except supplies ................... +10 mA 3/ 
Analog input voltage (AIN and VREF pins) ......•.......... =vA - 0.3-V de to +VA+ 0.3 V de 
Digital input voltage .................................... -0.3 V de to +v0 + 0.3 V de 
Storage temperature range ................................ -65 °c to +150 °c 
Lead temperature (soldering 10 seconds) .................. 260 °c 
Junction temperature (TJ) ........•...............•......• 195 °c 
Power dissipation, Case Q (Pol .....•....•................ 1500 mW 
Power dissipation, Case X (P0 ) ........................... 1100 mW 
Thermal resistance, junction-to-case (9Jc) ............... See MIL-M-38510, appendix C 
Thermal resistance, junction-to-ambient (9JA): 

Case Q ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 45 °c/W 
Case x .••.....••..•....•....••...............••..•..• 60 °c/w 

1.4 Recommended operating conditions. 1/ 
Ambient operating temperature range cTA) ................ . -55 OC to +125 OC 
Positive digital supply voltage (+V0 ) ......••...••...•..• 
Negative digital supply voltage (-V0 ) •.........•••..••.•• 
Positive analog supply voltage (+VA) ................••.•. 
Negative analog supply voltage (-VA) .......•...••....•..• 

+4.5 v de to +VA V de 

Digital ground (DGND) •...••.........•...••....•.....•..•. 
Analog ground (AGND) ........•••...........•.....••..•..•. 
Digital input low voltage (VrL) ....•.........•........ · .. 
Digital input high voltage (Vrn) ••.....•.....••..•...•... 
Analog reference input voltage (VREF) range ............. . 
Analog input voltage range: Unipolar mode .............. . 

Bipolar mode ............... . 

1/ All voltages referenced to AGND and DGND tied together. 

2/ In addition, +v0 must not be greater than +VA+ 0.3 V de. 

3/ Transi~nt currents of up to 100 mA will not cause latch-up. 

-4.5 v de to -5.5 V de 
+4.5 v de to +5.5 V de 
-4.5 v de to -5.5 V de 
0 V de 
0 V de 
-0.3 v de to +0.8 V de 
+2.0 v de to +Vo 
+4.5 v de 
AGND to +VREF 
-VREF to +VREF 

21 
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2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

2.1 Government specification and standard. Unless otherwise specified, the following specification 
and standard, of the ,issue listed in that issue of the Department of Defense Index of Specifications 
and Standards specified in the solicitation, form a part .of this drawing to the extent specified 
herein. 

SPECIFICATION 

MILITARY 

MIL-M-38510 Microcircuits, General Specification for. 

STANDARD 

MILITARY 

MIL-STD-883 Test Methods and Procedures for Microelectronics. 

(Copies of the specification and standard required by manufacturers in connection with specific 
acquisition functions should be obtained from the contracting activity or as directed by the 
contracting activity.) 

2.2 Order of precedence. In the event of a conflict between the text of this drawing and the 
references cited herein, the text of this drawing shall take ,precedence. 

3. REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 Item requirements. The individual item requirements shall be in accordance with 1.2.1 of 
MIL-STD-883, "Provisions for the use of MIL-STD-883 in conjunction with compliant non-JAN devices" and 
as specified herein. 

3.2 Design, construction, and physical dimensions. The design, construction, and physical 
dimensions shall be as specified in MIL-M-38510 and herein. 

3.2.1 Terminal connections. The terminal connections shall be as specified on figure 1. 

3.2.2 Truth table. The truth table shall be as specified on figure 2. 

3.2.3 Block diagram. The block diagram shall be as specified on figure 3. 

3.2.4 Case outlines. The case outlines shall be in accordance with 1.2.2 herein. 

3.3 Electrical performance characteristics. Unless otherwise specified, the electrical performance 
characteristics are as specified in table I and apply over the full ambient operating temperature 
range. 

3.4 Marking. Marking shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 herein). The part shall be 
marked with the part number listed in 1.2 herein. In addition, the manufacturer's part number may also 
be marked as listed in 6.4 herein. 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics. 

Test 

I 
I Resolution for which no 
i missing codes is guaranteed 

I 
I 
I Integral linearity error 

I 

I 
I Full-scale error 

I 
I Full-scale error drift 

I 

I 
I Unipolar offset error 

I 
T 
I Unipolar offset error drift 

I 
I 
I Bipolar offset error 

I 
I 
I Bipolar offset error drift 

I 
! 
! Bipolar negative 
I full-scale error 

I 
I 
I Bipolar negative 
I full-scale error drift 

I 

See footnotes at end of table. 

Symbol 

RES 

INL 

FSE 

I 
I dFSE/dt 
I 

VOFF 

dVOFF/dt 

I 
I 1/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 1/ 
I 
I 
I 1/ 
I 

I 

I 1/ 
I 
I 
1y 
I 
I 

I 1/ 
I 

I 

Conditions 

-55°C < TA < +125°C 
unless oth;rwis; specified 

2/ 

2/ 

2/ 3/ 4/ 

21 

2/ 3/ 4/ 

BOFF I 1/ 
I 

2/ 

I 
I dBOFF/dt 
I 

BNFSE 

I 

I l/ 
I 
I 
I 1/ 
I 
I 

dBNFSE/dt I 1/ 
I 

I 

2/ 3/ 4/ 

21 

21 3/ 4/ 

I I I I 
I Group A I Limits I Unit I 
I subgroups I I I 

l--~1--1 I 

I Min I Max I I 
I I I I 

I I I I I 
I 1, 2, 3 
I 

I 16 I I Bits I 
I I I I 

I I I I I 
I I I 

1, 2' 3 I I +5. O I 
I I * I 
I I I 

1+4.0 I 
I 

1, 2' 3 

2, 3 

I 
I 

I 
1, 2, 3 I 

I 

2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

2' 3 

I 
1, 2, 3 I 

I 

I 

2, 3 

I ** 

I +4. o 
I 

1+2.0 
I 

1+4.0 

l *** 

1+3.0 
I 

1+3.0 
I 
I 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

LSB 

*An improved version is available with a specification of +1.0LSB. An SMD revision is underway. 

** An improved version is available with a 

An improved version is available with a 
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I 

Test 

Peak harmonic or 
spurious noise 

I Signal to noise ratio 
I 
I 
I 

TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics.- continued 

I I I 
!Symbol I Conditions I Group A 
I I I 
I I -ss0 c < TA < +125°c I 
I I unless otherwise specified I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 1/ 2/ 1 kHz input, full scale I 
I S/PN I amplitude, bipolar mode I I l~~~----~---------1 

I I 
I I 
I I 
IS/ {N+D) I 

1/ 2/ 12 kHz input, full scale! 
amplitude, bipolar mode I 

I 
l/ 2/ 1 kHz input, full scale I 

I I amplitude, bipolar mode I 
I I Unipolar mode I 
I I TA = +25°c 1/ 3/ I 

subgroups 

4, 5, 6 

4, 5, 6 

Limits 
I 
I 

---1--: 
Min I Max I 

I I 
I I 

92 I I 
* I I 

I I 
82 I I 
** I I 

I I 
84 I I 

I *** I I 
I I I 
I I 375 I 

I 
Unit I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

dB 

dB 

dB 

I Analog input capacitance in 
I fine charge mode 

I Cm I I 4 I I I pF 

I 
I 
I 
I Digital input voltage 
I {HOLD, CLKm, CAL, mTRLV, 
I BW, RST, BP/UP, AO, RD, CS) 
I 
I 
I 
I Digital input current 
I 
I 
I Digital output voltage 
I {DO-Dl5, SDATA, SCLK, 
I EOC, EOT) 
I 
I 

See footnotes at end of table. 

I I Bipolar mode I 
I I TA = +25°c 1/ 3/ I 
I I I 
I I I 
I Vrn I I 
1 ___ 1 ~/ y I 

I I I 
I VIL I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I Im I ~/ y I 
I I I 
I I I 
I v0 L I Logic "0", IsmK=-1. 6mA, ~/, 6/ I 
I I I 
I I I 
I VoH I Logic "l", IsouRcE=lOOuA, y.y I 
I I I 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

l ___ l ___ I 

I I 220 I 
I I I 
I I 
I 2.0 I 
I I 
I I 
I I 0.8 
I I 
I I 
I -10 I 10 
I I 
I I 
I I o .4 
I I 
I I 
I +Vo I 
I- 1.0 I 

* An improved version is available with a specification of lOOdB. An SMD revision is underway. 

** An improved version is available with a specification of 85dB. An SMD revision is underway. 

An improved version is available with a specification of 90dB. An SMD revision is underway. 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics.- continued 

I I I 
I Test !Symbol I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Conditions 

-55°c < TA < +125°c 
unless otherwise specified 

I High impedance state Ioz I Pins DO to 015 only, 5/ 6/ 
I output current I 
I I 
I I 
I Conversion time tc I !/ 6/ 7/ 

I I 
I I 
I Acquisition time tACQ I 
I I 
I I I 
I Throughput I tPUT I ~/ 21 6/ 

I I I 
I I I 
I Positive analog I IA+ I 6/ 9/ 
I supply current I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I Negative analog IA- I 6/ 9/ 
I supply current I 
I I 
I I 
I Positive digital ID+ I 6/ 9/ 
I supply current I 
I I 
I I 
I Negative digital ID- I 6/ 9/ 
I supply current I 
I I 

1/ 2/ 3/ 8/ 

~ 5 .5V 
~ -5. 5V 

= S.5V +VA, +Vo 
-VA, -Vo = -5.5V 

= s.sv +VA,+Vo 
-VA, -Vo = -5.5V 

= 5.SV +VA, +Vo 
-VA,-Vo = -5.5V 

I I Internally generated, 
I Master clock frequency 10/ fcLK I CLKIN = 0 V de, 
I I +v0 , +vA ~ 4. sv, TA ~ -s5°c, 

_1 ______________ -'------'1_-_v0, -V;;_ ~ -4.5v 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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I 
I Group A 

I subgroups 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 1, 2, 3 

I 

I 
I 
I 9, 10, 11 
I 

I 
I 9 
I 

I 
I 9, 10, 11 
I 
I 
I 1, 2, 3 
I 
I 
I 
I 1, 2, 3 
I 
I 
I 
I 1, 2, 3 
I 

I 
I 
I 1, 2, 3 

I 
I 
I 
I 11 
I 
I 

I I 
I Limits I 
I I 
1---,-1--1 

I Min I Max I 
I I 
I I 

I 
Unit I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I +10 I uA -
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 16.251 us 
I I 
I I 
I 

I 
3.751 us 

I 
I 
I 50 
I 

I 
I I kHz 
I I 
I I 
I 19.0i mA 
I I 
I 

19.0 mA 

6.0 mA 

6.0 mA 

I 
I 1. 751 MHz 
I I 
I I 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics.- continued 

I 
I Test 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I HOLD pulse width 

I 

I 

Data delay time 

EoC pulse width 

CAL, INTRLV to Cs low 
setup time 

AO to CS and RD low 
setup time 

I CS or RD High to AO invalid 
I hold time 
I 

CS High to CAL, I'NTRLV 
invalid hold time 

CS low to data valid 
access time 

RD low to data valid 
,access time 

Output float delay 

SDATA to SCLK rising 
setup time 

SCLK rising to SDATA 
hold time 

See footnotes at end of table. 

I 
!Symbol 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I tHPW 
I 
I 
I too 
I 
I 
I tEPW 
I 
I 
I tcs 
I 
I 
I 
I tAs 
I 
I 
I 
I tAH 
I 
I 
I 
I tcH 
I 
I 
I 
I tcA 
I 
I 
I 
I tRA 
I 
I 

I 
I tss 
I 
I 
I 
I tsH 
I 
I 

Conditions 

-55°c < TA < +125°c 
unless otherwis9 specified 

I 
I 5/ 
I 
I 
I 5/ 
I 
I 
I 5/ 
I 
I 
I 5/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 5/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 5/ 
I 
I 

6/ 11/ (see figure 4) 

6/ 11/ (see figure 4) 

6/ 11/ (see figure 4) 

6/ 11/ (see figure 5) 

6/ 11/ (see figure 5) 

6/ 11/ (see figure 5) 

(see figure 5) 

Rn = logic 11 0", 
5/ 6/ 11/ (see figure 5) 

CS = logic '"0", 
5/ 6/ 11/ (see figure 5) 

I 
I 5/ 
I 
I 
I 5/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 5/ 
I 
I 

6/ 11/ (see figure 5) 

6/ 11/ (see figure 6) 

6/ 11/ (see figure 6) 

I 
I Group A 
1 subgroups 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 9, 10, 11 
I 
I 
I 9, 10, 11 

9, 10, 11 

9, 10, 11 

9, 10, 11 

I 9, 10, 11 
I 
I 

9, 10, 11 

9, 10, 11 

9, 10, 11 

9, 10, 11 

9, 10, 11 

I I I 
I Limits I 
1 __ ~ __ 1 

I I I 
I Min I Max I 
I I I 

Unit I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I I 
11/fcLK tc I ns 
I +50 I I 
I I I 
I I 100 I ns 
I I I 
I I I 
14/fcLK I ns 
I -20 I I 
I I I 
I 20 I I ns 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 20 I I ns 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 50 I I ns 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 50 I I ns 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 250 I ns 
I I * I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 250 I ns 

I I * I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 250 I ns 

I I ** I 
I I I 
12/fcLK 
I -50 I 
I I 
I I 

I ns 
I 
I 
I 

9, 10, 11 12/fcLK 
I -1001 
I I 

I ns 
I 
I 

* This specification is currently being reduced to 150ns. Contact Crystal for the latest information. 

** This specification is currently being reduced to 140ns. Contact Crystal for the latest information. 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics footnotes. 

1/ +VA, +VD = +5. 0 V; -VA, -VD = -5. 0 V; VREF = +4. 5 V de; fCLK = 4 MHz; Analog source 
impedance= 200 ohms; Error tests are done after calibration at the temperature of interest. 

21 Synchronous sampling mode (EQT connected to HOLD), Inter.leave disabled. 

~/ This parameter shall be measured only for initial characterization and after process or design 
changes which may affect this parameter. 

41 Total drift over -55°c to +125°c sine~ calibration at power-up at +25°c. 

5/ 

6/ 

+VA, +Vo ~ +5.0 v de~ 10%; -VA, -Vo~ -5.0 v de~ 10% 

This parameter is guaranteed, if not tested, at TA= +25°c. 
This parameter is tested at TA = -ss 0 c and +125°c. 

7/ Measured from falling transition on HOLD to falling transition on EOC. 

8/ Acquisition time is the time allowed by the converter for acquisition of the input voltage prior 
to conversion. 

9/ All outputs unloaded; All inputs swinging between +v0 and 0 V de. 

10/ Externally supplied maximum clock frequency is 4MHz. Analog parametric measurements are done with 
the maximum external clock (see footnote ~/). 

11/ Inputs: logic "0" = 0 V, logic "1" = +v0 ; CL= 50 pF. 
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HOLD HOLD SDATA SERIAL OUTPUT 
DATABUSBITO DO SCLK SERIAL CLOCK 
DATA BUS BIT 1 D1 EOC END OF CONVERSION 
DATA BUS BIT 2 D2 EOT END OF TRACK 
DATA BUS BIT 3 D3 -VD NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 
DATA BUS BIT4 D4 CAL CALIBRATE 
DATA BUS BIT 5 D5 INTRLV INTERLEAVE 
DATABUSBIT6 D6 BW BUS WIDTH SELECT 
DATA BUS BIT 7 D7 RST RESET 

DIGITAL GROUND DGND TST TEST 
POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER +VD -VA NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 

DATA BUS BIT 8 D8 REFBUF REFERENCE BUFFER OUTPUT 
DATABUSBIT9 D9 VREF VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

DATA BUS BIT 10 D10 AGND ANALOG GROUND 
DATA BUS BIT 11 D11 AIN ANALOG INPUT 
DATA BUS BIT 12 D12 +VA POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 
DATA BUS BIT 13 D13 BP/UP BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 
DATA BUS BIT 14 D14 AO READ ADDRESS 
DATA BUS BIT 15 D15 RD READ 

CLOCK INPUT CLKIN cs CHIP SELECT 

FIGURE 1. Terminal connections for Q case outline 

HOLD 

DATA BUS BIT 0 

DATA BUS BIT 1 

DATA BUS BIT 2 

DATA BUS BIT 3 

DATA BUS BIT 4 

DATA BUS BIT 5 

DATABUSBIT6 

NO CONNECT 

DATA BUS BIT 7 

DIGITAL GROUND 

POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 

NO CONNECT 

DATA BUS BIT 8 

NO CONNECT 

DATABUSBIT9 

DATA BUS BIT 10 

DATA BUS BIT 11 

DATA BUS BIT 12 

DATA BUS BIT 13 

DATA BUS BIT 14 

DATA BUS BIT 15 

CLKIN 

FIGURE 1. Terminal connections for X case outline 
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INTERLEAVE 
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RESET 

TEST 

NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 

NO CONNECT 

REFERENCE BUFFER OUTPUT 

VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

ANALOG GROUND 

ANALOG INPUT 

POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR SELECT 

READ ADDRESS 

READ 

CHIP SELECT 

CLOCK INPUT 
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CAL mTRI:V AO RST Function 

• x x x x . 0 Hold and Start Convert 

x 0 1 x x . 0 Initiate Burst Calibration 

1 0 0 x x . 0 Stop Burst Cal and Begin Track 

x 0 x 0 x . 0 Initiate Interleave Calibration 

x 0 x 1 x . 0 Terminate Interleave Cal 

x 0 x x 0 1 0 Read Output Data 
1 0 x x 0 0 0 Read Status Register 
x 1 x x x . x High Impedance Data Bus 
x x x x 1 . x HJg_h lm~dance Data Bus 
x x x x x x 1 Reset 
0 0 x x x 0 x Reset 

The status of AO is not critical to the operation specified. However, AO 
should not be low with CS and HOLD low, or a software reset will result. 

FIGURE 2. Truth table 

HOLD CS RD AO BP/UP RST BW INTRLV CAL EOT EOC SCLK SDATA 

CLKIN <>----->! 
CLOCK 

GENERATOR 

+VA -VA 
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STATUS REGISTER~ 
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FIGURE 3. Block diagram 
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Output Data LAST CONVERSION DATA VALID NEW DATA VALID 

FIGURE 4. Conversion timing 

AO 

DO-D15 

CAL, INTRLV 

FIGURE 5. Read and calibration control timing 

SCLK 

SDATA 
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3.5 Certificate of compliance. A certificate of compliance shall be required from a manufacturer in 
order to be listed as an approved source of supply in 6.4. The certificate of compliance submitted to 
DESC-ECS prior to listing as an approved source of supply shall state that the manufacturer's product 
meets the requirements of MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 herein) and the requirements herein. 

3.6 Certificate of conformance. A certificate of conformance as required in MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 
herein) shall be provided with each lot of microcircuits delivered to this drawing. 

3.7 Notification of change. Notification of change to DESC-ECS shall be required in accordance with 
MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 herein). 

3.8 Verification and review. DESC, DESC's agent, and the acquiring activity retain the option to 
review the manufacturer's facility and applicable required documentation. Offshore documentation shall 
be made available onshore at the option of the reviewer. 

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 

4.1 Sampling and inspection. Sampling and inspection procedures shall be in accordance with section 
4 of MIL-M-38510 to the extent specified in MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 herein). 

4.2 Screening. Screening shall be in accordance with method 5004 of MIL-STD-883, and shall be 
conducted on all devices prior to quality conformance inspection. The following additional criteria 
shall apply: 

a. Burn-in test, method 1015 of MIL-STD-883. 

(1) Test condition A or B using the circuit submitted with the certificate of compliance (see 
3.5 herein). 

(2) TA = +125°C, minimum. 

b. Interim and final electrical test parameters shall be as specified in table II herein, except 
interim electrical parameter tests prior to burn-in are optional at the discretion of the 
manufacturer. 

4.3 Quality conformance inspection. Quality conformance inspection shall be in accordance with 
method 5005 of MIL-STD-883 including groups A, B, C, and D inspections. The following additional 
criteria shall apply. 

4.3.1 Group A inspection. 

a. Tests shall be as specified in table II herein. 

b. Subgroups 7 and 8 in table I, method 5005 of MIL-STD-883 shall be omitted. 
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4.3.2 Groups C and D inspections. 

a. End-point electrical parameters shall be as specified in table II herein. 

b. Steady-state life test conditions, method 1005 of MIL-STD-883. 

(1) Test condition A or B using the circuit submitted with the certificate of compliance (see 
3. 5 herein) . 

(2) TA = +125°c, minimum. 

(3) Test duration: 1,000 hours, except as permitted by method 1005 of MIL-STD-883. 

TABLE II. Electrical test requirements. 

I 
I MIL-STD-883 test requirements 

I 
I 
I 
I Interim electrical parameters 

I (method S004) 
I 
I 
I Final electrical test parameters 
I (method S004) 

I 
I 
I Group A test requirements 
I (method SOOS) 
I 
I 
I Groups C and D end-point 
I electrical parameters 
I (method SOOS) 
I 
I 

* PDA applies to subgroup 1. 
** Subgroup 9 will be guaranteed if not tested. 
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I Subgroups I 
I (per method I 
I SOOS, table I) I 
I I 
I I 
I 1, 4 I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 1*, 2, 3, 4, I 
I S, 6, 10, 11 I 
I I 
I I 
I 1, 2, 3, 4. I 
IS, 6, 9** I 10, 111 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 2. 3 I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
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5 . PACKAG 1NG 

5.1 Packaging requirements. The requirements for packaging shall be in accordance with MIL-M-38510. 

6. NOTES 

6.1 Intended use. Microcircuits conforming to this drawing are intended for use when military 
specifjcations do not exist and qualified military devices that will perform the required function are 
not available for OEM application. When a military specification exists and the product covered by 
this drawing has been qualified for listing on QPL-38510, the device specified herein will be 
.inactivated and will not be used for new design. The QPL-38510 product shall be the preferred item for 
all applications. 

6.2 Replaceability. Microcircuits covered by this drawing will replace the same generic device 
covered by a contractor-prepared specification or drawing. 

6.3 Comments. Comments on this drawing should be directed to DESC-ECS, Dayton, Ohio 45444, or 
telephone 513-296-5375. 

6.4 Approved source of supply. An approved source of supply is listed herein. Additional 
sources will be added as they become available. The vendor listed herein has agreed to this 
drawing and a certificate of compliance (see 3.5 herein) has been submitted to DESC-ECS. 

I Military drawing I Vendor i Vendor I 
I part number I CAGE I similar part I 
I I number I number 1/ I -
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 5962-8967601QX I 0A384 I CS5016-SD16B I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I 5962-B967601XX I 0A384 I CS5016-SE16B I 
I I I I 
I I I I 

1/ Caution. Do not use this number for item acquisition. Items acquired to 
this number may not satisfy the performance requirements of this drawing. 
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1. SCOPE 

1.1 SC.ope. This drawing describes device requirements for class B microcircuits in accordance with 
1. 2 .1 of MIL-STD-883, "Provisions for the use of MIL-STD-883 in conjunction with compliant non-JAN 
devices". 

1. 2 Part number. The complete part number shall be shown in the following example: 

CRYSTAL5412 01 Q x 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 

Drawing number Device type Case outline Lead finish per 
(1.2 .1) (1. 2 .2) MIL-M-38510 

1.2.1 Device type{s). The device type(s) shall identify the circuit function as follows: 

Device type 

01 
02 

Generic number 

CS5412-TC1 
CS5412-SC1 

Signal to 
(noise + distortion) 

68 dB 
65 dB 

Linearity 

+2.0 LSB 
t3 .0 LSB 

1.2.2 Case outline(s). The case outline(s) shall be as designated in appendix C of MIL-M-38510, and 
as follows: 

Outline letter 

Q 

x 
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1. 3 Absolute maximum ratings. 

Positive digital supply (VD+) voltage range .......... . -0. 3 V de to +6. 0 V de 
Negative digital supply (VD-) voltage range .......... . +0. 3 V de to -6. 0 V de 
Positive analog supply (VA+) voltage range ........... . -0 .3 v de to +6. 0 V de 
Negative analog supply (VA-) voltage range ........... . +0 .3 V de to -6. 0 V de 
Analog ground (AGND) to digital ground (DGND) ......... +XXX V de 
Input current, any pin except supplies ............•... +10 mA 

Analog input voltage (AIN and VREF pins) .............. VA- - a. 3 v de to VA+ + a. 3 v de 
Digital input voltage .•............................... -0. 3 V de to VA+ + 0. 3 V de 
Storage temperature range ............................. -65 °c to +150 °c 
Le.:id temperature (soldering 10 seconds) ............... +260 °c 
Junction temperature (TJ) .••••••.•••••.••.••...••••••• +160 °c 
Power dissipation ....•................................ 1500 mW 
Thermal resistance (0JA) .............................. 60 °c;w 

1. 4 Recommended operating conditions. 

Ambient operating temperature range {TA) ............. . -55 De to 
Positive digital supply voltage (VD+) ................ . +4 .5 V de 
Negative digital supply voltage (VD-) ................ . -4. 5 V de 
Positive analog supply voltage (VA+) ................. . +4 .5 v de 
Negative analog supply voltage (VA-) ................. . -4. 5 V de 
Digital ground {DGND) ................................. 0 V de 
Analog ground (AGND) .................................. 0 V de 

+125 De 
to VA+ 
to -5 .5 
to +5. 5 
to -5 .5 

v de 
V de 
v de 
V de 

Digital input low voltage (VrLl ....................... -0.3 V de to +0.8 V de 
Digital input high voltage (VrHl ...................•.. +2 .0 V de Lo VD+ + 0.5 
Analog input voltage range ..................•......... VREF- TO VREF+ 
Unipolar Analog reference input voltage (VREF) range: 

VREF+ ............................................ +2.0 V de to +3.0 V de 
VREF- •••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•..•••••.•••••• AGND 

Bipolar Analog reference input voltage (VREF) range: 
VREF+ ............................................ +1.0 V de to +1.5 V de 
VREF- ............................................ -1.0 V de to -1.5 V de 

1/ All voltages referenced to AGND and DGND tied together. 

2/ In addition, VD+ must not be greater than VA2+ or VAS+ + O .3 V de. 

3 I VAl +, VA3+, and VA4 + must exceed VA2+ and VAS+ by more than 0.3 V. 

4/ Transient currents of up to 100 mA will not cause latch-up. 

51 VA- most negative of VAl- and VA3-, 
VA+ most positive of VA2+ and VAS+. 
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2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

2 .1 Government specification and standard. Unless otherwise specified, the following specification 
and standard, of the issue listed in that issue of the Department of Defense Index of Specifications 
and Standards specified in the solicitation, form a part of this drawing to the extent specified 
herein. 

SPECIFICATION 

MILITARY 

MIL-M-38510 Microcircuits, General Specification for. 

STANDARD 

MILITARY 

MIL-STD-883 Test Methods and Procedures for Microelectronics. 

(Copies of the specification and standard required by manufacturers in connection with specific 
acquisition functions should be obtained from the contracting activity or as directed by the 
contracting activity.) 

2.2 Order of precedence. In the event of a conflict between the text of this drawing and the 
references cited herein, the text of this drawing shall take precedence. 

3. REQUIREMENTS 

3.1 Item requirements. The individual item requirements shall be in accordance with 1.2.1 of 
MIL-STD-883, "Provisions for the use of MIL-STD-883 in conjunction with compliant non-,JAN devices 11 and 
as specified herein. 

3. 2 Design, construction, and physical dimensions. The design, construction, and physical 
dimensions shall be as specified in MIL-M-38510 and herein. 

3.2.1 Terminal connections. The terminal connections shall be as specified on figure 1. 

3. 2. 2 Truth table. The truth table shall be as specified on figure 2. 

3. 2. 3 Block diagram. The block diagram shall be as specified on figure 3. 

3.2.4 Case outline(s). The case outline(s) shall be in accordance with 1.2.2 herein. 

3. 3 Electrical performance characteristics. Unless otherwise specified, the electrical performance 
characteristics are as specified in table I and apply over the full recommended ambient operating 
temperature range. 

3. 4 Marking. Marking shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-883 (see 3 .1 herein). The part shall be 
marked with t:--,e part number listed in 1.2 herein. In addition, the manufacturer's part number may also 
be marked as listed in 6. 4 herein. 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics. 

Test 

I 
I Resolution for which no 

I 

I 

I 

I 

missing codes is guaranteed 

Integral linearity error 

I I 
!Symbol I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I INL 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 1/ 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I Differential linearity error I DNL I 1/ 
I I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
i Full-scale error 
I 

Offset error 

I 
I 

FSE 

OFF 

I 
I 1/ 
I 

y, 3_1 

I 
Conditions I Group A 

i subgroups 

I 
I 1, 2, 3 
I 

I I 
I Device type 01 I 

:-------: 1, 2, 3 

I Device type 02 I 

I I 
I I 
I Device type 01 I 

I I 
1-------1 

I 
I 

DeVice type 02 I 
I 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

1, 2, 3 

I I 
Limits I Unit I 

I I 
--~1--1 I 

Min I Max I I 
I I 
I I 

12 I I 
I I 
I I 
! I 
i +2. O I 
I I 

I 
Bits I 

I 
I 

LSB 
I I I I 
I I +3. O I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
1-0.9 l+l.251 I 
I I I LSB I 
1--1--1 I 

I I NMC I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I +10 I LSB I 
I I- I I 
I I I I 
I I +4 I LSB I 
I 1- I I 
I I I I 
I 75 I I I 

Peak harmonic or S/PN 100 kHz input 

I I 
I Device type 01 I 
I I 4' 5' 6 I I I dB I 

spurious noise 

Signal to noise ratio IS/(N+D) I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Digital input capacitance I Cm I 
I I 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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I Device type 02 I 
I I 

I I I 
I 75 I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 68 I I 

I I 
I Device type 01 I 

I I 4' 5' 6 I I dB I 
I I 
I Device type 02 I 
I I 

I 
I 4 
I 

lDWGNO. 

I I I 
I 65 I I 
I I I 
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_i_ 
TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics. (continued) 

I I I I I I I 
I Test I Symbol I Conditions I Group A I Limits I Unit I 
I I I I subgroups I I I 
I I I -ss 0 c ~ TA 2 +12s0 c I I I I I 
I I I I I Min I Max I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I VIH I I I 2.0 I I I 
I Input voltage I I I l I I I v I 
I (RST, CCNV, CAL, Ro, Cs) I --- I I I I I I 
I I VIL I I I I 0. 8 I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I Vrn I I I VD+ I I I 
I Input voltage I I I 1 I- 0. 51 I v I ---
I (HOLD, CLKIN) I I I I I I 
I I VIL I I I I 0. 5 I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I Input current I 1 IN I I 1 I -10 I 10 I uA 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I VOL I Logic 11 0 11 , IsrNK ~ -1. 6 rnA I I I 0. 4 I 
I Output voltage I I I 1 I I I v 
I (DO-Dll, DROY, OVRNG) I I I I I I 
I I VoH I Logic "1", IsoURCE "" 100 uA I I VD+ I I 
I I I I I - 1. O I I 
I I I I I I I 
I High impedance state I Iz I Pins DO to Dll only. I 1 I -10 I 10 I uA __. I output current I I I I I I I 

~ I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I Functional tests I I See paragraph 4. 3. ld. I 7 I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I ! I I I I I 
I Conversion time I tc I y, ii I 9, 10, 11 11. 25 11.3751 us I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I Acquisition time I tACQ I 5/ I 9, 10, 11 I I 300 I ns I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I Throughput I tPUT I ii I 9, 10, 11 I 1 I I MHz I 
I I I I I I I I 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics. (continued) 

Test 

Positive analog 
supply current 

Negative analog 
supply current 

Positive digital 
supply current 

Negative digital 
supply current 

Power dissipation 

Master clock frequency 

State 7 to HOLD low 

HOLD low to state 

State 0 to HOLD high 

HOLD high to state 7 

DROY pulse width 

Data delay time 

See footnotes at end of table. 

I Symbol Condit ions 

I 
I -55°c ..::_ TA ..::_ +125°c 
I 

I 

IA+ 1/, 6/ 

IA- !:_!, 6/ 

ID+ !:_!, 6/ 

ID- !:_!, 6/ 

Po 1/, 6/ 

fcLK 7 I 

tHA 7/ (See figure 4) 

tHB 7 I (See figure 4) 

tHC 7/ (See figure 4) 

tHD 7 I (See figure 4) 

t 0 pw 7/, 9/? (See figure 5) 

t 0 o 7 I (See figure 5) 
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I 
Group A Limits I Unit 
subgroups I 

I 
Min Max I 

I 

I 
1, 2, 3 90 I mA 

I 
I I 
I I 

1, 2, 3 I 90 I mA 
I I 
I I 
I I 

1, 2, 3 I 10 I mA 

I I 
I I 
I I 

1, 2, 3 I 10 I mA 
I I 
I I 
I I 

1, 2, 3 I 10001 mW 
I I 
I I 

9, 10, 11 I 3 I MHz 
I I 
I I 

9, 10, 11 I 62.51 I 
I I I 
I I I 

9, 10, 11 I O I I 
I I I 
I I 

9, 10, 11 I 75 I 

I I 
I I 

9, 10, 11 I 30 I 
I I 
I I 

9, 10, 11 I I MCC 

I I 
I I 

9,10,111 150 

I I 
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TABLE I. Electrical performance characteristics. (continued) 

Test !Symbol Conditions Group A Limits Unit 

I subgroups 

I -ss 0 c ~TA~ +125°c 

I Min Max 
I 
I 

Cs low to data valid I tcsA y. 8/ (See figure 6) 9, 10, 11 110 
access time I 

I 
I 

RD low to data valid I tRDA "!_!, 8/ (See figure 6) 9, 10, 11 110 
time I 

I 
I I 

Output float delay I tFD y. 8/ (See figure 6) 9, 10, 11 I 110 
(C'S or Ro high to high-Z) I I 

I I 
I I 

CAL pulse width I tcsH "!_/, 9/ (See figure 6) 9, 10, 11 I MCC 
(CAL and CS low) I I 

I I 
I I 

RST pulse width I tRPW "!_!, 9/ 9, 10, 11 2 I MCC 
I I 

1/ All VA+, VD+= +5.0 V; all VA-, VD-= -5.0 V; VREF+ = +1.5 v de; VREF+ = +1.5 v de; fcLK = 8 MHz; 
100 kHz input sinewave; Error tests are done after calibration at the temperature of interest. 

2/ Worst case conditions: unipolar (VREF- = 0 V) or bipolar (VREF- = -1. 5 V) input range. 

3/ Measured from falling transition on HOLi) to falling transition on DRDY. 

4/ Applies for conversions triggered externally. In continuous convert mode throughput proceeds at 
1/8 master clock frequency with a fixed 10 clock cycle conversion time. 

5/ The internal track-and-hold returns to the track mode on the fourth master clock cycle after the 
start of a conversion cycle. It is guaranteed to acquire a full-scale step to 12-bit accuracy 
while operating at full throughput. 

6/ All outputs unloaded. All inputs CMOS levels. 

7/ Logic 0 = V, Logic =VD+; CL= 50 pF. 

8/ Data goes valid when both CS and Ro are low simultaneously. Each access time assumes other control 
is already low or falls concurrently. 

9/ MCC = 1 master clock cycle. 
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HOLD 
RESET 

CONTINUOUS CONVERT 
ANALOG GROUND 

ANALOG INPUT 
NEGATIVE VOLTAGE REFERENCE 
POSITIVE VOLTAGE REFERENCE 

POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 
NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 

ANALOG GROUND 
POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 
POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 
NEGATIVE ANALOG POWER 
POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

TEST 
TEST 

CALIBRATE 
READ 

CHIP SELECT 

VREF+ 
VA1+ 
VA1· 

AGND2 
NC 

VA2+ 
VA3+ 
VA2· 
VA3· 
VA4+ 
TST1 
TST2 
CAL 

RD 
cs 
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HOLD OVRNG OVER RANGE 
RST 011 DATA BUS 11 

CCNV 010 DATA BUS 10 
AGND1 09 DATA BUS9 

AIN DB DATA BUSS 
VREF· 07 DATA BUS 7 
VREF+ 06 DATA BUS 6 

VA1+ DGND DIGITAL GROUND 
VA1· VAS+ POSITIVE ANALOG POWER 

AGND2 VD+ POSITIVE DIGITAL POWER 
VA2+ VD- NEGATIVE DIGITAL POWER 
VA3+ CLKIN CLOCK INPUT 
VA2- XIN CRYSTAL IN 
VA3· DS DATA BUSS 
VA4+ 04 DATA BUS4 
TST1 03 DATA BUS3 
TST2 02 DATA BUS 2 
CAL 01 DATA BUS 1 

RD DO DATA BUS 0 
cs DROY DATA READY 

FIGURE 1. Terminal connections 
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VREF
VREF+ 

AIN 

CCNV Q-'---~ 

Function 

0 0 x x 0 1 Read Output Data 

* 1 x x * 1 High Impedance Data Bus 

1 x x x x 1 High Impedance Data Bus 

* x 1 1 * 1 Continuous Convert Mode 

* x 0 ._ * 1 Hold and Start Convert 

x x x x x 0 Reset 

0 x x x 1 x Reset 

The status of AO is not critical to the operation specified. However, AO 
should not be low with Cs and HOLD low, or a software reset will result. 

20 

FIGURE 2. Truth table 

CALIBRATION SRAM 

REFERENCE 
GENERATOR 

64DC 
REFERENCE 

LEVELS 

_64_c_o_M_P_A_R_A_T_o_R_s~ 1 

l 6-BIT FLASH ADC f 
L _________________________ J 

CONTROL LOGIC 

19 18 21 

RD CAL RST 

CALIBRATION 
MICROCONTROLLER 

64 

ANALOG 
MULTIPLEXER 

(DI A CONVERTER) 

FIGURE 3. Block diagram 
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CLOCK 
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CL KIN 

XIN 

OVRNG 

Dll 

DlO 

D9 

DS 

D7 

D6 

D5 

D4 

D3 

DZ 

DI 

DO 



7 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 
CLKIN 

tHcl FtHD 

lllll/11111/1 
FIGURE 4. Conversion timing 

p---tc 
Output Data LAST CONVERSION DATA VALID NEW DATA VALID 

FIGURE 5. Read and calibration control timing 

tcsA 
cs 

tRDA 

RD 

IFD 

DO-D11 Hi-Z Hi-Z 

tcsH 

CAL 

FIGURE 6. Serial output timing 
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3 .5 Certificate of compliance. A certificate of compliance shall be required from a manufacturer in 
order to be listed as an approved source of supply in 6.4. The certificate of compliance submitted to 
DESC-ECS prior to listing as an approved source of supply shal 1 state that the manufacturer's product 
meets the requirements of MIL-STD-883 {see 3 .1 herein) and the requirements herein. 

3.6 Certificate of conformance. A certificate of conformance as required in MIL-STD-883 {see 3.1 
herein) shall be provided with each lot of microcircuits delivered to this drawing. 

3.7 Notification of change. Notification of change to DESC-ECS shall be required in accordance with 
MIL-STD-883 {see 3 .1 herein). 

3.8 Verification and review. DESC, DESC' s agent, and the acquiring activity retain the option to 
review the manufacturer's facility and applicable required documentation. Offshore documentation shall 
be made available onshore at the option of the reviewer. 

4, QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 

4.1 Sampling and inspection. Sampling and inspection procedures shall be in accordance with section 
of MIL-M-38510 to the extent specified in MIL-STD-883 (see 3.1 herein). 

4.2 Screening. Screening shall be in accordance with method 5004 of MIL-STD-883, and shall be 
conducted on all devices prior to quality conformance inspection. The following additional criteria 
shall apply: 

Burn-in test (method 1015 of MIL-STD-883). 

(1) Test condition 
3.5 herein). 

using the circuit submitted with the certificate of compliance (see 

(2) TA = +125°c, minimum. 

b. Interim and final electrical test parameters shall be as specified in table II herein, except 
interim electrical parameter tests prior to burn-in are optional at the discretion of the 
manufacturer. 

4.3 Quality conformance inspection. Quality conformance inspection shall be in accordance with 
method 5005 of MIL-STD-883 including groups A, B, C, and D inspections. The following additional 
criteria shall apply. 

4. 3 .1 Group A inspection. 

Tests shall be as specified in table II herein. 

b. Subgroups and in table I, method 5005 of MIL-STD-883 shall be omitted. 

Subgroup 4 (CIN measurement) shall be measured only for the initial test and after process or 
design changes which may affect input capacitance. 

d. Subgroup 7 tests shall verify the truth table. 
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4.3.2 Groups C and D inspections. 

a. End-point electrical parameters shall be as specified in table II herein. 

b. Steady-state life test (method 1005 of MIL-STD-883) conditions: 

(1) Test condition 
3. 5 herein) . 

or using the circuit submitted with the certificate of compliance (see 

(2) TA ""' +125°c, minimum. 

(3) Test duration: 1, 000 hours, except as permitted by appendix B of MIL-M-38510 and method 
1005 of MIL-STD-883. 

TABLE II. Electrical test requirements. 

MIL-STD-883 test requirements 

Interim electrical parameters 
(meLhod 5004) 

Final electrical test parameters 
(method 5004) 

Group A test requirements 
(method 5005) 

Groups C and D end-point 
electrical parameters 
(method 5005) 

Additional electrical subgroups 
for group C periodic inspections 

*PDA applies to subgroup 1. 

SIZE 
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5. PACKAGING 

5 .1 Packaging requirements. The requirements for packaging shall be in accordance with MIL-M-38510. 

6. NOTES 

6 .1 Intended use. Microcircuits conforming to this drawing are intended for use when military 
specifications do not exist and qualified military devices that will perform the required function are 
not available for OEM application. When a military specification exists and the product covered by 
this drawing has been qualified for listing on QPL-38510, the device specified herein will be 
inactivated and will not be used for new design. The QPL-38510 product shall be the preferred item for 
all applications. 

6. 2 Replaceability. Replaceability is determined as follows: 

a. Microcircuits covered by this drawing will replace the same generic device covered by a 
contractor-prepared specification or drawing. 

b. When a QPL source is established, the part numbered device specified in this drawing will be 
replaced by the microcircuit identified as part number M38510/ 

OR 

6.2 Replaceability. Microcircuits covered by this drawing will replace the same generic device 
covered by a contractor-prepared specification or drawing. 

6.3 Comments. Comments on this drawing should be directed to DESC-ECS, Dayton, Ohio 45444, or 
telephone 513-296-5375. 

6.4 Approved source (s) of supply. An approved source of supply is listed (Approved sources of 
supply are listed) herein. Additional sources will be added as they become available. The vendor(s) 
listed herein has (have) agreed to this drawing and a certificate of compliance (see 3.5 herein) has 
been submitted to DESC-ECS. 

I Military drawing I Vendor I Vendor I Replacement I 
I part number I CAGE I similar part I military specification I 
I I number I number 1/ I part number I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I TBA 01 I OA384 I CS5412-TC1 I I 
I I I I I 
I TBA 02 I OA384 I CS5412-SC1 I I 
I I I I I 
I TBA 01 I OA384 I CS5412-TJ1 I I 
I I I I I 
I TBA 02 I OA384 I CS5 412-SJl I I 
I I I I I 

1/ Caution. Do not use this number for item acquisition. Items acquired to 
this number may not satisfy the performance requirements of this drawing. 

Vendor CAGE 
number 

0A384 
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INTRODUCTION 

EVALUATION BOARDS 

High-quality evaluation boards are available to allow rapid evaluation of Crystal products, often freeing 
the customer from the task of initial breadboarding. The layout and grounding schemes may be used as 
quidelines for the customer's own system design. Isolation of system problems can be aided by 
comparison with the evaluation board operation. 

USER'S GUIDE 

Device: Crystal Part Included Basic Function 

CDB31412 CS31412-KC1 Quad Sample/Hold 
CDB5012 CS5012A-KP7 12-Bit 7 µs, lOOkHz, A-to-D 
CDB5014 CS5014-KP14 14-Bit, 14 µs, 55kHz, A-to-D 
CDB5016 CS5016-KP16 16-Bit, 16 µs, 50kHz, A-to-D 
CDB5101 CS5101-KP8 16-Bit, 8 µs, 100 kHz, A-to-D 
CDB5102 CS5102-KP 16-Bit, 40 µs, 20kHz, A-to-D 
CDB5126 CS5126-KP Digital Audio A-to-D 
CDB5317 CS5317-P 84 dB Voice-Band, A-to-D 
CDB5324 CS5324-BL 120 dB, 500Hz, A-to-D 
CDB5326 CS5326-KP 16-Bit, Digital Audio A-to-D 
CDB5327 CS5327-KP 16-Bit, Digital Audio A-to-D 
CDB5328 CS5328-KP 18-Bit, Digital Audio A-to-D 
CDB5329 CS5329-KP 18-Bit, Digital Audio A-to-D 
CDB5336 CS5336-KP 16-Bit, Digital Audio A-to-D 
CDB5337 CS5337-KP 16-Bit, Digital Audio A-to-D 
CDB5338 CS5338-KP 16-Bit, Digital Audio A-to-D 
CDB5339 CS5339-KP 16-Bit, Digital Audio A-to-D 
CDB5412 CS5412 12-Bit, 1 MHz, A-to-D 
CDB5501 CS5501-KP 16-Bit, de Measurement A-to-D 
CDB5503 CS5503-KP 20-Bit, de Measurement A-to-D 
CDB7008 CS7008-C Switched Cap Filter 

CONTENTS 

11·2 

CDB31412 Quad Track& Hold 
CDB5012,4,6 Successive Approximation AID Converters 
CDB5101/5126 Successive Approximation AID Converters 
CDB5317 Delta Sigma AID Converter 
CDB5324 Delta Sigma AID Converter 
CDB5326,7,8,9 Digital Audio AID Converters 
CDB5336,7,8,9 Digital Audio AID Converters 
CDB5412 Two-Step Flash AID Converter 
CDB5501/3 de Measurement AID converters 
CDB7008 Universal Filter 

11-3 
11-7 
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11-31 
11-41 
11-51 
11-53 
11-63 
11-77 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CDB31412 

CS31412 Evaluation Board 
Features General Description 

• Industry Standard Header Connector The CDB31412 Evaluation Board is designed to allow 
the user to quickly evaluate the performance of the 
CS31412 Simulaneous Track-and-Hold. 

• BNC Connectors for Analog I/O's 

• DIP-Switch Selectable 
Differential & Single-Ended Modes 
Analog Mux Configuration 

All analog inputs and outputs can be interfaced to the 
board with coaxial BNC connectors. Optional termina
tion resistors can also be added. 

• Push Button Reset and Calibration 
A 10 pin JDC header is provided for microprocessor 
control. 

• User Configurable Ground Planes ORDERING INFORMATION: CDB31412 

son 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445-7581 

HOLD 

9 

L _____ §g!\ __ J 
OPTIONAL 
TERMINATION 

18 14 
4 

HOLD CAL 
6 

INO CALO 
3 

D-SE 
8 

IN1 

2 
AO 

12 
IN2 

IN3 A1 
U1 

16 
Cs OUT1 

17 OUT2 RESET 7 

HOLD 
GROUND 
PLANE 

5 

4 

10 

V+ AGND V- 1-----
9 15 5 

AGND 

C3 
0.1uF 

SIP1: 68k n 

SIP2: 6.Bkn 

CAL V+ 

lJ·~ 
SIP1 

DGND 

D-SE 

RESE~ 

4.7kf) 

R2 

R9 11<\ 

cs 
0.1uF 

V+ 

01 

01 

R1 

DGND 

-111' : INDICATES PIN X OF IDC HEADER 

MAR '90 
0$4083 
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--··---· . ---·-· -"•·--···-
Analog Input and Output Connections 

The four analog inputs to the CS31412 are con
nected to the CDB31412 via the BNC coaxial 
connectors labeled INO, INl, IN2, IN3. These 
inputs have locations reserved for termination 
resistors if they are needed. The analog outputs 
from the CS31412 are available at the BNC 
coaxial connectors labeled OUTl, and OUT2. 

DIP-Switch Configuration 

The input mode is controlled by the D-SE switch 
of DIP-switch SW 4. If it is off, the part is in 
single-ended mode (4-to-1 mux). If it is on, the 
part is in the differential mode (dual 2-to-1 mux). 
After changing the differential mode switch 
position, the CS pushbutton must be depressed to 
internally latch the part. The CS31412 must be 
calibrated after switching between single-ended 
and differential modes. 

The Al and AO switches of DIP-switch SW4 
control the CS31412's output control mux. The 
chart below summarizes the DIP-switch 
configurations. 

D-SE A1 AO 

off off off 

off off on 

off on off 

off on on 

on off off 

on on off 

CDB31412 

Reset and Calibration 

The CS31412 will usually reset itself upon 
power-up. Since this function is not guaranteed, 
the chip must be reset upon power-up in system 
operation. The part can be reset on the 
CDB31412 board by momentarily depressing 
pushbutton SW3. To initiate a calibration, 
depress pushbutton SW 1. The LED will tum on 
for approximately 500 ms, indicating that the 
part is being calibrated. Once the LED goes off, 
the CS31412 is ready for operation. 

Microprocessor Interface 

The CAL, CS, AO, Al, and D-SE inputs and the 
CALD output are available at the 10 pin me 
header. The five inputs are pulled low through 68 
kQ resistors placing the CS31412 in a 
microprocessor independent mode. These inputs 
may be pulled high by the DIP-switches and 
pushbutton or by driving the 10-pin me header. 
When using the header to externally drive these 
inputs, the three DIP-switches controlling AO, 
Al, and D-SE must be in the off position so that 
no loading will occur. All remaining pins of the 
IDC header are tied to DGND and cannot be 
driven. 

OUT1 OUT2 

INO O.OV 

IN1 o.ov 
IN2 O.OV 

IN3 O.OV 

INO IN1 

IN2 IN3 

Figure 1. Dip-Switch Configuration 
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Decoupling 

The CDB31412's decoupling scheme was 
designed to insure accurate evaluation of the 
CS31412's performance independent of the 
quality of the power supplies. Each supply is 
decoupled at the part with a 10 µF electrolytic 
capacitor to filter low-frequency noise and a 
0.1 µF ceramic capacitor to handle higher fre
quencies. Depending on the quality of the 
system's power supplies, the decoupling scheme 
could be relaxed in actual use. 

CDB31412 

Ground Planes 

The CDB31412 has three separate ground planes 
which may be interconnected by the user to 
simulate actual system conditions. When shipped 
from the factory, the analog ground plane, the 
digital ground plane, and the hold ground plane 
are separate. Jumpers J1, J2, J3, and J4 are used 
to interconnect these ground planes. Separate 
ground planes are the suggested configuration 
for best performance of the part. For more infor
mation on grounding, Application Note: "Sug
gested Grounding and Supply Arrangements for 
the CS31412" is recommended. 

COMPONENT LIST 

054083 

150 Q resistor 
4. 7 kQ resistor 
10 kQ resistor 
1 kQ resistor 
68.0 kQ sip resistor 
6.8 kQ sip resistor 
0.1 µF capacitor 
10 µF capacitor 
CS31412 Track/Hold 
2N3906 transistor 
LED 
3 pos. SPST DIP switch 
SPST pushbutton 
10 pin header 
PC-mount BNC 
red banana jack 
black banana jack 
green banana jack 
l" 4-40 spacer 
3/8" 4-40 screw 

Rl 
R2 
R3 
R9 
SIPl 
SIP2 
C3, C4, CS 
Cl,C2 
U1 
Ql 
Dl 
SW4 
SWl, SW2, SW3 
P12 
P5,P6,P7,P8,P9,Pl0,Pll 
Pl 
P3,P4 
P2 
POSTl, POST2, POST3, POST4 
SCl, SC2, SC3, SC4 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

I CDB5012 CDB5014 CDB50161 

Evaluation Board for CS5012, CS5014, CS5016 ADC's 
Features 

• Compatible with CS5012, CS5014, 
CS5016 

• PC/uP-Compatible Header Connection 
16-Bit Parallel Data 
End-of-Conversion Output 
CS, RD, and AO Control Inputs 

• DIP-Switch Selectable: 
Unipolar/Bipolar Input Range 
Burst & Interleave Calibration Modes 
Continuous Conversion 

• Adjustable Voltage Reference 

• Serial Data and Clock BNC Connections 

• Operation from Internally-Generated or 
Externally-Supplied Master Clock 

General Description 
The CDB5012/4/6 is an evaluation board that eases the 
laboratory characterization of any of the CS5012, 
CS5014 and CS5016 AID converters. The board can be 
easily reconfigured to simulate any combination of sam
pling, master clock, calibration, and input range 
conditions. 

The converter's parallel output data are available at a 
40 pin strip header allowing easy interfacing to PC's or 
microprocessor busses. Output data is also available in 
serial form at SCLK and SDATA coaxial BNC connec
tors. 

Evaluation can also be performed over a wide range of 
input spans using the on-board reference circuitry. Fur
thermore, the CDB5012,4,6 features DIP-switch 
selectable unipolar/bipolar input ranges and two calibra
tion modes: burst and inter1eave cal. Calibration can be 
initiated at any time by momentarily depressing a reset 
pushbutton. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: CDB5012, CD85014, 
CDB5016 

Block Diagram 

0 
AIN 

0 
HOLD 

0 
CLKIN 

RESET 

VOLTAGE 
REFERENCE 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 FAX: (512) 445 7581 

CS5012 
CS5014 
CS5016 

AID 
Converter 

+5V GND -5V 

DO - D15 

EOC 

AO 

RD 

cs 

SCLK 

SDATA 

H 
E 
A 

MAR '90 
DS15D89 
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Analpg Input 

The analog input to the AID converter is sup
plied through the BNC coaxial connector labeled 
AIN. Analog input polarity is controlled by the 
first position switch on the DIP-switch,.SW-1. If 
it is on, the input is unipolar ranging from GND 
to VREF. If the switch is off, the input range is 
bipolar with the magnitude of the reference volt
age defining both zero- and full-scale (±VREF). 

VA-
VA+ 

SW1-4 

30 25 x 
DO 2 37 EOT 
D1 3 1 HOLD 
D2 4 39 SCLK 
D3 5 40 SDATA 
D4 6 26 AIN 
D5 7 CS5012 20 CLKIN 
D6 8 CS5014 

D7 9 CS5016 

D8 12 31 TST 
D9 13 

D10 14 U1 28 VREF 
D11 15 32 RESET 

CDB5012 CDB5014 CD85016 

The AID converter's internal analog input buffer 
requires a source impedance of less than 400 n 
at . lMHz for stability. Acquisition and through
put are specified assuming a de source im
pedance of less than 200 Q. Infinitely large de 
source impedances can be accomodated by ad
ding capacitance (typically lOOOpF) from the 
analog input to ground. However, high de source 
resistances degrade acquisition time and conse
quently throughput. 

VD+ 

R10 

R23 (optional) 

VD+ R2 

:VA+~ CJ +5V 
VA-

CJ -5V 

~ 
R3 R1 

D12 16 29 REFBUF ~ 
D13 17 C7 VA-

D14 18 

D15 19 

EOC 38 24 BP/UP 

~ cs 21 35 CAL 
22 34 INTLV 3 
23 33 BW 

36 10 11 

R12 R13 R11 R6 

VD+ 
VD- VD+ 

Figure 1. CDBS012,4,6 Schematic 
· (Reference Circuitry Appears in Figure 3) 
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Position 1 
Position 2 
Position 3 
Position 4 

OFF 
Bipolar 

Burst Cal 
Normal 
Normal 

CDB5012 CDB5014 CDB5016 

ON 
Unipolar 

Normal Operation 
Interleaved Cal 

Continuous Conversion 

Figure 2. DIP-Switch Definitions 

Initiating Conversions 

A negative transition on the converter's HOLD 
pin places the device's analog input into the hold 
mode and initiates a conversion cycle. On the 
CDB5012,4,6, this input can be generated by one 
of two means. First, it can be supplied through 
the BNC coaxial connector appropriately labeled 
HOLD. Alternatively, switch position 4 of the 
DIP-switch can be placed in the on position, thus 
looping the converter's EOT output back to 
HOLD. This results in continuous conversions at 
a fraction of the master clock frequency (see 
"synchronous operation" in the converter's data 
sheet). 

The AID converter's EOT output is an indicator 
of its acquisition status; it falls when the analog 
input has been acquired to the specified ac
curacy. If an external sampling clock is applied 
to the HOLD BNC connector, care must similar
ly be taken to obey the converter's acquisition 
and maximum sampling rate requirements. A 
more detailed discussion of acquisition and 
throughput can be found in the converter's data 
sheet. 

VA+ 

1403 

C13 

The CDB5012,4,6 is shipped from the factory 
without the HOLD BNC input terminated for 
operation with an external sampling clock. 
However, location R23 is reserved for the inser
tion of a 51 Q resistor to eliminate reflections of 
the incoming clock signal. 

Voltage Reference Circuitry 

The CDB5012,4,6 features an adjustable voltage 
reference which allows characterization over a 
wide range of reference voltages. The circuitry 
consists of a 2.SV voltage reference (1403) and 
an adjustable gain block with a discrete output 
stage (Figure 3). The output stage minimizes the 
output's headroom requirements allowing the 
reference voltage to come within 300m V of the 
positive supply. 

The coarse and fine trim potentiometers are fac
tory calibrated to a reference voltage of 4.SV (a 
table of output code values for a reference volt
age of 4.SV appears in the CS5012,4,6 data 
sheets). When calibrating the reference, the volt
age should be measured directly at the VREF 
input (pin 28) or at the ungrounded lead of 
decoupling capacitor C9. 

VREF 

car IC9 
R22 9 9 

Figure 3. Voltage Reference Circuitry 
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Reset/Self-Calibration Modes 

The AID converter will usually reset itself upon 
power-up. Since this function is not guaranteed, 
the converter must be reset upon power-up in 
system operation. The converter can be reset on 
the CDB5012,4,6 board by momentarily depress
ing pushbutton SW-2 thus initiating a full 
calibration cycle; 1,443,840 master clock cycles 
later the converter is ready for normal operation. 

The converters also feature two other modes of 
calibration: burst and interleave. Burst calibra
tion can be initiated by moving switch position 2 
on the DIP-switch to the off position. In this 
mode (CAL high), the AID converter continually 
loops through calibration cycles until CAL 
returns low. Interleave can be initiated by setting 
switch position 3 to the on position. In the inter
leave mode (INTRLV low), the converter ap
pends one small portion of . a calibration cycle 
(20 master clock cycles) to each conversion 
cycle. Thusj a full calibration cycle completes 
every 72,192 conversion cycles. . 

A more detailed discussion of the converters' 
calibration modes and capabilities can be found 
in their data sheets. 

Parallel Output Data/Microprocessor Interface 

The converter's outputs DO-D15, its CS, RD, 
and AO inputs, and its EOC output are available 
at the 40 pin header. The CS and RD inputs are 
pulled low through 10 kQ resistors placing 
the converter in a microprocessor-independent 
mode. Control input AO is pulled up, insuring the 
converter's output word, rather than the status 
register, appears at the header. 

The converter's 3-state output buffers and 
m~c~oprocessor interfa~ can be exercised by 
dnvmg the CS and/or RD inputs at the header. 
Similarly, the converter's 8-bit status register can 
be obtained on DO-D7 by driving AO low. 

11-10 
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DGND DO 

DGND 

D1 
D2 
D3 
D4 
D5 
D6 
D7 
DS 
D9 
D10 
D11 
D12 
D13 
D14 
D15 
EOC 
AO 
RD 
cs 

Figure 4. Header Pin Definitions 

The converter's EOC and data outputs are not 
buffered on the CDB5012,4,6. Therefore, careful 
attention should be paid to the load presented by 
any cabling, especially if the 3-state output buf
fers are to be exercised at speed. Twisted ribbon 
cable is typically specified at lOpF/ft, so several 
feet can generally be accomodated. 

Serial Output Data 

Serial output data is available at the two BNC 
connections SCLK and SDA TA. Data appears 
MSB first, LSB last, and is valid on the rising 
edge of SCLK. 

Master Clock 

The AID converter operates from a master clock 
which can either be internally-generated or exter
nally-supplied. For operation with an external 
clock, the BNC connector labeled CLKIN 
should be driven with a .TTL clock signal. The 
CDB5012,4,6 is shipped from the factory with 
the CLKIN input terminated by a 51 n resistor 
to eliminate line reflections of the incoming 

DS15DB9 
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clock. If the CLKIN BNC input is left floating, 
this resistor pulls the converter's clock input 
down to ground, thus activating its internal oscil
lator. 

Decoupling 

The CDBS012,4,6's decoupling scheme was 
designed to insure accurate evaluation of the 
converter's performance independent of the 
quality of the power supplies. Each supply is 

COMPONENT LIST 

DS15DB9 

10 Q resistor 
S 1 Q resistor 
4.7 0 resistor 
1 kO resistor 
S60 Q resistor 
10 kO resistor 
2.43 kO resistor 
3.3 kO resistor 
240 kO resistor 
50 kO potentiometer 
50 kO potentiometer 
0.068 µF capacitor 
0.1 µF capacitor 
10 µF capacitor 
CS501X/511X AID converter 
1403 2.SV reference 
OP07 op amp 
2N2907 A transistor 
4 pos. SPST DIP switch 
N.O. SPST pushbutton 
20 pin header 
bulkhead BNC 
red banana jack 
black banana jack 
green banana jack 
l" 4-40 spacer 
3/8" 4-40 screw 

CDB5012 CDB5014 CDB5016 

decoupled at the converter with a lOµF 
electrolytic capacitor to filter low frequency 
noise and a O. lµF ceramic capacitor to handle 
higher frequencies. The auto-zeroing action of 
the converter's comparator provides extremely 
good power supply rejection at low frequencies. 
Depending on the quality of the system's power 
supplies, the decoupling scheme could be 
relaxed in actual use. 

Rl,R2 
R3 
R18 
R9, R14 
R17 
R4, RS, R6, R7, R8, RlO, Rll, R12, R13 
Rl9, R20 
R16 
R21 
R15 
R22 
C14 
Cl, C3, CS, C7, C9, ClO, C12 
C2, C4, C6, C8, Cll, C13 
Ul 
U2 
U3 
Ql 
SWl 
SW2 
CONl 
CON2, CON3, CON4, CONS, CON6 
CON7 
CON8 
CON9 
POSTl, POST2, POST3, POST4, POSTS, POST6 
SCI, SC2, SC3, SC4, SCS, SC6 
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CDB5012 CDB5014 CDB5016 

Figure 5. Board Layout 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

I CDB5101/5102/5126 I 
Evaluation Board for CS5101, CS5102 & CS5126 

Features General Description 

• Serial to Parallel Conversion The CDB5101/5102/5126 Evaluation Board allows fast 
evaluation of the CS5101, CS5102 and/or CS5126 2-
Channel, 16-bit Analog-to-Digital Converters. 

• All Timing Signals Provided 

• Adjustable Voltage Reference 

Analog inputs are via BNC connectors. Digital outputs 
are available both directly from the ADC in serial form, 
and in 16 bit parallel form. 

An adjustable monolithic voltage reference is included. 

• ± 5 V Regulators 

• Digital and Analog Patch Areas 

Analog 
Patch 
Area 

ov 

J 
AGND 

-15V 

Ordering Information 
CDB5126 
CDB5101 
CDB5102 

Block Diagram 

+15V OV +5V 

l I 
DGND VL+ 

Digital 
Patch 
Area 

VA+ VA- VD- VD+ 
Voltage 

.-------«:>>EXT 
CLKIN 

Reference >-----...iVREF XOUT = Clock 

.------1REFBUF CLKINr----6-00------1 Generator 

AINL 

I 
VA-

(Dl--------->1AINL (AIN1) 
(01-------.iAINR (AIN2) 

HOLD--------1 Sampling 
Timing 

(CHl/2) LJR1+-------i Control 

AINA CS5126 SDATAl-------41.....---+-----~fOlSDATA 
or 

(CS5101) 
>------BP/UP or 

Mode f-------'SLEEP (CS5102) 

Serial 
SCLKt<------i- Clock 

Switching 
Select >-------iTEST (OUTMOD) TRKR 
Switches TEST (SCKMOD) TRKL 

1-------><CODE (CRS/FIN) SSH1 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445c7222 TWX: 910-874-1352 

SSH2 

TP 

TP 
TP 

TP 

Serial 
to 
Parallel 
Conversion 

JAN '89 
DS32DB2 
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--··---· . _, __ .... -··--···-
Power Supplles . 

Figure 1 shows the power supply arrangements. 
The . analog section of the board is powered by 
± 12/15 volts, which is regulated down to ± 5 V 
for the ADC. A separate +5 V digital supply is re
quired to power the discrete logic. Be sure to 
switch on the± 12/15 V at the same time as, or 
before, the + 5 V logic· supply. This will make 
sure that the CLK and other logic signal are not 
driving the part before it is powered. 

Analog Input 

The analog input range is either ± V ref in the 
bipolar mode or 0 V to + V ref in the unipolar 
mode. The voltage reference is factory set to the 
recommended value of +4.5 volts, so the typical 
input signal ranges become ± 4.5 volts or 0 V to 
+4.5V. 

The source driving the analog inputs should have 
a low (< 200 0 at high frequency) output im-

+lSV 

CDB5101/5102/5126\ 

pedance. Be careful not .to overdrive the inputs 
·outside the power supplies of the ADC (± 5 V). 
Figure 2 shows the buffer circuit used at the Crys
tal factory to drive the ADC when performing 
FFT testing. See the CS5126 data sheet for ex
ample FFT test results. 

Voltage Reference 

As shown in Figure 3, an LT1019-5. voltage 
reference provides a stable 4.5 V reference for the 
ADC. An optional OP27 buffer filters out excess 
reference noise and provides a very low output 
impedance. To try the unbuffered LT1019-5 
directly, solder in J2 and cut the VREF trace. Al· 
tematively the shunt reference based reference 
schematic given in the CS5126 data sheet can be 
evaluated by adding it to the analog patch area. 

A 5 volt reference can be used provided the sup
plies to the ADC are elevated to± 5.3 volts. This 
can be done by inserting 22 0 resistors in series 
with the regulator (U4 and US) common leads. 

78L05 
U4 

+12/lSV ce»-_...._ ___ ~t---llN OUTt------'----

11-14 

ov 
Analog 

-12/lSV 

ov 
Digital 

COM 

COM 
COl-_.t-----~t---llN OUTt---e-----

U5 
-lSV 

79L05 

0.1 uF 

Figure 1. Power Supplies 
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4.99k 

In A 

ceramic I 
4.99k 

In B 

ceramic I 

r 50k 

Offset 
ADJ V-

10 
+15 v 

1 uF 
tantalum 

35V 

-15 v 
10 

4.99k 

4.99k 

lM 
lM 

121 k 

O.Gl uF 

I r=-
0.01 uF 
ceramic 

1 nFNPO 
ceramic 

6.81 k 

V+ 

1 
V-

CDB5101/5102/5126 

Notes: 

1) In B and offset adjust are optional. 

2) Offset adjustment range is 
± 10 mV with values shown. 

Figure 2. Example Input Buffer Circuit (not provided on the CDBS126/S101 evaluation board) 

+15V 

2 
IN OUT 6 

U2 
LT1019-5 

TRIM 5 RI 
25 k 

GND cw 
4 

DS32DB2 

R2 

lk 

+15V 

0.01 uF 47 k 

-15V 

R5 

lk 

C4 
~O.luF 

Figure 3. Voltage Reference 

U1 
CS5126 

or 
CS5101 
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Master Clock 

The CS5126 requires an external 24 MHz clock 
for a 96 kHz sample rate. A 24 MHz clock oscil
lator module (U6) is provided. An external clock 
can also be selected by Pl, via a BNC connector. 
R15 is an optional 75 n terminating resistor for 
the external clock BNC. 

The CS5101 requires an 8 MHz master clock for 
a 96 kHz sample rate. The CS5101 has an on-chip 
crystal oscillator. A CDB5101 comes assembled 

us 

•NC' LL. 
CLKIN= Rl5 75 ~--····;o 

~.luF 
25 

VA+ 

3 CLKIN 

~------< 

10 

CDB5101lS102/5126 

with an 8 MHz crystal in position XTL and a 
jumper installed at J3. R32, C33 and C34 are 
also installed on the CDB5101 .as shown in 
Figure 4. 

The CS5102 requires an 800kHz crystal or 
ceramic resonator for a lOkHz sample rate. The 
CDB5102 'comes assembled with an 800 kHz 
ceramic resonator in position XTL. R32, C33 
and C34 are installed on the CDBS 102 as shown 
in Figure 4. 

pg+5VL 

US, U9 U7, 09 Output 

R23 
7 lk 

VD+ 

HOLD 
12 

SCLK 
14 

EXT~; 

= R32 (CH1/2) UR 13 

4 NC (XOUT) 

* TPlO TST 
U1 

CS5126 
RST 

2 
or 

(CS5101) 
Cl3 

6 0.1 uF +5VL 
or DGND 

(CS5102) RS 

18 47k 
(OUTMOD) TST2 

C9 VREF (SCKMOD) TST4 
27 

20 
(BP/UP) TST1 

17 

OSCILLATOR 
COMPONENT 

VALUES 

"' 0 C\I 
C\I 0 

i'ii iii i'ii 
al al 
0 0 0 
(.) (.) (.) 

C9 
22 

AGND 
CODE 

16 

SLEEP 
28 

5 
TP9 1 5 4 2 3 6\ 

TP2 

i • • • I I 
24 AINR(AIN2) TP8 6-way DIP switch PB 

TRKR TP7 SW! thruSW6 
PB 

19 AINL (AIN1) (CRS/FIN) SSH1 ·-~~---···--···sri FOR CS5101 and 
SSH2 TP5 -=- CS5102 ONLY 

J3 OUT IN IN 

J4 IN OUT OUT 

R32 Open 10M 10M 

C33 Open 10pF 100pF 

21 REFBUF 
C34 Open 10pF 100pF 

XTL Open BMHz BOO kHz 

~uF 

Figure 4. ADC <;:onnections 
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Sampling Clock Generation Logic 

The CS5126, and the CS5101 or CS5102 in PDT 
mode, requires an external serial clock to clock 
out the data. The CDB5126/5101/5102 board has 
the logic necessary to generate the master clock, 
HOLD, uR, and SCLK to allow fast evaluation 
of the ADC. In most systems, these timing signals 
will be available from the main timing section, 
typically generated by a logic array of some 
variety. HOLD may be brought in externally via a 
BNC, optionally terminated by R29. SCLK and 
L/R select may be brought in externally via test 
points and removing jumpers. 

Figure 5 shows the on-board clock generation cir
cuitry. U7 (74HC4040) produces binary divided 
ratios of the 24 MHz master clock. Q4 generates 
a 1.5 MHz clock, which is used for SCLK. Q8 
generates a 96 kHz clock, used for HOLD, and 
Q9 generates a 48 kHz clock, optionally used to 
toggle L/R select. This set of clocks causes the 

+5VL 

14 

l 012 

15 011 
14 010 
12 09 

U6 OUTt-<8,.....,.:x>---; 

Crystal 
0.1 uF Oscillator 

Module 

P1 
(CLKIN) 

C29 

JQ.luF 
16 = 

01 9 

02 7 

U7 03 6 

04 5 R28 

~ 053 470 

R19 
47k 

5 

2 

11 

~ (.) 061-2--~ 
~ 071-4---~ 

081-13 ___ _ 

P2 
(HOLD) 

CDB5101/5102/5126 

CS5126 to continuously convert, generating a 
continuous stream of serial data bits. To correctly 
identify the last bit of each word, U 12 produces a 
pulse only when Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8, and option
ally Q9 are all high. This state is latched by UlOA 
to prevent any glitches, and the resulting signal 
(attached to TP18) is used to latch the U8-U9 
shift registers. 

Serial to Parallel Conversion 

Figure 6 shows the serial to parallel conversion 
circuit. Two 74HC595 shift register/latches con
nected in series with SDATA assemble 16-bit, 
parallel words, clocked by SCLK. As discussed 
above, the outputs are latched inside the 
74HC595 at the end of each 16-bit word. The out
puts are brought out to a 40-way header (P5). 
Only low capacitance, twisted pair, ribbon cable 
should be used. 

R16,p.3 

47k 

Rl6,p.5 

47 k 
C31 

:;)Jl_o.1 uF 
2 4 

,...........--.,,CL,_.R,..._.__~ 

012 
U10A 

o---....::1-'-14 J 74HC73 Q 13 

K 
3 11 

Figure 5. Timing Generator 
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P9,P3 

P7 

+5VL 

SDATA (U1) 

TRKL (U1) 

TRKR(U1) 

11-18 

CDB5101/5102/5126 

+5VL 
R22 

R31 C3 
47k 

47k ~ 0.1.uF 
10 16 

RST 
OH 015 (MS8) 

7 
Shift CLK QG 014 

11 6 
Latch CLK OF 013 

12 5 
OE 012 

4 
U9 Oo 011 

74HC595 3 
Oc i 010 

2 
: 09 09 

8 1 i DB DATA IN QA 
14 OE 15 ~ 

13 PS 40way 
header 

13 
OE rv--' 

9 DATAOUT OH : 07 
7 

us QG 06 
6 

74HC595 OF 05 
5 

OE 04 
4 

Latch CLK Oo 03 
12 3 

Shift CLK Oc 02 
11 2 

09 01 
1 

DATA IN QA DO (LS8) 
14 15 RST +SVL DROY 

R30 Rl6, p.6 

47k 47k 

4 

+5VL 6 

Rl6,p.9 
47k 

U108 

TP 18 74HC73 

Os PB 
P12 

Figure 6. Serial to Parallel Converter 
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J1 - Joins analog ground to digital ground on the board. 

J2 - Joins LT1019-S reference directly to the VREF pin on the ADC. Before doing this, break the connection 

between R3 and the ADC VREF pin by using a twist drill to remove the central feedthrough. This option 

allows evaluation of different reference configurations. 

J3 - Connects the crystal to CLKIN on the ADC. Only used for CSS101. 

J4 - Connects an external clock to CLKIN on the ADC. Cut n using a crystal. 

Table 1. Solder Link Options 

P1 t 0 - Select external clock via BNC connector 

* 1 - Select on-board clock generated by U6. 

P2 * 0 - Select on-board generated HOLD. 

t 1 - Select external HOLD via BNC connector. 

P3 *t Connect SCLK to on-board shift registers. 

P4 * t 0 - Pull UR select pin high, selecting the left channel only. 

1 - Drive L/R select at 48 kHz from the on-board timing generator. 

2 - Pull LIR select pin low, selecting the right channel only. 

P6 *t Connect the OE pins of the shift registers to ground. Permanently enables the 3-state output buffers. 

P7 * 0 - Connects the on-board Data Ready signal to the shift registers. 

t 1 - Connects the NANO gate outputs (U11, pin 11) to the shift registers. Used in CSS101/CSS102 FRN mode. 

PS * t 0 - Connects the latched on-board Data Ready signal to PS. 

1 - Connects the un-latched on-board Data Ready signal to PS. 

2 - Connects TRKL and TRKR ANDED together to PS. This signal can be used as an "End of Convert" 

indicator. 

3 - Connects TRKL to PS. 

4 - Connects TRKR to PS. 

pg * Connects the on-board generated SCLK to the rest of the on-board circuitry. Not present in the 

CSS101/5102 FRN mode. 

P10 * t 0 - Causes the on-board Data Ready generating circuit to flag data ready every conversion. 
1 - Causes the on-board Data Ready generating circuit to flag data ready every left conversion. P4 must 

be in position 1 for this to work. 

2 - Causes the on-board Data Ready generating circuit to flag data ready every right conversion., P4 must 

be in position 1 for this to work. 

P11 t 0 - Connects TRKL & TRKR to U10B, the handshake flip-flop. Used in CS5101/CSS102 FRN mode. 

* 1 - Connects the on-board data ready signal to U10B. Used for the CSS126. 

P12 * 0 - Allows selection of the DROY signals for alternate channels. 

t 1 - Connects the TRKL & TRKR to U11, pin 13. Used in the CSS101/CSS102 FRN mode. 

* Factory default state for CS5126 

t Factory default state for CS5101/CSS102 

Table 2. Shorting Plug Selectable Options 
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UlOB (74HC73) is used as a handshake flip-flop 
with the computer system attached to the evalua
tion board. The board brings DRDY low. The 
computer reads the data and then sets DACK 
momentarily high. This resets UlOB for the next 
word. This handshake can be disabled by setting 
P8 jumper to position 1. 

SLEEP mode 

CS5101/CS5102 output mode 
(set at logic "1" for CS5126) 

CS5101/CS5102 input mode 
(set at logic "1" for CS5126) 

Output Encoding 

I 
No Connect 

(user orion) 

10 20 30 40 50 60 ON~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r .•......••.•• 1 Ii Ii Ii •··••·····•·•I Ii 
OPEN 

Logic "O" =ON= CLOSED I Logic "1" =OFF= OPEN 

Figure 7. DIP switch configuration 

Switch Logic Mode 

1 0 SLEEP mode 

1 Normal mode 

2,3 CS5101/CS5102 output mode, set to "1" for CS5126 

4 
0 CS5101/CS5102 Unipolar input 

1 CS5101/CS5102 Bipolar input I CS5126 normal 

5 
0 Offset binary output code 

1 2's complement output code 

6 Unconnected. Available for user's application 

Table 3. DIP Switch Selection Options 

Sw.2 Sw.3 CS5101/CS5102 Output Mode 

1 1 (PDT) Pipelined Data Transmission 

1 0 (RBT) Registered Burst Transmission 

0 1 (SSC) Synchronous Self-Clocking 

0 0 (FRN) Free Run 

Table 4. CS5101/CS5102 Output Mode Options 

11·20 
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DIP Switches 

Figure 7 and Tables 3 and 4 show the DIP switch 
selectable options. 

CS5126 CS5101 

TP1 VREF VREF 

TP2 AINR AIN2 

TP3 AINL AIN1 

TP4 AGND AGND 

TP5 SSH2 SSH 

-
TP6 SSH1 CRS/FIN 

TP7 TRKH TRK2 

--
TP8 TRKL TRK1 

--
TP9 STBY STBY 

TP10 NC XOUT 

TP11 
-

CHl/2 UR 

TP12 SCLK SCLK 

-- --
TP13 HOLD HOLD 

TP14 SDATA SD AT A 

TP15 CLKIN CLKIN 

TP16 DGND DGND 

-- --
TP17 TRKL+ TRKR 

TP18 Latch Clock for the 74HC595 
shift registers 

Table 5. CDB5126/5101/5102 Test Points 

Test Points 

Above is a list of the test points provided on the 
CDB5126/5101/5102 Evaluation Board. 
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Miscellaneous Hints on Using the Evaluation 
Board 

Always hit the reset button after powering-up the 
board. The CS5126, CS5101 and CS5102 are self 
calibrating and require the reset signal to initiate 
the calibration procedure. 

P4 controls the ADC input mux. This is used to 
set the mux to be continuously connected to one 
channel, or to be toggling between two channels. 
This is very useful for evaluating oversampled vs. 
regular sampling digital audio. 

PIO controls the Data Ready pulses from the on
board logic. To cause every data sample to be 
read, select option 0. If you wish to read only 
every alternate sample, then select option 1 or 2, 
depending on whether you wish to read every left 
(1) channel value, or every right (2) channel 
value. This is useful for evaluating the part with a 
test system which does not separate alternate 
values. 

0$32082 
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CS5101/CS5102 Evaluation 

The CS5101/CS5102 CRS/FIN pin (pin 10) must 
be pulled low for normal operation. The 
CDB5101 and the CDB5102 will be shipped with 
two wire jumpers added to the board. The first 
jumper is between Ul pin 10 (TP6) and DGND. 
If a CS5101/CS5102 is substituted for a CS5126 
in a CDB5126 board, then add the TP6 to DGND 
jumper. If this is not done, the CS5101/CS5102 
will not operate correctly. The second jumper, 
U7, pin 10, to DGND shorts the CMOS 
74HCT4040 counter input to ground when the U6 
oscillator module is not used. 

The CS5101 and the CS5102 are most easily 
evaluated using the FRN mode (not present in 
CS5126). This is done by setting DIP switches 2 
and 3 to "O" (ON). Since SCLK becomes output, 
P9 jumper needs to be removed to avoid conten
tion. R28 (470 Q) limits the current should P9 be 
left in by mistake. Similarly, the L/R select pin 
becomes an output, and P4 needs to be set to 
position 0. R23 (1 kQ) limits the current should 
the jumper be left in position 1. 

To use the 74HC595 shift registers to assemble 
parallel data in CS5101/CS5102 FRN mode, the 
Pll jumper needs to be moved to position 0. This 
connects the TRKL + TRKR signal to the Data 
Ready flip-flop. Also P12 jumper needs to be set 
to position 1. This generates the inverse of the 
TRKL + TRKR signal using Ull. This inverse 
signal is then used to latch the shift registers by 
connecting P7 jumper to position 1. As an alter-
native to using the Data Ready handshake 1111 
flip-flop, P8 jumper header allows the shift 
register latch clock, or the TRKL + TRKR signal, 
or TRKL or TRKR to be used to qualify the 
parallel data. 
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CDB5317 

CDB5317 Evaluation Board 
Features 

• Easy to Use Digital Interface 
Parallel 16 Bits With Clock 
Serial Output With Clock 

• Multiple Operating Modes 
Including Two PLL Modes 

• IDC Header used to access Parallel 
Data, Serial Data, and Clock Input and 
Output 

General Description 

The CDB5317 Evaluation Board is designed to allow 
the user to quickly evaluate performance of the CS5317 
Delta-Sigma Analog-to-Digital Converter. All that is re
quired to use this board is an external power supply, a 
signal source, a clock source, and an ability to read 
either serial or parallel 16 bit data words. 

Ordering Information: CDB5317 

Block Diagram 

AIN 

CLKIN 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 TWX: 910-874-1352 

+5V GND -5V 

CLKIN ~~~~-..___, CLKOUT 
CS5317 DATA 

JDC HEADER DACK 

SERIAL TO PARALLEL 
CONVERTER 

DO-D15 

APR '89 
DS27DB2 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CDB5317 Evaluation Board is a stand-alone 
environment for easy lab evaluation of the 
CS5317 Delta-Sigma Analog-to-Digital Con
verter. Included on the board is a serial-to-parallel 
converter. The user can access output data in 
either parallel or serial form. When supplied with 
the necessary +5 V and -5 V power supplies, a 
CLKIN signal, and an analog signal source, the 
CDB5317 will provide converted data at the 40 
pin header. 

SUGGESTED EVALUATION METHOD 

An efficient evaluation of the CS5317 using the 
CDB5317 may be accomplished as described 
below. 

The following equipment will be required for the 
evaluation: 

• The CDB5317 Evaluation Board. 
• A power supply capable of supplying +5V and 
-5V 
• A clock source as the CLKIN signal of the 
CS5317. 
• A spectrally pure sine wave generator such as 
the Krohn-Hite Model 4400A "Ultra-Low Distor
tion Oscillator". 
• A PC equipped with a digital data acquisition 
board such as the Metrabyte Model PI012 "24 
Bit Parallel Digital 1/0 Interface". 
• A software routine to collect the data and per
form a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). 

The evaluation board includes filter components 
for the on-chip phase locked loop. The com
ponents are adequate for testing if the CLKIN 
signal has little or no phase-jitter. If the CDB5317 
board is being tested as part of a system which 
generates a CLKIN which contains jitter, the PLL 
filter components may need to be optimized for 
your system (see the CS5317 data sheet). 

11-24 
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Set-up for evaluation is straightforward. First 
decide the operating mode and place the jumper 
on the board for the proper selection. Then 
decide whether the filter components for the 
phase locked loop are adequate or whether they 
should be changed for your evaluation. The PLL 
will lock on a steady clock input with the filter as 
it is. Connect the necessary 5 V (CMOS com
patible) CLKIN signal for the application. Use 
the sine-wave generator to supply the analog sig
nal to the CDB5317. Apply the analog input and 
CLKIN signals only when the evaluation board is 
powered up. Converted data will then appear at 
the header on the CDB5317. The header should 
be connected to the digital data acquisition board 
in the PC through an IDC 40 pin connector and 
cable. The software routine should collect the 
data from the CDB53 l 7 and run a standard 1024 
point Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Such an 
analysis results in a plot similar to Figure 1. This 
plot resulted from using a lkHz input signal and a 
Blackman-Harris window for the FFT. 

The signal to noise and signal to total harmonic 
distortion characteristics of the CS53 l 7 may be 
easily measured in this way. The signal to total 
harmonic distortion value for a particular input is 
the ratio of the RMS value of the input signal and 
the sum of the RMS values of the harmonics 
shown in the diagram. The dynamic range of the 
CS53 l 7 can be measured by reducing the input 

OdB 

········ ·················· ······· Sampling Rate: 19.2 kHz 
-20d8 ......................................... Full Scale: .± 2.75 V 

.................................. S/(N+D): 81.39 dB 

-40d8 .. 

-60d8 

Signal 
Amplitude -80dB 
Relative to 
Full Scale _100dB 

-120d8 

de 
"-1 kHz 9.6 kHz_/ 

Input Frequency 

Figure. I. FFT Plot Example. 
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amplitude so that distortion products become neg
ligible. This allows an accurate measurement of 
the noise floor. 

More complex analysis such as intermodulation 
distortion measurements can be accomplished 
with the addition of another sine-wave generator. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Figure 2 illustrates the CS5317 AID converter IC 
circuit connections. The chip operates off of ±5V. 
These voltages are supplied from a power source 
external to the evaluation board. Binding posts 

TP6 
,_. __ __..._ _____ ~vl 

cs+ C4 

D1-=@:1 u~OuF 

C17 + C9 CB 

0.22uF ~OuF~.1 uF 

R10 

CDB5317 

are supplied on the board to connect the +5, -5, 
and ground power lines. A good quality low rip
ple, low noise supply will give the best 
performance. The +5 V supply .can also be used 
for VL and should be connected between the VL 
board jack and the power supply, as opposed to 
connecting the VL jack straight to the +5V jack. 
The +5V jack is the positive power source for the 
CS5317 IC whereas the VL jack supplies power 
to all the digital ICs. Care should be taken that 
noise is not coupled between VL and +5V; 
however, supply noise is generally not a problem 
with the CS53 l 7 since the on-chip decimation fil
ter will remove any interference outside of its 
passband. The +5 and -5 V supply lines are fil-

VA+ 

R7 
10 

2 

VD+ 

+ CS C7 

110 uF I0.1 uF 

-
R5 

10k 
17 PHDT 

~~--------- 1 B VCOIN 
DOE --=3-----''"" ·--

DOUT i-=B ________ _,_ DOUT (fig. 3) 

CLKIN 
TPB 

ll-_.._---'l/\/\~---------9~ CLKIN CLKOUT CLKOUT (fig. 3) 

AIN 

DS27DB2 

CLKIN (fig.6) 

C14 
0.1 uF 

• Remove for logic gate CLKIN source 

11 

12 

DATA DATA (fig. 3) AST >-'-"--A-~uu, ____ _, 

U6 
AIN 

REFBUF 
MODE 

CS5317 

AGND DGND 

VA- VD-
14 10 

RB 
10 

Figure 2. Analog-to-Digital Converter 
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tered on the board and then connected to the VA+ 
and VA- supply pins of the chip. The +5 V and 
-5V are then connected by means of ten Q resis
tors to the Vo+ arid Vo- pins respectively. 
Capacitive filtering is provided on all supply pins 
of the chip. In addition there is a 0.1 µF filter 
capacitor connected from the REFBUF pin of the 
chip to the VA- supply pin. 

To properly operate, the CS5317 chip requires an 
external (5 V CMOS compatible) clock. A BNC 
connector labelled CLKIN is provided to connect 
the off-board clock signal to the board. The 
CLKIN signal is also available on the 40 pin 
header connector. The CLKIN signal is one input 

us 

CDB5317 

to the phase detector of the on-chip phase locked 
loop of the CS5317. 

Header connector P2 · (see Figure 2) is provided to 
allow mode selection for the CS5317 chip. The 
mode selection works together with the CLKIN 
signal to set the sample rate and the output word 
rate of the CS5317. See the CS5317 data sheet 
for details on mode selection. Two of the avail
able modes (CLKG 1 and CLKG2) utilize the 
on-chip phase locked loop to step up the CLKIN 
frequency to obtain the necessary sample rate 
clock for the AID converter. Another mode (the 
CLKOR mode) does not use the on-chip PLL but 
instead drives the sample function directly. The 

~-----------~ DOUT2 
(fig. 6) 

14 4 

s 

C10 
:::J: 0.1 uF 

D 

5 
C1 

'.b 0.1 uF 
D U4 Q 

3 74HC74 
:>0"'-=-< ... ---=-1 CL 

TP2 

UNUSED GATES 

VL 
10 

s Q 9 

VL 11 U4 
CL 

- 8 
R Q 

13 
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DOUT 
(fig. 2) 

7 

GND R 

n------ DROY 
(fig. 6) 

Q 

CLKOUT ~4 

(fig. 
2

) ~-~-5---.-6--,i----------- CLKOUT 

(fig. 6) 

~----------~ CLKOUT2 
(fig. 6) 

DATA e1110 i 9. ~----------- DATA1 
o~.~ _ ~ ~g.~ 

DATA 
(fig. 6) 

Figure 3. Buffers and Parallel Handshake Flip-Flop 
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CLKOUT 

CDB5317 

DATA I 1s I 14 I 1s I 12 I 11 I 10 I 9 s I 1 I s s I 4 I s I 2 1 I o 

DOUT 

Note: For a complete description of serial timing see the CS5317 Data Sheet 

Figure 4 Serial Data Timing 

two modes which use the phase locked loop will 
require appropriate low pass filter components on 
the Evaluation Board. The low pass filter com
ponents help determine the PLL control loop 
response, including its bandwidth and stability 
and therefore directly affect the transient response 
of the PLL control loop. Appropriate filter com
ponents should be installed if a particular 
dynamic response to changes of the CLKIN sig
nal is desired. 

The filter components which are installed on the 
board have been chosen for the following 
parameters: MODE: CLKG2; CLKIN: 7,200; 
N=512; damping factor: 1.0; Control loop -3 dB 
bandwidth: 2262 radians/second. These 
parameters yield R as 10 k Q and C as 0.22 µF 
for the filter components. 

Serial Data 

The analog signal to be digitized is input to the 
AIN BNC connector. The digital output words 
from the CS5317 are buffered by HEX inverters 
as shown in Figure 3. The buffered versions of 
the CLKOUT and DATA signals are available on 
the header connector Pl in Figure 6. The serial 
data signals out of the CS5317 are illustrated in 
Figure 4. If remote control of the DOE line is 
desired, the trace on the PC Board can be opened 
and a wire connection can be soldered to the 
DOE input line. Remote control of the RST line 
of the CS5317 is also available if desired. 

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the serial to parallel 
shift registers including timing information. The 
DATA output signal from the CS5317 is input to 
the data input of the shift register. An inverted 
version of the CLKOUT signal is used to clock 
the DATA into the shift registers. The two 8-bit 
shift register ICs also include output latches. The 

Serial Data 
Shifting Out Parallel Data (DO-D15) Valid Shifting Out Parallel Data Valid 

(\ (\~ 
DATA 

--............ mrnrnrn ..................................................................................... mrnrnrn ................................................... . 

DOUT 

-J I 
_______ .. _----_ ... _ .... _ ... _ ... _ .... _ ... _ ... ____ ~~ ~ ......................... . DACK 

Figure 5. Parallel Data Timing 
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rising edge of the DOUT signal from the CS5317 
is used to latch the data once it is input to the shift 
registers. The rising edge of OOUT is also used 
to toggle the DRDY flip flop (see Figure 3). The 
flip flop is used to signal a remote device when
ever new data is latched into the output registers. 

CLKIN 
(fig. 2) 
CLKOUT2 
(fig. 3) 

TP4 VL 
C2 

10 16 
To,1uF 

DATA1 AST 7 
(fig. 3) OH 

OG 6 

TP5 74HC595 5 OF 
U2 OE 4 

12 LATCH CLK OD 3 

QC 2 
11 

SHIFTCLK OB 
14 DIN QA 15 

GND OE 
8 13 

VL 
C3 

10 16 
To.1uF 

9 AST 7 
DOUT QH 

QG 6 

74HC595 OF 5 

U3 OE 4 

12 3 
DOUT2 LATCH CLK QD 
(fig. 3) QC 2 

CLKOUT 11 SHIFTCLK QB 

CDBS317 

The DRDY flip flop is reset whenever DACK oc
curs. 

A component layout of the CDB5317 board is il
lustrated in Figure 7. 

P1 

:-··············! CLKIN 

i CLKOUT 
l DATA 

D15 

D14 

D13 

D12 

D11 

D10 

D9 

D8 

A3 

10k 
-

D7 

D6 

D5 

D4 

D3 

D2 

D1 

(fig. 3) 
14 DIN 

QA 15 DO 
DATA 

~D~V (fig. 2) GND 
8 DACK .. , 

(fig. 3 
DADY 
(fig. 3) 

Figure6. 
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Figure 7. Bird's Eye View 
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CDB5324 

Evaluation Board for CS5324 
Features 

• PC/µP-compatible Header Connection 
16 Bit Parallel Data 
Three-State Output 
Data Ready Signal 

• Analog/Digital Patch Areas 

• Analog BNC Input Connector 

Reference CLKIN 
Circuitry 

IREF 
FSYNC 

DO 

CS5324 I 
D7 

SUM 

SFF 

+SV Analog -5V Analog 

+SV 
Regulator 

+15V AGND 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 Fax: (512) 445 7581 

-SV 
Regulator 

-15V 

General Description 
The CDB5324 is an evaluation board that allows the 
laboratory characterization of the CS5324 AID con
verter. The CS5324 is a 120dB dynamic range, 500Hz 
bandwidth ADC intended for seismic applications. The 
board supports ±1 O volt analog input signals and 
generates the timing signals which format the output 
data from the CS5324 into a single 16-bit parallel word. 

Ordering Information: CDB5324 

2 

Timing 
Generator 

8 

16-Bit 
Register 

+SV 
Digital 

l l 
DGND +SV 

...:::r:.. +SV 
0---

Reset 

Header 

JAN '90 
DS36DB1 
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+5V 

+15V 

P6KE 
CR2 

R6 

-15V 

CR3 

= 

= 

CR4 

1 N6276A 

TP9 

47 uF 
35V 

TP 11 

TP17 
U12 
LTC 
1021 

4 

TP13 

= 

CDB5324 

+5V0 

U10 
TP10 To 

IN 78L05 OUT Fig. 5 

ACZ 
+5VA 

GND 10 uF 
25V 

TP18 

6 
+10V 

5 10k To 

R7 Fig. 5, 
TP18 

+5V L 

CR1 
IN4148 

POWER DOWN 

PWDN 
To Fig. 5, 

U13, pin 15 

U11 
TP 12 

IN 79L05 OUT 
-5V A 

ACZ 

GND 10 uF 
25V 

Figure 1. Voltage Regulators and +10V Reference 
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Power Supplies and Voltage Reference 

The CDB5324 evaluation board requires three 
separate input voltages for proper operation. 
Figure 1 illustrates the power supply connections. 
The required power supply input voltages consist 
of +SV, +15V, and -15V. The +5V input supplies 
power to the digital logic portion of the board. 
The +15V and -15V inputs are regulated down to 

+ 

1ouFJY.1uFI 

10 

+5Vo -WV.;::t 1 
1 OuFT0.1 uFI 

+5V0 

osc 
Module 
4 MHz 

7 

14 10 

CDB5324 

provide the +5V and -5V supplies necessary for 
the CS5324. Also included in Figure 1 is a start
up circuit which allows a power-down signal to 
tum off both the CS5324 and the supply current 
to the LTC1021 voltage reference. An RC delay is 
added as part of the start-up circuitry to insure the 
the +5V digital supply is present before the 
LTC1021 voltage reference is turned on. The 
FSYNC and CLKIN signals to the CS5324 must 

TP15 

8 r----------- 4 MHz Clock 
To Fig. 3 

4 

12 s 9 
D Q 2 D S Q 5 

DS36DB1 

Note: This circuitry is 
added in the digital 
patch area. 

+5 V0 

Reset H~ +5Vo 

FSYNC 

From Fig. 3 

--

10 k 

11 CL 

a a 
R 

7 13 

74HC74 

+5V0 

14 4 

2 s 
Q 5 D 

3 CL 

R Q 6 

CL 

R Q 

+5V0 

10 

12 s 
D Q 

11 CL 

R 
Q 

13 

+SV 

74HC74 

Figure 2. Clock Oscillator/Divider 
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8 

1 MHz clock 
to Fig. 5 
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be furnished by the digital logic whenever the 
voltage reference is turned on to insure proper 
start-up of the device. This start-up circuitry is 
provided on the evaluation board to insure proper 
start-up of the CS5324 while using separate 
laboratory supplies which may then be turned on 
in any sequence. This circuitry is not required if 
all of the supplies are activated at the same time. 

12 

11 

6 

5 

4 
TP 8 

3 
2 

CDB5324 

Clock Oscillator/Divider 

Figure 2 illustrates the oscillator and clock 
divider circuitry used to generate the 1 MHz 
clock for the CS5324 AID converter. This cir
cuitry is in the digital patch area of the circuit 
card. The 1 MHz clock to the CS5324 must have 
low jitter. Jitter on the clock of any high resolu-

+5V0 

14 TP16 

74HC30 8 

7 U9 

+5V0 
0.1uF 

ctl-
14 4 

D Q 5 

74HC74 

3 CL 

U7 Q 6 

7 

WORD 

+5Vo 

10 

12 D Q 
74HC74 

11 CL 

U7 Q 

13 

+5Vo 

FSYNC 
To Fig. 2, 5 

WORD 

WORD 
To U4, pin 5 

9 

8 

U4 TP 6 

LBL, 
To Fig. 6 

U4 TP 7 

HBL, 

To Fig. 6 

From U7, pin 5 +5Vo 

Figure 3. Timing Generator 
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tion AID converter will reduce the signal-to-noise 
capability of the device. 

Note that both the oscillator and the dual D flip
flop used to divide the oscillator output are 
individually decoupled from the +5V logic supp
ly. The second dual D flip-flop pair are used to 
synchronize the 1 MHz from the dual D divider 
to be in phase with the 1 MHz out of the 
74HC590 counter. This synchronization is neces
sary to insure that the other timing signals derived 
from the 74HC590 outputs have the proper phase 
relationship to the 1 MHz clock in the CS5324. 

CDB5324 

Reset 

To insure synchronization of the 1 MHz clock to 
the CS5324 with the other clock signals in the 
system, .the reset button in the digital patch area 
of the board must be activated after power is ap
plied to the system. 

Timing Generator 

Figure 3 illustrates the logic circuitry which 
generates the timing signals used to latch the data 
coming out of the CS5324 AID converter. The 
outputs from the 74HC590 counter are used to 
generate FSYNC, HBL (High Byte Latch), LBL 
(Low Byte Latch), and WORD. Figure 4 il
lustrates the timing relationships of these signals . 

FSYNC 

.._I,------ 32 CLKIN Cycles-----

DS36DB1 

1.0 MHz 
CLKIN 

HBL 

LBL 

g~fi24 ~ HI BYTE x LO BYTE )>--------'''"~ 
OUTPUT 

WORD 

DROY rrrmn11111111111111 

Figure 4. Timing Diagram 
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CS5324 AID Converter 

The connections to the CS5324 chip are il
lustrated in Figure 5. The analog and digital 
supply voltages are all decoupled close to the 
device. Included in the schematic are the discrete 
components used to develop the reference current 

and signal current inputs to the device. The AIN 
BNC is the signal input to the evaluation board. 
The input range is set for 20 volts p-p. Data from 
the CS5324 is output as two 8-bit bytes. These 
two bytes are latched into the output registers of 
Figure 6. 
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Figure 5. CS5324 AID Converter 
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Output Registers/Header Connector 

Data from the CS5324 AID converter is latched 
into the two 74HC574 octal flip-flops by the HBL 
and LBL latch signals generated by the timing 
generator. The outputs of the 74HC574's are then 
connected to the 40-pin header Connector. 
Figure 7 identifies the pins on the 40-pin header. 

Note that each of the data output pins is adjacent 
to a ground pin on the header. In constructing a 
cable for interfacing to the evaluation board, 
twisted-pair ribbon cable (Beldon Vari-Twist 
9V28040 or equivalent) should be used. Each 
twisted pair should include a ground line with the 
data signal as this minimizes radiated noise. 
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07-00 -------+- 7 
From Fig. 5 8 8 

+-*---------

Low V 8 
Byte 1 

+5V0 

1d10 

,--~D Q~ 
U3 

~CL 
74HC74 

? Q~ 

y-113 
- +5V0 

+5V0 

_,!, 4 
+5V0 ~ D Q~ 
TP 5 

9 

CLK OE ~ 

From HBL ----1~1J ];011 
Fig.3 ,------ [ 

0.1 uF+5V0 

~ hl20 ~_____.,~1~5ko = •h 
~ 19 = ·~}' 07 

~ U2 18 \9p 06 

~ 17 i9p 05 

~ 16 :!>y 04 

-~ 74HC574 15 i:!>_p 03 

~ 14 [ p 02 

~ 13 \? 01 

c_JL 12 i 'P DO 
CLK OE :, y ~ U3 

WORD~CL From LBL __ 1_1] i;o11 DACK DROY 
From, Fig. 3 74HC74 Fig.3 ~---

06 

Figure 6. Output Registers/Header Connector 
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DRDY 

(ORST) DO 
(UF) D1 
(OF) D2 

(0) D3 
(BO) D4 
(81) D5 
(82) D6 
(83) D7 
(84) DB 
(85) D9 
(86) D10 
(87) D11 
(88) D12 
(89) D13 

(810) D14 
(811) D15 

cs 

DACK 
DGND 

DGND 

Figure 7. Header Pin Identification 

Using the Evaluation Board 

Connect the appropriate power supply voltages to 
the binding posts of the board. Twist the +5V 
digital supply lead with the digital ground lead 
from the board to the supply. Also twist the supp
ly leads for the analog voltages. Use a high 
quality power supply which is low in noise and 
line frequency (50/60 Hz) interference. 

Connect a coaxial cable from the analog BNC to 
the signal source. Note that the performance of 
the AID converter will exceed the capability of 
most signal generators, especially with respect to 
noise and line frequency interference. 

Power-up the evaluation board and activate the 
reset button (located in the digital patch area). 
The ribbon cable to the 40-pin header should 
remain disconnected until after power is applied 
to the board. This is a requirement only if power 
can be sourced from the data collection equip
ment to the evaluation board. (In the event that 
current is sourced through the ribbon cable into 
the evaluation board, and then power is applied, 
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the evaluation board circuitry may not start-up 
properly). 

Data from the evaluation board must be 
processed using digital filter functions, such as 
those found in the Appendix of the CS5324 data 
sheet to achieve the full 120 dB dynamic range of 
the AID. 

Evaluation Board Performance 

To evaluate the performance of the evaluation 
board will require a quality signal source. A 
Khron-Hite 4400A low distortion oscillator can 
be used if an additional narrowband filter is used 
to filter out the line frequency interference and 
broadband noise which is part of the oscillator 
signal. Note that when using the Khron-Hite os
cillator with a 60 Hz line frequency, interference 
components at 60, 120, 180 and 240 Hz show up 
as well as the oscillator fundamental. These inter
ference components are generally 105 to 115 dB 
below full scale and will therefore show up in an 
FFT plot of the A/D's performance. 

With a pure signal source provided to the AIN 
BNC input, output words are collected and fil
tered. The resulting data is then windowed and 
submitted to the FFT algorithm. The results can 
then be plotted. Performance plots for the 
CS5324 can be found in the CS5324 data sheet. 

Component Layout 

Figure 8 illustrates the component layout of the 
CDB5324 evaluation board. Note that this layout 
does not include the components added in the 
digital patch area. The components in the digital 
patch area are indicated in schematic diagram of 
Figure 2. 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CDB5326 CDB5327 
CDB5328 CDB5329 

Evaluation Board for CS5326, CS5327, CS5328 and CS5329 
Features 

• Demonstrates recommended layout 
and grounding arrangements 

• Buffered Serial Output Interface 

• Jumper Selectable 16 or 18-Bit Parallel 
Output Interface 

• Digital and Analog Patch Areas 

• On-board or externally supplied system 
timing 

-15V GND +15V GND +SV 

General Description 
The CDB5326 and CDB5327 evaluation boards allow 
fast evaluation of the CS5326 and CS5327 16-bit, 
stereo AID converters. The CDB5328 and CDB5329 
evaluation boards allow fast evaluation of the CS5328 
and CS5329 18-bit, stereo AID converters. The boards 
generate all converter timing signals and provide both 
parallel and serial output interfaces. Evaluation requires 
a digital signal processor, a low-distortion signal source, 
and a power supply. 

The evaluation boards may also be configured to accept 
external timing signals for operation in a user applica
tion during system development. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

CDB5326, CDB5327, CDB5328, CDB5329 

ANALOG DIGITAL 
PATCH 
AREA 

AINR 

ANALOG 
INPUTS AINL 

EXTCLKIN 

CS5326, 

CS5327, 

CS5328, 
OR 

CS5329 

CLOCK I TIMING 

GENERATOR 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 FAX: (512) 445 7581 

PATCH 
AREA 

OFFSET 
CALIBRATION 

NETWORK 

0 lJR 

0 SCLK 

0 SDATA 

SERIAL TO 

PARALLEL 

CONVERTER 

SERIAL 
OUTPUT 
DATA 

PARALLEL 
OUTPUT 
DATA 

JUL '89 
DS35DB3 
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Power Supply Circuitry 

The schematic diagram in Figure 1 shows the 
evaluation board power supply circuitry. Power is 
supplied to the evaluation board by five binding 
posts. The ±5 Volt analog power supply inputs of 
the converter are derived from ±15 Volts using 
the voltage regulators Ull and U12. The +5 Volt 
digital supply for the converter and the discrete 
logic on the board is provided by the +5V and 
DGND binding posts. Dl, D2 and D4 are tran
sient suppressors which also provide protection 
from incorrectly connected power supply leads. 
C25-C28, C30 and C31 provide general power 
supply filtering for the analog supplies. As shown 
in Figure 2, C10-C13 provide localized decou
pling for the converter VA+ and VA- pins. Note 
that Cl3 is connected between VA- and VA+ and 
not VA- and AGND. Space for a ferrite bead in
ductor, Ll, has been provided so that the board 
may be modified to power the converter's VDl+ 
and VD2+ inputs directly from the VA+ supply. 
Note that the trace connecting VD+ to Ll must be 

CDB5326, 7,8,9 

broken before L1 may be installed. R5 and C7 
low-pass filter the analog logic power supply pin, 
VL+. The evaluation board uses both an analog 
and a digital ground plane which are connected at 
a single point by Jl. This ground plane arrange
ment isolates the board's digital logic from the 
analog circuitry. 

Analog Inputs 

As shown in Figure 2, the analog input signals are 
connected to the board via the BNC connectors 
labeled AINL and AINR (for the left and right 
channel inputs respectively). Rl and Cl provide 
antialiasing and optimum source impedance for 
the right analog input channel while R2 and C2 
do so for the left channel. The ZEROR and 
ZEROL inputs are tied to the analog ground plane 
on the board as shipped from the factory, but 
space is provided for an optional RC section on 
each. These RC sections may be added to model 
the output impedance of the analog signal source 
for use during an offset calibration. 

+15V 
U11 

<c»----<.---+---+--!IN 78L05OUT1---+-----

-15V 

+5V 

11·42 

COM 

COM 
<Ol-~t---_.__--_._---11N 79L05 OUT 1---+------

U12 

02 = 04 = 1 N6276A 1.5KE 
01 = P6KE-6V8P from Thomson 

Cot---<---.~--.---- VD+ 

0.1 uF 

Figure 1. Power Supply Circuitry 
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10 uF 0.1 uF 

+~17 ~16 
28 21 8 

VA- >-----<o-----a--a-=--< VA-

24 LGND 
19 DGND 

rlC>t------.l'\l\/\l\l'-----.------=-i2 AINL 

VREF NC NC 

U1 

CS5326, 

CS5327, 

CS5328, 

OR 

CS5329 

ACAL 7 

DCAL 9 

TST1 11 

TST2 12 

TST3 13 

UR 
UR 14 

SDATA 

SDATA 16 

SCLK 

SCLK 15 

ZEROL ZEROR CLKIN 

EXTCLKIN 

~,_____________1R6-------" 

Figure 2. ADC Connections 
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VD+ 

14 
U2 

8 6.144 MHz 
'--------' Oscillator 

Module 
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UR 

SDATA 

SCLK 
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Timing Generator 

P2 selects the master clock source supplied to the 
CLKIN pin of the converter. As shipped from the 
factory, P2 is set to the "INT' position to select 
the 6.144 MHz clock signal provided by U2. An 
external master clock signal may be connected to 
the EXTCLKIN connector and selected by plac
ing P2 in the "EXT' position. Note that R6, tied 
between EXTCLKIN and GND, is available for 
impedance matching an external clock source. As 
recommended in the converter's data sheet, 
SCLK is connected to ACLKA to clock data out 
of the converter at half the CLKIN frequency as 
shown in Figure S. To generate the uR signal, 
ACLKA is divided by 64 with the counter U3 
shown in Figure 3. Since U3 is an asynchronous 
counter that advances on falling edges of 
ACLKA, U9A insures that uR meets the tcir, 
taclr, and tscklr timing requirements specified in 

1 15 

ACLKA 

QL OK 
10 CLK OJ 14 

U3 a 1 12 
Q 13 

74HC4040 0 H 

.----16~vcc a 4 
VD+ 

C18 
0.1 uF 8 

.-----4GND 

OD 5 

QC 6 

CDB5326, 7 ,8,9 

the converter's data sheet The divide by 32 out
put of U3 is also used to generate the LCLK 
signal for the parallel output interface. 

Parallel Output Interface 

Figure 4 depicts the parallel output interface 
available on the evaluation board. This network 
assembles 16-bit or 18-bit words from the serial 
data output by the converter. P6 selects the word 
size which sould be set to "16" for use with the 
CSS326 and CSS327 and "18" for use with the 
CSS328 and CSS329. Each bit of serial data is 
clocked out of the converter on the rising edge of 
SCLK and shifted into the 24-bit shift register 
formed by U4, US and UlO on SCLK's falling 
edge. After all data bits for the selected channel 
have been shifted into U4, US and UlO the data is 
latched onto PS by the rising edge of LCLK. 

VD+ 
SCLK 

R9 47k0 

QB 7 bLR 
11 

-----tRST 
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OF t=2~-----'-14 D U9A Q 2 UR 
OE QA 74HC175 
3 9 SCLK 9 0 3 

p~r··-M 
Ri ; 6 5 
Li .<>ii __ _, 

'····' U7C 
12 13 

P6 
1s;···········! 
18i xi LCLK 

L •.•.••••. .! 

D CLR 9 5 7 2 
U6B 01------<~~D U9B Q 1 D 

74HC74 74HC175 9 74HC175 

SCLK 11 CLK a 8 SCLK 9 a 6 SCLK a 11 

PRE 
10 

Figure 3. Timing Generator 
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R10f~lcs 
47k0 Pj: LCLK 

'42± __ 9--J~---="1~13~ 
._,_.._.__--'1'-=16 DOUT OE0 7 

Tc29 VCC Hr---
_t: QG~ 
io.1uFslGND OF~ 
~ U10 QE~ 

2:: RS 74HC595 3 
~ 47kO Ooi--

e----140 SRCLR OcrL 

--+---1-2-i>Latch CLK Os>-1 ---1-~ 
r---t----1-1l>vShiftCLK QA~ PS 

DIN ~·x 
141 '--------++j _,'_? D17 (MSS) 

VD+ __ 9~--~ '-----++! _,'_? 016 

ACLKA />--------+-41 

LCLK >>--------
T_ 16 DOUT OH~?-+----++!_,'_? 015 Tc vcc ~ 
_[_C19 08 6 i '_? D14 
1 0.1uF 8 5 :. '" D13 

~ 
R9 
47k0 

~ GND OFr-----+------++-'I 
U4 Q E "-'4-----<'-------~!_..,'_,Pj D12 

74HC595 OD 3 i<?_pl D11 
___ 1--<0 SRCLR Oc 2 )<?y D10 

~-+---1-2nLatch CLK Os 1 i?'Y D9 

.-+---1~1nShift CLK QA 15 l~ DB 
DIN OE 

1941 113 
~ 1·1-3-~ r--+ 

VD+ r---~~--==----. ~ ~ 
T 16 DOUT OEQH 7 'Y 07 

Tc vcc 
=1:::C20 08 6 ?'_? 06 

r_0.1uF9 GND QF 5 ?'_? D5 

~ 4 U5 QE 4 ?'_? 04 
PRE 

5 74HC595 a 0 3 ~-P D3 
D U6A Of% 

74HC74 ~--1--<0 SRCLR Oc 2 i¢_,P D2 

CLR '-------1_1< >Shift CLK QA 15 l ~ p DO (LSS) [
3j>CLK Q~ ~---1-2vLatchCLK Os 1 ,?p 01 

1 DIN VD+ DACK[? I DROY 

SDATA ,,>----+---+---------1--'4f ~VD+ 0.1uF £12 ..... . t=-i 47k0 
214 1 C22 = 

'---------t---------=-a:_,fff-'-------------' 

DS35DB3 

7 U7A 
= 74HC14 

P4 
LIR>---fO"ii LIA 

'----------------------iO,·~ >iDRDY 

Figure 4. Parallel Output Interface 
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DCLKA 

A CL KA 

U7B 

20 ACLKA 0 

22 

CDB5326,7,8,9 

10 U6 PIN 11 
U9 PIN 9 

U3 PIN 10 SCLK 

SCLK 
15 U4, U5, U10 PIN 11 

U1 

CS5326, UR CS5327, 
CS5328, UR 

14 UR 
OR U9 PIN 2 

CS5329 

SDATA 
o = hole in trace 

USE 

Figure 5. Serial Output Interface 

P3 selects the channel whose output data will be 
converted to parallel form and presented on P5. 
With P3 in the "B" (both) position, parallel data 
from one channel will be presented first with data 
from the other channel presented subsequently. In 
the "L" (left) position, only left channel conver
sions will be presented, while in the "R" (right) 
position only right channel conversions are 
presented. 

Two interface mechanisms are provided for read
ing the data from this port. With the first, the 
falling edge of LCLK is used to clock the parallel 
data into the digital signal processor. (LCLK may 

11·46 

be jumpered from P7 to the "X" position of P5.) 
Alternatively, a handshake protocol implemented 
with DACK and DRDY may be used to transfer 
data to the signal processor. The fall of DRDY in
forms the digital signal processor that a new data 
word is available. The processor then reads the 
port and acknowledges the transfer by asserting 
DACK. Note that DRDY will not be asserted 
again unless DACK is momentarily brought high 
although new data will continue to be latched 
onto the port. 
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Serial Output lnteiface 

The serial output interface is provided by the 
SDATA, SCLK, and L/R BNC connectors on the 
evaluation board. These outputs are buffered, as 
shown in Figure 5, in order to isolate the con
verter from the digital signal processor. Serial 
data is clocked out of the converter by the 
ACLKA signal at half of the master clock fre
quency. Note that in this configuration the serial 
output data is clocked out during the first part of 
each L/R cycle. After the data for the selected 
channel has been clocked out, zeros are clocked 
out during the remaining SCLK cycles before 
L/R changes state. 

Offset Calibration Circuit 

Figure 6, shows the optional offset calibration cir
cuit provided on the evaluation board. Upon 
power-up, this circuit provides a pulse on the 
Analog to Digital Converter's DPD and APD pins 
initiating an offset calibration cycle. Releasing 
SWl also initiates an offset calibration cycle. Pl 
selects the signal source used during offset 
calibration. In the "AIN" position, the AINL and 
AINR inputs are selected during calibration, 
while in the "ZERO" position, the ZEROL and 
ZEROR inputs are selected. 

10~/.,VlD+ 1 ~~4148 
8~9 . 

Cal-·-~~ 
(APO & DPD) U7D 0.1 uF L SW1 Ic15 11 CAL 

Figure 6. Offset Calibration Circuit 
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Con.figuring the Board/or External Timing 

An external master clock may be supplied to the 
board directly via the EXTCLKIN input. The 
board's SCLK and L/R connectors may also be 
configured to accept input signals. This is ac
complished with a simple modification. As shown 
in Figure 5, holes (represented by hollow circles) 
in the SCLK and L/R traces have been added to 
accomodate installing jumper wires and to 
facilitate breaking traces. Drilling through the 
surface pad of one of these holes with a small 
twist drill effectively breaks the trace and allows 
it to be driven by another source attached at an 
adjacent hole. This technique can be used to con
nect the converter to externally generated SCLK 
and L/R signals during system development. Note 
that the SCLK trace must be broken at US pin 2 
and Ul pin 22 before it may be configured as an 
input. Similarly, the L/R trace must b~ broken at 
U9 pin 2 and US pin 10 before the BNC connec
tor may be configured as an input. 
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CONNECTOR INPUT/OUTPUT 

+1S input 

-1 S input 

AGND input 

+S input 

DGND input 

AINL input 

AINA input 

EXTCLKIN input 

UR output 

SDATA output 

SCLK output 

PS output 

P7(LCLK) output 

P7(CS) 
--" 

input 

CDB5326, 7,8,9 

SIGNAL PRESENT 

+ 1 S Volts from power supply 
-

• 1 S Volts from power supply 

analog ground connection from power supply 

+SV for ADC VD1+ I VD2+ and discrete logic 

digital ground connection from power supply 

left channel analog input 

right channel analog input 

external master clock input 

left /right channel signal 

serial output data 

serial output clock 

parallel output data 

latch clock for U4, US, and U1 O output registers 

output enable for U4, US, and U10 output registers 

Table 1. System Con.nections 

JUMPER PURPOSE POSITION FUNCTION SELECTED 

P1 selects offset calibration AIN AINL and AINA selected during 
input source offset calibration 

•zERO ZEROL and ZEROR selected during 
offset calibration 

P2 selects master clock source •1NT CLKIN provided by U2 
for CSS326 CLKIN 

EXT CLKIN provided by EXTCLKIN BNC 

P3 selects channel for serial to •L left channel data presented on PS 
parallel conversion R right channel data presented on PS 

B left then right channel data 
alternately presented on PS 

P4 selects L/R or DADY as the •oRDY DROY selected to signal the arrival of 
output status signal presented new data for the selected channel 
on PS UR L/R selected 

P6 s.elects 16-bit or 18-bit 16 16-bit data on PS ~D1S .. DO) for 
parallel output word size CSS326 and CSS 27 

18 18-bit data on PSf:f 17 .. 00) for 
CSS327 and CSS 29 

• Default setting from factory 

Table 2. Jumper Selectable Options 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CDB5336 
CDB5338 

CDB5337 
CDB5339 

Evaluation Board for CS5336, CS5337, CS5338 and CS5339 
Features 

• Demonstrates recommended layout 
and grounding arrangements 

• Buffered Serial Output Interface 

• Jumper Selectable 16 or 18-Bit Parallel 
Output Interface 

• Digital and Analog Patch Areas 

• On-board or externally supplied system 
timing 

-15V GND +15V GND +5V 

General Description 
The CDB5336, CDB5337 CDB5338 and CDB5339 
evaluation boards allow fast evaluation of the CS5336, 
CS5337, CS5338 and CS5339 16-bit, stereo AID con
verters. The boards generate all converter timing 
signals and provide both parallel and serial output inter
faces. Evaluation requires a digital signal processor, a 
low-distortion signal source, and a power supply. 

The evaluation boards may also be configured to accept 
external timing signals for operation in a user applica
tion during system development. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: 

CDB5336, CDB5337, CDB5338, CDB5339 

ANALOG DIGITAL 
PATCH 
AREA 

AINR 

ANALOG 
INPUTS AINL 

EXTCLKIN 

CS5336, 

CS5337, 

CS5338, 
OR 

CS5339 

CLOCK I TIMING 

GENERATOR 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 FAX: (512) 445 7581 

PATCH 
AREA 

OFFSET 
CALIBRATION 

NETWORK 

0 UR 

0 SCLK 

0 SDATA 

SERIAL TO 
PARALLEL 
CONVERTER 

SERIAL 
OUTPUT 
DATA 

PARALLEL 
OUTPUT 
DATA 

MAR '90 
0823081 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CS5412 Evaluation Board 
Features 

• Throughout Rates to 1 MHz 

• Jumper Selectable 
Unipolar/Bipolar Input Range 
Continuous Conversion 

• Buffered 12-Bit Data 

• Optional Phase-Locked-Loop to 
Synchronize to Sampling Signal 

• Adjustable Voltage Reference 

• PC/uP-Compatible Header Connection 

+5V 

l 
AIN 

General Description 
The CDB5412 is a completed, tested evaluation board 
for the CS5412 12-bit high-speed analog to digital con
verter. It includes a CS5412 and all of the components 
necessary to quickly and thoroughly verify the 
converter's performance under a wide variety of operat
ing conditions. 

On-board circuitry includes voltage references and 
clock circuitry, plus data buffers, so that the user need 
only supply power and an input signal to exercise the 
CS5412. 

An on-board phase-locked-loop may be used to simu
late systems that have a periodic sample clock not 
synchronized to a system clock, or where a clock 8 
times the sampling clock is not available. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: CDB5412 

GND -5V 

1 l 
DO·Dll BDO.BDll 

i5R BOO. 

HOLD 
CS5412 Cs BCS H 

AID 
RD 

Converter CCNV 

OVRNG 

RST 

CLKIN 

POSITIVE +VREF -VREF NEGATIVE 
REFERENCE 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 TWX: 910-874-1352 

REFERENCE 

BRD 

BCCNV 

E 
A 
D 
E 
R 

JAN '89 
DS2DB3 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CDB5412 Evaluation Board is a stand-alone 
environment for easy lab evaluation of the 
CS5412 High-Speed Analog-to-Digital Converter. 
Positive and negative references are included on 
the board and can be configured for ±1.5 volt 
bipolar or O-to-3 volt unipolar operation. The 
digital output of the CS5412 is buffered and 
series terminated allowing the board to drive 
twisted-pair ribbon cable. The CDB5412 also 
includes an optional phase-locked-loop (PLL) 
that will generate the requisite master clock given 
a periodic sample clock. When supplied with the 
necessary +5 volt and -5 volt power supplies and 
an analog signal source, the CDB5412 will 
provide converted data at the 40 pin header. 

The CDB5412 is designed to allow easy and 
thorough evaluation of the performance of the 
CS5412. The CDB5412 is a four layer board with 
one signal layer, two power planes, and a ground 
plane; the decoupling scheme is designed to 
insure accurate evaluation of the converter's 
performance for a wide variance in the quality of 
the power supplies. 

The CDB5412 can also be used as a performance 
benchmark when designing your own system, and 
for ideas on appropriate layout schemes. 

Before starting an evaluation, we strongly recom
mend reviewing the CS5412 data sheet. A 
thorough understanding of the CS5412 will make 
it easier to quickly and fully evaluate the part. 

Suggested Evaluation Method 

One efficient method of dynamically evaluating 
the CS5412 using the CDB5412 is to connect 
AIN to a spectrally pure sine wave and collecting 
a consecutive number of samples. FFT analysis 
can then be done on the samples to produce 
signal-to-noise and signal-to-distortion ratios. 
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Equipment needed consist of the following: 
• CDB5412 Evaluation Board 

• Good split power supply capable of supplying 
+5Vand-5V. 

• A spectrally pure sine wave generator such as 
the Krohn-Hite Model 4400A "Ultra-Low Dis
tortion Oscillator" 

• High-speed data storage 

• Computer/PC capable of acquiring data from 
high-speed data storage 

• A software routine to perform a Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) 

The sine-wave generator supplies the analog sig
nal, AIN, to the CDB5412. Converted data will 
appear at the header since the board is, by default, 
in the continuous convert mode. 

The header is connected to the high-speed 
storage. This storage can consist of FIFO's or 
static RAM and counters, or a logic analyzer ~ith 
the ability to transfer data to a computer or PC. If 
FIFO's or static RAMs are employed, and a PC is 
the host computer, a data acquisition board such 
as the Metrabyte Model PI012 "24 Bit Parallel 
Digital 1/0 Interface" can be used to transfer the 
data to the PC. If the input signal is not 
synchronized with the sample frequency so that 
an integer number of periods is acquired, the data 
must be windowed to avoid end point 
discontinuities. We use the Blackman-Harris 
window which forces the endpoints to zero. An 
FFT analysis on the resulting data will yield 
spectral information on the converter. Figure 1 
graphically illustrates the results of such analysis. 
For Figure 1, 1024 consecutive samples were 
taken with the CDB5412 sampling a lOOkHz sine 
wave input at 1 MHz. The samples were modified 
by the Blackman-Harris window before FFT 
analysis. 
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OdB 

................. ..........•...•............ Sampling Rate: 1 MHz 
-20dB .•............... ........•.•......•.......... Full Scale: 3V p·p 

-40dB 

-60dB 
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Amplitude -80dB 
Relative to 
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-120dB 

..............•.. ............................ S/(N+D): 70.3 dB 

de 100 

Input Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 6. Typical CSS412 FFT Performance 
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BOARD DESCRIPTION 

MODES 

Continuous Convert 

The default mode for the CDB5412 is continuous 
convert (CCNV) active with the PLL inactive. 
Therefore, the CS5412 is always converting and 
the HOLD signal is not used. The part can be 
taken out of continuous convert mode in one of 
two ways, either by placing a strap jumper on J6 
or by driving BCCNV at the stake header low. 
Once out of continuous convert mode, the HOLD 
signal must be driven. HOLD is described in 
greater detail in the "Inputs" section. 

Unipolar/Bipolar 

The CDB5412 board is factory calibrated for 
bipolar mode (AIN = ±1.5 Vpeak:). In bipolar 
mode, strap jumpers are placed on J3 and J5 (both 
marked with a "B") which are located in the 
Negative Reference, Figure 2, and the Positive 
Reference, Figure 3. 

+SV 

-SV 

figure 2. Negative Reference 
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+SV 

2 

U3 
LM336 1 

R41 
6.04 k 

+ C39 
I10uF 

CDB5412 

+SV 

C16 R48 

Figure 3. Positive Reference 

To operate the board in unipolar mode (AIN = 
AGND to +3 Vpeak), move the strap jumpers to 
J2 and J4 (both marked with a "U"). The positive 
reference pot, R43, must be calibrated to 
+3.000 volts at +VREF (pin 7) of the CS5412 
converter. 

When receiving a new board, Crystal recom
mends that the reference voltages, + VREF and 
-VREF, be verified before operation. The pots lo
cated in their respective reference section may be 

+SV 

D2 C29 
0.1 uF 

D1 C42 C28 
68uF 0.1uF 

-SV 0 1-------------e 

tweaked to calibrate the voltage level which 
should be measured at the CS5412 converter. 

Calibration 

Since the Reset switch provides a means to 
calibrate the part, the CAL pin is hard-wired to 
ground through jumper Jl. The reset signal is also 
available at the stake header and can be driven by 
any source that can drive a 1 kQ resistor 
connected to +5 volts (see Figure 5). 

R3 
VD+ 

C26 TC13 
o.1uIT 0.01 uF 

-=- -=-
R2 

VA4+ 

c2.?.[ c 1:_{ :::} 
'----'VV\r-->--_._--L_> VD-

-SV 

Figure 4. Power Supply 
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INPUTS 

Power Supplies 

A split supply should be used to generate +5 volts 
and -5 volts. These should be connected to their 
respective banana jacks on the board. A good 
quality low ripple, low noise supply will give the 
best performance. 

Figure 4 depicts power supply decoupling for the 
CDB5412, along with decoupling for the digital 
supplies and the isolated analog supplies, both of 

+SV 

CDB5412 

which are low-pass filtered to prevent noise from 
coupling into the analog supplies. Since the 
digital supply is derived from the analog supply, 
the digital supply is guaranteed to be less than or 
equal to the analog supply as specified in the 
CS54 I 2 data sheet. 

Analog In -AIN 

The factory setting for AIN is a shorting wire in 
R12 and an NPO capacitor, C3, to ground. If the 
input signal is noisy, the shorting wire should be 

Header CLKIN 

R31 1 k 
r·············av·i:i~a 

SW1 

+SV l_ C2 
100pF T 2 
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~->-----+---+-....... ,..,,.... VA2+ 

VREF- c::=>---._ _ _:.:_::...:....::.:...._._-"--l 

VA4+ c::=>----------.'71 
VD+ 

VREF+c::=>---.-----.-.!.....-J 
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VD- VD-
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37 

D10 
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34 
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Figure 5. 5412 Flash AID Converter 
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replaced with an appropriate resistor to low-pass 
filter the input noise. 

In addition to the input filtering capability, Rll is 
available for impedance matching. If the source 
driving AIN has low impedance, an appropriate 
termination resistor should be soldered in Rll. 
(see Figure 5.) 

Clock -CLKIN 

The CDB5412 has an 8.0000 MHz crystal 
installed at the factory which generates a sample 
frequency of 1 MHz. If another sample frequency 
is desired, either replace the crystal or remove the 
crystal from its socket and use the CLKIN BNC 
to generate other master clock frequencies. Rl4 
provides series termination of 51 Q. R13 may be 
used for parallel termination but must be left open 
for the crystal to oscillate (factory setting). 
CLKIN can also be generated by the on-board 
PLL. The PLL, when active, will generate a 
CLKIN frequency eight times the frequency of 

+5V 

C24 16 
0.1uFT Vee 

11 

CDB5412 

the HOLD signal. For more information on the 
PLL, see the "Phase-Locked- Loop" section. 

Hold-HOLD 

As described in the Continuous Convert section, 
the CDB5412 is factory set not to use the HOLD 
input. Driving the HOLD input while the CS5412 
is in the continuous convert mode will give 
erratic results. To use the HOLD signal, the 
CCNV signal must be driven low by placing a 
strap jumper on J6 or by driving the BCCNV 
signal at the stake header low. As described in the 
CS5412 data sheet, the HOLD signal must be 
modulo eight and synchronized to the master 
clock, CLKIN. 

Since HOLD must not be left floating, the factory 
configuration is a shorting wire in RlO (series 
termination) and a 47k Q resistor (R9) to ground. 
This configuration ties HOLD to ground (through 
R9) and provides fairly high impedance when 
driving HOLD externally. 

+5V +5V 

Serial In 14 

3 Comp In 
13 PC2out 

4 VCOout R1 11 

5 INH Reset >----+------------1 R30 
1k 

R37 
2.2k 

1.1·58 

74HC4040 
U9 

Clock 

8 GND 

10 

R46 74HC4046 
R29 47 k us 
1k 

= 6 c1. 
VCOin 

C1 
15 pF 

7 C1e NPO 

8 Vss 

= 

Figure 6. Phase-Locked-Loop 

= 
9 

R28 
301 

C25T 0.1uF 
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If the signal source used to drive HOLD is low 
impedance, R9 should be replaced with the 
appropriate resistor. R 10 can provide series 
termination. 

Phase-Locked-Loop - (PLL) 

The CDB5412 contains an optional Phase- Lock
ed-Loop (PLL) which can be used by systems 
containing a periodic sampling clock, HOLD, but 
no master clock, CLKIN. The PLL generates a 
clock eight times the frequency of HOLD and the 
PLL drives the CLKIN pin. 

The schematic for the PLL is shown in Figure 6. 
Shorting jumpers on J8 and JlO (both marked 
"OUT'') disable the PLL (factory setting). To 
enable the PLL move the jumpers from J8 and 
JlO to J7 and J9 (both marked "IN"). Since the 
CLKIN pin is driven by the PLL, the on-board 
crystal should be removed and the CLKIN BNC 
must not be driven or loaded by an external 
source. 

+5V 

5 6 7 s 10 R49 
47k 

1 

CDB5412 

The PLL ·will not work with a sampling signal, 
HOLD, that is not periodic. The PLL is designed 
to work with a HOLD signal range of 300 kHz to 
1 MHz. To redesign the PLL for other frequencies 
see the National Semiconductor 74HC4046 PLL 
Data Sheet. 

OUTPUTS 

The 12 data bits output from the CS5412 are 
buffered as shown in Figures 7 and 8, which 
minimize loading of the converters outputs. 
Series resistors are then used to minimize ringing 
when connected to twisted-pair ribbon cable. The 
+5 volt supply for the buffers is derived from the 
analog supply using the same low-pass RC 
network used on the digital supplies of the 
CS5412. 

Three of the signals at the stake header are inputs 
to the board (Figure 8). BCS and BRD are pulled 

+5V 

R5 
10 

o.o1 uF "T' C 17 C36 
_L I0.1uF 

Header 
2 DIR Vee 

D11 >---+--+--+-+--+--1-f----jA 1 81 t--~\tV,,,_R~1~5 --1--, 
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down to ground through a resistor allowing the 
CS5412 to continually output data as soon as it 
becomes available. The third input is a buffered 
continuous convert signal, BCCNV. By default 
this signal is pulled up to +5 volts through a resis
tor, which configures the CS5412 to convert at 
one eighth the master clock frequency. (The 
HOLD BNC must not be driven in this mode.) 

The 20 stake header pins opposite the signal 
names are all tied to ground. Signals with a "B" 
prefix indicate buffered signals. The "X" and "Y" 
pins are unused and allow customization of the 
CDB5412 evaluation board. 

Figure 9 illustrates the CDB5412 board layout to 
help in locating components. 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CDB5501 /CDB5503 

CS5501 !CS5503 Evaluation Board 
Features 

• Operation with on-board clock 
generator, on-board crystal, or an 
off-board clock source. 

• DIP switch selectable or micro port 
controllable: 

Unipolar/Bipolar input range 
Sleep Mode 
All Cal Modes 

• On-board Decimation Counter 

General Description 
The CDB5501/CDB5503 is an evaluation board 
designed for maximum flexibility when evaluating the 
CS5501/CS5503 AID converters. The board can easily 
be configured to evaluate all the features of the 
CS5501/CS5503, including changes in master clock 
rate, calibration modes, output decimation rates, and in
terface modes. 

The evaluation board interfaces with most 
microcontrollers and allows full control of the features of 
the CS5501 or CS5503. DIP switch selectable control is 
also available in the event a microcontroller is not used. 
The evaluation board also offers computer data inter
faces including RS-232 and parallel port outputs for 
evaluating the CS5501. 

• Multiple Data Output Interface Options: All calibration modes are selectable including Self-Cal, 
System Offset Cal, and System Offset and System Gain 
Cal. A calibration can be initiated at any time by press
ing the CAL pushbutton switch. 

RS-232 (CS5501) 
Parallel Port (CS5501) 
Micro Port (CS5501 & CS5503} ORDERING INFORMATION: CDB5501 or CDB5503 
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INTRODUCTION 

The CDB5501/CDB5503 evaluation board 
provides maximum flexibility for controlling and 
interfacing to the CS5501/CS5503 AID con
verters. The CS5501 or the CS5503 require a 
minimal amount of external circuitry. The devices 
can operate with a crystal (or ceramic resonator) 
and a voltage reference. 

The evaluation board includes several clock 
source options, a 2.5 volt trimmable reference, 
and circuitry to support several data interface 
schemes. The board operates from +5 and -5 volt 
power supplies. 

Evaluation Board Overview 

The CDB5501/CDB5503 evaluation board in
cludes extensive support circuitry to aid 
evaluation of the CS5501/CS5503. The support 
circuitry includes the following sections: 

1) A clock generator which has an on-board 
oscillator and counter divider IC. 

2) A 2.5 volt trimmable voltage reference. 

3) A Decimation Counter. 

4) A parallel output port (for CS5501 only). 

5) An RS-232 interface (for CS5501 only). 

6) A micro port (for CS5501 or CS5503). 

7) DIP switch and CAL pushbutton. 

Clock Generator 

The CS5501/CS5503 can operate off its on-chip 
oscillator or an off-chip clock source. The evalua
tion board includes a 4.9152 MHz gate oscillator 
and counter-divider chain as the primary clock 
source for the CS5501/CS5503. The counter
divider outputs offer several jumper-selectable 
frequencies as clock inputs to the 
CS5501/CS5503. The 4.9152 MHz crystal fre
quency was chosen to allow the counter-divider 
chain to also provide the common serial data rates 
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(1200, 2400, 4800, etc.) when the CDB5501 
evaluation board is configured to provide RS-232 
data output. If a different operating frequency for 
the CS5501/CS5503 is desired, three options 
exist. First, a BNC input is provided to allow an 
external CMOS ( +5V) compatible clock to be 
used. Second, the crystal (Yl) in the on-board 
gate oscillator can be changed. Or, third, the on
chip oscillator of the CS550 l/CS5503 can be 
used with a crystal connected in the Y2 position. 

2. 5 Volt Reference 

A 2.5 volt (LT1019CN8-2.5) reference is 
provided on the board. Potentiometer R9 allows 
the initial value of the reference to be accurately 
trimmed. 

Decimation Counter 

The CS55011CS5503 updates its internal output 
register with a 16-bit word every 1024 clock 
cycles of the master clock. Each time the output 
register is updated the DRDY line goes low. Al
though output data is updated at a high rate it may 
be desireable in certain applications to activate 
the CS to read the data at a much lower rate. A 
decimation counter is provided on the board for 
this purpose. The counter reduces the rate at 
which the CS line of the CS5501 is activated by 
only allowing CS to occur at a sub-multiple of the 
DRDYrate. 

Parallel Output Port (for CS5501 only) 

The output data from the CS5501/CS5503 is in 
serial form. Some applications may require the 
data to be read in parallel format. Therefore the 
evaluation board includes two 8-bit shift registers 
with three-state outputs. Data from the CS5501 is 
shifted into the registers and then read out in 
16-bit parallel fashion. The parallel port comes set 
up for 16-bit parallel output but can be recon
figured to provide two 8-bit reads. The parallel 
port supports the CS5501 only, since the CS5503 
outputs 20-bit words. 

DS31DB3 
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RS-232 Port (for CS5501 only) 

The CS5501 has a data output mode in which it 
formats the data to be UART compatible; each 
serial output byte is preceeded by a start bit and 
terminated with two stop bits. Serial data in this 
format is commonly transferred using the RS-232 
data interface. Therefore the evaluation board in
cludes an RS-232 driver and output connector. 
The CS5503 does not provide this output mode. 

Micro Port 

The CS5501/CS5503 was designed to be com
patible with many micro-controllers. Therefore 
the evaluation board provides access to all of the 
data output pins and the control pins of the 
CS5501/CS5503 on header connectors. 

DIP Switch and CAL Pushbutton 

Although all of the control lines to the 
CS5501/CS5503 are available on header connec
tors at the edge of the board, it is preferable to not 
require software control of all of these pins. 
Therefore DIP switch control is provided on some 
of these control lines. The CAL input to the 
CS5501/CS5503 is made available at a header pin 
for remote control, but pushbutton control of 
CAL is also provided. 

C1 I 30 pF 

TP2 

C2 
I 30 pF 

z a: 

V+ 

~ ~-

CDB5501/CDB5503 

Jumper Selections 

The evaluation board has many jumper selectable 
options. This table describes the jumper selec
tions available. 

Pl Selects between the on-board 4.9152 MHz 
oscillator (INT) or an external (EXT) clock 
source as the input to the clock generator/ 
divider chain. 

P2 Allows any of the counter/divider output 
clock rates to be selected as the input clock 
to the CS5501/CS5503. 

P3 Allows selection of baud rate clocks when 
the CS5501 is in the UART compatible mode. 
When using the on-board 4.9152 MHz stand
ard baud rates between 1200 and 19,200 are 
available. 

P4 Selects the divide ratio of the Decimation 
Counter. 

PS Selects one of the three available output data 
modes of the CS5501 or one of two available 
output data modes of the CS5503. 

P9 Enables the output of the Decimation 
Counter to control the CS line of the 
CS5501/CS5503. 

Pll Connects the baud clock from the on-board 
clock divider as the input to the SCLK pin 
of the CS5501/CS5503. 

N~ O 

U2 
74HC4040 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 2 3 4 5 
Master Clock 

TP4 

6 7 

TPS 

13 12 14 15 l 

······ ............ ······ ··:P3 

8 9 10 11 12 
Baud Clock 

------BRCLK (fig. 2) 

~---------------CLKIN(fig.2) 

Figure 1. Clock Generator 
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Clock Options 

Several clock source options are available. These 
include: 

1) an external clock (+5 V CMOS-Compatible); 

2) an on-board 4.9152 MHz crystal oscillator 
with a 2n divider (n = 1, 2, ... 7); 

3) a 4.096 MHz crystal. 

TP6 

U3 
74HC4040 

CDB5501/CDB5503 

Connector Pl allows jumper selection of either an 
external clock or the on-board 4.9152 MHz crys
tal oscillator (See figure 1 for schematic) as the 
clock source for the CLKIN signal on pin 3 of the 
CS5501/CS5503 (shown in figure 2). 

If the EXT position is selected, a CMOS-com
patible clock signal (5 volt supply) should be 
input to the BNC connector labelled CLKIN. If 
the INT position is selected the 4.9152 MHz os
cillator output is input to counter/divider IC U2. 

V+ 

11 CL R Q 8 

9 7 6 5 3 2 4 13 12 14 15 1 
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Figure 2. Decimation Counter I Microport 
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Table 1. Clock Generator 

CLKIN Source to CS5501/CS5503 

INTCLK On-Board 4,g152 MHz OSC 

EXTCLK +5 CMOS CLKIN BNC 

"" CLKIN Rate Selection (CLK/2) with INT CLK on P1 selected. 
CLK = 4.9152 MHz 

P-2 CLKIN Rate 

0 4,g152 MHz*+ 

1 2.4576 MHz 

2 1.2288 MHz 

3 614.4 kHz 

4 307.2 kHz 

5 153.6 kHz + 

6 76.8 kHz + 
7 38.4 kHz*+ . .. 

Exceeds CLKIN Spec1f1cat1ons of CS5501. 
+ Exceeds CLKIN specifications of CS5503 

In either case, the counter divides the input clock 
by 2° where n = 0, 1, ... 7. Any of the binary sub
multiples of the counter input clock can be input 
to the CS5501/CS5503 by jumper selection on 
connector P2. 

The CS5501/CS5503 contains its own on-chip 
oscillator which needs only an external crystal to 
function. Ceramic resonators can be used as well 
although ceramic resonators and low frequency 
crystals will require loading capacitors for proper 
operation. 

To test the oscillator of the CS5501/CS5503 with 
a crystal (Y2) a jumper wire near crystal Y2 must 
be opened and another jumper wire soldered into 
the appropriate holes provided to connect the 
crystal to the chip. Additional holes are provided 
on the board for loading capacitors. 
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Data Output from the CS5501/CS5503 

The CS5501 has three available data output 
modes (The CS5503 has two available data out
put modes). The operating mode of the part is 
determined by the input voltage level to the 
MODE (pin 1) pin of the device. Once a mode is 
selected, four other pins on the device are in
volved in data output. The first of these is the 
DRDY pin (pin 18). It is an output from the chip 
which signals whenever a new data word is avail
able in the internal output register of the 
CS5501/CS5503. Data can then be read from the 
register, but only when the CS pin (pin 16) is low. 

When CS is low, data bits are output in serial 
form on the SDATA pin (pin 20). In one data out
put mode of the CS5501/CS5503 the chip 
provides an output data clock from the SCLK pin 
(pin 19). This output clock is synchronous with 
the output data and can be used to clock the data 
into an external register. 

In the other two output data modes of the CS5501 
the SCLK pin is an input for an external clock 
which determines the rate at which data bits ap
pear at the SDATA output pin. In the CS5503 
only one of these output data modes is available. 

The signals necessary for reading data from the 
CS5501/CS5503 are all available on connector 
PIO as shown in figure 2. 

Table 2. Data Output Mode 

p.5 Data Output Mode 

SSC Synchronous Self-Clocking 

SEC Synchronous External-Clocking 

AC* Asynchronous Communications 

• Available in CS5501 only. 
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CS5501 /CS5503 Data Output Mode Selection 

Connector P5 (see figure 2) allows jumper selec
tion of any one of the three data output modes. 
These modes are: 

I) SSC (Synchronous Self-Clocking); 
2) SEC (Synchronous External Clocking); 
3) AC (Asynchronous Communication). 

(AC mode is available only in the CS5501) 

SSC (Synchronous Self-Clocking) Mode 

The SSC mode is designed for interface to those 
microcontrollers which allow external clocking of 
their serial inputs. The SSC mode also allows 
easy connection to serial-to-parallel conversion 
circuitry. 

In the SSC mode serial data and serial clock are 
output from the CS5501/CS5503 whenever the 
CS line is activated. As illustrated in figure 2, all 
of the signals are available at connector PIO. If 
the CS signal is to be controlled remotely the 
jumper on P9 should be placed in the NC (No 
Connection) position. This removes the Decima
tion Counter output from controlling the CS line. 

Data Output Interface: Parallel Port (for 
CS5501 evaluation only). 

Whenever the CS5501 is operated in the SSC 
mode the 16-bit output data is clocked into two S
bit shift registers. The registers have three-state 
parallel outputs which are available at P7 (see 
figure 3). A flip-flop (USA) is used to signal the 
remote reading device whenever the registers are 
updated. The PDR (Parallel Data Ready) signal 
from the flip-flop is available on P7. The Q-bar 
output from the flip-flop locks out any further up
dates to the registers until their data is read and a 
DACK (Data ACKknowlege) signal is received 
from the remote device. 

Activation of the CS line determines the rate at 
which the CS5501 will attempt to update the out
put shift registers. Data will be shifted into the 
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registers only if a DACK signal has occurred 
since the last update. 

The CS line can be controlled remotely at PlO or 
by the output of the Decimation Counter. If CS is 
controlled remotely, the Decimation divide 
jumper on P4 should be placed in the "O'' posi
tion. This insures that the DCS signal will occur 
at the same rate CS is activated. The positive 
going edge of DCS toggles the USA flip-flop 
which signals an update to the parallel port. 

The parallel registers are set up to be read in 16-
bit parallel fashion but can be configured to be 
read separately as two S-bit bytes on an S-bit bus. 
To configure the board for byte-wide reads, the 
byte-wide jumpers must be soldered in place. In 
addition, for proper "one byte at a time" address 
selection, a connection on the circuit board needs 
to be opened and a jumper wire soldered in the 
proper place to determine which register is to be 
read when AO is a "l" and vice versa. See figure 3 
for schematic details. The evaluation board com
ponent layout diagram, figure 7, indicates the 
location of the byte-wide jumpers and AO address 
selection jumpers. 

After data is read from the registers a DACK 
(Data Acknowledge) signal is required from the 
off-board controller to reset flip-flop USA. This 
enables the registers to accept data input once 
again. 

The DRB and CSB signals on connector PIO 
should be used to monitor and control the 
CS5501 output to the serial to parallel conversion 
registers. Be aware that an arbitrarily timed 
DACK signal may cause the output data registers 
to be enabled in the middle of an output word if 
the CS signal to the CS5501 is not properly se
quenced. This will result in incorrect data in the 
output registers. 

If the Decimation Counter is used to control the 
output of the CS5501 (Jumper on P9 in the DC 
position), the CSB signal on PIO can be 
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SCLK 
(fig. 2) 
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(fig. 2) 
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(fig. 2) 
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monitored to signal when data into the output 
registers is complete (DCS returns high). The 
DACK signal is not needed in this mode and the 
lockout signal to the the S 1 inputs of registers U9 
and UIO may be disabled by removing the con
nection on the circuit board. A place is provided 
on the board for this purpose. A pull-up resistor is 
provided on the Sl inputs of the registers if the 
connection is opened. 

SEC (Synchronous External Clocking) Mode 

The SEC mode enables the CS5501/CS5503 to be 
directly interfaced to microcontrollers which out
put a clock signal to synchronously input serial 
data to an input port. The CS5501/CS5503 will 
output its serial data at the rate determined by the 
clock from the microcontroller. 

Connector PIO allows a microcontroller access to 
the CS5501/CS5503 signal lines which are neces
sary to operate in the SEC mode. 

The CSB (chip select bar CS) signal allows the 
microcontroller to control when the 
CS5501/CS5503 is to output data. The DRB (data 

Table 3. On-Board Baud Rate Generator 

Baud Rate Clock Divider (CLK/2") with INT CLK on P1 selected. 
CLK = 4.9152 MHz 

P-3 Baud Rate CLK Divider 

8 19.2 kHz 

9 9.6 kHz 

10 4.8 kHz 

11 2.4 kHz 

12 1.2 kHz 

On-Board Baud Rate Clock Input to CS5501/CS5503 SCLK Input. 

P-11 SCLK Input to CS5501/CS5503 

NC No Connection 

BC Baud Clock 
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ready bar) signal on P 10 indicates to the 
microcontroller when data from the 
CS5501/CS5503 is available. Clock from the 
microcontroller is input into SCI (serial clock 
input) and data output from the CS5501/CS5503 
is presented to the SD (serial data) pin of the PIO 
connector. Note that the jumpers on connectors 
P9 and Pl 1 must be in the NC (no connection) 
position to allow the microcontroller full control 
over the signals on PIO. 

AC (Asynchronous Communication) Mode 
(for CS5501 evaluation only) 

The AC mode enables the CS5501 to output data 
in a UART-compatible format. Data is output as 
two characters consisting of one start bit, eight 
data bits, and two stop bits each. 

The output data rate can be set by a clock input to 
the SCI input at connector PIO (see figure 2). The 
jumper on Pl 1 must be in the NC position. Alter
natively an output data bit rate can be selected as 
a sub-multiple of the external CLKIN signal to 
the board or as a sub-multiple of the on-board 
4.9152 MHz oscillator. Counter IC U2 divides its 
input by 2n where n = 8, 9, ... 12. One of these 
outputs can be jumper selected at connector P3 
(see figure 1). For example, if the 4.9152 MHz 
oscillator is selected as the input to IC U2 then a 
1200 baud rate clock can be selected with the 
jumper at n = 12. Table 3 indicates the baud rates 
available at connector P3 when the 4.9152 MHz 
oscillator is used. If the on-board baud clock is to 
be used, the jumper on connector Pll should be 
in the BC (Baud Clock) position. 

Data Output Interface: RS-232 (for CS5501 
evaluation only). 

The RS232 port is depicted in figure 4. Sub-D 
connector P6 along with interface IC U11 
provides the necessary circuitry to connect the 
CS5501 to an RS-232 input of a computer. For 
proper operation the AC (Asynchronous Com
munication) data output mode must be selected. 
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MC145406 

SDATA (fig. 2) 

11 

V+ 

V- --41~-:--:::---' 
~0.1 uF 

3 

Figure 4. RS-232 Port 

4 

P6 

DATA 
3 

CTS 

4 

20 

7 

Sub-D 
25 pin 

In addition, an appropriate baud clock needs to be 
input to the CS5501. See AC (Asynchronous 
Communication) mode mentioned earlier for an 
explanation of the baud rate clock generator and 
the data format of the output data in the AC 
mode. 

The DRDY output from the CS5501 signals the 
CTS (Clear To Send) line of the RS-232 interface 
when data is available. The Decimation Counter 
can be used to determine how frequently output 
data is to be transmitted. 

The RS-232 interface on the evaluation card is 
functionally adequate but it is not compliant with 
the EIA RS-232 standard. When the MC145406 
RS-232 receiver/driver chip is operated -off of± 5 
volt supplies rather than ± 6 volts (see the 
MC145406 data sheet for details) its driver output 
swing is reduced below the EIA specified limits. 
In practical applications this signal swing limita
tion only reduces the length of cable the circuit is 
capable of driving. 
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DECIMATION COUNTER 

Each time a data word is available for output 
from the CS5501/CS5503, the DRDY line goes 
low, provided the output port was previously 
emptied. If the DRDY line is directly tied to the 
CS input of the CS5501/CS5503, the converter 
will output data every time a data word is 
presented to the output pin. In some applications 
it is desirable to reduce the output word rate. The 

Table 4. Decimation Counter Control 

Decimation Counter Accumulates 2"•1 DROY Pulses Before CS is 
Enabled. 

p.4 2 n+1 

0 2 
1 4 
2 8 
3 16 
4 32 
5 64 
6 128 
7 256 
8 512 
9 1024 

10 2048 
11 4096 

p.9 DC Output to CS 

NC No Connection 

DC Decimation Counter 

rate can be reduced by lowering the rate at which 
the CS line to the chip is enabled. The 
CDB5501/CDB5503 evaluation board uses a 
counter, IC U3 for this purpose. It is known as a 
decimation counter (see figure 2). The outputs of 
the counter are available at connector P4. The 
counter accumulates 2n+l counts (n = 0, 2, ... 11) 
at which time the selected output enables the CS 
input to the CS5501/CS5503 (if the jumper in P9 
is in the DC, Decimation Counter, position). The 
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Switch ON OFF CAL SC1 

SW1-1 SC1 = O SC1=1 *- 0 

SW1-2 SC2=0 SC2=1 *- 1 

SW1-3 UNIPOLAR BIPOLAR *- 0 

SW1-4 SLEEP AWAKE *-

Table 5. DIP Switch Selections 

"D" input to flip-flop U8B is enabled to a "1" at 
the same time CS goes low. When DRDY returns 
high flip-flop U8B is toggled and resets the 
counter back to zero which terminates the CS 
enable. The counter then accumulates counts until 
the selected output activates CS low once again. 

DIP Switch Selections/Calibration Initiation 

Several control pins of the CS5501/CS5503 can 
be level activated by DIP switch selection, or by 
microcontroller at P8, as shown in figure 5. DIP 
switch SWl selections are depicted in tables 5 
and 6. The CAL pushbutton is used to initiate a 
calibration cycle in accordance with DIP switch 
positions 1 and 2. The CAL pushbutton should be 

U4 
CS5501/ 
CS5503 

CAL 13 

SC2 BP/UP SLEEP 
17 12 II 

SW2 
V+-.-+~--e.-+~--e.-+~

"' ..,; 
z 
c: 

................................................................................... , 
PS' o-~~-0-~~-0-~~-0-~~-0--+-~ '-·sc:r·----.. ----·sci·----.. -- .. --ii1tr·-----.. -----:sci'--------- .. --cAL 

Figure 5. DIP Switch I Header Control Pin Selection 
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SC2 Cal Type ZS Cal FSCal Sequence 

0 Sell-Cal AGND VREF One Step 

1 System Offset AIN - 1st Step 

1 & System Gair - AIN 2nd Step 

0 System Offset AIN VREF One Step 

Table 6. Calibration Mode Table 

activated any time power is first applied to the 
board or any time the conversion mode (BP/UP) 
is changed on the DIP switch. Remote control of 
the CAL signal is available on connector P8. 
Connector P8 also allows access to the DIP 
switch functions by a microcom
puter/microcontroller. The DIP switches should 
be placed in the off position if off-board control 
of the signals on connector P8 is implemented. 

Voltage Reference 

The evaluation board includes a 2.5 volt 
reference. Potentiometer R9 can be used to trim 
the reference output to a precise value. 

Analog Input Range: Unipolar Mode 

The value of the reference voltage sets the analog 
input signal range. In unipolar mode the analog 
input range extends from AGND to VREF. If the 
analog input goes above VREF the converter will 
output all "1 's". If the input goes below AGND, 
the CS5501/CS5503 will output all "O's". 

Analog Input Range: Bipolar Mode 

The analog signal input range in the bipolar mode 
is set by the reference to be from + VREF to -
VREF. If the input signal goes above + VREF, the 
CS5501/CS5503 will output all "l's". Input sig
nals below -VREF cause the output data to be all 
"O's". 
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Analog Input: Overrange Precautions 

In normal operation the value of the reference 
voltage determines the range of the analog input 
signal. Under abnormal conditions the analog sig
nal can extend to be equal to the VA+ and VA
supply voltages. In the event the signal exceeds 
these supply voltages the input current should be 

CDB5501/CDB5503 

limited to ± 10 mA as the analog input of the chip 
is internally diode clamped to both supplies. Ex
cess current into the pin can damage the device. 
On the evaluation board, resistor R16 (see figure 
6) does provide some current limiting in the event 
of an overrange signal which exceeds the supply 
voltage. 

~-----1_,4 VA+ 
CS5501/ 
CS5503 

U4 

2 
TP14 

VIN i------..---e~----e--------110 VREF 
US VOUT 6 

L T1019-2.5 f~ 
TRIM 5 

R9 
50 k 

GND cl. 
o--+---+--------+4 _____ .._ ___________ -1SAGND 

TP!5 

._ _______ __,9 AIN 

R7 
o---.---+----------------+----..-~1N0v--.---6VD-

DS31DB3 

C21 
0.0047 uF 

X7RI 

CB 

11uF 

TP16 

Figure 6. Voltage Reference I Analog Input 

C9 
11uF 
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Oscilloscope Monitoring ofSDATA 

The output data from . either the CS5501 or the 
CS5503 can be observed on a dual trace oscillo
scope with the following hook-up. Set the 
evaluation board to operate in the SSC mode. 
Connect scope probes to TP9 (SCLK) and TPlO 
(SDATA). Use a third probe connected to TP8 
(DRDY) to provide the external trigger input to 
the scope (use falling edge of DRDY to trigger). 
With proper horizontal sweep, the SDATA output 
bits from the A/D converter can be observed. 
Note that ifthe input voltage to the CS5501 is ad
justed to a mid-code value, the converter will 
remain stable on the same output code. This il
lustrates the low noise level of the CS5501. The 
CS5503 will exhibit a few LSB's of noise in its 
observed output in agreement with its noise 
specifications. 
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Evaluation Board Component Layout and 
Design Considerations 

Figure 7 is a reproduction of the silkscreen com
ponent placement of the PC board. 

The evaluation board includes design features to 
insure proper performance from the AID con
verter chip. Separate analog and digital ground 
planes have been used on the board to insure 
good noise immunity to digital system noise. 

Decoupling networks (R6, C7, and R7, C9 in 
figure 6) have been used to eliminate the pos
sibility of noise on the power supplies on the 
digital section from affecting the analog part of 
the AID converter chip. 

The RC network (RlO, Cl6 and Cl9) on the 
output of the LT1019-2.5 reference may not be 
needed in all applications. It has bee.n included to 
insure the best noise performance from the 
reference. 
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Semiconductor Corporation 

CDB7008 

CS7008 Evaluation Board 
Features 

• Up to 64 Different Filters On-Board 

• Optional Input Antialiasing Filter 

• Optional Output Smoothing Filter 

• Operation from On-Board Crystal or 
Externally-Supplied Clock 

• Supports Crystal-ICE Filter 
Development System 

General Description 
The CDB7008 allows the user to quickly verify the per
formance of the CS7008 Universal Filter under a wide 
variety of operating conditions. The on-board EPROM 
contains a large variety of filters that are DIP switch 
selectable and loaded into the CS7008 when RESET is 
pressed. 

Jumpers on the input and output filters can be con
figured to provide antialiasing and smoothing, or the 
filters can be bypassed altogether. 

ORDERING INFORMATION: CDB7008 

Board Layout 
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INTRODUCTION 

The CDB7008 Evaluation Board is a demonstra
tion/evaluation tool for the CS7008 Universal 
Filter. Up to 64 separate filter transfer functions 
can be stored in the board's EPROM and ac
cessed using the DIP switches and the RESET 
switch. The EPROM contains a wide variety of 
filters but, by no means does it show an exhaus
tive set of all filters attainable by the CS7008. 

The CS7008 socket is zero-insertion-force (ZIF) 
to allow the Crystal-ICE Probe to be inserted. 
With the CDB7008 and the Crystal-ICE Filter 
Development System, a custom filter can be 
designed, loaded into the ICE Probe, and 
evaluated immediately. 

+5V 

22kQ 

GND 
SW1 
__L 

-5V 

3.0MHz 
CLKIN 

- J1 
1r .. ···::::····12 

75kQ a! ' l4 ' 
s! is 
L ............. : 

FILTER 
OUT 

CDB7008 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Figures 1 and 2 comprise the entire schematic for 
the CDB7008. The CS7008 is in the "self-load~ 
ing" mode in which the part loads itself from an 
external EPROM. The DIP switch controls the 
upper six address bits of the EPROM thereby 
selecting the filter to be loaded. The RESET 
switch drives the reset pin on the CS7008 to 
-5 volts momentarily. The CS7008 recognizes 
0.8 volts as a logic low, and will accept anything 
from 0.8 to the minus supply rail. This is to insure 
compatibility with an earlier version of the 
CS7008. When RESET returns high, the CS7008 
starts reading coefficients out of the EPROM. 
Each filter is stored in 64 consecutive memory 
locations. The EPROM address location for a 
given filter is the filter number times 64. The fil-
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Figure 1. CS7008 Universal Filter 
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ter number for each filter is listed in the first 
column in Tables 1 and 2. 

Analog In 

ANALOG IN is the input for the signal to be fil
tered. The signal passes through op amp A on the 
CS7008. The op amp can be configured as an an
tialiasing filter or voltage follower. More 
information on the antialiasing filter can be found 
in the "Antialiasing & Smoothing Filters" section. 

Filter Out 

Once the signal is filtered by the CS7008, it pas
ses through op amp B, located in the CS7008, 
which can be configured as a voltage follower or 

+SV +SV 
R1 1[ ....................... . 

C1 

CDB7008 

smoothing filter. More information on the 
smoothing filter can be found in the "Antialiasing 
& Smoothing Filters" section. 

Clock In 

The CLKIN BNC allows the use of clock frequen
cies other than the 3.0 MHz crystal located on the 
CDB7008. A CMOS-level clock on CLKIN will 
overdrive the crystal thereby changing the sample 
frequency of the EPROM filters. The new sample 
frequency can be calculated from the following 
formula, 

fCLKIN 
f S = 6 x CLKDIV 

where CLKDIV is the CS7008 internal prescaler. 
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Changing the sample frequency changes the filter 
comer frequency proportionally. Therefore, if the 
3.0 MHz crystal is overdriven by a 1.5 MHz ex
ternal square wave, the filter comer frequencies 
are halved. All filters and sample frequencies 
listed in Tables 1 & 2 assume the master clock is 
3.0 MHz with the exception of the 60 Hz notch 
filter (#59) which needs an external master clock 
of 800 kHz. This generates a filter sample fre
quency of 1041.67 Hz; 

Power Supplies 

The CDB7008 Evaluation Board requires +5 volt 
and -5 volt power supplies to operate. The power 
supplies are connected to the appropriate banana 
jacks on the board. Each supply should be 
capable of sourcing or sinking 100 mA of current. 
The typical board power consumption is ap
proximately 6Q,mA but will vary depending on 
output loading and whether the CS7008 is load
ing filter information or not. 

EVALUATING THE CS7008 

Setting Up a Demonstration System 

A simple, yet effective, demonstration of the 
power and flexibility of the CDB7008 Evaluation 
Board requires only the necessary power supplies 
and a spectrum analyzer. 

A +5 volt supply should be connected to the red 
banana jack marked +5V. A -5 volt supply should 
be connected to the green banana jack marked 
-5V. The ground for both supplies should be tied 
to the black banana jack marked GND. For best 
results, both supplies should be applied to the 
board simultaneously. This is easily done using a 
split supply with tracking outputs. 

The spectrum analyzer is connected to the 
ANALOG IN and FILTER OUT BNC connectors. 
The spectrum analyzer should have a tracking 
generator output. This output is connected to 
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ANALOG JN. FILTER OUT is connected to the 
spectrum analyzer's input. The CDB7008's out
put is not designed to operate with a 50 Q or 
75 Q load, so the spectrum analyzer should be set 
to operate in a high impedance mode. Most 
analyzers can be set to 1 MQ operation. The 
tracking generator should not be enabled until the 
evaluation board has been powered up. Since 
most Crystal-ICE generated filters have some 
gain, both the input and the output should be 
checked to guarantee that they are within the volt
age limits specified in the CS7008 data sheet. 

Selecting a filter 

Filter selection is made using the on-board DIP 
switch and RESET button. As shown below, a 
"closed" (or "on") DIP switch is considered a 0, 
while an "open" (or "off') DIP switch is con
sidered a 1. Tables 1 and 2 list all the available 
locations in the EPROM. The filter number is the 
decimal equivalent of the (binary) DIP switch set
ting. Momentarily depressing the RESET button 
will cause the CS7008 filter to load the selected 
coefficients and begin filtering to those charac
teristics. 

DIP Switch: 
S6-S1: 000000 - All switches ON or CLOSED 

111111 - All switches OFF or OPEN 
110000 - SS & SS OPEN, S4-S1 CLOSED 

Filter Bandwidth 

The Nyquist criterion states that the usable 
bandwidth for a sampled data system is one half 
the sample frequency, termed the "base band". 
Any frequencies above half the sample frequency 
will alias into the base band. An antialiasing filter 
is normally used to reject any· frequencies above 
half the sample frequency. Since the purpose of 
the CDB7008 evaluation board is to show a wide 
variety of filter configurations, the antialiasing 
filter starts attenuating the magnitude at ap
proximately 21 kHz. Therefore, for lower 
sampling frequencies, the antialiasing filter may 
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not have any effect and input frequencies should 
be limited to one half the sample frequency. 
Tables 1 and 2 list the sample frequencies for all 
filters in the EPROM. These sample frequencies 
assume a master clock of 3.0 MHz. 

Antialiasing & Smoothing Filters 

Since the CS7008 is a switched-capacitor filter 
that samples the analog input, antialiasing and 
smoothing filters need to be addressed. The 
switched-capacitor filter sets the comer frequency 
of interest; therefore, the components used in the 
antialiasing and smoothing filters do not need to 
have tight tolerances. 

As mentioned in the previous section, any input 
frequencies above half the sample frequency will 
alias into the base band. To prevent this from oc
curring, an antialiasing filter is used to reject 
frequencies above half the sample frequency. The 
antialiasing filter should be designed to have the 
most rejection at half the sample frequency. The 
CS7008 has an on-chip op amp (A) that the 
CDB7008 uses for antialiasing. 

Because of the sampled nature of switched
capacitor filters, the output is a quantized or 
"staircase" version of the filtered input. A 
smoothing filter is used to smooth the output or 
attenuate the staircase energy. Since the CS7008 
updates the output at the sample frequency, the 
smoothing filter should have as much attenuation 
as possible at the sample frequency. The CS7008 
has another op amp (B) that the CDB7008 uses 
for smoothing. 

Since the CDB7008 is designed to show a wide 
variety of filters, both antialiasing and smoothing 
real-time filters will not work with all EPROM 
filters. Both real-time filters are designed for 
unity gain with a cutoff frequency of 31 kHz. Fil
ters that have a sample frequency of 125 kHz or 
greater can benefit from the on-board antialiasing 
and smoothing filters. The only exceptions are fil
ters with comer frequencies near 21 kHz, as these 
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filters will have some attenuation from the real
time filters. Tables 1 and 2 have a column labeled 
"AA/SM" which indicates the EPROM filters that 
should have the real-time filters bypassed in order 
to see the filter response. As shown below, a "Y" 
indicates the real-time filters will not affect the 
EPROM filter's response, while an "N" indicates 
the real-time filters should be bypassed because 
they affect the magnitude response. For sample 
frequencies lower than 125 kHz, the antialiasing 
filter is not very effective and input frequencies 
should be limited to half the sample frequency. 
Also, the smoothing filter will not attenuate much 
of the staircase energy for the lower sample fre
quencies. 

AA/SM: Antialiasing/Smoothing Filters 
Y - Yes, Both filters on board in use. 
N - No, Both filters on board removed. 

(Op-amps used as voltage followers) 

The antialiasing and smoothing filters are func
tional when jumpers are placed on J2 and J1 
between pins 1 and 2, pins 3 and 4, and pins 5 
and 6 (3 jumpers for each filter). The filters may 
be bypassed by placing one jumper between pins 
2 and 4 which places the respective op amp in a 
voltage-follower configuration. On the CDB7008 
the antialiasing filter is labeled "INPUT FILTER" 
and the smoothing filter is labeled "OUTPUT 
FILTER". 

Design Methodology 

Both the antialiasing and smoothing filters are 1111 
Sallen & Key unity-gain low-pass configurations 
as shown in Figure 3. For the CDB7008 design, 
Rl = R2 = R. The following set of equations are 
valid for unity gain and equivalent resistances, 

1 
COn = 

RVC1C2 

Q~ 
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where Ciln is the natural frequency. On the 
CDB 7008 evaluation board, C4 and C6 are 
equivalent to C1 in Figure 3, and CS and C7 are 
equivalent to C2 in Figure 3. The board values 
produce a natural frequency Ciln of approximately 
194,487 radians or 31 kHz but the magnitude is 
affected from about 21 kHz. 

The antialiasing filter does not have to be unity 
gain. If the input voltage is less than the CS7008 
maximum input voltage swing, as specified in the 
data sheet, the antialiasing filter can be designed 
to gain up the input thereby maximizing the sig
nal-to-noise ratio .. 

Figure 3. Sallen & Key Unity-Gain Filter 

AVAILABLE FILTERS 

The CDB7008 utilizes a 2732 4kx8 EPROM 
which can hold a maximum of 64 different filters. 
Tables 1 and 2 list all possible filter locations. 

Crystal-ICE Filters 

Filters in this category were created using the fil
ter synthesis portion of the Crystal-ICE Filter 
Development System. This system allows you to 
create and evaluate filters in a matter of minutes. 
The first 32 filters in the CDB7008 evaluation 
board were created using Crystal-ICE. These fil
ters are spread across the 0-20 kHz band and 
divided among four filter types: low-pass, high
pass, band-pass, and band-stop. Figure 6 
illustrates the templates for all four filter types. 
The cutoff tolerance, TOLC, along with the ap
propriate frequency specifies the pass-band edge. 
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The rejection tolerance, TOLR, along with the ap
propriate frequency specifies the stop-band edge. 
TOLC and TOLR specify the magnitude and are 
normalized to one. The formula to convert the 
normalized values to dB is: 

TOLdB = 20 LOG10(TOL) 

Within each filter type are four implementations. 
Butterworth is maximally flat in the pass band 
and stop band, but has a slow transition band be
tween the other two bands. Since no ripple exists 
in the pass band, TOLC is chosen to be the -3 dB 
(0.7071) cutoff point. By positioning the poles 
and zeros to create ripple in the pass or stop band, 
a steeper transition band can be obtained. 
Chebyshev I has ripple in the pass band whereas 
Chebyshev II has ripple in the stop band. Besides 
defining the pass-band edge, TOLC for 
Chebyshev I also defines the amount of ripple in 
the pass band; therefore, higher values than 
0. 7071 are used to reduce the ripple. For 
Chebyshev II, TOLR defines the stop-band rip
ple. Elliptic filters use ripple in both the pass and 
stop band to get the fastest transition band, so 
both TOLC and TOLR define ripple magnitudes. 

Tweaked ICE Filters 

As in the previous section, these filters were 
created with the synthesis portion of the Crystal
ICE Filter Development System, except that these 
were modified at the transfer function level. 

The first two filters in this category have had their 
gain adjusted to 0 dB. When designing filters, 
gain is sometimes produced from capacitor 
rounding which causes inexact placement of 
poles and zeros. Most Crystal-ICE synthesized 
filters contain a little gain, whether positive or 
negative. This is a design phenomenon and can 
be corrected by removing gain at the transfer 
function level. Scaling down the numerator of the 
Z-domain transfer functions reduces the gain. 

The next two filters have actually had gain added 
at the transfer function level. This is done in the 
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same way that gain was removed in the previous 
filters, except that the numerator's are scaled up. 

In the band-stop filter #26, the lower pass band 
has peaking and both pass-band magnitudes are 
not equal. Reducing the gain alone would not 
solve this problem. Filter #36 corrects this 
problem by moving the zeros closer to the lower 
pass band thereby reducing the peaking and 
equalizing both pass-band magnitudes. Then the 
numerators are scaled down to remove excess 
gain. 

The last two filters in this category show unique 
filters that can be created with the CS7008 to fit 
specialized applications.. The first is a fourth
order synchronously-tuned notch embedded in a 
fourth-order Chebyshev I low-pass filter as 
shown in Figure 4. The second is a double notch 
filter created by cascading two fourth-order ellip
tic band-stop filters with notch frequencies of 
1 kHz and 1.5 kHz. This filter is shown in Figure 
5. 

Other Filters 

This section covers filters that do not fit in the 
above category. They are created by taking poles 
and zeros in the S-domain, generating S-domain 
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Figure 4. Low-Pass with Embedded Notch 
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Figure 5. Double Notch 

transfer functions, and converting those to Z
domain transfer functions using the bilinear 
transformation. Then the Z-domain transfer func
tions are entered into Crystal-ICE which 
calculates capacitor values and downloads these 
filter functions to the ICE Probe for testing. 

Although a Butterworth filter is optimized for a 
maximally flat magnitude, the Bessel filter is op
timized for linear phase or flat group delay. The 
trade-off is a slower transition band than the But
terworth. The CDB7008 contains four Bessel 
filters (#40-43), three low-pass and one high
pass. 

Crystal-ICE synthesized filters spread the poles 
through the pass band and, in some cases, spread 
the zeros through the stop band. These filters are 
termed "stagger-tuned" filters. Very narrow band- !I'm 
pass filters are not ideally suited to spreading the Mm 
poles throughout the pass band. Narrow band-
pass filters are more easily attainable with 
"synchronously-tuned" filters. These filters have 
all their poles and zeros at the same frequencies 
and control the "narrowness" of the pass band 
with the Q of each biquad. The evaluation board 
contains two "synchronously-tuned" band-pass 
filters (#46 & 47). 
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At times the phase of a filter must be modified 
without affecting the magnitude response. All
pass filters pass all frequencies (up to half the 
sample frequency for sampled-data filters such as 
the CS7008) with a phase shift at the pole fre
quency, and the group delay controlled by Q. The 
CDB7008 contains two all-pass filters (#48 & 
49), one a second-order and the other a fourth
order. 

1.00 

TOLC 

TOLR ---------i-------"--------~~------

1.00 
TOLC 

0 

1 I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

F1 F2 

Low-Pass Filter Template 

TQLR ---------- ----·------L-----L---------~-

1 I I I 
I I I I 

0 F1 F2 F3 F4 

Band-Pass Filter Template 

CDB7008 

The last two filters in this category (#52 & 53) 
are telecommunications filters. The 1010 Hz 
notch filter is a synchronously-tuned 8th-order 
band-stop and the C-Message filter is a non-clas
sical filter response. 

Data Sheet Filters 

Since the CS7008 is a universal filter, it cannot be 
tested under every possible filter configuration. 
To provide some indication of filter performance, 

1.00 

TOLC --------------------------------------•----

1.00 
TOLC 

0 

High-Pass Filter Template 

F1 F2 F3 

Band-Stop Filter Template 

F2 

F4 

Figure 6. Crystal-ICE Filter Templates 
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0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
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DIP 

Switch CD a.. c.. 
S6 - S1 >. .s I-

000000 LP EL 
000001 LP C1 
000010 LP C2 
000011 LP BW 
000100 LP C1 
000101 LP EL 
000110 LP BW 
000111 LP C2 

001000 HP EL 
001001 HP BW 
001010 HP C1 
001011 HP C2 
001100 HP C1 
001101 HP EL 
001110 HP BW 
001111 HP C2 

010000 BP BW 
010001 BP C1 
010010 BP C2 
010011 BP EL 
010100 BP BW 
010101 BP C2 
010110 BP C1 
010111 BP EL 

011000 BS C2 
011001 BS EL 
011010 BS BW 
011011 BS C1 
011100 BS C2 
011101 BS BW 
011110 BS C1 
011111 BS EL 

TOLC TOLR 

0.99 0.001 
0.99 0.001 
0.7071 0.0001 
0.7071 0.01 
0.99 0.01 
0.9886 0.003 
0.7071 0.01 
0.7071 0.0005 

0.9943 0.0001 
0.7071 0.001 
0.9772 0.001 
0.7071 0.0001 
0.99 0.01 
0.99 0.0001 
0.7071 0.01 
0.7071 0.0001 

0.7071 0.0005 
0.9772 0.003 
0.7071 0.001 
0.99 0.0001 
0.7071 0.002 
0.7071 0.0002 
0.99 0.0008 
0.99 0.001 

0.7071 0.0003 
0.9772 0.001 
0.7071 0.001 
0.9441 0.001 
0.7071 0.0003 
0.7071 0.001 
0.9441 0.001 
0.99 0.001 

CDB7008 

Sample 
F1 F2 F3 F4 Frequency 

400 600 3 906.25 
700 1 200 7,812.5 

1 000 1 900 31 250 
2 000 4000 31 250 
5,000 7 500 62 500 
9 000 11 000 125 000 

12 000 22,000 250 000 
16,000 28,000 250,000 

60 110 3 906.25 
300 800 31 250 

1 100 2 000 31 250 
2,000 4000 62 500 
4 000 7 000 125 000 
7,000 10,000 125 000 
8 000 15,000 250,000 
9,000 17,000 250,000 

50 110 140 270 3,906.25 
160 300 500 900 7 812.5 
200 600 2,200 5,300 31,250 

1 000 2 500 4000 10,000 62,500 
1 500 4 000 7 000 18 500 62 500 
3,500 7,000 10,000 20,000 125,000 
4000 10 000 16 000 40 000 250 000 

12,000 16,000 19,000 25,500 250,000 

140 210 230 320 3,906.25 
480 550 600 720 15 625 
900 990 1,010 1, 100 31,250 

2100 2 500 2700 3200 62 500 
5,300 5 800 6,000 6500 125,000 
7 000 10 000 11 000 16 000 125 000 

12 100 14 000 14 500 17 000 250 000 
15,500 18,000 20,000 23,500 250,000 

Filter Types: Filter Implementations: 
LP - Low-Pass 
HP - High-Pass 
BP - Band-Pass 
BS - Band-Stop 

BW - Butterworth: Maximally flat 
C1 - Chebyshev I: Ripple in passcband, steeper transition band than BW 
C2 - Chebyshev II: Ripple in stop-band, steeper transition band than BW 
EL - Elliptic (Gauer): Ripple in both bands, steepest transition band 

Table 1. Crystal-ICE Generated Filters 

AA/ 
SM 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
N 
y 
y 
y 
y 
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N 
N 
N 
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y 
y 
y 
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N 
N 
y 
y 
y 
y 
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N 
N 
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two filters (#54 & 55) are chosen for production 
testing of the specifications in the CS7008 data 
sheet. 

The last of these filters, the 60 Hz Butterworth 
notch (#59), requires an external clock of 
800 kHz to function properly. 

The last four filters are mentioned in the "Typical 
CS7008 Filters" section of the CS7008 data sheet. 

DIP 
Switch 

# S6 - S1 Filter Name Description 

32 100000 #2 Gain Modified Low-Pass CheQy_shev II Gain= O dB 
33 100001 #16 Gain Modified Band-Pass Butterworth Gain = 0 dB 
34 100010 #12 Gain Modified Hj_g_h-Pass Cheb_y_shev I Gain = 1 .5 dB 
35 100011 #21 Gain Modified Band-Pass CheQy_shev II, Gain = 2 dB 
36 100100 #26 Gc)n Modified Band-Sto_Q_Butterworth, O's and Gain modified 
37 100101 
38 100110 Low-Pass & Notch CheQY'shev I, fc = 8.8 kHz with 6 kHz notch 
39 100111 Double Notch Two Elliptic 4th order notches, 1 & 1.5 kHz 

40 101000 1.5 kHz Low-Pass Bessel res_Q_onse 
41 101001 7 kHz Low-Pass Bessel response 
42 101010 12 kHz Low-Pass Bessel re~onse 
43 101011 8 kHz High-Pass Bessel resp_onse 
44 101100 
45 101101 
46 101110 2.4 kHz Band-Pass S__y_nchronouslY Tuned, each Q = 5 
47 101111 8 kHz Band-Pass S__y_nchronouslY_ Tuned each Q = 8 
48 110000 2nd Order All-Pass Fo = 3.5 kHz Q =.0.7071 
49 110001 4th Order All-Pass Fo = 15kHz Q = 3 and Fo = 19 kHz Q = 5 
50 110010 
51 110011 
52 110100 1010 Hz Notch Telecommunications filter 
53 110101 C-Message Telecommunications filter 

54 110110 Prod. Low-Pass Production test filter 
55 110111 Prod. Band-Pass Production test filter 
56 111000 20 kHz Low-Pass "T..YQjcal" filter in CS7008 Data Sheet 
57 111001 5 kHz Hig_h-Pass "T..YQjcal" filter in CS7008 Data Sheet 
58 111010 400 Hz Band-Pass "T..YQjcal" filter in CS7008 Data Sheet 
59 111011 60 Hz Notch "Typical" filter in CS7008 Data Sheet (Note 1.) 

60 111100 30 kHz Low-Pass EllJmic res_Q_onse 
61 111101 45 kHz Hig_h-Pass Butterworth res_Q_onse 
62 111110 60 kHz Band Pass Chebyshev II response 

63 111111 

Note 1. To get this filter CLKIN (master clock) must be driven with an 800 kHz square wave. 

Table 2. Other Filters 
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Sample AA/ 
Frequency SM 

31 250 y 

3 906.25 y 

125 000 y 

125,000 y 

31,250 y 

125 000 y 
31,250 y 

31 250 y 

250 000 y 

250,000 y 

125,000 N 

62 500 y 

250 000 y 

62 500 y 

250 000 N 

31,250 y 
31,250 y 

250 000 y 
250 000 y 
250 000 N 
250 000 y 

7 812.5 y 
1,041.67 y 

250,000 N 
250,000 N 
250,000 N 
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Low Frequency Filters 

The CS7008 is capable of filter comer frequen
cies as low as 0.1 Hz. With the on-board 3.0 MHz 
crystal, the lowest sample frequency is 3,906 Hz 
which generates too high an oversampling ratio 
for very low comer frequencies. The only low 
frequency filter directly implemented in the 
evaluation board is the 60 Hz notch filter (#59) 
which requires an external clock of 800 kHz. 

Since all the filters scale with sample frequency, 
an external clock can overdrive the crystal, and 
lower comer frequencies can be obtained by 
lowering the external clock frequency below 
3.0 MHz. As an example, consider filter number 
2, a low-pass Chebyshev II with a comer frequen
cy of 1 kHz. If the crystal is overdriven by an 
external clock frequency of 30 kHz, which is 100 
times less than 3.0 MHz, the sample frequency 
would scale down by 100 to 312.5 Hz and the 
comer frequency would drop from 1000 Hz to 
lOHz. 

DS3DB3 
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High Frequency Filters 

Similar to the low frequency filters, an external 
clock can be used to create higher frequency fil
ters. The only restriction is that the sample 
frequency cannot exceed 250 kHz as specified in 
the CS7008 data sheet. Therefore, filters in the 
EPROM that already use a sample frequency of 
250 kHz cannot be scaled higher. 

The CDB7008 also contains three high-frequency 
filters (#60-62) that use a sample frequency of 
250 kHz. The on-board antialiasing and smooth
ing filters must be bypassed for these filters to 
function properly. 

Since these filters have a low oversampling ratio, 
antialiasing and smoothing filters in a real system 
may need to be greater than second order. In these 
cases the on-chip op amps can be combined with 
external op amps to create higher order antialias
ing and smoothing filters. 
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APPLICATION NOTE 

ANTIAUASING. CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
THECS5317 

Introduction: 

Delta-Sigma AID converters perform a rough AID 
conversion at a high rate and digitally filter the 
output to obtain an accurate low frequency con
version. Since the input is initially sampled at a 
high rate and followed by a digital filter, the 
majority of antialias filtering is performed by the 
digital filter. However, aliasing problems due to 

Double Integration 
Delta-Sigma 

Modulator 
Sampling ~ Analog Rate / x ( n ) 

Input --/ 
(Pin 11) F= .!. F= 1 

T ~--~ T 
{ 

Modulator 
Output 
IX(eiW) I quantization 

noise 

Filter 
Response 
!H (e iw)I 

Filter Output 
Prior to 
Decimation 
IW(eiW) I 

Filter Output 
After 
Decimation 
IY(e iw)I 

CS5311 Antialiasing 

decimation still remain. These aliasing issues can 
be addressed by analog and/or digital filters. In 
general, the antialias filtering requirements of the 
CS5317 are simpler than those of conventional 
AfD converters. This application note describes 
the aliasing properties of the CS5317 and 
provides examples of filtering options. 

Note: Antialiasing requirements are a function of 
the desired signal bandwidth and out-of-band 
energy. For simplicity, a clock rate of 4.096 MHz 
has been chosen for this note. If the actual clock 
rate is different, all the frequency values in this 

Digital Sampling Rate 
Low-Pass Decrease By 

Filter Factor of M 

w(n) 

·I 
!M I '._(:;_ h ( n) 

1 
• Pin6 

F= 
T F- MT 

F 

Figure 1. Block Diagram and Typical Spectra for Sampling Rate Reduction by a Factor of M 
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note should be scaled by (actual clock 
rate)/(4.096 MHz). 

Initial Sampling: 

The initial sampling of the analog input is done at 
2.048 MHz. There is no internal filtering of fre
quencies at (2.048)n MHz+ 8 kHz (where n = l, 
2, 3 ... ). If signals in this band exist, an analog fil
ter must attenuate them. Typically, a single-pole 
RC filter will suffice (see CS53 l 7 data sheet). 

Decimation: 

The process of digitally converting the sampling 
rate of a signal from a given rate F to a lower rate 
F' is called decimation. The decimation process is 
shown graphically in the frequency domain in 
Figure 1. The delta-sigma modulator output, x(n), 
sampled at frequency F is fed into a low-pass fil
ter with response h(n). The output of this filter is 
decimated by a factor M to a new sampling rate 
ofF'=FIM. 

Mag I H(ei'°JI (dB) 

-40 

-80 

-120 

0 4 8 12 16 20 

CS5317 Antialiasing 

The analog modulator on the CS53 l 7 is followed 
by a digital filter that has the following frequency 
response: 

Ma I H(ei""I = I sin .(N7t flfs) 13 
g / N sm (7t flfs) 

where N = 128 and fs = CLKIN 
2 

(1) 

The digital filter's frequency response is plotted 
in Figure 2. The output rate of this digital filter is 
internally decimated to 16 kHz. Decimating to 
16kHz implies that the output of the filter is ef
fectively resampled at 16 kHz. Therefore, signals 
at multiples of 16 kHz will alias into the 
baseband after being attenuated according to the 
filter response defined in Equation 1. For ex
ample, an input tone at 28 kHz will be attenuated 
by 53.4 dB and will appear at 4 kHz in the output 
spectrum (2 (16 kHz) - 28 KHz= 4 kHz). 

Table 1 shows the antialiasing rejection at a few 
key frequencies. 

24 28 32 36 40 44 48 

Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 2. Low-Pass Filter Response 
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Input Frequency Output Frequency 

(kHz) (kHz) 

10 6 
12 4 
14 2 
18 2 
20 4 
24 8· 
28 4 
34 2 

Attenuation .. 
(dB) 

19.6 
31.4 
51.4 
57.9 
44.7 
40.4 
53.4 
74.5 

Table 1. Antialiasing Rejection at Key Frequencies 

Note that the worst case rejection into the 0-
4 kHz band is 31.4 dB for input signals at 12 
kHz. Also note that very little rejection is 
provided for signals that alias into the 4-8 kHz 
band. 

ANTIAUASING STRATEGIES 

One of the following three cases and ·associated 
antialiasing strategies should apply to any 
CS5317 application: 

Case 1-No Out of Band Energy 

4 kHz Bandwidth: 

If there is no incoming energy past 4 kHz, the 
digital output can be decimated to 8 kHz by simp
ly dropping every other output sample. Incoming 
signals past 4 kHz can always be filtered by an 
analog filter prior to AID conversion. Since the 
digital output is not filtered prior to decimation, 
the dynamic range will be 84 dB (see Data 
Sheet). 

8 kHz Bandwidth: 

When signals from 0 to 8 kHz are of interest, the 
incoming signals must be band-limited to 8 kHz. 
Since the CS5317 output rate is already at the 
Nyquist rate of 16 kHz, no further decimation is 
necessary. The dynamic range will be 84 dB. 

12-6 
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Case 2 -Limited Out of Band Energy 

Assume that the input signal has the following 
spectrum: 

Desired 
Signal 

Figure 3. Limited Out of Band Energy 

Two filtering methods are possible to prevent 
aliasing: 

Analog Filter on Input 

An analog filter can be used to remove the energy 
in the 4-12 kHz band prior to AID conversion. 
The digital output of the CS5317 can be 
decimated to 8 kHz. If decimation is done 
without digital filtering, the dynamic range will 
be 84 dB (see Data Sheet). 

Digital Filter on Output 

Unwanted noise from 8 to 12 kHz will alias into 
the 4-8 kHz band after internal decimation in the 
CS5317. A digital filter can be used at the output 
of the CS5317 to remove energy in the 4-8 kHz 
band. The output of this external digital filter can 
be decimated to 8 kHz. In this case, the dynamic 
range will be 90 dB (see Data Sheet). 
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Case 3 -Lots of Out of Band Energy 

Assume that the input signal has the following 
spectrum: 

Desired 
Signal 

4kHz 

Unwanted 
Noise 

2.048 MHz 

Figure 4. Lots of Out of Band Energy 

The following filtering possibilities exist: 

Analog Filter 

An analog filter can be used to remove energy 
past 4 kHz. The digital output of the CS53 l 7 can 
be decimated (drop every other sample) to 8 kHz. 
If decimation is done without a post digital filter, 
then the dynamic range will be 84 dB (see Data 
Sheet). 

AN1REV3 
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Analog and Digital filters 

A combination of analog and digital filters can be 
used. The digital filter can remove signals that 
alias into the 4-8 kHz band. As seen from Table 1, 
the frequencies that alias into the 4-8 kHz band 
are 8-12 kHz, 20-28 kHz, 36-44 kHz, and so on. 
The internal decimation filter on the CS5317 
provides a minimum rejection of 31.4 dB for 
components in the 12-20 kHz and 28-36 kHz 
bands. Note that the requirements on this analog 
filter are significantly relaxed compared to the fil
ter in the analog alone option (i.e. the transition 
band for this analog filter is much wider). Since a 
digital filter is used to remove energy in the 4-
8 kHz band, the dynamic range will be 90 dB (see 
Data Sheet). 
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APPLICATION NOTE 

CS31412 Quad Track and Hold Amplifier 
Recommended Grounding and Supply Arran
gements 

The CS31412 connections fall into 6 classes: 
analog inputs, analog outputs, non time-critical 
digital inputs, digital outputs, power supplies, 
and the hold signal. The fundamental guideline 
to follow is to think carefully about the currents 
flowing due to the above 6 classes of signals, 
and keep them separate. 

A good layout scheme will: 

a) Keep digital signal noise from the analog out
put. 

CS31412 

b) Obtain the best possible accuracy. 
c) Minimize the aperture jitter. 
d) Minimize power supply noise affecting the 
output. 

The following guidelines will help to achieve 
these goals: 

1) Have separate analog and digital grounds. 
Only join these grounds together at one place, 
typically either at the power supply or at the 
ADC. 
2) Decouple the part with a lOµF/0. lµF capacitor 
combination connected between V + and V-, as 
near to the part pins as possible 
3) Group all of the non time-critical digital signal 
traces together and keep them separated from the 
analog signals. Also use digital ground traces to 

CS31412 SUGGESTED GROUND PLANE LAYOUT 
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isolate this group of traces from the other sig
nals. 
4) The high input impedance of the part on the 
analog input pins results in a very small input 
current. Nevertheless, if termination resistors are 
used, the return currents for each resistor should 
be kept separate to avoid introducing crosstalk 
5) Connect the loads to the analog outputs such 
that the return currents do not flow in any input 
related ground leads. 
6) Typically the hold signal will be terminated to 
ground near to the CS31412. This gives a clean 
edge and also minimizes the absolute amplitude 
of the hold signal. Both the hold signal and its 
return current trace should be brought back to 
the pins of the part generating the signal. 

The figure shows a possible ground plane layout, 
concentrating on the area around the CS31412. 

Notes: 

1) The CS31412 is grossly out of scale. It is en
larged to highlight the grounding around the 
sample hold. 

2) The Analog and Digital ground planes should 
be joined together at the ADC or at the power 
supplies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This application note discusses voltage references 
for use with Crystal Semiconductor's successive 
approximation series of AID converters. 
Reference design considerations, a design ex
ample and suggested reference circuits are ex
plained in detail. 

Voltage references provide accurate voltages for 
use in data acquisition systems in order to estab
lish a basis for conversion. In a data acquisition 
system, the value of the reference sets the gain of 
the AID stage since the digital output corresponds 
to the ratio of the analog input signal to the 
reference voltage. 

In static applications, information is contained in 
the signal amplitude, therefore the absolute value 
of the reference voltage is important In many sig
nal processing applications, information is con
tained in the frequency and phase of the signal. 
Here, absolute value is not as important as the 
stability of the reference voltage during conver
sion. 

Zener-diode Reference 

There are two major varieties of voltage referen
ces. The first is the zener-diode based reference 
which uses a reverse-biased zener diode operated 
in its breakdown region. Most reference zeners 
breakdown at voltages between 6.0 and 7.0V, 
which limits the minimum supply voltage neces
sary for operation. When the diode is supplied 
with a constant current, it has a constant voltage 
drop. Zener references use a zener diode and an 
integrated feedback amplifier which provides 
constant current, gain, and buffering for the zener 
diode. 

Zener diodes exhibit two types of breakdown. 
The first is zener breakdown which has a negative 
temperature coefficient and is dominant at low 
current levels. The second, avalanche breakdown, 
occurs at higher current levels and has a positive 

12·14 
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temperature coefficient. At some specific current 
level, these two effects cancel each other and the 
temperature coefficient of the zener breakdown 
voltage is zero. As the ambient temperature chan
ges, one of the breakdown mechanisms becomes 
dominant and the the reverse-biased diode volt
age will exhibit a temperature coefficient. 

Bandgap Reference 

The second major type of reference is the 
bandgap reference. This reference uses the base
emitter voltage (Vbe) of a bipolar transistor as a 
basis for operation. The Vbe has a negative 
temperature coefficient (-2m V /0 C). This negative 
temperature coefficient is balanced by a voltage 
with a positive temperature coefficient of the 
same magnitude. This voltage is usually obtained 
by using the difference of two Vbe's of transistors 
operating at different current densities. When 
both voltages are scaled and summed together, 
the result is a voltage which is less sensitive to 
temperature. The headroom required for bias and 
support circuitry is only a few volts over the out
put voltage. 

Reference Specifications 

Voltage references have six important specifica
tions. These are absolute accuracy, temperature 
coefficient, long-term reference drift, power 
supply sensitivity, output impedance, and output 
noise. 

Absolute or untrimmed accuracy is the difference 
between the actual output voltage and the ideal 
output voltage. It is specified in millivolts. 

Temperature coefficient describes the drift in the 
output voltage with temperature. Since this drift 
is nonlinear, curve fitting is often used for all 
temperatures between those actually tested. Vol
tage references are available with temperature 
coefficients as low as 1 ppm/°C. Inexpensive 
references are available with 10 to 50 ppm/°C 
drift which is comparable to on-chip references of 

AN4REV4 
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250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500 
Time (hours) 

Figure 1. - Long Term Stability of a Typical Zener Reference 

bipolar AID converters. Temperature coefficient 
is specified in ppm/°C. 

Long term stability is the drift in the reference 
voltage over time. Most references show minor 
deviations in voltage due to l/f noise in circuit 
components. These deviations are usually small 
and are superimposed on a larger drift charac
teristic which is due to device aging. An example 
of this is seen in Figure 1. Long term drift is 
specified in ppmllOOO hrs. 

Power supply sensitivity (line regulation) is the 
change in output voltage due to a change in 
power supply. Most references have good power 
supply rejection at de, but ac power supply rejec
tion is also important when power supplies are 
subject to high frequency coupling or noise 
spikes. PSRR (Power Supply Rejection Ratio) is 
the ratio of the change in power supply to the 
change in output voltage. It is specified in dB. 

Output impedance is important because of the 
dynamic loads generated by successive-ap
proximation AID converters. When the reference 
is sourcing or sinking current, its output voltage 

AN4REV4 

will change due to non-zero output impedance. 
This impedance must be low enough at all fre
quencies of interest so the deviation in reference 
voltage when sourcing current is negligible. Out
put impedance is specified in ohms. 

Output noise can lead to comparison errors in the 
AID converter, and subsequently conversion er
rors. Reference noise is more evident with full 
scale inputs. It is specified in µ V peak-to-peak. 

Design Considerations 

When interfacing a voltage reference to an AID 
converter, the specifications should be robust 
enough so that the reference does not become a 
source of conversion error. During conversion, 
each capacitor of the calibrated capacitor array in 
the ADC is switched between VREF and AGND 
in a manner determined by the successive ap
proximation algorithm. The charging and dis
charging of the array results in a current load at 
the reference. The ADC's include an internal 
buffer amplifier to minimize the external 
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reference circuit's drive requirement and preserve 
the reference's integrity. Whenever the array is 
switched during conversion, the buffer is used to 
pre-charge the array thereby providing the bulk of 
the necessary charge. This buffer enlists the aid of 
an external O. lµF ceramic capacitor which must 
be tied between its output, REFBUF, and the 
negative analog supply, VA-. The appropriate 
array capacitors are then switched to the unbuf
fered VREF pin to avoid any errors due to offsets 
and/or noise in the buffer. The external reference 
circuitry need only provide the residual charge re
quired to fully charge the ariay after pre-charging 
from the internal buffer. This creates an ac current 
load as the ADC sequences through conversions. 

The reference circuitry must have a low enough 
utput impedance to provide the requisite current 
1ithout changing its output voltage significantly. 

As the analog input signal varies, the switching 
sequence of the internal capacitor array changes. 
The current load on the external reference cir
cuitry thus varies in response with the analog 
input. Also with CS5012,4,6 converters, bits are 
converted at a lMHz rate with a full speed 
( 4MHz) clock. The reference must settle within 
one microsecond so that it will be accurate before 
the next bit is converted. Signal amplitude de
pendent loading and conversion settling time re
quire the output impedance of the reference to 
remain low from de to at least lMHz in order to 
ensure good converter performance. 

The CS5012,4,6 series of converters can operate 
with a wide range of reference voltages, but sig
nal-to-noise performance is maximized by using 

Pa~lk 4MHz 

CS5012 (Vref=4.5V) 27 

CS5012 (Vref=2.5V) 15 

CS5014 (Vref=4.5V) 7 

CS5016 (Vref=4.5V) 2 
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as wide a signal range as possible. All 
CS5012,4,6 converters can actually accept 
reference voltages up to the positive analog supp
ly. However, the internal buffer's offset may in
crease as the reference voltage approaches VA+. 
This increases external drive requirements at 
VREF. Allowing 250m V headroom for the inter
nal reference buffer is recommended. If the sup
plies are regulated specifically for the converter, 
5.0 volt references may be used if the supply vol
tages for the ADC are kept between ± 5.25 and 
± 5.5 volts. 

The magnitude of the current load presented to 
the external reference circuitry by the ADC's will 
vary with the master clock frequency. At full 
speed (4MHz clock), the ADC's require maxi
mum load currents of lOµA peak-to-peak (lµA 
peak-to-peak typical). The voltage reference must 
supply this current and maintain adequate voltage 
regulation. The load currents scale proportionate
ly with the master clock frequency. Slower clocks 
can be used to relax maximum output impedance 
specification of the reference. 

When driving multiple AID converters from the 
same reference circuit, load currents will scale 
proportionally to the number of converters. Dis
tribute the required decoupling components such 
that each ADC is locally decoupled. 

A reference with a maximum output impedance 
of 2 Q will yield a maximum error of 20µ V. This 
reference could drive a CS5016 (LSB=69µV with 
a 4.5V reference) and maintain approximately 

2MHz 1MHz 

54 108 

30 60 

14 28 

4 8 

500kHz 

216 

120 

56 

16 

All units 
in ohms 

Table 1.. Maximum Output Impedance for~ 1/4 LSB Reference Deviation 
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1/4 LSB deviation during conversion. Similarly 
for the CS5014 (LSB=276µV with a 4.SV 
reference), and CS5012 (LSB=613µV with a 
2.SV reference), maximum impedances of 7 and 
15 Q respectively will maintain adequate regula
tion. Table 1 defines maximum reference im
pedances allowed for each of the Crystal A/D's 
operating at different master clock frequencies in 
order to keep reference deviation approximately 
equal to 1/4 LSB. 

All precision references exhibit extremely low 
output impedance at de. However, as frequency 
increases the impedance also increases. A large 
capacitor connected between VREF and AGND 
can provide sufficiently low output impedance at 
the high end of the frequency spectrum where the 
reference impedance is too high. 

For example, the impedance of an ideal lOµF 
capacitor drops below 1 n at frequencies greater 
than 16kHz. However, actual capacitors behave 
differently due to their physical structure. Tan
talum-foil electrolytic capacitors begin to appear 
inductive at frequencies around lOOkHz and as a 
result their impedance begins to rise at frequen
cies above this. Aluminum electrolytic capacitors 
appear inductive at frequencies around lOkHz. 
Ceramic-disk capacitors behave much closer to 
ideal and begin to appear inductive at frequencies 
around SMHz, but lOµF ceramic-disk capacitors 
are quite rare. Therefore, a high-quality tantalum 
capacitor (lOµF) in parallel with a smaller (0. lµF) 

V+ 

28 VREF 

C2 29 

0.01 REFBUF 
uF 0.1 

uF 

30 
VA-

R 

V-
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ceramic capacitor is recommended. This com
bination yields low impedance up to frequencies 
around SOMHz. 

Peaking 

The presence of large capacitors on the output of 
some voltage references may cause peaking in the 
output impedance at intermediate frequencies. 
Care should be exercised to ensure that sig
nificant peaking does not exist or that some form 
of compensation is provided to reduce it. 

Most commercially available references use an 
integrated op-amp to buffer the actual reference 
generator. External capacitive loading will 
degrade performance of this op-amp. This 
degradation can be analyzed using classical 
analysis techniques. The open loop gain of an 
ideal op-amp is primarily determined by the inter
nal compensation capacitor which generates a 
left-half-plane-pole (LHPP) at a very low fre
quency. The effect of this pole is to reduce the 
open loop gain by 20dB per decade and to add a -
90 degree phase shift to the open loop transfer 
characteristic. Adding a capacitive load to the 
output of the op-amp generates another LHPP at a 
frequency inversely proportional to the 
capacitor's value. An additional 20dB per decade 
reduction in gain and -90 degree phase shift result 
from the second LHPP. 

ADC 

Figure 2. - Reference Connections 
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The unity gain bandwidth of an op-amp (fo), is 
the frequency at which the open loop gain goes to 
unity. If the total phase shift reaches -180 degrees 
before fo is reached the op-amp will become un
stable. The closed loop frequency response peaks 
at fo. As the total open loop phase shift at fo ap
proaches -180 degrees, the closed loop peak at fo 
approaches infinity. The point of critical damping 
is the point where the peaking is precisely zero. 
Any phase shift less than this results in no peak
ing, and phase shift greater than this results in in
creased peaking. 

Any peaking that might occur can be reduced by 
placing a small resistor in series with the 
capacitors (Figure 2). This resistor adds a left
half-plane-zero (LHPZ) to the open loop charac
teristic of the op-amp. This zero increases the 
gain by 20dB per decade, and adds a +90 degree 
phase shift. The resulting reduction in total phase 
shift at fo reduces peaking in the closed loop 
characteristic. The equation in Figure 2 can be 
used to help calculate the optimum value of R for 
a particular reference. The term "fpeak" is the fre
quency of the peak in the output impedance of the 
reference before the resistor is added. 

"{j) 
::;;: 
:c 
Q. 
UJ 
(.) 
z 
<( 
0 
UJ 
a. 
~ 
I-
:::J 
a. 
I-
:::J 
0 

1000~--~--~--~--~-~ 

100 

10 

0.1 
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capacitors 
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1 10 100 1K 10K 100K 

FREQUENCY (Hz) 

Figure 3. ·Output Impedance Curves for LT1019-5 
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Design Example 

Figure 3 shows the output impedance characteris
tic of an LT1019-5 reference trimmed to 4.5V. 
The three curves represent impedances of the 
stand-alone reference, the reference with a lOµF 
tantalum and a O. lµF ceramic capacitor added in 
parallel to the output, and the reference with the 
capacitors and a 2.2 Q resistor in series with them 
(See Figure 2). Without loading, the reference im
pedance rises above 100 Q at 50kHz. Adding the 
capacitors, peaking can be seen, but the maxi
mum impedance is about 13 Q at 4kHz. As 
shown in Table 1, 13 Q is sufficient for use with 
the 12-bit converters and for the 14 and 16-bit 
converters with slow master clocks. With the ad
dition of the 2.2 Q resistor, the peak is reduced to 
6 Q and the impedance approaches 2.2 Q at high 
frequencies. 

Suggested Voltage Reference Circuits 

Nine reference circuits were characterized for use 
with the CS5012, CS5014, CS5016, CS5101, 
CS5102, CS5126 family of successive-ap
proximation AID converters. Important reference 
specifications such as output impedance and drift 
were measured for all references using standard 
test techniques. In addition, a Fast-Fourier Trans
form (FFT) test was performed to characterize the 
total dynamic performance of each reference cir
cuit while driving a CS5016 converter. The same 
CS5016 was used for all tests yielding results 
which allow the comparison between different 
references. A summary of performance can be 
seen in the table at the end of this application 
note. During the FFT test, a pure sine wave is ap
plied to the CS5016 and a "time record" of 1024 
samples is captured and processed. The FFT algo
rithm analyzes the spectral content of the 
waveform and distributes its energy among 512 
"frequency bins". Distribution of energy in bins 
outside of the fundamental and de can be at
tributed to errors in the AID converter's perfor
mance, the reference, or the input sine wave. 
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LT1019-5 

+10 -+15V OUT 6 

V-----1 IN 

TRIM t----+< R1 
GND 5 

4 

+4.5V 

C1 C2 

VREF APP NOTE 

Reference Type Bandgap 
Untrimmed Accuracy 2.5mV 
Max Impedance 6.5D @3.2kHz 
Total Output Drift 5ppm/ 0 c 
PSRR (50Hz to 500Hz) 90dB 
Long Term Stability -
Output Noise (de to 1 MHz) 250uV p-p 

R1:25kD Low Drift Pot C2:0.1uF ceramic SI ( N + D) (100Hz) 89dB 
C1:10uF tantalum R2:3.90 1% SI ( N + D) (1kHz) 89dB 

Figure 4. L Tl019-5 Reference Trimmable to 4.SV 

+10 -+15V 
0-

LT1019-4.5 
OUT 6 

IN 

GND 

+4.5V 

C1 C2 

Reference Type 
Untrimmed Accuracy 
Max Impedance 
Total Output Drift 
PSRR (50Hz to 500Hz) 
Long Term Stability 
Output Noise (de to 1 MHz) 

Bandgap 
3.0mV 

3.1D@6.1kHz 
5ppm/ 0 c 

90dB 
-

150uV p-p 

C1: 10uF tantalum 
C2: 0.1 uF ceramic 
R2: 2.60 1% 

S/(N+D) (100Hz) 91dB 
SI ( N + D) (1kHz) 90dB 

Figure 5. L Tl019-4.5 Reference 

The result of the FFT test is the ratio of input sig
nal amplitude to the combination of harmonic 
distortion and total integrated noise. It is referred 
to as S/(N+D) in all of the performance charts in 
Figures 4 to 10. This ratio is expressed in dB. If 
input sine wave distortion and the actual A/D 
converter's distortion and noise are assumed to be 
negligible, the S/(N+D) is due to the reference 
only. In reality, this assumption can not be made. 
In the case of the Great Reference (See Figure 
11 ), performance matches or exceeds the 
capability of the test setup. S/(N+D) ratios of 72 
and 82 dB are sufficient for the 12-bit and 14-bit 
converters. For the 16-bit converters, 88 to 94 dB 
is necessary. 

FFT tests were performed at lOOHz and lkHz. 
The lOOHz test checks the output impedance of 
the reference chip itself which dominates at low 
frequencies. The lkHz FFT test checks the output 
impedance at intermediate frequencies in the kHz 
range. The highest output impedance was seen in 
all references at these intermediate frequencies. 
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Since the reference capacitors dominate the im
pedance at high frequencies, high frequency FFT 
tests were not necessary. Although not tested, the 
best reference is likely to yield the best DNL per
formance. 

The least complicated reference circuit is the 
stand-alone reference chip with a passive com
pensation network. Its temperature drift and noise 
performance is equal to the reference chip itself 
since the compensation network does not change 
the de output voltage. Keeping the output im
pedance low from de to lMHz is not trivial 
however, since there is no additional active cir-
cuitry added to perform this task. Five references m 
were tested in the stand-alone configuration. 
Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 illustrate schematics and 
measured specifications for these references. All 
references are monolithic with the exception of 
the CS3902 reference which is a hybrid. Notice 
that the CS3902 and the LT1019-4.5 require no 
trimming for 4.5V operation. The calculated 
value of R2 in each of the references above will 
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+7.5 ... +15V 
LT1019-2.5 

OUT 6 

+2.5V 

<J----< IN C1 C2 
2 

GND 

4 

C1: 10uF tantalum R2: 2.411 1% 
C2: 0.1uF ceramic 

Reference Type 
Untrimmed Accuracy 
Max Impedance 
Total Output Drift 
PSRR (50Hz to 500Hz) 
Long Term Stability 
Output Noise (de to 1 MHz) 
SI ( N + D ) (1 OOHz) 
SI ( N + D) (1kHz) 

Figure 6. L Tl019-2.5 Reference 

+10 -++15V 
IN 

2 

LT1021-5 +5.0V 

OUT 
6 

y. TRIM 

GND 5 

4 

C1: 1 OuF tantalum R1: 27k D 1% 
C2: 0.1uF ceramic R2: 2.2 n 1% 

R3: 50kD Low Drift Pot 

Figure 7. L Tl021 Reference 

CS3902 +4.5V 

+15V 
OUT 

13 

+PS 
11 GND 

7 
REFGND 

6 
To AGND 

C1: 1 OuF tantalum R2: 1.960 1 % 
C2: 0.1uF ceramic 

Reference Type 
Untrimmed Accuracy 
Max Impedance 
Total Output Drift 
PSRR (50Hz to 500Hz) 
Long Term Stability 
Output Noise 
S/(N+D) (100Hz) 
SI ( N + D) (1kHz) 

Reference Type 
Untrimmed Accuracy 

Max Impedance 
Total Output Drift 
PSRR (50Hz to 500Hz) 
Long Term Stability 
Total Output Noise 

SI ( N + D) (100Hz) 
SI ( N + D) (1 kHz) 

Figure 8. CS3902 Reference 

.----------e---------~-CJ +4.7 -. + 15V 

2 

VIN 

VOUT >------< 

REF43 6 

GND 
4 

cc 
3.3u~ 

2N2907A 

Reference Type 
Untrimmed Accuracy 
Max Impedance 

+4.5V Total Output Drift 
PSRR (50Hz to 1 OOHz) 
Long Term Stability 

Bandgap 
1.25mV 

4.0D @5.8kHz 
5ppm/ °C 

90dB 
-

100uV p-p 
87dB 
86dB 

Zener 
2.5mV 

3.812 @5.0kHz 
3ppm/ 0 c 

86dB 
15ppm/1000hr 

60uV p-p 
90dB 
90dB 

Zener 
500uV 

2.5fl@20kHz 

0.5ppm/°C 
100dB 

6ppm/1 OOOhr 
80uV p-p 

90dB 

90dB 

Bandgap 
1.5mV 

4.4.0@ 1kHz 
8.0ppm/°C 

60dB 
-

Output Noise (de to 1 MHz) 400uV p-p 
S/(N+D) (100Hz) 88dB 

R1 2k0.1% SI ( N + D) (1 kHz) 88dB 

Figure 9. Low Power Supply Reference 
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VIN 

VOUT 2 
MC1403 

GND 
3 

2N2907A 

+4.SV 

VREF APP NOTE 

Reference Type Bandgap 
Untrimmed Accuracy 50mV 

Max Impedance 6.9D@2kHz 

Total Output Drift 25ppm/OC 
C1 + 

----,J R3~------~'~Y" 
~ 

PSRR (50Hz to 1 OOHz) 

Long Term Stability 
Output Noise (de to 1 MHz) 

S I ( N + D ) (1 OOHz) 

SI ( N + D) (1kHz) 

80dB 

-
30uV p-p 

90dB 

90dB 

Figure 10. Low Headroom Reference 

change slightly between units. Since the actual if different drift or noise specifications are re-
variation is small, picking the closest 1 % quired. 
tolerance resistor to the calculated value should 
give similar performance for all references of a 
particular manufacturer's model. 

Other stand-alone voltage references with similar 
specifications include the AD584, REF02, 
REF03, REFlO, and REF43. When designing 
with these references, the equation shown in 
Figure 2 should be used to calculate the approp
riate value of R2 for each type of reference. 

For applications which use ± 5.0 volt supplies, 
the reference in Figure 9 can be used. This 
reference circuit, designed by PMI, takes ad
vantage of their new low power op-amp in a 
novel feedback configuration to achieve a 4.5 volt 
reference which operates from 4.7 to 15 volt sup
plies. 

Since only a few microamps of quiescent current 
flows in the op-amp, it can be assumed that the 
only current flowing in R3 is the same as that 
flowing in R4. It can be shown that V6 = 
3.57(Vin-V7). For an output of 4.5 volts, and a 
supply of 4. 7 volts, the op-amp has a supply of 
approximately 4.0 volts and an output voltage of 
2.14 volts. This output voltage is well within the 
maximum specification of the OP-90 op-amp. 
Other references can be substituted for the REF43 

AN4REV4 

The reference shown in Figure 10 is a low noise 
reference with less than 30µV peak-to-peak of 
noise from de to lMHz. It uses a discrete output 
stage allowing Vref to come within 300mV of the 
positive supply. The filtering network Rl,CN 
reduces the bandwidth of the reference and there
fore reduces the total output noise. The OP-07 is 
a low noise op-amp which buffers the filtered 
reference. This op-amp contributes very little 
noise to the entire reference circuitry. 

The temperature coefficient of this reference is 
primarily due to to the matching of the gain resis
tors R2 and R3, so low temperature drift resistors 
should be used. Long term drift is dominated by 
the MC1403's drift. Other 2.5 volt references can 
be used to improve this specification. The output 
voltage can be changed by adjusting R2 and R3 
according to the following equation: Vref = 

Vout*((R2+R3)/R2). Resistors with 0.1 % 
tolerance for R2 and R3 liinit the reference's un
trimmed accuracy only. Resistors with 1 % or 5% 
tolerance can be used if untrimmed accuracy less 
than 50m V is not necessary. The supplies of the 
OP-07 should be bypassed with O.lµF capacitors 
to ground. 

The reference in Figure 11 exhibits very good 
noise, output impedance, and long term drift per-
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-15 v 

2 
VIN 

vou 
REF10 6 

GND 

R2 
2.21k 
0.1% 

Reference Type 
Untrimmed Accuracy 
Max Impedance 
Total Output Drift 

1.0k 

Bandgap 
25mV 

0.5D@3kHz 
9ppmJOC 

VREF APP NOTE 

0.1u~OuF 

= ceramJcC,-~ntalum 

+4.5V 

PSRR (50Hz to 100Hz) 95d8 
Long Term Stability 50ppm/1 OOOhr 
Output Noise (de to 1 MHz) 5uV p-p 
S /(N+D) (100Hz) g2cJ!j 

SI ( N + D) (1kHz) 92d8 

Figure 11. - Great Reference 

formance. It can be used in applications which 
have ± 15 volt supplies available. The reference 
has noise less than lOµV peak-to-peak from de to 
lMHz. The filtering network R2, R3, and CN fil
ters noise components greater than lOHz from the 
output of the REFlO reference. The OP-27 is a 
very low noise op-amp with excellent input offset 
drift over time and temperature. 

The temperature coefficient of this reference is 
primarily due to the matching of the voltage 

+SV 

R1* 100 

divider R2 and R3, assuming that an appropriate 
low leakage capacitor is chosen for CN. Matched, 
low temperature drift resistors should be used 
when absolute accuracy is required. Temperature 
drift of the reference chip plus input offset drift of 
the op-amp is about 9ppml°C. Other 10 volt 
references can be used in place of the REFlO. 

The reference voltage can be changed by adjust
ing R2 and R3 according to the following equa
tion. Vref = Vout*(R3/(R2+R3)). 

Reference Type Bandgap 
Untrimmed Accuracy 30mV 

50 +4.SV Max Impedance son @600Hz 

C1 1.6k 
+ C3 

TL431C C2 10uF R3 

* Can be operated from+ 12or+15 volts if R1 is 
changed to 2K. 

Total Output Drift 

0.1uF PSRR (50Hz to 500Hz) 
Long Term Stability 
Output Noise (de to 1 MHz) 
S/(N+D) (100Hz) 
SI ( N + D) (1kHz) 

Figure 12. -TL431 Shunt Reference 
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30ppm/ ~ 
85d8 

-

100uV p-p 
92dB 

91d8 
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This circuit has no protection against accidentally 
applying ± 15V to the VREF pin. This could 
occur if the OP27 fails. 

For applications where good dynamic perfor
mance is required, but only moderate de accuracy, 
the T1A31 shunt reference is an inexpensive solu
tion. Figure 12 shows an example circuit, along 
with the excellent dynamic performance numbers. 

Miscellaneous Applications Information 

Noise from the voltage reference element may 
reduce system performance. Bandgap references 
tend to generate much more noise than zener 
diodes. To obtain the best noise performance 
from the reference element, it should be band
limited. Note the broadband noise for the 
LT1019-5 circuit (Figure 4, 250µV) versus the 
noise of a similar bandgap reference with addi
tional circuitry to band-limit the noise as in the 
Great Reference (Figure 11, lOµV). 

Thermal temperature gradients due to power dis
sipation on the voltage reference die can create 
output voltage shifts. Keeping the entire chip on 
an isothermal plane is helpful. Reference load 
conditions should be kept very close to those 
specified, or degraded temperature performance 
will result. Some references specify a thermal 
regulation in ppm/mW. This can be used to calcu
late voltage drift for a specific power dissipation 
due to loading. 

Overall die temperature change can cause ther
mally induced output voltage variations which 
can exceed electrical effects. Shifts in power dis
sipation on the board level are the major con
tributor to this error. In critical applications, using 
a heat-sink is recommended to keep the reference 
temperature deviations small. 

Thermocouple effects between package leads can 
also cause excessive output voltage drift and 
noise. Differences between materials in IC leads 
and PC-board traces can cause thermoelectric ef-

AN4REV4 
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fects. Ambient air turbulence around the leads 
causes mismatches in the temperature between 
the package leads. The resulting thermoelectric 
voltage contributes to noise. Using dual in-line 
packages (DIPs) is recommended over using T0-
5 type packages. The copper or Alloy 42 lead 
frames on DIPs are much less sensitive to ther
mocouple effects than the Kovar leads of the T0-
5 packages. Using an enclosure such as a polysul
fone shield which blocks the air flow over the 
reference package will aiso reduce the problem 
by reducing air movement around the package 
leads. 

In reference circuits which have external gain set
ting resistors, tracking of the temperature coeffi
cients of these resistors is vital. Wirewound resis
tors made of Evenohm or Mangamin have the 
lowest temperature coefficients. Ceramic film 
resistors such as Vishay are also good. Matching 
in resistor temperature coefficients as good as 0.4 
ppm/°C can be achieved. Arranging these resis
tors in close proximity to one another also helps 
matching. SIP or DIP resistors by Beckman and 
Vishay exhibit the best matching since all resis
tors are processed on the same substrate. 
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Part# 

CS3902 

Manufacturer Telephone Number 

LT1019-5 
LT1019-4.5 
LT1019-2.5 
LT1021-5 

OP07 
OP90 
REF02 
REF03 
REF43 
OP27 
REF10 

TL431 
TL431 
MC1403 

Crystal Semiconductor (512) 445-7222 

Linear Technology (408) 432-1900 

Precision Monolithics Inc. (408) 727-9222 

Texas Instruments 
Motorola 

List of Manufacturers 

Untrimmed Maximum Output PSRR 

Reference Type Accuracy Impedance Drift (50Hz to 1 OOHz) 

LT1019-5 Bandgap 2.5mV 6.5.0 @ 3.2kHz 5ppmf C 90dB 

LT1019-4.5 Band gap 3.0mV 3.1D@6.1kHz 5ppm/ C 90dB 

LT1019-2.5 Bandgap 1.25mV 4.0D @ 5.SkHz 5ppmf C 90dB 

LT1021-5 Zener 2.5mV 3.SD@ 5.0kHz 3ppmfC 86d8 

CS3902 Zener 500uV 2.5D@20kHz 0.5ppmt•c 100dB 

Low Supply Bandgap 1.5mV 4.4D@ 1kHz Sppmf C 60d8 

Low Headroom Bandgap 50mV 6.9D@2kHz 25ppmt·c SOdB 

Great Band gap 25mV 0.5D@3kHz 9ppmrc 95dB 

TL431 Shunt Bandgap 30mV son @600Hz 30ppmf C 85dB 

Long Term Output Noise S/(N+D) S/(N+D) 
Reference Stability• (dcto 1MHz) (100Hz) (1kHz) 

LT1019-5 - 250uV p-p 89dB 89d8 

LT1019-4.5 - 150uV p-p 91dB 90dB 

LT1019-2.5 - 100uV p-p 87d8 86dB 

LT1021-5 15ppm/1 OOOhr 60uV p-p 90d8 90dB 

CS3902 6ppm/1 OOOhr SOuV p-p 90dB 90d8 

Low Supply - 400uV p-p 88d8 88d8 

Low Headroom - 30uV p-p 90dB 90dB 

Great 50ppm/1 OOOhr 10uV p-p 92dB 92dB 

TL431 Shunt - 100uV p-p 92dB 91dB 

Performance Comparison Table 

* Taken from reference data sheets. All other parameters were measured. 
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Introduction 

This application note discusses buffer amplifiers 
for use with Crystal Semiconductor's CS5012, 
CS5014, CS5016, CS5101, CS5102 or CS5126 
AID converters. Amplifier design considerations 
are discussed and several circuits are proposed. 

Signal Requirements for Analog to Digital 
Converters 

Crystal Semiconductor is a source for a variety of 
monolithic AID Converters. While the type of 
design configuration of the converters may differ, 
their uses could be classified into two general 
categories: those which require specifications in 
static measurement applications; and those which 
require specifications for signal processing or 
dynamic signal measurement applications. 

The capability of a converter to achieve a stated 
static measurement requirement is generally 
defined by its linearity error specifications, both 
integral and differential, and by its offset error 
and gain error specifications. To assess the total 
error in a static measurement, the effects of 
temperature on the offset, gain, and linearity er
rors must also be investigated. In static 
measurement systems, these same error sources 
need to be scrutinized in the signal conditioning 
circuitry as well. 

When a converter is used in dynamic signal 
measurement applications (generically known as 
"signal processing"), its signal measurement 
capability is indicated by specifications such as 
total harmonic distortion, signal to noise ratio, 
and signal to peak harmonic or spurious noise. 
Signal processing designers generally evaluate 
the error contribution of the signal conditioning 
circuitry in terms of these same parameters. 

Signal conditioning circuitry generally includes 
all circuitry from the transducer or the signal 
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source up to the AID converter. This application 
note will concern itself primarily with the require
ments of the amplifier which immediately 
precedes the AID converter. This amplifier will 
be called a buffer amplifier. 

In the design of an AID converter system, the 
buffer amplifier can be a source of significant er
rors. The significance of these errors can only be 
assessed if the circuit configuration is thoroughly 
analyzed for its total error contribution. A 
thorough analysis requires a good understanding 
of amplifier specifications, of the limitations of 
the different circuit configurations, and of the 
benefits and limitations of feedback. A good place 
to begin is with a review of feedback theory. 

I. OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS: Review Of 
Theory 

Feedback Control Theory 

The goal in using feedback is to establish a 
closed-loop system whose operating characteris
tics are primarily determined by the choice of the 
feedback elements. The extent to which this goal 
can be accomplished is explained by feedback 
control theory. Figure 1 illustrates the classical 
feedback control loop. The equations which 

A 

Figure 1. The Classic Feedback Control Loop 
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describe this control loop are directly applicable 
to the noninverting operational amplifier circuit. 

The control loop consist of an input voltage dif
ferencing section whose output is amplified by a 
positive gain section. A fractional part of the sig
nal output is then returned to the negative 
terminal of the differencing section though the 
feedback network. The input differencing sec
tion, indicated by the circle with the X in it, 
determines the difference in the signals at the ( +) 
and (-) inputs. The difference is indicated by an 
error signal of the quantity: 

es= (Vin - f3 Vout) 

Equation 1 

which is then amplified by the open-loop voltage 
gain of the amplifier: 

A (Vin -f3Vout) = Vout 

Equation 2 

The amplifier open-loop gain is represented in 
Figure l by the box with the A in it. The feedback 
portion of the loop is represented by the box with 
the f3 in it. f3 is defined as the feedback attenua
tion factor and its value is that fractional part of 
the output voltage which is fed back to the input. 
Equation 2 can be manipulated to give: 

Vout 
Vin 

Equation 3. 

A 
1 + Af3 

This is the key equation in the feedback system. 
Equation 3 indicates that the closed-loop gain is 
dependent upon both the open-loop gain and the 
feedback factor, f3. The product, Af3, in the 
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denominator is called the loop gain. Its name 
comes from the gain seen by a signal propagating 
around the loop through both the A and f3 net
works. 

Equation 3 can be manipulated to give: 

A = Vout 
CL --

Vin [ I:~] 1 

13 

Ideal Term Error Multiplier 

Equation 4 

In equation 4 the ideal term, 1/f3, determines the 
ideal closed-loop gain of the system. The value 
of 1/f3 is determined by the elements chosen for 
the feedback path. The intent is for these ele
ments to determine the closed-loop characteristics 
of the feedback system. To the extent that this is 
accomplished is dependent upon the magnitude of 
the loop gain Af3. The greater the magnitude of 
Af3, the more closely the error multiplier term ap
proaches unity, therefore allowing the ideal term 
l/f3 to determine the closed-loop gain of the sys
tem. Said another way, the magnitude of the loop 
gain Af3 is the primary factor which determines 
how closely the closed-loop performance of a 
feedback system is determined by the feedback 
elements. The term l/f3 is known as the noise 
gain and also determines the gain seen by 
amplifier input referred noise and other input 
referred errors (such as offsets and drift 
parameters). The noise gain of the system is used 
to determine closed loop amplifier performance 
with respect to these error parameters, not the sig
nal gain. The noise gain of the two basic op amp 
configurations will be discussed later in this ap
plication note. 
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Figure 2. Bode plot illustrating the relationship of Avo, ~. V~, and Avo~. 

Feedback and the Operational Amplifier Bode 
Plot 

The feedback parameters which have been dis
cussed can be depicted graphically on a Bode 
plot. Figure 2 depicts the relationship between 
open-loop gain, the feedback attenuation factor, 
noise gain, and loop gain as a function of fre
quency for the noninverting circuit 

The Bode diagram shows a typical plot of the 
open-loop gain characteristic of an operational 
amplifier. At very low frequencies a typical 
operational amplifier may have a de open-loop 
gain, (Avo) near 100 dB. A large number of 
amplifiers use dominant pole frequency com~en
s ation which simplifies the compensation 
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requirements for the user. The dominant pole, lo
cated between 0.1 and 100 Hz on various 
amplifiers, causes the open-loop gain characteris
tic (A) to decrease in magnitude at a 20 
dB/decade rate as the frequency is increased. In 
Figure 2 the logarithm of the feedback attenua
tion factor CP) is shown to be negative as it is a 
reduction in signal amplitude. The loop gain, the 
product of Ap, (or AvoP at de), is depicted in the IEI 
figure as the sum ( + 100 dB plus -40 dB = 60 
dB at very low frequency) of the open-loop gain 
and the feedback attenuation factor, or the dif-
ference ( + 100 dB - ( +40 dB) = 60 dB) between 
the open-loop gain and the noise gain (lip). From 
the figure, one can observe that as frequency in-
creases, the loop gain (AP) decreases for a set 
value of p. To obtain a greater amount of loop 
gain at higher frequencies a designer must either 
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Closed Loop 
Signal Gain 

Feedback 
Attenuation 
Factor 

Loop Gain 

Noise Gain 

Closed Loop 
Comer 
Frequency 

Closed Loop 
Gain Stability 

Closed Loop 
Distortion and 
Nonlinearity 

Closed Loop 
Output 
Impedance 

R2 

e, 

R1 = R2 

Figure 3A. Inverting: 
Gain of-I 

-R2 [ l ~ 
AcL = RI 1 + [ 113 J 

13 
Rl R 

= Rl+R2 = 2R = 0.5 

1 1 
2 ~ = 0.5 = 

fc 
fu 

= IAcLl+l 

IAcLI = 
1 

1 note: 
~ -

Figure 3B. Noninverting: 
Nonunity Gain 

A =[Rl+R2]~ CL Rl 1 + 1
113 J 

13 
Rl ---

Rl+R2 

Avol3 

1 

~ 

fu 
fc 

= [~] 

t.AcL t.AoL [ 1 J 
AcL = AOL 1 + Al3 

THDcL = THDoL[ 1 +1 Al3 J 

Z'.cL = Z-OL [ 1 +1Al3 J 

Figure 3. Basic Circuit Configurations 
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R1 = oo 

R2=0 

Figure 3C. Noninverting: 
Gain of +1 

AcL=l~+ 1
113 J 

13 = 1 

1 
1 ~ = 

fc = fu 
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increase the open-loop gain of the amplifier or in
crease the feedback factor, P (decrease the noise 
gain). Remember that both the open-loop gain 
and the feedback attenuation factor are not con
stant, but instead are functions of frequency. 
Therefore the value of the loop gain is a function 
of frequency as well. The quantity of loop gain at 
the operating frequency is the key measure of 
how closely an amplifier configuration ap
proaches the ideal. 

Amplifier Configurations and Feedback 

Figure 3 provides an overview of the inverting 
and noninverting voltage amplifier configura
tions. General equations for various parameters 
of the configurations are given with special em
phasis on the unity gain configuration. Signal 
gain is set by the choice of resistors, but the gain 
error (assuming perfectly accurate resistors) is a 
function of the loop gain in the error multiplier 
term as previously stated in our discussion on 
feedback. The unity gain noninverting amplifier 
is just a special case of choosing the value of 
resistor R 1 as being infinite and R2 being zero. 
Notice that the feedback attenuation factor, p, as 

Rl 
f3 - -Rl+-R2 

Equation 5 

derived for both circuits yields the same equation: 
but for the unity gain inverting amplifier this 
results in a value of 0.5 whereas the unity gain 
noninverting amplifier results in a P of 1. These 
unequal values of P between the two unity-gain 
configurations yield further differences between 
the inverting and noninverting circuits. Loop 
gain for the unity-gain inverting circuit is half 
that of the noninverting unity-gain circuit. This 
results in the inverting circuit being more easily 
compensated for stability, but also yields greater 
errors in those parameters where loop gain is a 
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factor. More will be said about these parameters 
later. 

Reduced p for the inverting configuration results 
in greater noise gain (l!P). Error sources such as 
offset and noise are amplified by the noise gain 
and therefore the unity-gain inverting amplifier is 
more adversely affected by these error sources. 
Another negative factor of the unity-gain invert
ing stage is that its signal bandwidth is half that 
of the noninverting circuit with identical 
amplifiers. This bandwidth reduction is because 
bandwidth is a function of the noise gain, not the 
signal gain. Be aware of this fact when using low 
gain inverting stages. 

The magnitude of the loop gain in a circuit affects 
many parameters in both the inverting and nonin
verting configurations. Closed loop gain stability 
is improved by increased loop gain as indicated in 
the equation: 

Equation 6 

The effects of changes in the open-loop gain 
(such as a reduction due to increased temperature) 
are reduced proportionally to the amount of loop 
gain. Open loop distortion and nonlinearity are 
reduced by increased loop gain. This reduction in 
total harmonic distortion as indicated in the equa
tion: 

Equation 7 
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The output impedance of a voltage amplifier is 
reduced with feedback as indicated in the equa
tion: 

ZcL = ZoL [-1 J 
· l+A~ 

Equations 

The input impedance of both amplifier configura
tions benefit from increased loop gain. Although 
increased loop gain is desireable in both circuit 
configurations the effect of feedback on the two 
configurations is different. 

The noninverting amplifier utilizes voltage ratio 
feedback which increases the differential input 
impedance seen by the input signal. But the dif
ferential input impedance of the amplifier is 
shunted by the common mode input impedance of 
the amplifier. Because the common mode im
pedance cannot be increased by the use of 
feedback it is usually the limiting factor in in
creasing the input impedance. 

The inverting amplifier configuration uses trans
admi ttance feedback which decreases the 
impedance at the summing node of the input and 
feedback resistors. This decrease in impedance 
improves the virtual ground characteristic of the 
amplifier. In the inverting configuration the effect 
of a good virtual ground enables the effective 
value of the input impedance seen by the signal 
source to be set by the input resistor. 

In both configurations the improvements to the 
respective impedances depend on the magnitude 
of loop gain. As the magnitude of loop gain 
generally decreases with increased frequency, all 
of the parameters normally improved by loop 
gain tend to degrade as the signal frequency in
creases. All real-world amplifiers have finite open 
loop gain and finite bandwidth, both of which af
fect the amount of loop gain available to a 
designer. A designer must make a prudent choice 
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of amplifier and of the circuit configuration to 
minimize the errors due to loop gain limitations. 

Some Other Error Sources 

There are many sources of error in a given 
amplifier configuration. As already discussed, 
limited loop gain is a source of gain error which 
can affect DC accuracy. In addition to the DC 
gain error, there are the various offset errors 
which are contributed dependent upon the charac
teristics of the chosen amplifier. Sources of offset 
errors are the input offset voltage of the amplifier, 
the input bias and the input offset currents of the 
amplifier, limited power supply rejection and 
limited common-mode rejection. 

Which of these errors is dominant will depend 
upon the choice of amplifier and its application 
configuration. It is a routine procedure to calcu
late the contribution of each source of error and 
this should be done as a matter of course. A few 
comments on each of these sources of error is ap
propriate. 

All amplifiers haveinput offset voltage and input 
bias currents which result in errors in signal 
measurement. The input bias currents flow 
through the resistances on the ( +) and (-) leads of 
the amplifier and produce an offset voltage error 
at each input. These offset voltages, and the volt
age offset of the amplifier itself, are then 
amplified by the circuit to produce an error in the 
output signal. To reduce the errors due to the bias 
currents the standard practice has been to balance 
the value of resistance at the inverting and nonin
verting inputs to an amplifier. The purpose of 
making these two resistances equal has been to 
enable the bias currents at both inputs to produce 
equivalent values of offset· voltage which could 
then be rejected by the common mode capability 
of the amplifier. This practice is an acceptable 
method of reducing error due to the bias currents 
and is recommended except with modern 
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amplifier designs which have internal bias current 
compensation circuitry. The bias current com
pensation circuitry tends to reduce the bias 
currents an order of magnitude or more, to the ex
tent that they are reduced to the same order of 
magnitude as the amplifier's input offset currents. 
Adding a resistor to one input to achieve equal 
resistances at the two inputs of these types of 
amplifiers is not recommended. The added resis
tance is not effective in reducing the error due to 
the bias currents, but it will add another source of 
thermal noise. 

Initial offset errors as well as gain errors general
ly can be reduced to zero with initial system 
calibration adjustments at room temperature. The 
effects of temperature-induced offset drift and 
gain drift remain unless a method of ongoing cor
rection or recalibration is used to remove these 
effects. This correction may be accomplished 
with a computer after the analog signals are 
digitized and is recommended when maximum 
accuracy of measurement is demanded. 

Even if the effects of temperature-induced offset 
errors are removed from the final data by 
software, it remains desirable to examine the total 
errors at each gain stage thoughout the system. 
Voltage offsets due to temperature drift can be 
removed in software, but may still consume a sig
nificant portion of the dynamic range available to 
the signal. This is especially true in 16-bit con
verter systems with wide temperature range 
requirements such as required by some military 
specifications (-55 to +125 ° C). 

Limited power supply rejection and limited com
mon mode rejection are two more sources of 
errors. Most commercially-available amplifiers 
are designed such that the offset voltages induced 
by power supply variations or common-mode sig
nals are very small; but these errors can be 
significant when amplifying very low level sig
nals with high gain. It is therefore recommended 
to examine the error contribution of each of these 
sources. 
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Figure 4a shows an inverting amplifier circuit. 
The operational amplifier and the circuit com
ponents have been chosen for illustration 
purposes. The errors in the circuit due to the 
various amplifier parameters will be examined. 
Not included are those errors due to the signal 
source impedance (the impedance is assumed to 
be zero), output loading (which reduces open 
loop gain), resistor tolerance and temperature 
coefficient, and component long term drift ef
fects. 

A table in Figure 4a contains a selected subset of 
specifications for a "generic" OP-27C. No 
specific manufacturer is implied. The subset of 
data is for the total error band of the stated 
parameters over the -55° to +125°C temperature 
range. Manufacturers do not always specify 
temperature drift coefficients in their component 
data sheets. Instead, the specification sheets con
tain a table of data for the amplifier at room 
temperature (25° C) along with a table showing 
the total error band of the various parameters over 
a stated temperature span (say 55° to 125° C). 
Usually the specification data tables are supple
mented by supporting graphs which indicate 
typical drift characteristics for the various 
parameters. These graphs can be very informa
tive. For example, graphs in the manufacturer's 
data sheets (see the Precision Monolithics or the 
Linear Technology data book) for the OP-27 indi
cate that input bias currents and input offset 
currents show much more drift at temperatures 
approaching -55° C than at temperatures above 
25° C. Another graph indicates that the direction 
of the input offset voltage drift in the OP-27 is 
unpredictable. 

The normal procedure to calculate the error con
tribution of each of the operational amplifier drift 
parameters is to multiply the rate of drift times 
the temperature span over which the circuit is to 
be subjected. These errors due to drift are then 
added to the initial errors of each of the 
parameters at the ambient operating temperature. 
Because amplifier manufacturers specify total 
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A:! 

10k 0 

+15V 

* Assumed to be zero. 

Ideal Signal Gain = -:: = -5 

Feedback Attenuation Factor 13 -~ - .!. - R1 +R2 - 6 

No.ise Gain = ~ = 6 

f- fu l 8 X 106 
Closed Loop Bandwidth fc =UAcLI + 1J - 6- = 1.33 MHz 
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Generic OP-27 Specifications 
Total Error Band for -55° to +125°C Temperature 

Span 

Typical 

Input Offset Voltage V1061 70µV 

Input Bias Currentt Is61 ±35nA 

Worst 
Case 

300µV 

±150nA 

Large Signal 
Open Loop Gain 

Ao 800 x 103 VIV 300 x 103 VIV 

Power Supply 
Rejection Ratio 

P.S.R.R. 4 x 10-6 VIV 51 x 10-6 VIV 
( 108 dB) (86 dB) 

Common Mode C.M.R.R. 1.6 x 10-6 VIV 20 x W-6 VIV 
Rejection Ratio (116 dB) (94 dB) 

t Bias currents are usually of one polarity. Bias currents of 
both polarities indicate the use of bias current cancellation 
circmtry in the input stage. 

Figure 4a. OP-27 Circuit and Total Error Band Specifications 

Errors: .55 ° to 125 °C (~t) 
Input Input 

Gain Offset Voltage Bias Current P.S.R. C.M.R. Noise 

Vo--V; R, P.J 
R1 1 + AOl3 + V10At[~] + IBA1Ri~~ + UV10 [1] 

~VsuP ~ 
+ ~V10 [.!.] 
~VcM 13 + Noise 

Vo -.99998 Vi ± 1.8 x 10-3 V ± 1.5 x 10-3 V ± 61.2 x 10-6 v ± "'o + Noise 

·Worst Case Error % Full Scale Output* 

0.002% + 0.040% + 0.033% + 0.00136% + "'0% + Noise 

:j: Based upon: 4.5 V FSO; 100 mV power supply change on each supply. 

Figure 4b. Total Error Band Calculations 
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error band rather than drift rates, the method of 
computing the error contribution of each 
parameter must be modified. The equation in 
Figure 4b illustrates the errors calculated using 
the total error band specifications on the OP-27C 
in Figure 4a. The calculations indicate the relative 
contribution of each source of error in the worst 
case with the exception of noise, which is yet to 
be discussed. As can be seen from the numbers, 
real world amplifiers can contribute significant 
errors in a high precision data acquisition system 
due to their non-ideal characteristics. 

Noise and its Effects on Measurement 

Noise can have a significant detrimental effect in 
high precision data acquisition systems. Although 
one can encounter many different sources of 
noise and of interference in system design, only 
certain noises made by the components themsel
ves will be discussed here. Thermal noise, also 
called Johnson noise, is fundamental to all com
ponents. The thermal noise in a resistor can be 
calculated by use of the formula: 

en= V(4kTBR) 

Equation 9 

where k = 1. 3 8 x 1 o-23 Joules/ degree K 
(Boltzman's constant), T = Absolute temperature 
of the resistor, B = the effective "brickwall" 
Bandwidth over which the noise is to be 
measured, in Hz, R = Resistance value. 

The amount of noise generated by a resistor can 
be made easier to calculate by remembering that 
the amount of noise generated by a 1 kQ resistor 
in a 1 Hz bandwidth is 4 n V rms. The amount of 
noise per VHz generated by any other valued 
resistor can be computed from this normalized 
value: 
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e 4nV ~ 
r = v(Hz) V lkQ 

Equation 10 

This noise value assumes a one Hz bandwidth. 
The noise within a wider bandwidth can be com
puted by: 

4nV ~ 
v(Hz) ,-} lkQ B 

Equation 11 

Components other than resistors generate thermal 
noise. The OP-27 monolithic amplifier is clas
sified by its manufacturers as a low noise 
amplifier. It is optimized for low voltage noise 
and requires low source impedances to achieve 
good noise performance. A plot of the OP-27 
noise voltage and noise current characteristics is 
given in the manufacturer's data sheet. The 
amplifier's noise is uniform across the higher fre
q u enc ie s, but increases at frequencies 
approaching DC. This increase is called flicker 
noise, or 1/f noise. 

A thermal noise model of the circuit of Figure 4a 
is shown in Figure 5. Five noise sources are 
shown in the model. The amplifier has a voltage 
noise source en and two current noise sources; 
one associated with each input of the amplifier. 
Each of the amplifier current noise sources will 
generate a corresponding noise voltage which is a 
function of the impedance seen by the current 
noise source. In addition to the voltage and cur
rent noise sources, each of the resistors has a 
noise voltage source associated with it. The 
amount of noise contributed at the input of the 
amplifier by the each of the resistor noise sources 
is reduced by the loading of the other resistor. 
For example, consider noise source eR2 as having 
resistor R2 as its source impedance with resistor 
RI acting as the load. The noise seen at the input 
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Noiseless 
Amplifier 

Noise Model of Amplifier in Figure 4a. 

Noise Sources of the Model 

ADC Input Buffers 

Effective Amplifier Bandwidth 

OP-27 typical unity gain frequency = 8 MHz 

circuit bandwidth = IAc~I + 1 = s; :~ = 1.33 MHz 

effective noise bandwidth B = (1.33 x 106)(1.57)t = 2.1 MHz 

t The effective noise bandwidth of a single pole, lowpass filter is 
1.57 times greater than the 3 dB corner frequency. 

Amplifier Noise Voltage 

Amplifier Noise Current 

4. nV ffi 

en max (fo = 1 kHz) 25 °C = 4.5 nV/1HZ } From data sheet 

in max (fo = 1 kHz) 25 °C = 0.6 pA/1HZ specifications 

eRl 1ffZ -v l k 

eR2 4nV _W 
1HZ-V lk 

5.65 nV 
1HZ 

12.6 nV 
1HZ 

Equivalent Input Referred Noise (Thermal) 

9.1 nV 
1HZ 

Total Output Noise (Thermal) 

9:JiV ~ 2.1x106 1~6 

Peak Noise will be much greater. 

79 µVrms 

Figure 5. Noise Calculations 
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of the amplifier from source eR2 will be only that 
portion of its output which is developed across 
resistor Rl (assuming the input impedance of the 
op amp is very high). The noise generated by eRI 
is reduced by the loading of resistor R2. The 
amount of noise generated at the input of the 
amplifier by each of the sources is tabulated in 
Figure 5. The two current sources each have the 
same value of current noise. Using the values of 
the noise sources, the effective input-referred 
voltage noise of the circuit has been calculated. It 
must be remembered that the noise sources are 
uncorrelated and therefore add in root-mean
square fashion. This equivalent noise source then 
represents the total input referred thermal noise. 
To obtain the value of the noise at the output of 
the amplifier which will be input to the AID con
verter, the input referred noise is amplified by the 
noise gain of the amplifier while at the same time 
taking into consideration the effective noise 
bandwidth of the circuit. 

Arriving at a value for the noise bandwidth of the 
OP-27 circuit is not as obvious as it might seem. 
If the noise gain of the circuit in Figure 4a is used 
to compute the 3 dB signal bandwidth the result 
will be 1.33 MHz. The effective noise bandwidth 
of a single pole filter is actually 1.57 times 
greater than the 3 dB comer frequency. But, 
above 1.33 MHz the OP-27 gain-phase charac
teristics are not those of a single pole system, but 
are more complex. The internal gain-phase com
pensation of the OP-27 will actually cause gain 
peaking in the circuit of Figure 4a. The gain 
peaking will occur at the point where the closed 
loop gain and open loop gain crossover. Also, at 
frequencies approaching the unity-gain-crossover 
of the OP-27, the amplifier gain will differ from 
the roll off of a single pole filter. The effects of 
the gain peaking and the complex gain-phase 
characteristics of the OP-27 above the 3 dB 
comer frequency make an accurate estimate of 
the resultant noise difficult. One can use the 
single pole filter characteristics and can ap
proximate the noise bandwidth of the circuit as 
being 1.57 times the 1.33 MHz comer frequency 
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(2.1 MHz), but the resultant noise calculation 
using this bandwidth will yield only a coarse ap
proximation of the actual noise . 

Using the assumption that the approximation is 
adequate, the noise at the output of amplifier has 
been calculated as shown in Figure 5. The calcu
lated value is the amount of thermal noise in rms 
volts. 

Thermal noise is both white and Gaussian. 
"White" describes the noise as having equal 
spectral density at all frequencies. "Gaussian" 
defines the probability density function which 
describes the amplitude characteristics of the 
noise. Gaussian noise follows the Normal Dis
tribution. Therefore, once the rms value of the 
noise has been determined, the probability of oc
curance of any value greater than a particular 
amplitude can be determined. The peak ( + and -) 
noise associated with a stated probability of oc
currence is indicated in the following table: 

Probability of 
Having a higher 

Amplitude Occurrence 

10% 
1% 

0.1 % 
.001 % 

Peak to Peak 
Amplitude 

3.29 xRMS 
5.15 xRMS 
6.58 xRMS 
7.78xRMS 

Since the peak noise can adversely affect AID 
measurements it should be investigated by both 
analysis and measurement. Minimization of ther
mal noise in system design is accomplished with 
the application of three design principles. First, it 
is good practice to use the lowest resistor values 
possible (this assumes a voltage amplifier system) 
limited only by the constraints necessary to meet 
other system requirements. Second, choose an 
appropriate amplifier. Some amplifiers, such as 
the ubiquitous LM324, do not include noise 
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specifications in their data sheet. If low noise is a 
system requirement, amplifiers which have no 
noise specifications are not likely to be an ap
propriate choice. Also, choose an amplifier 
which is optimized to work with the source im
pedance requirements of the system. 
Bipolar-input amplifiers are generally optimized 
to work with low impedances as they have lower 
voltage noise than current noise while FET-input 
amplifiers are generally optimized for high im
pedances due to their lower current noise. The 
optimum choice of amplifier will depend not only 
on the amplifier, but its associated gain elements 
and circuit configuration. Analysis of the various 
possible configurations is necessary to disclose 
which will be optimum to meet design require
ments, Third, one of the easiest ways to reduce 
the effects of noise is to restrict the bandwidth. 
System bandwidth should be restricted to only 
that amount necessary to meet system require
ments. This should be done as a matter of good 
practice. 

While only the effects of thermal noise have been 
discussed be aware of other noise sources (see the 
reference material at the end of this application 
note). Note that in the circuit of Figure 4a the ef
fects of the l/f noise were not investigated. If the 
system requirements demand the lowest noise 
possible the effects of the l/f noise needs to be 
examined. 

The example calculations on thermal noise were 
done at room temperature. An increase in 
temperature to 125° C will result in about 1.3 dB 
greater noise. Last of all, the calculated answers 
are only theoretical estimates. The calculations 
provide a theoretical minimum value but the final 
determinent of design should be in the evaluation 
of total system function and/or measurement of 
the actual amount of noise in the system. Remem
ber that the value of the noise calculated provides 
only a reference point for the minimum amount 
of noise in the circuit; the actual amount present 
will never be less than the theoretical amount cal
culated, but can be more, due to other noise 
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sources which have not been accounted for. For a 
more thorough discussion of noise as it applies to 
amplifier design see references 2 through 6 listed 
at the end of this application note. 

Settling Time 

Amplifier circuits have limitations which restrict 
just how quickly they can produce an accurate 
output signal at the application of a step change 
of the input signal. For small changes in signal 
amplitude, the ability of the amplifier to respond 
is dependent upon its 3 dB upper comer frequen
cy. If the amplifier gain-phase characteristics 
approximate a single pole response above the 3 
dB frequency the output signal will asymptotical
ly approach a steady state output value Vs as 
defined by the equation: 

Vo(t) =Vs [i-e ~~ 

Equation 12 

Where the time constant, 'tc, is given as a function 
of the comer frequency: 

Equation 13 

Settling time is defined as the elapsed time from 
when the input step voltage is applied until the 
output signal reaches and stays within a given 
error band of a steady state value. 

If the input step change is large, the slew rate 
limit of the amplifier will restrict the speed at 
which its output can change. The limit at which 
an amplifier can slew is a function of how fast it 
can charge or discharge its compensation 
capacitor. The maximum frequency of a given 
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amplitude that can be faithfully reproduced by an 
amplifier with a stated slew rate is defined by the 
equation: 

fmax 
SR 

2nVp 

Equation 14 

where Vp is the peak output voltage. 

When large changes of signal at the input occur, 
the settling time of the amplifier will be a com
bination of initial delay, slew rate limited 
excursion, and small signal settling time as indi
cated in Figure 6. Note that the small signal 
settling illustrated in Figure 6 is not that of a 
single pole system, but is instead representative 
of an actual wideband amplifier. 

A first order approximation of settling time can 
be estimated for a circuit under the following 
conditions. First, the signal must not cause the 
amplifier to enter slew rate limiting. Second, the 
3 dB comer frequency of the amplifier must be 
known and it's roll-off must be at 20dB/decade 
for at least a decade of frequency above the 3 dB 
comer frequency. Under these conditions the fol
lowing equation yields a good approximation to 
the settling time: 

= - _1 ln I Vo -1 I 
2rrf Vs 

Equation 15 

where f is the 3dB frequency. To settle to 1/2 LSB 
at N bits (N = 16 in a 16-bit AID) the equation 
can be written as: 

- _1_ ln I 2N - 0.5 - 11 
2rrf 2N 

Equation 16 
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Which can be simplified to the following: 

(1 + N) ( 0.11) 
f 

Equation 17 

Settling time is not readily predicted in other cir
cumstances. It varies with signal amplitude and 
is as much dependent upon the circuit configura
tion and circuit components (including things like 
stray capacitance) as it is upon the amplifier 
characteristics. An assessment of circuit settling 
time is often best be obtained from observation of 
the circuit under applicable conditions. 

w 
Cl 

~ .. 
"' < 

OVERSHOOT 

FINAL ENTRY INTO ERROR BAND ERROR BAND l FINAL VALUE 

·~ 

SLEW RATE 
LIMITING 

O j.- SETTLING.---+j 
TIME TIME 

Figure6. 

II. THE CS5016 FAMILY AID CONVERTER 
INPUT STRUCTURE 

The analog input pin (AIN) of the CS5016 series • 
converter acts as a load to the buffer amplifier 
output. A good understanding of the internal 
workings of this pin on the converter will help in 
the design of an appropriate buffer amplifier. 

Figure 7a depicts a simplified circuit diagram of 
the circuitry internal to the AID converter as seen 
from the AIN pin. From the metal pin of the 
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VA-

' Coarse-charge 
Fine-charge 
Conv:ersion 

S1 S2 

~ ON 
ON OFF 
01'.!:_ OFF 

S3 S4 
ON ON 
ON OFF 
OFF OFF 

SS 
ON 
ON 
OFF 
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CA in Unipolar Mode 
Ch= CAJ 2 in Bipolar Mode 

Figure 7a CS5016 Family Analog Signal Input Model 

package a bond wire connects to the semiconduc
tor chip. Clamp diodes on the chip connect to 
both of the supplies. Under abnormal conditions, 
excess signal amplitude may forward bias the 
diodes. The diodes protect the chip from voltage 
breakdown. Unless the current under such fault 
conditions is limited, the diodes may short out or 
the bonding wire may "blow its fuse". The cur
rent should be limited to under one hundred mA 
transient or under 10 mA steady state to eliminate 
any possibility of damage. Methods of limiting 
input current to the AID converter are discussed 
below. Once the input signal travels beyond the 
protection circuitry, it sees a buffer amplifier Al, 
CMOS switches SI, S2, and S3, a hold capacitor 
Ch, and transconductance amplifiers G 1 and 02. 
To accomplish a complete· conversion cycle, the 
states of the CMOS switches are altered. These 
state changes cause the effective load at the AIN 
pin to change dynamically during the three dif
ferent phases of the conversion cycle. These three 
phases are called coarse-charge, fine-charge and 
conversion. An understanding of the function of 
each . of these three phases will explain the 
reasons for the dynamic change in loading. The 
conversion phase begins with the activation of the 
hold command (HOLD goes low). 

When hold is activated, the "sample capacitor'.' of 
the track-and-hold section of the converter im-
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mediately traps a charge on the sample capacitor 
which is representative of the input signal. The 
binary representation of the value of the charge is 
then determined. The number of master clock 
cycles necessary for this determination to occur is 
a function of the number of bits of the converter 
and the particular mode. of operation (loopback or 
asynchronous). The occurrence of the EOC (end 
of conversion) signal indicates that the conver
sion time is complete. The converter must then 
acquire a new sample of the input signal for the 
next conversion. The coarse-charge and fine
charge times accomplish this. First to occur is the 
coarse-charge phas·e. A buffered version of the 
analog input signal is first connected to the 
sample capacitor. The input impedance of the 
buffer is very high and therefore does not load the 
input signal source. The output of the buffer is 
connected via switches S2 and S3 to the sample 
capacitor (switch SI is open). The buffer (Figure 
7a, Al) furnishes the majority of the current 
necessary to charge the capacitor toward the new 
voltage value. The buffer therefore reduces the 
transient current demand from the signal source if 
the input signal has changed from the value pre
viously stored on the sample capacitor. The 
sample capacitor is connected to the output of the 
buffer for six cycles of the master clock (CLKIN) 
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frequency. At the end of the six cycles the coarse
charge phase is complete. The sample capacitor 
is then directly connected to the analog input sig
nal for the fine-charge phase (Switches S 1 and S3 
are closed, S2 is opened). Immediately before 
being connected for the fine-charge phase, the 
voltage on the sample capacitor may still differ 
slightly from the analog input value. This is due 
to the offset voltage of the buffer amplifier (A 1 ). 
This offset voltage is typically 50 mV but may be 
up to 150 mV in the worst case. At the beginning 
of the fine-charge phase a small transient demand 
of current from the external signal source may 
occur as the capacitor charges to its final value. 
The fine-charge phase will last until the hold 
command becomes active again. In loopback 
mode the fine-charge phase lasts nine master 
clock cycles until the end of track (EQT) signal 
reactivates the hold command. When the hold 
command is activated asynchronously, the fine
charge phase should last a minimum of nine 
master clock cycles and may continue indefinitely 
until the hold command is activated. 

Simplified models of the impedances seen by the 
analog input signal are depicted in Figures 7b and 
7c. For the conversion and coarse-charge phases, 
the impedance seen at the AIN pin is the input 
impedance of the buffer A 1. This impedance is 
approximately 100 MQ shunted by 15 pF. When 

AIN R1 C2 

ADC Input Buffers 

1100 Mohm 

Figure 7b. Simplified Input Model During 
Coarse-charge I Conversion 

in the coarse-charge phase the sample capacitor is 
charged by the buffer (Al) output. The speed at 
which the voltage on the sample capacitor can 
track the input signal is limited to the rate at 
which the buffer output current can charge the 
capacitor. The slew rate of the buffer is 5 V/µs 
when the converter is in unipolar mode and 10 
V /µs when in the bipolar mode. The reason for 
the difference is that the sample capacitor in 
bipolar mode is only half the value of that in 
unipolar mode. 

The simplified model of the impedance seen in 
fine-charge is that of Figure 7c. Resistor Rl is 
the effective resistances of the Sl and S3 CMOS 
analog switches of Figure 7a. The sample 
capacitor consists of C2, whereas capacitor Cl 
and CS are stray capacitance. G 1 is a transcon
ductance amplifier with an effective input 
resistance of about 35 Q at DC. The slew rate in 
the fine-charge mode is limited to the rate at 

AIN 100 ohm 

O---.NNV'~r ----------1----<1 ~ ~ 
I 

C1 + C2 +CS 
csr c1r ~ 

C1 C2 cs R1 Gin 
Unipolar 170 pF 170 pF 20 pF 100 ohm 35ohm 
Bipolar 85 pF 85 pF 30 pF 100 ohm 35ohm 

Figure 7c Simplified Input Model During Fine-charge. 
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which the output current of the transconductance 
amplifier Gl can charge capacitor C2. In 
unipolar mode the. slew rate is 0.25 Vlµs. In 
bipolar mode when the capacitance of C2 is less, 
the slew rate increases to 0.5 Vlµs. Acquisition of 
fast slewing signals (step functions) can be has
tened if the step occurs during the conversion 
cycle or during the coarse-charge cycle since at 
these times the slew rate of the converter input is 
faster. It should be noted that in fine-charge, any 
external impedance on the AIN pin becomes part 
of the total network and will contribute to the set
tling time response characteristics. 

Also, Figure 7a shows th.at when switches Sl and 
S3 are turned on (S2 is oft) in the fine-charge 
phase, the source impedance of the external cir
cuitry connected to the AIN pin actually becomes 
part of the feedback network of amplifier G 1. 
The external circuitry. should offer an impedance 
less than 400 Q at frequencies greater than 
2 MHz or amplifier G 1 may oscillate. 

The input circuitry of the analog front end of the 
AID converter uses CMOS analog switches 
which are similar to analog switches available in 
individual integrated circuits. The resistances of 
the CMOS switches, such as shown in Figure 7c, 
exhibit non-linear effects with changes in signal 
amplitude and frequency. These dynamic chan
ges in switch characteristics are a source of 
distortion at high frequencies. 

III. EXAMPLE BUFFER CIRCUITS 

Buffer Circuit Test Method 

Several example buffer circuits have been con
structed and tested. Evaluation was restricted to 
dynamic testing at room temperature (25° C). 
The testing was performed using a CDB5016 
evaluation board connected to an IBM compatible 
computer via a 16-bit parallel 1/0 card. Signal 
processing software developed at Crystal was 
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used to evaluate the data. The signal source was 
a Khron-Hite 4400A Low Distortion Oscillator 
modified to produce low broadband noise per the 
article in Reference 1 (Reprints available from 
Crystal upon request). The oscillator was ad
justed to the appropriate full-scale value for each 
circuit. A frequency of 1.5 kHz was chosen as the 
test frequency. 

The output data from the AID converter was 
processed to yield three indicators of dynamic 
performance. These are: 

1) Sl(N+D): The ratio of therms value of the 
signal to the rms sum of all other spectral com
ponents below the Nyquist rate (except DC), 
including distortion components. 

2) SID: The ratio of the rms signal value to the 
ratio of the rms sum of all harmonics. 

3) S/PN: The ratio of therms signal value to the 
rms value of the next largest spectral component 
below the Nyquist rate (except DC). 

Benefits of an RC Isolation Network 

All of the example circuits show an RC network 
coupling the output of the buffer to the input of 
the AID converter. The 200 Q resistor and 1 nF 
capacitor network enhance circuit operation in 
four ways. First, the network reduces the amount 
of broadband noise. Second, it decouples the 
input capacitance of the AID converter from the 
amplifier. This reduces the possibility of the 
amplifier having stability problems driving a 
capacitive load. Third, the circuit isolates the out
put of the amplifier from the high frequency 
pulsed charge effects of the sampling front end of 
the AID converter. And finally, the passive net
work offers a well-behaved low source 
impedance to the internal transconductance 
amplifier, satisfying its stability needs. The com
ponent values are chosen to have a time constant 
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100.0 dB 
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Figure 8 . VA 701 Noninverting Amplifier 

of 200 ns to provide appropriate settling time 
when the converter (16 bits) is sampling at 
50 kHz. The NPO dielectric characteristic mini
mizes the effect of voltage coefficient of 
capacitance which can adversely affect perfor
mance at the 16-bit level. Other dielectrics may 
be adequate while some may result in non-linear 
capacitance with signal level and therefore intro
duce distortion. Empirical testing may be 
necessary to insure whether a given dielectric is 
adequate for a particular application. 

± 5 Volt Supply Op Amp Circuits 

The first example circuit is a unity gain buffer cir
cuit shown in Figure 8. The VA701 op amp 
(from VTC, Inc.) is designed for operation from 
± 5 V power supplies. The input common mode 
range of the amplifier is specified as ± 3.5 V, 
therefore the reference voltage for the AID con
verter was set to use +3.5 V as its full scale 
reference value. The circuit yields quite good 
results when the reduced signal level is con
sidered. 

The second circuit, Figure 9, configures the 
VA701 in the inverting mode. The minimum out-
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put voltage swing for the VA701 is specified as 
± 3.5 V (2 kQ load) with a typical range of± 4.0 
V. The voltage reference for the AID converter 
was adjusted accordingly. The difference in the 
amplifier capability between the two signal levels 
was not very significant. The lower amplitude 
signal had more noise while the higher level sig
nal had slightly more distortion. 

± 15 Volt Supply Op Amp Circuits 

Most precision operational amplifiers are 
specified for operation from ± 15 V supplies. 
Figure 10 shows an OP-27 used to reduce signal 
levels of ± 10 V to ± 4.5 V. The performance is 
excellent. Figure 11 then shows the OP-27 in the 
non-inverting configuration. 

The performance levels being achieved with the 
OP-27 result from operating the amplifier well 
within its specifications for input range and out
put amplitude capability. The Signetics NE5534A 
worked equally well in both circuit configurations 
(Figures 10 and 11). Note that low value resistors 
are used to minimize the component noise in the 
circuits. 
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-1 
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Figure 9. VA 701 Inverting Amplifier 

If an OP-27 type amplifier is used, the inverting 
circuit is preferred for signal processing applica
tions. This is because some brands of OP-27 
amplifiers exhibit much higher distortion at fre
quencies above 10 KHz or so when used in the 
non-inverting configuration. It may be that the 
internal bias current cancellation circuitry does 
not track the input stage well when subjected to 
the rapidly-varying (high frequency) common 
mode voltages such as those experienced by the 
positive gain configuration. 

Achieving± 4.5 Volt Output with± 5 Volt 
Supplies 

Some amplifier designs may require a minimum 
number of supplies, yet still want to take ad
vantage of the full dynamic range of the AID 
converter when using a 4.5 V reference. The Sig
netics NE5534A op amp, known to be excellent 
for audio use, can be combined with a discrete 
transistor output stage to yield excellent results 
when. using only ± 5 V supplies. Figure 12 il
lustrates the NE5534A in the inverting 
configuration, reducing a ± 10 V signal to ± 4.5 
V. The OP-27 (without the external compensa
tion capacitor) yielded similar noise and 
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distortion results but had slightly slower rise time 
when tested with a transient input. 

An Instrumentation Amplifier Circuit 

Some systems require an instrumentation 
amplifier front end. One instrumentation 
amplifier was tested; the AD625C from Analog 
Devices. The data sheet specifies a maximum 
nonlinearity of 0.001 %. Although the device may 
have good static linearity, its dynamic perfor
mance was well below 16-bit performance. The 
AD625C, shown in Figure 13, was tested with 
two different gains. The instrumentation 
amplifier was tested with a gain of one, and then 
with a gain of nine. The gain of nine configura
tion is with the 5 k resistor connected to pins 2 
and 15. The data indicates that the part actually 
has greater distortion (indicative of greater non
linearity) in the lower gain configuration. 

Signal Limiting Circuits 

When utilizing op amps with ± 15 V supplies to 
drive AID converters with ± 5 V supplies it is 
possible under certain input conditions for the 
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SID 100.5 dB 

S/PN 102.6 dB 

Figure 10. OP-27 Inverting Amplifier 

amplifier output voltage to attempt to exceed the 
supply rails of the converter. As described pre
viously, the converter has protection diodes at the 
analog input and therefore will clamp the voltage 
whenever the signal forward biases the diodes. If 
high current amplifiers are used, excess current 
from the amplifier may damage the converter. If 
excess current is a possibility, then the voltage 
swing of the amplifier must be limited so as to 
not exceed the supplies of the converter; or some 
means of current-limiting must be used. Many 
amplifiers have current limiting circuitry as part 
of their output stage and will limit their output 
current if a fault condition exists. Even though 
the amplifier may protect itself in this manner it 

1 k 

~----+15 
0.1 + 1.0 

uF~ ~uF 

-----15 
1.0 

:suF 

1 nFT 
NPOV 

may not be desirable from a system performance 
point-of-view. System measurement accuracy 
can be degraded due to offset and gain errors 
which occur as a result of amplifier self-heating. 

Several approaches to amplifier output limiting 
can be used. Zener or diode bounding circuits can 
be used. Some bounding circuits reduce the cir
cuit gain by reducing the effective feedback 
resistance when an overvoltage signal exists. 
Others limit the signal by shunting it to ground 
when it exceeds the desired amplitude. Reference 
6 documents some of these circuits and discusses 
their strengths and weaknesses. 

Gain +2.5 

Input 1.5 kHz,± 1.8 Vpk 

VREF 4.5 v 
S(N+D) 90.7 dB 

SID 98.0 dB 

S/PN 102.3 dB 

Figure 11. OP27 Noninverting Amplifier 
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Figure 12. Op Amp with Transistor Buffer Stage 

Voltage Clamping via the Compensation Pin 

Figure 14 indicates a simple means of clamping 
available on some op amps. Illustrated is a Harris 
HA-2600 with diodes connected to its compensa
tion pin (8). The ± 5 V supplies of the AJD 
converter provide the clamp voltage reference 
values for the diodes. The output stage of the HA-
2600 has unity voltage gain but high current gain. 
The signal on pin 8 of the amplifier is a low cur
rent signal of identical amplitude to the output 
signal. Limiting of the output signal swing is ac-

~-----+15 
0.1 + 1.0 

uF~ ~uF 

complished by clamping the signal at pin 8 to the 
desired level. Even if the on voltage of the clamp 
diodes on the op amp exceed the on voltage of the 
clamp diodes inside the AID, the 200 0 resistor 
will limit the current to an acceptable level. 

A Novel Method to Aid Current Limiting 

Another method of protecting the AID converter 
from excess signal conditions is illustrated in 
Figures 15 and 16. The circuits make use of addi-

Gain 1 

Input 1.5 kHz,+4.5 Vpk 

VREF 4.5 v 
S/(N+D) 73.1 dB 

SID 81.5 dB* 

S/PN 83.7dB* 

* Primarily 2nd harmonic 

Gain 9* 

Input 1.5 kHz.±0.5 Vpk 

VREF 4.5 v 
S/(N+Dl 74.1 dB 

SID 87.3 dB 

S/PN 84.7dB 

* 5 K resistor connected 

Figure 13. Instrumentation Amplifier 
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Figure 14. Compensation Pin Clamping 

tional series resistance between the op amp and 
the converter to limit the amount of signal current 
available. The resistor is placed inside of the 
feedback loop of the amplifier where the loop 
gain of the circuit reduces the effect of the 1 kn 
resistor under normal operating conditions. When 
a fault condition exists, the signal output from the 
amplifier may attempt to exceed the power supp
ly rails of the AID converter. Under this condition 
the current into the AID converter input will be 
limited to less than 10 mA by the 1 kn resistor. 

The added 1 kn resistor increases the open loop 
output impedance of the circuit. This increase in 
output impedance adversely affects the effective 
open loop gain of the circuit when driving lower 
impedance loads. Therefore, it is desirable to take 

,----1--~+ 15 
0.1 + 1.0 

fF~ ~uF 
1 k 

~-,_ __ -15 

0.1 1.0 

uF~ ~uF 

1nF 
~ NPO 

advantage of op amps with higher open loop 
gains. Decompensated op amps offer greater 
gain-bandwidth products but with the restriction 
that they are generally specified to be stable only 
with higher gain configurations. For example, the 
OP-37 is specified for operation with a minimum 
gain of 5 but offers higher open loop gain than 
the OP-27 (about 15 dB higher at 10 kHz). The 
circuits in Figures 15 and 16 take advantage of 
the added open loop gain of the OP-37 yet still 
meet the requirements for stability demanded by 
the amplifier. At low frequencies (below 10 kHz) 
the loop gain of the circuit reduces the effect of 
the 1 kn resistor significantly. At the same time 
the effective load to the amplifier output (includ
ing the 1 kn output resistor) is dominated by the 
feedback resistor. At high frequencies (above 1 

Gain -2 

Input 1.5kHz, tl)Vpk 

VREF 4.5V 

S/(N+D) 91.2 dB 

SID 97.9dB 

S/PN 99.2dB 

Figure 15. Inverting Amplifier with current limiting 
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MHz) the impedance of the 1 nF capacitor in the 
output filter begins to look like a short circuit 
therefore the load seen by· the op amp circuit is 
dominated by the RC filter network. At the 
higher frequencies the open loop gain of the op 
amp is decreasing. The corresponding reduction 
in loop gain allows the effect of 1 kQ resistor to 
begin to take effect, increasing the output im
pedance to the feedback node. The combined 
effect of the higher. output impedance due to the 1 
kQ resistor and the loading effect of the 200 Q 
resistor causes an effective loop gain reduction of 
about 200/(1000 + 200) or a factor of 6. This gain 
reduction in combination with the phase compen
sation of the feedback capacitor allows the circuit 
to maintain stability while it also provides current 
limiting under fault conditions. 

This application note has discussed the making of 
a good . buffer circuit and has illustrated several 
examples with relevant test data. For further in
formation on design and dynamic testing of 
amplifier circuits refer to the following referen
ces. 
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A COLLECTION OF APPLICATION 
HINTS FOR THE CSSOlX SERIES OF AID 
CONVERTERS 

Here are several application hints whiCh extend 
the flexibility of the CS501X series of AID con
verters. 

Jam ADC Into Coarse Charge For High Slew 
Signals 

The CS501X family of AID converters have 
within their capacitor-based architecture a track
and-hold function. Upon completing a conversion 
the AID converter immediately begins to track the 
input signal. The design is such that the input 
signal is buffered (internal to the AID) from the 
capacitor array for six cycles of the master clock. 
Then the buffer is bypassed and the array is 
directly connected to the AIN pin of the con
verter. This allows the converter to settle to its 

TIMING 
GENERATOR 

+SV 

RSL 
~---< D Q•i---~ 

CS501X APPLICATION HINTS 

final value within the ac<;uracy specifications. 
The period of time that the buffer is connected is 
known as the coarse charge time. The time when 
the buffer is bypassed to sample the input signal 
directly is known as fine charge time. Slew rate 
capability during coarse charge time is much 
greater than the slew rate in fine charge. Any step 
changes of the input signal should occur either 
prior to or during the coarse charge time. Under 
normal operation, once the converter has com
pleted the coarse charge time and entered into the 
fine charge time it will stay in the fine charge 
state until the HOLD input goes low. When 
HOLD goes low the charge on the capacitor array 
is immediately trapped and conversion begins. 

In applications which exhibit step changes in the 
input signal, it is not desireable that the converter 
remain waiting in the fine charge mode (with its 
slower slew rate capability). Extending the coarse 

..,_m_a_x_ CLKIN 

4 MHz CS5012 

CS5014 
CS5016 

AID Converter 

DATA 16 

" '------lf-----------6 0------~HOLD 
TO SYSTEM 

cs---
RDio---
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Figure 1. Sample Logic Jams Converter into High Slew Rate Mode 
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Figure 2. Extending Coarse Charge Time Allows Tracking of Dark to Light Transition 

charge time allows the ADC to track high slew 
signals. 

Figure 1 depicts the logic by which the master 
clock to the converter is stopped during the 
coarse charge time to lock the converter into 
coarse charge. At the end of each conversion the 
End of Conversion (EOC) signal indicates the 

+SV 
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Q J +SV 

DATA READY ------' 

CLKIN 

EOT 
HOLD 

CS501X 

Figure 3.Coarse Charge Jamming with 
"StartConvert" Control 
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end of a conversion and the beginning of a coarse 
charge time. EOC falling toggles the flip-flop, 
causing its Q output to go low. This jams the 
NAND gate output high which locks the con
verter into the coarse charge mode until the 
timing generator circuitry resets the flip-flop. 

Figure 2 illustrates the timing of the various sig
nals of the circuit in Figure 1. CCD or PIN diode 
array outputs exhibit step changes in their signal 
levels as each array element is selected for output. 
After each conversion the converter is stopped in 
the coarse charge mode until the video output sig
nal from a particular element of the sensor array 
is stable. The clock to the AID converter is then 
restarted. The converter then proceeds through 
the coarse and fine charge times and awaits a 
HOLD signal. If the EOT output of the converter 
is tied to the HOLD conversion will begin as 
soon as the track time is complete. lfl 
While this coarse charge jamming circuit is 
designed to operate with the CS501X series of 
converters, note that the CS5101 AID converter 
offers a CRS/FIN (coarse/fine) pin as an input to 
allow user control of the tracking mode. 
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Creating a Single "Track, Hold, and Convert" 
Command 

The coarse charge jamming circuitry of Figure 1 
is altered to allow a single control line to initiate a 
sample and convert sequence. First, the EOT out
put from the converter must be directly tied to 
HOLD input This connection will enable the 
converter to initiate a conversion upon comple
tion of 9 clock cy,cles of fine charge (the 
minimum fine charge time necessary for adequate 
settling). 

At the end of each conversion the EOC signal 
will toggle the flip-flop and lock the converter in 
coarse charge. The converter will track the input 
signal in the coarse charge mode until the "start 
convert" input resets the flip-flop to restart the 
clock: With EOT tied to HOLD the converter 
will proceed through coarse charge, fine. charge, 
and conversion at which time it will stop and 
await another "start convert" command. Data in 
the output port will remain available until a new 
start convert command is issued. 

Figure. 3 illustrates an example of the "start con
vert" circuitry using a dual J-K flip-flop. Note 
that the input clock is twice that required by the 
converter and that the low time of "start convert" 
pulse should be less than. the conversion time of 
the converter. The "start convert" signal should be 
held low during calibration. . 

Synchronizing Multiple CSSOJX Series AID 
Converters 

Simultaneous sampling of several channels is 
often required. For example, in measurements of 
the outputs of three-axis magnetometers or three
axis inclinometers it is desireable that all three 
signals be simultaneously sampled and then con
verted. Because the CS501X converters offer 
very good repeatibility from part to part they can 
yield very good channel to channel measurement 
correlation even though each channel is convert
ing with its own AID converter. 
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Figure 4 illustrates how multiple CS501X series 
converters can be synchronized, allowing simul
taneous sampling. The circuit uses a flip-flop to 
synchronize a reset (RST) signal common to all 
of the AID converters such that the reset signal 
goes low on a falling edge of the master clock 
(CLKIN) to each converter. A common HOLD 
command can then be connected to all of the con
verters to initiate simultaneous sampling. Or, if 
the synchronous loopback mode of sampling is 
desired, the EOT output from one of the con
verters can be input to the HOLD inputs of all of 
the converters. 

When several converters are galvanically isolated 
from the digital processing system, synchronaza
tion is useful. The data is passed across the 
isolation barrier in serial form. If several con
verters are in the system, normally both SDATA 
and SCLK signals from each converter are passed 
across the isolation barrier. However, if the con
verters are synchronized, the SDATA outputs of 
several converters can be clocked into serial to 
parallel registers on the digital side by sending a 
single SCLK signal across the barrier. 

+SV 74HC14 
___L_ 

74HC73 or 74HC107 

J a 

SYSTEM RESET J ______ +-< 

(Active Low) 

CS501X 

RST 

CLKIN 

HOLD 

CS501X 
OSCILLATOR 

RST 

CLKIN 

HOLD HOLD 
I 
I 0 I 
I 0 
I 

0 • 
Figure 4. Controlled Reset for Synchronizatoin of 

Multiple Converters 
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± SV Input Signal Range Operation 

Some system specifications may require signal 
levels of± 5 V. Operating the CS501X series of 
AID converters with ± 5 V signals requires a 5 V 
reference and therefore the supplies have to be 
raised. The supplies should be adjusted to output 
voltages in the range from 5.3 to 5.5 volts. The 
positive and negative supplies should be of equal 
magnitude and the system connections recom
mended in the AID converter data sheet should be 
maintained. 

An easy means of achieving the proper supply 
voltages is to use LM317L and LM337L 
regulators. These devices are acceptable as the 
power requirements of the AID converter are very 
low. See Figure 5 for the appropriate resistor 
values to set the regulator voltages. An alternative 
is to use LM78L05AC and LM79L05AC 
regulators with adjustment resistors to increase 
their output voltages. This is illustrated in 
Figure 6. 

+12V LM317L 

------1V IN V OUTf-----tf---+ +5.5 V (VA+) 

ADJ 

120 
0.1uF 

AGND 

+ 1uF 
0.1uF 

120 
ADJ 

___ __,vlN VoUT>--<----5.5V(VA-) 

-12V LM337L 

Figure 5. LM317L/LM337L Voltage Regulators 

References which output 5 V require a minimum 
input voltage from 6.5 to 11 volts. This increased 
voltage is necessary to accommodate the 1 to 6 
volt input to output voltage differential needed by 
the reference. Supply voltages of +12 V or +15 V 
are common. Care should be excercised to insure 
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+12V LM78L05AC 

VIN Vour +5.5 V (VA+) 

GND + 1uF 
200 

1uF 

20 

ov 
AGND 

20 

+ 1uF + 0.1uF 200 

GND 

---<lt----;VIN Vourt--1----5.SV(VA-) 

-12V LM79L05AC 

Figure 6. LM78LOSILM79LOS Voltage Regulators 

that the voltage reference output does not source 
current into the AID converter VREF pin before 
the power supplies on the AID are established. 
One means of insuring this is to add an RC filter 
in front of the voltage reference as illustrated in 
Figure 7. This will delay the reference output 
until the regulated supplies (Figure 5 or 6) for the 
AID are established. 

With raised supply voltages on the AID converter, 
the digital outputs will output logic l's with a 
higher output voltage (V OH). To accommodate 
this increase the digital logic in the system can 
use 74HC4049 or 74HC4050 logic level trans
lators to restore the logic outputs back to the 5 V 
level. Alternatively, the logic system (if 74HC 
logic is used) can also use a supply voltage 
elevated to the value of the AID supply. This 
problem is also eliminated if the ADC is isolated 
using opto-couplers. 

2k LT1019·5* 

-'V'M.....--2""'! IN OUT ,_6----..---.+5.0 V (VREF) 
GND 0.1uF 

4 

•or LT1021-5 for better tempco. 
or LT1019-4.5 for 4.5Voutput 

AGND 

Figure 7. SVolt Reference with RC Input Delay 
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CS5501 Serial l/F 

Application Note 

CDB5501 to IBM-PC Serial Interface 
(using BASIC) 

By Jerome Johnston and Steven Harris 

The CDB5501 Evaluation Board supports easy 
evaluation of the CS5501 AID converter. In
cluded on the evaluation board is an RS-232 type 
line driver (MC145406) which allows the UART
compatible mode of the CS5501 to transmit data 
to an RS-232 port of a computer. 

This application note documents the appropriate 
configuration of the CDB5501 board to interface 
to the RS-232 serial port of an IBM compatible 
computer. A Basic program listing to read the 
port and display the data in HEX format is in
cluded. 

The CDB5501 has many jumper selection op
tions. The jumpers should be placed in the fol
lowing positions to configure the evaluation 
board in the proper operating mode for RS-232 
transmission. 

P1 INTCLK 
P2 "1" (2.45 MHz clock) 
P3 "12" ( 1200 baud) 
P4 "1" 
P5 AC mode 
P9 "DC" 
P11 "BC" 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 TWX: 910-874-1352 

These jumper selections set the evaluation board 
to operate from the on-board 4.9152 MHz oscil
lator. The oscillator is divided by two to provide 
CLKIN signal to the CS5501 at 2.45 MHz. The 
CS5501 is operating in the Asynchronous Com
munication mode with an output rate at 1200 
baud. The decimation counter is used to provide 
some "dead-time" between each transmission of 
two bytes of data. 

To connect the DB-25 connector on the 
CDB5501 evaluation board to the serial input 
(RS-232 compatible) of the IBM compatible 
computer a cable must be provided. To insure 
proper operation the cable should provide 
straight-through connections for pins 2-8 and 
pin 20. 

A program listing written in GW Basic is 
provided. The program reads the input data from 
the serial port of the computer and then displays 
the received binary information in HEX format 
on the computer screen. The software assumes 
the input is into communications port COMl. The m 
software prompts for the baud rate. A baud rate of 
1200 should be entered unless the CDB5501 
jumper selection is modified to provide some 
other baud rate. 

NOV'88 
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The Basic program is not complex. Lines 90-93 
give some opening comments with line 94 
prompting for the baud rate, Your reply will enter 
a baud rate for the text string defined in line 96. 
Line 96 defines a text string which sets up the 
data format and control line status of the COMl 
serial port. In line 100 the text string is then used 
to open a data buffer for the port into which six 
bytes are read as defined in lines 150-340. Each 
character is .then converted to HEX characters for 
display on the screen in line 350. Line 365 then 

CS5501 SERIAL l/F 

prints the HEX characters on the screen. Use of 
the port is then terminated by closing the data 
buffer in line 370. Note that the buffer must be 
opened and closed to cause the serial port control 
lines to follow the proper sequence necessary to 
read each set of six characters. The program will 
cause the computer to continuously read the port 
unless line 380 is commented out or deleted .. If 
line 380 is deleted, the program will read six 
characters and pause with a prompt to continue. 

90 PRINT "5501 COM - DISPLAYS SERIAL DATA FROM CDB5501" 

12-56 

92 PRINT "Crystal Semiconductor VER1 .0 5/8/88 Steve Harris" 
93 PRINT "Uses COM1 :" 
94 INPUT "Baud rate ?",BR$ 
96 COMFIL$="COM1 :"+BR$+",N,8,2,RS,CS,DS,CD" 
100 OPEN COMFIL$ AS #1 
150 FIELD 1 ,6 AS D$ 
300 GET #1,6 
340 FOR N = 1 TO 6 STEP 1 
350 PRINT HEX$(ASC(MID$(D$,N,1)));" "; 
360 NEXT N 
365 PRINT 
370 CLOSE #1 
372 FOR K = 1 TO 10 
374 NEXT K 
380 GOTO 100 
400 INPUT"Quit OR Continue";A$ 
410 IF A$= "Q" THEN GOTO 10000 
420 GOTO .100 
10000 END 
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Delta-Sigma Techniques 

Application Note 

Delta Sigma AID Conversion Technique Overview 

a. Analog Input Spectrum 

~ . I 

b. Modulator Digital Output Spectrum 

5kHz 

Spectrum Repeats at 
Oversampling Rate 

c. Digital Filter Response 

5kHz 

No Noise Rejection 
at Integer Multiples 
of Oversampling Rate 

d. Digital Filter Output Spectrum 

5kHz 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445-7222 TWX: 910-874-1352 

(Before Decimation) 

Spectrum of Interest 

2.5MHz 

fs 

2.5MHz 

2.5MHz 

2.5MHz 

JAN '89 
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SECTION A 

OVERVIEW: DELTA-SIGMAMODULATION 

Although developed over two decades ago, delta
sigma modulation has only recently achieved 
commercial implementation. The technique util
izes oversampling and digital filtering to achieve 
high performance in both ND conversion and fil
tering at low cost. The advent of commercial 
delta-sigma converters is due in most part to 
recent advances in mixed analog-digital VLSI 
technology. Precision analog circuitry can now be 
integrated on the same chip with powerful digital 
filters. 

Digital Filter 

L. 
16-bits 

Figure Al. Delta-Sigma ADC 

In a delta-sigma ADC, the same digital filter used 
in the AID conversion process can perform 
system-level filtering with performance unachiev
able in analog form. Therefore, the first 
commercial delta-sigma converters have been 
targeted at applications demanding high-perfor
mance filtering (high-end modems, digital audio, 
geophysical exploration, etc). 

This application note uses the CS5317 voice band 
AID converter for examples. See the end of this 
application note for implementation details for 
the CS5317, CS5501, CS5326 AID converters. 

Fundamentals 

A delta-sigma ADC consists of two basic blocks: 
an analog modulator and a digital filter (see 
Figure Al). The fundamental principle behind the 
modulator is that of a single-bit AID converter 
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embedded in an analog negative feedback loop 
with high open loop gain. The modulator loop 
oversamples and- processes the analog input at a 
rate much higher than the bandwidth of interest. 
The modulator's output provides small packages 
of information (that is, 1-bit) at a very high rate 
and in a format that the digital filter can process 
to extract higher resolution (such as 16-bits) at a 
lower rate. 

The delta-sigma converter's basic operation can 
be analyzed in either the time domain, or (more 
conventionally) in the frequency domain. 

Time-Domain Analysis 

The basic operation of a delta-sigma modulator 
can be understood more intuitively by demonstra
tion. A simple, first-order modulator (that is, a 
conventional voltage-to-frequency converter) is 
shown in Figure A2. (Note: a modulator's order 
indicates the number of orders of analog filtering 
- or integration - in the loop). Full-scale inputs are 
± lV and three nodes are labeled V1, V2, and V3. 
The output of the comparator, node V3, is the out
put of the loop and is also converted by the I-bit 
DAC into plus or minus full-scale ( + 1 V or -1 V). 

At the differential amplifier, the + 1 V or -1 V is 
subtracted from the analog input voltage. The 
result, the voltage at node V 1, is input to the in
tegrator. The integrator acts as an analog 
accumulator; ie. the input voltage at node V 1 is 
added to the voltage on node V2 which becomes 
the new voltage on node V2. Node V2 is then 

v 
..... / ... --····:;:j";············1 

--..--o---~ 

····,··... y DAC! 
·· ....... ~.!.~ ........... .! 

Figure A2.1st·order Delta-Sigma Modulator 

Digital 
Output 
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compared to ground. If it is greater than ground, 
node V3 becomes +IV; if it is less than ground, 
V 3 becomes -1 V. Each operation occurs once 
during each clock cycle. 

In the example shown in Table Al, all nodes are 
initially set to zero, and the analog input voltage 
is assumed to be 0.6V. Since all nodes are identi
cal in clock cycles two and seven, the period 
defined by cycles two to six will repeat if the 
analog input remains unchanged. The average 
value of modulator outputs (at node V3) during 
that period, 0.6, yields a numerical representation 
of the analog input. 

Clock V1 v2 V3 Period 
Period Avg 

0 0 0 0 
1 0.6 0.6 1 
2 -o.4 0.2 1 +--+---, 

3 -o.4 -0.2 -1 
4 1.6 1.4 1 0.6 
5 -o.4 1.0 1 
6 -o.4 0.6 1 
7 -o.4 0.2 1 +-!--" 

8 -o.4 -0.2 -1 

Table Al. Modulator Walk-Through 

With conventional voltage-to-frequency con
verters a digital counter is used to extract the 
information in the VFC's 1-bit output. Pulses are 
counted over a specified period, effectively creat
ing a digital averaging (or integrating) filter. The 
final count represents the average analog input 
value during the integrating period. 

Advanced delta-sigma converters use higher
order modulators and more powerful digital 
filters. For example, the CS5317 uses a second
order modulator. The pattern of transitions in its 
1-bit output provides more useful information 
regarding higher resolution at higher frequencies. 
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However, a more sophisticated digital filter than a 
counter is needed to interpret that information. A 
digital FIR filter is basically a rolling, weighted 
average of consecutive samples (see Appendix 
B). An averaging filter weights all samples equal
ly. By applying a more sophisticated weighting 
function to the I-bit signal, a digital FIR filter can 
assemble an N-bit output (with 2N possible 
values) without having to wait for 2N samples. 

The Charge-Balance Name 

Delta-sigma ADC's are also known by other 
names - sigma delta and charge-balance are two 
examples. The Charge-Balance name derives 
from the fact that the modulator tries to balance 
the analog input with the DAC's output in the 
negative feedback loop. The charge injected onto 
the integrator's capacitor from sampling the 
analog input (see Figure A2) is therefore balanced 
by the charge injected by the DAC's output. 
Modulators have been implemented in both 
switched-capacitor and continuous-time form. 

Frequency-Domain Analysis 

Since filtering plays a key role in a delta-sigma 
ADC, it is easier to understand the converter's 
operation by analyzing it in the frequency 
domain. 

Overview 

An AID converter's resolution determines its 
dynamic range (or signal-to-noise ratio). Con
versely, one can improve a converter's 
signal-to-noise ratio and thereby increase its 
effective resolution. The fundamental concept m 
behind delta-sigma converters is to perform a 
simple, low-resolution AID conversion and 
reduce the resulting "quantization noise" (without 
affecting the frequency band of interest) using 
analog and digital filtering. 
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Quantization Noise 

The comparator in the delta-sigma modulator 
loop plays the role of a I-bit AID converter. Any 
AID converter can represent a continuous analog 
input by one . of only a finite number of codes, 
giving rise to an uncertainty, or quantization 
error, of up to ± 1/2 LSB. For a consecutive se
quence of samples in a waveform, these 
quantization effects can be modeled as a random 
noise source under conditions commonly en
countered in signal processing applications. 
(These conditions hold true for delta-sigma 
modulators). The rms value of the noise source 
relative to a full-scale input can be shown to 
equal - (6.02 N + 1.76) dB, for an N-bit resolu
tion converter. Since this error "signal" is totally 
random (or uncorrelated with the input) it can be 
assumed to be white, with its energy spread 
uniformly over the band from de to one-half the 
sampling rate. 

As a 1-bit ADC, the comparator in a delta-sigma 
modulator offers (an almost comical) 7.78 dB 
signal-to-noise ratio. However, the input signal is 
grossly oversampled (2.5 MHz in the CS5317), 
thus spreading the quantization noise over a wide 
bandwidth (1.25 MHz). The noise density in the 
bandwidth of interest (5 kHz) is therefore 
reduced. 

Noise Shaping 

Analog filtering is used in the modulator loop to 
further reduce noise density in the frequency 
band of interest by shaping the quantization noise 
spectrum. The spectrum of the input signal, 
meanwhile, remains unaltered. Figure A3 shows a 
modulator loop with analog and digital circuit 
differences ignored. The comparator is simply 
shown as a (quantization) noise source, and the 
analog filtering, which is simply an integrator, as
sumes the filter response H(f). If the analog input 
equals zero, then 
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Dout = Q(n) - H(f) Dout 

Q(n) 
Dout = l + H(f) 

The quantization noise at the output is reduced by 
the open-loop gain of the integrator. At low fre
quency, the integrator is designed for high 
open-loop gain, so that quantization noise is 
reduced. As shown in Figure A4b, the integrator 
effectively pushes the quantization noise out of 
the bandwidth of interest and into higher frequen
cies. Digital lowpass filtering then removes the 
quantization noise at the higher frequencies 
without affecting the low-frequency spectrum of 
interest. 

The spectral characteristics of the analog loop fil
tering dictates the delta-sigma converter's 
resolution/bandwidth ratio. Higher-order in
tegrators improve noise shaping and allow for 
higher resolutions at wider bandwidths. The 
CS5317 uses a second-order modulator for supe
rior noise shaping. 

Q(n) 

Yin H(f) Dout 

Figure A3. Analog Modulator Model 

Digital Filtering 

The spectral characteristics of the back-end digi
tal filtering also affects the delta-sigma 
converter's resolution/bandwidth ratio. Faster 
roll-off and greater stopband rejection reduces 
residual quantization noise. Section B offers a 
detailed explanation of the theory behind digital 
filtering. 

Anti-Alias Requirements 

As shown in Figure A4, the input and digital fil
tering spectrum of any ADC repeats around 
integer multiples of its sampling rate. A delta-
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sigma ADC thus does not provide noise rejection 
in the region around integer multiples of the sam
pling rate (± 5 kHz around 2.5 MHz, 5 MHz, 7.5 
MHz ... ). If noise exists in the system in these nar
row bands, analog filtering is needed to remove it 
at the converter's input otherwise it will alias and 
pass unfiltered to the converter's output. 

a. Analog Input Spectrum 

L 
5kHz 

f_3dB 

b. Modulator Digital Output Spectrum 

5kHz 

Spectrum Repeats at 
Oversampling Rate 

c. Digital Filter Response 

5kHz 

No Noise Rejection 
at Integer Multiples 
of Oversampling Rate 

d. Digital Filter Output Spectrum 

(Before Decimation) 

Spectrum of Interest 

2.SMHz 

fs 

2.5MHz 

2.5MHz 

5kHz 2.SMHz 

Figure A4. Delta-Sigma Spectral Analysis 
(Using frequencies taken from the CS5317 AID 

Converter) 
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Since delta-sigma ADC's are grossly over
sampled, anti-alias filtering requirements are 
often trivial. For instance, the CS5317 provides a 
factor of 500 of oversampling (2.5 MHz/5 kHz). 
A single-pole, passive RC filter at the CS5317's 
input is therefore sufficient in most applications. 

Decimation 

Even though the delta-sigma ADC oversamples 
and processes analog samples at a frequency well 
above the bandwidth of interest, it will generally 
offer its high-resolution output at a much-lower 
system sampling rate. Any reduction in sampling 
rate is termed decimation. The output can be fur
ther decimated at the system level by selectively 
reading a fraction of the available samples (for in
stance, every tenth sample). Independent of the 
decimation ratio, the converter's noise perfor
mance (and effective resolution) remains 
unchanged. 

Conversion Accuracy/Performance 

Like integrating ADC's and V IF converters, a 
delta-sigma ADC does not contain any source of 
nonmonotonicity and thereby offers "theoretically 
perfect" DNL with no missing codes. The ADC in 
the modulator is simply a comparator, and the 
DAC is the positive and negative voltage referen
ces. No precision ratio matching is needed as in 
other medium- or high-speed AID conversion 
techniques such as successive-approximation. 
Useful resolution is limited only by residual 
quantization noise which, in turn, is determined 
by coarse analog and high-performance digital 
filtering. 

Linearity error is limited only by imperfections in 
the input sample/hold. The CS53 l 7 achieves typi
cal nonlinearity of just ± 0.003 % through the use 
of high-quality on-chip silicon dioxide capacitors 
with low capacitor voltage coefficient. 
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SECTIONB 

OVERVIEW: DIGITAL FILTERING 

A conventional analog filter implements a mathe
matical equation using reactive components 
(capacitors and inductors). A digital filter can im
plement the same filter equation using two 
fundamental arithmetic operations: multiplication 
and addition (or accumulation). A digital filter 
considers a consecutive sequence of digitized 
samples a "waveform." It analyzes the relation
ship between samples, processes the data, and 
outputs an adjusted waveform. 

Digital filters offer ideal stability, repeatability, 
and potentially perfect performance (linear phase, 
etc.). Digital filters also remain impervious to en
vironmental conditions, thus providing superior 
reliability over time and temperature. The major 
difference compared to analog filters, though, is 
that digital filters operate on a signal in sampled 
form. 

Volts 

Volts 

---...... 

I = I s (sampling frequency) 

a. de Aliasing 

I= (N + 1) Is IN 

b. General Aliasing 

Figure Bl. Aliasing in Sampled-Data Systems 
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Sampled-Data Theory 

A fundamental phenomenon in sampled-data sys
tems is an effect called "aliasing." Basically, once 
an analog signal is sampled, its frequency com
ponents are no longer uniquely distinguishable. 
Figure Bia shows a special case called "de alias
ing." If a signal is sampled precisely at its 
fundamental frequency, it will always be sampled 
at the same point on the waveform. It thus be
comes indistinguishable from a de input. 
Likewise, a signal at twice the sampling frequen
cy (or any integer multiple offs) would appear as 
de as well. Figure Bib illustrates a more general 
case of aliasing. Again, two signals at different 
frequencies become indistinguishable once 
sampled. 

The effect of aliasing in the frequency domain is 
illustrated in Figure B2. The baseband spectrum 
(de to one-half the sampling rate) also "appears" 
around integer multiples of the sampling rate, and 
vice-versa. In signal processing applications, anti-

f. 

a. Continuous-Time Input Spectrum 

Jl. 
f,/2 

b. Sampled-Data Spectrum 

Figure B2. Sampled-Data Spectrum 
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alias filtering is used to bandlimit the analog 
signal before it is sampled. This removes out-of
band components which could be mistaken for 
important information in the band of interest. 

Aliasing is critical in digital filtering. A digital fil
ter is incapable of distinguishing signals in its 
passband from signals aliasing from around its 
sampling frequency. Its passband spectrum there
fore repeats around integer multiples of the 
sampling frequency. Take for instance the case of 
de aliasing shown in Figure Bla. A digital low
pass filter would treat the signal at fs as a de input 
and pass it with no attenuation. Similarly, if the 
filter would attenuate the lower-frequency signal 
in Figure Blb by 10 dB, the higher-frequency 
signal would receive the same 10 dB of attenua
tion. The higher-frequency signals in both cases 
could be selectively filtered only by analog anti
alias filtering before the signal is sampled. 

Sampling rates are usually set high enough that 
analog anti-alias requirements become trivial (or 
perhaps eliminated). Higher oversampling ratios 
offer greater bandwidth to roll off between the 
passband and sampling frequency. Noise in the 
digital domain can be analyzed just as it is in the 
analog domain. Limiting a system's bandwidth 
will reduce noise and improve dynamic range. 

Digital Filtering 

The most popular digital filtering technique is 
averaging. A sequence of digital samples are 
simply collected and averaged to produce an out
put. This reduces noise by limiting the effective 
noise bandwidth. Averaging yields a (sin x)/x (or 
sine) filter response as shown in Figure B3. The 
zeroes of infinite rejection (at fs/N, 2fs/N, 3fs/N, 
etc.) can be strategically placed by selecting fs 
and the number of samples averaged, N, to 
average over an integral number of periods of 
critical frequencies (50 Hz, 60 Hz, etc.). Of 
course, this same principle lies at the heart of in
tegrating ADC's, but the averaging is done in 
analog form. In both cases greater dynamic range 
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(or resolution) can be achieved by increasing in
tegration time. The trade-off is bandwidth. 

-20 -------

10 -40 --------- ________ _. _______ _ 
~ 

~ 
3 ·c: 
~ -60 ------ -------------- ------------------::;: 

-80 ----------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------

-100~~-~~-~~-~~~~-~~ 
0 2fs/N 6fs/N 81, /N 1015 /N 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure B3. Averaging Filter Response 

FIR Filters 

Averaging is an elementary example of FIR, or 
Finite Impulse Response, digital filtering. Finite 
Impulse Response indicates that the filter con
siders only a finite number of inputs to calculate 
each output. The number of samples determines 
the impulse response duration. For example, a fil
ter which averages ten samples has an impulse 
response duration of ten. Longer durations indi
cate more information is considered for each 
calculation, resulting in a more powerful filter 
response. 

A digital filter's impulse response is what deter- ft'I 
mines its filter function. It is basically a 11111 
weighting function applied to the sequence of 
samples being considered. The averaging filter is 
an elementary example of an FIR filter because it 
uses equal weighting (weight = 1/N where N = 

#samples). More sophisticated impulse responses 
extract the information contained in the relation-
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ship between samples. Averaging filters ignore 
this information. 

Figure B4 illustrates how an FIR filter actually 
implements the impulse response. The two basic 
operations are multiplication (indicated by ®) and 
addition - or accumulation - (indicated by ~). Fil
ter coefficients !lo to a3 represent the impulse 
response. The three unit delay elements insure 
that each output is calculated using the current 
input sample and the three previous samples. The 
filter's input, x(n), and output, y(n), are digital 
words of any length. (For the CS5317, x(n) is 1-
bit and y(n) is 16-bits). Each digital output 
requires one complete convolution. For the 4th_ 
order filter shown in Figure B4, one convolution 
consists of four multiplications and the accumula
tion of the four products. 

FIR filters are often described in terms of taps. 
This terminology hails back to analog transversal 
filters, which were basically analog implementa
tions of the filter in Figure B4. The analog delay 
elements were termed taps. The number of taps 
indicated the filter's impulse duration. The longer 
the duration, the more powerful the filter. 

Decimation 

Digital filters often operate with input sampling 
rates well above the bandwidth of interest. This 
serves to minimize analog anti-alias filtering re
quirements. The filter's output rate, however, is 

r----------,-----------.-----< fs 
I I I 
I I I 

[::> Unit Delay Elements 

N-1 

y(n) ; A L a; x(n-i) 
j;Q 

Figure B4. 4th -order FIR Filter 
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generally dropped to a more manageable system 
sampling rate. Any reduction in sampling rate is 
termed decimation. 

To illustrate the decimation process lets return to 
averaging. A filter which collects ten samples and 
then averages them to produce one output 
decimates by ten. That is, for an input rate of fs, 
the output rate is fs/10. Alternatively, one could 
use a "rolling average." For each input sample 
received, an output would be calculated using that 
sample and the nine previous samples. The sam
pling rate would therefore remain at fs with no 
decimation. 

The 4th-order FIR filter in Figure BS exhibits the 
same filter response as that in Figure B4, but 
decimates by a factor of four. In this case, only 
one multiplication is performed per input cycle. 
Without any delay elements, the accumulator 
needs four input cycles to complete one convolu
tion. Output samples are therefore produced at 
fs/4. Decimation clearly relaxes computational 
complexity. 

Decimation does not affect overall signal-to-noise 
or dynamic range. For this reason, one can 
decimate the CS5317's 20 kHz output (by selec
tively reading a fraction of the available samples) 
without affecting the converter's noise. However, 
a digital signal is normally not decimated if addi
tional filtering is to be used to increase dynamic 
range (and resolution). All noise energy in a 

ao 
Circulating 

Address r--->f--a-'-11 Coefficient 
Generator a2 ROM 

a3 

t. 
x(n) >----->< y(n) 

Figure BS. 4th -order FIR Filter with 4X Decimation 
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sampled signal lies between de and one-half the 
sampling rate. Lower sampling rates therefore ex
hibit larger noise densities in the bandwidth of 
interest for a given amount of noise energy due to 
aliasing. 

FIR Characteristics 

The only source of inaccuracy in digital filters is 
rounding errors due to finite word lengths in the 
computations. If properly designed, a digital filter 
will not induce linearity, offset, or gain errors. 

Aside from their simplicity, FIR filters' most 
popular characteristic is their ability to implement 
perfectly linear phase filters. The effect of every 
input sample on the output is always seen afixed 
number of cycles later. This processing delay 
from input to output is termed the filter's group 
delay, and can be shown to equal one-half the im
pulse response duration. 

Unfortunately, FIR filters can only implement 
zeroes, no poles. Roll-off is therefore limited. Of 
course, this limitation can be overcome by cas
cading FIR filters to produce an extraordinarily 
long impulse duration. (Fortunately stability is 
not an issue with FIR filters). The trade-off, 
though, is an extraordinarily long group delay. 

IIR Filters 

Infinite Impulse Response filters, on the other 
hand, can implement zeroes and poles to achieve 
high roll-off. Unlike FIR filters, which use pre
vious inputs to calculate an output, IIR filters also 
utilize historical output information to calculate 
each new output. In this manner, IIR filters can 
implement mathematical filter equations with 
variables in the denominator (that is, poles). 

The only drawback to IIR filters is their computa
tional complexity. Since their computations use 
historical information on their past outputs, each 
output must be calculated. That is, unlike FIR fil
ters an IIR filter cannot decimate to reduce 
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computational complexity. Therefore, IIR filters 
generally operate with lower sampling rates. 

The CS5317 Voice-band AID Converter 
Implementation 

The CS53 l 7 uses oversampling, decimation, and 
FIR filtering to implement its digital filter. The 
CS53 l 7 samples its analog input at 2.5 MHz (for 
a full-rated 5 MHz master clock). This high over
sampling ratio of 500: 1 (2.5 MHz sampling/5 
kHz bandwidth) reduces external analog anti-alias 
requirements. 

The FIR filter decimates the sampling rate from 
2.5 MHz to 20 kHz to reduce computational com
plexity. The filter features an impulse response 
duration of 384 x 2.5 MHz and a decimation ratio 
of 128 (2.5 MHz:20 kHz). Since the filter does 
not decimate by 384 as shown in Figure 135, mul
tiple convolutions must be in process 
concurrently. To achieve this, the CS53 l 7 uses 
three accumulators working from a single 384-
word coefficient memory. The three convolutions 
are spaced to begin and end 128 samples apart. 
Thus, a new 16-bit output sample becomes avail
able every 128 input samples (for a decimation 
ratio of 128) whereas each 16-bit output is calcu
lated using 384 input samples (for an impulse 
response duration of 384). 

The CSSSOI de Measurement AID Converter 
Implementation 

The CS5501 uses oversampling, decimation, and 
both FIR and IIR filtering to implement its 6-pole 
Gaussian filter. The CS5501 samples its analog 
input at 16kHz (for a full-rated 4.096MHz master m 
clock). This high oversampling ratio of 1600:1 
(16kHz sampling/lOHz bandwidth) reduces and 
most often eliminates external analog anti-alias 
requirements. 

The FIR filter is used to decimate the sampling 
rate from 16kHz to 4kHz to reduce computational 
complexity in the subsequent IIR filter. The FIR 
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filter response is not especially critical. Its only 
goal is to reject energy within ±lOHz bands 
around integer multiples of 4kHz, the IIR filter's 
sampling rate. 

The IIR filter is needed to implement the poles in 
the 6th-order Gaussian filter and achieve high 
roll-off of 120dB/decade. Its baseband filter 
characteristics are shown on page 4. Note that the 
filter's entire frequency response can be scaled by 
adjusting the master clock. The converter's sam
pling rate simply scales accordingly. With its 
cut-off frequency set at lOHz (4.096MHz master 
clock) for maximized settling, the CS5501 offers 
55dB rejection at 60Hz. With a 5Hz cut-off, 
though, 60Hz rejection increases to greater than 
90dB. Master clocks as low as 40.96kHz are ac
ceptable, yielding cut-off frequencies as low as 
O.lHz. 

The CS5326 Digital Audio AID Converter 
Implementation 

Linear-phase finite-impulse-response (FIR) filters 
are used for decimation. The 1-bit, 3.072 MHz 
outputs of the modulators are decimated in steps 
of 8, 4, and 2 to yield 16-bit, 48kHz results. 

The decimation strategy includes two stages, 
FIRl and FIR2, whose primary responsibility is 
attenuation of quantization noise prior to decima
tion and aliasing. Modulator out-of-band 
quantization noise spectral density is very high. 
FIRl and FIR2 use 17 and 18-bit coefficients to 
attenuate this noise, and out-of-band input sig
nals, into the converter noise floor. Filter orders 
are 27 and 30, respectively. 

A third stage, FIR3, performs passband shaping 
and out-of-band signal attenuation. Passband fre
quency response errors introduced by the 
modulator, FIR 1, and FIR2 are corrected by 
FIR3. Overall filter passband ripple is thus 
reduced to ±0.00ldB from de to 22kHz. The 
passband compensation function prevents the use 
of a half-band filter for FIR3. Data is truncated to 
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16 bits at the output, and this operation is the 
major noise contributor in the system. 

FIRl, FIR2, and FIR3 also combine to provide 
antialiasing filtering. All analog input frequencies 
from 26kHz to 3046kHz are attenuated by at least 
86dB. Phase response is precisely linear. 
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CS5326 Interface 

Application Note 

CS5326 to DSP56000 Interface 

By Clif Sanchez 

This application note describes the interface 
needed to connect the CS5326 to the Motorola 
DSP56000 Digital Signal Processor. 

Since the CS5326 is a stereo delta-sigma 
oversampled analog-to-digital converter, it 
requires three clocks: a master clock to sample 
the analog input, a serial clock to shift out data, 

CLKIN 

74HC590 

QA 
CCK 

OF 

RCK 

QG 

72 

764 

7128 

sea 
or 

SC1 

and a lefUright clock to select the channel. The 
74HC590 synchronous counter from TI, along 
with a couple of inverters, provide all the clocks 
th~ the CS5326 requires. The output previous to 
L/R , QF, is used as a frame sync for the 
DSP56000 and connects to SC2 which is 
configured as FSr. For the DSP56000, the PSL 
bit must be set equal to zero. 

CLKIN 

CS5326 
SCLK SCLK 

SDATA 

UR 

SC2 SCK SRO 

DSP56000/1 

Figure 1. CS5326 to DSP56000 Connection Diagram 
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If the DSP56000 serial port is in the synchronous 
mode, then the serial port transmit and receive 
sections used the same serial clock. This releases 
two pins, SCO and SCI, and one can be 
configured as an input flag indicating the channel, 
left or right. They are latched in the DSP56000 at 
the same time as the MSB (see Figure 2) and can 
be used to synchronize left/right pairs. 

If a synchronous counter is not available, a 
similar circuit can be constructed from a ripple 
counter and latch as shown in Figure 3. Since the 
D flip-flops provide inverted outputs, the output 
inverters are not needed. But the 74HC4040 
ripple counter's clock must be inverted to give it 
enough time, one full clock instead of one half 
clock, to settle before the flip-flops latch the data. 

SCLK 

SC2 
(FSYNC) 

UR 

sco 

CLKIN 

CS5326 Interface 

)-----ll>--------'------ CLKIN 

i-128 

Figure 3. Alternate to 74HC590 

sea 

SCLK 

FSYNC 

UR 

Figure 2. CS5326 to DSP56000 Timing Diagram 
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Application Note 

CS5326/7/8/9 Low Frequency Operation 
By Clif Sanchez 
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This circuit places the CS532617/8/9 in test mode 
6 and provides clocks with the proper frequencies 
and relative phases to operate the converter at 
speeds lower than specification. 

In normal operation (i.e., not in a test mode), the 
CS5326/7/8/9 utilizes a phase lock loop circuit to 
implement a 3X clock frequency multiplier, the 
output of which paces the digital filter/ 
decimators. The limited range of the PLL results 
in a lower bound to the speed of operation. The 
ACLKA output is normally connected to the 
DCLKA input, and it is this clock signal that is 
the input to the 3X frequency multiplier. 

In test mode 6, the 3X multiplier is disabled, and 
the clock required for the digital filter/decimators 

Crystal Semiconductor Corporation 
P.O. Box 17847, Austin, TX 78760 
(512) 445 7222 FAX: (512) 445 7581 

1 RCO 14or13 
R Oxf-------; 

2 U2 

CLK1 L 

PO-P3 inputs on 161/3's tied low 

is instead received directly on the DCLKA pin. 
The lower bound on the speed of operation is 
dramatically reduced (still non-zero due to 
internal dynamic logic), but the DCLKA signal 
frequency must be appropriately generated. The 
requisite frequency is 1.5X the frequency of the 
CLKIN signal. This ratio mimics the combination 
of the divide-by-two between CLKIN and 
ACLKA/DCLKA and the multiply-by-three 
between ACLKA/DCLKA and the filter/deci- m 
mators' clock that occurs in normal operation. 

The master clock signal MCLK is used to drive a 
divide-by-two counter to generate DCLKA and a 
divide-by-three counter to generate CLKIN, and 
to synchronize the PD (Power-Down) signal. The 
latter is used to appropriately reset the phase of 
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the counters as well as that of the delta-sigma 
modulators in the CS5326/7/8/9 (this is done 
through the use of the APD signal). In addition, 
when PD falls, the complementary output of the 
synchronizing flip-flop places the converter in 
test mode 6 through the use of the TST2 and 
TST3 pins. Note that the CS5326/7/8/9 should 
not be placed in test mode 6 in the absence of 
active clocks., In addition to powering down the 
analog section, APD is used to synchronize the 
start of ACLKA. DPD initiates an offset 
calibration and can be controlled seperately from 
APD. Since APD powers down the reference, 
DPD should only occur at the same time or (at 
any time) after APD is released. In test mode 6, 
the serial data output during calibration is not all 
zeros. 

An additional_divider is used to generate the 
SCLK and UR signals which are derived from 
CLKIN. The SCLK signal may be an inversion of 

MCLK 

PD 

APD,DPD 

TST2,3 

CLR3 

CLKIN 

ACLKA 
(on CS5326/7/8/9) 

DCLKA 

CLK1 

SCLK 
(Ox= Oo) 

SCLK 
(Ox= 01) 

UR 

either Q0 or Ql. Using Ql, though, results in an 
SCLK frequency that can slightly raise the noise 
floor, of the CS5326/7 /8/9 through interference 
effects with the modulators. If receive circuitry 
speed permits, QO should be used to clock out the 
serial output data. 

The resulting phases of the various clocks 
generated by this circu..i_try is such that rising 
SCLK edges and all UR edges occur at falling 
edges of DCLKA, as can be seen by refering to 
the timing diagram. Furthermore, 1-bit data 
transfers between the modulators and the 
filter/decimators are correctlly timed. In normal 
mode, this transfer is synchronized by the 
ACLKA signal. In test mode 6, though, ACLKA 
is not used (and should be left open), and the 
correct timing is attained by setting the modulator 
phase with APD, as described above. As a check, 
it can be observed that falling edges of ACLKA 
occur at rising edges of DCLKA. 
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Notes: 1. Qx = Qo is recommended for SCLK to avoid adverse analog interference effects caused 
by_fs/2 signals. 

2. UR is a square wave with edges coincident with SCLK rising edges. 
3. fs is analog sampling frequency. 
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with 19-Bit Mono Application Example 
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ABSTRACT 

The architecture and performance of a stereo 18-bit delta-sigma analog-to
digital converter are discussed. This 28-pin device contains dual delta-sigma 
modulators and dual digital filters/decimators. Special emphasis is placed on 
applications examples using the AID converter in various common audio en
vironments including AES/EBU integrated circuits and digital signal 
processors. In addition, an example application is discussed in which the dual 
channel 18-bit part is configured as a single 19-bit AID converter yielding a 
dynamic range of 100 dB. 

0 INTRODUCTION 

The benefits of using digital to store and process audio information are well documented[!]; 
however, the number of bits required to reproduce the analog signal to an acceptable level is still in 
flux. Consumer products are standardizing on the 16-bit level[2] while professional equipment 
manufacturers are asking for more[3,4]. 

Sec. 1 describes the architecture of the CS5328, a stereo 18-bit delta-sigma analog-to-digital (AID) 
converter. Sec. 2 illustrates the performance of the AID converter under a variety of test conditions. 
Also discussed is a 19-bit monaural example in which both input channels are tied together and the 
output words are summed, achieving a dynamic range of 100 dB over the 0-20 kHz audio band. 
Sec. 3 describes interfaces to common audio environments such as AES/EBU integrated circuits and 
the Philips I2S bus, while Sec. 4 discusses DSP interfaces. Sec. 5 discusses a method of attaching the 
channel indication, left or right, as a tag to the end of the serial data stream. 

1 ARCHITECTURE 

The architecture of the CS5328, as seen in Figure 1, consists of two one-bit delta-sigma 
modulators[5] that oversample the analog input at a frequency that is 64 times the output word rate. 
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Each delta-sigma modulator is followed by a 3-stage FIR filter. Dividing the filtering function into 
three stages allows for an overall reduction in the number of required taps and incremental decima
tion to arrive at the output word rate. The output of each channel is latched and multiplexed on the 
SDATA pin under control of the L/R (left/right) signal. LlR also starts the convolution for the FIR 
filters. 

The digital filter response is illustrated in Figure 2 for a 48 kHz output word rate and has a stopband 
rejection of greater than 86 dB. Since the filter is digital, the frequency response will scale with 
clock frequency allowing the use of other sample frequencies. Table I lists the master clock frequen
cy, passband edge, -3 dB point, and stopband edge for typical digital audio frequencies. An 
expanded view of the passband showing less than 0.001 dB passband ripple appears in Figure 3 
while the transition band is expanded in Figure 4. 

2 PERFORMANCE 

To test the AID converter, the analog input of a CDB5328 evaluation board[6] is driven with a signal 
generator having distortion lower than the AID converter's noise floor. Any distortion produced from 
such a setup is assumed to be from the AID converter[?]. For the FFT tests produced in this paper, 
the analog input is either a Krohn-Hite Model 4400A or a Briiel & Kjrer Type 1051. The data is col
lected for 1024 consecutive samples. The FFT expects the sample set to be periodic; therefore, if the 
samples at each end of the sample set do not align exactly, the FFT will produce distortion products 
that don't exist in the analog input. If the AID converter were synchronized to the analog input, the 
end points could be aligned, but to align to the 18-bit level is very difficult. Since the analog input is 
not synchronized to the AID converter, the time-domain samples are windowed to avoid discon
tinuities at the end points. Windowing drives the end points to zero making the first point and last 
point is the sample set equal. The window is a minimum 5-term which widens the fundamental and 
harmonics, but doesn't affect the specifications being tested such as SIN+D and dynamic range[8]. 
Since the noise is uncorrelated, sample sets of points can be averaged to produce a plot in which the 
noise shape and low level harmonics are distinguishable. The noise spreads itself equally among the 
frequency bins while the fundamental, harmonics, and tones present, if any, remain unchanged. The 
data for this paper was gathered with a personal computer which also calculates the FFT[9]. 

2 .1 CS5328 Results 

A plot of 100 sample sets averaged, using the previously mentioned setup with an analog input at 
full scale, appears in Figure 5. A full-scale input is not the optimum test for digital audio since any 
excursions above full scale cause clipping and large distortions. Digital audio equipment usually 
defines -10 dB as a maximum signal level to guardband against clipping. A signal 10 dB below full 
scale would be a better test of an AID converter for this environment. As can be seen from Figure 6, 
a -10 dB signal shows slightly better performance than the full scale signal and the harmonics are 
practically below the noise floor. In Figure 7 the input signal is 80 dB down from full scale and is 
considered a more difficult test of AID converter performance[lO]. On-chip dither minimizes tones 
that are normally associated with delta-sigma AID converters. Figure 8 plots input signal level ver
sus signal-to-(noise+distortion) for a 1, 10, and 20 kHz input signal. This plot illustrates the 
CS5328's lack of significant distortion for low signal levels over the entire audio band. 
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The hardware illustrated in Figure 9 ties the two analog inputs together and adds the two 18-bit out
puts, generating a 19-bit number. Utilizing the CDB5328 evaluation board, the serial data ~r each 
channel is shifted into the serial-to-parallel converter during the first 18 serial clocks after UR chan
ges state and is then latched on the parallel output. The serial-to-parallel converter has a separate 
shift register and latch so the parallel output is valid until the next parallel latch update. On the 
evaluation board, the left channel data is latched 14 serial clocks before L/R falls and the adder cir
cuitry latches the left channel on the falling edge of L/R. The right channel is latched on the 
evaluation board 14 serial clocks before L/R rises. The two 18-bit numbers propagate through the 
adder during the latter 14 serial clocks of the L/R low time and the 19-bit result is latched when L/R 
rises. 

The FFT plot in Figure 10 shows an improvement of approximately 3 dB using summed channels 
over the single channel approach. The extra bit generates a 6 dB improvement since the signal level 
is doubled, but the noise from the second channel invokes a 3 dB penalty. Figure 11 illustrates a 19-
bit FFT with the analog input down 60 dB. Notice the dynamic range for the 19-bit mono mode is 
100 dB over the 0-20 kHz audio bandwidth. 

3 TIMING IN AUDIO ENVffiONMENTS 

In a typical audio environment such as CD, DAT, or digital audio workstations, the traditional 
analog front end consists of an 11th-order Chebyshev anti-aliasing filter[ll], followed by a sample
and-hold (S/H), and completed by an AID converter for each channel as shown in Figure 12a. The 
timing section is required to synchronize the S/H, AID converter, output multiplexer, and digital sig
nal processing system. If oversampling is utilized, the diagram would look more like Figure 12b in 
which oversampling by two decreases the anti-alias filter requirements to a 7th-order Butter
worth[ll]. This anti-aliasing filter provides better group delay characteristics than the traditional 
approach. In 2X oversampling the AID converter and S/H must be capable of operating twice as fast 
as the traditional approach, and the timing section has to accommodate the decimation filter between 
the AID converter and the system. Figure 12c shows the analog front end using the CS5328 that 
oversamples the analog input by 64 generating a sample frequency, Fs, of 64xOWR (output word 
rate). The CS5328 requires frequencies of 128xOWR for the master clock, 2xOWR for the serial 
data clock, and OWR for the L/R signal indicating the channel: left or right. The anti-aliasing filter 
requirements are minimized to a single pole passive filter and the group delay characteristics for this 
approach provide a flat delay over the entire passband. The high frequency clocks required are 
usually available for other system functions and can be derived from a 74HC590 synchronous 
counter. 

3.1 Philips Ps Bus 

The "inter-IC sound" bus is a digital audio interface as defined by Philips[12]. The I2S interface uses 
word select, WS, (inverted uR) to indicate both the channel and start of data. The data is output on 
the falling edge of SCK one SCK cycle after WS changes state. In the configuration illustrated in 
Figure 13, the 74HC590 counter is considered the master since it provides the word select and serial 
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data clocks. The data output by the CS5328 must be delayed one SCLK cycle and is considered 32 
bits in length with the receiving device ignoring unused bits as defined by the interface specifica
tions. 

3.2 Sony Digital Interface 

Both the CX23033 and CXD1211 from Sony Corp. are digital transmitting chips designed to send 
data in a format similar to the AES/EBU specifications[l3]. The CS5328 interface for these chips 
would be straightf~ardif the AID converter was only 16 bits because both interface ICs provide a 
16-bit MSB-first format. Figure 14 illustrates the circuitry needed to connect the CS5326, a 16- bit 
AID converter, to the Sony chips. Since the CS5238 outputs 18 bits, the 24-bit format of both inter
face chips must be used, and that format only accepts data LSB first. If the interface chips allowed 
the specification of the MSB/LSB-first option separate from the 16-bit/24-bit option, the interface 
would be greatly simplified. Another feature of the interface chips is that the data must be right jus
tified in the channel, whereas the data output from the CS5328 is left justified. Using the 16-bit 
format as an example, the 16 bits preceding LRCK (L/R) changing state are latched for right-jus
tified data, whereas the 16 bits following LRCK changing state are latched for left-justified data. 
Figure 15 illustrates a method of converting from MSB-first to LSB-first using three cascaded 
74HC299 shift registers oscillating between channels. When the right channel is shifting into the 
shift registers from the AID converter, the left channel is shifting out of the shift registers to the digi
tal interface chip and vice versa. LRCK for the CXD1211 has the same polarity as the CS5328, high 
for the left channel and low for the right channel, whereas LRCK in the CX23033 has the opposite 
polarity. Figure 16 illustrates the flow of serial data for each channel. While the CS5328 is clocking 
left-channel data into the 24-bit shift register via pin 'A', the shift register is clocking the previous 
right-channel data out of the QH' pin and through a multiplexer into the interface chip. In Figure l 6b 
the shift register's shifting direction is reversed and still contains the left-channel data. When the 
CS5328 starts shifting right-channel data into the shift register via pin 'H', the left-channel data con
tained in the shift register is clocked out of the QA' pin and through the multiplexer into the interface 
chip. The multiplexer is needed to select the appropriate output of the 24-bit shift register to input to 
the interface chip, whereas the two inputs to the shift register may be tied directly together. The shift 
register clocks are disabled for eight serial clock cycles since only 24 bits of the 32 bit-periods in a 
channel are stored. Since the CS5328 outputs zeros after the 18 data bits, the shift register stores six 
zeros. In the timing diagram shown in Figure 17, the 'z's reflect the stored zeros. All combinational 
logic can be programmed into a PAL for compactness. To configure the interface chips for the 24-bit 
format, MSBF is set to zero for the CXD 1211, whereas the CX23033 is used in operation mode 1 or, 
if a microcontroller is present, mode 3 with control register bits D7 and D6 both set to one. 

4 INTERFACING TO DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS 

Digital signal processors are used extensively in digital audio environments[l4]. Although the digi
tal signal processors, DSPs, discussed below are not an exhaustive set of DSPs capable of handling 
greater than 16 bits, they do illustrate the circuitry needed to interface to common serial ports. 
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The interface for the DSP56000 is straightforward as shown in Figure 18 with the timing diagram 
appearing in Figure 19. The counter needed for the various timing signals on the CS5328 provides 
other divided outputs that can be used by the DSP56000. The counter output previous to L/R, 
FSYNC, is twice the frequency of uR and can be used to indicate the beginning of a word. This 
output will rise concurrently with L/R changing state; however, FSYNC will fall after the 16th data 
bit is output. This is not a concern since the DSP56000 only uses FSYNC to start a serial data trans
mission and stops transmission when the specified number of bits are received. The DSP56000's 
serial port is configured to receive 24 bits (WLl,WLO = 1,1), normal operation (MOD = 0), con
tinuous clock (GCK = 0), and word-length frame sync (FSLl = 0). If the transmit and receive ports 
are synchronous (SYN= 1), L/R can be used as a serial port flag indicating the channel. Section 5 
has more information on the serial port flag. 

4.2 Texas Instruments TMS320C30 

The TMS320C30 has an interface similar to the DSP56000, with the exception of serial port flags. 
Figure 20 shows the interface diagram and Figure 21 illustrates the timing. If LtR must be known to 
the DSP, one of the alternate methods described in Section 5 must be employed. The interface diver
ges from previous TI DSPs but has become more flexible in the process. For the serial port, the 
variable data rate mode with 24 or 32 bits is utilized. In this scenario, FSR goes active concurrently 
with the MSB of the data. (In fixed data rate mode, FSR goes active one CLKR cycle before data.) 
The DSP also inputs the programmed number of bits after FSR indicates the start of serial data trans
mission. The polarity of CLKR and FSR are programmable, thereby eliminating one inverter from 
the previous DSP interface. 

43AT&T DSP32/DSP32C 

The DSP32 incorporates the data skewing technique utilized in the Philips I2S interface although 
there is no provision for stereo. The delay is one ICK (serial data clock) cycle on the ILD pin. ILD is 
a word sync as opposed to an WS signal which indicates the channel: left or right. The DSP32 ac
cepts 32 bits, whereas the DSP32C can accept 24 or 32 bits, and both latch data on the rising edge of 
ICK. As with the two previous DSPs, ILD is only used to start serial data transmission. Figure 22 
shows the connection diagram while Figure 23 illustrates the timing. 

5 CHANNEL INDICATION 

Many systems do similar processing to both left and right channels; therefore, the DSP may not need 
to know which channel it is currently operating on. The channel indication, uR, may be connected 
to the AID converter and digital out or DI A converter, thereby synchronizing the input and output, 
without connecting to the DSP. However, if the processing is different for each channel, the DSP 
must know which channel it is operating on. As this function is only needed at initialization, an in
terrupt line could be utilized, with the interrupt being disabled after synchronization is achieved. 
This method requires a dedicated interrupt line which is usually in short supply. Another common 
method is to map LiR to a memory location allowing the DSP to read that location while in the serial 
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port service routine, thereby determining the channel. This method requires . address decode logic 
and a high impedance latch to connect L/R to the data bus. A third method connects L/R to a general 
purpose input pin on the DSP if any exist. 

If the serial port transmitting and receiving sections are synchronous on the DSP56000 from 
Motorola, two pins are liberated and can be configured as serial port flags. One of these flags can be 
utilized to capture the L/R signal. As shown in Figure 19, the SCO flag is latched concurrently with 
the MSB of the serial data. This flag can be tested on initialization to determine the channel. 

Since all the DSP serial ports menti~ed require a minimum of 24 bits, and the CS5328 is only 18 
bits, 6 trailing bits are unused. If L/R is appended to the serial data, the DSP could read the lower 
bits which identify the channel. The DSP could subsequently mask the lower bits or ignore them 
since they appear as a DC offset at a minimum of the 19-bit level. The circuit in Figure 24 appends 
L/R to the serial data stream by ORing L/R with the zeros output after the 18-bit serial word. The al
ternate circuit provides a single-chip-package implementation that multiplexes between SDATA and 
L/R. Since the CS5328 outputs 18 bits, a flip-flop is needed to delay the rising edge of the QF 
(which rises after the 16th bit) until the 19th bit. A benefit produced by this configuration is that a 
larger-divide output of the 74HC590 can delay the L/R "tag" information until later bit times making 
the DC offset less significant. Figure 24 shows two configurations for adding the L/R tag to the data. 
In the "bit-19 tag" configuration, the L/R tag immediately follows the data, whereas in the "bit-21 
tag" configuration the tag doesn't appear until the 21st-bit position. Figure 25 illustrates timing for 
the "bit-21 tag" configuration. Notice that the left channel data is followed by two zeros, then twelve 
ones; therefore, the first "one" of the channel tag is in the 21st-bit position. If the DSP's serial port is 
configured for 32 bits, a "bit-25 tag" could be generated by using the QE output of the 74HC590 
counter as the clock input to the flip-flop. 

6 CONCLUSION 

The architecture and performance of the CS5328 18-bit dual channel delta-sigma AID converter 
were discussed along with detailed interface and timing diagrams to AES/EBU chips, the I2S bus, 
and a number of DSPs. A method of adding a channel identifier to the serial data stream was also ex
plored. 

Low input signal levels were shown not to degrade performance, and an example application using 
both 18-bit channels to generate a single 19-bit part was shown to improve the dynamic range to 
100 dB over the audio band. 
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Output CLKIN Passband -3 dB Stopband 
Word Rate Frequency Edge Point Edge 

32kHz 4.096 MHz 14.5 kHz 15.6 kHz 17.3 kHz 

44.1 kHz 5.6448 MHz 20.0 kHz 21.6 kHz 23.9 kHz 

48 kHz 6.144 MHz 21.8 kHz 23.5 kHz 26.0 kHz 

Table 1. Audio Output Word Rates 
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A Stereo 16-Bit Delta-Sigma AID Converter for 
Digital Audio 

D. R. Welland, B. P. Del Signore, E. J. Swanson 

Crystal Semiconductor Corp., Austin, TX 78744, U.S.A. 

AND 

T. Tanaka, K. Hamashita, S. Hara and K. Takasuka 

Asahi Kasei Microsystems, Inc., Tokyo, Japan 

A two channel 16-bit AID converter employing oversampling techniques has been 
developed. The device contains two fourth order delta-sigma modulators with I-bit 
outputs, each followed by a digital finite impulse response filter/decimator. The analog 
inputs are sampled at 3.072 MHz and the digital words are output at 48 kHz. 

0. INTRODUCTION 

The emergence of digital audio has increased 
the demand for high performance AID converters. 
Delta-sigma conversion has been gaining recogni
tion as having advantages over more classical 
audio band conversion techniques. In particular, it 
obviates the need for sample and hold amplifiers, 
eases the design of anti-aliasing filters, and is free 
of differential non-linearity errors that distort low 
level signals. 

This paper discusses the development of a 
two channel 16-bit audio band delta-sigma con
verter featuring a high degree of integration and 
suitable for use in stereo digital audio applica
tions. Section 1 gives an overview of the concepts 
pertaining to delta-sigma conversion. The device 
architecture and a functional partitioning strategy 
are presented in Section 2 Sections 3 and 4 dis
cuss design of the two major functional blocks, 
and measured results are presented in Section 5. 

1. DELTA-SIGMA CONVERSION 

1.1 Quantization Noise 
Analog to digital conversion is a process that 

necessarily introduces errors into a signal due to 
quantization. The difference between the output 

of an otherwise perfect converter (or "quantizer") 
and that which might be expected of a converter 
with unlimited resolution can be modelled as an 
additive noise signal. The level of this "quantiza
tion noise" is reduced in converters of higher 
resolution with finer quantization levels, but 
nonetheless must remain non-zero. If the analog 
input is sufficiently large and/or if the input is 
sufficiently random, the spectrum of the quantiza
tion noise can be approximated as white [1] with 
its energy equally distributed between de and fs/2, 
where fs is the sampling and conversion rate (it is 
assumed the signal is sampled before it is con
verted). The effective resolution of a converter 
can be increased by filtering the output and there
by reducing the level of the quantization noise. A 
commensurate reduction in the available signal 
bandwith must be accepted as a consequence of 
the filtering, but may prove acceptable if the con-
version rate is high. The sampling and conversion l"!m 
of a signal at a rate much higher than the signal llm 
frequency is a technique termed "oversampling". 
The "oversampling ratio" is the ratio of the actual 
sampling rate to the Nyquist rate (i.e., twice the 
highest signal frequency of interest). ~ ::i/-;_ +\.-. 

This process is illustrated in Figure 1, where 
an analog sinusoid of frequency fo is converted to 
a digital, quantized sinusoid at a rate fs by a linear 
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pulse-code modulation (PCM) converter. The 
input spectrum is shown in Figure lA, and Figure 
lB shows the effects of the quantization process 
with the addition of white noise (this and follow
ing spectra repeat at multiples offs, of course, due 
to the discrete time nature of the sampled signal). 
Processing by a digital filter with a baseband 
cutoff frequency of fb as illustrated in Figure lD 
yields the output spectrum in Figure lE. The 
baseband cutoff frequency fb is presumed to be 
equal to the highest signal frequency of interest. 
The remaining quantization noise voltage level 
will be lower than the original level by a factor of 
sqrt(fs/2fb) (the quantization noise energy is 
lowered directly by the oversampling ratio fs/2fb). 

The utility of this technique when applied to 
audio signals with a baseband frequency of 

Analog 

I I 
lo 

l ! 
lo 

Is 
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Converter 
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b. Input Spectrum 

c. Converter Output Spectrum 

I 
lb 
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I ! 
lo lb 
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Digital 

fs/2 

fs/2 

ls/2 
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Figure 1. Increasing Resolution with Filtering 
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fb = 20kHz is questionable. To obtain the 
equivalent of 16-bit performance from, say, a 12-
bit converter, the 12-bit ~uantization noise would 
have to be lowered by 2 =16. This would in tum 
require an oversampling ratio of fs/2fb = 256, or 
fs:=lOMHz. 

Delta-sigma conversion is a technique that 
employs oversampling to obtain high resolution 
(low quantization noise) digital signals from low 
resolution (high quantization noise) quantizers. 
As will be shown below, the delta-sigma con
verter contrasts with the previous example in that 
the quantization noise at the output of the low 
resolution quantizer is not white, but rather fre
quency "shaped", such that noise in the baseband 
(f<fb) is suppressed at the expense of slightly 
higher out-of-band (f>fb) noise. The power of 
digital filtering can then be applied to the resul
tant spectrum to pass the signal (and the residual 
baseband quantization noise) while rejecting the 
out-of-band quantization noise. 

The converter consists of a modulator and a 
digital filter. As can be seen in Figure 2, em
bedded in the modulator is the low resolution 
N-bit quantizer, around which frequency depend
ent feedback is applied by means of a N-bit DAC 
and an analog filter. The analog filter has a fre
quency response of H(f). The analog input is 

N-Bit 
DAC 

H(f) 
Analog Filter 

Digital Sampling 
Output Clock 

(To Digital Filter) 

Figure 2. Delta-sigma modulator 
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Figure 3. Linearized delta-sigma modulator 

summed into the modulator loop at a point where, 
for frequencies with high loop gain, the output of 
the DAC will be substantially equal to the input. 
To the extent that the DAC faithfully reproduces 
the quantizer digital output, this signal, too, must 
be substantially representative of the analog input 
again, for frequencies with high loop gain. 

1.2 Loop Analysis 
The presence of the non-linear quantizer 

renders exact analysis of the loop difficult. A typi
cal and useful approach is to linearize the 
quantizer by replacing it with a gain stage and a 
quantization noise source [2]. Again, the latter is 
only a contrivance to account for the difference 
between the quantized output and the amplified 
input. This is illustrated in Figure 3. The DAC has 
been replaced by a unity gain stage, as its func
tion is irrelevant for analyzing the effects of 
quantization noise. Note, though, that non
idealities in the DAC can be the chief limitation 
to the modulator's performance [3]. 

The actual value of the gain g and the rms 
value of the quantization noise signal q need not 
be known to obtain an understanding of how the 
modulator shapes the quantization noise. It must 
be assumed, however, that successive values of 
the quantization error are uncorrelated - i.e., the 
quantization noise spectrum is white. The validity 
of this assumption is borne out empirically. 
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The modulator output signal y is a function of 
the analog input x and quantization noise q, as 
follows: 

y = (x-y) H(t)g + q 

y [l + H(t)g] = xH(t)g +q 
H(t)gx q 

Y = 1 + H(t)g + 1 + H(f)g 

If the loop gain H(f)g »l, then 

y =:x + ~(f)gq 

That is, the output will be the sum of the input 
and the quantization noise spectrally shaped by 
the inverse of the analog filter frequency 
response. 

A glance at the approximate expression for y 
may lend hope to the prospect of reducing quan
tization noise by increasing the value of H at all 
frequencies. However, the effective value of g 
would change to compensate such a maneuver. 
Reducing q by introducing a higher resolution 
quantizer would indeed offer improved perfor
mance. But the most effective method of 
achieving lower baseband quantization noise (for 
a given oversampling rate) is the selection of fil
ter function H(f) that possesses high in-band gain 
and high out-of-band attenuation, thereby shaping 
the quantization noise spectrum advantageously. 
Note that the poles of the filter are zeros of the 
noise transfer function. 

1.3 Integrator 
A simple integrator has the desired spectral 

qualities for a filter. A cascade of two integrators ftm 
would appear more attractive, and indeed such a lllim 
"second order" filter more effectively shifts quan-
tization noise to out-of-band frequencies than the 
"first order" filter. Extension to higher order fil-
ters is problematic, though, due to stability 
considerations. A second-order design requires 
the placement of a single zero in the filter 
response to obtain a well-behaved modulator. 
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Higher-· order filters can also have zeros included 
as an aid to stability, but even so they are condi
tionally stable due to the high phase shift at 
baseband frequencies. Conditionally stable loops 
can become unstable if a frequency independent 
gain parameter in the loop is reduced. The effec
tive quantizer gain g is such a parameter and is 
subject to change under varying operating condi
tions. As such, stability of modulators with third 
and higher order filters is at risk. Nevertheless, 
the attractiveness of higher order filters has led to 
a number of solutions to the stability problem 
[4],[5]. The device discussed in this paper utilizes 
a fourth-order filter. Stability will be discussed 
below. 

Another approach that leads to performance 
similar to higher-order modulators without the at
tendant stability question has been reported [6]. 
This architecture has cascaded lower order 
modulators, with successive modulators measur
ing the residual in-band quantization noise of 
previous modulators. The various modulator out
puts are digitally processed to lower overall 
in-band noise. However, accurately matched com
ponents and high gain integrators are necessary to 
achieve the desired performance. 

1.4 Filtering and Decimation 
Once the quantization noise has been ap

propriately shaped, it remains the task of the 
digital filter to remove the out-of-band quantiza
tion noise. A straightforward approach of 
synthesizing a low pass filter with sufficient stop
band attenuation and acceptable pass-band 
response would prove inefficient. Instead, a 
strategy of staged filtering and decimation can be 
adopted to ease the computational burden [7]. 
Decimation is the process of sampling a discrete 
time signal at a rate lower than its own. The ad
vantage of decimation is that signal processing 
after decimation can proceed at the lower rate. As 
a sampling process, though, decimation is subject 
to the ill effects of aliasing. 
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Figure 4. Filter Strategy 

In this application, each stage of filtering need 
only reject signals that will be aliased into the 
baseband by the immediately subsequent decima
tion process, since later filter stages will reject 
signals aliased elsewhere. Figure 4 illustrates this 
approach. A signal with a spectrum characteristic 
of a modulator output signal is input to a filter at 
a rate fs. The output of this filter is to be 
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decimated to a new rate fs', where fs = Nfs', 
before being processed further. Aliasing will 
occur throughout the spectrum, but only com
ponents within ±fb of integer multiples offs' will 
get aliased into the baseband. A filter designed to 
have rejection only in these frequency "pockets" 
requires much less computation than one with 
rejection across the entire stop-band. As the sam
pling rate gets lower, of course, the pockets 
become proportionately wider and the filters be
come more complex. However, they can proceed 
with their computations at a more leisurely pace. 

The final filter stage, operating at the slowest 
rate, can be a true low pass filter, eliminating the 
accumulated out-of-band quantization noise. In 
addition, it can "tweak" the frequency response of 
the pass-band if previous filter stages, the 
modulator, or even analog processing prior to the 
modulator have warped the response. 

The need to reject the out-of-band quantiza
tion noise also represents a benefit. Namely, 
signals outside the baseband up to half the 
modulator sampling frequency do not get aliased 
by the modulator and are rejected by the digital 
filter. Indeed, spurious input signals approaching 
the sampling frequency do not get aliased into the 
baseband unless they are within ±fb offs, and are 
likewise rejected. This characteristic can greatly 
relax analog anti-aliasing requirements and, for 
some applications, stands as one of the leading 
benefits of delta-sigma conversion. 

2. ARCHITECTURE 

2.1 Overall Architecture 
The device described in this paper contains 

two delta-sigma converters suitable for stereo 
digital audio applications. It is packaged in a 28 
pin dual-in-line package with a standard 0.600 
inch wide footprint. The cavity of the package is 
occupied by two silicon dice. One die contains 
the two modulators, a voltage reference (the value 
of which determines full scale signal level), 
clocking circuitry, and a small amount of digital 
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housekeeping circuitry. The second die contains 
the digital filter/decimators. 

2.2 Reasons for Two Die 
Partitioning of the system in such a fashion 

was motivated by the following considerations: 

1) The complexity of the digital filter neces
sarily creates a large amount of electrical noise 
during normal operation. Placing this circuitry on 
a silicon substrate separate from the modulators 
eases the task of preventing this noise from inter
fering with the modulators' analog signal 
processing. 

2) The great majority of the silicon area is oc
cupied by the digital filter/decimators, and the 
manufacturing cost is dominated by this circuitry. 
Shrinking of the geometries comprising this cir
cuitry as the product matures can lead to cost 
reductions without affecting performance. Shrink
ing of analog circuitry is risky and difficult; 
hence, the advantage of removing this circuitry 
from the more cost-sensitive digital die. 

3) With separate die, different processes can 
be used to fabricate the analog and digital por
tions on the converters. 

Regarding the last item, the digital die is 
manufactured using a standard 5V, 2 micron 
double-metal digital CMOS process. A lOV 
process was chosen for the analog die to allow 
more headroom for the analog signals. CMOS 
was chosen to support the switched capacitor 
design discussed in the next section. The selected 
process has 3 micron line widths, double 
polysilicon layers for capacitors, and a single 
metal layer. 

2.3 Shared Functions 
To a large extent, the two channels function 

independently. However, some circuit blocks are 
shared. On the analog die, all clocking is common 
between the two channels to facilitate simul
taneous sampling of the left and right channel 
signals. Additionally, a single voltage reference 
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circuit is utilized by both channels. The voltage 
reference employs both lateral and vertical 
bipolar npn transistors (both of which are useful 
parasitics in this process) in a bandgap configura
tion. Its output is connected to a pin so that it can 
be capacitively bypassed to reduce crosstalk be
tween the two channels. This capacitor and two 
simple RC anti-alias filters are all the external ele
ments required of the device other than standard 
power supply decoupling elements. 

The two digital filter/decimators also have 
common clocking. The various filter coefficients 
are stored in a single ROM which is accessed by 
both right and left channels. 

3. MODULATOR 

3.1 Major Characteristics 
The major characteristics that need be deter

mined in the design of a delta-sigma modulator 
are filter technology, oversampling ratio, quan
tizer resolution, and filter order. 

3.2 Discrete Time Implementation 
Although continuous time filters can be 

employed in the implementation of a delta-sigma 
modulator (sampling occurs at the quantizer 
only), three considerations dictated the choice of 
sampled data filters for use in the product. First is 
the ease with which sampled data filters can be 
integrated in comparison to continuous time fil
ters. Second is that continuous time filters are 
sensitive to timing errors in the feedback of the 
modulator's DAC signal {3], whereas sampled 
data filters are not. Third, with proper design care 
sampled data circuits can provide greater isolation 
between channels in a stereo application since 
signal currents are transient. They can be made 
quite small at the sampling instances and are of 
no consequence at other times (both technologies 
are subject to capacitive crosstalk). Thus, sampled 
data switched capacitor technology was chosen 
for the design of the modulator. 
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3.3 Oversampling Ratio 
The oversampling ratio is limited by the 

achievable settling time of analog components as 
well as the maximum computation rate of the 
digital filter. It is also preferable that the oversam
pling ratio be a factor of 2N to ease applications. 
With a standard baseband of 24kHz, the oversam
pling ratio of 64 was chosen for a sampling rate 
of 3.072MHz. In a switched capacitor network 
each cycle is divided into two phases. With 
design margin, all modulator circuit blocks were 
designed to settle in lOOns to 0.1 %. 

3.4 1-bit Quantizer 
As was mentioned in Section 1, higher resolu

tion quantizers embedded in the modulator loop 
yield lower levels of in-band quantization noise. 
However, a 1-bit quantizer (i.e., a comparator) is 
simple to implement and minimizes the number 
of connections between the modulators and their 
digital filters. More importantly, a very attractive 
attribute of the use of a 1-bit quantizer is that er
rors in the 1-bit feedback DAC are not sources of 
distortion and/or excess noise, but only gain and 
offset errors [8]. Therefore, no precision com
ponents are necessary. Further, a one bit output 
simplifies the design of the first (and highest 
speed) digital filter stage. 

3.5 Modulator Filter Order 
The selection of a 1-bit quantizer operating at 

an oversampling rate of 64 requires at least a third 
order modulator filter to obtain 16-bit perfor
mance at the digital filter output. The addition of 
other noise sources (e.g., quantization effects in 
the digital filter) eliminated the candidacy of a 
third order filter. A fourth order modulator filter 
comprised of four cascaded integrators would 
provide sufficient rejection of baseband quantiza
tion noise. However, the modulator's baseband 
quantization noise can be rendered insignificant 
by optimization of a fourth order filter, as follows. 
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In Section 1 it was noted that the poles of the 

modulator filter are the zeros of the quantization 
noise transfer function. A filter with four cascaded 
integrators results in a noise transfer function with 
four zeros at de. Lee and Sodini [9] found that 
spreading these zeros by application of local feed
back around the integrators was effective in 
lowering the total baseband quantization noise 
output by the modulator. Optimal placement of all 
four zeros (two conjugate pairs) results in an 
lldB improvement in baseband quantization 
noise rejection. Optimal placement of a single 
conjugate pair with two zeros left at de results in 
a lOdB improvement. 

Implementation of the two-conjugate-pair fil
ter requires feedback to the input summing 
junction. This requirement has associated un
desirable consequences (PSRR degradation, for 
example) and the two pair configuration offers lit
tle additional noise shaping improvement above 
the single pair. So, the single conjugate pair con
figuration was adopted. 

y 
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3.6 Modulator Design 
Figure 5 is a block diagram of the modulator. 

Coefficient b is fed back around the third and 
fourth integrators to form the conjugate pair of 
poles in the filter transfer function. The analog 
input is represented by x, and the single bit digital 
output is y (which is inverted and summed with x 
in analog form). The feedforward coefficients ar 
through '14 are necessary (although not sufficient) 
for stable operation. The value of one coefficient 
is arbitrary. The value of the other three coeffi
cients determine the location of filter zeros, but 
the effect of these on modulator operation is not 
easily predictable. Higher ratios of ar to '14 lead to 
more stable, noisier operation. 

3.7 Stability Considerations 
As was mentioned in Section 1, low values of 

the "effective gain" of the quantizer (in this case 
comparator) g can lead to instability. Since the 
output levels of the comparator are fixed, and 
since in an unstable mode the integrator output 
levels can be expected to grow, any linearization 

b 

Figure 5. Modulator Block Diagram 
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criterion for evaluating g should lead to an ever 
decreasing value. Similarly, it would not be un
reasonable to expect that large values of the input 
would lead to small effective values of g, initiat
ing instability. 

Simulation and laboratory experience has 
shown that the modulators do indeed exhibit this 
behavior. Fortunately, stable regions of operation 
also exist. The strategy adopted in the design of 
these modulators is to allow normal operation 
only well within the stable state space. Circuitry 
is provided to detect excessively high integrator 
levels as an indication of unstable operation. If 
such levels are detected, the integrators are reset 
to a stable condition. In practice, the reset cir
cuitry is never utilized except at power-up 
(whereupon the modulator filter may or may not 
be in a stable state) or during periods when the 
input is excessively high. "Excessively high" 
means much higher than full scale, in which case 
the converter's digital output would be clipped 
and occasional modulator resets would be of no 
consequence. As the input returns to a level near 
full scale, the latest reset event leaves the 
modulator in a stable state. 

ldBI 

Figure 6. Simulated modulator output spectrum 
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3.8 Measured Spectra 
Figure 6 shows a typical spectrum of a simu

lated modulator including a sinusoid input signal 
(very close to de on the linear frequency scale) 
plus the quantization noise from de to fs/2. An 
expansion of the low frequency portion of this 
figure is shown in Figure 7. Here, the effect of 
the conjugate pair of quantization noise zeros is 
evident, as well as that of the pair at de. 

4. FIL TER/DECIMATOR 

4.1 Overall Architecture 
Linear-phase finite-impulse-response (FIR) 

filters are used for decimation. The 1-bit, 
3.072MHz outputs of the modulators are 
decimated in steps of 8, 4, and 2 to yield 16-bit, 
48kHz results. A functional block diagram of the 
digital die appears in Figure 8. Timing, control, 
and coefficient ROMs (FIR2 and FIR3) are 
shared by the two channels. Left and right chan
nel data paths operate independently. FIR2 and 
FIR3 use a per-channel multiplier/accumulator. 

Figure 7. Expanded simulated modulator output 
spectrum 
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Figure 8. Filter/decimator block diagram 

4.2 Decimation 
The decimation strategy includes two stages, 

FIRl and FIR2, whose primary responsibility is 
attenuation of quantization noise prior to decima
tion and aliasing. As Figure 6 shows, modulator 
out-of-band quantization noise spectral density is 
very high. FIRl and FIR2 use 17 and 18-bit coef
ficients to attenuate this noise - and out-of-band 
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Figure 9. Filter passband ripple 
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input signals - into the converter noise floor. Fil
ter orders are 27 and 30, respectively. Data is 
processed with 18-bit fixed point arithmetic. 

4.3 Passband Shaping 
FIR3 performs passband shaping and out-of

band signal attenuation. Passband frequency 
response errors introduced by the modulator, 
FIRl, and FIR2 are corrected by FIR3. Overall 
filter passband ripple is thus reduced to ±o.OOldB 
from de to 22kHz. The passband compensation 
function prevents the use of a half-band filter for 
FIR3. The filter has 124 non-zero, 18-bit coeffi
cients. Again, data is processed with 18-bit fixed 
point arithmetic. Data is truncated to 16 bits at the 
output, and this operation is the major noise con
tributor in the system. 

4.4 Antialiasing Filtering 
As indicated in Section 1, FIRl, FIR2, and 

FIR3 also combine to provide antialiasing filter
ing. All analog input frequencies from 26kHz to 
3046kHz are attenuated by at least 86dB. The 
magnitude response of the complete 
modulator/decimator from de to 48kHz is shown 
in Figures 9 and 10. Phase response is precisely 
linear. 
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Figure 11. Partial 16K point FFT of modulator output 

5. RESULTS 

5.1 Modulator Output 
Testing of the key specification parameters 

was performed with the aid of Fast Fourier Trans
form (FFT) routines. Figure 11, for instance, 
shows the low frequency portion of an FFT per
formed on a modulator's single bit output. The 
quantization noise shaping is evident in this plot. 
Absent, however, is the null due to the conjugate 
pair noise shaping zeros that is visible in Figure 6. 
The quantization noise of the modulator is 
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Figure 13. Signal-to-noise ratio versus signal level 
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Figure 12. 1000 averaged FFTs of AID converter output 

masked by the device's more classical noise 
mechanisms. Quantization noise can only be seen 
rising out of the thermal noise floor at frequencies 
above the audio band. 

5.2 Digital Filter Output 
Figure 12 shows a plot of the result of an 

average of one thousand FFT's performed on the 
16-bit words output by the digital filter. Averag
ing of numerous FFT's serves only to 
cosmetically smooth the noise floor and does not 
change the ratio of the signal to noise level. The 
width of the fundamental is due to the application 
of a low side-lobe window to the data stream 
[10]. 

In addition to the noise floor and the fun
damental, de and harmonic distortion components 
are visible. Close inspection reveals a l/f noise 
comer in the area of 300Hz and a bump in the 
noise floor in the area of 23kHz. The latter is 
caused by the rising modulator quantization noise 
in concert with the falling digital filter charac
teristic. 

Figure 13 is a plot of measured signal-to
noise plus distortion ratio versus signal level for 
lkHz and lOkHz input frequencies. High-level 
performance appears slightly better for the lOkHz 
signal because all but the second-harmonic distor
tion components fall outside the baseband. 
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5.3 Specifications 

Table 1 lists the key specifications and their 
measured values. 

Oversampling ratio 
Signal-to-noise plus distortion 
Dynamic range 
Filter passband ripple 
Filter stop-band rejection 
Calibration error 
Chanel-to-channel crosstalk 

64X 
92dB 
94dB 
<0.001 dB 
>86dB 
5LSB 
-103 dB at 
20kHz 

Channel-to-channel gain mismatch 0.04 dB 
Gain temperature coefficient 
PSRR 
Power dissipation 
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The Effects of Sampling Clock Jitter on Nyquist Sampling Analog-to-Digital Converters, and on Over
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DEFINITION OF PRELIMINARY PART 
TYPES 

Before a part is in full production, Crystal will 
supply preliminary parts. There are two varieties: 

I.Engineering SampltiE.S)_ 

Engineering sample "ES" is a product which has 
not been completely characterized or where 
qualification has not reached the first lot 500 
hours read point. ES product will be assembled 
per manufacturing specs at qualified assembly 
sites. All units will be tested to a published data 
sheet and applicable errata sheet (if needed). 
Any ES units which are tested only at room 
temperature will receive a supplemental brand 
"25°". As soon as automated temperature testing 
is available for this device, all subsequent ES 
units will be 100% temperature tested. 

The following premium - temperature product 
grades will always be 100% tested at tempera
ture: 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS - "M" grade 
DATA ACQUISITION - "A", "B", °C", "S", 
"T", and "U" grades 

II. Engineering Prototype (EP) 

Engineering Prototype is an engineering 
prototype of a device which works sufficiently 
for beta site purposes. 

DEFINITIONS 

DEFINITION OF DATA SHEET TYPES 

Each product developed by Crystal will be 
supported by technical literature where the data 
sheets progress through the following levels of 
refinement: 

I. Product Preview 

This is a 1-to-4 page document which describes 
the main features and specifications for a product 
that is under development. Some specifications 
such as exact pin-outs may not be finalized at 
time of publication. The purpose of this docu
ment is to provide customers with advance 
product planning information. 

II. Preliminary Product Information 

This is the first document completely describing 
a new product. It contains an overview, 
specifications, timing diagrams, theory of 
operation, pin-out diagram, applications infor
mation, ordering guide and mechanical informa
tion. The numbers in this data sheet are based on 
prototype silicon performance and on worst-case 
simulation models. The specifications represent 
the designer's best estimate for the "real" 
numbers. Min and max values are included 
where possible. The purpose of this document is 
to provide system designers with technical infor
mation sufficiently detailed to guarantee that 
they can safely begin active development. 

III. Final Data Sheet 

This is an updated version of the preliminary 
data sheet reflecting actual production 
performance of the final product. Updates 
include tighter specifications, more min and max lf.!m 
values, and any application information that has .... 
arisen during the early life of the part. The pur-
pose of this document is to communicate the 
confirmed performance of products which have 
passed qualification, been fully characterized, 
and are in production. 
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RADIATION RESISTANCE PERFORMANCE 

Crystal products are manufactured using 2 and 3 
micron CMOS processes. While not able to 
withstand large doses of radiation, our products 
are suitable for operation in low to medium dose 
applications. Indeed, the self calibrating architec
ture of many of the ND Converters is able to 
compensate for the effects of radiation. 

Crystal will assist customers to test parts for 
radiation resistance by supplying free, data
logged parts. In exchange, we would like the 
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parts returned to us, so that we can measure their 
post-radiation performance. In addition, we 
would like a copy of any report that is generated, 
along with permission to publish the report for 
other customer's information. 

Several customer's have already undertaken 
radiation testing of our AID Converters. Please 
contact the factory for the latest information and 
copies of the radiation performance reports. 
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RELIABILITY METHODS 

I. CONCEPT OF RELIABILITY 

In general terms, the reliability of a semiconduc
tor device is defined as the measure of the 
functional stability of the device with respect to 
time. Expressed in a more quantitative sense, it is 
the probability that the device will operate with a 
specified performance over a specified period of 
time under a given set of conditions. 

Reliability characteristics are usually stated in 
reverse terms as the loss of ability to function, or 
failure rate. The reliability performance of a 
device can best be summarized by the reliability 
life or "bathtub" curve (Figure 1). The reliability 
performance is characterized by three phases: in
fant mortality, useful life, and wearout. Infant 
mortality failures can be reduced by proper 
manufacturing controls and screening techniques. 
The useful life period is typically a long period of 
time where only occasional random failures 
occur. During this time the failure rate is usually 
very low. The final period is aptly named 
wearout. Using proper design guidelines and 
device applications, this period is shifted well 
beyond the lifetime required by the user. 

f 
Reliability Life 

( Bathtub ) Curve 

Digital Device or Crystal 
Smart Analog Device ,/ 

Traditional Analog IC ~--"_,,/ 
------------

Infant Mortality 
Failures 

Random Wearout 
Failures Failures 

Operating Life __ _ 

Figure 1. 

An item of great importance in evaluating 
reported reliability characteristics is the definition 
of a failure. Crystal's definition of a failure is any 
device that fails to meet ANY data sheet 
parameter. Crystal's digital self-calibration tech
niques provide stable performance over 
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temperature and life. Traditional Analog IC's and 
hybrids exhibit wearout mechanisms very early in 
the life of the product. One competitor's analog
to- digital converter's linearity error stability is 
specified at +/- .00075 % per 1000 hours at 
25 °C. Stability degradation at 70 °C is un
specified and is likely to be accelerated greatly as 
temperature increases. The dashed line of Figure 
1 is typical of the wearout seen in a competitor's 
Analog TC or hybrid. As you can see, wearout 
begins much earlier than a digital device or a 
mixed analog and digital chip utilizing Crystal's 
SMART analog design architecture and CMOS 
wafer technology. 

II.CRYSTAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
RELIABILITY STRESSING 

These stresses are done on every new product, as
sembly house or fabrication subcontractor. The 
Crystal acceptance criteria and goals are as 
described in Table 1 of the Quality and Reliability 
information in section 1 of this data book. 

Accelerated Operating Life Stress 

Accelerated operating life stressing is performed 
to accelerate thermally-activated failure 
mechanisms through the application of extreme 
temperature and dynamic biasing conditions. The 
typical temperature and voltage conditions used 
in the stress are 125 °C with a bias level at the 
maximum data sheet specifications. Some devices 
may be stressed at an even higher voltage level to 
further stress the oxides of the device. All devices 
used in life stress are sampled directly from the 
production flow with no special processing or 
pre-screening. Stressing is performed per MIL 
STD 883, method 1015, condition D (dynamic 
signals). These dynamic conditions simulate as 
much as possible actual operating conditions in 
an application. 
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Both infant mortality operating life stress (168 hrs 
at 125 °C) and long term operating life (typically 
1000 hrs at 125 °C) are reported. Infant mortality 
life simulates approximately 6-8 months in the 
field at 70 °C and is reported as %/168 hrs. Long 
term life simulates the total failure seen in the 
field and is expressed in FITS (failures in time ). 
1 FIT = 1 failure per billion device-hours. Derat
ing of long term operating life is done 
using Arrhenius thermal equations along with 
Weibull statistics. A 60 % upper confidence limit 
(UCL) and .7 electron volts (eV) activation ener
gy are used in this calculation. 

85 °C/85% RH. 

85 °C/ 85% R.H. is an environmental stress per
formed at a temperature of 85 °C and at a relative 
humidity of 85%. The test is designed to measure 
the moisture resistance of plastic encapsulated 
devices. A nominal-voltage static bias is applied, 
with minimum power consumption, to the device, 
to accelerate the electrolytic corrosion of the 
metallization. Failures are expressed in % /time 
with 168, 500, and 1000 hour cumulative results 
reported. 

Autoclave 

Autoclave is also an environmental stress which 
measures the moisture resistance of plastic encap
sulated devices. Conditions for this test are 
121 °C, 100% relative humidity, and 1 atmos
phere of pressure (15 psig), with no bias applied 
to the circuit. Corrosion of the die is the expected 
failure mechanism. Stressing is usually performed 
for 144 hours. Failures are expressed in %/time 
with 48, 96, and 144 hour results reported. 

Temperature Cycling 

Temperature cycling typically accelerates the ef
fects of the thermal expansion mismatch among 
the different components within a specific pack
age and circuit. The stress is performed per MIL 
STD 883, method 1010, Condition C (-65 °C 
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to +150 °C). Stressing is done in an air environ
ment. A cycle consists of ten minutes at -65 °C, 
five minutes transfer time, and ten minutes at 
+150 °C. Stressing is typically performed for 
1000 cycles. Failures are expressed in %/cycles, 
with 100, 500, and 1000 cycle results reported. 

Thermal Shock 

The objective of thermal shock is basically the 
same as that of temperature cycling - to exercise 
the difference in thermal expansion coefficients 
within the integrated circuit package and die. 
Thermal shock provides additional stress as the 
device is exposed to a rapid change in tempera
ture, due to a maximum transfer time of ten 
seconds, as well as the increased thermal conduc
tivity of a liquid environment. This test is 
performed per MIL STD 883, method 1011, Con
dition B (-55 °C to +125 °C). In one cycle of 
thermal shock, devices are placed in a flourocar
bon bath cooled to -55 °C for five minutes, then 
transferred to an adjacent bath filled with 
flourocarbon at 125 °C for five minutes, Stressing 
is performed for 500 cycles. Failures are ex
pressed in %/cycles, with results reported at 100, 
200, and 500 cycles. 

High Temperature Storage Life 

Storage life is an environmental stress where 
temperature is the only stress. Stressing is per
formed per MIL STD 883, method 1008, 
Condition C. (150 °C). Stressing is performed to 
1000 hours. Failures are expressed in %/hours, 
with results reported at 168, 500, and 1000 hours. 

Electrostatic Discharge 

Electrostatic discharge testing is performed to 
determine the handling sensitivity of a semicon
ductor device. This test is performed ·per MIL 
STD 883 method 3015, which simulates the resis
tance (15000) and capacitance (100 pF) of the 
human body. Also the machine model test is per
formed with a on resistance and a capacitance of 
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200 pF to simulate, as its name implies, a typical 
insertion tool, handler, etc. that comes in contact 
with the leads of a semiconductor device. 

Latchup 

Latchup testing is performed to ascertain whether 
a device can sustain SCR latchup due to a DC 
current input. The pin being tested has a DC cur
rent forced to it with the device power supplies at 
nominal voltage and inputs at ground state. Sus
ceptibility of each input is tested with both a 
positive and negative DC current forced into it. 
This test is performed per the standard test proce
dure recognized by JEDEC. 

C dv/dt Latchup Testing 

This test is performed to evaluate the suscep
tibility of a CMOS device's power pin to 
instantaneous ESD discharge into a power 
supply pin or a rapid ramp of a power pin during 
power up. Positive and negative pulses are sup
plied to the power supply pins with a change in 
voltage of greater than 500 V/µs and a 0 to 5 V 
risetime of less than 15 ns. Ground, Yss, and the 
pin under test are connected to ground. The sup
ply current is monitored for excessive current. 

III. FAILURE RATE CALCULATIONS 

Failures during typical reliability stressing 
generally are in the infant mortality and random 
failure sections of the "bathtub" curve. Thermally 
accelerated failure rates can be derated to actual 
operating conditions by commonly accepted 
mathematical models. 

Operating life stress is usually reported in the 
derated form. That is, operating life is performed 
at 125 °C and results are reported for an 
equivalent time at a typical operating stress 
temperature for an application, generally 25 °C, 
55 °C, or 70 °C. Failure rates for other tempera-
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tures are calculated using a computed accelera
tion factor. 

There are many probability models used in 
reliability analysis for calculating failure rates. 
The simplest form of calculating a failure rate 
(F.R.) would be to divide the number of failures 
observed after test (N) by the number of device
hours of stress. 

F.R. = N 
D•H (1) 

where D is the number of devices stressed and H 
is the number of stress hours. If this number is 
multiplied by 109 we obtain the failure rate ex
pressed as Failure In Time (FIT). FITS are 
expressed as failures per billion device operating 
hours. 

FITS= (F.R.)(109) (2) 

However, using equation (1) allows only for a 
failure rate calculation at the stress temperature. 
In order to apply the equation to the desired use 
temperature we use the well-known Arrhenius 
relationship to determine the thermal acceleration 
factor, Fa. One hour of device operation at 
temperature Ti is equivalent to Fa hours of opera
tion at temperature Tz. The activation energy, EA, 
is an important parameter in the Arrhenius equa
tion and is discussed below. The Arrhenius 
equation is: 

EA(.1 i ) 
Fa(Ti ~ Tz) = e -T (Ti -'Ti (3) 

where k = Boltzman's Constant (8.63 x 10-5 

eV/°K) and Ti is the accelerated stress junction 
temperature and Tz is the desired use operating 
junction temperature in degrees Kelvin. 

Junction temperatures, Ti and Tz, should be used 
in determining acceleration factors. This temper-
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ture can be obtained from the equation below. 

Tj =Ta+ 9jaPd (4) 

where Ta is the operating ambient temperature 
and 9ja is the package thermal dissipation (°C/ W) 
and Pct is the device power dissipation. 

Crystal utilizes a low power CMOS process 
which typically raises the junction temperature 
about 7 to 15 °C, whereas analog bipolar IC's and 
hybrids can have power dissipations in the 1 W 
range. These differences in device junction 
operating temperatures can greatly affect the ac
celeration factors. For example, let's calculate the 
acceleration factors of a device with a power dis
sipation of 1 watt packaged in a 40 pin ceramic 
package. This is equivalent to a junction tempera
ture change from 160 °C to 60 °C and from Table 
2 the acceleration factor is 277. A typical Crystal 
device junction temperature is 10 °C higher than 
the ambient which results in a junction tempera
ture change from 135 °C to 35 °C. This results in 

TEMPERATURE CHANGE ACCELERATION FACTOR 

125 --> 7ooc 26.3 
125 --> 55oc 77.5 
125 --> 25oc 933.0 
135 --> 35 oc 636 
160 --> 60 oc 277 

TABLE 2 
ACCELERATION FACTORS FOR DIFFERENT 
TEMPERATURES (E. A.= .7 eV) 

E.A. ACCELERATION FACTOR 

1.0 106.0 
.9 66.7 
.8 41.7 

.7 26.3 

.6 16.4 

.5 10.3 

.4 6.5 

.3 4.1 

TABLE 3 
ACCELERATED FACTORS FOR DIFFERENT 
ACTIVATION ENERGIES (125 ° C --> 70° C) 
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an acceleration factor of 636, as shown in Table 
2. By comparing the results in Table 2 one can 
see how derating to a lower use temperature or 
failing to consider junction temperature when cal
culating acceleration factors can result in greatly 
differing failure rates. 

Table 3 compares acceleration factors for dif
ferent activation energies. Using a 1.0 eV 
activation energy versus a .7 eV activation energy 
results in a factor of four increase in the accelera
tion factor. Crystal uses an activation energy of. 7 
eV, a conservative value, compared to the .8 eV 
to 1.0 eV used by other analog IC vendors. 

We now take the failure rate equation (1) at ac
celerated temperatures expressed in FITS and 
factor in the acceleration factors from the Ar
rhenius relationships considering junction 
temperatures and arrive at the equation below. 

109N 
FITS=

DHFa 
(5) 

Using composite Crystal data through the 1st 
quarter of 1988, a failure rate at 25°C can be cal
culated by substituting in equation (5) above: 

N=23 
D•H = 5,371,036 
Fa= 702 (Assuming .7 eV and stress temperature 
of 125°C, using junction temperature derating) 

D• H is the summation of the devices stressed at 
each readpoint multipled by that number of stress 
hours. 

Substituting we get: 

FITS 25°C = (5,371,036)(702) = 6·1 

The Weibull distribution is often used for product 
life predictions because it can describe increasing 
and decreasing failure rates. Also the Weibull dis-
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tribution has both a shape parameter, p, and a 
scaling parameter, ex.. This is very useful in ac
curately describing the shape and scaling of the 
"bathtub" curve. These more accurate descrip
tions of the failure rate of the Weibull distribution 
make this method superior to the uniform failure 
distribution described in Equation ( 1 ). The 
Weibull probability distribution function (PDF) 
f(t) is the probability of failure between time t and 
t + dt. 

(6) 

The Weibull PDF can also be expressed as a func
tion of the Reliability function, R(t), and the 
instantaneous failure rate function, h(t), therefore: 

f(t) = h(t)R(t) (7) 

The Reliability function is found by integrating 
the Weibull PDF from t to oo. This function is the 
probability that a device will survive to time t. 

co (t~) 
R(t) = ff(t')dt' = e-\a (8) 

t 

The instantaneous failure rate function is the 
probability that a device will fail between time t 
and t+dt: 

h(t) = - .!. dR = ~ t<~-1) 
R dt a. 

(9) 

The Reliability function is used to calculate the 
shape parameter, p, and the time scale parameter, 
ex.. The shape parameter is the key function in 
shaping the infant mortality portion of the "bath
tub" curve. A p of 1 indicates a uniform failure 
rate, P > 1 indicates wearout and P < 1 indicates a 
declining failure rate. To use Weibull statistics, 
failures that occur during operating life stresses 
are used to produce values of R(t). Failure times 
and R(t) values can be combined to estimate ex. 
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and p. We first take the natural logarithm of both 
sides of equation (8). 

ln (_!..._) = / 
\_R(t) ex. 

We again take the natural logarithm and obtain: 

In [1nR~t) J = P ln(t) - ln(cx.) (10) 

This last equation is now in the form of a linear 
function. Using linear regression techniques or 
Weibull plotting paper we obtain the Weibull 
shape and scale parameter. Most semiconductor 
manufacturers perform a burn-in screening on 
devices to insure that the end customer receives a 
population of devices that have minimal infant 
mortality and are from the useful life period of 
the reliability "bathtub" curve. It is very impor
tant to include this data for the entire lifetime of 
the device to obtain an accurate curve fit for ob
taining ex. and J3. 

Once the parameters a. and ~ for the Weibull dis
tribution are known we utilize R(t) to calculate 
FITS. Crystal uses a 20 year lifetime in its FIT 
calculations and typically uses a 48 hour bum-in 
at 125 °C hence: 

t20 = 20 yrs = 175,200 hours 
ti= 48 hours 

The number of devices that will fail in the twenty 
year lifetime following bum-in is given by: 

N = D [R(t1) - R(ti + t20)] (11) 

where D is the total number of devices stressed. 
The number of device-hours accumulated in 20 
years can be estimated by counting the devices 
surviving after 20 years. 

DH ~ D • R(ti+t20) • t20 (12) 
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Using equation (2) for expressed failures in FITS 
we obtain the equation below for a Weibull dis
tribution 

9D [ R(ti) - R(tt + t20)] 
FITS ::;; 10 D • R(t1 + t20) • (t20) 

_ 109 [ R(tt) - R (tt+t20)] 
- R(tt+ t20) • (t20) 

(13) 

The above equation applies only at the stress 
temperature. In order to apply the equation to the 
desired use temperature we factor in the accelera
tion factors, Fa, from the Arrhenius relationship 
as it relates to time in the reliability function. 
Therefore in equation (12) above we replace 
R(tt + t20) by R(tt + t2o/Fa). Note that the device 
lifetime t20 is still 20 years but the reliability 
function must have the acceleration factor con
sidered (or derating to use temperature. Using 
composite Crystal data through the first quarter of 
1988, and using from equation (10), ~ = .19 and 
ex = 521 and Fa = 702 yields a failure rate at 
25 °C of9.7 FITS. 

This failure rate is a more accurate measure of 
Crystal reliability than that provided by the con
stant failure rate model of equation (5). 

Reliability evaluations involve only samples of an 
entire population of devices. Therefore a con
fidence level, (CL), should be placed on the 
average failure rate. At any time a sample is 
stressed from a population there exists a finite 
chance of failures. If many separate samples were 
stressed from the same population and failure 
rates plotted, a normal distribution of failure rates 
would occur. Therefore, valid statistical methods 
for a normal distribution should be used to deter
mine the desired CL. Confidence levels for 
reliability analysis are expressed in upper con
fidence levels (UCL), typically at 60% or 90% 
depending on the criticality of the device's ap
plication. The total sample size stressed is critical 
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in defining the UCL. Therefore rather large 
sample sizes must be stressed to more accurately 
demonstrate the true failure rate. A larger spread 
will exist between the 50% and 90% UCL dis
tribution for smaller sample sizes due to the 
greater probability that the sample stressed was 
not representative of the entire population. 

Environmental stresses, such as autoclave, 
temperature cycling, thermal shock, storage life 
and 85 °C/85%R.H., usually have their actual 
results reported, due to the lack of widely recog
nized derating models. These are usually 
expressed as %failure / stress time. An example 
of this would be a temperature cycling failure rate 
expressed as %/ 1000 cycles. These failure rates 
should have a confidence level associated with 
the data given. For environmental stresses, Crys
tal publishes data with a 90% confidence level. 
To calculate this failure rate with confidence 
levels, the following binomial probability statis
tics calculations are made: 

[Pa ( 100 - Pa)] 112 
Pc= Pa+ Z-----

n (14) 

where Pc is the failure rate with confidence level, 
Pa is the observed failure rate in percentage 
defective, n is the number of samples stressed, 
and Z is the value of the standard normal prob
ability distribution associated with the desired 
confidence level. (Z = 1.28 for 90% UCL.) This 
calculation agrees with the widely accepted lot 
tolerance percent defective, LTPD, plans that are 
based on 90 % upper confidence. 

Of course it is not satisfactory to have accurate 
methods on reporting failure rates without having 
programs and methods in place to continuously 
improve the reliability of the product. Crystal 
uses methodologies in every level of the company 
to provide the highest possible quality and 
reliability standards of its products. 
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Using the reliability calculation methods of 
Maxim, an analog IC quality leader, Crystal 
achieves a failure in time (FIT) rate of 6.1 parts 
per billion operating hours. This compares 
favorably with Maxim's own performance of 6.8 
FITs. Crystal's reliability is also established for 
devices requiring far greater analog accuracy than 
its competitors' products. 

In summary Crystal Semiconductor uses conser
vative models that are accepted throughout the 
semiconductor industry to determine the 
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reliability of its devices and has active programs 
in place to continuously improve the quality and 
reliability of its devices. 

For further information on a summary of 
Crystal's methods of insuring high quality and 
reliability standards see the Quality and 
Reliability information in section 1 of this data 
book, or contact Crystal's Reliability and Quality 
Assurance Department at the factory. 
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24 pin 
Ceramic 
Side-Brazed 
DIP 

28pin 
Ceramic 
Side· Brazed 
DIP 

40pin 
Ceramic 
Side-Brazed 
DIP 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 

MECHANICAL DATA 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
.MIN MAX MIN MAX 
14.73 15.34 0.580 0.604 
27.64 33.53 1.088 1.320 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
0.76 1.40 0.030 0:055 
0.38 0.53 0.015 0.021 
1.02 1.52 0.040 0.060 
2.67 4.32 0.105 0.170 
2.54 4.57 0.100 0.180 
- 10° - 10° 

14.99 15.49 0.590 0.610 
0.20 0.30 0.008 0.012 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
14.73 15.34 0.580 0.604 
35.20 35.92 1.386 1.414 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
0.76 1.40 0.030 0.055 
0.38 0.53 O.Q15 0.021 
1.02 1.52 0.040 0.060 
2.79 4.32 0.110 0.170 
2.54 4.57 0.100 0.180 
- 10° - 10° 

14.99 15.49 0.590 0.610 
0.20 0.30 0.008 0.012 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
14.63 15.49 0.576 0.610 
50.29 51.31 1.980 2.020 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
0.76 1.52 0.030 0.060 
0.38 0.53 0.015 0.021 
1.02 1.52 0.040 0.060 
2.79 4.32 0.110 0.170 
2.54 4.57 0.100 0.180 
- 10° - 10° 

14.99 15.65 0.590 0.616 
0.20 0.30 0.008 0.012 

MD3 
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NOTES: 

r--B---1 

~tf~ 
-+I H H~SEATING 

CD E PLANE 

14 pin 
CerDIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.13MM (0.005") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 

2. DIMENSION K TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 

NOTES: 

r-B---1 

+ 

d::iJG 
I!:IH 

C D E SEATING 
PLANE 

16 pin 
CerDIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.13MM (0.005") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 

2. DIMENSION K TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 

NOTES: 

r---B---1 
~G i F H 

-+J H Hf.-
c D E SEATING 

PLANE 

18 pin 
CerDIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.13MM (0.005") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 

2. DIMENSION K TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 

MD3 

MECHANICAL DATA 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
6.10 7.49 0.240 0.295 
19.05 19.94 0.750 0.785 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.40 1.78 0.055 0.070 
0.38 0.53 0.015 0.021 
0.51 1.02 0.020 0.040 
3.81 5.08 0.150 0.200 
2.92 4.32 0.115 0.170 
- 15° - 15° 
7.62 BSC 0.300 BSC 

0.20 0.30 0.008 0.012 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
6.10 7.49 0.240 0.295 
19.05 19.94 0.750 0.785 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.40 1.78 0.055 0.070 
0.38 0.53 0.015 0.021 
0.51 1.02 0.020 0.040 
3.81 5.08 0.150 0.200 
2.92 4.32 0.115 0.170 
- 15° - 15° 
7.62 BSC 0.300 BSC 

0.20 0.30 0.008 0.012 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
6.10 7.49 0.240 0.295 
22.35 23.11 0.880 0.910 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.40 1.78 0.055 0.070 
0.38 0.53 O.D15 0.021 
0.51 1.02 0.020 0.040 
3.81 5.08 0.150 0.200 
2.92 4.32 0.115 0.170 

oo 15° o· 15° 
7.62 BSC 0.300 BSC m 

0.20 0.30 0.008 0.012 
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r-s----i 

~~ 
CD E SEATING 

NOTES: PLANE 

20pin 
CerDIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.13MM (0.005") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 

2. DIMENSION K TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 

i----B 'I 

~~ 
CD E SEATING 

NOTES: PLANE 

24 pin 
CerDIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.13MM (0.005") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 

2. DIMENSION K TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 

B 'I .. ~ 
CD E SEATING 

NOTES: PLANE 

28pin 
CerDIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.13MM (0.005") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 

2. DIMENSION K TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 

13·14 

MECHANICAL DATA 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
6.60 7.49 0.260 0.295 
23.88 25.15 0.940 0.990 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.40 1.65 0.055 0.065 
0.38 0;56 0.015 0.022 
0.25 1.02 0.010 0.040 
3.81 5.08 0.150 0.200 
2.92 4.06 0.115 0.160 oo 15° oo 15° 
7.62 BSC 0.300 BSC 

0.20 0.30 0.008 0.012 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
12.70 15.49 0.500 0.610 
31.24 32.77 1.230 1.290 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.27 1.52 0.050 0.060 
0.41 0.51 0.016 0.020 
0.51 1.27 0.020 0.050 
4.06 5.59 0.160 0.220 
2.92 4.06 0.115 0.160 oo 15° oo 15° 
15.24 BSC 0.600 BSC 

0.20 0.30 0.008 0.012 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
12.70 15.37 0.500 0.605 
36.45 37.85 1.435 1.490 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.27 1.65 0.050 0.065 
0.38 0.56 0.015 0.022 
0.51 1.27 0.020 0.050 
4.06 5 .. 84 0.160 0.230 
2.92 4.06 0.115 0.160 
50 15° 50 15° 
15.24 BSC 0.600 BSC 

0.20 0.30 0.008 0.012 

MD3 
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f :~:: :: ::::: :::::::::11 
l+-----8 ------>! 

CD E SEATING 

NOTES: PLANE 

~ 

40 pin 
CerDIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.13MM (0.005") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 

2. DIMENSION K TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 

NOTES: 

r--s-; 
~~H 

j w ~1-i~~f.~-G J 

C D E F SEATING 
PLANE 

14 pin 
Plastic DIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.13MM (0.005") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 

2. DIMENSION L TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 
3. DIMENSION A DOES NOT INCLUDE MOLD FLASH. 

NOTES: 

r--s----1 

JtF~ 
C DE F SEATING 

PLANE 

16 pin 
Plastic DIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.13MM (0.005") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 

2. DIMENSION L TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. . 
3. DIMENSION A DOES NOT INCLUDE MOLD FLASH. 

MD3 

MECHANICAL DATA 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
12.70 15.37 0.500 0.605 
50.29 52.57 1.980 2.070 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.27 1.65 0.050 0.065 
0.38 0.56 0.015 0.022 
0.51 1.27 0.020 0.050 
4.06 5.84 0.160 0.230 
2.92 4.06 0.115 0.160 
5• 15° 5• 15° 
15.24 BSC 0.600 BSC 

0.20 0.30 0.008 0.012 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
6.10 6.60 0.240 0.260 
18.54 19.56 0.730 0.770 
1.65 2.16 0.065 0.085 

2.54 SSC 0.100 SSC 
1.02 1.78 0.040 0.070 
0.38 0.53 0.015 0.021 
0.51 1.02 0.020 0.040 
3.81 5.08 0.150 0.200 
2.92 3.43 0.115 0.135 
o· 10° o· 10· 
7.62BSC 0.300BSC 

0.20 0.38 0.008 0.015 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
6.10 6.60 0.240 0.260 
18.80 19.30 0.740 0.760 
1.32 2.89 0.015 0.035 

2.54 SSC 0.100 BSC 
1.02 1.78 0.040 0.070 
0.38 0.53 0.015 0.021 
0.51 1.02 0.020 0.040 
3.81 5.08 0.150 0.200 
2.92 3.43 0.115 0.135 
o· 10° o· 10° 
7.62BSC 0.300BSC 

II 
0.20 0.38 0.008 0.015 
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NOTES: 

18 pin 
Plastic DIP 

1. POSITIONALTOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.25MM (0.010") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 

2. DIMENSION L TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 
3. DIMENSION A DOES NOT INCLUDE MOLD FLASH. 

I' B 'I 

JtnY1ltv~~ 
C DE F SEATING 

NOTES: PLANE 

20 pin 
Plastic DIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF lEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.25MM (0.010") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 

2. DIMENSION L TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 
3. DIMENSION A DOES NOT INCLUDE MOLD FLASH. 

i.---B1~----i 

J&dftWW\ijeat ~~ 
C D E F SEATING 

NOTES: PLANE 

24 pin 
Plastic 
Skinny DIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.25MM (0.01 O") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 

2. DIMENSION L TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 
3. DIMENSION A DOES NOT INCLUDE MOLD FLASH. 

13·16 

MECHANICAL DATA 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
6.10 6.60 0.240 0.260 
22.22 23.24 0.875 0.915 
1.02 .1.52 0.040 0.060 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.27 1.78 0.050 0.070 
0.36 0.56 0.014 0.022 
0.51 1.02 0.020 0.040 
3.56 4.57 0.140 0.180 
2.92 3.43 0.115 0.135 
o· 15° o· 15• 
7.62BSC 0.300BSC 

0.20 0.38 0.008 0.015 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
6.10 6.60 0.240 0.260 
25.65 26.42 1.010 1.040 
1.27 1.78 0.050 0.070 

2.54 BSC 0 .. 100 BSC 
1.27 1.78 0.050 0.070 
0.38 0.56 0.015 0.022 
0.51 1.02 0.020 0.040 
3.94 4.57 0.155 0.180 
2.79 3.56 0.110 0.140 
o· 15° o· 15° 
7.62BSC 0.300BSC 

0.20 0.38 0.008 0.015 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
6.10 6.60 0.240 0.260 
31.37 32.13 1.235 1.265 
1.65 2.16 0.065 0.085 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.02 1.52 0.040 0.060 
0.36 0.56 0.014 0.022 
0.51 1.02 0.020 0.040 
3.94 4.57 0.155 0.180 
2.92 3.43 0.115 0 .. 135 
o· 15° o· 15° 
7.62 BSC 0.300 BSC 

0.20 0.38 0.008 0.015 

MD3 
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---B:------.i 

JYJ1jijtltV~Gtt~ 
C D E F SEATING 

NOTES: PLANE 

24 pin 
Plastic DIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.25MM (0.010") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 

2. DIMENSION L TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 
3. DIMENSION A DOES NOT INCLUDE MOLD FLASH. 

----B---

~iG-*-~ 
...J1<+11+1H'4-
c D E F SEATING 

NOTES: PLANE 

28pin 
Plastic DIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.25MM (0.010") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 

2. DIMENSION L TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 
3. DIMENSION A DOES NOT INCLUDE MOLD FLASH. 

i.------B----~ 

J ~ 
C DE F SEATING 

NOTES: PLANE 

40 pin 
Plastic DIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.25MM (0.010") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 

2. DIMENSION L TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 
3. DIMENSION A DOES NOT INCLUDE MOLD FLASH. 

MD3 

MECHANICAL DATA 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
13.72 14.22 0.540 0.560 
31.37 32.13 1.235 1.265 
1.65 2.16 0.065 0.085 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.02 1.52 0.040 0.060 
0.36 0.56 0.014 0.022 
0.51 1.02 0.020 0.040 
3.94 5.08 0.155 0.200 
2.92 3.43 0.115 0.135 
o· 15° o· 15° 
15.24 BSC 0.600 BSC 

0.20 0.38 0.008 0.015 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
13.72 14.22 0.540 0.560 
36.45 37.21 1.435 1.465 
1.65 2.16 0.065 0.085 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.02 1.52 0.040 0.060 
0.36 0.56 0.014 0.022 
0.51 1.02 0.020 0.040 
3.94 5.08 0.155 0.200 
2.92 3.43 0.115 0.135 
o· 15° o· 15° 
15.24 BSC 0.600 BSC 

0.20 0.38 0.008 0.015 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
13.72 14.22 0.540 0.560 
51.69 52.45 2.035 2.065 
1.65 2.16 0.065 0.085 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.02 1.52 0.040 0.060 
0.36 0.56 0.014 0.022 
0.51 1.02 0.020 0.040 
3.94 5.08 0.155 0.200 
2.92 3.43 0.115 0.135 
o· 15° o· 15° 
15.24 BSC 0.600 BSC II 

0.20 0.38 0.008 0.015 

13·17 
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NOTES: 

Spin 
Plastic DIP 

1. POSITIONAL TOLERANCE OF LEADS SHALL BE WITHIN 
0.13MM (0.005") AT MAXIMUM MATERIAL CONDITION, IN 
RELATION TO SEATING PLANE AND EACH OTHER. 

DIM 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 

2. DIMENSION L TO CENTER OF LEADS WHEN FORMED PARALLEL. 
3. DIMENSION A DOES NOT INCLUDE MOLD FLASH. 

BASE 
PLANE 

r 
0.424 (10.770) 
0.436 (11.074) 

l 

--~~ 

• 

0.480 (12.192) 
0.500 (12.7) 

l 

0.756 (19.202) 0.180 (4.572) 
~:=~~:.: ·1·10160(4064} 

I I 

SEATING:-...;::::=;==!:='=Srr-l lltl~I r::' '11'~' r:' :v' l:=:rl if-I =r-' ..L...JL 

::~ 0.030 (0.762) ~-n l n l :::~ 1:::1 
PLANE o.o3:!~:89.l ~ ~ JL J t ~4511.143l 

0.045 (1.1431) 0.016 (0.406) 0.055(1.397) 

0.020 (0.508) 

13-18 

0.095 (2.413) 
0.115 (2.921) 

MECHANICAL, DATA 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
MIN MAX MIN MAX 
6.10 6.60 0.240 0.260 
9.14 10.2 0.360 0.400 
0.38 1.52 0.015 0.060 

2.54 BSC 0.100 BSC 
1.02 1.78 0.040 0.070 
0.38 0.53 O.Q15 0.021 
0.51 1.02 0.020 0.040 
3.81 5.08 0.150 0.200 
2.92 3.43 0.115 0.135 
o· 10° o· 10· 
7.62BSC 0.300BSC 

0.20 0.38 0.008 0.015 

14pln 
Bottom Brazed Ceramic 

0.025 (0.635) 
0.035 (0.889) 

_L_ 

... ~=·~•} ~] ~ 0.012 (0.305) 

'I· f 
0.290 (7.866) 
0.310 (7.874) 

MD3 



MD3 

--··---· . ---·-· -··--···- MECHANICAL DATA 

~~~M~LI MIN A MAX I MIN B MAX I MIN c MAX I 
28 12.32 12.57 

(0.485) (0.495) 

44 17.40 17.65 
(0.685)(0.695) 

11.43 11.58 9.91 10.92 
(0.450)(0.456 (0.390) (0.430) 

16.51 16.66 14.98 16.00 
(0.650)(0.656) (0.590)(0.630) 

4.62 (0.182) 
28/44 pin 
PLCC 

1.27(0.050) l, 
x45deg.NOM jj 1 ~

4.11 (0.162) I 1.14 (0.045) 
0.63 (0.025) 

2.41 (0.095) 
MIN 

_=;::=t::~"'""<=:::;.; 

T 
c 

4~46(0.018) 
_L.33 ( 0.013) 

B A 

L .35 (0.053) 
1.19 (0.047) 

30 NOM ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS AND PARENTHETICALLY IN INCHES. 

NO.OF A 
TERMINALS MIN MAX 

28 

44 

11.25 11.73 
(.443) (.462) 

16.33 16.81 
(.643) (.662) 

28/44 pin 
LCC 

2.49 (.098) MAX 
1.83 (.062) MIN 

.64 TYP 
(.025) __________ J_ __________ _ 

-----------r---------· 

1.27 TYP 
(.050) -- __________ J ___________ --

-- -----------r---------- --

1. 27 J_ ---
(.050)_r 

Bottom View 

l 
A 

I 
J_ 
' 

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS AND PARENTHETICALLY IN INCHES 

13-19 
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-.!!!!!!1!!1!11---· .......... _. -··--···-
NO.OF 

TERMINALS MIN 
A 

28 NA 

44 
16.26 
(.640) 

MAX 

16.77 
(.660) 

B 
MIN MAX 

NA 

17.28 17.79 
(0.680) (0.700) 

c 
MIN MAX 

NA 

15.50 16.52 
(0.610) (0.650) 

28/44 pin 
CLCC 

3.43 (.135) MAX 
2.54 (.100) MIN 

MECHANICAL DATA 

!+-----.: 0.58 (.023) MAX : __ r ________ J , 0.33 ~~3)]MIN l----

--i---- ---- + J.,..,..,.l.,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,..,. ""' 

--"""f""""'''"""'''"i"" 
0.81(.032) MAX Bottom View 

Bl l :;~; 
-- __ ::_:::: (.~~) BSC 

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS AND PARENTHETICALLY IN INCHES 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
_IDns MIN MAX MIN MAX 

16 9.91 10.41 0.390 0.410 
20 12.45 12.95 0.490 0.510 

1-A-1 

e SOIC 

24 14.99 15.50 0.590 0.610 
28 17.53 18.03 0.690 0.710 

MILLIMETERS INCHES 
DIM MIN MAX MIN MAX 

A see table above 
B 1.27 BSC 0.050 BSC 
c 7° NOM 7° NOM 
D 0.127 0.330 0.005 0.013 

-+I I+ B E 2.41 2.67 0.095 0.105 
F 45"NOM 45-.,-NOM 

c G 7° NOM 7° NOM 

0 :lnnndw tE 
• 

H 0.203 0.381 0.008 0.015 
I 2· 8. 2· 8. 
J 7.42 7.59 0.292 0.298 
K 8.76 9.02 0.345 0.355 
L 10.16 10.67 0.400 0.420 

13·20 MD3 
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Local Area Network l.C.s 
AES/EBU Transmitter/Receivers 
DTMF Receivers 

ANALOG-TO-DIGIT Al CONVERTERS 
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TRACK AND HOLD AMPLIFIERS 

FILTERS 

VOLTAGE REFERENCES 

POWER MONITOR 

UNPACKAGED DIE DATA SHEETS 
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EVALUATION BOARDS 

APPLICATION NOTES & PAPERS 

APPENDICES 
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Reliability Calculation Methods 
Package Mechanical Drawings 
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WESTERN AREA 
Crystal Semiconductor Corp. 
51 East Campbell Ave. 
Suite 101B 
Campbell, CA 95008 
Ph: 408-866-4456 
FAX: 408-370-3155 

ALABAMA 
The Novus Group 
2905 Westcorp Blvd., Suite 120 
Huntsville, AL 35805 
Ph: 205-534-0044 
FAX: 205-534-0186 

ALASKA 
Electronic Engineering Sales 
17020 S.W. Upper Boones Ferry Rd., 
Suite 301 
Portland, OR 97224 
Ph: 503-639-3978 
FAX: 503-684-3326 

ARIZONA 
Reptronix 
4625 S. Lakeshore Dr. 
Tempe, AZ 85282-7127 
Ph: 602-345-4580 
FAX: 602-345-4587 

ARKANSAS 
TL Marketing, Inc. 
12200 Stemmons Frwy, Suite 317 
Dallas, TX 75234 
Ph: 214-484-6800 
FAX: 214-241-9315 

SRL3.0 (2/11 /90) 

UNITED STATES 

CENTRAL AREA 
Crystal Semiconductor Corp. 
4210 So. Industrial Dr. 
Austin, TX 78744 
Ph: 512-445-7222 
FAX: 512-445-7581 

CALIFORNIA 
Earle Associates, Inc. 
7585 Ronson Road, Suite 200 
San Diego, CA 92111 
Ph: 619-278-5441 
FAX: 619-278-5443 
Easylink: 62835672 

Bager Electronics 
17220 Newhope St., Suite 209 
Fountain Valley, CA 92708 
Ph: 714-957-3367 
FAX: 714-546-2654 

Bager Electronics 
6312 Variel Avenue 
Suite 204 
Woodland Hills, CA 91367 
Ph: 818-712-0011 
FAX: 818-712-0160 

Bager Electronics 
519 Encinitas Blvd., Suite 104 
Encinitas, CA 92024 
Ph: 619-632-8816 
FAX: 619-632-8810 

NORCOMP, Inc. 
3350 Scott Blvd., #24 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
Ph: 408-727-7707 
FAX: 408-986-1947 

NORCOMP, Inc. 
2140 Professional Dr. #200 
Roseville, CA 95661 
Ph: 916-782-8070 
FAX: 916-782-8073 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

EASTERN AREA 
Crystal Semiconductor Corp. 
8601 Six Forks Rd. Suite 703 
Raleigh, NC 27615 
Ph: 919-846-4832 
FAX: 919-846-4839 

COLORADO 
Candal, Inc. 
7500 W. Mississippi Ave, Ste. A-2 
Lakewood, CO 80226 
Ph: 303-935-7128 
FAX: 303-935-7310 

CONNECTICUT 
Alpha-Omega Sales Corp. 
P. 0. Box 1514 
New Milford, CT 06776 
Ph: 508-664-1118 
FAX: 508-664-3212 

DELAWARE 
Vantage Sales Company 
1930 E. Marlton Pike 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 
Ph: 609-424-6777 
FAX: 609-424-8909 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
New Era Sales, Inc. 
678 Ritchie Highway 
Sevema Park, MD 21146 
Ph: 301-544-4100 
FAX: 301-544-6092 
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FLORIDA 
CM Marketing, Inc. 
1435-D Gulf to Bay Boulevard 
Clearwater, FL 34615 
Ph: 813-443-6390 
FAX: 813-443-6312 

CM Marketing, Inc. 
2020 WestMcNabRd. 
Suite 126 
Ft .. Lauderdale, FL 33309 
Ph: 305-973-9375 
FAX: 305-973-9386 

CM Marketing, Inc. 
445 Douglas Ave. 
Suite 1455-E 
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714 
Ph:407-682-7709 
FAX: 407-682-7995 

GEORGIA 
The Novus Group 
6115-A Oakbrook Parkway 
Norcross, GA 30093 
Ph: 404-263-0320 
FAX: 404-263-8946 

HAWAII 
Call Crystal Head Office 
Ph: 512-445-7222 

IDAHO 
Anderson Associates 
270 South Main Street, Suite 108 
Bountiful, UT 84010 
Ph: 801-292-8991 
FAX: 801-298-1503 

Electronic Engineering Sales 
17020 S.W. Upper Boones Ferry Rd, 
Suite 301 
Portland, OR 97224 
Ph: 503-639-3978 
FAX: 503-684-3326 
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ILLINOIS (NORTH) 
Micro Sales Inc. 
54 West Seegers Road 
Arlington Heights, IL 60005 
Ph: 708-956-1000 
FAX:708-956-0189 

ILLINOIS (SOUTH) 
Stan Clothier Co. 
3910 Old Hwy. 94 S. 
Suite 116 
St. Charles, MO 63303 
Ph: 314-928-8078 
FAX: 314-447-5214 

INDIANA 
JMK Electronics 
7921 Euclio Road, Suite B 
Cincinnati, OH 45243 
Ph: 513-271-3860 
FAX: 513-271-6321 

IOWA 
Stan Clothier Co. 
1930 St. Andrews N.E. 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402 
Ph: 319-393-1576 
FAX: 319-393-7317 

KANSAS 
Stan Clothier Co. 
805 S. Clairbome 
Olathe, KS 66062 
Ph: 913-829-0073 
FAX: 913-829-0429 

KENTUCKY 
JMK Electronics 
7921 Euclio Road, Suite B 
Cincinnati, OH 45243 
Ph: 513-271-3860 
FAX: 513-271-6321 

LOUISIANA 
TL Marketing, Inc. 
810 Hwy 6, Suite 120 
Houston, Texas 77079 
l"h: 713-589-2763 
FAX: 713-496-9311 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

MAINE 
Alpha-Omega Sales Corp. 
325 Main St, Suite 301 
North Reading, MA 01864 
Ph: 508-664-1118 
FAX: 508-664-3212 

MARYLAND 
New Era Sales, Inc. 
678 Ritchie Highway 
Sevema Park, MD 21146 
Ph: 301-544-4100 
FAX: 301-544-6092 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Alpha-Omega Sales Corp. 
325 Main St, Suite 301 
North Reading, MA 01864 
Ph: 508-664-1118 
FAX: 508-664-3212 

MICHIGAN 
J. L. Montgomery Associates, Inc. 
34405 W. 12 Mile Rd., Suite 149 
P. 0. Box 2726 
Farmington Hills MI 48333-2726 
Ph: 313-489-0099 
FAX: 313-489-0189 

MINNESOTA 
The Twist Company 
10125 Crosstown Circle, 
Suite 200 
Eden Prairie, MN 55344 
Ph: 612-941-2040 
FAX: 612-941-9326 

MISSISSIPPI 
The Novus Group 
2905 Westcorp Blvd, Suite 120 
Huntsville, AL 35805 
Ph: 205-534-0044 
FAX: 205-534-0186 
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MONTANA 
Electronic Engineering Sales 
8405 165th Avenue NE 
Redmond, WA 98052 
Ph: 206-883-3374 
Fax: 206-882-1347 

Candal, Inc. 
7500 W. Mississippi Ave, Ste. A-2 
Lakewood, CO 80226 
Ph: 303-935-7128 
FAX: 303-935-7310 

NEBRASKA 
Stan Clothier Co. 
805 S. Clairbome 
Olathe, KS 66062 
Ph: 913-829-0073 
FAX: 913-829-0429 

NEVADA 
NORCOMP, Inc. 
3350 Scott Blvd., #24 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
Ph: 408-727-7707 
FAX: 408-986-1947 

NEVADA (IAS VEGAS) 
Reptronix 
4625 S. Lakeshore Dr. 
Tempe, AZ 85252-7127 
Ph: 602-345-4580 
FAX: 602-839-3841 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Alpha-Omega Sales Corp. 
325 Main St, Suite 301 
North Reading, MA 01864 
Ph: 508-664-1118 
FAX: 508-664-3212 

NEW JERSEY (NORTH) 
HLM Associates 
1300 Route 46 
Parsippany, NJ 07054 
Ph: 201-263-1535 
FAX: 201-263-0914 
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NEW JERSEY (SOUTH) 
Vantage Sales Company 
1930 E. Marlton Pike 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 
Ph: 609-424-6777 
FAX: 609-424-8909 

NEW MEXICO 
Reptronix 
237-C Eubank Blvd N.E. 
Albuquerque, NM 87123 
Ph: 505-292-1718 
FAX: 505-299-1611 

NEW YORK 
HLM Associates 
64 Mariners Lane 
Northport, NY 11768 
Ph: 516-757-1606 
FAX: 516-757-1636 

Bob Dean, Inc. 
2415 North Triphammer Road 
P.O.BoxE 
Ithaca, NY 14851 
Ph: 607-257-1111 
FAX: 607-257-3678 

Bob Dean, Inc. 
Suite ID, Hollow brook Park 
15 Myers Comer Road 
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590 
Ph: 914-297-6406 
FAX: 914-297-5676 

NORTH CAROLINA 
The Novus Group 
102L Commonwealth Ct. 
Cary, NC 27511 
Ph: 919-460-7771 
FAX: 919-460-5703 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

OHIO (South) 
JMK Electronics 
7921 Euclid Road, Suite B 
Cincinnati, OH 45243 
Ph: 513-271-3860 
FAX: 513-271-6321 

JMK Electronics 
6216 S. Old 3C Hwy 
Westerville, OH 43081 
Ph: 614-895-2779 
FAX: 513-271-6321 

OHIO (North) 
JMK Electronics 
7050 Engle Rd., Suite 100 
Middleburg Heights, OH 44130 
Ph: 216-234-1202 
FAX: 216-234-1910 

OKLAHOMA 
TL Marketing, Inc. 
12200 Stemmons Frwy, Suite 317 
Dallas, Texas 75234 
Ph: 214-484-6800 
FAX: 214-241-9315 

OREGON 
Electronic Engineering Sales 
17020 S.W. Upper Boones Ferry Rd., 
Suite 301 
Portland, OR 97224 
Ph: 503-639-3978 
FAX: 503-684-3326 

PENNSYLVANIA 
JMK Electronics 
7050 Engle Rd., Suite 100 
Middleburg Heights, OH 44130 
Ph: 216-234-1202 
FAX: 216-234-1910 

Vantage Sales Company 
1930 E. Marlton Pike 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 
Ph: 609-424-6777 
FAX: 609-424-8909 
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RHODE ISLAND 
Alpha-Omega Sales Corp. 
325 Main St, Suite 301 
North Reading, MA 01864 
Ph: 508-664-1118 
FAX: 508-664-3212 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
The Novus Group 
102L Commonwealth Ct. 
Cary, NC 27511 
Ph: 919-460-7771 
FAX: 919-460-5703 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
The Twist Co. 
10125 Crosstown Circle, 
Suite 200 
Eden Prairie, MN 55344 
Ph: 612-941-2040 
FAX: 612-941-9326 

TENNESSEE (WEST) 
The Novus Group 
2905 Westcorp Blvd., Suite 120 
Huntsville, AL 35805 
Ph: 205-534-0044 
FAX: 205-534-0186 

TENNESSEE (EAST) 
The Novus Group 
6115-A Oakbrook Parkway 
Norcross, GA 30093 
Ph: 404-263-0320 
FAX: 404-263-8946 
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TEXAS 
TL Marketing, Inc. 
7745 Chevy Chase, Suite 360 
Austin, Texas 78752 
Ph: 512-453-4586 
FAX: 512-467-7370 

TL Marketing, Inc. 
810 Hwy 6, Suite 120 
Houston, Texas 77079 
Ph: 713-589-2763 
FAX: 713-496-9311 

TL Marketing 
12200 Stemmons Frwy, Suite 317 
Dallas, Texas 75234 
Ph: 214-484-6800 
FAX: 214-241-9315 

UTAH 
Anderson Associates 
270 South Main Street, Suite 108 
Bountiful, UT 84010 
Ph: 801-292-8991 
FAX: 801-298-1503 

VERMONT 
Alpha-Omega Sales Corp. 
325 Main St, Suite 301 
North Reading, MA 01864 
Ph: 508-664-1118 
FAX: 508-664-3212 

VIRGINIA 
New Era Sales, Inc. 
678 Ritchie Highway 
Sevema Park, MD 21146 
Ph: 301-544-4100 
FAX: 301-544-6092 

WASHINGTON 
Electronic Engineering Sales 
8405 165th Avenue NE 
Redmond, WA 98052 
Ph: 206-883- 3374 
FAX: 206-882-1347 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

WEST VIRGINIA 
JMK Electronics 
7921 Euclio Rd, Suite B 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45243 
Ph: 513-271-3860 
Fax: 513-271-6321 

WISCONSIN (S.E.) 
Micro Sales, Inc. 
16800 W. Greenfield Ave., Suite 116 
Brookfield, WI 53005 
Ph: 414-786-1403 
FAX: 414-786-1813 

WISCONSIN (N.W.) 
The Twist Co. 
10125 Crosstown Circle, 
Suite 200 
Eden Prairie, MN 55344 
Ph: 612-941-2040 
FAX: 612-941-9326 

WYOMING 
Candal, Inc. 
7500 W. Mississippi Ave., 
SuiteA-2 
Lakewood, CO 80226 
Ph: 303-935-7128 
FAX: 303-935-7310 
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ALABAMA 
Reptron Electronics 
4950 Corporate Drive, Suite 105C 
Huntsville, AL 35805 
Ph: 205-722-9500 
FAX: 205-722-9565 

ARIZONA 
Insight Electronics 
Tempe, AZ 
1525 W. University Drive, Suite 103 
Tempe, AZ 85281 
Ph: 602-829-1800 
Ph: 602-792-1800 (Tucson) 
Ph: 505-823-1800 (New Mexico) 
FAX: 602-967-2658 

CALIFORNIA 
(Los Angeles) 

~ !• Insight Electronics 
28038 Dorothy Drive Suite 2 
Agoura, CA 91301 
Ph: 818-707-2100 (San Fernando 
Valley) 
Ph: 805-484-9599 (Ventura Co.) 
Ph: 213-466-1196 (LosAngeles) 
Ph: 818-358-0389 (San Gabriel) 
FAX: 818-707-0321 

(Orange County) 
Insight Electronics 
75635 Alton Parkway, Suite 120 
Irvine, CA 92718 
Ph: 714-556-6890 
Ph: 714-727-2111 (Irvine) 
FAX: 714-727-1804 

Insight Electronics 
6885 Flanders Drive 
San Diego, CA 92121 
Ph: 619-587-0471 
FAX: 619-587-1380 

Merit Electronics 
2070 Ringwood Avenue 
San Jose, CA 95131 
Ph: 408-434-0800 
FAX: 408-434-0935 
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SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

U. S. DISTRIBUTORS 

FLORIDA 
Reptron Electronics 
3320 N.W. 53rd St., Suite 206 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 
Ph: 305-735-1112 
FAX: 305-735-1121 

Reptron Electronics 
15420 Racetrack Rd. 
Tampa, FL 33626 
Ph: 813- 855-4656 
FAX: 813-855-7660 

GEORGIA 
Reptron Electronics 
3040 Business Park, Suite H 
Norcross, GA 30071 
Ph: 404-446-1300 
FAX: 404-446-2991 

ILLINOIS 
(Chicago) 
Reptron Electronics 
1000 E. State Parkway, Suite K 
Schaumburg, IL 60195 
Ph: 708-882-1700 
FAX: 312-882-8904 

MARYLAND 
Nu-Horizons Electronics 
8975 Guilford Road, Suite 120 
Columbia, MD 21046 
Ph: 301-995-6330 
FAX: 301-995-6332 

MASSACHUSETTS 
North Star Electronics 
100 Research Dr. 
Wilmington, MA 01887 
Ph: 508-657-5155 
FAX: 508-657-6559 

MICHIGAN 
(Detroit) 
Reptron Electronics 
34403 Glendale 
Livonia, MI 48150 
Ph: 313-525-2700 
FAX: 313-525-3209 

MINNESOTA 
(Minneapolis) 
Reptron Electronics 
5929 Baker Road 
Minnetonka, MN 55345 
Ph: 612-938-0000 
FAX: 612-938-3995 

NEW JERSEY 
Nu-Horizons Electronics 
39 U.S. Route 46 
Pine Brook, NJ 07058 
Ph: 201-882-8300 
FAX: 201-882-8398 

Nu- Horizons 
2002C Greentree 
Executive Campus 
Marlton, NJ 08058 
Ph: 609-596-1833 
FAX: 609-596-0612 

NEW YORK 
Nu-Horizons Electronics 
6000 New Horizons Blvd. 
North Amityville, NY 11701 
PH: 516-226-6000 
FAX: 516-226-6140 

Nu-Horizons Electronics 
100 Bluff Drive 
Rochester, NY 14445 
Ph: 716-248-5980 
FAX: 716-248-9132 
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NORTH CAROLINA 
Reptron Electronics 
5954-A Six Forks Rd. 
Raleigh, NC 27609 
Ph: 919-870-5189 
FAX: 919-870-5210 

OHIO 
(Cleveland) 
Reptron Electronics 
30640 Bainbridge Rd. 
Solon, OH 44139 
Ph: 216-349-1415 
FAX: 216-349-1634 

(Columbus) 
Reptron Electronics 
404 E. Wilson Bridge Rd, Suite A 
Worthington, OH 43085 
Ph: 614-436-6675 
FAX: 614-436-4285 

ALBERTA 
Hi-Tech Sales 
Site 12, Box 11, R.R. 4 
Calgary, Alberta T2M 41A 
Ph: 403-239-8518 
FAX: 403-241-2539 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Hi Tech Sales 
8521-132nd Street 
Surrey, BC V2W 4N8 
Ph: 604-596-1886 
FAX: 604-596-5992 
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SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

U. S. Distributors (Cont.) 

OREGON 
Insight Electronics 
10260 S.W. Numbus, Suite MlO 
Tigard, OR 97223 
Ph: 503-620-8080 
FAX: 503-620-1174 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Nu-Horizons Electronics 
2002C Greentree Executive Campus 
Marlton, NJ 08053 
Ph: 215-557-6450 
FAX: 609-596-0612 

CANADA 

MANITOBA/ 
SASKATCHEWAN 
Hi Tech Sales 
#17-360 Keewatin St. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2X 2Y3 
Ph: 204-694-0000 
FAX: 204-694-0433 

ONTARIO - Ottawa 
E.S.P. 
447 McLeod Street, Suite #03 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1R5P5 
Ph: 613-236-1221 
FAX: 613-236-7119 
Toll Free: 1-800-387-7599 

TEXAS 
(Dallas) 
Insight Electronics 
1778 N. Plano Road, Suite 320 
Richardson, TX 75081 
Ph: 214-783-0800 (Richardson) 
Ph: 817-338-0800 (Ft. Worth) 
FAX: 214-680-2402 

Insight Electronics 
10500 Richmond Executive Suites, 
Suite 201 
Houston, TX 77042 
Ph: 713-448-0800 

Insight Electronics 
6034 W. Courtyard Dr. 
Suite 305-49 
Austin, TX 78730 
Ph: 512-467-0800 
FAX: 214-680-2402 

WASHINGTON 
Insight Electronics 
12002 115th Ave. N.E. 
Kirkland, WA98034 
Ph: 206-820-8100 
FAX: 206-821-2976 

ONTARIO - Toronto 
E.S.P. 
5200 Dixie Road #201 
Missisauga, Ontario 
IAW 1E4 
Ph: 416-626-8221 
FAX: 416-238-3277 
Toll Free: 1-800-387-7599 

QUEBEC - Montreal 
E.S.P 
4250 Rue Sere 
St. Laurent, Quebec H4T 1A6 
Ph: 514-737-9344 
FAX: 514-737-4128 
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EUROPE 

AUSTRIA HOLLAND SWEDEN 
Hitronik Alcorn Electronics Ab Gosta Backstrom 
St. Veitgasse 51 Essebaan 1 Alstromergatan 22 
A-1130 Wien 2908 Ll Capelle ND USSEL P.O. Box 12009 
Austria Holland 10221 Stockholm 
Ph: +43(0222)824199 Ph: +31(010)4519533 Sweden 
FAX: +43(0222)8285572 FAX: +31(010)4586482 Ph: +46(08541)080 
TLX: 847-134404 FAX: +46(08531)251 

TLX: 10135 
ISRAEL 

BELGIUM Tel sys 
D & D Electronics Atidim Industrial Park Bldg. 3 SWITZERLAND 
VII Olympiadelaan 93 Dvora Hanevia St., Neve Sharet, MemotecAG 
B-2020 Antwerp Tel-Aviv 61431, Israel Gaswerkstrasse 32 
Belgium Ph: +972(03)492001 P. 0. Box 
Ph: +32(0382)77934 TLX: 32392 and 371279 4901 Langenthal 
TLX: 73121 FAX: +972(03)497407 Switzerland 

Ph: +41(063)281-122 

DENMARK ITALY 
FAX: +41(063)223-506 
TLX: 845-982550 

Scansupply Cramer Italia 
Nannasgade 18-20 134 Via Cristoforo Colombo 
DK-2200 Copenhagen-N, 00147 Roma, Italia UNITED KINGDOM 
Denmark Ph: + 39(0651 )7981 Sequoia Technology 
Ph: +45(31)835090 FAX: +39(0651)40722 Unit5 
FAX: +45(31)832540 TLX: 611517 Bennet Place 
TLX: 19037 Bennet Road 

NORWAY 
Reading 
Berks RG2 OQX 

FINLAND OTE Komponent United Kingdom 
Oy Ferrado AB P.O. Box200 Ph: +44(0734)311822 
Valimotie IA Leirdal FAX: +44(0734)312676 
P.O. Box 54 1011Oslo10 
SF-00381 Helsinki Norway 
Finland Ph: +47(02)306600 W.GERMANY 
Ph: +358(0)550002 FAX: +47(02)321360 Atlantik Elektronik GmbH 
FAX: +358(0)551117 Fraunhofer Strasse, l lA 
TLX: 122214 8033 Martinsried 

SPAIN Munich, W. Germany 
Semiconductores, SA Ph: +49(089)8570000 

FRANCE Rda. General Mitre, 240 FAX: +49(089)8573702 
Newtek 08006 Barcelona TLX: 841-521-5111 
8, Rue De L'Esterel Spain 
Silic 583 Ph: +34(93217)2340 Atlantik Elektronik GmbH 
94663 Rungis Cedex FAX: +34(93217)6598 Hamburg, W. Germany 
France TLX: 97787 SMCDE Ph: +49(040)437910 
Ph: +33(01468)72200 FAX: +49(040)4396092 
FAX: +33(014687)8049 
TLX: 842-263046 
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AUSTRALIA 
Ericsson Components Pty., Ltd. 
202 Bell Street, Preston 
Victoria 3072 
Australia 
Ph: +61(03)480-1211 
TLX: FIFMEL AA31001 
FAX: +61(03)484-3645 

HONGKONG 
Active Action Industrial Ltd. 
Room Al, 5/F., Hay Wah Building 
71-85, Hennessy Road, 
Wan Chai, Hong Kong 
Ph: +852(05)866-9531 
FAX: +852(05)294-177 

Dynatek Electronics Ltd. 
Unit 701, 7/Fl, 
Hong Leong Industrial Complex 
4 Wang Kwong Rd. 
Kowloon Bay, Hong Kong 
Ph: +852(03)796-6689 
FAX: +852(03)796-6109 
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FAR EAST 

JAPAN 
Asahi Kasei Microsystems Co., Ltd. 
Yoyogi Community Bldg. 3F 
11-2, Yoyogi 1-Chome, 
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo , Japan 
Ph: +81(03)320-2062 
FAX:+ 81(03)320-2072173 
TLX: 222-2792 - AKMC J 

KOREA 
Eastern "Electronics Inc. 
3rd Floor, Yoowha Building, 
995-16, Daechi-Dong, 
Kangnam-Ku, Seoul, Korea 
Ph: +82(02)566-0514 
FAX: +82(02)553-2998 

NEW ZEALAND 
Mr. Ken Cullen 
34 Onepoto Rd. 
Takapuna, Auckland 9, 
New Zealand 
FAX: +64(09)498-269 

SINGAPORE 
Scan Technology (S) Pte Ltd. 
Block 50, Kallang Bahru 
#04-01103 Kallang Basin 
Industrial Estate 
Singapore 1233 
Ph: +65(0294)2112 
FAX: +65(0296)1685 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

TAIWAN 
Uchain Component Co., Ltd. 
1 Fl., No. 10, Lane 107, Sec. 2, 
Ho-Ping E. Rd., Taipei, 
TAIWAN, R.O.C. 
Ph: +886(02)704-7440 
FAX: +886(02)703-1556 

Leadtorn Industrial Inc. 
2F., No. 46, Chung Yuan Street 
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. 
Ph: +886(02)571-7241 
FAX: +886(02)511-3713 

Pensound International Corp. 
Fl. 6th No. 218 Tun-Hwa North Rd. 
Taipei, Taiwan R.O.C. 
Ph: +886(02)716-9056 
FAX: +886(02)717-1647 
TLX: 21980 PENSOUND 
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Fax: (512) 445-7581 


